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WELCOME TO BOISE STATE
Welcome from the faculty, administration and staff
at Boise State University. Our catalog is designed
not only to assistyou in finding course information,
but also to give you a sense of the university; its
people and its potential effect on your life.
Boise State is a university with a proud tradition of
academic excellence. It's a university with a warm
Western attitude where the individual student
receives attention. And it's a university in an urban
setting with a wealth of resources and facilities.
We hope your questions about Boise State can be
answered by the information contained within the
catalog; if not, we're always available to answer your
questions personally.
Cover photograph by Charles Scheer
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The purpose of the Boise State Catalog is to provide current, articulate
and accurate information about Boise State University for guidance of
prospective students, for faculty and administrative officers, for students
currently enrolled, and for other education or allied agencies.
Catalogs, bulletins, course and fee schedules, etc., are not to be con-
sidered as binding contracts between Boise State University and
students.The university and its divisions reserve the right at any time,
without advance notice, to: (a)withdraw or cancel classes, courses, and
programs; (b) change fee schedules; (c) change the academic calendar;
(d) change admission and registration requirements; (e) change the
regulationsand requirements governing instruction in, and graduation
from, the university and its various divisions; and (I) change any other
regulations affecting students.Changes shall go into force whenever the
proper authorities so determine, and shall apply not only to prospective
students but also to those who are matriculated at the time in the univer-
sity. When economic and other conditions permit, the university tries
to provide advance notice of such changes. In particular, when an in-
structional program is to be withdrawn, the university will make every
reasonable effort to ensure that students who are within two years of
completing the graduation requirements, and who are making normal
progress toward the completion of those requirements, will have the op-
portunity to complete the program which is to be withdrawn.
It is the policy of Boise State University to provide equal educational and
employment opportunities, services, and benefits to students and
employees without regard to race, color, national origin, sex, creed, age
or handicap in accordance with Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.
Title IXof the Educational Amendments of 1972.5ections 799A and 845
of the Public Health Act, and Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation
Act of 1973, where applicable, as enforced by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare.
NOTE
The courses contained in this catalog do not preclude or limit the Univer-
sity in its offerings for any semester or session nor do they restrict the
University to the time block (semester) represented by the approved
academic calendar.
Boise State University attempts to respond to the educational needs and
wants of any and all students when expressed. Requests for courses to
be offered whenever they are desired will be favorably received providing
that a minimum of 12 qualified students enroll in the class and a compe-
tent faculty member is available to teach the course.
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Contacts
Admissions: Administration Build-
ing, Room 101; Telephone. (208)
385-1156.
Ad.missions Cou~~eling: Visitor's
Center, University Drive; Telephone
(208)385-1401,1-800-632-6586within
Idaho, or 1-800-824-7017 from most
western states.
BSU Bookstore: Student Union
Building; Telephone (208)385-1276.
Career Planning and. Placement:
Administration Building, Room 123;
Telephone (208) 385-1747.
Cashier/Business Office: Adminis-
tration Building, Room 209; Hous-
ing Telephone (208)385-1612,Regis-
tration Telephone (208) 385-1212.
Counseling and Testing Center:
Education Building, Sixth Floor;
Telephone (208) 385-1601.
FiriancialAid: Administration Build-
ing, Room 117; Telephone (208)
385-1664.
Registrar: Administration Building,
Room 102-108; Telephone (208)
385-3486.
Student Health Services: University
Drive; Telephone (208) 385-1459.
Student Residential Life: Adminis-
tration Building, Room ~; Tele-
phone (208) 385-3986. ~ ''1
Dean of Student Special Services
Office: Administration Building,
Room 114; Telephone (208)385~
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Bois~ State University Calendar -,1987-88
'"' ..,
Summersession"1987
May 22, Friday Lastday to submit application for summer session to be assured of pr~pare. d re.gistration materials.
June 5, Friday Registration inPayilion, 3:00-7:00 p.m.:(s~e Class Schedule for deSignated times; .. students may
. . register for all summer sessions at this time). . !'
June 8, Monday : Classes begin for 8-week, 10-week, and first 5-week sessions. .'. . .' ,
June 19, Friday : Last'day to file with department for admission to candidacy for Master's Degree '- Departmental
, . , . Office.' ~ . .:. ,.
, '. last day to file appli.c~tion for gra?uati?n for. Master's, Baccalaure,,:t~, an~ two-year or less degrees,
. diplomas, and certificates - Registrar s Office, .Room 107. Administration Bldg.
July 3, Friday .. , , .. ; HoJiday~ ". ...:
July 10, Friday '.: First 5-week session ~nds.' ' , ,
July 13, Monday Classes, begin for ,second S-week session.
July 31, Friday ;,.: ':;End"of 8-weeksession. ,
August 14,Fdday' : .. :.:. '.' ~.. End of 107week'and secondS-week sessions.
:f
:,',
Fall,z$emester, 1987,
•• <'. •. ".' t' . >~~<;: . ; ,. .• ,_,
June.18-20, Thursday-Saturday ',. New. Stude~t Ea;\'yRegistration -Student Union:To be eligible to participate, a student must'submit
. an application and be accepted by BSU no later than June S, 1987. '.
July 17, Friday , , Bills will be mailed to students pre-registered for fall semester. ~ ,... .
August 7, Friday.;eo' .'; .':, : . Lastday for pre-re.gistered students to complete financial arrangementsand payfees forfall semester.
August 14, Friday •................... last day to submit applicatioriforfall semester tobe assured of prepared registration materials at the'
. ..' :.'j, 'Priority Registration (August 28). Students submitting applications after this date will be able to
'.. , '., . register at Open Registration.
August 24, Monday: ..... ';' .. ; . ~.' Faculty orientation; '",' .. '. i . • '. ' . • "
August 26, Wednesday .. :" ..... ;' Residence Halls open (Noon). Student Advising for continuing students (afternoon:)
August 26, Wednesday •.............. Foreign language Placement Exam; 1:00 p.m., Room E-331.. ". '
August 27, Thursday : : New Student Orientation Program, 9:00 a.m. -Student Union. Student advising (all day). Drop/add
. ... , ., .' , . . for pre-registered students, 1:00-4:00 p.m. - Pavilion (see class schedule for designated times).
August 28,,Friday Priority and Open, Registration in Pavilion (see class schedule for registration times):
August 31, Monday ' ~.'. Classes begin. , ._ " '.,
. 'Open Registration and drop/ac:ld 9:00a.m.-4:00 P"'Tl. (Monday-Friday) and S:00-7:00 p.m. (Monday-.
. Thursday) - Administration Building! ~.". . ...'
September 1, Tuesday ..........••... Last day for 100%' refund for dropping i!. class or withdrawing from the University. .
September 4, Friday : , Last day to register except' by petition (9:00a.m.- 4:00 p.m.) A fifty dollar ($SO)late registration fee
': applies to all registrations after this date', . \ : .
last day to add except with Consent of instructor a,nd department head. Lastday to drop except with
.consent of instructor. ," .
September 7, MOnday Holiday.. .' ", , .0.
September 8, Tuesday Registration by petition only; fifty dollar ($S.o)late registration fee applies to all late registrations.
September 1S, Tuesday •.............• Last day for 7S% refund for dropping a class, or withdrawing from the University.
September 25, Friday ......•...... ': .. Last day to file with department for admission' to candidacy for Master's Degree - Departmental
'Office. Last day to file application for graduation for Master's, Baccalaureate and two-year or less
. degrees, diplomas, and certificates - Registrar's Office, Room 107, Administration Bldg.
September 29, Tuesday ; .. Last day forSO% refund for dropping a class or withdrawing from the University.
October 2, Friday ; last day to make, class changes or. register by' petition for first 8-week block courses.
October 2, Fri~ay , :.: ColI.e.ge?f Bus~ness: last.day to petit~on for upper division admission for spring ~mester, 1988.
October 16, .Friday , ; Not!flcatlon of mcompletes from prevIous semester.
. Last day tome application with department for fil1al Master's written exam. Mid-semester grades,
, submitted to Registrar's Office by Noon.
OCtober 16, Friday '" , .last day to submit names for faculty initiated withdrawal notifications.
October 19, ~nday ., Second '8-week block. begins. . '..
October 30, Friday Last day to make class changes or register by petition.
November 2-6, Monday-Friday, ....
(1 week) Advising period for continuing students (enrolled Fall 1987). Pre-registration period for students who
. have been advised. Pre-registrationmaterials available in Administration .Building, 8:00 a.m.-7:00
. p.m. (Monday-Thursday) and 8:00 a:m:"-S:OOp.m. (Friday).
November 4, Wednesday Advising arid pre-registration for. new and' re-entry students (not enrolled Fall 1.987) 2:00-6:00
, p,m.-Student Union. To be eligible to participate, a studehJ must submit an application and be,
. accepted by no later than October 16, 1987..., " .
November 7, Saturday , Final. day for written exam for Master's Degree.
November 18,Wednesday , ; last day for final oral and project/thesis .defenSe.
November 20, Friday " •....... Last day to make class changes or register by :petition for second 8-week block courses.
November 26-29; Thursday-Sunday Thanksgiving (Holiday): . . .'
November 30, Monday Classes resume.
December 11, Friday Class schedule and bills will be available for students pre-registered for spring semester - Registrar's
. " . Office. Last day to submit final signed copy of Master's project/thesis with department.
December 11, Friday '" Classroom instruction .ends. last day for complete withdrawal. : .
December 14-17, Monday-Thursday Final Semester Examinations. .
December 18, Friday Residence Halls close .(Noon).
December 21, Monday , Grade Reports due to Registrar (12 Noon). '
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...• SprihgSemester .1988
• . ," I
~cember 28, Monday, lastd~y to s'ubmit a'pplication for spring semester;~ be assured of preparedr~gistration materials at
,"' " the Priority Registration (January 13). Students submitting applkations after this date will be able to
,,' register at Open Registration. ,
!anuary 4, MQnday ;'., ; last day for pre-registered students tO,complete financial arrangements and pay fees for spring
seme~~ .'
January 11, Monday. : Faculty orientation. .
,', .', '. ' . Residence Halls open (Noon): ,
, .' >. Student advising 'for continuing students '(afternoon). '
January '11, Monday ' Foreign language Placement Exam, 1:00 p.m.,<Room Ec331., '
.Jan~ary 12, Tuesday .. ; ; ; New Stude,:!t Orientation 'Progra!T'~9:00 a.m. -Student Union. Student advising (all day). Drop/add ,
for pre-regIstered students - PavIlion 1:00 - 4:00 p.m. (see Class Schedule for designated times).
JanuaryH,Wednesday Priority and' Open Registration - Pavilion (see class sched,ule for registration times):
January 14, Thursday , C1ilsses begin .• ," ' ,',
, Open Registration for evening classes only, 5:00 - 7:00'p.m. -' Administration Building.
January 15, Friday ..... , .... , ..... , .. Open Registration and drop/add, 9:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m. (Monday-Friday); 5:00 -7:00 p.m. (Mondayc
, ' ,Thursday) -Administration Building. ' . '.
January 15, Friday f ., •.••. last day for 100% refund for dropping a class or withdrawing from' the university.'
January 22, Friday la'st day to register except by petition (9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.; no evening registration). A fifty dollar
($50) late registration fee.,applies to all registrations after this date. '
last day to add except with consent of instructor and department head. last day to drop except with
consent of instructor. '
January 25, Monday Registration by petition only; fifty dollar ($50) late registration fee applies to all late registrations.
January 29, Friday last day to file with department for admission to candidacy for Master's Degree - Departmental
',. Office. last day to file application for graduation for Master's, Baccalaureate, and two-year or less
'" . ' , degrees, diplomas, 'and certificates - Registrar's Office, Room 107" Administration Bldg.
January 29, Friday last day for 75%' refund for dropping a class or withdrawing from the University.
"February 1, Monday '~ :." ; Recommended date to fileCSS Financial Aid 'Form to be considered for 1988-89 need-based
'0 '. , ' scholarship. '
February 12,Friday :; last day for 50% refund for dropping a class o~ w!thdrawing from the Uni~ersity.
February 15, Monday President's Day (Holiday).
febiuary19, Friday , last day to make class changes or register by petition for first 8-week block courses. "
March 1, Tuesday : last day to file scholarship application to be considered for 1988-89 merit scholarships and need-
• based scholarships.
March 1, Tuesday' Recommended date to file CSS Financial Aid Form and supporting documents for best chance of
,'" ",I' receivinf1988-8~ grants, work-study, loans (other than Gu'aranteed Student loans), and waivers of
non-resident tuition. ' , '
March 4, Friday last day to submit names for faculty initiated withdrawal notifications. '
March 4, Friday College of Business: last day to petition for upper division admission for summer session and fall
semester, 1988.
March 11, Friday : ; Notification ofincompletes from previous ~mester.' " .
. last day to file application with department for final Master's written exam.
Mid-semester grades submitted to Registrar by Noon.
March 14, Monday Second 8-week block begins.
March 18, Friday last ,day to make class changes or register by petition.
March 21-27, Monday-Sunday Spring vacation.
March 28, Monday Classes resume. . .
April 1, Friday :'. Recommended last day to file for Pell Grant for the 1987-88 academiC year.
April 4-8, Monday-Friday, (1 week) Advising pe'riod for continuing (enrolled Spring 1988) students.
, • Pre-registration period for students who have been advised. Pre-registration materials availa?le in
•. Adininistration Building. 8:00 a.m.-7:00 p.m. (Monday-Thursday) and 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. (Friday).
April 9, Saturday Final day for written exam for Masters Degree.
April 15, Friday last day for final oral and project/thesis defense.
April 22"Friday last day to make class changes or register by petition for se~on~ 8-week block courses.
April 29, Friday last day to submit final signed copy of Master's project/thesIs With department.
May 6, Friday Classroom instruction ends., Last day for complete withdrawal.
May 9-12, Monday-Thursday Final Semester Examinations.
May 13, Friday , Residence Halls close (Noon).
May 15,Sunday Commencement, 2:00 p.m. - Pavilion.
May 17, Tuesday Grade reports due to Registrar (9:00 a.m.).
Summer Session 1988
June 6, Monday ciasses begin for 8-week, 10-week, and first 5-week session.
July 4, Monday .. , Holiday.
July 8, Friday First 5-week session ends. .
July 11, Monday Classes begin for second 5-week session.
July 29, Friday End of 8-week session.
August 12, Friday End of 10-week and second 5-week session.
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.General .Information i.,.:.
The Unive~sity
The university exists to educate inaividuais:to'en"sure their develop-
ment and to enlarge their o'pportunities. Boise State creates' the
intellectual atmosphere to produce educated persons who are liter-
ate, knowledgeable of public affairs, motivated to become life-long
learners and capable of solving problems through the discipline in
which they ma/'ored. Students receive a broad education to equip
them for mobiity, in employment, social relevance and informed,
active citizenry. "
Boise State is an urban university, taking its character from the
dynamic center of business and government in which it is located.
The university's mission refle~ts its urban setting. The State Board of
Education has mandated that Boise State put its primary emphasis on
business and economics, the social sciences, public affairs, the per-
forming arts'and interdisciplinary studie's. The university gives con-
tinuing emphasis in the areas of health professions,therelated physi-
Gil and biological sciences arid education. And, it m'aintains basiC
strengths in the liberal arts and sciences that provide the core curric-
ulum and will enhance its role asa regional center for technology
based on emerging needs. .' ,
At Boise State, students may choose to study in anyone of five
colleges -- Arts and Sciences, Business, Education, Health Science,
Graduate -- or two Schools c_ Social Sciences and Public Affairs or
Vocational Technical Education. We offer 155majorfieldsof interest,
63 baccalaureate degree programs, 23 vocational technical degrees,
,four graduate and six associate degree programs. All are accredited
by the Northwest Association of Schools and Colieges ..Specific col-
leges and programs are accredited by national agencies (see accredic
tation section on the next,page).
Because BSU'is located in the commercial, financial, health care and
governmental center of Idaho, students can reach beyond the Class-
room for experiences not available anywhere else in the state.
Internships or work experience ,at places ranging from the State
5
legislature to the state's largest daily newspaper enhance classroom
learning. . "
The university also provides a variety of informal experiences on
campus, such as participation in student government or on university
committees, distinguished speaker. programs and cultural and civic
events. In all of its programs, Boise State University takes pride in
providing a personal environment for students.
Since its beginning, the university's mission has been to respond to
the wide-ranging academic needs of the community. It has,soughtto
provide a breadth of programs both at the graduate and undergrad-
uate levels and to provide academic leadership to the area through
research and public service. Diversity, flexibility' and quality are
trademarks of Boise State programs: '
History: Boise State University was foundedin 1932 by the Episco-
. pal Church as a /'unior college. It was the first institution of higher
education'to'be ocated in the state's capital city.
Boise Junior College, which had an enrollment of about 600 students
by the end of the 1930s, was located at St. Margaret's Hall,near the
present site of St. luke:s Hospital. The school was moved to its
present location on the Boise Ri,verin 1940. ,
The Episcopal Church discontinued its sponsorship of the school in
1934, whenBJC became a non-profit private corporation sponsored
by the Boise Chamber of Commerce and the community. A bill
creating a junior college taxing district was passed in 1939, and the
college was supported by local property taxes after that.
The junior college was granted fou'r year status and named Boise
College in 1965. The school was brought into the state system of
higher education in 1969 and re-named Boise State University in,
1~~ /
During its 50-year history, BSUhas had four presidents: its foul'/
Bishop Middleton Barnwell (1932-34), Eugene Chaffee (19C
John Barnes (1967-77) and John Keiser (1978-present).
General Information
Accreditation and Affiliation: The university is a fully accre-
dited member of the Northwest Association of Schools and Colleges.
Permanent membershipalso is held in the College Entrance Exami-
nation Board and the College Scholarship Service Assembly.
A number of academic programs have additional accreditati~n or
approval from the following organizations: American Assembly of
Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB), the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), the National Associa-
tion of State Directors of Teacher Education, the National Association
of State Directors of Teacher Education and Certification, the Coun-
cil Jon Social Work Education (CSWE), the National Association of
Schools of M4Sic (NASM), the National League for Nursing, the
Idaho State Board of Nursing, the Committee on Allied Health Edu-
cation and Accreditation (CAHEA)of the American Medical Associa-
tion (AMA) in collaboration with the Joint Review Committees on
Education in Radiologic Technology and Respiratory Therapy and
the American Medical Records Association, and the National Accred-
itation Council for Environmental Health Curriculum.
The program in Dental Assisting is accredited by the Commission on
Dental Accreditation, a specialized accrediting body recognized by
the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation and the United States
Department of Education.
Students
Students at Boise State are challenged to reach their highest levels of
performance. The opportunities are here to test your limits in aca-
demics, sports, cultural or social activities.
The university's urban character invites a diverse student body that
includes young adults, senior citizens, and working profesSionals
along with the more "traditional" students straight from high school.
Students come from every Idaho county, almost every state and more
than 30 foreign countries. Each semester, BSUenrolls about 10,000
students in its academic and vocational technical programs.
6
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Boise State's strength lies in its faculty of more than 430. The univer-
sity attracts motivated faculty dedicated to excellence in teaching,
creative in providing new knowledge and generous in using their
expertise to solve society's problems. They recognize that quality
teaching is their primary goal.
At BSU, your classes won't be taught by graduate assistants. Most
classes are taught by full-time 'professors; most with doctorate
degrees. And you'll find your teachers'caring, accessible people who
are here to help you learn.
Some ofthe most respected sciE!ntists,artists, researchers and educa-
tors in the West are on the BSU faculty. They include a political
scientist researching the causes of war and nuclear proliferation,
geologists studying the geothermal potential of Idaho, business pro~
fessors analyzing Idaho's tax structure,' biologists discovering new
ways to increase productivity of Idaho rangeland, English professors
editing publications that preserve and study the works of Western
writers and professional educators in every field working to make
our future better.
Faculty members act as student advisors and are always willing to
listen to studentconcerns~
Facilities
One of the most acoustically sophisticated performance halls in the
nation, a top-notch arena, and recreation complex, and a campus
nestled along the scenic Boise River are some of the things that
attract students to Boise State University.
The 110-acre campus consists of 49 buildings bordered by Broadway
Avenue on the east, University Drive on the south, Capitol Boulevard
on the west and the river on the north.
The Student Union Bui'dingprovides for the campus community's
social, recreational and cultural needs. Services include Union Street
Cafe, indoor Rec.reation Center, lounges,art gallefy, Outdoor Rental
Center, Bookstore, ticket sales and information desk. With over 6,000
visitors per day and 5,500 programs and events per year, the SUB is
home to University meetings,conferences"student activities,organ-
izations, and the Associated Students of Boise State University
(ASBSU). .
The BSU Bookstore isalso located on the first floor of the SUB.There,
all textbooks and supplies required for classes can be purchased. The
Bookstore also carnes a large selection of sale books on a continual
basis and sells some clothing and souvenir items.
In the AdininistrationBui'ding; the oldest on campus, students can
find information on admission, fees, financial aid, career placement
and planning and housing.
._-- --- -- --_. --' - --~- ---_. - --'-- --- ,--- -- ~
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The Morrison Center for the Performing Arts houses a 2,000.seat
performing hall used by both university and community groups. It
also contains the Music and Theatre Arts departments, a 180-seat
re<;italhall and a 200-seat theater.
Th~ BSU Pavilion is a multi-purpose facility that attracts big name
entertainers ranging from Willie Nelson and Alabama to lionel
Richie and Van Halen. Students also can use five racquetball courts,
weight rooms and a large recreational gymnasium. A child care
center for students' children also is located in the Pavilion: .
The Simplot/Micron. Technology Center is a new state-of"the-art
advanced instructional technology and telecommunication center.
It houses modern television production studios, interactive instruc-
tional classrooms, teleconferencing rooms, media production facili-
ties and a media resource library. Also housed in the center are many
instructional computer-based technologies including PLATO,an
extensive computer assisted instruction system, and artificial intelli-
gence research workstations: A satellite earthstation and the NASA
electronic database service will be added in the near future. Through
the facilities and services of the Center the University is pioneering
the use of technology to improve the effectiveness of instruction and
to extend information and instruction to off-campus locations:
Downtown Boise is justa few minute's walk from campus, where
students can find shopping, fine restaurants and exciting nightlife.
Just across the footbridge over the Boise River is Julia Davis Park
-"-withthe. Idaho Historical Museum, the Boise Gallery of Art, the city
zoo,a bandshell where spring and fall concerts take place and lots of
open, green space.
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General Information
The Libr~ry
Located at the heart of the campus is the University library. On the
library's four floors of shelves are 280,000 volumes that support cur-
ricular and research needs, 2,000 current periodicals and 40 news-
papers, 96,000 maps and 287,000 government publications.
Access to the library's collections is primarily through the Computer
Output Microform catalog. Some of the library's older holdings still
are recorded on the card catalog, so both catalogs must be consulted
for a thorough search. librarians and assistants are available in the
Periodicals .and Circulation areas to help students. The Reference
Department also provides basic and adv;tnced bibliographic service
and assistance in use of the library.
Teachers in Southwest Idaho, as well as students and faculty, have
.access to print and non-print materials for elementary and secondary
education, records, juvenile and young adult books and college-
level non-print materials through the' Curriculum Resource Center
on the library's second floor.
The Maps and Special Collections Department contains the library's
map collection, the University Archives and various manuscript col-
lections. A new addition to die library are the papers of former
Senator Frank Church. A special room on the library's third floor
houses some of the memorabilia for public viewing. The collection,
one of the largest senatorial collections known, is available for scho-
larly research. .'
Computer Capabilities
A Boise State University graduate must be able to make use of the
computer for tasks appropriate to his/her discipline. "
Because we live in an age of high technology and of "information
explosion," Boise State has adopted this computer literacy require-
ment for all graduates. . .
BSU's computers are located in several buildings on campus in order
to give students easy access to them. The university is continually
increasing student access to computers in an effort to ensure that
'every student can meet the computer literacy requirement.
In addition to a university-wide computer center, with IBM 4341and
Hewlett-Packard 3000 main frame computers, micro-computer cen-
ters have been established within each college.
Two IBMcomputers serve both administrative and in'structional pur-
poses with over 250 terminals in. offices and computer laboratories
across campus. The HP 3000 is strictly an educatiol)al system, used by
faculty, staff and students on 30 terminals in Room206of the Business
Building. Studentaccounts on both machines are' available through
instructors or through the Data Center in Room 116 of the Business
Building. ..
There ~re 22 IBM personal comput~rs,an NCR'Tower, two AT&T3B2
super. microcomputers, and a variety of Apple and Commodore
computers in Room 418 of the Education Building, with more ~han
1,200 programs on subjects ranging from English to Economics.The
College of Health'Science has personal computersJor tutoring\ clini-
cal test simulation and teaching X-ray position .techniques 'and a
complete computer classroom with 30 AT&T 6300 pers~nal
computers. . ,
An Arts and Sciences Computer Assisted learning Center, on the
second floor of the Simplot-Micron Center, has eight Apple compu-
tersavailable so students can use programs and practice what they've
learned in classes. The Vocational Technical School has ten IBMs in
Room106 of the Vocational Technical Building and fifteen Apples in
various 1()Cations aroun.d the building. In addition, the Vocational
Technical School has three labs with fifteen IBM-PC's in each lab.
The College of Business.has 40 IBM personal computers in Room 208
of the Business Building for student use. Access to the HP-3000
system is available from 12 Hewlett-Packard 150 personal computers
in Room 208 of the Business Building as well as the University lab 'in
Business 206. .
Boise State University has recently acquired a CDC Cyber 850 that is
used to deliver PLATO computer-based training.' The library of
courses available through PLATO exceeds 20,000 hours of educa-
tionalsoftware. PLATO is used to deliver complete courses,.tbaug-
ment traditional lecture classes and to provide remedial instruction.
Terminal work stations to access the Plato system are located in Room
213 of the .Simplot-Micron Technology Center. . .
J
Part 2 _
.'Admission, Tuition and Fees, Financial Aid
and S~ud~entHousing Information
Questions about admissions requirements should be directed to:
The Office of Admissions
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725
(208) 385-1156
1-800-632-6586 (within Idaho)
1-800-824-7017 (states adjacent to Idaho)
i
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':Admission as an Academic The following categories are exempt from the requirement:
Undergraduate Student 1. Vocational Technical majors.
2. International students. ,
Admission to the university is based upon credentials showing gra- 3. Senior Citizens (60 or older). 1
duation from an accredited high school. High School Equivalency 4. Reentry (former) BSU students. \
Certificates or acceptable General Education Development (GED)
scores (35or above on all five tests with an average of 45 or above for 5. Transfer students with 14 or more semester hours of transferable ,
all tests) will be accepted in lieu of a high school transcript.' credit. i
Applicants for admission whose credent' ,-Ishave beenaccep'ted will 6. Students who are still in high school. 1
be given permission to register for the.' I,owing semester. Students 7. Graduate students (those already holding a bachelor's or higher J
should plan to have all credentials sutJ."itted one month prior to \
registration to allow the Admissions Office to review all documents degree). i
ana issue a cer~ificate of admission by mail before registration. Only degree-seeking students are eligible for financial aid. I
Degree-Seeking Undergraduate Applicants to Boise State University Degree-seeking is defined as being enrolled for the purpose of 1
(whether full-time or part-time) are required by the State Board of obtaining a degree, diploma or certification. Permission to enroll is. I
Education to submitr ACT, SAT or WPC test scores. . contin~ent upon satisfaction of all application processing, academic ~
.. 8~~ ~. __ ~_J
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and financial requirements set by Boise State University as outlined
~~ J "
New Freshmen: No credits earned since graduation from,high
school.
1. Students wishing to enroll for 8 or more semester houfs as
degree-seeking, academic students mustbe, at least 16 years of
'age and submit prior to the deadline date:
a. A completed undergraduate application. .
b. A $10 application processing fee (the fee may be w":lved ?y
the Admissions Office in documented cases of fmanclal
need and/or scholastic excellence).
c. Credentials showing graduation (rom an accredited high
school or a GED certificate showing acceptable test scores.
d. American College Test (ACT), Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
or Washington Pre-College (WPC) test scores.
2. Students wishing to enroll for 7 or fewer semester hours as
degree-seeking, academic students must be at least 16 years of
age and submit prior to the deadline date:
a. A completed undergraduate application. ,
, b., American College Test IACT), Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
or Washington Pre-Col ege (WPC) test scores. '
3. Students wishing to enroll for 8 or more semester hours as non
degree"seeking, academic students must be at least 16 years of
age and submit prior to the deadline date:
'a. A completed undergraduate application. , , '
b. A $10 application processing fee (the fee may be waived by
the Admissions Office in, documented cases of financial
need and/or scholastic excellence).
c. Credentials showing graduation (rom an accredited high
school or a GED certificate showing acceptable test scores.
4. Students wishing to enroll for 7 or fewer semester hours as non
degree-seeking academic students must be at least 16years of age
and submit prior to the deadline date:
a. A completed undergraduate application.- .
Transfer Students: Prior enrollment at one or more post-high
school institutions.
tStIidents entering from other colleges or universities must request
that official transcripts be mailed directly to the Admissions Office.
Students entering from other institutions,must comply with the same
scholastic regulations as are applied to students currently enrolled at
the university.After evaluation of transcripts, students are classified
,as freshmen, sophomores, juniors, or seniors.
<', The State Board of Education has determined for both certification
and transfer purposes that no more than 64 credit hours can be
transferred from a community or junior college.
1. Transfer students wishing to enroll for 8 or more semester hours
as degree-seeking students must submit the following priorto the
deadline date: .
a. A completed undergraduate application.
b. A $10 application processing fee
c. Evidence of high school graduation or a GED certificate
showing acceptable test scores.
d. ACT, SAT, or WPC test scores, ,unless 14 or more semester
transfer credits are accepted by BSU.
e. Official transcripts from all previously attended colleges
showing good academic standing. An offi~ial transcript is
one certified by the issuing institution and mailed by that
institution directly to the BSUAdmissions Office. '
2. Transfer students wishing to enroll for 7 or fewer semester hours
as degree-seeking students must submit the following prior to the
deadline date: :
a. A completed undergraduate application.
b. ACT, SAT or WPC test scores, unless 14 or more semester
transfer credits are accepted by. BSU. ,
c. Transfer students are encouraged to submit official trans-
cripts to meet the test score requirement and allowevalua-
tion of transfer credits.
3. Transfer students wishing to enroll for 8 or more semester hours
as non degree-seeking students must submit the following prior
to the deadline date:
a. A completed undergraduate application.
b. A $10.00 application processing fee.
9
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Admissions Information
c. Evidence of high school graduation or a GED certificate
showing acceptable test scores. . ,'" .
d. Official transcripts from ,all previously attended collegE;s
showing good academic standing. An official transcript IS
one certified by the issuing institution and mailed by that
institution directly to the BSUAdmissions Office.
4. Transfer students wishing to enroll for 7 or feWer semester hours
as non degree-seeking students must submit priorto the deadline
date:
a. ,A completed undergraduate application.
b. Transfer students are encouraged to submit official trans-
cripts to allow evaluation of transfer credits should they
become degree-seeking. .
A 'transfer student;whether resident or non-resident, must have a
minimum GPA of 2.00 or above on all prior collegiate work com-
pleted or have cleared the probationary provision outlined' under
Academic Probation and Disqualification. (See part 3) All decisions
relating to admission of foreign students will, however, be made by
the Foreign Student Admissions Office.
Academic college level credit will be accepted from institutions
accredited by the regional accrediting associations as reported in
Accredited Institutions of Postsecondary Education published by the
Council on Postsecondary Accreditation. Credit earned from institu-
tions not accredited by these regional accrediting organizations may
be granted on a course by course basis with the approval of the
appropriate Boise State University department. Students maypeti-
tion for acceptance of this credit once they have completed 15
semester credits at Boise State University with a minimum cumulative
G.P.A of 2.0.
Tr~nsfer ,of Vocational Technical/Academic Credits: Block transfer
of vocational technical credit .from accredited or State approved
vocational technical schools in 'the State of Idaho into specific
departmental programs, or general elective credit at Boise State
,University may be awarded as determined QYthe appropriate'aca-
demic department and approvalof the.dean.
Similarly, block transfer of academic progra~ credit from .an accre-
dited institution of higher education, into a sp'ecific vocational tech-
nical program at Boise State University may be-aw,!rded as deter-
mined by the appropriate-division; department, or c0r'mittee.
No grade shall be assigned, and such transfer applies only ta the
agreed-upon-transfer program.' " ,. , " .. ,'
'Credit for specific vocational technical school courses may be
awarded when equivalency has been validated by the appropriate
academic department and approved by the school offering the equi-
valent course work. Vocational technical school credit may be
awarded for specific academic course credit when the equivalency
has been determined by the appropriate vocational technical div-
ision or department.
Reciprocal exchange of non-equivalent prior learning such as course
work training or work experience between vocational technical and
academic institutions shall be at the discretion of the appropriate
division or department.
Ifa student transfers from one program in vocational technical edu-
cation or an academic program to another, the receiving department
or division will re-evaluate the appropriateness of such vocational
technical training, experience, and/or academic course work.
Veterans: Students wishing to enter and receive G.!. Billbenefits
must be degree-seeking, matriculate fully and meet all requirements
for either freshmen or transfer students listed previously. Veterans
attending under the G.!. Bill (Chapter 34) or under the Dependence
Educational Assistance (Chapter 35 - widows, orphans and children
of 1QO% disabled veterans) can apply for their benefits through the
Office of Veterans Affairs on the Boise State University campus.
Chapter 31 (rehabilitation program) veterans must be counseled by a
Vocational Rehabilitation counselor at the V.A.
Chapter 34 ~eterans and Chapter 35 eligible persons are required to
pay all tuition and fees at the time of registration. Chapter 31 veterans
must present an Authorization of Entrance.
Former Boise State Students: To be readmitted to the univer-
sity after an absence of one semester or more, students must submit
the following prior to the deadline date:
1. Completed application. .
2. Official transcripts from all colleges attended since the last BSU
enrollment. '
An official transcriptis one certified by the issuing institution and
mailed by that institution directly to the BSUAdmissions Office.
J
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-Summer School Students: Students wishing to attend Boise
State University during the summer session(s) only must complete an
•application, and submit ACT, SATor WPC scores if degree-seeking.
.'Admission As A
Special Undergraduate ,Student
Persons who are unable to meet requirements asdegree-seeking or
non-degree seeking may be admitted upon presentation ofsatisfac-
tory evidence that they are qualified to do college-level work. Nor-
'mally, this will not be granted to anyone less than 18 years of age
unless, following a personal interview with the Dean of Admissions,it
is deemed in the best interests of the student. Students admitted
under this provision are encouraged to complete matriculation
requirements within the first semester of attendance. ISpecial stu-
,dents are not eligible to become candidates for graduation until they
have satisfactorily met entrance requirements or until they have
completed 32 semester hours of work at the university withGPA of
2.0 OJ better.
High SChool Students: Any currently enrolled high school stu-
dents may enroll part-time if they have met the appropriate prereq-
uisite and their application for admission has been approved by the
Dean of Admissions. Registration at BSUmust be determined to be in
the best interests of the student and'must not interfere with progress
toward high school graduation. A letter from the high school must be
provide,d to satisfy this requirement.
Admission As A
Vocational Technical Student
The School of Vocational Technical Education admits applicants who
are high school graduates or who have successfully completed the
GED tests to regular full-time preparatory programs. People inter-
ested in becoming 11 skilled craftsman or technician will be admitted
to these courses if they comply with all admission requirements and
meet the qualifications for the designated program. Prerequisite
cOurses are required for various programs, such as one year each pf
high school algebra and geometry for entrance to the drafting or
electronics technology programs. The university does not admit
applicants under18 years of age who are attending high school at the
time of application unless their high school principal requests their
admission. Students in Vocational Technical programs who plan to
enter certain,extra-curricular activities must meet regular entrance
requirements (see eligibility requirements).
Students wishing to enter the BSU School of Vocational Technical
Education must submit prior to the deadline date:
1. A completed BSU application
2. A $10 application processing fee
3. Evidence of high school graduation or GED
4. An official college transcript from all colleges attended showing
good academic standing',
;0 An official transcript is one certified by the issuing institution and mailed by that
institution directly to the BSU admissions office.
5. A completed ASSETtest.
. 6. Personal interview.
7. $75 advance security registration deposit.
T~e Health programs have additional requirements.
Caution: Due to limited space in many programs, a place cannot be
guaranteed until both the interview is completed and the security
deposit is received.
Admission As A Graduate Student
The Graduate Admissions Office provides' complete admissions
counseling for all graduate programs, evaluates all transcripts for
admission to the graduate programs and determines matriculation
requirements. Students holdi ng a bachelor's or higher degree can be
classified asgraduate, senior, sophomore or special forfee purposes,
financial aid and institutional reporting. Clarification on classifica-
tion can be obtained from the Graduate Admissions Office.
Admission requirements for students pursuing masters' degrees vary
according to the graduate program. Pleasesee the Graduate College
10
section of the catalog for specific program requirements. . '''f-
1. All students holding a bachelor's or higher degree must submitil
graduate application for admission. , , ';
2. All graduate students, except the categories listed below, must
submit official transcripts from each post-high school institutioi)
attended directly to the Graduate Admissions Office. An official
transcript is one certified by the issuing institution and mailed by
that institution directly to the BSUGraduate Admissions Office.
Exempt categories:' Students enrolling for 7 or fewer creditspur-
suing general graduate study or undergraduate courses of
interest.
3. 'All graduate students enrolling for 8 or more credits and all
students purSuing a master's degree must also pay a $10applica-
tion processing fee. Graduate students who received their bache-
lor's degree from BSU are exempt from the matriculation fee
UNLESSthey are pursuing a master's degree. , '
Admission As A Foreign Student
Boise State University accepts qualified students from foreign coun-
tries to the extent that space is available. Foreign applicants are
expected to meet the requirements for admission from high school
'or from other colleges or universities as outlined previously under
admission requirements.
Credentials: Offici aI tra nscri pts andf or certified copies of the certifi-
cate, diploma or government examination report received on com-
pletion of secondary school work and the degree, license, or
diploma received on completion of any college or university must be
sent by the certifying agency directly to the Admissions Office and
must be translated into English.
English' Proficiency: All foreign applicants are required to take and
receive a satisfactory score (minimum of 500) on TOEFL' (Test of
,English as a Foreign Language) or other examinations acceptable to
Boise State University. Arrangements to take the TOEFLexamination
may be made by writing directly to TOEFL Services, CN 6151, Prin-
ceton, New Jersey 08541-6151, USA. The test must be taken and
scores received by the university prior to a decision on admission of
the applicant..
Admitted Students: Upon arrival at the university, foreign stud~nts
will be examined again with the Michigan Test of English Language
Proficiency. Resultsachieved will determine their placement level in
the English as a Second language program.
Academic Advising: Advising in academic matters is provide.a'to
foreign students by the Foreign Student Admissions Office until such '_
time as they meet the English language requirements for a degree
program. - .-
Financial Statement: All for~ign students must present to the Foreign
Student Admissions Office satisfactory statements of finances and
adequate proof of financial responsibility or sponsorship by a repiJ-
table American citizen or organization for all financial obligatlons
while attending Boise State University.
Health and Accident Insurance: Boise State University re'quires that.
all full-time students be covered by health and accident insurance.
Such insurance is included asa part of general registration fees paid
by all full-time students. ',. ;
d' "
Admission to Graduate College: Foreign students applying '.for
admission to the Graduate School must submit all of the previously
mentioned admission materials. Those wishing to major in Business
Administration must submit GMAT scores (Graduate Management
Admissions Test). The score on the GMAT is considered together
with the GPA to determine admissibility of the student to the MBA
Program. A TOEFL score of at least 550 must be achieved. Foreign
students wishing to major in Raptor Biology must submit GREscores
(Graduate Record Exam)with an average of a 50percentile in verbal,
quantitative and analytical portions of the GRE. i
Upon completion of all requirements and the granting offinal accep-
tance to the applicant, the Foreign Student Admissions Officer will
issue an 1-20form.
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Admissions Information
Tuition and Fees
Payment of full-fees does not necessarily constitute full-time enr6'l-
Iment. Please see the section on Academic Information for credit
hour requirements.
Idaho Residency Requirements
for' Fee Purposes C • '
Question; about tuition and fees should be directed to:'
Business Office
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725
(208) 385-3636
All of th'e fees, tuition, and other charges are due and payable for
pre-registered students by the deadlines established prior to the
beginning of each semester. Please refer to the academic calendar
for exact dates, These fees and charges for students registering dur-
ing open or late registration are due and payable on the day the
registration occurs. Board and room charges may be paid in advance
for the year or arrangements may be made to pay in advance on a
partial payment basis by consulting the Director of Student Residen-
tial Ufe (see section under Stude!)t Housing). . .' .
Tuition and Fee Schedule: Eight or more hours'made up of any
combination of credit, audit, equivalent and/or repeat hours will be
considered a full schedule for purposes of calculating charges.
All fees, tuition, and other charges are subjectto change at any time
by the State Board of Education acting as the Board of Trustees for
Boise State University.
I. ~I
5. A member of the armed forces of the United ,States, stationed in
the State of Idaho on military orders. !"
6. A student whose parent or guardian isa mem':>~r of the armed
forces and stationed in the State of Idaho on mIlitary orders and
who receives fifty percent (50%)or more of support from parents
or legal guardians. The student, while in continuous attendance,
shall not lose his residence when his parent or guardian is trans'-
ferred on military orders.
7 A person separated, under honorable conditions, from the Uni-
. ted Statesarmed forces after at least two (2) years of service, who
at the time of separation designates the State of Idaho as h.is
intended domicile or who lists Idaho as the home of record In
'service and enters a college or university in the State ofldaho
within one (1) year of the date of separation. '
8. Any individuaf who hasbeen domiciled in the State of Idah?ihas
, ' qualified and would otherwise be qualified under the provIsions
of this statute and who is away from the state for a period of less
, than one(l) calendar year and has not establish.ed legalres~dence
'elsewhere provided a twelve (12) month period of continuous
'residence has been established immediately prior to departur~.
Other Fees
Part-fees (Undergrad) : .$58.75 per Sem Hr
(7 or fewer credit hours) , .'
Part-fees (Graduate) '" $75.75 per Sem Hr
, (7 or fewer credit hours)
Summer (Undergrad) : $59.7~ per Sem-Hr
Summer (Graduate) : $76.75 per SemHr
Application Processing Fee (Non~refundable). ; , $10.00
Late Registration Fee:; : ~ $50.00
(To apply when petition is required to register) .
Overload Fee , .'..•..... : Variable
(Per credit hour cost over 19 credits) .
Duplicate Activity Card .. ' : " $5.00
Music Fees: Music Performance Fee for all private music lessons:
. 2 credits ;..................... 80.00 per semester
4 credits; ; ; 150.00'per semester
Waivers of Music Performance Feeswill be granted to music majors
enrolled for 8 credit hours or more for all required private perfor-
mance study leading to a B.A. or B.M. degree. Students receiving this
fee waiver must b.e concurrently enrolled for credit in a major
ensemble and in 'concert'c1ass..Students must receive a grade of "c"
or better in the ensemble and a grade of "P" in concert class..
All students receiving this fee waiver,must be making satisfactory
progress (C grade or better) in private performance study to be
eligible for a fee waiver die following semester.
Students receiving this fee' waiver on an instrument leading to a
proficiency examination must attempt the examination at the end of
the first year of study and each semester thereafter until successful
completion. No more than four semesters of fees for this purpose will
be waived.'
Special Workshop Fees: Special workshops are conducted
tliroughout the year that are 'not part of the regularly scheduled
courses funded through the university general fund budget. All
students, regardless of full-fees or part-time status, will be required
to pay the special workshop fees that are set in relation to the
expenses required to conduct the course. Registration for these
workshops will not change the status of a student for fee purposes.
Insurance Coverage: All students paying full fees are required
to take insurance coverage, which is paid with regularly assessed
institutional fees. Students who are covered by family or other plans
may obtain a refund through application to the insurance agent f<;>r
Boise State University.
Boise State University carries liability insurance covering 'all on-
campus and official functions including student activities.
$ 950.00
$ 549.00
$716.00
$1499.00
$1666.00
Idaho Resident Non-Resident
Tuition and Fees
Tuition or Fees
Tuition (per semester)•............. $ 0.00
Institutional fees (Undergraduate) • ; .. $549.00
Institutiomil fees (Graduate) $716.00
Total (Undergraduate) $549.00
Total (Graduate): ; •. ' $716.00
.. {"..... ~,
The legal residence of a student for fee purposes is determined at the
time of initial application for admission and will be reconsidered,
thereafter, upon appeal by the student. Appeal affidavits can be
obtained in the Admission's Office. Section 33-3717, Idaho Code,
specifies that a resident student shall be:
,1. Any student whose parents or court-appointed guardians are
,- domiciled in the State of 'Idaho and provide more than fifty
percent (50%) of his support. Domicile meansan individual's true,
fixed and permanent home and place of habitation. Itis the place
where he intends to remain and to which he expects to return
when he leaves without intent to establish a new domicile else-
where.,~o q~alify under this section~ the parentsorguardian m.ust
be residing In the state on the opening day of the term for which
the student matriculates. . .
,2. Any student, who 'receives less than fifty percent (50%') of his
support from parents or legal guardians who are not residents of
this state for voting purposes and who hascontinuously resided in
the State of Idaho for twelve (12) months next preceding the
opening day of the period of instruction during which he pro-
poses to attend the college or u'niversity.
3. Any student who is a graduate of an accredited secondary school
in the State of Idaho, and who matriculates at a college or univer-
sity in the State of Idaho during the term immediately following
such graduation regardless of the residence of his parent or
guardian. .
4. The spouse of a person who is classified, or who is eligible for
classification, as a resident of the State of Idaho for the purposes
of attending a college or university.
11
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Refund Policy
When a regularly enrolled student withdraws from Boise State Uni-
versity, a refund of registration charges including non-resident fees
will be on the following basis: .
Bef<?re~egularly Scheduled Classes Begin :.100%
Durrng first 2 weeks of classes 75% .
During 3rd and 4th week of classes " 50%
After 4th week No Refund
This policy also pertains to part-time students, including special
evenrng classes. No special consideration is given to late registrants in
extending the refund policy. The university reserves the right to
deduct from the refund any outstanding bills. An itemized statement
of deductions will be forwarded with the refund check. Upon com-
. pletion of the withdrawal process, a refund check will be prepared
, and issued in approximately two to three weeks from date of
, withdrawal.
Students who withdraw during the refund period and h'ave used
student aid funds to pay all or part of registration fees, tuition, or
room and board costs will be refunded only the amountrroportion-
ate to the amount paid with personal funds. The rest 0 the refund
will be returned to the appropriate student aid fund. '
. No private music lesson refunds will be allowed after the open
registration/free drop add period.
Financial Aid
Questions about financial aid should be directed to:
Financial Aid Office
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725
d (208) 385-1664 .
The primary purpose of financial aid is to provide assistance and
counseling to students who would be unable to attend Boise State
University without such help. Financial aid is available to fill the gap
between the student's potential resources and yearly educational
expenses. The primary responsibility for meeting educational costs
rests with the individual student and/or parents.
Boise State University has a comprehensive financial assistance pro-
gram thilt includes a variety of scholarships, loans, grants, and part-
time employment.
To be eligible to .apply for financial aid, a student must be a U.S.
citiien or permanent resident, enroll forcredit for at least 6 semester
hours and show financial need. Financial aid isdetermined bycarlOful
analysis cif financial resources from information furnished on the
FinanCial Aid Form (FAF)submitted to t,he College Scholarship Ser.
vice (CSS). A uniform method approved by the U.S. Department of
Education is used to determine a student's financial need. Every
attempt is made to ensure fair distribution of the resources available
.to the university.
Application Procedures
To be eligible for financial aid, the student must be admitted to the
university into an academic or vocational technical program for the
purpose of obtaining a degree or certificate and submit the following
forms:
,1. FinancialAid Form (FAF)
The FAF"j'sone of two forms that must be completed by students
applying for need-based aid, including need-based scholarships.
The FAFmust be sent directly to the CSS iri'Berkeley, California
with a check or money order. Three to four weeks are required
for processing. These forms are available in January.
2.. Boise State University Application for Financial Aid
The BSUapplication is the second form that must be completed
by all applicants applying for need-based aid, This form is submit-
ted.directly to the Financial Aid Office.
3. BSUApplication for Scholarship (Optional)
This form must be submitted to apply for most scholarships avail-
able through the university. It should be sent directly to the
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Financial ~id Office. The ':Boise State University Scholarships"
bro~hure h~ts all.scholarshlps available through Boise State Uni-
versity and IS available on request from the Financial Aid Office.
Need-based scholarship applicants must submit the FAFby Feb-
ruary 1. .
4. Financial Aid'Transfer Record
Students who have attended other post-secondary institutions
m~st submit a f~na':lcia!aid transcript in addition to a grade trans-
crrpt from all institutions attended. The financial aid transfer
record must be submitted whether or not financial aid was
received.
Toincrease the chance of receiving aid, all appropriate forms must
be filed by March 1.lfall required documents have not been submit-
. ted by the March 1 priority deadline, the applicant will be considered
for various types' of aid on a first-come, first-served basisjf there are
remaining funds. Applications or Student Aid Reports (SAR)received
after July 1may not be considered in time to receive notification until
after registration for Fall Semester. Students pre-registered for Fall
Semester must meet the March 1 deadline to have aid available for
mid-summer billing. '.
Summer Session: The university has financial aid available on a
restricted basis during the summer. Students in need of financial aid
who plan to attend summer session should consult with a Financial
Aid advisor as soon as the summer class schedule for the appropriate
year is available. The FAFand BSUApplication for Financial Aid must
already be on file. '
Financial Aid Programs
1. Pell Grants are available to undergraduate students with docu-
, mented financial need. This is intended to be a foundation to
which other need-based aid may be added. Approximately- 6
weeksafter the FAF is filed, a Student Aid Report (SAR)will be
mailed to the student from the Pell .Grant Processor. All copies
must be submitted to the Financial Aid Office before award
processing can begin. New Pell Grant recipients may be eligible
for up to the full-time equivalent of five academic years. If Pell
Grants alone are not sufficient to meet educational expenses,
other types of aid are described below.
2. Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOG) and State
Student Incentive Grants (SSIG) are awarded to undergrilduilte
students who show exceptional financial need,
3. Perkins National Direct Student loan (Perkins/NDSl) is a long-
term, low interest (5%) loan that must be repaid to the university
according to specific Federal guidelines. Repayment begins 6 or 9
months after graduation or after the student's enrollment drops
below 6 credits. Perkins/NDSl is awarded to both undergraduate
and graduate students who show exceptional need.
4. College Work Study Program (CWSP) provides an opportunity for
students to work and pay for a portion of their educational
expenses. Checks are payable directly to the student who is then
responsible for paying outstanding debts. CWSP is awarded to
selected undergraduate and graduate students who show need.
5. Waivers of Non-Resident Tuition are available to a limited
number of undergraduate and graduate students who are consi-
dered to be out-of-state residents for tuition purposes, have good
academic records, and show need. . .
6. BSUStudent Employment Program has limited funds available for
undergraduate andgraduate students who are unable to qualify
for CWSP, but who desire to work to pay a portion of their
educational expenses.
7. Scholarships may be based on academic achievements, special
skills, talent, or a combination of financial need and academic
achievement. General scholarship applications should be
returned to the Financial Aid Office by March 1.
a. President's Scholarships and Dean's Scholarships are availa-
ble to a limited number of freshman enrolling directly from
high school who are Idaho residents. These scholarships are
one-year awards and are given in recognition of outstanding
academic achievement. For more information, contact the
Office of University Admissions Counseling, 1910 University
Drive, Boise, Idaho 83725,
b. State of Idaho Scholarship Awards are available to incoming
freshmen who are Idaho residents. Applications can be
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Enrollment Status
Good Academic Standing: Students on any kind of academic
probation are not eligible for financial aid. This includes transfer
students who are admitted'on "probation" and continuing students.,
who are "readmitted" by their deans. .,
EXCEPTION: Financial Aid will not be withheld for studentS'on pro-
bation who earned at least 12 credit hours with a 2.5 GPAduring the
most recent semester at Boise State University, and who have not
exceeded the maximum time frame allowed for completion of
degree(<;ertificate. This exception is not available to students who
have completed two academic years since Federal Law then requiresa "C" average (2.0). , I ' •• " •
Full-time Undergradu~tes = 12 or more credit hours attempted
per. semester. ". , ,.1' ., ..
Part-time Undergraduates = 6-11 credit hQursattempted per
I, ,semester; however, student must pass an, average .of 7 credit
hours per semester. •••. ; , "
i,. NOTE: Undergraduate students wh~ drop below 6 credits are not eligibe for financial
aid a~.d will be required to repay finaI)ciaI aid funds received. ' ... ' '. -'l ~
Full-time Graduates = 9 credit hours per semester
Part-time Graduates = 5 credit hours per semester •
NOTE: Graduate students who drop below 5credirs are not eligib~ for financial aid and
'rwill be required 10 repay financial aid funds received..
Type ~f'
Degree/Certificate
'. "
Bachelor's Associate Master's
Full Part Full Part Full Part.
SEM time time time time time time
'•.
1 11 7 11 6 9 Q5
2 22 14 22 12 18 10
3 33 21 33 18 27 15
4 44 28 44 24 30 20
5 55 35 55 30 25
6 66 42 64 36 30
7 77 49 .. .~,.l 42
8 " 88 56 48 ,
"
9 99 63 - 54
10 110 70 " 60
11 121 77
. ,
64
"12 128 84 ,.
13 91
14 • 98 " .'
15 105
16 112
17 119 . .•..•.......
. .18 ,128 , ..
Maximum Time Allo~ed for Completion" of
Degree/ Certificate Objectives .~
'" .!
. , .. ' 'Maximum time allowed for
completion of degree'
Full-time , Part-time
Min,imUrri Pr~gressi.(m I.lat~ R~••..,i.red:,Mi~i~um.c!e~i,ts
reqUired for continued finanCIal aid ehgibillty:. .' ..
Master's ,i years. ~3years
Bachelor's 6 years 9 years
Associate' '.3 'years ,. 5.5 years.
Vo.Tech & Certificate Programs Within normal program length:
(E.g., 11 months foran 11-monthprogram)
To qualifyforthe part-time completion time frame, the student must
have enrolled part-time at least 50% of the time. At a minimum,
Satisfactory Progress Review will be conducted annually after Spring
semester grades are available. A student whq does not complete the
minimum number of credit hours required has the.'following
options:' , •~'. I: ",( .
1.. Enroll for the necessary number ,of credit hours d~ring the
; summer term WITHOUT SUMMER FINANCIAL AID. Su'ccessful
completion would re-establish aid eligibility for the following fall
semester as long' as the student is not on probation and meets all
othe'r eligibility requirements.'
2. Enroll WITHOUT FINANCIAL AID and reapply for aid considera-
tion .once, the minimum credit hour requirements have been
made up. All fall and spring,semesters of 6 or more credits are
,counted as semesters attended and minimum requireme"nts'must
be met. Additional credits earned overthe minimum can be used
to make up delinquencies. .'
3. Appeal in writing for exemption from this policy. Exte~u'ating
circumstances must he clearly documented. • .
Complete Withdrawals: Complete withdrawals will na't be
counted as semesters attended, unless this practice occurs repeat-
edly. " ' . •
Reinstatement: St~dents must no lo~ger be'o'n ac~demic pr~ba-
tion. or deficient in the minimum number of credits completed to
reinstate their eligibility for financial aid.' ". .
Appeals: The Financial Aid Office will ~onsider w~itte~ appe;lsfor
exemption of the Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy if the poor
academic record occurred at least three years prior to application for
financial aid. Other documented extenuating circumstances will also
be considered and the Financial Aid Office may grant an exemption
'for a limited perioa of time: . ,
, ..
";::, •~..i
obtained from the high school counselor or the Office of the
State Board of Education,'650 West State Street, Boise, ID
83720.
c. Congressional Te~che~~ Scholarship A~ards are available to
Idaho residents who plan to pursue a teaching career and
who--meet the academic/residency requirements. Recip-
ients who do not teach are required to repaythescholarship.
Applicati?ns are available from the Off~ceof the State Board
of Education, 650 West State Street, BOise, Idaho 83720.
I . ' " •. " ) \,'
8. Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) is a'iong-term moderate interest
(7%, 8%, or 9%) loan available to under9raduate and graduate), students, negotiated through the student s personal bank, credit
union, savings and loan or other participating lender. A special
application form is required on which the university must provide
\ information for the lender. This form is available at the Fina'ncial
Aid Office. Applications for Guaranteed, Student Loans are
accep~ed and processed throughout the year. Repayment begins
,6 months after graduation or 6 mo.nths after. the student has
. dropped below 6 credit hours. Non~residents should use loan
forms appropriate for their states. GSL is awarded to both under-
graauate and graduate students who show need. .
9. Sh'~rt Term Loans are available to students With a minimum GPA
of 2.00 who experience an emergency during an academic term.
A special application form is required. Repayment of the loan
must be made within 90 days. • , ",' .". "
. t t ~ ,( ,
Financial Aid Notification Process: Notification ofFinancial
Aid awards will be mailed beginning in May for scholarship recip-
ients and as processed for'need-based aid recipients. The "award
letter" must be signed and returned., to the Financial Aid Office
within 30 days or as indicated. Students musueapply by the deadline
each year to be considered for a financial aid award.
Effect!of G.P.A. and Academic Progress on Anancial
~d ~igi,?i1it)'(~tisfacto~y Ac:adeini~ ~ogress): To re'ceive
flnanClaT aid at BOise State University, an ehglble student must:
1. Be enrolled for the purpose of Obtaining a degree, diploma, or
certificate. ' .~ .
'2.'-Bl!:'in good academic standing.
\ .. t, ~!.. .1.* .,' .' ~. " !
'~. Beproressing towardsadegree/certificate at the minimum rate
define ,below. • ," ',; . " ,
,I I
f
r'
t
t
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University Apartments'
1
~
I
\
I,
i
1
t
i
!,
i
1
.'.-J
$2643
$2568
$2567
$2228
$2227
$2303
Meal Options and 1986-87 Prices
Meal Options Room Choices
Double Single
$2075 $2415
$2151 $2491
'Option 1 (any 10 meals Mon-Fri),
Option 2 (any 10 meals Mon-Fri & $137.50
worth of discounted points)
Option 3 (any 10 meals Mon-Fri & $287.50
worth of discounted points)
Option ,4 (any 15 meals Mon-Fri) .'
Option 5 (any 15 meals Mon-Fri & $137.50
worth of discounted points)
Option 6 (any 15 meals Mon-Fri & $287.50
worth of discounted points) $2380 $2720
InCluded in the above room and board costs is a non-refundable
$17.00 program fee. This fee is used for programs, activities,and
various types ofinterest group projects desired by the students. .
Above prices inclu,de telephone service and ~tate sales tax. There is
no refund or "carry-over', of meals n()t eaten' in the diningro()m;
The residence halls normally are closed during semester break and
spring vacation. Meal service is suspended arid all food service
options are closed. Students staying in the rooms at the 'residence
halls during these holidays,must obtain permission from their _Resi-
dent Director and will be charg,~c:l6n 'a per day basis. '
pers~Jns concerned should be ,certain that their applications are
received abl':JUt!he same date. If no specific request is made .for a
roommate~ It Will be assumed that the applicant will accept the
person assigned. The preferences indicated by the student on the
appli~ati?n/contr~ct regarding the desired hall, room size, etc. are
not binding but Willbe honored whenever possible .
University and Residence Hall Regulations: All students
are held responsible for all regulations and information set forth in
the Student Handbook, Boise State University Catalog, and Resi-
dence Hall Contract. All university rules and regulations are specifi-
cally made a part of this contract by reference. .
Personal Property and Uability: Students in residence halls
are responsible for providing insurance against loss or damage to
their own personal property. The university does not assume respon-
sibility for or carry insurance against the loss or damage of individu-
ally owned personal property.
There are 170 units available forflJlI-fee paying (8:credit hours or
more) married students or single parents, all within walking distance
of the campus. A single'stude'nt may rent a orie bedroom apartment
when there are no applications from student families. 'University
Courts apartments have.small arid large one bedro'om units and two
and three bedroom units. Apa'rtments are carpeted and furnished
with stoves and refrigerators. Coin operated laundry facilities are
located on site. All utilitie's except electricity are furnished. Univer-
sity Heights and University Marior consist of one and two bedroom
apartments. These arefullr carpeted, draped, and furnished with
stoves and refrigerators. AI utilities are furnished. "
Application Procedure for University Apartments: ,
Apfflications for University Apartments may be obtained in the
/'. Of ice of Student Residential Life, Room 110, Administration
../ Building. .
To be eligible 'a student must be a married student, prospecti~
married student, or a single parent and enrolled as a full-fee and/or
fully mairiculated student at Boise State University. Single students
are eligible when space is available (see contract).
To be considered for,assignment into University Apartments a'com,
pleted application/contract must be sent to the Office of Student
Residential life with a $50.00 application fee and security deposit.
Checks or money orders should be made out to Boise State Univer-
sity, This deposit is not to be construed as partial paymentfor rent.
The deposit will be held (after assignment) as a damage depositand is
refundable wh'en the student permanently moves from the
apartment. .. '
When an apart'mentis ready for occupancy, the studentmust sign a
lease, 'pay the balance of the application fee and security deposit
. ($50.00), and pay one month's rent prior to receiving confirmation to
move into the apartment.
All inquiries requesting housing information and
application/contracts should be sent directly to:
, The Office of Admissions Counseling
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725
(208) 385-1401
Completed application/contracts should be returned
with the $60.00 deposit to:
Student Residential life
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725
,Acceptance and processing of the housing contract by the Offi~e of
Student Residential Life does not constitute approval of academic
admission to the university, and appli,calion for admission is not an
applic:.ationfor housing. ,
Boa'rd and RoomCbarges
! ~: I • \~. ~
y~iversity Residence Halls
Financial Aid for Foreign Students: In order to be granted
student visas, foreign students must demonstrate they have resources
for the entire period of university attendance. If financial difficulties
arise, the foreign student advisor should be contacted for assistance.
.Student Housing
.All room and board ~harges, rental rate; and oth'erfeesare subject to
change at any time by action of the State Board of Education, Trustees
for Boise State University. ' I , "
Hall and Room Assignments: Hallsand rooms are assigned on
a priority system, based on date of application and receipt of deposit.
Returning residence hall students, have hqusing' priority over new
applicants. 'If a specific person is desired .as a roommate, the two
Boise State University maintains five residence halls with accom-
modations for approximately 750 students. The hall experience con-
tributes to and encourages participation in the total university com-
munity. The Towers is a coed hall that will accommodate 300students
(150me[1and 150women); Chaffee Westisawomen's hall with space
for ,145 students that shares an office/recreation area with Chaffee
East,am{!n'shall \\iithspace for J45 men; Driscoll and Morrison Halls
actommodate78 students each, with Driscoll serving as a women's
fac.ility arid Morrison ~san upper-class coed hall.
The To~ers, located 'at thewe'st end of ,cam~us,hassix residential
.floors and accommodates 300 students with the bottom three floors
for men and the,topthree floors for women. It is carpetea and air
conditioned with study lounges and laundry facilities. Four students
'occupyeac:b room with individual bathro0'Jlfacilitie~.
Driscoll and Morrisoll Halls,located on the Boise River, are virtually
.identic.'al with 48 single and 15 double roorm arranged in 10 suites,
accdrrimodatingsix to eight students peLsuite.
Morrison Hall is coeq with men and women living in opposite wings
separated by lounges and laundry ,facilities; Priority is given in this
hall to'upper-elass students ,or students over 21 years of age.
~ ,.', ", . I~ : ' ',;, .':" "1i. ,
Chaffee Hall is' divided into two separate three-story units with
approxima~ely 50 students to a floor,'living in 24 double rooms and 2
single rooms per floor, Chaffee WeSt is awomen's'hall and Chaffee
,Eastisa men's hall. Both unitsaretonnected by enclosed corridors to
a central lounge, office and recreational a'rea. Each floor has a small,
iriformallounge, study room, and laundry fiicilities. '
All residents are requi red as part 'of the housing contract to take thei r
~eals in the Student Union dining room. ",
APplications for room reservations shouldbe made as early as possi-
ble. The co'ntrad for residence hall accommodations is for room and
board'for the entire ac.ademic year. Applications must, be made on
,.the official contract form and be accompanied by an applicationand
security deposit fee C?f$60.00. ' ,
" ~,,...', .~,
Adinissions Information
Sororities and Fraternities offer a small group living experience'
Sororities and Fraternities
, ,
The total applicationf~e and security deposit ($100.00)may be forfe-
ited if the required 30-days written notice is not given before the
tenant vacates, \
The above prices are subject to change at any time by action of the
State Board of Education.
The university is an equal opportunity institution and offers its living
accommodations without regard to race, color, national origin, or
handicap (asprovided for in Title VI and Title.lX and Sections 503and
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973).
Off Campus Student' Housing
Listsof available housing are on file in the Office of Student Residen-
tial Life. The university does not inspect the accommodation. Parents
and students must accept fullresponsibility for the selection. The
university recommends that students and parents make 'written
agreements with landlords concerning the obligations and expecta-
tions of each party.'
As a matter of policy, assignments to university housing facHities are
made without reference to race, color ;'national. origin, or handicap.
BSU expects privately owned accommodations offered through its
listing service to be operated in,the same manner. Listings. a~e
accepted with this understanding: . , ..
within the total universitycrecognized housing program. Fundamel)-
tally, each group is guided by the principles offriendshil?' scholar-
ship, leadership, mutual respect; helpfulness, and service to the
university community. '
Three national sororities--Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Omicron Pi,and
Gamma Phi Beta and o'ne local sorority--Lambda' Delta Sigma--and
three national fraternities--Kappa Sigma, Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Tau
Kappa Epsilon--are actively involved at Boise State University.Mem-
bership is open to all full-fee students.
Most fraternities and sororities ,operate their own houses located
within a mile radius of campus. Members take charge of their own
maintenance, financi,,1 management, meal planning,governing,and
organization of special events or programs. Room rates are approxi-
mate to those of university-owned residence halls. Extra costs
include initial affiliation expenses, social fees, and, i n some instances,
building fund charges.
Foradditional information please contact the Student Activities Office,
BSU, 1910 University Drive, Boise, ID 83725 (208)385-1223.
$214.00
$250.00
$214.00
$250.00
$139.00
$183.00
$214.00
$245.00
University Heights
One Bedroom : ' .
Two Bedroom ' : .
University Manor! "
.?;~::~;~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Rental Rates Per Month (198~-87prices):
University Courts
Small One Bedroom .
Large One Bedroom .
Two Bedroom ......•............... :'.. ; ; .
Three Bedroom .. ; ' ' " . ' .
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Part 3 _
Academic Information
Questions about academic regulations should be directed to:
Registrar's Office
BoiseState University
1910 University Drive
Boise, Idaho 83725
(208) 385-3486
~-~--~-- - "-~._-----"~------------------_.- --------
9 or more graduate semester hours
6-8 graduate semester hours
12 or more undergraduate semester hours
9-11 undergraduate semester hours
6-8 undergraduate semester hours
5 or fewer undergraduate semester hours
1
I
~~
I
.~
I
1
l
,
Freshmen O semester credits through 25.
Sophomore , .26 semester credits through 57 or enrolled in
Associate, Diploma, or Certificate program.
Junior 58 semester credits through 89.
Senior , 90 semester credits and over, or enrolled in
. second baccalaureate degree program.
Graduate: •....... Has received a baccalaureate degree and
enrolled in a graduate level degree program.
Enrollment Verification: Students enrolled for 8 semester
credit hours" or more are required to pay full fees but may not be
considered as full-time students.
For the purposes of student enrollment verificatil?n tl? Veteran's
Administration, Pell Grant, Federal and State Grants-in-Aid, ba~ks ~r
other student loan agenices, insurance.,companies, other UniverSI-
ties, etc. the following schedule will be used.
Undergraduate:
Full-time:
3/4-time:
112-time:
Lessthan 112-time:
Graduate:
Full-time:
3/4-time:
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Classification of Students
Student Records
After registration, students are classified as follows:
Special No degree intent; courses of interest only.
When a student enters the university and submits the requested
personal data, there is an assumed and justifiable trust placed upon
the university to maintain the security of that information for the
protection of the rights of the student. To protect students against
potential threats to their individual rights inhere~t in the maint~-
nance of records and the"inany disclosures regarding them, and in
compliance with the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of
1974,the university hasadopted BSUPolicy 4205-0 (Student Records).
The policy statement in its entirety iscontained in the Administrative
Handbook of Boise State University. Anyone with questions about
the policy may consult with the Vice-President for Student Affairs.
The following is considered to be public or directory information
unless specifically stated otherwise: name, local address, local tele-
phone number, majorfield of study, dates of attendance, Boise State
University degree, date degree conferred.
All academic records are maintatned by the Registrar's Office. Stu-
dents may obtain copies of their transcripts by making a request in
writing or in person.
f
t
\
~
t
1/2-time: 4-5 graduate semester hours
less than 1/2-time: 3 or fewer graduate semester hours
Students receiving veteran's benefits under the .G.1.~ill enrolled for
less than half-time will receive payment for registration fees only.
Veterans pursuing a se~ond bac~alaure~t~ degr!!e must have im
official evaluation of their transcripts; offiCial cople~ a~e forv.:a~ed
to the V.A. Regional Office, the veteran, and the certlfymg o~flclal ~t
Boise State University. Only the courses lis!ed in the evaluation Will
be considered in determining V.A. educational payment. Graduate
students taking a combination of undergraduate ~nd graduat~ cred-
its will be certified based ona formula to determme the credit hour
load.
Veterans enrolled in courses that meet less than a standard semester
(Le. 12-week Mountain Home program, summer session,. short work-
shops, etc.) will be certified based on a formula provld!!d by.the
Veteran's Administration. More information can be obtamedf!~m
the Veteran's Clerk in the ~egistrar's office. '
Advising and Registration
. To assist students to plan a program of study, to define their educa-
tional and career goals and to clarify values are the faculty's primary
concerns during registration and follow-up individual conferences;
Faculty also help students become acquainted with the c;ampus
environment, influence their attitudes towards academic ,life,
improve their personal study skills, and work toward their academic
excellence. To ensure a successful educational experience, students
should establish earlyin theirfreshman year'a close working relation-
ship with their faculty advisor, a relationship that will facilitate stu-
oents' chances of successfully staying in the university andcomplet-
ing.their degree in the normal four-year period.
During registration or pre-registration, each student registering for
the first time is assigned to a faculty advisor who helps the stuaent
identify academic requirements for graduation andcomplete'the
proposed course schedule form. Students registering for 8 credits or
more must confer with an advisor prior to completion of registration
or any change in registration. Students may change their advisor i1fter
.the first semester in atten9ance by obtaining permission from the
advising coordinator of their college: \
Dates of pre-registration are listed in the university calendar at the
front of this catalog. Instructions for registration, changing class
schedules and deaaline dates, for which' every student is fully
responsible, are published in the class schedule, available in April for
the fall semester and in November for the spring semester.
Grading System
A- Distinguished Work~4 quality points per hour
B- Superior Work-3 quality points per hour
C- Average Work-2 quality points per hour .
D- Pass but Unsatisfactory Work-1 quality point per hour
F- Failure-O quality points per hour
P- Pass-Credit earned but no quality points '
1- Incomplete-No credit or quality points earned until grade
is assigned .
w- Withdrawal-No credit earned or quality points
AUD- Audit-No credit earned or quality points
NR- No Record-No credit earned or quality points until a grade
is assigned
A student's academic status is determined by the grade poiritaver-
age. Grade point average is computed by adding the total quality
points earned and dividing by the number of credit hours attempted.
In GPA calculations, credit hours for grades of "P" are not used.
Computation of the Grade Point Average:
1. In computing the GPA ,all courses appearing on the BSUtrans-
cript with a grade of A, B, C, D, or Fare used unless a course is
repeated to improve the grade, in which case, the first attempt at
the course is ignored ana only the grade and credits from the
second attempt are used. This includes all courses taken at BSUas
well as all those taken at other institutions and entered on the BSU
transcript. The sum of the credits from these courses is known as
the number,of 'GPA credits attempted.
2. The computation: The GPA is computed only from courses that
contribute to the number of GPA credits attempted. For each
such course, the number of credit hours is multiplied by a factor
that depends on the grade'received-c4for an A, 3 for a B,2 for a C,
1 fora D,and Ofor an F.The sum of these productsconstitutes the
17
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number of quality points. rhe GPA is de!ined!o be the quotient
obtained by dividing the number of quality pomts by the number
of GPA credits attempted.
Dean'sUst: To receive Dean's list recognition.a student .musth.ave
completed 12 or more hours of, gradeable credit (ex~ludmg P) m a
given semester and achieved a G.P.A. of 3.50 or higher for that
semester. An individual with a grade point average of 3.50 to 3.74
receives an "Honors" desip'nation; a person with a 3.75 to 3.99 grade
point average receives a' High Honors" de~ignatjp~; and a perso~
who achieves a 4.0 grade point average receives a Highest Honors
designation.' '
Incomplete Grades: A grade of incomplete can be given when
the student's work has been satisfactory up to the last.three weeks of
the semester. Returning students must cOl)tact..the instructor and
consider the following options: .
1. "Make up the work within the first half of the current semester.
2. Request an extension of time of both instructor and department
chairman.
3: Re-enroll in the course.
4.. Request thauhe incompletebe changed to a "W."
If the student fails to contact.the instructor by mid "semester, the
instructor can change the incomplete to a letter grade or withdrawal
or extE!nd.the incomplete into the next semester.
Re,l!~atof a Course: A student who receives a grade of '.~D"or
'T may repeat the c~rse under certain conditions to improve the
grade. Independent stu9ies, internships, and stJdent, teaching may
be taken only once; they may not be'rep'eated. Other courseS may be
repeated once to raise the grade of ' D" or "F" provided tha! the
course is still offered. Degree credit for courses So repeated Willbe
granted only once, but both grades shall be permanently recorded.
In computing the GPA of a student with repeat courses, o~ly the,
second grade and quality points shall be used. , .,' ..
Attendance and Absence from Class:Students are respon-
sible for attendance in courses for which ,they are enrolled. No
absences, whether approved by the university or necessitated by
illness o'r other personal emergency, are "excused" in the sense of
relieving the student of responsibility to arrange with the instructor
to make up work missed ..
Regardless of the cause of the absence, a student who has missed a
class meeting haslost,some of the course content. If any student
accumulates absences to the extent that further participation in the
class seems to be of little value to them and detrimental to the best
interests of the class, the instructor shall warn the student that they
may fail the class.
Audit vs.Credit Registration: Students enrolled'in course~ for
credit are required to attend class regularly, complete all asslgn-
ments,and take the necessary examinations. If space is available. a
student may enroll in a course without credit or grade as an audIt.
Audit indicates that a student was allowed a place in the class but may
or may not have participated in class activities. Students failing to
meet the audit requirements established by the instructor may be
assigned a grade of "w" (equivalent to withdrawal).
Registration and
Student Status Changes
Questions about regist;ation shoUid be directed to:
Registrar's Office
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, Idaho 83725
. (208) 385-3486
Changes in Registration
Students may make the following registration and p,rogra'm ch~nges
by securing a "Change in Record ana Registration' fC?rmand signa-
ture from.their advisor and each professor invoh:ed m,the ~hange.
The completed form must be filed with the Registrar s Office. ~o
registration or program change is effective until dated and Signed m
the Registrar's Office. " '
Addins a ~ourse: St~dents may add a course(s) duri,~g open
registration Without the written consent of the professor. A Change
"'-- -------------------------------------------------------------~
Academic Information
in Record and Registration" form must be secured, signed or the
advisor for students enrolling in 8 credit hours or more, and a I class
card" obtained from the appropriate departmental office. Detailed
procedural information and instructions are printed each semester
in the class schedule." .' •
Students wpo wish to add tourse~ after the open registration period
ends must obtain a "Change in Record and Registration form from
the Registrar's Office and obtain the permission and signature of the
advisor (if enrolled iri 8 credit ho'urs or more), the instructor and the
department chairperson (of the student's major). '.
Dropping a Course: Stude,,!ts may drop acourse(s) during the
open registration period without the consent of the professor. A
"Change in Record and Registration" form must be secured and
signed by the advisor for students enrolled in 8credit hours or'more.
Courses dropped within this period will not be recorded on the
student's transcript.
From the end of the open registration period until the end of the
tenth week of classes, students must secure the consent and signa-
ture of the professor and advisor (if enrolled for 8 credit hours or
more). Courses dropped within this period will be recorded with a
grade of "W."
All appeals or petitions for an emergency or medical withdrawal
from course(s) will be made through the Dean of Student Special
Services.
Students appealing to drop course(s) after the end of the tenth week
without emergency or medical,reasons must obtain a "Change in
Record and Registration"form from the Registrar's Office. This form
must besigned by each professor, advisor (if enrolled in 8 credit
hours or more), .and appropriate department chairman. The
approved form must be filed with the Registrar's Office. . .
Audit/Credit Changes: Students may change their status from
audit to credit or credit to audit until the end of the tenth week of
classes. Students desiring to change to or from audit after this dead-
line must follow the petition procedures described above. .
LateRegistration: Individuals who file an application for admis-
sion after d,e cut-off dates for pre-registration and priority registra.-
tion may register'for courses that are still available during the open
registration period. (See academic calendar for specific date.)
Individuals who wish to register after the open registration period
ends must obtain an "Appeal for Registration" form from t~e Regis-
trar's Office, ROOm102, Administration Building. This form l!Iust be
signed by the adyisor(if enrolling for 8 or more credit hours), the
instructor of each course, the department chairperson and dean of
school/college of the student's major. The approved appe,al form
must be filed with the Registrar's Office ,and with the Cashier's Office
for feepayment.Registriltion is not complete until all fees are paid.
No registration by petition will be accepted after the last day to make
registration or program changes. All registrations bypetition will be
assessed a $50.00 fee. , \ ' r "
Stude~t Address or Name<'thanges: The'student is held
responsible for keepin~ address or name c"ange information'up-to~
date with the Registrar s Office. Change of Address or NiI'meChange
forms may be obtained in Room 1020f the Administration Building.
Mailing of notices to the last address on' record constitutes official
notification.
Withdrawal, ProbaUon and Dismissal PoliCies
Complete Withdrawal from the University: Students who
wish to withdraw from' all courses and leave the university in good
standing must initiate 'an official request with the Dean of Student
Special Services. Vocational Technical students must clear with the
vocational counselor prior to reporting to the Student Special Servi-
ces Office. '
Students who are physically unable to come in to the University
should telephone or write to the Dean of Student Special Services
and request a PETITION FOR A COMPLETE WITHDRAWAL. The
petition must be completed, signed and returned by thestudel')t
requesting the withdrawal before the student's academic records
can be legally closed for the se'!1ester. - ' . • .
Student initiated petitions for. a complete withdrawal are allowed
from the first day to the .last day of classes. The process mustQe
started on or before the last day of classes for all grades to be
recorded as a "w" (Withdrawal - no credit or quality points earned).
The grade of "W" will not be used in the calculation of GPA (grade
point average). . ' •• ' • . '
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~o reques.t fo~ a complete withdrawal will be accepted du~ing the
frnal examrnatron penod of any semester. After a student initiated
complete withdrawal, n!J student may petition for re-registration for
that semester except for extreme situations verified by the Dean of
Student Special Serv~ces. ,
Refunds of registration feesare prorated over the first four weeks of a
semester. Students who leave the university during a semester with-
out officially withdrawing will receive final grades of "F" in all
courses. h is not necessary to withdraw from the university after a
semester has been successfully completed or between semesters.
Rightof Appeal: Each stlident has the right of appeal to the Dean of
Stuaent Special Services for an exception to the requirements or an
academic regulation because of extenuating circumstances that can
be, verified.' .' " .
Extenuating circumstances'are defined as those beyond the student's'
control and physically prevent the student from completing course
requirements. ". , ' .
The Dean of Student Special Services' Office will investigate and
confirm the verified reason prior to approving any student record
change. All other appeals for an exception to an academic policy or
regulation should be addressed to the Dean of the College or School
of,the student's major.
Faculty Initiated Withdrawal: Although the prirriary respon-
sibility for withdrawing from individual courses r1:sts with the stu-
dent, the professor may have a student dropped from the course for
one or more of the fO,lIowing reason,s:; "
1. Failure to attend class.
a.~The student registers for thecoul'se on either a creditor aln
audit basis, but attends only briefly, if at all.. . , ,.,
b. The student is registered for another class with conflicting
meeting times. .4
PROCEDURE: The instructor must send a list indicating nam~s
and student numbers of all students in question, the course and
section numbers'and the nature of each students' problem to the
Vice-President for Student Affairs at least two weeks prior to the
last day to make class changes (see Academic Calendar for exact
day). The Vice-President will notify each student of the impend-
ing action requesting that the, student meet wit~ the inst~uctor.
When the two week period is over, the instructor will send an
amended version of the original list to the Vice-President indicat-
ing which student should be withdrawn. The list must be signed
by ,the appropriate department chairperson.
APPEALS: The'iVice-Presiden't for Student Affairs strives for
accommodation between the student and' instructor. Students
who disagree with the decision of the instructor and department
chairperson may appeal to the Academic Grie~ance Board. ,
2. Failure to meet COurse entrance requirements ..
a. The student has not passed a prerequisite for the course.
b .• The ,student has not passed and is not enrolled in a course
corequisite.' , . '
c. The student has not attained the required class standing for the
.course.
PROCEDURE: The professor must send a list signed by the
department chairperson to the Registrar's Office no later than
two weeks prior to the last date to make class changes for that
semester (referro academic calendar for exact date). The list must
include student name, student number arid corresponding course
and section number. his the responsibility of the faculty member
, and department to notif.y the student of this action. ,~
, APPEALS:Students who disagree with the decisiori of the faculty
fne'inber a'nd department chairperson may' appeal to the Aca-
demic Grievance Board. t'
Administrative Withdrawals: A student's registration ma'y be
cancelled after proper notification for delinquent financial accounts
(bad checks, library fines, overdue loans, bookstore, or housing
accounts, etc.); incomplete admissions file (failure to. submit trans-
cripts or test scores); falsification of aamissions application or other
University records; registration without reinstatement from aca-
demiC'dean if academically disqualified; failure to respond to an
official summons or exhibiting behavior which constitutes a clear
and present danger to one's self and others (BSU Policy 4102-D).
The Vice.President for Student Affairs, Dean of Admissions, Director
of Administrative Services or Registrar will notify delinquent stu-
dents of the pending action by certified mail. If no effort is made to
correct the situation within two weeks after notification the request
J
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for an admin,istrative withdrawal is sent .to the Dean of Student
Special Services for final action.
Academic. Probation and Dismissal Policy': A student
whose academic work falls below the level indicatea in the table
below is placed on academic probation. A student who continues o!,!
academic probation at the end of the next semester of attendance IS
subjectto dismissal from the university.
Hours Minimum Hours Minimum Hours Minimum
Attempted CPA Attempted CPA Attempted Cl'A'
1 .00 23 1.78 45 1.89
.j 2 .00 24 1.79 46 1.89
3 .33 25 1.80 47 1.89
4 .75 26 1.81 48 1.89
5 1.00 27 1.81 49 1.90
6 1.17 28 1.82 50 1.90
7 1.28 29 1.83 51, 1.90
8 1.37 30 1,83 52 1.90
9 1.44 31 1.84 53 1.90
10 1.50 32 1.84 54 1.91
11 1.54 33 1.85 55 1.91
12 1.58 34 1.86 56 1.91
13 1.61 35 1.86 57 1.91
14 1.64 36 1.86 58 1.91
15 1.67 37 1.86 59 1.91
16 1.69 38 1.87 60 1.92
17 ' 1.70 39 1.87 61 1.92
18 1.72 40 .1.87 62 1.92
19 1.74 41 1.88 63 1.92
20 1.75 42 1.88 .64 1.92
21 1.76 43 1.88 65 2.00
22. 1.77 44 1.89 or more
1. Academic Probation
a., At the end of a semester (fall, spring or summer) an under-
gr~duate st'udent who does not attain the cumulative grade
point average required for the number of hours attempted is
placed on probation for the next semester of enrollment.
Notification of probationary status is by letter (to most recent
mailing address) sent within two weeks of the close of a
semester. '". ,
b. A student on academic probation whose cumulative GPA
improves to the acceptable level will be automatically removed
from probation.
2. Dismissal
The student who continues on academic probation at the end of
the next semester of attendance will be dismissed from the uni-
versity unless the student's GPA for the most recent semester
of enrollment was 2.00 or higher. Notification of dismissal is by
letter (to most recent mailing address) sent within two. weeks of
the close of a semester. .
3. Reinstatement
a. A student dismissed .from the university, may be reinstated by
receiving favorable action ona petition to the academic dean
of the college from which the student was dismissed. This is the
only route to reinstatement and applies even to the student
who has attended another institution since being dismissed
from BSU. Readmission to a college may be accompanied by
academic performance requirements which are more string-
ent than those of the university. Failure to meet conditions
specified for continuation as a major in a particular college
, may prohibit a student from future enrollment in that college
even though the university minimum academic requirements
are satisfiea.' .
b. Normally, ~ student is reinstated on probationary status. 'If,
however, the student's GPA meets the minimum requirement,
the dean may electto admit the student in good standing.
4. Restrictions .
A student on probation is ineligible to participate in university-
.sponsored extracurricular activities. (See Eligibility for Extracur-
ricular Activities section of the BSU Student Handbook.) '.
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Petitions: Where strict application of any Boise State University
regulations seem to w.ork an unrea.sona~l~ hardship, the student may
petition for an exceptIOn. Academic petitIOns should be addressed t?
the academic dean of the appropriate school/college. Other peti-
tions should be directed to the appropriate administrative or college
offices.
General Course Information
Course Numbering: Courses are'numbered on the basis of the
following: '
000-099 Terminal credit and no~-credit courses (including
remedial, evening vocational, and adult education
courses). These courses do not apply towards degree
programs.
100-199 Freshman level courses, ' ,
200-299 Sophomore level courses
300-499 Upper division level courses
500-above Graduate level courses
Upper division level courses, numbered at 300 or 400 level may be
given a "g" or "G" designation to carry graduate credit. The "g"
courses carry graduate credit for graduate students in majors outside
the area of the department or college. "G" courses carry graduate
credit for students both in the department or college and for other
students as well. .' , .
Thr~ughout the ca'talog;, a hyphen ,appearing bet~een course
numbers indicates that the first numbered course is ,a prerequisite
(PREREQ:) to a second numbered course; a comma between course
numbers indicates that either course may be taken independently o.f
the other. '
Immediately f~lIowing the course title, the weekly.hours of lecture,
non-lecture or other information (Le., laboratory, studio, etc.), and the
credits earned are shown in parentheses ..Thesemesters the course is
normally offered may also be shown. For example:
(3-4-S)(F)
(0-4-0)
(2-Q-2)(F/S)
Academic Information
Indicates 3 hours of lecture, 4 hours laboratory, arid 5
cn!di~s fo~ a course offered each fall. " . .
Indicate~.a laboratory ~ithout credit offered regularly
each semester.
Indicates a typical two-hour lecture class for two credits
offered either fall or spring semesters.
(0-2-1)(F/SU) Indicates a two-hour studio a~t or PEactivity. class for one
credit offered in fall and summer semesters .
Other authorized abbreviations' are PREREQ: for prerequisite,
COREQ: for corequisite, PERMIINST for permission of the instructor
and PERM/DEPT for permission of the department chairman or his
representative.
Course Prerequisite Waivers: As a general rule, students must
complete prerequisites'listed in the'course description prior to enrol-
ling in the course. However, specific Course prerequisites may be
waived upon written approval of the Dean of the College in whose
area the course is 'offered. A student seeking to have prerequisites
waived muSt justify the request on the oasis of background, educa-
tion, and experience." .
Admission to Upper Divisio~ C~urses: Upper-division
courses are ope tudents who have completed the stated course
prerequisi . 57 emester credits of college work. lower-division
n s who ha a GPA of 2.0 or better may take upper-division
courses if the course is required during the sophomore year ina
specific curriculum in which the student is majoring, or the student
has the written permission of the chairman of the department in
which the course is offered and the concurrence of the advisor.
Undergraduate Enrollment in SOO-IevelCourses: Under-
graduate senior students may apply up to a total of two SOO-Ievel
courses toward the credit requirements for an undergraduate
degree. SOO-Ievel courses may be appl.ied to the required 40 noursof
upger-division credit. To be eligible for this a student must complete
a ' Senior Permit" form:,a~~ilable in the Registrar's Office.,
University-Wide COurse Numbers
Undergraduate
The following college-wide sta rid a rClized COurse numbers and titles
are available to each department offering a major.
Independent Study (188 and 496) must be arranged between student and
professor on an individual basis. The course description does not appear in
other sections of the catalog.
188 Honors Independent Study (1-3 credits). An independent study experience
to provide an Honor Student reading or project studies. Credits may not
exceed three (3) per semester nor six (6) maximum in an academic year.
PREREQ: Approval of the dean and department chairman upon recommenda-
tion of the faculty advisor. .
293-493 Internship (Variable Credits). The internship number is available to
academic departments to provide an opportunity .for supervised fjeld-work
specifically related to the student's major field of study. To enroll in 293-493, a
student must also have a cumulative GPA of 2.00. No more than 12 credits
earned in internship (293 and/or 493) can be used'to meet department and/or
university graduation requirements. Each internship must receive approval
from the acade.mic department whose course.prefixis being used.
294-494 Conference or Workshop (0-4 ~redits). Conducted by outstanding
leaders or qualified faculty ina particular field undenhe auspices of Boise State
University. Conference or workshop (294,494) and special topic courses (297,
497) will be described in the class sched ule published each semester.
NOTE: 297 or 497 Honors or Interdisciplinary Humanities-courses may be allowed to apply
toward core requisites; howeverl other departmental Special Topics courses may ,apply
toward graduation.
297 Special Topics (1-4 credits).
496 Independent Study (1-4 credits). Individual study of either a reading or
project nature. Offered on demand. Student must make application well in
advance of this special study experience. May be repeated for a maximum of 9
credits; 6credits in any one academic year. PREREQ: Consent of instructor and
department chairman, upper division standing.
497 Special Topics (2-4 credits). PREREQ: Advanced standing and consent of
instructor and department chairman.
498 Seminar (1-4 credits).
499 Seminar (1-4 credits).
Graduate
The following numbers may be used by any department to offer credits for the
type of activity indicated in the title. These courses may be offered for variable
credit. limits on the number of credits of anyone number category to be
applied towards a given degree will be set by the Graduate Council. The
supervising professor or committee will determine which credits may.apply to
an individual's program.
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580-589 Selected TOJ)icsSubjects normally offered ~d studied in one depart"
mentcan be diVided into no more than 10areas. Eadi area will be assigned one
number of the 580-590 group. Although the topics considered in the courses in
any one ~rea. may vary from. semest~r to semester, repeated use on 'anyo.ne
number Implies that the tOPICScontinue to be selected from the same area.'"
;;90 Practicum ~.. ,
591 Project ., ,
592 Colloquium
593 Thesis .. " •
~594 Extended Conference or Workshop (Graded A through F) ,.,.;,.
596 Directed Research Masters'.programs ~ayinclude directed research c~ed"
its at the discretion of the.graduate student's supervising professor or commit,
tee. Astudent may earn a maximum of 9 semester hours with no more than 6in
a given semester or session.
597 Special Topics'
598 Seminar
, 1. \ .
599 Short Term Conference or Workshop (Graded Pass/Fail) Generally the 599
number is used for courses meeting 3 weeks or less and the 594for courses
meeting more than 3 weeks. The decision, however, is made by the depart-
ment or school offering the course. '. ;
Graduation Requirements
• ~ I !
General ~niversity Requir~ments (Core)
To receive a Baccalaureate degree from Boise State University, all
students must meet certain core requirements. Approximately one
third each of their undergraduate program will be taken in core
courses, major concentration, and electives. The university core is
aimed at developing specific-learning and communication skills of
literacy and critical thought. The university core requires 3 to 6
credits of English Composition, dependent upon the student's score
on a national test, 12 credit hours in each of 3 areas--Area I, Arts.and
Humanities; Area II, Social Sciences; and Area III, Natural Science
and Mathematics. Specific coursework will be"required in at least
three disciplines in Areas I and II. B.A. candidates must include a
literature (Area I) and a history (Area II) course, and either ..1) a year's
sequence in one science and a: semester in another or 2) three
courses in science concepts to fulfill Area III.
In addition, B.A. students must have an additional 9 hours ih Area I
and/or II, and B.S. students must'have an additional 9 hours in Areas
II and/or III. Degrees other than the B.A. or B.S. may differ in their
core content quantitatively from the core, but must contain English
Composition and a minimum of 26cr~ditsto be chosen from Areas I,
II, and III, with no less than 6 credits taken from anyone of those
areas.
Courses offered to fulfill core requirements will be identified by area
in the catalo~; e.g., P 101 GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)(AREA II).
Agrade of "c 'is required ir'ianycourse used tofulfill a core requirement
including E 101, 102. All entering full-time students whose national
test scores (ACT or SAT) show a composite percentile at the 20th
percentile in English or Math will be referred to a speeial advisor who
will help the student enroll in appropriate courses to build basic
skills. Such students should not enroll in more than an equivalent of
12 credit'hours per semester until the defi~iency is removed. .
All students who have not taken and passed a competency exam as
part of their writing courses at Boise State University must pass a
competency exam in written English which should be taken prior to
the senior year.
The ENGLISH COMPOSITION requirement may be met in one of the
following ways: ,.'
1. Completion of E 101 and E 102, English Composition.
2. Completion of E111 and E 112, Honors Composition. Admittance
is dependent on ACT score."; 'u .
3. Successful Challenge of E 101 or E 102 by taking the departmen-
tally specified competency test:',. .
4. Students who score in the 80th percentile or above on the ACT, or
who are permitted to take and pass the departmentally specified
competency test are exempt from E 101. E 102 is required. ..
• AREA REQUIREMENTS are general education requirements
required of all students seeking a Baccalaureate degree. Courses
in the following lists have been approved to satisfy the core
requirements.
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l Academic Informatign
Area II--So~ial Sciences
AN 101 Physical Anthropology
AN 102 Cultural Anthropology ,
'AN 103 Ihtrod'uction to Archeology . '
CM 111 Fundamentals of Speech Communication,.
CM 112 Reasoned Discourse
EC201 Principles of Economics-Macro ' , r
EC 202 Principles of Economics-Micr"o
NOTE: Student, who take EC 2in .or 202 may NOT 'rec~ive credit ;or EC 210. ,!'
GG 101 Introduction to Geog~aphy~,
GG 102 Cultural Geography ,
HY 101, 102 HiStory of Western Civilization .,..
HY 151, 1,52United States History .
HY 201, 202 Probleins in Weste'rn Civilization '
HY 251, 252 Problems in U,S, History .
NOTE: HY201arid 202are NOT6pen;0 students ";hohave taken HY 101or 102f-';rcredit. HY
1S1and 152 are NOT open to ~tudents who have taken HY 251 or 252 for credit.
.:
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MininlUrn Graduation Requir'ements(Credits)
All Baccalaureate Degre~s '~ ~,. ~.
General College Require~ents (minimum) . . ,
.' l ~ ' -'
1. Total credits for graduation niustequal128. These must include:
English CompositionE 101,102 .. ~.•..••......... , , 3-6
.;Upper Division credit hours .. ;'; .. , ... '...•...... , :, .40
2. Grade Point Averagefo(',all courses taken must equal 2.0 or
greater.
Other College Requirements: .
3. Meet minimurn requirements for ~neof the degrees offered.
4, Meet specific requirements' for 'a departmental major.
a. Students must have a minimum cumulative 2.00 GPA in all
courses required by ,their major.
b. Students W.ill,n~f be all,owedcredit toward their major
department requirements for any grade of "D" in upper div-
ision courses in their major department.
c. 'Understanding and application of computer~ constitute an
important component in the preparation of graduates from
Boise State University. To accomplish this mission, Boise State
Universit)' graduates IT)UStbe able to make use of the compu-
ter for tasks appropriate to their discipline. Each department
identifies competency standards for its majors.
5. A minimum of 15 credit hours of electives outside'of the major
field.
6. Minimum credit hours in residence: The last 30 credit hoJrs prior
to grauuation' ":lust be taken at the university during the regular
or summer sessions.
'.:.-t fh ' ,t 'ij~:. \ '" '{l;,
, r
Exten~ion, Corresponde~ce, and Religion Courses:
'A candidate for a degree may earn up to 3~ ...'mester hours in any
combination of extension and/or correspon,jence courses'toward
the required credit hours for graduation. These hours must have
departmental approval for acceptance towards major department
requirements. . '., .:
Such correspondence courses must be completed, and the transcript
filed with the Registfa~ prior to mi.d-terrn of the semester in which
the last 30 hours of reSidence credit are started. '
Up to eight (8) credits'of non-sectarian religion courses from accre-
dited colleges and universities maybe accepted as general electives .
~.' '">,,!
Application for Graduation
A student must make formal applic"ation for graduation by filing an
application form in the Registrar's Office. To be guaranteed a gra-
duation evaluation prepared prior to the last semester of attendance"
a student should apply at least four seme~ters.in advance of contem-
plated graduation or upon compl~tion of,70credit h~urs. .••
Requirements for graduation are checked in accordance with the'
requirements in one university'catalog. Students are not permitted to
combine programs from d.jff~rent catalogs, but may choose to grad-
uate on the basis of the catalogofany year they have been registered
providing the said catalog was in effeCt not more than six (6) aca-
demic y~ars prior to graduation. ". . . " • '
.•• ,~. ~ . f 'I
M 105, 106 Mathematics for Business Decisions,
M,111 Algebra and Trigonornetry"' , ,... ,
M204, 205, 206 Calculusand Analytic Geometry
M 211, 212 Accelerated calculus
PS100 Foundations of Physical Science'
PH 101, 102 General Physics
PH 105 Introduction to.oescriptive Astronomy
PH 211 Mechanics"Wave & Heat '
PH 212 Mechanics, Wave, & Heat Lab .'
PH 213 Electricity, Magnestism arid Optics
PH 214 Electricity, Magnestism and Optics Lab
Z 130 General,Zoology " " ,
Z 111, 112l:iuman Anatomy'& PhysiOlogy"
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Area 1II--Natui'~1Scien(e ..M~themati~s
B 100 Concepts of Biology' ,
BT 130 General Botany ,,' ••
C 100 Concepts of Chemistry
C 107 Essentials of Chemistry
C 108 Laboratory for Essentials of Chemistry
NOTE: Concurre,:,' en,C?"menr in the appropriate lecture ;s required. .
C109 Essentials of Chemistry '. ,,.' .-., .••...•.'i.,;~
NOTE: Students CANNOT receive credit for C109 if they received credit for C 100..
C 110 Laboratory for Essentials of Chemistry
NOTE: Concurrent enrollment inthe appropriate lecture ;s required.
C 131 College Chemistry
C 132 Laboratory for College Chemistry ,
NOTE: Concurrent enrollment in the appropriate' lecture is required.
C 133 College Chemistry
NOTE: Student, CANNOT receiVe credit for C.133 if they received credit for C 100.
C.134 Laboratory for College Chemistry , . ...,
NOTE: Concurrem enrollment;n the appropriate lecture ;5 required.
EN 100 Energy for Society
GO 100 Fundamentals of Geology
No.T£.:Open to A~/ltudem~ except those with previous credits in Geology: or Earth Scienc~
maJonJ or non-sclenc~ majors who plan an eight hour sequence in" Geology.
GO 101 Physical Geology ., ...,
GO 103 Historical Geology ..t ,'.
M 100 Mathematics for Liberal ArtsStudents
PO 101 American National Government.
PO 141 Contemporary Political Ideologies
PO 231 InternationaL Relations
P 101 General Psychology ,)
SO 101 Introduction to Sociology ,r,
SO 102 Social Problems
SO 230 Intro to Multi-Ethnic Studies '
SW 101 Intro to Social Work . " ">'"
IE 201 Foundations of Education '
Area I~ Arts,and Humanities
AR 1()1, 102 Survey of Western Art
AR 103 Introduction to Art
AR 105, 106 Basic Design>,
E215 Far Eastern literature in Translation
E230 Western World literature
E235 Western World .literature
E240 Survey of British literature to 1790 '
E260 Survey of British literature: 1790 to Present ,,'.
E 271 Survey of American literature: Beginning to Civil War
E272 Survey of American literature: Civil War to Present ".
F 201, 202 Intermediate French
G 201, 202 Intermediate German
HU 207, 208 Introduction of Humanities ~" '
IH 101 Humanities: A View of Human Nature,'1
IH 102 Humanities: A View of Human Nature, II
IH 111 Humanities: A View of Human NaturE!, III
IH 112 Humanities: A View of Human Nature, IV
MU 133 Introduction to Music. , .
PY 101 Introduction to Philosophy
PY 121 Introduction to Logic •
S 201,202 Intermediate Spanish
TA 107 Introduction to Theatre ,
NC?TE: Only 6 credits 0.1 IH 'course, 'may be' taken to satisfy CQ,e ;equirement,-:"
r..
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5. Students seeking the BA degree must have an additional 9 credits
chosen from courses in any of the following disciplines:
Bachelor of Scienc~ Degree
Minimum Credit Requireme'~ts
1. General University requirements
English Composition E101,102 ........•................ 3 or 6
NOTE: Number of required credits is determined by sludent score on ACTexam, See
General University Requiremenrs (Core) for details.
Bachelor of Business Administration
Degree
Minimum, Credit Requirements
1. General Univeristy requirements. .
English Composition E101, 102 , , : 3-6
NOTE: Number of required credits is determined ~y student score on ACT exam, See
General University Requirements (Core) for details. ~ •
,
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literature
Music,
Philosorhy
, Politica Science
Psychology
Social Work
Sociology
Teacher Education
Theatre Arts
Anthropology
Art
Communication
Economics
Foreign language
(201 or higher
of one language)
Geography ,
History'
Humanities
6. Departmental major
2. Area I requirements ,.
Arts & Humanities 0 ••• ; ••••••••••••••••• 12
Three fields must be represented
3. Area II requirements '
Social Sciences .........•............•...•............... 12
Three fields must be represented
4. Area III requirements , ,
Natural Sciences-Mathematics 12
Two fields must be represented
a. A year's sequence chosen from:
1) Biological Sciences
2) Mathematics
3) Physical Sciences
NOTE: The Physical Sciences include courses in Chemisfry. Geology. Physical
Science and Physics. , t'- . . ,~
with additional credits from a field other than that chosen to
satisfy the sequence requirem'ent.
OR. , f."
b. Any three of the following courses except no more than two
from a single department: • ,
1) Biology--Concepts of Biology
2) Chemistry--Concepts of Chemistry
3) Geology--Fundamentals of Geology
4) Mathematics--Mathematics for liberal Arts Students'
5) Physics, Engineering, and Physical Science
a) Energy for Society. ,
b) Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy
c) Either Foundations to Physical Science or A Cultural
Approach to Physics, but not both
5. Students seeking the B.S.degree must have an additional9credits
chosen from courses in any of the following disciplines:
Anthropology Mathematics '
Biology Physical Science
Chemistry Physics
Communication Political Science
,Economics Psychology
•../Engineering Social Work
Geography Sociology
Geology Teacher Education
History
6. Departmental Major
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Physical Education Courses: A candidate for'~degree ma;
hav~ up to 8 semester hours of Fitness Activity courses counted
towards graduation.
Bachelor of Arts Degree
Requirements for Addition~1 Baccalaure~te Degree:'
1. A minimum of 30 additional semester hours of resident work,
beyond the hours required for their first degree, for each subse-
quent degree. ' , " •
, " .
2. Satisfaction of upper-division requirements in the major field
selected as recommended by the department and aprroved by
the dean of the college/school granting the additiona degree.
3. Satisfactory completion of other requirements of the University
asaprroved by the dean of the college/school granting the addi-
tiona degree . ' . 0 c. ,
1. ,General University requirements,' ,
English Composition E101, 102 ..... ~'.: ..... : ... ', : ... ,'. 3 or 6
NOTE: Number of required credits is delermined by student score on ACT exam, See
General Universily Requirements (Core) for details,
2. Area I Requirements ' ,
Arts & Humanities. 0 •• ' ••••••••••••••••• ' ••••• , •• , ••• , •••• 12
a. Three credits in literature
b. Three credits in a second field
c. Three credits in a third field
d. Three credits in any Area I field '"
3. Area II Requirements ' , •
Social Sciences .......•. , : ': 12
a. Three credits in History ~
b. Three credits in a second field
c. Three credits in 'a third field
d. Three credits in any Area II field'
4. Area III Requirements ,
Natural Science-Mathematics , , ,., .•.... ,., .12 '
a. A year's sequence chosen from: ' , 0j'-
,Biological Sciences ,. •
Mathematics
Physical Sciences
NOTE: The Physica/~Sciences inciude co~rses in Chemistry;. G~o/ogy, Physical
Science, and Physics. ~ • ~
With additional credits from a field other than 'that chosen to
satisfy the sequence requirement.
, ,OR,', _0 .. ' .
b: Any three of the following courses except no more than two
from a single department. ., r " ,
1) Biology--Concepts of Biology "
2) Chemistry--Concepts of Chemistry
3) Geology--Fundamentals of Geology •
4) Mathematics--Mathematics for liberal Arts Students
5) Physics, Engineering, and Physical Science
a) Energy for Society ,
b) Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy "
c) Either Foundations of Physical Science or ,A Cul!pral
Approach to Physics, but not both '.' ,
Academic Information
Minimum Credit Requirements
R~quirements for Double Major: Students may be granted a
singre baccalaureate degree with 'more than one major, providing
that they satisfy all requirements for each major field as recom-
mended by the department and approved by the dean of the col-
lege/school granting the additional degree aS,well as satisfying all
requirements for the degree sought. "
, .
Graduation Honors: awarded to recipients of a'fi~~t baccalau-
reate degree, associate degree, diploma or certificate of completion
with cumulative G,P.A.'s of 3.5 or higher. An individual with a grade
point average of 3.50 to 3.74 receives "Cum laude" designation; a
person with a 3.75 to 3,99 grade point average receives a "Magna
Cum laude" designation ar:'ld a person who achieves a 4.0 grade
point average receives a "Summa Cum laude" designation. Students
receiving second degrees are ineligible for these honors.
,Academic;:llnformation
•. Mathematics'''' "
• Physical Sci.ence
NOTE: Physical Science includes courses in Chemistry, Geology. Physical Science
and ptJysics. i~
OR
j
"
" '
I ,
2. Area I Requirements .
,Arts & Humanities ..•.........•...•.................... ; .. 9
~ Literature ..............•................•.........•...... 3
Three credits in a second field •...•.• ; '.•.........•.•. 3
Three credits in any of the following fields ......•........... 3
• Art--AR
• Humanities--HU
• Literature--E
• Music--MU
• Philosophy--PY
• Theatre Arts-- TA -~,"
3. Area II Requirements ' .
Social SCiences ............................•.............. 9
History ..•...........•.........•..................... ; .... 3
Three credits in a second field ..............•....•......•.. 3
Three credits in any of the following fields 3
• Anthropology--AN .
• Communication--CM ' '
• Economics--EC
• Geography--GG
• History--HY
• Political Science .•-PO
• Psychology--P ,
• Social Work--SW
• Sociology--SO .)
• Teacher Education--TE
4. Area III Requirements
Foreign language and Area III Requirements .....•.......... 6
a. Performance and Theory--Composition Majors:
A year's sequence of a foreign language ........•... :' 6
b. Music Education Majors: ,~ '
A year's sequence of a foreign language ........• : 6
OR
A year's sequence chosen from:
Biological Sciences
Mathematics .
Physical Sciences
OR
Any two of the following courses:
Concepts of Biology
Concepts of Chemistry
Fundamentals of Geology
Foundations of Physical Science
Mathematics for Liberal Arts Student •.
-Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy
5. A major in music with emphasis in Performance, Theory and
Composition, or Music Education, meeting all specific require-
ments of the Department of Music as explained elsewhere in this
Catalog. • I ;,
b. Any two ohhe following:
• Concepts of Biology
• Concepts of Chemistry
• Fundamentals of Geology
• Foundation of Physical Science
• Intro to Descriptive Astronomy ..
• Mathematics for Liberal Arts Students
l\ .} t') \",
5. Individual departmental major listings in other parts of the may
specify how Area I, II, arid III requiretnents are to be fulfilled .
6. A candidate for the BFA degree niust h~veArt D~partment
approval during his/her junior year.
Bachelor of~usic Degr~e
Minimum Credit Requirements'
1. General University Requirements "L
English Composition •.•......• : . ; .~ :. :. ~;~ .....•......... 3~.6
NOTE: Number of required credits;s determined by student score on ACT exam. See
General University Requiremenls (Core) for details. •
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Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree
Minimum Credit Requirements
1. General University Requirements
English Composition E101, 102 : : 3 or 6
NOTE: Number .of ,ecju~;r~d credj~s';s dete.rmined by stud~nt score on ACT exam. See
General University "Requirements (Core) for derails.
2. 'Area I Req~irements .,.,..' ,
Arts & Humanities .,: : : c '.: 9
Literature ' ::.' '. : : :~ 6
Other courses 3
, No fewer than 3 credits selected from:
Introduction to Music
Introduction to Theatre
Introd uction ,to Humanities,
Introduction to Philosophy or Ethics
Foreign Language (201 or higher of one language)
3. Area'll Requirements .', j
Social Sciences 9
Lower'Division History .........................•...... 3
Other,courses " 3
No fewer than 3 credits selected from:
• An'thiopology. • Psychology
• Communication • Social Work
• Economics I,' '. Sociology
.. • Geography .' . • Teacher Education
'H~ Political Science
..
Additional courses ................................• ; .... 3
No fewer' than 3 additional credits selected from areas listed
above. '
4. Area ill Requirements
Natural SCience-Mathematics , 6
a. A year's sequence chosen from the following:
• Biological Science
•
6. A major in Accounting, Computer Information Systems, Econom-
ics, Finance, General ,Business Management, Management, Mar-
keting, Production Management, or Quantitative Management
meeting all specific-requirements for the major.
2. Areal requirelT1ents', " , .
• Arts & Humanities ";.: , , 6
3. Area II Requi~ements • , , .
Social Sciences : :. ' , .' ' 12
,Economics .. ; ..•......... 'co', .••.........• : .........••. 6
Area II credits other than in Economics , 6
4: Area III Requirements ' "
, Total Area III Requirements ........................• '.: 12
• ~ Two~semester sequence in math : , .. 6
.One-semester physical or biological science: ',:'" .4'
Suggested science courses:
.~ Concepts of Biology, B 100 ,
Concepts of Chemistry, C 100 ..
.Fundamentals of Geology GO 100
Foundations of Physical Science, PS100
Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy PH 105
5. An additional 16 hours are required in lower or upper division
courses outside the College of Business. These additional credits,
which are not restricted to the university Core courses, must
include courses from at least two of the three areas listed below
(but shall not inciLide more than three credits in fitness activit'y
courses). '
Area I Area II
I. f • Art • Anthropology
'. 'Foreign language • Communication
• Literature ~ Geography
• Humanities, • History
• Music' lh • Political Science
• Philosophy • Psychology
• Theatre Arts • Social'Work
Area III ., Sociology '.
• Biological Sciences • Teacher Education'
• Mathematics " •
• Physical Sciences, • ,
t
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Academic Information
Bachelor of Applied Science Degree
The School of Vocational Technical Education in conjunction with
the College of Artsand Sciences offers a Bachelor of Applied Science
degree in a vocational technical field. The Bachelor of Applied
Science degree is designed to build upon the Associate of Applied
Science degree (A.A.S.)
Graduates of technical programs that meet the Idaho standards for
the A.A.S. degree and are accredited by a recognized regional
accrediting boay are eligible for admission. The minimum require-
ments for the A.A.S. degree include:
Technical education courses .......•... 42 semester credits
Technical support courses ...•...•..... 10 semester credits
General education courses ....•........ 12 semester credits
TOTAL • 64 semester credits
Exceptions to the above must be reviewed by the Dean or Associate
Dean of the School of Vocational Technical Education for a determi-
nation regarding eligibility for admission. Credit for prior learning
will be determined in accordance with prevailing institutional policy.
Recommendations for admission to the Bachelor of Applied Science
degree must be obtained from the School of Vocational Technical
Education.
1. Vocational
Technical Education Major ..•............................. 64
2. General
University Requirements .•........•...................... 64
English Composition •.........•. ; .•...•.•..•............ 3-6
NOTE: Number of required credits is determined by student score on ACT exam. See
General University Requirements (Core) for details.
3. Area I Requirements.
Arts & Humanities ..•.................................... 12
Three fields must be, represented
4. Area II Requirements.
Social Sciences ; .•........................... 12
Three fields must be represented
5. Area III Requirements.
Natural Sciences and Mathematics .............•........... 12
Two fields must be represented
NOTE: Student seeking a B.A.S. with a major in Marketing: Mid-Management must
complete M 105 and M 106 in addilion to the requirements listed above. ,
NOTE: University Core courses used to meet vocational technical education require-
ments cannot be used to meet the above listed Area requirements.
6. Students seeking the B.A.S. degree must have additional9credit"s
chosen from upper division courses in any of the following disci-
plines: (Social Science and Natural Sciences-Mathematics must
be represented.)
• Anthropology • Mathematics
• Biology • Physical Science
• Chemistry • Physics
• Communication • Political Science
• Economics • Psychology
• Engineering • Social Work
• Geography • Sociology
• Geology • Teacher Education
• History
7. Upper Division . •
Electives ... '............•......................•......... 13
NOTE: Students seeking the B.A.S. degree must earn a minimum of 22 upper division
credits.
Minors
Minors are only available as minor teaching emphasis in secondary
education option programs, with the exception of the Canadian
Studies Minor. .
Pre-Law Curriculum
Boise State University does not prescribe a pre-law curriculum; stu-
dents' plans should be based on their own interests and their own
personal objectives in studying law. In general, the pre-law student
should place emphasis not only on the acqui ri ng of knowledge of the
funda~ental el"ments. which define the nature and character of
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society but also on the development of methods of study, thought,
and communication. Present-day law students have undergraduate
degrees in Political Science, English, Business, Natural Science, His-
tory, linguistics, Communications, and a host of other disciplines.
For additional information, see the current PRE-LAW HANDBOOK,
published annually in October and prepared by the Law School
Admission Council and the Association of American Law Schools.
This book includes material on the law and lawyers, pre-law prepara-
tion, application to law schools, and the study of law, together with
individualized information on most American law schools. It may be
ordered from Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey.
Associate of Applied Science Degree
Some programs in the School of Vocational Technical Education lead
to an Associate of Applied Science degree. The standard require-
ments for this degree are as follows:
1. Technical Education Requirements -- -56 credit hours or
equivalent clock hours.
a. Technical Coursework: 42-46 credit hours or equivalent
clock hours. '
Program elements which contain instruction directly related
to a specific technical area (i.e., skills and knowledge that a
person must possess to function as a technician). Course
content is determined through a task analysis of the occupa-
tion for which training is provided. Local advisory commit-
tees may provide additional information.
Example: Technical Mathematics/Technical Science/Etc.
b. Technical Support Coursework: 10-14 credit hours or equi-
valent clock hours.
Coursework which supports and relates to the technical
content of the program. Content provides the basic tasks
needed for the individual to function at an acceptable level
within the technical field.
Example: Mathematics/Physical Science/Etc. •
2. General Education Requirements: 12 credit hours or equivalent
clock hours.
Six credits in the area of Communication Skills; the remaining
credits are in economics, industrial relations,or human relations.
Associate of Arts Degree Program
Participation in this program is limited to studentsat Mountain Home
Air Force Base. The curriculum is focused around normal freshman
and sophomore general education courses with a broad exposure to
the social sciences. A student completing this program will have
completed all University general education requirements except
possibly one lab science course. The program includes:
English Composition E101, 102 ...•.....•.•.......... 3 or 6 cr
Area I including Literature 12 Cr
Area II including History 12 Cr
Area III : 8 Cr
Major Requirements ..............•................... 12 Cr
Electives 14 or 17 Cr
TOTAL 64 Cr
Entrance into this program by a student at the MHAFB will. be
through a signed agreement by the student, the MHAFB Education
Director,and the Continuing Education Director, Boise State Univer-
sity. The agreement shall terminate six months from the date of the
student's transfer from MHAFB unlessall three parties agree to a time
extension. The agreement will be made available to only those stu-
dents at MHAFB who have graduated from high school or have
successfully passed the GED examinations. .
Once admitted to the program, the student is responsible to see that
his program moves forward to completion. Program advising will be
. available at the time of registration each semester, but it is the
responsibility of the student to seek out advice when needed.
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Academic Information
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Degree Codes
CODE DESCRIPTION
AA Ass'Ociate 'Of Arts
AAS Associate 'Of Applied Science
AS Ass'Ociate 'Of Science
BA Bachel'Or 'Of Arts
BAS Bachel'Or 'Of Applied Science .
BBA Bachel'Or 'Of Business Administrati'On
BFA Bachel'Or 'Of Fine Arts
BM Bachel'Or 'Of Music
BS Bachel'Or 'Of Science
CC Certificate 'OfC'Ompleti'On (V'O-Tech)
DIP Dipl'Oma
END Teacher Educati'On End'Orsement
MA Master 'Of Arts '
MBA Master 'Of Business Administrati'On
MPA Master 'Of Public Administrati'On
MS Master 'Of Scipnce
TE Teacher Certificati'On
Major Names and
Degree Abbreviations
• Acc'Ounting (BBA, BA, BS)
• Advertising Design (BA, BFA)
• Agricultural Equipment Techn'Ol'Ogy (CC)
• Air C'Onditi'Oning, Refrigerati'On and
H"!ating (CC)
• Anthr'Op'Ol'Ogy (BA)
,.~ Anthr'Op'OI'Ogy, S'Ocial Science, Sec'Ondary
Educati'On (BA)
• Art, Educati'On (BA, BFA)
• Art, General (BA, BFA)
• Aut'O B'Ody (CC)
• Aut'Om'Otive Mechanics (CC)
• Bi'Ol'Ogy(BS)
• Bi'OI'Ogy,Sec'Ondary Educati'On (BS)
• Business and Office Educati'On (AAS,CC)
• Business Machine Techn'Ol'Ogy (AAS, BAS)
". Chemistry (BS)
• 'Chemistry, sec'Ondary Educati'On (BS)
• Child Care Studies: Day care Assistant
(CC)
• Child care Studies: Teacher-Supervis'Or
(AAS. BAS)
'. C'Ommunicati'On/English C'Ombinati'On (BA:
C'Ommunicati'On '
J'Ournalism
• C'Ommunicati'On (BA)
Interpers'Onal C'Ommunicati'On
J'Ournalism C'Ommunicati'On
Mass C'Ommunicati'On
• C'Ommunicati'On, Sec'Ondary Educati'On (BA:
• C'Omputer Inf'Ormati'On Systems (BBA, BA, BS)
• C'Onstructi'On Management (BS)
,. Criminal)ustice Administrati'On (AS, BA,
, BS) "
• Culinary Arts (CC, AAS, BAS)
• Dental Assisting (CC)
• Drafting Techn'Ol'Ogy (AAS, BAS)
• Earth Science Educati'On, Sec'Ondary
Educati'On (BS)
• Ec'On'Omics (BBA, BA, BS)
S'Ocial Science emphasis
Quantitative emphasis
• Ec'On'Omics, Social Science, Sec'Ondary Ed
(BA, BS)
• Electrical Linew'Orker (CC)
• Electr'Onics-Semi-C'Onduct'Or Techn'Ol'Ogy
(AAS, BAS)
• Electr'Onics Service Technician (AAS, BAS)
• Electr'Onics Techn'Ol'Ogy (AAS, BAS)
• Elementary Educati'On (BA)
Areas 'Of Specializati'On:
Early Childh'Ood Educati'On
(Certificati'On)
library Science (End'Orsement)
Reading (End'Orsement)
Special Educati'On (Certificati'On)
• Elementary Educati'On-Bilingual-
Multicultural (BA)
• English (BA)
Liberal Arts Opti'On
General Opti'On
General Opti'On with emphasis in:
American Literature
British Literature
Linguistics '
W'Orld Literature
Writing
• English, Sec'Ondary Educati'On (BA)
• Envir'Onmental Health (BS)
• Finance (BBA, BA, BS)
• General Business Management (BBA, BA,
BS)
• Ge'Ol'Ogy (BS, MS)
• Ge'Ophysics (BS) ,
• Health Sciences (BS)
• Heavy Duty Mechanics--Diesel (CC)
• ,Hist'Ory (BA, MA)
• Hist'Ory, Sec'Ondary Educati'On (BA)
• Hist'Ory, S'Ocial Science, Sec'Ondary
Educati'On (BA) \
• H'Orticulture Service Technician lAAS,
BAS)
• Industrial Mechanics (CC)
• Machine Sh'Op (AAS, Dipl'Oma, BAS)
• Management (BBA, BA, BS)
Eritrepreneurial Opti'On
Human Resource Management Option
Transportati'On Opti'On
• Marketing (BBA, BA, BS)
• Marketing: Mid-Management (AS, BAS)
• Master 'Of Business Administrati'On (MBA)
• Mathematics (BA, BS)
• Mathematics, Sec'Ondary Educati'On (BA, BS)
• Medical Rec'Ord Science (AS)
• Medical Techn'Ol'Ogy (BS) "
• Multi-Ethnic Studies (BA)
>-.IJ,
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• Music" (BA, BM)
Music/Business
Perf'Ormance
The'Ory-C'Omp'Ositi'On
• Music Educati'On (BM)
• Masters in Educati'On (MA, MS)
Art
Curriculum"and Instructi'On
Early Childh'Ood
Earth Science
English
Mathematics
Music
Reading
Special Educati'On
• Nursing (AS, BS)
• Phil'Os'Orhy (BA)
• Physica Educati'On (BS)
Sec'Ondary Educati'On Opti'On
N'On-Teaching Opti'On"
• Physics (BS)
• Physics, Sec'Ondary Educati'On (BS)
• P'Olitical Science (BA, BS)
American G'Overnment Systems &
Pr'Ocesses
Internati'Onal Relati'Ons
P'Olitical Phil'OS'Ophy and Public Law
Public Administrati'On
• P'Olitical Science, Social Science, Sec'On-
dary Educati'On (BA, BS)
• Practical Nursing (CC)
• Pre-Architectural Pr'Ogram (--)
• Pre-Dental Hygiene (-,-)
• Pre~Dietetics (--)
• Pre-Engineering (--)
• Pre-F'Orestry & Wildlife Management (--)
• Pre-Medical & Pre-Dental (BS)
Bi'Ol'Ogy
Chemistry
• Pre-Occupati'Onal Therapy (--)
• Pre-Opt'Ometric (--)
• Pre-Pharmacy (--)
• Pre-Physical Iherapy (--)
• Pre-Technical Sequence (--)
• Pre-Veterinary Medicine Studies (BS)
• Pr'Oducti'On Management (BBA, BA, BS)
• Psych'Ol'Ogy (BA, BS)
• Public Affairs (MPA)
• Qu~ntita!ive Management (BBA, BS, BA)
• RadIologIc Technology (AS, BS)
• Rapt'Or Bi'Ology (MS)
• Respirat'Ory Therapy (AS, BS)
• Small Engine Repair (CC)
• S'Ocial Science (AA, BA, BS)
• S'Ocial Work (BA)
• S'Oci'Ol'Ogy(BA, BS) , ,
• Soci'OI'Ogy, Social SCience, Sec'Ondary
Education (BA)
• Surgical Techn'Ol'Ogy (CC) ,
• Theatre Arts (BA) "
,. Theatre Arts, Sec'Ondary Educati'On (BA)
• Wastewater Techn'Ol'Ogy (CC)
• Welding (CC)
-,
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Honors Program
Questions about the Honors Program should be directed to:
.Honors Program Director
library Building, Room L408G
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725 ';
Telephone (208) 385-1122
Statement of Purpose: Admission to the'Boise State University
Honors Program is an opportunity for continued growth and excel- ,"
lence, not a reward for past accomplishments. The fundamental
purpose of the program is to encourage and support efforts on the
part of students to assume greater respohsibilityfor their own educa-
tion. The program isdesigned for promising, motivated students who
are interested not only in learning the material offered in courses,
but in learning to learn.
Eligibility:The Honors Program welcomes applications from stu-
dents in air university departments. Astudent may be admitted to the
program based upon evaluation of the individual's academic record
and an interview. Automatic admission is granted to incoming
freshman with a 3.5 high school,G.P.A. and a score at or above the
88th percentile on the composite part of the ACTor SAT.Automatic
admission is granted to transfer students from other colleges and
universities who have a college G.P.A. of 3.3 and a recommendation
from a faculty member at Boise State or their former school.
It should be emphasized that these criteria are for automatic admis-
sion to the program. All interested students are strongly encouraged
to apply, for evaluations are made on an individual basis. Students
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who are not able to meet these standards may be granted a 'provi-
sional admittance, or simply asked to reapply after completing one
semester at 'Boise State.
Honors Courses: Honors Courses are designed to be m'6re'tho-
rough,rigorous, and in some cases more accelerated versions of
regular departmental listings. Abasic difference between an Hono~s
course and the typical university course is that a seminar format IS
generally used ,in Honors offerings to encourage' critical, creative
thinking in a more personalized atmosphere. .
Each Honors studenttakes spe~ial Honorsco'urses,s~me of which are
expected of all students in the program. Honors courses are desig-
. 'nated by an "H" on a student's transcript, so graduate schools and
employers can easily de'termine the e1<tent of, each studenfs aca-
demic involvement in the program. In every case, the student
pursues work in the major depart.ment toprep'are for professional or
'graduate work.
Honors courses fall into three basic giou~s: departmental Honors
'courses, Honors colloquia, and Honors semiha'rs. For a listing of
current Honors courses, consult the latest BSU class schedule "or
Honors newsletter, which is published several. times a year.
Additional Academic Opportunities: The Honors Program
is both directly and indirectly involved in several other programs that
benefit its students. They include: Independent Study, Advanced
Placement, Internship, Credit by Examination (Challenge), College
Level Examination Program (CLEP),and Honors ,Studies Abroad.
The Summer Reading Program allows Honors students to earn from
. one to three credits while awayfrom the campus during the summer
months. The student meets with a faculty supervisor sometime in the
\
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F 359
F 376'
F 377 ,.
GG 297
HY 335
HY 380-480
" ,
Students who are currently serving in major student government
offices may avail themselve.s of independent study in Student
Government. This stud.y will be coordinated by the Vice President for
Student Affairs and may be taken in any.'depa~tmen'tof the college
provided an instructor is willing to direct the st,udy. Students who are '
eligible for this study are (1) the Major Elected'Qfficers(President,
Vice-President, Treasurer), (2) Major Appo.intedOfficers (Business
Manager, Publicity Director, Administrative: A~sistaht tQ the Presi-
dent and Personnel Officer), and (3)Sen'ators.~Credits. may not
exceed three in anyone semester or six in"oneacademic y~ar., A
maximum of nine credits will be accepted towarqsgr;aduation.
SG 188,496 Student, Government Independent Study' (1-3 credits).
accept or reject social norms. The final unit will focus on forms of alienation.."
and how individuals respond to sod~1 pressure., PREREQ: IH ,101. '0-. ;
IH111 Humanities: A View of Human Nature, III, "Consc:iousnessand HUman
Imagination"(S). This course will examine the human imagination alia neces-
sary constituent of each person'~ con~io.usness of hislived eXPc:rienc,:; i.e., it
wil analyze the role that human Imagmatlon plays for each of us m makmg ':lur
everyday lives, private and'social, livallle, understandable, and worthwhile.
,This course will also examine the imagination's capadty to capture our lived
experience forreflec!io~ in the formalize~ mode~ of .imagination, scien~e,
philosophy, art and literature., 'Students Will examme mherent and relative
values. PREREQ: Completions, ~f, or concurrent enrollment in E101-. '
IH 112 Humanities: A View o"Hum~n Nature, IV, "HUman Cholces'and the
future" (3-O-3)(S).This course assumes that the future will be shaped through
human thoice and will explore the role of theh'umanit.iesin understanding.
and defining the conditions necessary to ,making human choices: self-
kriowledge, understanding language, and unijerstanding ways of knowing,
Since the humanities are involved with a constant examination of human
values, it will also consider plans'and strategies'for maintaining conditions for
genuine human choice. Thiscourse focuses on methods of conceptualization
,he way in which the human'imagination frames its understanding of the wo~Jd
about it:Since humancchoice results from the ~ay in which the cho~ser
understands the problem, the clearer theperc-eptlOn; the better the chOice.
PREREQ: Completion of o~ concurrent enroll,!,ent in E101. ", ' ,,',
Special Topics courses iri iH (Interdisciplinary Studiesin'the Humani-
ties may be approved by the UniverSity Curriculum Committee to
meet Area I core requirements. " l ' :,'. "
Student Government Courses
Interdisciplinary Courses, " ;,
The followi ng interdisciplinary courses are identified with more than
one school or department. ' '
IH 101 Humanities: A View of Human Nature I (3-G-3)(F).Especiallydesigned
for non-humanities majors, this team.taught class integrates information to
provide views of human experience. Among the topics explored are different
views of human nature, different ways of knowing, the nature of humanistic
understanding, and the impact of experience on the individual. PREREQ:
Completion of or concurrent enrollment in E101.
IH 102 Humanities: A View of Human Nature II (3-G-3)(F).Asa continuation of
IH 101, this lecture/di'scussion course focuses on humanistic perceptions and
assumptions concerning how people understand and respond to society and
what motivates people to accept or reject society and what motivates people to
A new view of human nature is what students take away from the The Canadian Studies Minor, consisting of 18 credit hours, of which
Interdisciplinary Studies in the Humanities program. six are required, isdesignE!d tocomplimentany universitymajor.The
program is interdisciplinary in its approach and at the same time
Faculty from varying disciplines and colleges offer team-taught permits students 'to pursue their interest areasin.Canadian Studies.
courses focusing on the humanistic element of the subject matter. Students in business, health, education, and the liberal arts are
More than 30 faculty members from the Colleges of Arts and Scien- encourage<;l to pursue the program. Upon successful completion of
ces, Business,Education and the School of Social Sciences and Public the 18 credit hours, the student will receive a certificate of comple-
Affairs participate. tion, which will be noted on the transcript.
At the center of the program'is a core humanities course, Humani-' '.
ties: A View of Human Nature, with instructors from English, History Canad."an' Stud."es.Courses
and Philosophy. It is a two semester, 12-credit hour course in which
students can fulfill six Area I requirements. CN 101 Canada: Land and People (i-0-3)(F-Ahernate uneven years.)
, Introductory, interdisCiplinary survey, presenting ,the themes of geography,
Each semester, additional courses are offered with a special topics physical resources, history, political system and Indian Eskimo culture. Faculty
designation, ,chosen because of their relationship to humamstic from participating departments will span two centuries of Canadian growth,
issues raised in the core class. The courses provide faculty the oppor- development and attainment of national' identity. Open to all students.
tunity to develop innovative courses that cross traditional discipli- Required of CN Minors. . .
nary boundaries and offer students the chance to explore humanistic CN ,102 Contemporary Canada: (3-o-3)(S-A1ternate EVen Years)
issues from at least two perspectives. ' Faculty from participati<]g departments, present areas of current Canadian
The interdisciplinary program also offer's a three~hour special top' ics national/international interest. Detailed study of modern Canadian life andculture, literature, economic development, foreign affairs, conservation, and
class, The Ascent of Man, a film-lecture course focusing on the provincial/national relationships are focused Open to all students Required
biological and cultural evolution of human kind.:, - "~', 0'0' of CN Minors. " .~- ~.,~---~ " " . ,'.'
'-",Courses that will meet the 12 houts of electives to be chosen from
twoor more disci'plines: ' . ' , .'
AN 307 Indians of North AmeriCa
AN 312 Archeology of North America
F 201-02 Intermediate French "
F 303~04 ' "'Advanced Composition 'and Conversation
F 328 lecutres avancses de la poesie .• ' ..
. et de la prose francaises
les grandes oeuvres contemporaines
(1939 to the present) ..
La Civilization francaisehistorique'
la CivilizationJrancaise moderne-
Geography and Geology of CiJnada
Diplomatic History of the United States
United States/Canadian' Accords ' ;
Interdisciplinary Studies
in the Humanities
spring and together they work, out a reading ,project which the
student completes during the summer. The Summer Reading course
isincludedin fall registration, because the brief written report and
oral examination are completed after the fall semester has resumed.
Entering freshman who have enrolled at BSU ,and have been
accepted into the Honors Program may participate..., ,
While the Honors Program aims at enrichmeht more than accelera-
tion, through Advanced Placement, Summer Reading, and. extra
courses, the Honors student may graduate in less than tne usual four
years. '
Scholarships: The Honors staff assists students in applying for
prestigious and lucrative graduate and undergraduate scholarships
like the Rhodes, Marshall, Truman, Rotary and Fulbright. The Rhodes
and Marshall Scholarships pay fees and living allowance for study at
an English university. The Truman Scholarship isawarded to qualified
individuals interested in a career in public service. The Rotary'Scho~
larship pays for one year of undergraduate or graduate study in any
country with a Rotary Club. The Fulbright Scholarship is designed for
graduate study'and research abroad with the aim of incrE!asil1g
understanding between people in the U.S. arid other countries. '
Honors Courses: The following honorscoursesare offered. With
approval of the University Curriculum Committee, these courses
(excluding Summer Readings) may be applicable to Core.,No more
than two honors courses may be from one area .
•f, .' _'.' . _ ~ ~- • _l •
HP 198, 298, 398, 498 Honors Seminar (1 c:redit). A seminar involving
interdisciplinary lecture~ and discussion for Honors students, Topics are
selected by the stude'nts. Pass/Fail will be given rather than letter grade.' '
•• fl00, 200,300, 400 Summer Readings (1-3 c:redits):Andpportunfty
and incentive for students to continue their studies during the summer when
they are away from campus and faculty. Students must select their area of
interest,"contact a faculty supervisor, and coordinate th'rough the Honors
Program Directorconcerning testing and~redit for the work prior to the end of
'the spring semester. Students will register during fall registration and will
complete written and oral testing as required no later than October 15 in order
to receive a grade of pass. ," . ,., " {' ., ,
Hi' 492 Honors Colloquium (3 credits). Upper-division Honor stLdents
.bring the background of their own major to a multi.disciplinary forum. Letter
grade given. ',' , .
••
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.••..• PO 311 Comparative Foreign Policy'
-« EC317 International Economics "
~1' . Special Topics are offered each semester on' Canada.
l "-
Religious Interest Courses
Since religiousthought permeates nearly all disciplines of study, the
University does not have a single department of religion. However,
numerous departments within the University' are examining the
impact of religion aspart of their academic quest for knowledge and
understanding of the human condition.
Courses offered at Boise State University that emphasize the place
and impact of religion in the study ofciviHzationare listed below. The
courses are open to all students on campus.
In addition, various,departments offer special topic courses which
emphasize the religious aspects of civilization. Students are advised
to read carefully the class Schedule each semester to check on the
availability of such courses.
exp'lains, tests, grades, and retests. PLATO's'immediate feeC:lback
reduces feelings of frustration and enhances the student's confi-
dence and motivation to learn. An inventory of more than 7000
Hours of standardized' courses and. 13,000 hours ofspeciali~ed
courses allows the student tose/ect programs that meet his or her
individual needs.' .
The Veteran's Administration regards all PLATO courses as inde-
pendent studies; hence, VA benefits received by eligible students
may be affected. Questions should be referred to the Veteran's
Affairs Coordinator in the Office of Student Special Services
(385-1679). , .' " ,
The PLATO system can be accessed through the PLATO learning
laboratory in Room 213of the Simplot/Micron Technology Center.
For further information, call the PLATO Learning laboratory 385-
3268 or 385-1785. If you have an IBM compatible home computer
with a modem, it is possible to access PLATO at home anytime by
using software ,that can be purchased through the University.
;. PLATO has been developed by Control Data Corporation, a corpo-
ration in the forefront in education and training technology.
~V'.~~D f~ '~" .'
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Advanced Placement and Credit
Independent Study
Th~ I.ndepende.nt Study experience provides individual studyoppor'-
tUnitles of readmg or project nature. '. '
Any department that contains a baccalaureate or graduate degree
program is authorized to offer Independent Study. The' course
numbers identifying Independent Study are not listed in the class
schedule. This does not preclude their availability based on mU,tual
agreement between student and professor and approval by.the
appropriate department chairman.' "
Upper division students are eligible for one to four credits of Inde-
pendent Study per semester. A total of nine credits counted toward
graduation can be taken, with no more than six credits taken in any
given academic year., ' '
Lower division honors program students are eligible for 1 to 3credits
of Honors Independent Study per semester;, No more than three
credits per semester or more than six in an academic year can be
taken.
Independent Study may not be substituted for any departmental
course requirements without prior approval of the department
c.hairman and dean of the college offering the Independent Study.
.-
.}. ....•
Medieval Europe
The Reformation
The Islamic Middle
Early Christianity
living Religions
. Colloquium in American History:
Religion in American life '
Uterature'
E211 The Bible as Literature"":
E215 Far Eastern literature.
E217 Mythology
Socio-Psychological Aspects of Religion
S0407 Sociology of Religion
Primary Sources
GR297 New Testament Greek
L297 latin
Systemof Thought
PY231 Philosophy of Religion
PY245 Metaphysics
PY247 Epistemology
PY249 Ancient Philosophy
PY251 Medieval Philosophy
History
HY324 .
HY310
HY331
HY323
HY327
HY380
PLATO--Computer-Based learning
An optional approach in the delivery of education is through
PLATO" .. PLATO is the most comprehensive computer~based and
computer managed educational and training program available. This
computer-based delivery system is located in Room 213 of the Sim-
plot/Micron Technology Center and isdesigned to ineetthe special-
ized needs of students, the community at large and business through
a delivery technique known asasynchronous computer-based tele-
conferencing. PLATO is a sophisticated tool that can be tailored to fit
the needs of the inidividuallearner. This resource established Bciise
State University as a leader in computer-b'ased education in the
Northwest. Some of the options offered by PLATO are 'asfollows:
'1. There are several ,University courses available for. credit.' The
PLATO approach provides. personalized interaction and timely
convenience. .. .
"
2. Training through PLATO can be provided in many career fields -
ranging from electronics and computer programming to engi-
neering and communication skills. .
3. PLATO is of great assistance to students in helping them reinforce
required prerequisite skills in mathematics, chemistry, English,
and other basic areas. .
4. Specialized improvement Courses not generally offered ascredit
bearing classesare available through PLATO.
PLATO programs are self-paced courses that accommodate individ-
ual learning differences. Through a question and answer process.
PLATO first assesses the student's entry level skills. PLATO then
provides a sequential,plan of study that quickly advances the student
to greater understahding in ,the selected area of interest. PLATO
1"' ','," ',C
Questions about Advanced Placement and 'Credit by
Examination and/or Competency should be,directed to:.
Dean of Admissions
Boise State University
Administration Building - Room 105
1910 University Drive
Boise, Idaho 83725 '
(206) 365-1177.
Many colleges and universities, including Boise State University,
accept satisfactory performance on national standardizedexamina-
tions or'locally written examinations and/or evaluation of other
training and experiences as an alternative by which a student may
satisfy certain general education, specific course, or pre-major
requirements. Students generally prepare for such examinations by
independent studies, completing advanced high school courses,
auditing college courses, completing non-collegiate training ses-
-sions, on-the-job training and/or other experiences.
BSU Policy 2305B, July 1, 1984, lists in detail all current non-class
attendance avenues available at Boise State University for earning
college credit for competency. Summarized below are the most
frequently used of those avenues.
Examinations may be repeated to raise scores six months after last
taken. Scores received for tests repeated earlier than this will not be
evaluated for credit.
College Level Equivalency Program (CLEP)
Two types of examinations are offered through ClEP. These are the
General Examinations and the Subj'ect Examinations. The General
Examinations are measures of col ege-Ievel achievement in five
28
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SOCIAL SCIENCES&
HISTORY'
*To receive credit for E-101 or E-102, the' student must 'meet with the Eng,lish Department
Chairman and receive a letter of authorization. This letter must be taken.to the Dean of
Admissions and processed with the request for credit.
"Credits obtained by successful completion of this subject exam may be applied t;wards
Area III requirements. It does not fulfill requirements for the Biology Major.
••• To receive credilfo'r 15-21.0,the student must meet with Dr. Emerson Maxson (B-308)and
receive a letter of authorization This letter must be taken to the Dean.of Admissions and
processed with the request for credit.
•••• To receive credit for p.3is, the student must meet with Dr. Ram Singh (E.30S) and
receive a letter of authorization. This lett~r must be taken to the Dean of Admissions and
processed with the request for credit: -
PEP Exams by ACT
PEP(Proficiency Examination Program) exams are very similar to the
ClEP Subject Exams in that they are designed to test achievement in
specific college subjects. They are developed and distributed by the
American College Testing Company, a competitor to the College
Board (CEEB). ,.' , '. " ' ," '
A currently enrolled Boise State University student may earn a min-
imum of three hours of lower division elective credit for each PEP
exam passed with a score of 50 or above, or a grade of A,B,Cor PASS.
Some BSU departments will award specific departmental credit for
acceptable PEPExam scores. These are listed below. Creditaward for
PEPexams not listed below will be lower Division Elective credits. For
a complete listing of available PEPand/or ClEP Subject Exams; ton-
tact the-'JSUDean of Admissions Office. PEPSUBJECT Examinations
will be recorded on a Boise State transcript with a grade of PASSafter
the student has s'uccessfully completed 15 credit hours with Boise
State University, and the student must be enrolled at the time the
credits ,are recorded. -' . . .
PEPExams ,BSU Equivalent Course(s) & Number of Credits
Microbiology (50) ' B-205, Microbiology (4)
Abnormal Psychology (50) P-301, Abnormal Psy~hology (3)
Statistics (50) P-305, StatisticaLMetho<ls (3)
Other Standardized Tests: USAFI - For many years the United
States Armed Forces Institute (USAFI) operated as an educational
agency providing support to the voluntary education programs of all
military services. A large number of college-level courses and end-
of-course examinations were developed and standardized. These
. courses and examinations have been periodically reviewed and
evaluated by the Americ'an Council on Education and credit recomc
mendations formulated. . ' .' t
.'BSU will award general elettivelower division creditforeach USAFI
exam passed at the 50th percentile or higher. To receive credit for a
USAFI course, it must be listed in the ACE recommendation guide .
.The amount of credit awarded will be the amount of credit recom-
, mended by the ACE. These credits will be recorded on a Boise State
Advanced Placement (AP) Exams by the CEEB
Advanced Placement Examsare administered nationally only once a
year, in May, primarily at participating high schools. Th.ey ~re ~he
culminating exercise for high school students who, while In high
school, enroll in honors or advanced courses that parallel standard
college-level courses. It is not necessary, however, for a student to be
formally enrolled in an APcourse before taking the AP Exam. P~epa.
ration for the exam can be by independent study, home environ-
ment influences, and/or travel.' . .'
A student may earn a minimum of two hours of college credit for
each 'APe.xamination passed with a score of 3,40r 5: Specific depart-
mehtal credit will be awarded for most AP exams passed. These are
listed below. Credit for AP exams not listed below will be lower
Division Elective credits. AI' cre'dits will be recorded with a grade of
PASS.The'stt:Jdent,must be enrolled at the time credits are recorded.
AP Exam Title' BSU Equivalent Course(~)& Number of Credits
A~erican History lHY1511152, U.S. History (6)
History of. Art AR101l102, Survey of Western Art (6)
Studio Art AR111/112, Drawing (4) or AR~113/114,Painting (4)
Biology BT130/l130, General Botany & General loology (9)
Computer Science ....•........... CS125, Pascal programming (3)
Chemistry C131-134, College Chemistry (9)
English (score of 5) E101l102,English Composition (6)
English (score of 3) E101/102, English Composition (6)
. (or 4 and favorable evaluation of essay)
English (score of 3 or 4), E101, English Composition (3)
European History HY102; Western Civilization (3)
French level 3, language ~ F101/102, Elementary French (8)
French level 3, literature F201/202, Intermediate French (8)
German level 3, language G101/102, Elementary German (8)
German level 3, literature* G2011202,lntermediate German (8)
Mathemat.ics, Calculus AB .. M204, <?Iculus& Analyti.c Geometry (5),
MathematiCs, Calculus BC M204/205;UIlculus & AnalytiC Geometry (9)
Theory of Music MU101; Music Fundamentals (2)
listen/literature of Music .. : MU133, Introduction to Music (3)
General Physics B PH101, General Physics (4)
Mechanics' of Physics C PH211, Mechanics, Waves and Heat (4)
Spanish level 3, language S101/102, Elementary Spanish (8)
Spanish level 3, literature ;. 5201/202, Intermediate Spanish,(8)
'To receive credit for G.202, the student must meet with [)r. George locums (LA-213)for a
conversation in German and recei,vea letter of authorization. This letter mustbe taken to the
Dean of Admissions and processed with the request for credit,..
, -
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general areas and the material covered is compar,able)o that taught
in general education coursesat the college freshman level. Currently
enrolled Boise State University students can use the. ClEP .Gen,era!
Examinations to challenge, in effect, all or part of theirfreshtTIany~ar
and can satisfy a signifiqnt portion of their Core Course graduatIOn
requirements. CLEP GeneraL Examinations wilt be recorded on a
Boise State Transcript with.a grade of ,PASS after the student has
successfully completed 15 credit hours with Boise State' University;
and the student must be enrolled 'at the time the credits are
recorded. (See, Core entry in Index for course requirements for
graduation.)
ClEP General Exams by the CEEB: Minimum acceptable 'ClEP
General Examination scores and BSUhour equivalencies are:
ENGLISHCOMPOSITION (s~oreof 498or ab~ve) , ..... 3 hrs, lD elective
_NATURAL SCIENCES (score of 447to 529).... : .. 4 hrs; Area III Core
, (score of 530or above) .•.. 8'hrs, Area III Core
(score of 446or above) 4 hrs, Art;a III Core'
"(score of '452to513i :. 3 hrs, Area.1Core
(score of 514or above) .. : .. '6 hrs, Area I Core
(scoreof 453to 506).' 3 hrs, Area II Core
(score 01:507or above) .- 6 'hrs, Area II Core
CLEP Subject Exams by the CEEB .
The ClEP Subject Exa"!s are designed to test a~hiev~'me'~t in sPecific
college subjects in ayariety of areas;A currently enrolled Boise State
University student may earn a minimum of-two hours of lower div-
ision elective credit forany CLEP Subject Exam passed with a score at
or above the ,50th percentile (national norms) providing that the
)
• credit earned does not duplicate college credit earned previously for
the ,same subject material. .' ,. • •.
So'me BSU 'academic departments willaward specific departmental
credit in lieu of.lower division elective credits for acc~ptable CLEP
Subject Exam scores ..These are .listed below. Credits awarded for
ClEP. Subject Exams not listed below will be lower Division.Elective
~ cr.edits. lower Division Elective credit will count toward graduatiol'1
requirements, but will not count toward CORE Course or MAJOR
~
requirements. CLEPSubject Examinations will be recorded on a Boise
State'transcript with a grade of PASSafter the student has successfully
completed 15 credit hours with Boise StateUhiversity,and the stu-
de'nt mustbe enrolled at the time'the credits are recorded.
~ CLEP Exam Title BSU Equivalent Course & Number of Credits
\ Analysis and Int.'of lit.'(5J): EJ02, English Compo~ition (3)
~
Biology (49)** ..................•.. 6100, Concepts of Biology (4)
General Chemistry (50) : C107-108, Essentials of Chern (4) or
; . . C131-132,College Chemistry (4)
'
College Algebr.a,(48) ~ " M108, Intermediate Alge~ra,,(4)
College Algebra & Tng. (50) M111, Algebra and Tng. (5)
\~aIcUIUs with Elem. Functions (49) M204, Calculus and Anal. Geom. (5)
Calculus with Analytic Geom. (50) M204, Calculus and Anal. Geom. (5)
Statistics (51) .' M361, Fundamentals of Stat. (4)
lem. CompLJterProg. Fortran IV (51) CS124, Digital Compo Prog. (2)
Introduction to ~ccounting (50) AC205, Intro. to Finan. Acctng +
AC206, Intro: to Manag. Acctng (6)
Computers & Data Processing (49)*** 15210,Intro. to Info Science (3)
Intro. Business Management (49) .... GB101; Introduction to Bus:'(3)
Introduction Marketing (50) .. ': MK301, Principles of Marketing (3)
American GQvernment (50) P0101, American NationaLGovt(3)
Introd,uctory'Sociology (50) ;' 50101; Introd uction to SOciol.' (3)
General Psychology.(50) : .•.. P101. GeneralPsy~hology (3\
EducatiQnal Psychology (49)'~" P325, Educational Psychology (3)
Western Civilization I (49) HY101, History of Western Civ. (3)
Western Civilization II (49) '," HY102, History of Western Civ. (3)
American History I (49) ,•.....•. HY151, U.S. History (3)
American History II .(49) :............• HY152, U.S. Hisotry (3)
College French level 1(44) F101-102,ElelT). French (8)
College French level 2 (56) F201-202, Inter. French (8)
College German level I (43) G101-102, Elem. German (8)
College German level 2 (55) G201-202, Inter. German (8)
College Spanish level 1(45) S101-102, Elem. Spanish (8)
College Spanish level 2 (55) 5201-202, Inter. Spanish (8)
t
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transcript with a grade of PASS after the st~dent has successfully
completed 15 credit hours with Boise State University, and the stu-
dent must be enrolled at the time the credits are recorded.
DAN.TES - DANTESwas. cre~ted in May 1974, after the USAFI program
terminated. The examinations offered through the DANTES Exami-
> nation Program are available to personnel currently on active duty in
the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard, or the
cadets and midshipmen of their respective academies, and other
appropriate persons.
DANTES offers four different series of examinations. They'are: ClEP
General Exam, ClEP Subject ~xam, DANTES Subject Standardized
Tests, and the GED Exams. BSU's policy onClEP can be found just
above this section. BSU will not grant credit for GED proficiency.
The DANTES Subject Standardized Tests (DSST's) are an extensive
series of subject-matter examinations incollege and technical sub-
jects and are essentially course achievement tests. The American
Council on Education (ACE) has reviewed and evaluated each DSST
and has formulated credit recommendations. BSU will follow the
ACE recommendations and will grantas lower division elective credit
the number of hours credit recommended by the ACE for each
DANTES course Iisted~in the ~uide directory of DANTES SUBJECT
STANDARDIZED TESTS(DSST s), June 1983, or subsequent issues; if
the student scores at or above the minimum acceptable score on that
examination. These credits will be recorded on a Boise State trans-
cript with a grade of PASS after the student has successfully com-
pleted 15 credit hours with Boise State University, and the student
must be enrolled at the time the credits are recorded.
Other Training Progra~s Recommendedfor Credit by
the ACE: Currently enrolled BSU students who successfully com-
plete a training program listed in THE NATIONAL GUIDE TOEDU-
CATION CREDIT FOR TRAINING PROGRAMS 1984-85 Edition (or
subsequent editions) published by the American Council on Educa-
tion, or who successfully complete a training program listed in A
GUIDETO EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS IN NONCOllEGIATE ORGAN-
IZATIONS 1982 Edition (or subsequent editions) published by The
University of the State of New York can request consideration for
credit for that experience. BSU will follow the ACE and/or USNY
recommendations and will grant as elective credit the number of
hours recommended unless the student requests specific depart-
mental course credit. In that event, department chairmen will decide
the amount of academic credit to be granted in their specific area.
These credits will be recorded on a Boise State transcript with a grade
of PASSafter the student has successfully completed .15credit hours
with Boise State University, and the student must be enrolled at the
time the creditsare rec,orded.
A complete list of all current ACE non-collegiate approved educa-
tional program organizations isavailable in the Administration Build-
ing, Room 105. Information about these'programs can be requested
by calling (208) 385-1177. A partial listing of agencies. that offer
approved programs follows: . '
American Institute of Banking
American Medical Record Association
American National Red Cross ,
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
Boy Scouts of America
Federal Aviation Administration .:1:
Federal law Enforcement Training Center
General Electric Company
life Management Institute (lOMA)
Mountain Bell Training and Education Center,
National Fire Academy .
Police Training Institute '
Professional Secretaries International
United States Postal Service - Training & Development Institute
YMCA/YWCA
Evaluation of Military Experience
Completion of Technical Schools: Currently enrolled Boise State
Universitystudents who have successfully completed certain military
programs and/or technical schools are eligible to petition to receive
academic credit. Students must furnish a copy of their DD214, or
similar official documents to th,e BSU Registrar's Office (Evaluator's
Office) and request receipt 01 credit. The Evaluator (Registrar's
Office) will identify those military experiences that meet the ACE
specifications (courses listed in the 1982 or earlier, or subsequent
Guide to the Evaluation of Educational Experiences in the Armed
Services published by the American Council on Education). BSU will
follow the ACE recommendations and will grant aselective credit the
number of hours recommended unless the student requests specific
d,:part~ental course credit. In that.event, the department chairman
Will deCide the amount of academic credit to be granted in his/her
specific area.
MOS Persons who have completed a military technical school and
who have also earned an Army MOS,can requestthe recommended
credit for completion of the technical school or the credit recom-
mended for the MOS, but not both. Persons requesting creditforthe
MOS after. August 1983, must show that they also havea SQT of 60 or
higher for that MOS. . .
Military Science Currently enrolled Boise State University students
who have successfully completed two or more years active military
service (any branch) are eligible to request evaluation by the Military
Science Department. In general, prior enlisted personnel are eligible
to request 6 semester hours credit in Military Sciences and former
commissioned officers are eligible to request 18 semester hours
credit in Military Science. All requests forevaluation should be made
to the Department Chairman, Military Science Department, Boise
State University.
NCO Sthool: Currently enrolled Boise State University students who
successfullr complete the USAF Certified Command NCO leader-
ship Schoo, Phase III, at MHAFB or elsewhere, or a comparable NCO
leader~hip School for the other branches of military service, can
requestlowerdivision elective creditfor that experience. To receive
consideration, students must provide a copy of their DD214, DD295,
DA 1059, or similar documentation that shows successfully comple-
tion of the program to the BSU Registrar's Office (Evaluator's Office)
arid request receipt ofcredit.
Basic or Recruit Training: Currently enrolled students who have
completed basic or reCruit military training are eligible to receive 4
semester hours credit in Fitness Activities (FA). No more than eight
semester hours total of Fitness Activity credit can be counted toward.
graduation requirements, however, it is the student's responsibility
to furnish the BSU Registrar's Office (Evaluator's Office) a copy of the
official DD295 or DD214 and to request receipt of credits.
Credits for Military Experience will be recorded on a Boise State
transcript with a grade of PASS after the student has successfully
completed 15 credit hours with Boise State University, and. the stu-
dent must be enrolled at the time the credits are reco~ded. .
Credit for Competency (Other)
Course Challenge: Students may challenge a university course, sub-
ject to department determination of appropriate courses, when they
feel that they have acquired sufficient knowledge to pass an exami-
natio,n covering the content of the course. In those cases where
credit by examination is allowed, the department shall have the
option of using a standardized examination or an examination pre-.
pared w!thin the department. Students attempting to earn credit by
examination must consult with the department chairman to deter-
mine whether the credit will be a regular grade or on a pass/fail basis,
whereby they receive credit and not grade for the course if they pass
the examination.
Credit for Prerequisites not taken: Students who have sufficiently
high GPA or ACTscores, who pass a departmental placementexami-
nation, or who have the approval of department chairmen, may take
designated courses without having completed the listed prerequisite.
Students who receive a grade of "C" or better for a course in which
they have not taken the prerequisite course(sl may be ~iven credit
forthe prerequisite course(s) with a grade of "p '. To qlJahfy,students
must initiate the application in consultation with their advisor only
after the final grade for the advanced course is officially recorded.
Department chairmen and deans will determine which course(s) can
qualify for this credit. An examination covering the content of the
prerequisite courses may be required. '
Other Opportunities
Continuing Education
Regular university courses, non-credit seminars, short courses or
workshops on many practical topics are available through the Con-
tinuing Education Program. Continuing Education serves a wide
geographic range as well "-10 Southwest Idaho counties, from New
Meadows on the north, Glenns Ferry on the east, the Nevada border
on the, south and the Oregon border on the west. Courses will be
taught in any of these locations.
-
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Courses can ,be designed to meet the needs of school districts,
organizations, industries and businesses.
Summer Session Program: A full complement of programs,
courses an? services isoffered during the summer throu~h Con~inu-
ing Education. Graduate, undergraduate and non~credit programs
and courses are presented in several time block sessions on campus.
There are two five-week, an eight-week session and a 10-week ses-
sion, For more'information,contactthe Office of Continuing Educa"
tion/Summer Sessions/Evening Programs. " ,
Mountain Home Air Force Base Program: The university
now offers a bachelors degree in business an ministration as well as
undergraduate and graduate, credit and non-credit programs in
most'academic areas to residents of the Mountain Home area. This
resident and credit program is available to military personnel, their
dependents and members of the community .. ' ! ,: " •
Gowen, Field Program: The University offers a vari~tyof aca-
demic and vocational-technical programs at Gowen Field for military
personnel. Courses and programs follow the regular university sche-
dule. Students should contact theBSU Coordinator at Gowen Field
or their advisor.to make certain the courses offered at Gowen Field fit
into their degree programs~ ' -, • •
Canyon County Center: BSU now has an educational center i,n
Canyon County at' 2407 Caldwell Blvd., Namra, Idaho 83651~ The
center is fully staffed and offers a wide range 0 vocational-technical
and academic programs. Students can contact the canyon County
Center, BSU Vocation",I-Technical, BSU Continuing Education"or
their advisor for information on specific programs and courses
offered each semester.
Televised Courses: BSU offers a series of academic courses
through television each semester. These courses are for regular aca-
dernic credit and are usually pass/fail. Students can register by mail
anddo not need to come to campusatany time during the semester.
Students should contact Continuing Education or their advisor to
make certain that these courses fit into their degree plans, •
..-
Independently Sponsored Programs
Corresporidence Study in Idaho: Th'e progra~ iscoordi-
nated ana administered by the Correspondence Study Office located
on the University of Idaho campus. Courses'are developed and
graded by approved faculties of the University of Idaho, Boise State
University, Lewis-Clark State, College, and Idaho State University.
Contact the Office of Continuing Education on the BSU campus for
further information. .,. . '
nit;' ilSU Campus 'in Spain: Offers a'full year of acad~mic study
on its overseas campus in sari Sebastian, Spain. This program offers a
flill.range of courses including the Basque lariguageand Culture and
course work in Spanish language and literature. The year supplies a
unique opportunity to live and study in a nori-Englisharea, in a
culture different from our o":\'n. No language background is required.
Groups leave in September each year. Vacation time for tra'vel arid
study and tours to various parts of the Basque country and' Spain
enrich the experience. Students can inquire through the Office of
Studies Abroad.' .' " '. .j
NatioilalStudent Exchange Program: The National Student
Exchange (NSE) Program is a consortium of oiler70 state-supported
colleges and universities that allow students to exchange for a limit of
one'academic year to a state supported institution in another area of
the United States. The Exchange encourages participants to broade"n
their academic, social, and cultural awareness and provides Boise
'State students with options for educational travel and study at in-
state tuition rates. Exchange students are assured that credits and
grades received at the host institution are recorded at the home
.campu~ as'part of th,eir regul.;lr transcript.. " • ..'
To qualify, a participant must (1) be a full-time Boise State University
student; (2) have sophomore or junior standing during the exchange;
(3) have a minimum cumulative GPA of 2.50at the time of acceptance
as an N.S.E. student.., . ~
Additional information and application materials may be obtained
from the, National Student Exchange Student,CQordinator in the
Student Union'Building or from the Director of Student Activities/-
Student Union. '
Reserve Officers' Training Corps -- Arm)': Since, 1977
military training has,been offerea at Boise State University by the
Department of Military Science. Participation by men and women
students in the program of instruction leading to a commission as a
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second lieutenant is voluntary and comprises four years and one
summer camp or two years and two summer camps. The department
strives to develop in students who have the essential qualities' and
attributes a capacity for leadership and to provide them with the
basic working knowledge required of a young officer,
Selected, qualified students receive scholarships for two, three, or
four years that pay for tuition, fees, books and laboratory costs each
year and also receive $100 a month retainer pay for 10 months each
year. During the final two years all students receive $100 subsistence
pay a month for up to twenty months. Texts and equipment are
provided. Travel to and from summer camp plus food, quarters, and
basic pay are paid by the government. For detailed information, see
the Department of Military Science listing in the School of Social
Sciences and Public Affairs section of this Catalog.
Adult Basic Education: Basic literacy training for adults in the
c:ommunity i~ offered through Adult Basic Educatio.n in the Voca-
tional Technical School for those wh<;>want to qualify for occupa-
tional entry and/or pursue high school instruction. Preparation for
United States Citizenship.-beginning reading for adults, and English
as a second language are offered through the'Adult Basic Education
Program. ' .
General Educational Development (G.E.D.) Training:
As a part part of the Adult Basic Education Program, the university
offers instruction and prepares adults who wish to take the General
Educational Development Test to qualify for the Idaho high school
equivalency certificate.
.Speciallnterest Group Courses and Programs: Offe;ings
of continued utility to various special interest groups, such as the
engineers' workshop preparing participants for the state licensing
examinations, are offered asa regular, periodic feature of the univer-
sity's instructional program:
studies Abroad Program: The" Studies Abro~d Office, loc~te-d
in the Education Building, within the Office for Educational Oppor-
tunities, has information about opportunities for work, study, and
travel outside the U~ited States.. • ' ,
Boise State University,is affiliated with the Northwest Institutional
Council for Studies Abroad (NICSA),aconsortium of universities that
since 1969 has sponsored liberal artsprograms. Programs are cur-
rently available in London and Bath, England; Avignon, France; and
Cologne, Germany. Students may enroll in these programs at BSU
,.r.etaining BSU course numbers. .
r~ucational Talent Search: Educational Talent Search, Within
the Office for Educational Opportunities is located iii Room 216 of
the Education' Building. ETS is a TRIO program, federally funded,
which encourages low-income youth between the ages of 14 aild 27
to attend college by providing admissions and financial aid counsel-
ing. This program is sponso,red by the Department of Teacher
'Education. _ . ,-
Upward Bound Program: Upward Bound, second ofthe TRIO
programs within the Office for Educational Opportunities, is a feder-
ally funded program designed to assist potential high school dropout
youth. It provides them with academic and counseling assistance to
help them remain in high school and become better prepared for
college. The program operates in the high schools in Nampa, Val-
Iivue, and Wilder and is sponsored by the Department of Teacher
Education.
Special Services for Disadvanta~eCl.Students: The thirp
TklO program within the Office for Iducational Opportunities,
SSDS, is a federally funded program which offers extensive tutoring
assistance, small-group study sessions, reading :and writing skills
development, English as a second language, as well as career;aca-
demic and personal counseling. Students,eligible f.or t~is program
sponsored by the Department of Teacher Educatlon;lnclude the
,
physically handicapped, those from low-income families or who are
first generation college students. t' ."
Hi~h School Equivalency Program: HEP, within the Office
forlducational Opportunities offers a program of counseling, finan-
cial aid, and assistance in obtaining a GED to migrant and seasonal
fa.rmworker students who have dropped out of higl:i'school, as well as
placement in post-GED training. Sponso'red by the Department of
':Teacher Education, HEPoffersan on-campus program and also 0re.r-
;ates off campus sites based'on community need;' , •
,College Assistance 'Migrant' Program: CAMP, siste'r ;:~-
gram to HEP within the Office of Educational Opportunities, assists
migrant and seasonal farmworkers to complete their first year as
University students. Tutorial assistance and skill;building c1asses,in
mathematics, reading, wri!ing and study skills "re provided. Ct\MP
~:
Acaqemic Enrichment and Special Programs
provides eligible students with room; board, transportation, tuition,
books, supplies; and a small stipend as needed. The program is
spon'sored by the Department of Teacher Education.
Elementary Bilingual Teach~r Training Program: This
program ass,ist,Spotential teachers in learning to teach bilingually, to
teach Engli~has a second language, and in obtaining teacher certifi-
cation fora non"bilingual c1assroom,as well. Scholarshipsare offered
which include room, board, transportation, tuition, books, supplies,
and stipends based on individual need. The program isadministered
by the Office for Educational Opportunities and sponsored by the
Department 'of Teacher Education.
Graduate Studies in Bilingual Education Scholarships:
Administered by the Office for tcIucational Opportunities and spon-
sored by the Department of Teacher Education, these scholarships
are available to teachers working with limited English proficient
children. They must be Master of Arts in Education candidates in
Curriculum and Instruction, Bilingual Education and English.as a
second language option.
Foreign language Student Services: Services provided for-
eign, language students by the Office for Educational Opportunities
within ttie Department of Teacher Education include the following:
Foreign lanKuage laboratory: The laboratory is open from
8:30 a.m. to 5:lTOp.m. weekdays during Fall and Spring Semesters,
and on a limited basis during the First Five Week Summer Session.
Placement Examinations: To ensure that students with lan-
guage abilities in French, German and Spanish enroll in the approp-,
riate level of coursework commensurate with their ability, placement!
examinations are given at the beginning of Fall, Spring, and Summer
Sessions. Specific time and place are listed on the academic calendar
in the class schedule. .
Foreign language Challenge Examinations: Students with
abilities in languages other than English may be able to arrange to
take challenge examinations and to earn credit for these skills even
when the known language is not a regular course offering of the
University.
Petitions for ForeiKn language Credit: Once a student
enrolls in and successfully completes a language course ber' ond the
101 level, he or she may petition to receive credit for al courses
rere uisite to the level successfull completed. .
Questions regar ing t e ove services should be directed to the
fice for Educational Opportunities, ~oom E-212.
01} erence, or s op ., ns Itute Planning
Assistance: The university olfers assistance to groups and agencies
in planning educational programs or in upgrading personnel in new
techniques, knowledge, and skills.
Faculty and Staff Consultation Services: The faculty and
staff stand'ready toassist business, industry, educational institutions,
governmental agencies, professional groups, ahd others in the solv-
ing of their education ana training problems or in their research and
development efforts.
Use of Facilities: BSU will make available meeting rooms and
classroom facilities to various community groups and agencies.
Educational Media: A large collection of educational media
materials is housed at the SimplotiMicron Technology Center. theSe
teaching aids are available for the university faculty, the school
teachers of the state, and the students in teacher education. Com-
munity organizations may use these media when available. Projec-
tors, TV,and other audio-visual equipment are available for group
use on the campus. '
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Center for Data Processing: The Center for Data Processing,
on the firstfloor of the Business Building, isa university-wide unit. Its
primary mission is to provide computing and data processing service
in support of the educational ana administrative objectives of the
university, and to encourage the use of data processing procedures
throughout the university.
The Center for Data Processing is a service agency. All students;
faculty, and staff,are encouraged to make full use of the facilities.
Appropriate charges are made to faculty and staff for funded pro-
jects. Rates are available from the Center for proposal purposes.
Charges for data processing services are not made for university use.
Tours of facilities, equipment demonstrations, and inservice lectures
about data processing are available on request.
The Visiting Scientist Program;. The College of Arts and
Sciences has a number of faculty members who are willing to make
prepared presentations of about 40 minutes to high school science
and mathematics classes on appropriate topics. This isavailable with-
out cost to the school. Presentations may be scheduled for single
classes or collective classes. Speakers can be scheduled for one day
only, but when necessary the presentation may be given as many as
three times during the day. Three weeks' advance notice is necessary
for proper scheduling.
Speaker's Bureau: As a service to the region and state, Boise
Stilte has organized a faculty and staff Speaker's Bureau, whose
members have volunteered to present lectures and/or talks before
community groups.and organizations. A booklet listing speakers is
available at the Office of University Relations, phone 385-1577
Public Affairs and Enrichment Programs: Boise State Uni-
_versity offers great variety in its program of public affairs and cultural
enrichment, with many events presented at no charge. Some of the
events that provide opportunities of participation and observation
include: _
University Band
Theatre Productions
Opera Workshop
Choirs
Traveling Art Exhibits
Concerts and Recitals
Faculty Lecture Series
Forums of Particular Arts
BSUCommunity Symphony Orchestra
Demonstrations in various fields of study
Programs of outstanding artists and lecturers
Public Television: KAID-TVis a non-commercial, public broad-
casting station on the BSU campus. It provides to Treasure Valley
residents instructional programs for public education, highereduca-
tion and the community. BSUcourses also are offered over Channel
4. An affiliate of the Public Broadcast Service, the station also produ-
ces and airs public television programs of wide cultural and public
interest to the citizens of Idaho. .
Instructional Television ForStudents: ITFSisa special multi-
channel television service that allows the university to transmit
courses and other activities on: campus to specific sites, primarily to
businesses, industries, corporations, hospitals and schools within a
30-mile radius. The broadcastSare live and "interactive" -- instruc-
tors and participants communicate by telephone.
Cable Public Access Channel: BSU operates United Cable
Television's Connection 27 through its Communication Department
as a public access station. Connection 27 is a cooperative venture
between BSU and United Cable. The station serves as a training
facility for students whil~ providing alternative programming for the
Treasure Valley area.
KBSU:Boise State operates on FMradio station that isaffiliated with
the National and American pubUc radio networks. At91.30n thedial,
the station features a variety of alternative musical programming.
Idaho Small Business Development Center: A variety of
assistance programs to businesses throughout the state is offered
through BSU's new Idaho Business Development Center. The center
marshalls the resources of the state's three universities to provide a
network of expertise. It offers skill development programs and tech-
nical assistance and is compiling a directory of resources for
businesses.
Marching Band: Boise State Students may join the marching
band sponsored by the Department of Music. Fee waivers are availa-
ble for selected numbers of the band.
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Internships/ Cooperative Education
Most departments at Boise State University provide internships or
cooperative education programs that give students practical, on-the-
job experience which contributes to their academic development.
Because the university is surrounded by several businesses, govern-
mentagencies, and health care facilities, internships and cooperative
education opportunities are available in nearly every major field.
For more specific information, students should consult the academic
department that offers the program.
The following are some of the common internship and cooperative
education experiences available:
1. College of Arts and Sciences
a. Mathematics internships or cooperative' education with
government departments, corporations and education
b. Biology 'internship/cooperative education with state and
federal agencies research laboratories and educational insti-
tutions
c. English internships or cooperative education in writing
laboratory and developmental writing programs on campus
d. Construction Management internships or cooperative edu-
cation with local contractors .
2. SChool of Social Sciences and Public Affairs
a. canadian Studies internships with corporations and govern-
mental agencies
~b. Communication internships and cooperative education with
many corporations, nonprofit organizations, television and
radio stations, government offices, and business enterprises
c. History internships with businesses, associations, and fed-
eral, state, and local agencies
d. Military Science internship and cooperative education with
various military units (Treasure Valley) working toward
excellence inArmy officership
e. Political Science internships or cooperative education with
the Idaho Legislature _',
f. Social work internships or cooperative education, with var-
ious private. and government agencies. -
3. College of Business
a. Accounting/Data Processing internships or cooperative
education with local businesses
b. Business Education and Office Administrative internships or
cooperative education with local businesses
c. Marketing/Mid-Management internships or cooperative
education with local businesses.
4. College of Education
a. Elementary, secondary, and physical education student
teaching. .
'J
b. Psychology internships or cooperative education.
c. Athletic training and coaching internships.
5. College of Health Sciences
a. Supervised clinical practice in local health care facilities for
students in Allied Health and ~ursing programs
b. Pre-medicine, pre-dental; pre-veterinary medicine, pre-
ph~si.cal therapy internship~ ~r cooperative education with
indivIdual health care practitIOners
c. Environmental Health internships or cooperative education
with district health agencies and the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency
6: School of Vocational TechniCal Education
a. Internships and cooperative education between Vocational
Technical Education programs and industry.
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Acade~ic Enrichment and Special Programs
Women
In The Curriculum
The purpose of the Women in the Curricu-
lum enrichment program is three-fold: to
assure that students are able to recognize the
contributions and significance of women's
activities to our culture; to provide students
with an enhanced awareness of the major
changes in roles and responsibilities of indi-
viduals and institutions that have occurred in
recent years; and to help students explore
the implication these changes may hold for
their own lives and future. '
The BSUcurriculum is beginning to incorpo-
rate the new perspectives achieved about
women, about their significance to society,
and about how views of them have limited
the selection of scholarly sources and
research strategies in the past. The courses in
this program utilize materials and methods
which will further an awareness of the impor-
tance of women's many roles,and encourage
students of both sexes to expand their horiz-
ons beyond those of gender-based stereo-
types.
Faculty and staff in many departments at
Boise State, have been exploring the new
scholarship and integrating women's issues
into their disciplines, resulting in several
popular courses. A list of women's studies
and gender-balanced courses is located in a
special section of each semester's class sche-
dule. Students have joined faculty and staff in
new scholarly research on women's roles and
activities. Examples of this exciting work
include Women in Management, Contem-
porary Women Artists, and ,Sex Roles and
Authoritarianism.
Many of these faculty, staff and students
share their expertise with the larger com-
munity through serving on the boards and
committees of community service organiza- '
tions. Information is also shared through
publications, speeches, appearances and inter-
views with the media, and the loan of library
materials.
The BSU library is building a microfilm col-
lection which reflects and furthers the inter-
ests of women. In addition, the library's Spe-
cial Collections include papers from Idaho
women and women's groups. Faculty are
assisting in the selection of materials to bal-
ance this collection in different disciplines
and to ensure that students will have access to
these materials for research rrojects and term
papers as well as for persona enrichment.
Taken together, the people and materials of
The Women in the Curriculum Project com-
prise a valuable community resource.
34
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Part 5----------------------------------------
Student Services
Questions about Student Services should be directed to:
The Vice President for Student Affairs
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, Idaho 83725
(208) 385-1418
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Boise State provides a variety of services, programs and activities to
.help students achieve the maximum benefit from their university
experience. These services are under the direction of the Vice Presi-
dent for Student Affairs (Room 112, Administration Building) and
indude new student orientation, admissions counseling, registra-
tion, financial aid, career planning, special services, residential.pro-
grams and facilities, health services, and Student Union activities.
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION: The Office of Admissions Counse-
ling/Visitors Center, located at 2065 University Drive, coord.inates
campus activities for prospective students through campus visita~
tions, correspondence, campus tours and on-campus orientation
programs prior toeach registration. Other programs include summer
early registration and advising, and the "Discover BSU" program.
STUDENT RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES: Students enrolled in the
university assume an obligation to cond.uct themselves in a manner
compatible with its function as an educational institution. The Stu-
dent Bill of Rights; Code of Conduct, and policies pertaining to
organizations, use of facilities, judicial boards, activities, and related
matters are contained in the Boise State University Student Hand-
book. Each student, as a member of the university community, is
responsible for being familiar with these policies and regulations.
TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE: The Dean of Student Special Services
Office (Room 114, Administration Building) provides additional aca-
demic assistance that complements classroom instruction. Currently
enrolled full or part-timestudents are eligible to receive tutorial
assistance through campus drop-in centers or one-to-one tutoring.
Students use the centers for a quick review session or for raising a
grade. Tutors are second year or upper division students who have
completed and earned at least a "B' in the course they tutor. They
are recommended by the professor of the course and are certified by
their academic department. Tutors work closely with individuals
and/or small groupsof students through liaison faculty membersand
with professional staff from the Dean of Student Special Services
Office.
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READING AND STUDY SKILLS: For students who .needspecial help
in reading or improving their study skills the University offers a
Reading and Study Skills course (TE-l08) each semester. The course is
designed to assist students at their own pace in notetaking, speed-
reading, textbook study methods, vocabulary development, and test
taking. The course teaches a student how to survive in the college
classroom and in many cases is the difference between success and
struggle in the university environment.
COUNSELING AND TESTING CENTER: The Counseling and Testing
Center offers a wide range of services directed toward students,
faculty and staff at no charge. To .~~eligible for as~istance students
must be currently enrolled for a minImum of 6 credit hours. The staff
offers services in a wide variety of forms ranging from individual
counseling and crisis intervention to promoting programs (work-
shops, seminars and classes) aimed at enhancing the overall learning
environment at Boise State University
The primary purpose is to help students become more effective in
dealing with concerns that influence their pursuit of personal and
academic goals. This includes helping students solve specific educa-
tional problems as well as developing the social and personal skills
riecessa-ry to gain the most from their experience at BSU.
Typical concerns that the centerfrequently assists students in resolv-
ing include: interpersonal conflicts, test anxiety, stress related rrob-
lems, depression, marital and pre-marital difficulties, socia skill
deficits, value c1arific::ation,loneliness, academic and career decision
making,life style planning, and personal social-emotional adjust-
ment problems.
There are a variety of standardized tests available to complement the
.counselingprocess. The Center isalso responsible for the administra-
tion of such nationwide testing programs as the CLEP, LSAT,GRE,
-'GMAT, MAT, and others. -'tJ,E
-Appointments can be made by calling 385-1601.between 8 a.r1J.and
4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, or by coming to the Center on the
Student Services
sixth floor of the Education Building. Interviews are generally sche-
duled for 30 to 60 minutes. Referrals from faculty, residence advisors
and others are welcomed by the staff.
DISABLED STUDENT PROGRAM: The university has made special
efforts to provide facilities, services, and program accessibility to
physically disabled students and staff. All the main floors in each
campus building can be entered via ground level approaches or
ramps, and the upper floors of mostacademic or vocational technical
classroom buildings are accessible by elevator. The campus itself is
flat and has an abundance of curb cuts and ramps.
The Dean of Student Special Services Office (Room 114, Administra-
tion Building) authorizes handicapped parking decals for eligible
students and provides information and orientation to the university,
registration assistance, interpreter an notetaker services as well as
tutorial assistance and liaison with the Boise area office of the Idaho
Vocational Rehabilitation Service. limited equipment isavailable for
temporary use by disabled students such as a TTY(208)385"1454, tape
recorders, modified computer terminals, and electric typewriters for"
testing. The library has a talking calculator, Visualtek, Braille typewri"
ter, Braille dictionary and a Talking Books tape player. There is also a
close working relationship with the area office of Vocational Rehabil-
itation when individuals need other assisting devices.
MULTICULTURAL BOARD: The Multicultural Board offers various
academic, cultural, social, and recreational activities and events to all
students. The Board also promotes interaction, awareness, and.
cooperation between students, faculty, and people from the local
communityof all ethnic and cultural backgrounds. The Multicultural
Board can be contacted through the Dean of Student Special Services
Office (385-1583).
CHILD CARE SERVICE: The University Child Care Center,(located
in the northeast corner of the Pavilion) provides child care for two
and one-half (21/2) through kindergarten age children oOull-time
or part-time students and children of faculty or staff. Half-day or
drop-in service is provided on a space available basis. The child care
service provides an educational development program for the total
child and also serves as a laboratory experience for. Child Care Stu-
dies majors, Health Science and Social Work programs. The Center
is a self-supporting project financed through parent-paid fees, dona-
tions, and some USDA Child Care Food Program Assistance .. :
VETERANS SERVICES: The Office of Veterans Affairs (Room 114,
Administration Building) provides liaison and advocacy services for
eligible veterans, veterans' dependents, and their widows with the
Veterans Administration Regional Office and other state agencies.
Peer counselors in the office work with fellow veterans to assist in
resolving any problems associated with benefits or federal forms,
standards for satisfactory progress, and attendance ..Tutorial assist"
ance for veterans, work-study positions, and admissions counseling
are also available. .
STUDENT HEALTH SERVICE: The Student Health Service is located at
2103 University Drive, directly across from Campus Elementary
School. Clinic hours range from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday each day classes are in session. Outpatient medical
care is rendered to full-time registered studentswithin the capability
of the facility at no additional cost after the general registration fee is
paid. Minimal feeS are charged for tests and procedures not within
. the capability of the Student Health Service. Patient referrals are
made as necessary. The Student Health Service is equipped to care
for more than 90 percent of student health care needs.
MEDICAL EXPENSEINSURANCE: All full"time students are automat"
ically'included in the health insurance program when they pay the
full-time registration fee. Benefits become effective when fees are
paid for the fall semester and continue until the firstdayof the spring
'semester. Spring semester benefits continue through August of that
year, and protection is effective during all vacation periods. Each
full-time student is covered 24 hoursa day during the policy period at
home, school, or while traveling. There is a $50 deductible per
calendar year for accident or sickness.
Students who are covered by a family or other plan may obtain a
refund through application to the insurance agent for Boise State
University. The university carries liability insurance covering all on-
campus official functions, including student activities.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: The Dean of Admissions (Visitor's
Center) is the international student advisor and is responsible for
immigration requirements concerning the visa status, and initial aca-
demic advising, orientation, and registration of all non.U.S. citizens
on the campus. All new international students must report to the
Dean of Admissions as soon after arrival as possible. This office
provi'des assistance and a central contact and information sour.ceto
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registered foreign students. The International Student Association
provides opportunities for American and foreign students to meet,
exchange views, and become better acquainted.
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: The Career Planning and
Placement Office (Room 123, Administration Building) offers career
information, advising, planning, and placement opportunities to
students and alumni. Some of the equal opportunity services pro-
vided include:
1. Assistance in identifying and making a career choice. Two auto-
mated career guidance systems, the Idaho Career Information
System and SIGI PIUS are available to students in addition to
personal career guidance;
2. Aresource library of information, recruiting literature, and other
career references;
3. A placement credential file where students may assemble.~.per"
manent file of vocationally significant data at a time when profes-
sors and administrators easily remember them. Copies are then
sent to prospective employers upon student request. Credential
files should be established early in the year of graduation;
4. On"campus interviews with representatives from business and
industry, government agencies, school districts, and graduate
schools for graduating students and alumni. Many other employ-
ment notices are listed through this office, and numerous direc-
tories of po'ssible employers are available;
5. The office also assists students and alumni in the development of
job hunting skills such as interview.ing and resume writing ..
STUDENT GOVERNMENT: The Associated Students of Boise State
University (ASBSU) strives to represent the interests of all full"time
BSUstudents and to encourage active student participation in uni-
versity life. The ASBSUsponsors and promotes a well-rounded pro-
gram of educational, cultural, social, and recreational activities. The
ASBSUExecutive Branch includes the President, whoactsas the voice
and representative of the students at university functions; the Vice-
President, whois the chief officer of the Senate; and the Treasurer,
who administers the budget. The Senate, as the .Iegislative branch,
consists of senators elected incampus"wide balloting. This body
develops and coordinates activities, passes legislation for the general
welfare of all students,and grants recognition and funding to student
group~ .
The Judiciary determines the constitutionality of questions brought
before it by individuals and organizations.
Advisory and governing boards including those for the Student
Union and Pavilion serve as vehicles for student input on vital policy
and administrative decisions that affect the ASBSUand the university.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES: Over 90 ASBSU-
recognized student organizations on campus represent a variety of
interests and concerns. These include special interest groups that
vary from chess and ethnic interests to Judo and women's studies,
professional honoraries representing every major field from social
work to business,service and campus honoraries, religiousorga,niza-
tidns, fraternities and sororities, as well as ASBSU-sponsored services
j
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such as The University News, the student newspaper and KBSU-FM,a
non~profit radio station ..The Student Programs Board, presents a
variety of films, fine arts performances, le~tures, and co!",certs. Th.e
National Student Exchange program provides opportunity for resI-
dent education at over 100 participating colleges and universitiesin
the U.S..
CULTURAL OPPORTUNITIES: The Art, Music, and Theatre Arts
Departments stage, a number of shows throughout the year, mOst
often with studen!s as participan.ts. The Art Depa~tment s~onsors
shows of both regIOnally and nationally known artists, and In con-
junction offers workshops with the artists. Each spring, the depart-
ment holds a student show, displaying outstanding work done dur-
ing, the year. .
In the Music Department, the Symphonic Band and University Sin-
gers are open to all students without audition. Meistersingers, the
BSU Orchestra Music Theatre, the Jazz Band and other ensembles
are open to students by audition; with credit available for most.
Faculty members perform in the Faculty Artist Series each month.
The Theatre Arts Department schedules four to eight productions
each year, all open to students. The department also hosts a secon-
daryschool festival each February and a children's theatre tour each
spring.
Most of the performances on campusare held in either the Morrison
Center or the Special Events Center., '
RECREATION: The universiti has three main indoor recreational
facilities -- the Pavilion Auxiliary Gym, the Main Gym, and the PE
Annex: Housed in these buildings are two gymnasiums, a swimming
pool, two weight rooms" five racquetball courts, an ind,oor jo~~i.ng
track, mat room and equipment room. Outdoor recreation faCilities
include playing fields and tennis courts. All recreation facilities on
campus are available for use by students during designated hours.
Check with the Physical Education or Intramurals office for times.'
The Intramural Program offers league and tournament play in a variety
of lifetime sports and recreational activities, including softball, ten-
nis, powderpuff football, touch football, basketball, volleyball and
. ,
Student Services
inner tube water polo,
The Intramural/Campus Recreation Office also checks out many
types of recreational equipment to students free of charge, For more
information about ariy type of recreation program, contact the office
at 385-1131.
ATHLETICS:The intercollegiate.athletic program at Boise State Uni-
versity provides the opportunity for qualified students to engage in
an outstanding program of competition with other universities and
colleges of the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA),
Division 1AA, Big Sky Athletic Conference for men and the Moun-
tain West Athletic Conference (MWAC) for women,
It is the philosophy of the Athletic Department to offer student
athletes the best possible coaching, equipment, facilities, and com-
petition available to allow them to reach their full potential. The
university fields men's teams in football, basketball, track, wrestling,
tennis, cross-country, and golf while the women's intercollegiate
sports include basketball, gymnastics, track, tennis, cross-country,
i1nd volleyball.
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION: The Boise State University Alumni Associa-
tion was incorporated as a voluntary organization in 1967. Its mem-
bership includes all individuals who have completed a minimum of
16 credit hours at the university. Members in good standing have
paid annual dues of $15 per year and are entitled to receive the
following benefits: alumni news publications; placement services;
use of the student union, library, and swimming pool; discounted
alumni tours; group insurance program; invitations to all social func-
tions and activities; and other services.
The Association seeks to promote interest in and support of the
univ~rsity, mai!"'tain contact with graduates and former students,and
prOVide benefits to students and alumni. Some of these services
include: scholarships for outstanding and deserving students, thea-
tre prog~a.ms, .gra!"'ts of money for special. student-faculty projects,
and partlclpat!on In several.campus gathenngs during the year such
as !'i0mecom!ng, academiC awards ba,nquet, golf' tournament;
regional meetings, and the annual reception before the first football
game of the year for all alumni and friends of the university .
.,
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College of Arts
and Sciences
Dean: Daryl E. Jones, Ph. D
Associate Dean: Phillip Eastman, Ph.D.
College of Arts 8<Sciences Emeriti:
Allison, Best, Bratt, Chatterton, deNeufville, Emerson,
Hahn, Jones, Marshall, Meyer, Mitchell, Obee, Power,
Smartt, Spulnik, Wallace, Warner, Winans
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Philosophy
3. To offer elective and service courses for students majoring in
other schools.
The philosophy of the college is to provide students with quality
academic programs inthe Arts, Humanities,and Sciences in addition
to establishing innovative curricula and needed programs to meet
the constantly changing demands of a highly technological and
urban society.
Objectives
1. To offer programs of study leading to a baccalaureate degree in
the
• Arts - Advertising Design, Art, Music, and Theatre Arts;
• Humanities - English and Philosophy; and i
• Sciences ;;,Biology, Chemistry, Construction Management
(with the College of Business), Earth Science, Geology, Geb-
physics, Mathematics, and Physics. \
Degrees available in the above areas,including the Secondary Educa-
tion Options offered by all departments, includ., the Bachelor of
Arts, Bachelor of Science, Bachelorof Fine Arts (in Art, Art Education,
and Advertising Design), Bachelor of Music (in Music Performance,
Music Education, and Music Theory and Composition), Master of
Science in Raptor Biology,and Master of Arts in Secondary Education
with majors in various aepartments (see College of Education pro-
grams elsewhere in this Catalog).
2. To offer undergraduate preparation in pre-Engineering,pre-
Forestry and Wildlife Management, and pre-Architecture.
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Activities
Departments within the College of Arts and Sciences sponsor a
variety of activities that are additionsto the traditional curriculum.
The English Department is the home of several publishing ventures
including the cold-drill, BSU's national award-winning student liter-
ary magazine; Ahsahta Press, which publishes poetry by western
poets; the Western Writers Series, booklets about the lives and works
of western authors; and Poetry in Public Places, posters distributed to
several schools and other locations throughout the Northwest.
The Biology Department is affiliated with the World Center for Birds
of Prey, a research and breeding center for raptors located near
Boise.
Students can participate in many activities sponsored by the depart-
ments in the College, including art exhibits (Art), production of plays
both during the academic year and in the summer (Theatre Arts),
student recitals and ensemble concerts (Music), and a variety of
student tours to such events as the Shakespeare Festival in Ashland,
Oregon.
:~
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I College of Arts and iSci~nces
Degrees Offered
Department of Art
Chairman and Professor: louis A. Peck; Professors: H~ff, Killmaster,
Kober, Roberts, Russell, Skov, Takehara; Associate Professors: Ben-
son, Blankenship, Douglass, Heap, Hoopes, Miller"Oravez, Taye;
Assistant Professors: Shurtleff, Smith, Taylor; Visiting' Professor:
Machacek. . ,
_ :..lArt Education-Bachelor of Fine Arts.' . \ .- .
General University & Core Requirements
Total Credits , " , 32
Art Major' Requirements
Pain~ing ' ;'~.'8
~!t?1~~~;:::::::::::::::::!: ': : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i::'~:::::;'::J
~~i~~~~~::::::::::::::: ::::::::~'::; ::'::~:J
Ceramics ..•... '. .. : ::.;t... . ,' :' 2
Crafts ': .~." , .'. ~' : 2
~~~~n~~i~'a'''::< :.::::::: :': ::': :':::: :i.::::::::::::::::::: j
48
Elective
Credits I ••••.••••••••• 1-7
.,' . TOTAL .. , 128*
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a seco~dary education
option may require more than 128 credit hours. See Dep.artment of Teacher Education
listing for more information. - - . ,
Elective
Credits '," .24
. TOTAL' 128*
• A rn.inimum of 40 credit hours of a total 128 must be. Upper Division~ *J'1 •
Art-Advertising ~sign-Bachelor of Arts Program
General University & Basic Core 'Requirements .
Credits :: .,.51
Art Major Requirements ..
Advertising Design .. .': 10
Watercolor and-or Painting 8
Drawing 6
Advertising Illustration : 6
,- Design 6
, .Lettering-lettering & Layout': 4
~~~~~kr~g:::::::':::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::J
Creative Photography , 2
Senior Semi na r 3
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ART MAJOR
Bachelor of Fine Arts Program
. General Art-Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree , ,
General University & Core Requirements.. ,").
Credits , :.32
Art Major Requirements '.' ",.
Painting : 8
~!t?1~~~;::::::::::::::::::::'::::::::;:::::::::'::::'::~1
R~~it~a'ki~g': :: : :: ::: :::: :::: :::: ::::: :: ::::: : :: :: :: :: ::: :~
Sculpture , 2
Ceramics 2
Art Metals 2
Senior Seminar " " ": , 3
. Art Electives ' '.' ' 16
~ ~
Majb/Emphasis ,
A total of 20** credit hours in any Art Field constitute the major
requirements and a total of 14 credit hours in a second Art area
will constitute the minor emphasis. . "
Elective'
Credits : 31
. TOTAL' . 128*
• A minimu'm of 40 credit hours of a total 128 must be Upper Divfsion
•• A total of 6 credits, 2 of each in Drawing, Painting, and Design may be applie'd to the
20 hour major requirement in the Area of Watercolor, Ceramics, Sculpture, Printmak-
ing, Art Metals, Photography, and Art History. \
t" •
Telephone (208) 385-1230
"
liberal Arts Building, Room 252
• BAand BFAin Art Advertising Design
• BAand BFAin Art Education
• BAand BFAin General Art
• Pre-Architecture
Education Requirementsfor Qualification Toward State Certifica-
tion. Refer to the Departmentof 'Teacher Education -listing in the
College of Education for complete information. '
Educating Exceptional Secondary Student TE3~3 •............ 1
Foundations of Education TE201 3
Reading in Content Subject TE407 , 3
Secondary School Methods TE381 3
Educational Psychology P ~25 : : 3
Art Methods in Secondary Schools AR 351 3
Elementary School Art Methods AR 321' : :, 3
Secondary Student Teaching '.' 10-16
29-35
Il:-\
I . ..'
Degree Req~irem:en~pso~
ART MAJOR-,
Bachelor of Arts Program
General Art - Bachelor of Arts Program
General University & Basic Core Requirements." . '. ~
Credits 51
Art Major Requirements
Painting and-or Watercolor AR 113, 114, 217, 218 6
Drawing AR 111, 112 : 6
Art History .- ~ ' 9
Design AR 105, 106 '; .. '.' : 6
/ Ceramics AR 225 2
Sculpture AR 231 \ 2,
Printmaking AR 209 , 2
Art Metals AR 221 2
Senior Seminar AR 498 3
Major Emphasis
A total of 14 credit hours from any Fine Arts area will constitute
the major emphasis, whichincludes:Painting, Watercolor, Draw~
ing, Ceramics, Sculpture, Printmaking, Art Metals, Photography,
Art History.
Electives
Credits : ' ' : 39
TOTAL , '. 128
Art Education-Bach'7lor of Arts Program y,;,."
General University & Basic Core Requirements .
Credits , 51
Art Major Requirements
~~~~ir~~i~;::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::::::~
Drawing ................•............. ' 6
Design ' ; 6
Art History : ' .' , .. / .. :' : 6
Ceramics : c ••••.•••••• 2
~i~r~~k~ng.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :'::~
Crafts 2
~~~:n~~i~'a'''::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :J
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College of Arts and Sciences
Major Emphasis
A total of 14 credit hours from any Art Field will constitute the
Major Emphasis.
Education Requirements for QualifiCations Toward State
Certification
Educating Exceptional Secondary Student TE 333 ............• 1
Foundations of Education TE 201 ............•...... '....•... 3
Reading in Content Subject TE 407 .••.•.......•........••.... 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 .•.•.•..................•. 3
Educational Psychology P325 ••..•.............•..........• 3
Secondary School Art Methods AR 351 .. '........•............ 3
Elementary School Art Methods AR 321 .•.•......•.......... 3
Secondary School Teaching .......•...•...•......••.•.• 10-16
29-35
ENGINEERING COURSES
Surveying EN 215 2
Digital Computer Programming EN 104 , 2
ENGLISH COURSES
English Composition E101-102 : 6
MATHEMATICS COURSES .
Algebra & Trigonometry M 111 5
Calculus &, Analytical Geometry M 204 , 5
PHYSICS COURSES
General Physics PH 101-102 •............................... 8
Course Offerings
Electives
Professional Electives ••..•..••. .-•.•....•.•........•....•.. 27
TOTAL 128*
.Not required in General Art major
Pre-Architectural Program
Boise State University offers co'urses that can be used for a 2 to 21/2
year Pre-Architectural program. This program is preparatory and
should be transferable to most architectural schools. Some universi-
ties offer a degree in Architectural Engineerin~. If interested in this
type of degree the student should follow the Civil Option under the
Engineering curriculum. '
ART COURSES
Introduction to Art AR 103 OR
Survey of Western Art AR 101 or AR 102 ....•......••........ 3
Basic Design AR 105-106 ......•..•..•.•....•..•.•........•. 6
Drawing AR 111-112 ...•........•.................•....... .4
History of Amer Architecture I,ll, AR 270,271 .....•......•... 6
Architectural Graphic Communication AR 255 ; 3
Basic Architectural Design AR 256 ...•...................... 3
Materials & Methods of Architecture AR 290 3
Art Elective ..•.•........•.•..•..•.•..........•......•. -.' 2
Interior Decorating AR 131 .....•................•..•...... 2
Elective
Credits .....••.•.•..•...••...•..•....•..••.••......•.. 13-19
TOTAL 128*
Art-Advertising Design--Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree Advertising
Design Emphasis .
General University & Core Requirements
Credits .•..•..•.......•....•......•..............•....... 32
Art Major Requirements
Advertising Design ......•.......•...•...•.............•.. 10
Painting .....••..•.•...•.......•...•...•.................. 8
Drawing .•....•....•..•..•..•....•.•...............•..... 8
Watercolor .......•..•.•.....................•........... .4
Design ........••...•........•...•...•...•..•.•....•...•.. 6
Sculpture, Ceramics, Art Metals ..•.•.......•...........•.. .4
lettering-lettering & layout ......•...•...••....•.....•... .4
Art History .•..•.••..•..•...•...•... '•...•................ 12
Creative Photography ................•.•.•....•.•...•..... 2
Printmaking .•.•.••••..••.•.•.....•..............•....•... 2
Advertising lIIustration ...•.•.•.•.•.•..........•...••...... 6
Senior Seminar ....•......•.•.....•...•......•...•....•... 369
Recommended Program
ARTMA)OR
Freshman Year-All Degrees
Basic Design AR 105-106 .•........•....•.......•....
Elementary Drawing AR 111-112 .•.......•...•...•...
Elementary Painting AR 113-114 .................•....
Art History AR 101-102 .•......•.•...•...•.•..••... ' ..
lettering AR 107* ..•....•.•.....•.•...•...•........
lettering and layout AR 108* ..•..........•........•.
English Composition E101-102 .
History (Area II) •.........•...•.•.•.•.•.......•.•...
Electives ..•............•...•........................
1st 2nd
SEM SEM
3 3
2 2
2 2
3 3
2
2
3 3
3 3
3
18 21
40
ARART
The Art Department reserves the right to withhold selected student
work for the Permanent Collections. Certain Art courses are subject
toa lab fee. Several courses may be "repeated"forcredit. This should
be interpreted, "taken again" for credit, not to raise a D or Fgrade.
Lower Division
AR 100 BASIC DRAWING AND PAINTING FOR NON-ART MAJORS (0-4-
2)(F/S) One semester course with emphasis on media, techniques, and philo-
sophy designed to acquaint the general college student with the basic funda-
mentals of drawing and painting.
AR 101 SURVEYOF WESTERNART (3-o-3)(F) (Area I). A historical survey of
Painting, Sculpture,and Architecture from Prehistoric Art through the Middle
Ages.
AR 102 SURVEYOF WESTERNART II (3-o-3)(S) (Area I). A historical survey of
Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture from the Renaissance to the present.
AR 103 INTRODUCTION TO ART (3-o-3)(F/S) (Area I). A one-semester course
designed to acquaint the general college student with the aesthetics of Paint-
ing, Sculpture, Architecture, and related Art forms.
AR 105 BASIC DESIGN (2-2-3)(Area I). A two dimensional theoretical and
applied study of the basic design elements un,derlying all Art areas.
AR106 BASICDESIGN(2-2-3)(Area I). Acontinued exploration of either two or
three dimensional design elements. Emphasis on the theoretical and applied
study of the structural organization underlying two or three dimensional art
forms. PREREQ: AR 105 or PERM/INST.
AR 107 LETTERING(0-4-2)(F/S). A study of lettering techniques and various
alphabetical forms; emphasis on modern styles, spacing and layout. ' :
AR 108 LETTERINGAND LAYOUT (0-4-2)(F/S). A study of layout typography
and lettering techniques used in advertising design, for advertising design
majors. Advisable to take AR 107 prior to AR 108.
AR 111 DRAWING (0-4-2)(F/S). A study of line, chiaroscuro, space, volume,
and perspective, utilizing a varietyof media; still life, landscape, plant,animals
and other subject matter may be used. Limited enrollment spring semester.
AR 112 DRAWING (0-4-2)(F/S). Continuation of AR 111 with an emphasis on
niore advanced drawing problems. Compositional imaginative, or semi-
abstract work maybe done, utilizing a variety of subject matter including some
figure drawing. PREREQ: AR 111.
AR113PAINTING (0-4-2). Studyof basic techniques of painting in oil,acrylic or
other media as determined by instructor. Students will learn to representform
and space through studyof value relationships and through use of monochro-
matic color. Stil Various styles and techniques in landscape painting in oil,
watercolor and related media. Field trips. First summer session.
AR,l14 PAINTING (0-4-2)(F/S).A continuation of AR113 problems with increased
emphasis on color, composition, and contemporary concepts in painting. A va-
riety of subject matter will be painted in oil, acrylic or other media. Advisable
to take AR 113 prior to AR 114. limited enrollment fall semester.
AR 116 LANDSCAPE PAINTING (0-6-3)(SU). (Description same as ,AR 11S
above.) Second summer session.
AR 123 CRAFTS(0-4-2)(F/S). Lectures will be in the nature of crafts, the design
principles, craftsmanship and creativity. Several a reas of crafts applicable to the
public school classroom will be introduced. Simple crafts, leather work, mos-
aic, ceramic tile construction, batik, tie and dye, creative stitchery, enameling,
macrame, simple ceramic work, sheet plastic and others may be assigned. The
proper use of hand tools and their safety will be stressed. Thiscourse is open to
non-Art majors.
AR 131 INTERIOR DECORATION (2-1-2)(F/S). Aid in understanding and
appreciating interior design. The most basic components of home decorating
will be studied. These include color, wallpaper, fabrics, carpet, and furniture.
AR 203 ADVERTISINGDESIGN (0-4-2)(F). Special assignments in various tech-
niques employed in advertising and commercial art, problems in layout, typo-
graphy, and reproduction processes will be emphasized. Advisable to take AR
105,106, 107 and 108 prior to AR 203.
AR 204 ADVERTISING DESIGN (0-4-2)(S). Advanced work in various tech-
niquesemployed inadvertisingand commercial art. PREREQ:AR108AR2030r
PERM/INST.
1
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College of Arts and Sciences
AR 271 HISTORY OF MODERN AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE II (3-0-3)(S).
History of modern American architecture from the late 19th Century through
mid 20th Century. Includes introductory review of American architecture from
early 17th Century through late 19th century.
AR 290 MATERIALS AND METHODS OF ARCHITECTURE (3-o-3)(S). !his
course is developed to enable students to identify construction matenals,
elements, and systems; to locate theoretical and proprietary informati~n a~out
them and to sketch sections of various construction systems and combmatlons
thereof. At completion, they should be able to select materials based on
physical and psychological criteria and design with sensitivity to the approp-
riate use of various materials.
~
I
t
~
t
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Upper Division
AR 301 NINETEENTHCENTURYARTHISTORY (3-0"3)(F).Astudy of important
artists and movements from Neoclassicism through Post-Impressionism. Criti-
cal writing will be assigned. .
AR 302 HISTORYOF TWENTIETHCENTURYMOVEMENT INART(3-0-3)(S). An
analysisof important Europe~na~tistic m~vements ~pto World Wa.r !I,includ-
ing Fauvism, German expreSSIOniSm,Cubism, Futunsm, Construcllvlsm, Dada
and Surrealism. Critical writings will be assigned.
AR303 STUDIO IN ADVERTISINGDESIGN (0-6-3)(F/S). Adva nced study of the
design and preparation of art for reproduction, techniques and studio practi-
ces. PREREQ: AR 204 or PERM/INST. May be repeated once for credit.
AR 305 STUDIO IN VISUAL DESIGN (0-6-8)(F/S). Advanced exploration of
two-dimensional design, continuing with problems in line, form, color, tex-
ture, and space. Advisable to take AR 105 and 106 prior to AR 305.
AR307 STUDIO INMETALSMITHING(0-6-3)(F/S). Advanced study in materials
of jewelry making and metalsmithing with special emphasis on forging, stone-
setting, cutting, and mechanical techniques as further personal development
AR 209 INTRODUCTION TO PRINTMAKING (0-4-2)(F/S). A course designed of craftsmanship. May be repeated once for credit. PREREQ: AR 221, 222.
to acquaint the student with creative work in woodcut, lithography, and AR 309 STUDIO IN PRINTMAKING (0-6-3)(F/S). Introduction to color printing
intaglio. Advisable to have some experience in drawing and design. and advanced printmaking in any of the following specialized areas, each of
AR 210 PRINTMAKING (0-4-2)(F/S). This course isdesigned to be a transitional which may be repeated once for credit: intaglio, lithography, serigraphy, and
class between the introduction to printmaking AR 209 and the advanced class relief printing. PREREQ: AR 209.
AR 309. Emphasis will be placed on the use of the techniques to accommodate AR 311 ADVANCED DRAWING (0-6-3)(F/S). Structural, interpretive, or com-
ones own personal statement while utilizing sound design practices. positional study from the model or other subject matter, based on individual
AR211ANATOMY (0-4-2)(F/S). Astructural and aesthetic approach to drawing Interests. Model fee. May be repeated once for credit. PREREQ: AR 212.
the nude, emphasizing bone, muscle, and surface anatomy of the figure. AR 315 STUDIO IN PAINTING (0-6-3)(F/S). Creativ~ work in rexgesentational
Model fee. PREREQ: AR 111-112. areas in any media. May be repeated once for credit. PREREQ: AR 21S.
AR 212 LIFEDRAWING (0-4-2)(F/S). Fur.ther study from the model with AR 317 PAINTlNG.WATERCOLOR (0-6-3)(F). Advanced work in opaque and
increased emphasis on anatomy,expressive drawing, and composition. Model transparent media with emphasis on experimental tech.niques. Advisable to
fee. PREREQ: AR 211. take AR 217 and 218 prior to AR 317.
AR 215 PAINTING (0-4-2)(F/S). More advanced painting problems in realism AR 318 PAINTING-WATERCOLOR (0-6-3)(S). Advanced work in opaque and
and abstraction, with some independent work. Oil, acrylic orother media may transparent media with emphasis on experimental techniqhe exploration of
be used. May be repeated once for credit. PREREQ: AR 113 and AR 114. clays, glazes, and firingas itapplies to the creative artist or teacher. Advisable to
AR217PAINTING-WATERCOLOR (0-4-2)(F). Major emphasis will be in the use take AR 225 and 226 prior to AR 325. Individual instruction will be given. May
of tra nsparent watercolor. Work can be outdoors from nature as well as studio be repeated once for credit.
work. AR 331 STUDIO IN SCULPTURE(0-6-3)(F/S). Advanced study in the materials
AR218 PAINTING AND WATERCOLOR (0-4-2)(5). Introduction toexperimen- and methods of the sculptor with emphasis upon welded steel and metal
tal techniques in the use of opaque waterbase media. Work will be outdoors castin/;. Advisable to take AR 231 and 232 prior to AR 331. May be repeated
from nature as well as studio work. Advisable to take AR 217 prior to AR 218. once or credit.
, AR 219 PORTRAITAND FIGUREPAINTING (0-4-2)(F/S). Painting from models AR341 STUDIO INCREATIVEPHOTOGRAPHY (2-4-3)(F/S). Ahdvanced studkyof
t
with an emphasis on a representational approach; study of form, color an photographictechniques:emphasisonthecreativeapproac topictureta ing
composition as they relate to the huma n figure. Model fee. Advisable to take and printing. Adjustable camera required. Advisable to take AR251prior to AR
AR 114 and 112 prior to AR 219. May be repeated once for credit. 341.
AR 221 ARTMETALS(0-4-2)(F). Acreative exploration in design and construc- AR 344 STUDIO IN CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY, COLOR PRINTING (2-4-
\
tion problems. Various materials will be utilized with primary emphasis on 3)(F/S). Advanced studyof photographic techniques; emphasis on the creative
jewelry design and metals. Craftsmanship and the care and usage of tools will approach to picture taking and printing in color. Adjustable camera required.
be stressed. May be repeated for credit. PREREQ: AR 251 or PERM/INST.
AR222ARTMETALS(0-4-2)(5). Continued exploration in design and construc- AR 345 STUDIO IN CREATIVEPHOTOGRAPHY (2-4-3)(F/S). Advanced study
I , tion work in metal and other media. Fabrication, forming and casting tech- emphasizing techniques of color slides. Color theory and composition will be
., niques will be emphasized. covered in the course as well as the processing of slidesand various methods of
I projections. Variousapproaches to lighting and laboratory work will be taught.
\
~. AR 225 CERAMICS (0-4-2)(F). An introduciion to ceramics technique and Adjustable camera required. May be repeated for credit. PREREQ:AR 251 or
materials. Wheelthrowing, hand building, decoration, glazing and firing will PERM/INST.
be given. Enrollment is limited. Advisable to take AR 105, and 106 prior to AR AR 346 PHOTOGRAPHY: ZONE SYSTEM(2-4-3)(F). This course deals with the
J 225. important relationship that exists between the negative and the print in photo-
, AR 226 CERAMICS (0-4-2)(5). Continued use of the potter's wheel, molding, graphy. This course will provide systematic accounting of the numerous varia-
I and hand building. Advisable to take AR105 and 106prior to Aphotography as bles of personal equipment, procedures, films, developers, enlarging papers,
r an art form. and style. Technique as the clarifier of idea will be stressed. PREREQ:AR251or
~ AR 255 ARCHITECTURALGRAPHIC COMMUNicATION (1-4-3)(F). Study of PERM/INST. . ,
, architectural presentation techniques, including rendering, light and shadows, AR351 SECONDARY SCHOOL ARTMETHODS (2-2-3)(F). Arteducation on the
~ model building, use of color. Also study of basic orthographic projection, junior high school and senior high school levels, Includes current literature in
jincluding plans, elevations and sections. Advisable to take AR 105 and AR 106 art education, budgeting, curriculum, planning:
~ and AR 255 before enrolling in AR 256 Basic Architectural Design. AR 361 STUDIO IN ADVERTISING ILLUSTRATION (0-6-3)(F/S). Advanced
AR 256 BASICARCHITECTURAL DESIGN (1-4-3)(5). Introduction to the pro- study emphasizing techniques and methodology of illustrating finished art for.
> cess of architectural design. Combines basic architectural projects with presen- ads. Fundamental approaches to story, product, fashion and decorative iIIus-
t tation techniques learned in AR 255 Architectural Graphic Communication. tration with emphasison building a portfolio. Advisable to take AR'203and 204
~ Advisable to take AR 105, AR 106 and AR 255 before enrolling in AR 256 Basic prior to AR 361. May be repeated once for credit.
I Architectural Design. AR 371 HISTORY OF TWENTIETH CENTURY AMERICAN "ART (3-B-3)(F). 1
t AR 270 HISTORYOF AMERICAN ARCHITECTUREI (3-B-3)(F). History of early Beginning with a short survey of American Art from the Ashcan'School through i
American architecture from developments alter Plymouth Rock landing in the Thirties with concentration on Abstract Expressionism, Pop, Op,and Min- ,
( e_a_r1_y_1_n_h_c_e_n_t_U_ry_t_h_r_o_u_~_m_i_d_l_9_~_c_e_nt_u_r_y_. 4_1 im_a_I._C_r_it_ic_a_IW'.~~"~'.P'~M •• ~' •• ~AR.'~••M.'~
\
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AR 409ST':'DIO IN PRINTMAKING (O-6-3)(F/S).Individual problems in any'ot
the following areas; woodcut, lithography, intaglio, and serigraphy. l\-1aybe
repeated for credit. PREREQ:AR 309.
AR 411 DRAWING STUDIO (O:6-3)(F/S). Individual problems in drawing.
Model fee. May be repeated for credit. ,PREREQ:AR 311. '
AR 415STUDIOINPAINTING (O-6-3)(F/S).Individual problems in painting in
any media. Students will participate in one-person senior show projects. May
be repeated for credit. PREREQ:AR 315.
, ~ .. , . '" f
AR417STODIO IN PAINTING-WATERCOLOR (O-6-3)(F/S).Advanced study in
selected watercolor media. Advisable to take AR 317and 318prior to AR 417.
May be repeated for credit.
AR 419 STUDIO IN METALS (O-6-3)(F/S).Continued study in materials and
methods (advanced) of jewelry making and metalsmithingastheyapplyto the
creative artist and teacher. May be repeated for credit. PREREQ:AR221,222,
307. .' , '
AR425STUDIO IN CERAMICS(O-6-3)(F/S).Continued study in the materialsof
ceramics ~ith emphasis on the exploration 6f clays, glazes, and firing as it
applies to the creative artist or teacher. Adv.isableto take AR 325and 326prior
to AR 425. Individual instruction will be given. May be repeated for cr.edit,
AR 431STUDIO IN SCULP1tJRf (O-6-3)(F/S).Continued study in the material
and methods of STUDiO '"'J"VERTiSII'lG ,IllUSTRATION (0-6-3)(F/S), A
continuing study of illustration with emphasis onredit. .
,AR 461STUDIO IN ADVERTISINGILLUSTRATION (O-6-3)(F/S).A continuing
study of illustration with emphasison development of specialized areassuchas
airbrush, decorative and special effects, scientific, book, editorial and repor-
tage illustration and media and image expression. The student will work
toward completing a'professional portfolio. PREREQ:Two semestersof Art
361.:May be repeated for credit ..
AR498SENIORSEMINARS(3-0-3)(F/5). Required readingand written and oraI
reports relative to the senior a'rt major's area of interest within the visual arts.
PREREQ:Senior status. ,.'1 ,'.
Department of Biology'
Science/Nursing Bldg:, Rm. 223 . Telephone (208) 385-3262
Chairman and Professor:' Marda C. Wicklow-Howard; Professors:
Baker, Centanni, Fritchman, Fuller, McCloskey, Papenfuss, Rychert;
Asso,ciale Professors: Bechard, Douglas, Kelley, long, Wyllie. ..
Degrees-Offered,.
• MS in Raptor Biology' (see Graduate College for program details.)
• BS in Biology
• BS in Biology, Secondary Education
• Pre-Forestry and Wi.ldlife Management.
Degree Requirements
, ' .. ~,
'I BIOLOGY MAJOR
Bachelor of Science Option
1.\ General University and Baccalaureate Degree requirements
Credits.,:, , ~.',., .' .•.......... ' ., : , ,30
2. Major Requirements •
Biology ' , '.., .: 45
Biology Core :' .. , , ' , , , 20
General Botany BT 130 , , ,.4
General Zoology Z 130 , , , 5
Cell Biology 6301 .' :, ,' , .. 3'
Genetics B 343 , :' ; , , , : .. 3
Ecology B 423 .4
Biology SeminarB 498, 499 •... , , . , , , .. , .1
Physiology ~one course . ',~ .. :; ., .4
Plant PhYSiology BT 401. : , .4 ..
Human Physiology Z 401 :, , .4
General & Comparative Physiology Z 409 .4
Morphology - one course .4
Plant Anatomy 61302 '.' . , , . , .4
Plant Morphology 6T 311 .4
Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy Z 301 .4
Vertebrate Embryology Z'351 .4
Vertebrate Histology Z 400 .. , ' .4
. Biology Electives to total 45 credits* ,' 17
Chemistry .. , '.' .. , '. , ': 14
College Chemistry C 131-134 .. , , 9
Organic' Chemistry t 317) 319: ;l~, : . '.. , .5" ,
Mathematics ' , ',' : .. : ...•... , ..• 9
Algebra and Trigonometry,M 111 , 5
42
Four or more credits chosen from the following:
Applied Statistics with the Computer M 120 .4
A First Course in Programming CS 122 2
Introduction to Computer Science CS 127 .4
Calculus and Analytic Geometry M 204 ..•.. , 5
Digital Computer Program EN 104 or CS 124 2
Recommended Electives .. , , , .. , ~ 30
Area I & II Electives •
Biochemistry C 431 •
Earth Science Electives
Secondary Education Option - Major Endor~ment
1. General University and Baccalaureate Degree Requirements
Credits , , , , 30
2. Major Requirements
Credits , , . , . , . , , 68
Biology , , , .. ,30-45**
Biology Core , , , , 20
General Botany BT 130 4
General Zoology Z 130 , , 5
Cell Biology B 301 , , 3
Genetics 6 343 , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3'
Ecology B 423 , . , , , . . . . .. 4
Biology Seminar B 498, 499 , 1
Physiology - one course , , . , .4
Plant Physiology BT 401 , 4
Human Physiology Z 401 , 4
Gen & Comp Physiology Z 409 , 4
Morphology - one course , , .4 ..
Plant Anatomy BT 302 , , 4
Plant Morphology BT 311 , , 4
Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy Z 301 4
" Vertebrate Embryology Z 351 , 4
.Vertebrate Histology Z 400 , , . ,. 4
Biology Electives to total 45 credits* , 2-17
Chemistry .. , , . , . , . , , . , , , , 14
College Chemistry C 131-134 .. " : 9 "
Organic Chemistry C 317, 319 , , .. 5
Mathematics : ' 9
"Algebra & Trigonometry M 111 5
Four or more credits chosen from the following:
, Applied Statistics with the Computer M 120 4
A First Course in Programming CS 122 2
Introduction to Computer Science CS 127 , 4
Calculus and Analytic Geometry M 204 5
Digital Computer Program EN 104 or CS 124 2
3. Education Requirements .
"Credits :.: , 26-32
The following are required for Secondary Teaching Certification
in Idaho:
Foundations of Education TE 201 3
Reading in Content Subjects TE 407 , 3
Educ Except Secondary Student TE 333 1
Educational Psychology P 325 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381' ,. 3
Secondary School Science Methods TE 384 3
Secondary School Student Teaching 10-16
4. Elective .
Credits , ~ , 0-4
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education
option may require more than 128credit hours. See Departmentaf Teacher Education
listing for more information.
Secondary Education Option - Minor Endorsement
1. General University and Baccalaureate Degree Requirements
Credits , , " 30
2. Major Requirements .'
Credits : ~ , 30
3. Minor Endorsement in Biology "
Credits " ' :24**
General Botan'y BT 130 , , 4
General Zoology Z 130 , 5
Cell Biology 6 301 : .. 3
Genetics B 343-344 : 4
Elective course in Botany, .. , , , .. , , 4
Elective course in Zoology 4
4. Education Requirements, •. .
Credits 26-32
College of Arts and Sciences
The following are required for Secondary Teaching Certification
in Idaho:
Found of Education TE 201 3
Read in Content Subject TE 407 ....•.•••..•.•• 3
Educ Except Secondary Student TE 333 1
Educational Psychology P 325 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 3
Secondary School Science Methods TE 384 3
Secondary School Student Teaching .•...... 10-16
5. Electives
Credits .......................................•....... 12-18
* A maximum of 4 credits of independent study may be counted towards fulfillment_of
the Biology Electives. . ,
•• A Biology Major without a minor requires 45 8iologycredits. A Biology Major with a
minor in another area requires 30 Biology credits. A Minor in Biology requires a
minimum of 24 Biology credits. Inall instances a minimum of 6credits mustbe in Botany
and 6credits in Zoology.
B BIOLOGY
Course Offerings
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
General Botany BT 130 .
General Zoology Z 130 .........•.................
Essentials of Chemistry C 107-110 .
Mathematics .........•.....••.•. .-..•.••••.••••••
1
4-8
4 10-16
3 6
12-16 16"22
PRE-FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
This program is designed to satisfy the lower division coursework
typically completed during sophomore year in a School of Forestry.
Students wishing to earn a bachelor's degree in this area of study
usually transfer to the University of Idaho School of Forestryfortheir
junior and senior years. '
1st. 2nd
SEM SEM
3 3
4
SENIOR YEAR
Biology Seminar ....•••..•....•.•.•••.•.••••..•••
Biology Electives ..••••••••..... : •.••..•••.....••
Education Courses .•.•......•••.•.•.•....•••..•.•
Other Electives .....•••.•.••....••..••..•••...•••
SOPHOMORE YEAR
General Physics PH 101, 102 .
General Forestry FS 101 .....•.•••••••••..•.••••••
Systematic Botany BT 305 .
Fundamentals of Speech CM 111 .
Basic Surveying EN 215 .
Digital Computer Programming EN 104 .
Principles of Economics EC 201-202 .
Physical Education .....•.• .-.........••..••••.•..•
Lower Division
B 100 CONCEPTS OF BIOLOGY (3-2-4l(F/S) (Area III). Basic course for nonma-
jors. General biological principles and how they relate to man. Brief survey of
plant and animal diversity. Emphasis areas include populations, pollution,
ecology, genetics, and.evolution.
B 200 MAN AND THE ENVIRONMENT (3-D-3)(F/S). The impact of. biological,
economic, and social factors on man's environment are discussed. Participants
become aware of important issues and factors involved in environmental
decision making.
B 205 MICROBIOLOGY (3-2-4)(F/S). A survey of microbial diversity, structure,
function, and metabolism; principles of microbial control; host-parasite rela-
tionships; immunology; and medically important microrganisms. PREREQ: C
107 and Z 111-112 (or equivalent) or PERM/INST.
Upper Division
B 301 CELL BIOLOGY (3-D-3)(F/S). Structure and function prokaryotic and
eukaryotic cells, cellular energetics' and metabolism, mitochondria and chlo-
roplasts, cell and organelle genetics, chromosomal aberrations, and medical
applications of Cell Biology. One year of college Biology and prior or concur-
rent enrollment in Organic Chemistry are required.
B 303 GENERAL BACTERIOLOGY (3-6-5){F). A general survey of the field of
Bacteriology; techniques, cytology, taxonomy, growth, physiology, ecology,
genetics, evolution, control, medical aspects and immunology. PREREQ: C
317, B 301, PERM/INST.
B310 PATHOGENIC BACTERIOLOGY (2-6-4){S). Medicallyimportant bacteria,
rickettsia, and chlamydia are surveyed with emphasis on theIr pathogenicity,
host-parasite relationships, and the clinical and diagnostic aspects of the dis-
eases they produce in humans and animals. PREREQ: B 303, PERMIINST.
B 343 GENETICS-LECTURE (3-D-3){F). A study of the principles of genetics as
they relate to living organisms. PREREQ: B 301 or PERMIINST.
B 344,GENETICSLABORATORY (O-3-1)(F). A practical course in the techniques
'of growing and analyzing genetic materials. Drosophila and other organisms
will be cultured and analyzed; reports will be submitted. PREREQ: prior or
concurrent enrollment in B 343 required.
B 401 ORGANIC EVOLUTION (3-D-3)(S). Philosophical basis and historical
development of evolutionary theory. Detailed examination of genetic varia-
tion, mechanisms of evolutionary change, adaptation, specialization,-phylo-
geny. Genetics recommended. Offered alternate years. PREREQ: B 301 or
PERM/INST.
B 412 GENERAL PARASITOLOGY (2-3-3){S). Animal parasites with emphasison
those of man and his domestic animals. lectures cover general biology, life
history, structure, function, distribution, and significance of parasites. labora-
tory provides experience in identification and detection. PREREQ: B 301,
PERM/INST.
B 415G APPLIED AND ENVIRONMENTAL MICROBIOLOGY (3-3-4)(S). Micro-
bial populations and' proceSses in soil and water. Water and food-borne
5
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SENIOR YEAR
Ecology B 423 .
Biology Seminar B 498 ...........•...............
Biology Electives ...........•......•.•.•..•.•.•..
Other Electives ....•............... - .
BIOLOGY MAJOR
SECONDARY EDUCATION OPTION
Bachelor of Science
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Organic Chemistry C 317, 319 ' .
Cell Biology B 301 .
Electives (Area I) ...............•................
Electives (Area II) •...............................
Other Electives .................•. '. .' ..••.......•.
FRE'SHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
General Botany BT 130 .
General Zoology Z 130 .
College Chemistry C 131-134 .' .
Mathematics •..•.......••.•.• : ..••.•••••...••...
JUNIOR YEAR
Genetics B 343 .
Electives (Area I, II) .••...............•............
Biology Electives .
Other Electives ' : .
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
General Botany BT 130 .
General Zoology Z 130 .
College Chemistry C 131-134 .
Mathematics ..•...............................•..
Recommended Program
BIOLOGY MAJOR
Bachelor of Science Degree
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Organic Chemistry C 317, 319 .
Microbiology B 205 . .- ' i.
Cell Biology B 301 .. ' .
Foundations of Education TE 201 .
General Psychology P 101 .
Electives (Area I) .
Electives (Area II) : .....................•..• -
Other Electives .
JUNIOR YEAR
Educational Psychology P 325 .
Secondary School Methods TE 381 ••••••.•.•..•.•.•
Secondary School Science Methods TE 384 .
Electives (Area I, II) .
Genetics B 343, 344 .
Biology Electives .
I
~
{
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pathogens. Microbiological and biochemical methods of environmental
assessment. PREREQ: B 303, PERM/INST.
B 420 IMMUNOLOGY (3-o-3)(S). A survey of the principles of immunology,
host defense systems, the immune response, immune disorders, serology and
other related topics. Representative laboratory procedures will be demon-
strated. PREREQ: B 303, PERM/INST.
B 42l ECOLOGY (l-l-4)(F/S). A survey of th physical factors of the environ-
mentand their effect of the mode on life and distribution of plantsand animals.
Environmental and biological interrelationships of organisms will be dis-
cussed.' field and laboratory investigations into topics of physical habitat,
populations, communities, pollution, etc. Weekend field trips may be taken.
PREREQ: BT 130, Z 130, PERM/INST.
11498,499 BIOLOGY SEMINAR (l-o-l)(F/S). A review of pertinent literature on
selecte!i topics. Restricted to senior Biology majors.
Graduate Courses
See Graduate College section of this catalog forcourse descriptions,
,. ~'
BTBOTANY
Lower Division
BT 115 MUSHROoMs OF IDAHO (2-o-2)(F). A survey of the fleshly fungi with
emphasis on collecting and identifying species of Idaho mushrooms. Edible
and poisonous species will be discussea. Weekend field trips arranged.
BT 130 GENERAL BOTANY (l-l-4)(F/SI (Area III). An introduction to a plant
biology which includes the studyof cel s,genetics whole plant physiology and
functions, ecology, classification, and economic importance. .
'. Upper Division
; BT l02 PLANT ANATOMY (l-l-4)(S). A study of the structure and development
of vascular plant tissues, regions, and organs. Emphasis will be placed on the
Angiosperms. PREREQ: BT 130, B 301, PERM/INST.
BT lOS SYSTEMATIC BOTANY (2-4-4)(S). fundamental problems 01 taxonomy.
Discussion of historical development of classification systems and comparison
of recent systems. Instruction.on use of keys and manuals. PREREQ: BT 130,
PERM/INST.
BTlll PLANT MORPHOLOGY (l-4-4)(F). Acomparative study of the structure,
function, reproduction, and development of major plant groups. Phylogeny,
Ilaleobotany, and economic importance of various plant groups will be consi-
aered. PREREQ: BT 130, or PERM/INST.
BT llOG MYCOLOGY (l-l"4)(F/. A study of the biology of fungi with emphasis
on their classification, morpho ogy and development, identification, ecology,
and economic significance.' Laboratory work will include projects and field
trips. PREREQ: HT 130, PERM/INST. .
liT 401 PLANT PHYSIOLOGY (l-l-4)(F). Emphas splaced on physical and chem-
ical processes of plant body functions. Includes coverage of cell, tissue, and
organ functions; mineral requirements, metabolism, water uptake, photosyn-
thesis; soil chemistry, and the alkaloids and glucosides synthesized by plants.
BT302 and. PH 101, 102 recommended. Offered odd-numbered years.
PREREQ: BT 130, C 317, PERM/INST. .
Z l071NVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY (2-6-4)(S). Morllhology, taxonomy, and natu-
ral history of the marine invertebrate animalsana terrestrial arthropodsexclu-
sive of the insects. Offered in alternate years. PREREQ: Z 130 PERM/INST.
Z l41G ORNITHOLOGY (2-l-3)(S). Birds as exa mples of biological principles:
classification, identification, ecology, behavior, life histories, distribution, and
adaptations of birds. Two weekend field trips. Offered alternate years.
PREREQ: Z 130, PERM/INST. '
Z 351 VERTEBRATE EMBRYOLOGY (2-6-4)(5). Germ cell development, com.
parative patterns of cleavage and gastrulation, neurulation and induction, and
aevelopment of human organ systems. Laboratory studies of frog, chick, and
pig development. PREREQ: Z 130 or PERM/INST.
Z l55 VERTEBRATE NATURAL HISTORY (2-6-4)(F). Classification, identifica-
tion, evolution, ecolo~ical relationships, behavior, and life histories of fish,
amphibians, reptiles,blrds.and mammals. Two weekend field trips. PREREQ: Z
,130, PERM/INST,
Z l61 MICROtECHNIQUE (l-6-l)(S). Theory and practical application of
procedures involving fixation, staining, preparation of paraffin sections and
whole mounts, and histochemical techniques. Offered alternate years.
PREREQ: Z 130 PERM/INST.
Z 400 VERTEBRATE HISTOLOGY (l-l-4)(F). Microscopic anatomy of cells,
tissues, and organ systems of vertebrates. Majoremphasis will be on mammal.
, ian systems. Z 301 or Z 351 are recommended prior to enrollment. PREREQ: Z
. 130 or PERM/INST.
: Z 401 HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY (l-l-4)(S). functional aspects of human' tissue
, and organ systems with emphasis on regulatory and homeostatic mechanisms.
PREREQ: B 301, C 317, PERM/INST. • •
Z409G GENERAL AND COMPARATiVE PHYSIOLOGY (l-l-4)(S). Physiological
principles common to all forms of animal life are discussed. Physiological
adaptations required to live in a variety of environments are presented,
PREREQ: Z 130, C 317, PERM/INST.
Z 421G MAMMA LOGY (2-l-l)(S). Mammals as examples of biological princi-
ples: classification, identification, distribution, ecology, life histories, and
adaptations of mammals. Two weekend field trips: Offered alternate years.
PREREQ: Z 355, PERM/INST.
Department of Chemistry
Science-Nursing Bldg., Rm. 315 Telephone (208) 38?-3963
Chairman and Professor: Richard Banks; Professors: Carter;Dalton,
'Ellis, Hibbs, Matjeks, Mercer, Peterson, Stark.
Degrees Offered
• BS in Chemistry
• BSin Chemistry, Secondary Education
\
.~
1
1
1
1
FSFORESTRY
The Department of Chemistry offers Baccalaureate Degree programs
in Chemistry to prepare students to:
:. l:e~~chChemistry in se~ondary schoo'ls; •
• Enter a career in the Chemistry laboratory;
,. Attend a graduate school in Chemistry or Biochemistry; or
• Attend a professional school in medicine.
The Chemistry curriculum of Boise State University offers an educa-
tion based upon employment requirements of industry,educational
institutions, and government agencies, while emphasizing the indi-
vidual needs anl~ capabilities of each student. The staff of the Chem-
istry Department recognizes that students are most successful if their
training has prepared them for a specific career field, but also recog-
nizes that a broad background affords the best opportunity for a
future career selection.
Department Statement.. ~~
CHEMISTRY MAJOR
Bachelor of Science
This degree prepares the student for employment as a chemist or for
, admission to medical school. "
1. General University and Baccalaureate Degree Requirements (128
credits total).
General Requirements 53-61
, English Composition E 101, 102 6
Area I Core ...................••.••.......••.. 12
Area II Core 12
Degree Requirements
')
ZZOOLOCiY,
. 'Lower'Division
FS 101 GENERAL FORESTRY (2-0-2)(S). A survey'of forestry, timber manage-
ment and economics, and the propagation of important trees of the United~~ .,,'
\
Lower Division
Z 107 CONCEl'TS OF HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY (l-2-4)(F/SI. A
survey of human structure and function with emphasis on regulatory mecha-
nisl1)s of the body. This is a terminal course and aoes not satisfy allied health
program requirements. '
, Z 111, 112 HUMAN ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY (l-l-4) (AREA III CORE). A
two-semester sequence for students whose career objectives require a tho-
rough study of human anatomy and physiology. Z 107 cannot be substituted
foreither semester of this sequence. One semester of this sequence cannot be
substituted for Z 107. Prior or concurrent enrollment in C 107 is recommended.
Z 130 GENERAL ZOOLOGY (l-6-5)(F/S) (Area III). Introductory study of anim-
als. Fundamentals of structure, function, development, life cycles, diversity,
heredity, evolution, and ecology.' , ,. <' '
UPPer Division
Z 301 COMPARATIVE VERTEBRATE ANATOMY (2-6-4)(f). The evolutionary
development of vertebrate anatomy, fishes through mammals. Dissection of
the shark, salamander and cat plus demonstrations of other vertebrate types.
PREREQ:,Z 130, PERM/INST.
Z l05G ENTOMOLOGY (2~6-4)(F). Biology of insects with emphasis on identifi-
catiOn and life cycles for students who have completed one year of college
level biology. Laboratory includes field trips to collect and identify local spe-
cies. Insect collection required.'Students should,meet with instructo'r the
spring' o"r summer before enrolling. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
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Recommended Programs
CHEMISTRY MAJOR, SECONDARY EDUCATION OPTION
Bachelor of Science Degree
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education
option may require more than 128credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education
listing for more information.
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FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101, 102 .
College Chemistry l: 131, 132, 133, 134 .
Mathematics M 111, 204 .
General Zoology i,llQ",~ : .
General Botany BT 130 .
Totals
SOPHOMORE YEAR .
Organic Chemistry C 317, 319, 318, 320 .
Mathematics M 205, 206 .
Physics I PH 211-212 .
Physics II PH 213, 214 : .
General Psychology P 101 .
Foundations of Education TE 201 .
"Totals ", .' ,.
JUNIOR YEAR
Physical Chemistry C 321, 322,323, 324 .
Quantitative Analysis C 211, 212 .
Educational Psychology P 325 .
Reading in Content Subjects TE 407 .
Degree Requirements or Electives .
,'. Totals
SENIOR YEAR .
Upper Division Chemistry Course ; .
Chemistry Seminar C 498, 499 .
Secondary School Methods TE 381 : .
Secondary School Science Methods TE 384 .
. Senior High School Student Teaching TE 483 .
• Educating Exceptional Secondary Students TE 333.. . 1
Degree Requirements and Electives. . .... . .. ... . . . 6
Totals 14 14
Students who do not have a Chemistry'degree may be certified to
teach Chemistry in secondary schools. Refer to the Department of
Teacher Education section where minor certification endorsements
for teaching areas are listed. '
I
CQurse Offerings
C CHEMISTRY
f
Lower Division
C 100 CONCEPTS OF CHEMISTRY (3-3-4)(S)(Arealll). A descriptive nonma-
thematical course designed to acquaint students with the science of Chemistry
and the relationship of Chemistry to other fields of study and to modern life.
This course cannot serve as a prerequisite to any other Chemistry course, nor
will itserve as part of a Chemistry sequence. Students who have received credit
for Cl09 or C 133 may not receive credit for C 100.
C 107 ESSENTIALSOF CHEMISTRY (3-0-3)(Area III). The first semester of a
sequence course for non-science majors who require only one yearof Chemis-
try. Basic concepts of inorganic and organic Chemistry. Satisfactory score on
,Mathematics Place'ment Exam "BA" and/or satisfactory completion of Math
020 is required. Concurrent enrollment in C 108 is required.
C 108 LABORATORY FOR ESSENTIALSOF CHEMISTRY(O-3-1)(Area III). The
laboratory to accompany C 107. Concurrent enrollment in C 107 is required.
C 109 ESSENTIALSOF CHEMISTRY(3-O-3)(S/SU)(Area III). Acontinuation of C
107 to include basic concepts of Biochemistry. PREREQ: C 107 and 108.
Concurrent enrollment in C 110 is required.
C 110 LABORATORYFOR ESSENTIALSOF CHEMISTRY(1-3-2)(S/SU)(Area III).
The laboratory to accompany C 109. One three-hour laboratory and one
one-hour recitation. The recitation will include discussion of both lecture and
laboratory material. COREQ: C 109. '
C 131 COLLEGECHEMISTRY (3-0-3)(F/SU)(Area III). The first semester of a
CHEMISTRY MAJOR,. SECONDARY EDUCATION OPTION
,,' Bachelor of Science Degree
SENIOR YEAR
Advanced Inorganic Chemistry C 401 .
Instrumental Analysis C 411 : .
Organic Qualitative Analysis C440 .
Independent Study C 496 : .
Chemistry Seminar C 498, 499 , , ' / .
Degree Requirements or'Eleqives .
. Totals' .
JUNIOR YEAR .
Physical Chemistry C 321, 322, 323, 324 .
Quantitative Analysis C 211, 212 .
Degree Requirements or Electives .
. Totals
5 5
4 4
5
5
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CHEMISTRY MAJOR
Bachelor of Science
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Organic Chemistry C 317, 319, 318, 320 .
Mathematics M 205, 206 .
Physics I PH 211-212 .
Physics II PH 213, 214 .
Degree Requirements or Electives .
Totals
FRESHMAN YEAR ,
English CompC?sition E 101, 102 ; .
College Chemistry C 131,132, 133, 134 .
Mathematics M 111, 204 .
Degree Requirements or Electives .
Totals
Electives, lower and Upper Division 23-31
Chemistry 47
College Chemistry C 131, 132, 133, 134 9
Organic Chemistry C 317, 318, 319, 320 10
Physical Chemistry C 321, 322, 323, 324 , 8
Quantitative Analysis C 211, 212 5
Advanced Inorganic Chemistry C 401 3
Organic Qualitative Analysis C 440. " 3
Instrumental Analysis C 411 .. '. ; 4
Chemistry Seminar C 498, 499 2
Indepe.ndent Study C 496 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
1
18
Mathematics 0-
(Completion of Mathematics through Calculus M 206)
Physics Requirements 10
(PH 211, 212, 213, 214) ,
2. Recommended Electives:
Foreign language
Upper Division Mathematics
Upper Division Physics
life Science Courses
This degree program prepares the student to teach Chemistry in
secondary schools.
1. General University and Baccalaureate Degree Requirements (128
credits total). "
General Requirements., 27-35
English Composition E 101, 102 .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 6
Area I Core 12
Area II Core. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 9
Electives, lower and Upper Division '0-8
Major Endorsement Requirements •
Chemistry '," .•........... 37-38
College Chemistry C 131, 132, 133, 134 9
Quantitative Analysis C 211, 212 : 5
Organic Chemistry C317,318, 319, 320 10
Physical Chemistry C 321, 322, 323, 324 8
Chemistry SeminarC498, 499 2
Additional Upper Division Chemistry Courses 3-4
Mathematics Requirements 10-18
(Completion of Mathematics through M 206)
Physics Requirements 10
(PH 211, 212, 213, 214)
Biology Requirements 9
(BT 130 and Z 130)
2 .. Idaho Certification Requirements
Total Credits 26
Foundations of Education TE 201 3
Reading in Content Subjects TE 407 ; .. 3
Education of Exceptional Secondary Students TE 333 . 1
Educational Psychology P 325 3
Secondary School Science Methods TE 384 . . . . . . .. 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Senior High School Student Teaching TE 483. . . ... 10
~
;
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on«:-year ~equence. course. A thorough study of the fundamentals of Chemis-
try mclud.mg atomic and molecular structure, stoichiometry, physical states,
and solutions. PREREQ: M 111 or 108. Concurrent enrollment in C 132 is
required.
C 132 LABORATORY FOR COLLEGE CHEMISTRY (0-3-1)IF/SU) (Area III).
Laboratory work to accompany C 131. Concurrent enro Iment in C 131 is
required.
C ~33 COLLEG~ .Ct'!EMISTRY (3-8-3)(S/SU) (Area III). A continuation of C 131
to mclude eqUliJbrlum, redox, and c;omplex ions. PREREQ: C 131,132.
C 134 LABORATORY FOR COLLEGE CHEMISTRY (0-6-2)(S/SU) (Area III).
Laboratory work to accompany C 133. To include qualitative analysis.
PREREQ: C 131, 132.
C 211 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS (3-8-3)(F). Study ofthe equilibrium relation-
ships 'and methods used in gravimetric, volumetric, and some instrumental
analysis. P~EREQ: C 131, 132, 133, 134.
C 212 QUANTITATIVE LABORATORY TECHNIQUE (0-6-2)(F). Practical appli-
cation of quantitative analytical techniques through the analysis of unknown
samples using gravimetric, volumetric, and some instrumental methods.
PREREQ: C 211 or concurrent enrollment.
Upper Division
C 317 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LECTURE (3-8-3)(F). An overview of Organic
Chemistry covering the fundamental principles of nomenclature, reactions,
synthesis, mechanisms, sterochemistry, proteins and carbohydrates. Will fulfill
the requirements for an elementary organic course and partially fulfill the
requirement fora more rigorous course. PREREQ: C131,132, 133, 134. Concur-
rent credit enrollment in C 319 is required.
C 318 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LECTURE (3-8-3)(S). An in-depth study of
organic reaction mechanisms, reaction theory, and advanced organic synthe-
sis. PREREQ:C 317, 319.
• C 319 ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (1-3-2)(F).Basic organic labora-
tory techniques and simple organic syntheses. One three-hour laboratory and
one hour of recitation per week. Concurrent enrollment in C 317 is required.
C 320. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (1-3-2)(S). More advanced
organic laboratory techniques, syntheses, classical organic qualitative analysis
and an introduction to spectroscopic methods. Three hours of laboratory and
one hour of recitation per week. PREREQ: C 319. 'Concurrent enrollment in C
318 is required.
C 321, 322, PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LECTURE (3-8-3)(F/S). The fall semester will
cover gases, point symmetry, molecular structure and quantum theory (briefly)
and the first, second and third laws of thermodynamics. The spring semester
continues with thermodynamics, reaction kinetics, phase equilibria, electro-
chemistry and absorption spectroscopy. PREREQ: C 131, 132, 133,134, PH 102
or 221, M 206 or equivalent.
C 323, 324 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY (0-3-1)(F/S). Laboratory
experiments paralleling the material covered by the lectures. PREREQ: C 321,
322 or concurrent enrollment. A year's sequence (fall and spring).
C 341, 342 GLASSBLOWING (0-3-1). C 341 acquaints students with the basics of
scientific glassblowing. C 342 gives students practice in techniques and in
construction of more complex apparatus. PREREQ: Junior Standing. Offered
on demand.
C 401G ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-8-3)(F). Quantum mechani-
cal overview of atomic and molecular structure, bonding in ionic, covalent,
and complex ions, nonaqueous solutions, and selected properties of elements
of periodic table and inorganic compo PREREQ: C 322, PERM/INST.
C 411G INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS (2-6-4)(S). Theory and practice of the more
common instrumental methods of analysis, laboratory experience with com-
mercial instruments. PREREQ: C 211, 320. C 320 maybe taken currently with C
411.
C 431G INTRODUCTION TO BIOCHEMISTRY (3-8-3)(FI. A study of the chem-
istry of biologically important compounds and an introduction to metabolism.
PREREQ: C 317.
C 432G BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY (0-3-1)(S). Identification, isolation,
and reactions of biologically important compounds. PREREQ: C 431 or concur-
rent enrollment.
C 433G BIOCHEMISTRY (3-0-3/(5). The function of biological compounds,
including intermediary metabo ism and synthesis of proteins. Cellular control
mechanisms of these processes are integrated into the material. PREREQ: C
431.
C 440 ORGANIC QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS (1-6-3)(5). Organic qualitative
analysis with emphasis upon using spectroscopic methods and spectral inter-
pretation. Two three-hour laboratories and one hour of lecture per week.
PREREQ: C 318 and C 320.
C 498-499 SEMINAR (1-8-1)(F/S). Group discussions of individual reports on
selected topics in the various fields of Chemistry: PREREQ: Chemistry major
and senior standing.
Graduate
The department offer~, certain graduate courses. See the Graduate
College portion of this' Catalog for course descriptions.
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Department of
Construction Management
and Pre-Engineering
Math/Geology Building, Room 2140 Telephone (208) 385-3775
Chairman and Professor: Norm Dahm; Professors: Parks; Associate
Professors: Affleck, Gabert, Haefer; Assistant Professors: Mason.
Degrees Offered
• BS in Construction Management
• Pre-Engineering
Degree Requirements
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Bachelor of Science Degree
The objective of the Construction Management program is to pro-
vide education in mathematics, science, communication, engineer-
ing, business and construction so that the construction manager can
intelligently relate to and coordinate the efforts of owners, archi-
tects, engineers, craftsmen, contractors and other professionals to
provide society with construction services of skill, responsibility and
integrity. :.
1st 2nd
FRESHMAN SEM SEM
English Composition E 101-102 .•..•..••.....•...•. 3 3
Algebra and Trig M 111 ...................•• : ...• 5
Engineering Graphics EN 108 ......•........••.... 2
Elective (Area II Social SCience) ............•....•. 3
Elective (Area I Arts & Humanities) ..............•. 3 3 1Calculus and Analytical Geometry M 204 •......•.. 5Engineering Fund and Comp Prog EN 107 ..••...... 3Intro to Management of Construction CO 240 ..••. 3
16 17
1SOPHOMORE
General Physics PH 101-102 .•........•••..•••..••• 4 4
1
Basic Surveying EN 215 ..................•.....•.. 2
Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205 ..••...•...••. 3
Construction Blue Print Commun CO 235 ......... 2
Materials & Methods of Architecture AR 290 •.....• 3
j
The Legal Environment of Business GB 202 ........• 3
Stat Tech for Decision Making DS 207 ....•.....•.. 3
Intro to Managerial Accounting AC 206 ....•...... 3
Contracts and Specifications CO 246 ...•....•....• 3
Intro to Mechanics EN 205 ....................... 3
17 6
JUNIOR ~
Construction Equipment & Methods CO 320 ....... 3 I
Mechanics of Materials EN 306 .................... 3
~
Human Resorce law MG 330 .....•.........•...•• 3
Mechanical Installations CO 351 ..............•... 3
Principles of Economics-Macro EC 201 .•...••..••.. 3
Principles of Economics-Micro EC 202 ............. 3
1
Technical Writing E 202 .....................•...• 3
Cost Accounting AC 351 ......................... 3
Cost Estimating and Bidding CO 370 ..... , ......... 3
Soil Mechanics and Foundation Const CO 330 •.... 3 ,I
Principles of Finance FI 303 ....................... 3
~Electrical Installations CO 352 ..................... 318 18
SENIOR 11
Construct Operations & Improve CO 374 ....•..... 3
1Concrete & Formwork Construction CO 410 .••...• 3Fundamentals of Speech Commun CM 111 .......• 3Employee & Labor Relations MG 340 .............. 3
Electives (Area I Arts & Humanities) .........•..... 3 3
1Project Schedulin~ & Control co 417 .........•... 3Organizational Be avior MG 401 .................. 3Electives ........................................ 2
15 11
1. All Construction Management majors must complete at least 57
credits and have a cumulative grade point average of 2.40 or
_ .•...•...._' ...., ...."".'-
Gollege of Arts and, Sciences
!T'
better before being admitted to any upper division (number 300
and above) business or construction management classes.
2. All construction management classes will be taking several field
trip~ during the semester to be slCheduled Friday afternoons ..
3. No 'more tha'n 33 credits may be taken fro'm the College of
Business. <.
Recommended Program
PRE-ENGINEERINGMAJOR.
All of the following courses will transfer.to either of Idaho's two
schools of engineering as well as most all other engineering college.
BSU offers at least 82 of the 128 credits required for an engineering
degree in all of the engineering branches offered in Idaho. There-
fore, it is possible to complete a degree in three semesters after
transferring from Boise State. .
COMMON CORE FOR ALLBRANCHES
English Composition E 101-102 .. : 6
College Chemistry C 131-132-133* • ~' ; ~ .. 7
Calculus & AnalytiC Geometry M 204-205-206 13
Engineering Fundamentals & ."...
Computer Programming EN 107 : 3
Engineering Graphics EN 108 2
Humanistic-Social Electives (See Advisor) " 15
Mechanics, Waves & Heat + Lab PH 211-212; ' : 5
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics + Lab PH 213-214 5
Elect: Engr. Circuits EN 227** ; ;'.; 3
Intro to Mechanics EN 205 , ' ; 3
'Differential Equations M 331 .. , '.": 3
Mechancis of Matherials EN 306 ': .. 3
Fluid Mechanics EN 301*** : , , ,., 3
TOTAL .(' 71
'* Chemical and Metallurgic~1 majors addC 134.' •
**, Electrical and Mechanical majors substitute EN 221.
*** Electrical majors select two courses from EN 301; EN 306~r EN 320.,
ADDmONAL TRANSFERRABLECOURSES
BRANCH VARIATION.
. - Agricultural Engineering .
COMMON CORE 71
Dynamics of Rigid Bodies EN 206 , 2
Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer EN 320 , , . , 3
Engineering Measurements EN 216 2
Biological Science Elective ....•........... '.. , : :..~ 3
TOTAL .' -81
Chemical Engineering
COMMON CORE ' .' , 71
Principles of Economics EC 201 3
Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer EN 320 ;' 3
Organic Chemistry C 317-318-319-320 10
Physical Chemistry C321-322-323-324 .' 8
TOTAL' 95
Civil Engineering
COMMON CORE,' , 71
Dynamics of Rigid Bodies EN .206 : 2
Thermodynamcis and Heat Transfer EN 320 3
Technical Writing E 202 , '.' : 3
Engineering Measurements EN 216 ; 2
Physical Geology GO 101 4
TOTAL, 'f' - 85
,Electrical Engineering
COMMON CORE, " 71
Systems and Circuits II EN 223 : : , . .' 4
Technical Writing E 202 ' .........•................ 3
• Digital-Circuits EN 230 3
. Electricity & Magnetism PH 381-382 " 6
TOTAL '" 87
Mechanical Engineering
COMMON CORE 71
Prin of Economics EC 201-202 :~ ' 6
. Elec Systems and Circuits EN 223 4 .
Dynamics of Rigid Bodies EN 206 :: 2
Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer EN 320 .' 3
. Technical Writing E 202 : 3
. TOTAL' 89
Geological Engineering
COMMON CORE 71
Prinof Economics EC 201 ,; 3
Dynamics of Rigid Bodies EN 206 ; 2
Thermodynamics and Heat Transfer EN 320 3
Technical Writing E 202 .•.................................. 3
Physical Geology GO 101 .4
TOTAL , 86
Metallurgical Engineering
COMMON CORE • 1 71
Technical Writing E 202 , , 3
Physical Chemistry C 321-322-323-324 .•..................... 8
Math Elective ............••............................... 3
TOTAL 85
Mining Engineering
COMMON CORE 71
Technical Writing E 202 : 3
Engineering Measurement EN 216 •......................... 3
Physical Geology GO 101 .....••...................... ' ..... 4
. TOTAL . 81
General Engineering (IDAHO STATE)
COMMON CORE 71
,. Dynamics of Rigid Bodies EN 206 :' ; 2
, Thermodynamics and'Heat Transfer EN 320 3
Engineering Measurements EN 216 .•....................... 2~i~~~:~Ie~~i~~ ~~~~.~~i.c.a.t~~~. ~~. ~~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :-: : : :~
TOTAL 84
Course Offerings
co CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Lower Division
CO 235 CONSTRUCTION BLUEPRINT COMMUNICATIONS (2-8-2)(F). The
transmission and interpretatiol). of blueprint communications covering differ-
ent types of drawings, including their organization and format. Emphasizing
three-dimensional visualiza~ion to make practical applications and determine
quantities of work. Learn how to interpret quickly and visualize what isbeing
presented by the drawings. Friday field trips required. PREREQ: EN 108.,
CO 240 INTRODUCTION TO THE MANAGEMENT OF CONSTRUCTION (3-0-
3)(S). Introduction to construction terminology, industry and management.
Jlncludesthe planning, staffing, directing and controlling functions with
emphasis on organizations and the schools of management. A survey of the
basic trades, methods,quantity.take.,off calculations, estimating, and schedul-
ing. Friday field trips required. PREREQ: M 111 and EN 108.
CO 246 CONTRACTS AND SPECIFICATIONS (3.:o-3)(S). Contracts, contract
docun1ents and specifications for construction including legal as well as tech-
nical i~plications,c1a,ims,c, hange orders and contract administration,ertil',has-
izing Owner-Engineer/ Architect-Contractor functions and related pro!'>,ems.
Friday lield trips required. PREREQ: GB 202. ' ,
I '
.:l< Upper Di•.ision •
CO 32J CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT &. METHODS (3-8-3)(F).Characteris-
tics, capabilities, limitations and employment of general building and heavy
constru\;tion equipment. Friday field traps required. PREREQ: EN 205.
CO 330lSOlL MECHANICS AND FOUNDATION CONSTaUCTlON (3-8.3)(S).
Fundamentals of soil mechanics as it relates to foundation and earthwork
construCtion problems: interaction of water and soil, compaction, bearing
capacity, lateral pressures, drainage and waterproofing, spread footings,
retaining walls, pile foundations, and special foundation construction prob-
lems. Fr,idayfield trips required. PREREQ: M 204 or PERM/INST.
CO 351' MECHANICAL INSTALLATIONS (3-8-3)(F). The fundamentals of '
mechanical installations and associated construction problems including heat
loss and gain, heating, ventilating and air-conditioning, fluid flow in pipes and
ditchesas well as water supply, sewage,and fire protection installations. Friday
field trips required. PREREQ: PH 102 and EN 205.
CO 352 ELECTRICALAND ACOUSTlCAllNSTALlA TlONS (3-8-3)(S). The fun-
damentals of electrical and acoustical installations and associated construction
problems including electrical drcuits,conduits,conductors,switi:ti gear; other
service equipment and electrical transmission. Also included will be lighting
and acoustical installations and associated construction problems. Friday field
trips required. PREREQ: PH 102 and EN 205.
CO 370 COST ESTIMATING AND BIDDING (3-0-3)(S)•.Extracting quantities
from drawings, compiling and pricing estimates, preparation of bids. Friday
field trips required. PREREQ: CO 235. •
CO 374 CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS (3-0-3)(F).
'.Contractor organization; project supervision and motivation. Labor, materials,
equipment, safety, time and motion studies, time-lapse photography, methods
improvements, crew balance, and flow and process charts. Friday field trips
required. PREREQ: OS 207 and CO 370.
CO 410 CONCRETE AND FORMWORK CONSTRUCTION (3-0-3)(F). Design
and methods of formwork construction. Study of the properties of concrete,
-t -f "..
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Allmajors must fulfill general university requirements for the Bache-
lor of Arts degree. .
1. BA, English, Liberal Arts emphasis
• Specific Courses
Survey of British Literature E240and E260 6
Shakespeare E34S,346 3
Introduction to language Studies 1I30S 3
History of the English language 1I309 3
History of Literary Criticsm E393 3
Senior Seminar E496 2
• Area Requirements
American Literature E271, 272, 378, 384 3
Pre-1600 British Lit E340,341, 346, 349,
350,351,356,358,359 6
Post-1600 British-American lit E360,365, 366, 369, 377,
378,384,365,389,390,487 6
• Upper Division
Electives 15
• Competence in a Foreign language equivalent to twe, years of
University instruction.
2. BA, English, Secondary Education
• Specific Courses
Survey of British literature E240, E260 6
Shakespeare E345,346 : , 3
Introduction to language Studies 1I305 3
History of literary Criticism E393 3
Senior SeminarE498 : 2
• Area Requirements
American literature E271,272,378,364 3
• I
Degree ReqUirements
The major in English has traditionally served to develop skills of
imagining, reasoning, and communicating. English majors have
come to approach matters from a variety of points of view, to recog-
nize patterns of information or ideas from incomplete reports and to
understand other people as well as abstract principles. For these
reasons the major in English has provided one of the most successful
preparations for professional degrees in law, medicine, and
commerce. ."
Because the major serves students seeking personal development as
well as professional training, the department has designed a series of
major options to fit student needs. The Secondary Option fulfills
Idaho certification requirements and prepares students to teach in
school districts around the country. The General Option affords
student most flexibility through limiting departmental requirements.
The Liberal Arts emphasis, by requiring preparation in a number of
areas, offers the broadest, most complete background in the
disciplines.
Degrees Offered
Department of English
Liberal Arts Building, Room 2.26 Telephone (206) 365-1246
Chairman and Professor: Charles G. Davis; Professors: Boyer, leahy,
Martin, Sahni, Willis; Associate Professors: Cocotis, Fox, Guilford,
Maguire, Papinchak, Peek, Rinnert, Sanderson, Trusky, Widmayer,
Zirinsky; Assistant Professors: Ackley, Burmaster, Case, Dayley, Evett,
Hadden, King, lojek, McGuire, Nickerson, Selander, Thomas,
Warner. -
• BA, English, Liberal Arts
• BA, English, Secondary Education
• BA, English, General Literature emphasis
• BA, English, American Literature emphasis
• BA, English, British Literature emphasis
• BA, English, Linguistics emphasis
• BA, English, World Literature emphasis
• BA, English, Writing emphasis
• MA in Education, English emphasis.
(see Graduate College for details)
-Department Statement
College of Arts and Sciences
methods of mixing, placing, curing and finishing. Friday field trips required.
PREREQ: EN306. -
CO 417 PROJECT SCHEDULING AND CONTROL (3-9-3)(S). Critical path
method (CPM) as a construction planning, scheduling and management tech-
nique. Friday field trips required. PREREQ: EN107 and CO 374.
CO 493 INTERNSHIP. Cooperative education/internship in construction man-
a.gementprovid~s pr.actical, <?n-the-job experience in blueprint reading, mate-
nal takeoffs, estImating, equIpment management and project planning.
EN ENGINEERING
Lower Division
EN 100 ENERGYFOR SOCIETY (3-2-4)(F)(Area III). A general interest course
having no prerequisite. A basic understanding of energy and how it has been
put to use is developed to promote a better understanding of our present
technological society with its energy, environmental, social, and political
problems. Alternative as well as conventional energy solutions will be
studied.
EN 101 TECHNICAL DRAWING (2-2-2). A ba~ic course in technical drawing
covering lettering, the use of drawing instruments, geometry, orthographic
projections, sectioning, dimensioning, pictorial drawing and other drafting
_problems.' .
EN 104 (CS 124) DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMMING (2-0-2). An intro-
duction to FORTRAN programming principles and logic including input-
output, flow charting, handling arrays and subprograms, all applied to prob-
lem solving. PREREQ: M 106.or M 108.
EN107 ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALSAND COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
(3-9-3)(F/S). An introduction to engineering including subdivisions and
organization of the professions, methods of analysis, computations, and vec-
tors all of which include the use of computer programming. PREREQ: M
111,or equivalent. -
EN lq8 ENGINEERINGGRAPHICS (2-2-2)(F/S). Engineering graphical analysis
and graphic transmission of information including introduction to micro
computer design and drafting systems.
EN205 INTRODUCTION TO MECHANICS (3-0-3). Covers basic statics includ-
ing equilibrium, static friction, centroids, moment of inertia plus dynamics by
particle motion analysis. Kinetics of particles including concepts of force,
mass, acceleration, work, and energy, impulse and momentum. PREREQ: M
204 or PERM/INST and PH 220.
EN 206 DYNAMICS OF RIGID BODIES (2-0-2)(S). Analysis of forces and the
resulting motion as pertains to rigid bodies undergoing rotary and general
plane motion. PREREQ: EN 205. I
EN 215 BASIC SURVEYING (1-3-2)(F). A basic course in surveying serving as
both a preliminary course for engineering majors and a complete course for
forestry, construction management, and other non-engineering majors.
Course covers use of transit, level, plane table, and computations related to
elevation, traverse and stadia surveys. PREREQ: M 111 or equivalent.
EN216 ENGINEERINGMEASUREMENTS(1-3-2)(S). Advanced topics in survey-
ing plus theory and practice relating to types of errors, distribution of errors
and precision in measurements. PREREQ: EN 215.
EN 221 SYSTEMSAND CIRCUITS (3-9-3)(F). The fundamental course in elec-
trical engineering which provides an introduction to electrical circuits and
basic network analysis. Topics covered are simple resistive, capacitive and
inductive circuits, network theorems and circuit analysis methods. PREREQ:M~ ~ -,
EN 223 SYSTEMSAND CIRCUITS II (3-3-4)(S); A continuation of EN 221
-extending into second order circuits, the use of phasors, AC steady-state
analysis and frequency-domain analysis. Transform methods of circuit analy-
sis are introduced. PREREQ: EN 221.
EN 227 ELECTRICALENGINEERING CIRCUITS (3-0-3)(F). A survey course in
circuit analysis for engineering majors other than electrical and mechancial.
Topics covered include D.C. and A.C. circuit analysis using the basic network
theorems and analysis methods. PREREQ:, M 204.
EN 230 DIGITAL CIRCUITS I (3-0-3) (F). An introduction to number systems,
Boolean algebra, logic gates, Karnough mapping, combinational circuits, reg-
isters, and arithmetic operations. PREREQ: Math equivalent to M 106, 108,
111; offered every odd numbered year. - .
Upper Division
EN 301 FLUID MECHANICS (3-0-3)(S). Physical properties of fluids: fluid
mechanics and measurements; viscous and turbulent flow, momentum, lift,
drag, and boundary layer effects; flow in pipes and open channels. PREREQ:
EN206 and EN 205.
EN306 MECHANICS OF MATERIALS(3-9-3)(SI.Elasticity, strength, and modes
of failure of engineering materials, theory of stress and strains for columns,
beams and shafts. Three class periods per week. PREREQ: M 205 or PER-
MlINST and EN 205. . •
EN320 THERMODYNAMICS AND HEATTRANSFER(3-0-3)(F). Firstand second
laws of thermodynamics, thermodynamic processes; thermodynamic proper-
ties of fluids; flow processes; heat to work conversion; refrigeration, conduc-
tion and radiation. PREREQ: M 206 and PH 221.
EN382 ENGINEERINGECONOMY (2-0-2). Economic analysis and comparison
of engineering alternatives by annual-cost, present-worth, capitalized cost,
and rate-of-return methods; income tax considerations. PREREQ: Junior
standing.
/,---------------1
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Pre-l600 British lit E34O,341, 348, 349, 350,
351,356,356,359 : , 6
Post.l600 British-American lit E360,365, 366, 369, 377,
376,364,365,369,390,487 .................•... " 6
• Special Option Requirements.~ ','
a. Option 7-9 (Junior High)
Writing E201,401 (instead of E393) 3
Language 1I309 and 307 or 405 6
Methods. E301and 361 or TE356 6
Speech 3
literature for use in Junior and Senior -
High School E481 : ,3
Upper Division English Electives , 6
Western World literature E230,235 6
Successful completion of Secondary Option Writing
, Proficiency exam. '
Idaho Certification Requirements ••......... ; .... 29-35
b. Option 10-12 (Senior High)
Language 1I 307 and 309 or 405 .. ; 6
Methods. E 301 and 361 or TE356 6
Speech : 3
Advanced Writing E201,305, 306, 401 3
Upper Division English Electives '.. :.: 9
Western World literature E230 3
Successful completion of Secondary Option Writing
Proficiency exam. _
Idaho Certification Requirements ••.............. 29-35
c. Option 7-12 (composite) •
Language 1I 309 and 307 or, 405 6
Methods. E301 and 361 or TE356 6
Speech 3
literature for use in Junior and Senior ..
High School, E481 ..........•............... ; 3
Advanced Writing E201, 305, 306, 401.; 3
Upper Division English Electives .......•.............. 6
Western World literature EnO 3
Successful completion of Secondary Option Writing
Proficiency exam. '
Idaho Certification Requirements ••.............. 29-35
Idaho Certification Requirements ••.............. '29.35
Found of Education TE201 3
Educational Psychology P 325 3
Educ. Except. Secondary Student TE333 1
Reading in Content Subjects TE407 3
Methods Courses •............................... 6
_Secondary School Methods TE361 3
Secondary School Student Teaching 10-16
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education
option may require more than 128credit hours, SeeDepartment of Teacher Education
listing for more information,
~A, English, General literature emphasis
• Completion of 53 credits in English or linguistics excluding E
101, E102, El11-H, and E112-H. ,
a. Of these credits, 38 must be upper,division, including E
496, Senior Seminar. -
b. Of the upper division credits, 15 must be in British litera-
ture, excluding E365, E369, and E487. '
• No more than 9 credits may be in special topics courses in
English or linguistics.
4. BA, English, American literature emphasis
• Specific courses:
Survey of American lit, E 271,272 6
Shakespeare, E345 or E346 3
American Renaissance, E 377 3
American Realism, E 376 3
lit of American West E364 3
Folklore, E390 3
Senior Seminar, E496 2
• Area requirements:
Modern British & American lit E365,369,487 3
Lower Division lit courses E211, 213, 217, 219, 240 or 260 9
Upper Division electives in literature or linguistics 16
American Political Theory PO 331 , .3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 (Area II) 3
U.S. History HY 151, 354, 355, 356, 356, or 359 -.. 3
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5. BA, English, British literature emphasis
• Specific courses:
Survey of British literature E240, 260...•................. 6
Shakespeare E345 or 346 ........................•...... 3
Senior Seminar E496 2
• Area Requirements: -
Pre-1600 British lit courses numbered E34O-359 12
Post-1600 British lit courses numberedE 360-369 6
Electives in British or American lit (15 Upper Division) .•.. 24
British History HY 311, 312, 336 or 432 3
,6. BA, English, linguistics emphasis
• Specific courses:' '
Intro to linguistics 1I 305 3
Applied English Linguistics 1I307 ...............•........ 3
History of English Language 1I 309 3
Modern English Structure 1I405 3
Applied Linguistics in Teaching ESL1I407 3
ESLInternship E493 3
Senior Seminar E496 2
• Area Requirements:, .'
Old or Middle English Lang or Lit (Le., E340) or . .'
foreign Lit read in originallangua~e 3
Electives in literature lower or upper division 15
Upper division electives in Lit. (12 British Lit) 15
oneJear of a Foreign Language 6.6
A 2n year of foreign language or one year of a
2nd foreign language 6-6
Cultural Anthropology, AN 102 (Area II core) 3
7. BA; English, World literature emphasis
• Specific cou rses:
Far Eastern Literature E215 .........................•... 3
Western World lit 030,235 6
19th & 20th Cent Continental Lit E336, 338 6
Medieval Epics & Romance, E341 3
Shakespeare E345 or 346 ' 3
Folklore E390 ' 3
History of Literary Criticism E393 , 3
Senior Seminar E496 2
• Area Requirements:
Lower Division Lit--E 211,213,217,240,260,271 or 272 6
English lit co'urses from E340-369 9
Upper Division electives in lit or linguistics , 9
World Drama TA341,342, or 445 3
History, other than US or British 6
6. BA,~ngli~h, Writing emphasis
• Specific courses:
Advanced Expository Comp.E 201 3
Technical Writing E202 3
Advanced Writing E401 ' , 3
Writing Internship E493 3
Senior Seminar E496 ; 2
• Area Requirements: '
Creative Writing E205,206,305,or 306 6
Additional upper division writing course 3
linguistics 1I305,306,307, or 309 6
Lower Division Litelectives 6
Upper division lit electives 12
Additionalupper division lit or ling electives 6
Interdisciplinary electives, AS 315,CM 471,473,474, 6
HY 210 or HY480-499,GO 471,LS 311,PY335,408
or as approved. by English Chair)
Minor Endorsement in English
~dva~c,:d Composition 3
,t~~l~I~~~s::::::::::::::::;::.:::.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~
Survey of,American literature E271, 272 3
Lower Division literature
(To be selected from E215, 230, 235, 240, 260) 6
Upper Division literature ; 6
Successful completion of Secondary Option Writing Proficiency
exam.
Theatre Arts Minor For English
Technical Theatre (basic set drawing and construction) TA 117 .. .4
Technical Theatre (basic set'design, painting, lighting) TA 118 .4
Acting TA 215 3
Major Production ParticipationTA 33L , 3
~
/
College of Arts and Sciences
One of the following:
Stage Voice TA 233 .................•............•......... 3
World Drama, 500 B.C. to 1660 TA 341 3
World Drama, 1660 to 1960T A 342 : 3
Contemporary Theatre TA 445 3
Di recti ng TA 401 ' ' 3
One of the following:.. ;
Shak~speare: Tragedies and'Histories E 345 : 3
Shakespeare: Comedies and Romanaces E346 3
Total hours in Theatre Arts Minor f~r English Major 23
Combined Major, Communication and English
The combined major is designed for students interested in jobs in
business and industryor mass communication. It offers an opportun-
ity to combine courses in complementary subject areas. Students
may select an emphasis in Journalism or in Communication under
the combined major. .-
Refer to the Departm£l1t of Communication listing in this Catalog for
the specific requi rements.
Course Offerings
EENGLISH
'.
Students who transfer from other schools with qualifying scores on objective
tests equivalent to those administered to Boise State University freshman will
be required to take onl~ the essay sectionof the plact;menltests. See re~uire-
ments below for remedial and advanced 'placement In English Composition.
Nine credits of Creative Writing may be counted toward fulfillment of the
major requirements. ,.
Lower Division
E 010 DEVELOPMENTAL WRITING (1-2-9). Training in writing and editing
processes with emphasis on correctness and sentence structure. Allention to
fluency, organization, development, revision. Required if writing sample
demonstrates need or if ACT, SAT.or TWSEscore is below 20th percentile. Also
for basic review. Successful completion of competency test required.
E101 ENGLISH COMPOSITION (3-9-3)(Core). Basic skills in writing, including
use of supportive materials. source references, basic pallerns of organization,
and standard usage. Successful completion of competency test required.
PREREQ: ACT score 20 or S in Developmental Writing. '
E102 ENGLISH COMPOSITION (3-9-3)(Core). Advanced practice in expository
writing, which may include literary material as a means of teaching critical
reading and writing and communication of complex ideas. Successful comple-
tion of competency test required. PREREQ: E101 or PERM/INST.
E111, 112 HONORS COMPOSITION (3-9-3)(Core). p'rovides superior student
challenge emphasizing individual study and original writing. Introduction to
critical writing and study of ideas through literature. Honors 111 concentrates
on lyric, poetry, essays, and short fiction. Normal prerequisite:' ACT of 80th
. percentile or above for E 111. Successful completion of competency test
required. PREREQ: E 111 or PERM.lCHMN for E 112.
E120 ENGLISH ASA SECOND LANGUAGE (S-9-3)(F/S). Basic skills in American
English pronunciation, sequence structure, composition and reading for for.
eign students with TOEFL scores (or equivalent) of 500 or below. Practice in
speaking and listening to current American English, reading.and vocabulary
development; elementary principles of English Composition. PREREQ:
Admission to college, recommendation of Foreign Student Advisor and PER.
M/INST. Credit not applicable toward requirements for graduation.
E121 ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE (S-0-3)(F/S). Continuation of E120
with special emphasis on vocabulary development, reading and development
of skills in wrillen English. For foreign students with TOEFL scores (or equival-
ent) of 500-550. PREREQ: Admission to College, recommendation of Foreign
Student Advisor and PERM/INST. The sequence E 122:123 satisfies the E101
requi rement for foreign students.
E122 COMPOSITlON AND READING FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS (S-0-3)(F/S).
PractiCe in college level reading and composition; development of special
vocabulary skills related to individual needs, advanced English sentence struc-
ture. For Foreign students with TOEFL scores ()f 501-575. PREREQ: Admission
to college, recommendation of Foreign Stude'nt Advisor and PERM/INST. The
sequence E122.123 satisfies the E101 requirem'Cnt for foreign .students. "
E123 ADVANCED ENGLISH COMPOSITION FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS (5-9-3)
(F/S). Study of and practice in the principles of formaland informal wrillen
English; principles of the essar and research paper; continuation of vocabulary
development and mastery 0 the more complex.types of English structure.
PREREQ: Admission to college, recommendation of Foreign Student Advisor
and PERM/INST. The sequence,E 122-123 satisfic;s the E 101 requirement for
foreign students. • ; '. •
E 131 INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE (3-9-3)(F/S). A study of popular and
classic novels, short stories, plays. and poems bynotable American, British,and
50
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other authors. Students will see film or television versions and hear recorded
renditions of some of the works read. PREREQ: Completion of or concurrent
enrollment in E 101 or PERM/CHMN. . } .
E 201 ADVANCED EXPOSITORY COMPOSITION 13-0-3)(F/S)•.An advanced
writing course for students who wish to develop ski Is beyond those acquired
in English Composition. Students examine specimens of professional writing
as well as criticizing the work of other students. Extensive writing practice
stressing organization, clarity and effectiveness'. PREREQ: E 102 or
PERM/CHMN. '"
E202 TECHNICAL WRITING (3-9-3)(F/S). Practi~e in writing the kinds of reports
used in the sciences, social sciences, health servicesand industry. Students will
improve the logic, organization and persuasiveness of their writing. Will not
fulfill Area I requirements •. PRERE~: E102 or PERM/CHMN. j'
E205 CREATIVE WRITING - Poelry (3-9-3)(F). PREREQ: PERM/INST. based on
evaluation of student's original work. May be repeated for nine credit hours.
E 206 CREATIVE WRITING-FICTION (3-9-3)(S). Introduction to fiction writing
with a concentration on descriptive technique. Readings in the short story.
E 211 THE BIBLE AS LITERATURE (3-9-3)(S). Exa~ines seiect~dhisio;ical, bio.
graphical, poetic, dramatic teaching and leller-writing portions ..of Hebrew-
Christian testaments. Emphasis in literacy aspects with discussions of notable
conc~pts in major writings. PREREQ.,E102." f _
E 213 AFRO-AMERICAN LITERATURE (3-0-3)(S). The Black experience as
reflected in the development of. Black American literature. This course relates
Afro.American writing to its saBentsocial and cultural conditions. It explores
recurrent and characteristic themes, techniques, and ~enres from Slavery to
present. Emphasis is on Black writing from the 1930 s to the present day.
PREREQ: E 102. . i'
E215 FAR EASTERNUTERATURE, IN TRANSLATION (3-0-3)(S) (Area I). Survey
of literature of Far Eastern Countrieswith major emphasis on China, India, and
japan. An introduction cultural and religious environment of each country
covered. PREREQ: E102.
E217 MYTHOLOGY (3-0-3)(F). Mythologies and mythologiCal concepts having
most influence on Western civilization. Emphasis on Greek, Norse and judeo.
Christian mythologies and their relation to religion, literature, art and modern
psychology .. PREREQ: E102. . •. " •
E219 NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN FOLKLORE AND LITERATURE (3-9-3)(F). A
comparative study of traditional Native American beliefs and practices as
reflected in authentic oral narratives and creative writlenliterature. The
content, form and style or oral narratives and the functions which these
narratives serve in preliterate societies receive particular emphasis. PREREQ: E
102.
E230 WESTERN WORLD LITERATURE (3-0-3)(F) (Area I). Introduction to writ-
ings of the great minds in the Western tradition which have shaped ourcultural
and literacy past arid present. Reading includes selections from ancient
'Greece, Imperial Rome, medieval Europe and Renaissance Europe. PREREQ: E
.102.
E235 WESTERN WORLD LITERATURE (3-0'-3)(S) (Areal). An introduction to the
Western literary tradition as it has developed during the last four centuries.
Allention will be paid to the way in which the older values andallitLides are
challenged by the new spirit of skepticism and rebellion. PREREQ: E102.
'E240 SURVEY OF BRITISH LITERATURE TO 1790 (3-0-3)(F)(Area I). Examines
the dominant cultural movements and literary forms in England from the
middle ages through the 18th century. PREREQ: E102. •
E 260 SURVEY OF BRITISH LITERATURE: 1790 TO PRESENT(3-9-3)(S)(Area I)•
The reflection of social and cultural changes in the poetry and prose of
Romantic, Victorian and modern England. PREREQ: E102.
E 271 SURVEY OF' AMERICAN LITERATURE: Beginnings to Civil War (3-0-
3)(F/S)(Area I). This course traces the artistic,'philosophic, social, scientific,and
intellectual influences on American writers and the emergence of an inde-
pendent American outlook, as seen in the literary works oflsuch authors as
'Thoreau, Hawthorne,-Melville', Emerson, and Whitman. PREREQ: E102.
E 272 SURVEY OF AMERICAN LITERATURE: Civil War to' Present (3-0-
3)(F/S)(Area I). This course traces the continued development of.American
Literary thought as revealed in the works of such authors as Twain', james,
Hemingway, Eliot, and Faulkner. PREREQ: E 102
. Upper Divisio~ '
'E301 TEACHING ENGLISH COMPOSITION (3-0-3)(FIS). Methods and tech-
niques for teaching English composition in secondary schools, with emphasis
on individualization of instruction, student-centered activity, creativity, and
integration of composition into all the other aspects of the total English pro-
gram.Limited to teachers, students with a secondary option and a major or
minor in English, or consent of the department. PREREQ: Upper Division
standing, and 1I 305, Introduction to language Studies, or inservice teaching.
E305 CREATIVE W~ITING'- ADVANCEI,{POETRY (3-0-3)(S); PREREQ: E205 or
PERM/INST based on evaluation of student's work. May be repeated for nine
credit hours. •
. .. , ., ."'1'
E306 ADVANCED FICTION (3-0-3)(F), Exploration of. narrative technique dia.
logue form, and the s.nort story. Recommended : E206. :.
E 336 NINETEENTH-CENTURY CONTINENTAL LITERATURE (3-0-3)(5). Major
European writers in the 19th century in translation. Reading maintains a
chronological approach stressing the relationship of the literature to the socio-
economic and political conditions of the times. Works of Goethe, Stendahl,
j
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Flaubert, Nietzsche, Schopenhauer, Dostoevsky and Tolstoy are included.
PREREQ: E 102 or PERM/CHMN. Alternate years. Offered 1986/1987.
E 338 TWENTIETH-CENTURY CONTINENTAL LITERATURE (3-o-3)(S). Twen-
tieth century philosophical trends and cultural themes are emphasized in the
reading. Includes works by Mann,Mauriac, Kafka, Hesse, Grass and Solzhenit-
zyn, which examine mythological, existential, religious, and political themes in
relation to contemporary human values.PREREQ: E 102 or PERM/CHMN.
Alternate years. Offered 1986/1987.
E340 CHAUCER (3-o-3)(F). Emphasis on The Canterbury Tales and Troilus and
Criseyde. Also representative minor works. PREREQ: Three credits, lower
division literature or PERM/CHMN. Alternate years. Offered 1986/1987.
E341 MEDIEVAL EPICS AND ROMANCES (3-o-3)(F/S). Representative English
and continental epics and romances, including Beowulf, Sir Gawain, and the
Green.Knight, Ch.retien de Tr?yes, Arthurian Romances, !he Sonp of Roland,
the Nlbelungenlled, The Cld. PREREQ: ;Three credits of literature or
PERM/CHMN. Alternate years. Offered 1987/88.
E345 SHAKESPEARE: TRAGEDIES AND HISTORIES (3-o-3)(F/S). A selection of
the tragic plays including Romeo & Juliet, Hamlet and King lear, and the best
plays concerning English history. PREREQ: Three. credits literature or
PERM/CHMN.
E 346 SHAKESPEARE: COMEDIES AND ROMANCES (3-0-3)(F/S). Representa-
tive plays such as The Taming of the Shrew, A Midsummer's Night Dream, As
You Like It, Twelfth Night, and the Tempest. PREREQ: Three credits of litera-
ture or PERM/CHMN. "' .•
E348 BRITISH RENAISSANCE POETRY AND PROSE (3-o-3)(F/S). A study of the
poetry and prose of the English Renaissance, including works by More Mar-
lowe, Spenser, Shakespeare, and Bacon, PREREQ: Three credits of literature or
PERM/CHMN.Alternate years. Offered 1987/1988.
E349 ELIZABETHAN AND JACOBEAN DRAMA (3-o-3)(F/S). Tragic and comic
plays by Shakespeare's contempories such as Kyd, Marlowe, Jonson, Tourneur,
Chapman, Midaletown, Marston, Webster ana Ford. PREREQ: Three credits
literature or PERM/CHMN. Alternate years. Offered 1986/1987.
E 350 SEVENTEENTH CENTURY POETRY AND PROSE (3-o-3)(S). The works of
English authors such as Francis Bacon, Ben Johnson, John Donne, George
Herbert, Andrew Marvell, Robert Burton, and Thomas Browne, who flour-
ished in the first 60 years of the 17th century. The social, philosdphical, and
scientific background of this period .• PREREQ: Three credits'literature or
PERM/CHMN. Alternate years. Offered 1986/1987.
E351 MILTON (3-o-3)(S). A study of John Milton's major poetryand p~ose~with
special emphasis on Paradise lost, Paradise Regained and samson Agonlstes.
PREREQ:. Three credits of literature or PERM/CHMN. Alternate years.
Offered 1986/1987. J
E356 BRITISH DRAMA: THE RESTORATION TO THE DECADENT MOVEMENT
(3-o-3)(F/S). A study of Restoration tragedy, the comedy of mann'ers, sentimen-
tal comedy, and comic opera. Playwrights read include Wycherley, Dryden,
j Etherege, Congreve, Gay, Sheridan, Goldsmith, Gilbert and Sullivan, and
Wilde. PREREQ: Three credits lower-division literature or consent of Depart-
ment Chair. Alternate years. Offered 1986/1987.
E358 RESTORATION AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURY POETRY AND PROSE (3-0-
3) (F/S). A study of literary currents in the British Enlightenment-from satiric to
, sentimental, reasonable to fanciful. Emphasis: Dryden, Pope, Swift, and John-
son, plus works by Addison and Steele, Thomson, Boswell, Gray, Gibbon,
Burke,and others. PREREQ: Three credits lower-division literature or consent
of Department Chair. Alternate years. 1987/88.
E359 BRITISH NOVEl: BEGINNINGS THROUGH AUSTEN (3-o-3)(F). An inves-
tigation of the novel tracing its roots and exploring the work of Defoe, Richard-
son, Fielding, Smollett, Sterne, Austen and others. The emergence of the most
popular genre of literature helps us to understand how fiction reflects our
assumption about the world around us. PREREQ: Three credits of literature or
PERM/CHMN.
E360 BRITISH ROMANTIC POETRY AND PROSE (3-o-3)(F). Readings in Blake,
Wordsworth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, and others. These Romantics
provide freshly imagined patterns of emotional and intellectual response to
nature and our place in it. PREREQ: Three credits literature or PERM/CHMN.
E 365 VICTORIAN POETRY (3-0-3)(S). Readings in Tennyson, Browning,
Arnold, and others. Thei r poems are the someti mes sane, someti mes shocking
results of trying to find and keep artistic and moral hope amidst vital but
unhealthy times. PREREQ: Three credits literature or PERM/ CHMN.
E 366 VICTORIAN PROSE (3-o-3)(S). Great prose stylists, including Carlyle,
Arnold, Newman, Ruskin, and Pater, bring insights to controversy over issues
.still with us. Their subjects range from industrialism to mysticism, their pur-
poses from amusement to reformation. PREREQ: Three credits literature or
PERM/ CHMN. Alternate years. Offered 1986/87.
E369 BRITISH NOVEl: SCOTT THROUGH HARDY (3-o-3)(S). An investigation
of the development of the English novel during the nineteenth century with
particular attention to ihe impact of Victorian thought ~n the genre and to the
emergence of the modern novel. Includes Scott, Dlckens;Thackeray, the
Brontes, Eliot, Meredith, and Hardy. PREREQ: Three credits of literature or
PERM/CHMN.
U77 AMERICAN RENAISSANCE (3-o-3)(F/S). A study in the second generation
of the American literary experience when such leading writers as Hawthorne,
Melville, Emerson, Thoreau, Poe and Whitman, acting under the varied
impulses of Puritansim, Romanticism and idealism, created the first universal
vision of human experience to appear in American literature. PREREQ: Three
, credits of literature or PERM/CHMN. ; ,
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E378 AMERICAN REALISM (3-o-3)(F/S). American literature from the Civil War
to World War I.'Mark Twain, Stephen Crane, Henry James, W.D ..Howell,s, Kate
Chopin, and fellow Realists wrote about the average. person In .the IIg~t of
common day. Their novels show how American writers were increaSingly
influenced by science, business, and art. PREREQ: Three creditsof literature or
PERM/CHMN.
E 381 METHODS OF TEACHING SECONDARY SCHOOL ENGLISH (3-o-3)(F).
Study of traditional and modern theories and methods of teaching cOf!lposi-
tion, language and literature at the secondary level. PREREQ: Introduction to
language Studies 1I 305.
E384l1TERATURE OF THE AMERICAN WEST (3-o-3)(F/S). The literary merits .of
works by representative Western writers such as Wallace Stegner, Owen .WIS-
ter, H.t. Davis, John Steinbeck, and Willa Cather. Also discussed are regional
values and Western types such as the mountain man, the cowboy and the
pioneer.PREREQ: Three credits of literature or PERM/CHMN.
E385 MODERN BRITISH AND AMERICAN FICTION (3-o-3)(F/S). Designed to
acqua.int. both n~nma)ors a.n.dmajors with !ypica~ t~eme~, subject matter, ~nd
stylistic innovations In British and American fiction since 1900. Rea.dlng
includes selected n'ovels and short stories,by such authors as Cary, Ellison,
Faulkner, Gardner, Golding, Hemingway, Joyce, lawrence, O'Connor, Stein-
beck, Welty ,and others. PREREQ: Three credits in literature or PERM/CHMN.
E389 MODERN BRITISH AND AMERICAN DRAMA (3-o-3)(F/S). An analysis of
the various dynamic confrontation between 20th century audiencesan.d actors
arranged by aramatists as far apart in their times, themes, and techniques as
Shaw and Stoppard, O'Neill, and Osborne, PREREQ: Th,reecredits literature or
PERM/CHMN. "
E3!lO FOLKLORE (3-o.3)(F/S). Study of what folklore iS,its writt~n and oral
traditions, its different genres. PREREQ: E 102.
E 393 HISTORY OF LITERARY CRITICISM (3-o-3)(F). A survey of critical
approaches to literature from Plato to the twentieth century. PREREQ: A
literature surveyor PERM/CHMN:
E 401 ADVANCED WRITING (3-o-3)(F/S). Wrfting for the student who wants
advanced training in expressing ideas. The emphasis is on devel~ping effe~-
tive prose styles, taking into account varieties of tecllnique and their appropri-
ateness for a specific audience. Will not fulfill Area I requirement for gradua-
tion. PREREQ: E 102 or PERM/INST. .
E 4a1l1TERATURE'FOR USE IN JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOLS (3-0.
3)(F). A literary content course designed for prospective or experie~~ed
teachers of secondary school English. Primary emphasis is placed on Critical
reading of literature ordinarily used with adolescents in sec~ndary sc~ools.
,Secondary emphasis is rlaced on methods of critical analYSISarproPrlate to
secondary students. AI ,genres will be discussed: Both c1as~ica and popular
authors will be included. PREREQ: E102, completion of two literature courses.
E 487G MODERN BRITISH AND AMERICAN POETRY (3.-o-3)(F/SI' A st~~y of
the radical changes Eliot, Pound, Yeats,and others made In poetry strad,tlonal
aesthetic and thematic concerns early in this century. The course traces po~-
try's continuing metamorphosis into the present day. PREREQ: Three credits
literature or PERM/CHMN: . .
E 488G METHODS AND THEORIES OF LITERARY CRITICISM (3-o-3)(S) .• A
detailed study and application of major critical methods and theOries.
PREREQ: E 393 or PERM/CHMN.
E 498 SENIOR SEMINAR (2"0-2)(S). Required of all senior English majors.
PREREQ: Senior standing or PERM/CHMN.
HU HUMANITIES'
HU 207 208 INTRODUCTION TO HUMANITIES j3-o-3)(F/S)(Area I). Man's
intelleciual and creative heritage as reflected in art, iterature, philosophy, and
ar.c~itecture. PREREQ: E 102 or P~_RM/CHMN.
LI LINGUISTICS .
II 305 INTRODUCTION TO LANGUAGE STUDIES (3-o-3)(F). A gene.ral s~r~ey
of contemporary language study as it is tarried on in th.e fj~lds of IIngUlstl~s,
anthropology, semantics, psychology, an~ c?mmu~lcatlon the~ry, With
emphasis on sound, word, sentence formation In English. PREREQ. E 102 or
PERM/CHMN.
II 307 APPLIED ENGLISH LINGUISTICS (3-o-3)(S). Application of Iin~l!istic
theory and concepts to the teaching of English gram~ar.and co.mposltlon:
Analysis of specific problems of structure encountered In Instr.uctlon. Examlj
nation of texts and materials, reports on pertinent a~ticles in professiona
journals and demonstrations. For teachers or prospective teachers of secon-
dary schools. PREREQ: 1I 305 or PERM/CHMN.
lI309 HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (3-o-3)(S). A study of the periods
on the development of English; Indo-European and Germar:,ic backwounds;
development of writing; internal and social forces of .chang~; dialects of
English. Concentrated work with written documents In Enghsh language
history. PREREQ: 1I 305 or PERM/CHMN.
U 405 MODERN ENGLISH STRUCTURE (3-o-3)(F/S). An approach to f!l0dern
English grammar based on linguistic principles; will cover word formation and
sentence structure including transformational, structural, and newly develop-
ing theories of grammar. PREREQ: 1I 305 or PERM/CHMN. Alternate years.
Offered 19,87/88.' .
~U"407 APPLIED LINGUISTICS IN TEACHING ENGLISH AS A SECOND LAN-
,GUAGE (3-0-3)(S). Designed to help ,teachers in the bilingual classroom or
:I
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teachersof students of limited proficiency in spe~king Englishto understand to
deal with the processoflearning English. It will focus on identifying, defining,
and remedying the speCific problems that confront.learners of a second ,lan-
guage. PREREQ:U 305Alternate years. Offered 19~7/88. .
Departmellfof
Geology/ Geophysics
Mathematics-Geology Bldg., Rm. 104 Telephone (208) 385-1631
Chairman, Associate Professor: Craig White; Professors: Donaldson,
Hollenbaugh, Spinosa, Waag, Wilson; Associate Professors: Bentley,
Pelton, Wood; Assis,tant Professor: Snyder. .~
Degrees Offered'
• BS, Geology
• BS, Geophysics
• BS, Earth Science Education, Secondary Education .
• MS, Education, Earth Science emphasis (see Graduate College for
details)
• MS, Geology: cooperative program with ldah'o State University
(See Graduate College for details)' .
"
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Special Information for'Students
} .j" f ,
. The curriculum leading to the BSdegree in Geology is designed for
those students who plan a career in Geology or who plan to attend
graduate school. The curriculum leading to the BSdegree in Earth
Science Education is designed to prepare the student to teach Earth
Science in secondary schools and to meet the teacher certification
requirements of the State of Idaho. The curriculum has full national
accreditation.""
The program leading to theBS degree in Geophysics is designed for
studentswho would like a career in Geophysics or who plan to attend
graduate school. The curriculum offers a broad background of
courses in Geology, Mathematics, Chemistry and Physics to support
t~e Geophysics cours~s. .'-' ,
The curriculum leading to the MS in Secondary Education, Earth
Science emphasis, is designed to provide advanced academic train-
ing in the topics of Earth Science to those students pursuing a teach-
ing career. The curriculum has fullnationahiccreditation. .
For details regarding the Master of Science in Geology offered in
cooperation with the Geology Department at Idaho State University,
refer to the Graduate College section of this Catalog.
In addition to the courses formally offered in all degree programs, a
student may acquire credit for independent study, internship,
undergraduate or graduate thesis,odor participation.in departmen-
tal research projects.
Nondegree course offerings in Geography meet the 15 credit
requirement under the 30-15-15 Social Science, Secondary Education
Degree Program offered in the Departments of Economics,History,
,Political Science, and Sociology, Anthropology and Psychology.
Degree Requirements
GEOLOGY MAJOR
Bachelor o~ Science Degree R~quirements
1. General University and
BS Degree Requirements : 21
Note that Area III is fulfilled by the major requirements below.
Recommended Core Courses:
Area, I, Foreign Language (201 or higher),.: .
Area' II, Economics, Geography'" .'
2. Major Requirements: '
Geology and Geophysics 53
Physical Geology GO 101 ...............•. - 4
Historical Geology GO 103 ; 4
Intro to Mineralogy GO 221 :' ;' '. ; 3
Field Geology GO 280 .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Igneous & Metamorphic Petrology GO 323 . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Igneous & Metamorphic Petrography GO 324 1
Sedimentation & Stratigraphy GO 310. ~., ; 4
52
Geomorphology GO 313 ..•..........•........... ; •..•. j
Structural Geology GO 314 4
Invertebrate Paleontology GO 351 : : 3
Geophysics GP 300 or GP 301 .. , ' 3
Summer Field Camp GO 482 ......................•..... 4
Summer Field Camp Report GO 483 2
Senior Seminar GO 498 or 499 .........................•. 1
Geology Electives .............•...................•... 11
College Chemistry C 131, 132, 133, 134 ......•............... 9
Physics
Option I: (Recommended for students planning graduate
studies) .' "
Physics I, II, and Lab PH 211,212 : 5
Option II: General Physics PH 101-102 .............•...•. 8
Mathematics M 204~205. orM211.212 '......•.•.... 9-10
, (Mathematics through M 206 is recommended for students pian-
o ning graduate studies.) ,
• cs 124 and M 225 oran accepiable STATISTICScourse may be substituted for M 205.
Basic Surveying EN 215 or Cartography GG 220 2-3
Free Electives - 24-29
EARTH SCIENCE EDUCATION MAJOR
Bachelor of Science Degree Requii-ements
~ll ~,
1. C;eneral University and BS degree requirements ........•... 21
Note that Area I," is fulfilled by the major requirements below.
2. Major Requirements:. .
Geology ......•.......................................... 30
Physical Geology GO 101 .........................•..... 4
Historical Geology GO 103 4
Intro to Ocean Geology GO 210 .....•.................... 3
Intro to Meteorology GO 213 ............•.............. 3
Senior Seminar GO 498,499 1
Geomorphology GO 313 3
Geology electives to total 30 credits 18
College Chemistry C 131,132,133,134 9
GeneralPhysics PH 101-102 8
, . OR
General Botany BT 103 and General Zoology Z 130 ;9
Mathematics through M-204 ..................•........... 10
Intro to Descriptive Astronomy PH 105 A
Electives ...........•..............•.•................•.. 11-13
Recommended electives: Geography, Communication, Foreign
Language, Mathematics, life Science, Field Geology, Mineralogy
3. Education Requirements 26-32
The following are required for SecondaryTeaching, Certification
in Idaho:
Foundations of Education TE'201 , 3
Educational PsychologyP 325 3
Educ. the Except. Secondary Student TE 333 1
Reading in Content Subject TE 407 3
Secondary School Science Methods TE 384 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 3
Secondary Student Teaching ........................•.. 10-16
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for gradualion with a secondary educalion
oplion may require more Ihan 128credil hours. See Departmenl of Teacher Educalion
Iisling for more informalion.
. . GEOPHYSICS MAJOR
Bachelor of Science Degree Requirements .
1. General Unive~sity and • • ' ..
BS Degree Requirements 21
NOTE: Area III is fulfilled by the major requiremenlS below ..
. 2. Major Requir'ements: .. '. .",;,
Geoph ysics ".',' 21
.,Gravimetric-Magnetic Methods GP 310 '. : 3
Electrical Methods GP 320 3
Seismic Methods GP 330 3
Geophysics Field Camp GP 340 6
Exploration Well Logging GP 410 : : 3
Geophysical App. of Dig. Sig. Proc. GP 420 ' 3
Geology 26
Physical Geology GO 101-. 4
Historical Geology GO 103 4
College of Arts and Sciences
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Intro to Mineralogy GO 221 3
Field Geology GO 280 ,.•.. 3
Igneous and Metamorphic Petrology GO 323 ....•.. , 3
Igneous and Metamorphic Petrography GO 324 1
Sedimentation and Stratigraphy GO 310 4
Structural Geology GO 314 .4
Chemistry ' _ 7
College Chemistry I C 131 , , 3
College Chemistry I Lab C 132 , 1
College Chemistry II C 133 3
(C 134 not required) - ,
Physics , .. , .. 13
Mechanics, Waves and Heat PH 211 , .4
Mechanics, Waves and Heat Lab PH 212 1
Electricity, Magnetism and Optics PH 213 , 4
Electricity, Magnetism and Optics Lab PH 214 .•.•. .- " .1
Electricity and Magnetism PH 381 3
Mathematics - 24
Digital Computer Programming CS 124 or EN 104 2
Calculus & Analytic Geometry I M 204 5
Calculus & Analytic Geometry II M 205 4
Calculus & Analytic Geometry ,II I ty1206 , .4
Vector Calculus M 320 :~ , , 2
Differential Equations M 331 3
Lin Sysand Sig Proc CS 426 4
Electives •............................................... 16
• Recommended electives usually include 3 courses tailoredtoan individual student's
needs. See an advisor for assistance.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Foundations of Education TE 201 .•................
Intra to Geography GG 101 .........•.............
~neral Physics PH 101-102 •..........•...........
General Botany BT 130 - General Zoology Z 130 .
Intro to Ocean Geology GO 201 .
Intra to Meteorology GO 214 ....•................
General Psychology P 101 ..•.....................
Degree Requirements .
, Intra Descriptive Astronomy PH 105.,' : .
JUNIOR YEAR
Upper Division Geology .......•.....•............
Degree Requirements ,.....•.......... , .
Upper Division Electives .....•.•............... ;.
Geomorphology GO 313 .....•.•.....•.........••
SENIOR YEAR
Educational Psychology P 325 .
Upper Division Geology .......•..................
Geology Seminar GO 498,499 .......•............ :
Secondary School Methods TE 381 .•..............
Student Teaching .............................•..
Reading in Content Subject TE 407 .
Secondary School Science MethodsTE 384 .
Educ Except Secondary Student TE333 ..•..........
3
3 ~
4 or 4
4 or 5
3
34
3
6
4
16 21-22
4 4
3 6-; 6
3
17 16
3
6
1
3
- 10-16
3
3
1
1614-20
Recommended Programs
GEOLOGY MAJOR
FRESHMAN YEAR ,_ _ ,
College Chemistry C 131, 132, 133,134 .
Engli.sh Composition E 101-102 '._ - .
PhYSical Geology GO 101 .
Historical Geology GO 103 .
Algebra and Trigonometry M 111 .
Calculus and Analytic Geometry M 204 , .
1st 2nd
SEM SEM
4 5
3 3
4
4
5
GEOPHYSICS MAJOR
FRESHMAN YEAR
Engli.sh Composition E101-E 102 ...•.............•
PhYSical Geology GO 101 •.•.•....................
Historical Geology GO 103 .
College Chemistry I C 131 .
College Chemistry Lab C132 ...............•.....
College Chemistry II C 133 ~ .
Calculus & Anal. Geometry M 204 •.......•........
Digital Computer Programming EN 104 or CS 124 ...
Area I ..........•.•.•.•.•......................•
Elective ........•........•.•.................• : ..
4
3
3
3
6 6
3
16 12
3
1
4
3
3
4
4
1 0
3
15 11
SUMMER OF JUNIOR YEAR
Geophysics Field Camp GP 340 ...•.....•.•..•......•....... 6
SENIOR YEAR
Linear Systems & Signal Proc CS 426, .
Elec & Mag (advanced) PH 381 ..•....... '.......•..
, Exploration Well logging GP 410 .. : .•....••.......
Geophys App of Dig Sig Proces GP 420 ...•...•....
Areal & II ..............•....................•..
Elective .•..........................•......•.....
SOPHOMORE YEAR _
Intro to Mineralogy GO 221 ..•........•......•...
Field Geology GO 280 : , .
Calculus &Anal. Geometry.ll M 205 •..•...........
Igneous & Met. Petrology GO 323: .
Igneous & Met. Petrography GO 324 .
Calculus & Anal. Geometry III M 206 .
Mechanics, Waves and Heat PH 211 .•.............
Mechanics, Waves and Heat Lab PH 212 .•...••..
Area I or II ........•....•.•.•.••......•.......•
JUNIOR YEAR
Differential Equations M 331 ......•...•.... - .
Electricity, Magnetism and OptiCs PH 213 .
Electricity, Magnetism and optics Lab PH 214 .
Grav-Mag Methods GP 310 .............••........
Sed & Strat GO 310 ..........................•...
Structural Geology GO 314 ....•..........•.......
Vector Calculus M 320 .
Electrical Methods GP 320 ...•...•................
Seismic Methods GP330 ..•.....•.. : ..•....... ; ...
Area II ...•.•...................................
- Elective •.....•.•.....•..........................
4
6
13
3
.3
1
3
,-
4
5 5
4 5
16 117
3
5
4
3
18
4
.3
3 or 3
6 3
EARTH SCIENCE EDUCA nON MAJOR
,1st 2nd
FRESHMAN YEAR SEM SEM
English Composition E101-102....... .. 3 3
Physical Geology GO 101 , .• - 4
Historical Geology GO 103 .
MathematiCs M 111, 204 -
College Chemistry C 131-132,133-134 .
JUNIOR YEAR
Structural Geology GO 314 "" , .
Sedimentation & Stratigraphy GO 310 .- .
Geomorphology GO 313 .
GeophysicsGP 300 or GP 301 ,
Electives Area I & II .
Upper Division Geology & '
Geophysics Electives. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0-3 6:10
16-1916-20
SUMMER OF JUNIOR YEAR
Summer Field Camp GO 482-483 6
SENIOR YEAR
Senior Seminar GO 498 or 499 .. . . .. . . . ..... ..... . 1
Area I and II Electives.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . 6 3
Free Electives at least 3 cr of upper division : . . . . 3 6
Invertebrate Paleontology GO 351 3
Upper Division Geology &
Geophysics Electives ..................• ' . . . . . . • 4 4
i 16 _ ,14
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Cartography GG 220 or alternate .
Intro to Mineralogy GO 221 .
Ig.& Met. Petrology GO 323 .
Ig.& Met. Petrography GO 324 .
Field Geology GO 280 ............•...............
Mechanics, Waves and Heat + Lab PH 211-212 . ' :.
Calculus & Analytic Geometry M 205 or alternate .
(see required program) '.' '
Area I & II Electives .
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Course Offerings.
GO GEOLOGY
Lower Division
GO 100 FUNDAMENTALS OF GEOLOGY (3-2-4)(Area III) (Field trip required).
An introduction to the principles of Physical and Historical Geology. Topics
include weathering, erosion, glaciation, volcanism, earthquakes, rocks, miner-
als, maps, the origin of the earth and its physical and biological development.
Open to all students except those with previous credit in Geology, or Earth
Science majors,and those nonscience majors who plan an eight hour sequence
in Geology. .
GO 101 PHYSICAL GEOLOGY (3-2-4)(Area III) (Field trip required). A study of
the origin and development of the earth, its materials and processes. Topics
include weathering, erosion, volcanism, earthquakes, landscapes and plate
tectonics. Rocks, minerals and topographic and geologic maps are studied in
the laboratory.
GO 103 HISTORICAL GEOLOGY (3-3-4)(Area III)(Field trip required).A study
of the origin and progressive development of the earth and evolution of
plants and animals. The geologic history of the earth is treated in considerable.
detail. Prehistoric life and fossil study, as well as field trips to fossil beds are
included in the laboratory work. PREREQ: GO 101.
GO 105 ROCKS AND MINERALS (2-3-3)(F/S). A systematic study of rocks and
minerals, with emphasis on physical characteristics and methods of identifica-
tion. Field trips and laboratory sessions are part of the course for those taking
the class for credit. PREREQ: High school chemistry or PERM/INST.
GO 111 GEOLOGY OF IDAHO AND THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST (3-0-3)(Field
trip required). A study of the geologic setting and history of Idaho and its
immediate surroundings. Includes major topographic and scenic features,
structural and stratigraphic features, mineral deposits, fossil and gem areasand
current problems in natural resource products. PREREQ: GO 103 or
PERM/I NST.
GO 201 INTRODUCTION TO OCEAN GEOLOGY (3-0-3)(F/S). A general study
of the physiography, the structures, and the sediments of the ocean floors and
the geologic and biologic processes and environments. PREREQ: GO 103
GO 213 INTRODUCTION TO METEOROLOGY (3-0-3)(F). A study of the
weather phenomena in terms of origin, distribution, and classification. 'Instru-
ments and research methods are also investigated. PREREQ: GO 101.
G0221 MINERALOGY (2-3-3)(F). A study of the chemical and physical proper-
ties of minerals and their relationships to geologic environments. The labora-
tory work includes the study of crystal models aswell as hand hand specimens
of about 100 important minerals. PREREQ: GO 101. COREQ: C 131.
GO 232 OPTICAL MINERALOGY (1-3-2)(F). The theory and application of the
polarizing microscope to the examination of minerals in immersion media and
primarily in thin sections. The study of crystal optics and the use of the
petrographic microscope for the ,identification and quantitative examination
of minerals. COREQ: GO 221.
GO 250 PRINCIPLES,OF PALEONTOLOGY (2-3-3)(F/S). Overview of paleon-
tologyfor nongeology majors. Evolution, taxonomy and description of impor-
tant fossil groups are stressed. laboratory study of small collections and simple
museum methods. Term paper or project.
GO 280 FIELD GEOLOGY (1-6-3)(F) (Field trip required). Techniques of field
mapping to solve geologic problems. Field exercises will use topographic
maps, steropair air photos, Brunton compass, and plane-table alidade for
mapping. A detailed geologic map and written geologic report will be made,
interpreting one area of m'oderate complexity and regional significance. Two
weekend field trips required. Required field work on Friday afternoons.
PREREQ: GO 101, 103, E102. COREQ: M 111.
Upper Division
GO 310 SEDIMENTATION AND STRATIGRAPHY (3-1-4)(S). The study of the
transportation and deposition of sediments and their depositional environ-
ments. Emphasis is placed on the identification and correlation of sedimentary
facies and on basin analysis. PREREQ: GO 103, GO 323.
GO 313 GEOMORPHOLOGY (2-3-3)(F) (Field trips required). A study of the
features of the earth's surface such as mountains;valleys, beaches, and rivers
and the process by which they are formed and changed. Laboratory work
consists of map studies and field investigations. PREREQ: GO 103, E102.
GO 314 STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY (3-3-4)(S) (Field trips required). Fundamen-
tals of descriptive, kinematic and dynamic analysis of structures within the
Earth's crust, and a theoretical treatment of stress and strain. laboratory
problems in orthographic and stereographic methods,and solution of structu-
ral problems using geologic maps and cross-sections. PREREQ: M 111, GO 101,
221,280. '.
GO 323 IGNEOUS AND METAMORPHIC PETROLOGY (2-3-3)(S). A study of
igneous and metamorphic rocks with emphasis on the physical and chemical
)t'onstraints on their origin, occurrences and associations. The classification
_______schemes of these rocks and their tectonic affiliations. PREREQ: GO 221, GO
232, COREQ: GO 324.
GO 324 IGNEOUS AND METAMORPHIC PETROGRAPHY (0-3-1 )(S). The study
of igneous and metamorphic rocks in thin section by means of the polarizing
microscope. A systematic survey of the classes of igneous an metamorphic
rocks and study of their origin and histories through examination of their
mineraology, textures, fabrics, and alteration. PREREQ: GO 232 COREQ: GO
323.
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GO 351 INVERTEBRATE PALEONTOLOGY (2-3-3)(F) (Field trips required). The
studyof the invertebrate phyla represented in the fossil record. Special empha-
sis is placed on hard part morphology, ontogeny, phylogeny and taxonomy of
geologically important groups. laboratory work based on standard collec-
tions. Special project. PREREQ: GO 103
GO 403G ENGINEERING GEOLOGY (2-3-3)(S) (Field trip required). Introduc-
tion to soil and rock mechanics. Slope stability analysis. Surface and subsurface
exploration of sites. Geological and geophysical considerations for construc-
tion projects. Current applications of geology to engineering projects. Alter-
nate years. PREREQ: GO 280, PH 102 or PH 220, GO 323 or PERM/INST.
GO 412G HYDROGEOLOGY (3-D-3)(S)(Field trip required). The study of sub-
surface water and its relationship to surface water, the hydrologic cycle and the
physical properties of aquifer systems. Flow nets and flow through porous and
factured media. Methods of determination of aquifer characteristics and
performance, and groundwater modeling.PREREQ: GO 310, 314.
GO 421 ORE DEPOSITS (2-3-3)(F) (Field trips required). Genesis, structure,
associations and classification of mineral deposits. Discussion of modern theor-
ies of ore deposition, origin, and migration of ore-bearing fluids, and the
processes of alteration, and secondary enrichment, controls of ore occurrence
and the economics of exploration, development, and use of ores. laboratory
work consists of detailed studies of ore and alteration suites. Transmitted and
reflected-light microscopy will be used to supplement hand-specimen study.
GO 422 EXPLORATION AND MINING GEOLOGY (3-0-3)(S). The course
emphasizes geologic, engineering, and economic factors as they relate to
exploring for and developing mineral deposits. The philosophy and metho-
dology of systematically gathering, evaluating, and presenting data pertinent
to exploration and development discussions are also studied. Fie,ld trips
required.
GO 431 PETROLEUM GEOLOGY (2-3-3)(S) \Field trips)(Odd years). A study of
the nature and origJn of petroleum, the geo ogic conditions that determine its
migration, accumulation and distribution, and methods and techniques for
prospecting and developing petroleum fields. PREREQ: GO 311,314.
G0460g VOLCANOLOGY (2-0-2)(F)(Field trip)(odd years). A study of volcanic
processes and the deposits of volcanic eruptions. An in-depth review of the
generation, rise and eruption of magmas and of the types of volcanic vents and
. vent structures produced. Field and petrographic characteristics of various
types of volcanic deposits aswell as their volcano-tectonic relationships will be
emphasized. An independent project pertaining to volcanoes or volcanic
rocks will be required of all students taking the course for graduate credit.
PREREQ: GO 323.
GO 471G REGIONAL FIELD STUDY (1, 2, or 3 CR)(F/S/SU). Field trips and field
exercises to study geology of classic localities in North America. Review of
pertinent literature and maps, recording of geologic observations and the
preparation of a comprehensive report on the geology of the areas visited.
PREREQ: GO 103 or PERM/INST.
, GO 482 GEOLOGY SUMMER FIELD CAMP (0-0-4)(SU). The study of geology in
its natural environment, the field. Emphasis is upon geologic mapping, the
collection, plotting and analysis of data to solve geologic field problems,
mapping on aerial photograph and topographic base. Student should expect
to be in the field 8-10 hours per day, 6 days per week for 4 weeks. Students
working toward a professional degree in geology (Bachelor of Science) at BSU
must take COREQ: GO 483.
GO 483 GEOLOGY SUMMER FIELD CAMP REPORT (O-D-2)(SU).A comprehen-
sive geologic report, map and cross-section based upon mapping experiences
at summer field camp. Map, report and cross-section must be of profeSSional
quality. COREQ: GO 482.
GO 493 SENIOR THESIS(4-6 credits). Field study involving an original in~estiga-
tion in geology or geophysics, carried out independently, but superVised by
one or more faculty members. Problem must be well-stated and method of
study designed to give a conclusive result. Project may be substituted for GO
480 upon approval of a written proposal by a committee of three department
faculty members. PREREQ: Senior Standing.
GO 498 499 GEOLOGY SEMINAR (1-0-1). Research project based on field
and/oriitera'ture studies. Fundamentals of geologic report preparation and
oral presentations. PREREQ: Geology, Geophysics or Earth Science Education
major.
GG GEOGRAPHY
Lower Division
GG 101 INTRODUCTION TO GEOGRAPHY (3-0-3)(F/S)(Area II). A survey of
earth envi ron ments, basic conce pts and tech niq ues used in geog raph yand the
utilization of natural resources are introduced.
GG 102 CULTURAL GEOGRAPHY (3-0-3)(F/S) (Area II). A study of the distribu-
tion and character of cultural activities throughout the world with emphaSIS on
man-land relationships.
GG 201 THE USEAND INTERPRETATION OF MAPS (3-0-3)(F/S). An intensive
use and interpretation of a wide spectrum of map types, their advantages and
limitations for students of various fields, such as Archaeology, History, Geology
and Teaching.
GG 220 CARTOGRAPHY (1-6-3)(F/S). A study of the methods, concepts,tech-
niques and instrumentation of map construction. Involves compilation and
graphic presentation of data through the use of coo~dlnate systems, map
projections and scale. Lettenng tools, graphiC deSIgn, dImensIonal problems,
computer mapping, and aerial photographs are discussed.
GP GEOPHYSICS
, .
),
~
GG 221 GEOGRAPHY OF IDAHO AND THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST (3.0-
3)(F/S). Physical and cultural geography of the Pacific Northwest with emphasis
on Idaho. Study Includes the continuing physical; biological, social, political,
and economic changes and the role of the region in relationship to the United
States. Current problems and problem solving in accordance with the known
resource base. . , I
GG 231 GEOGRAPHY OF CANADA AND LATIN AMERICA (3-G-3)(F/S). A
study of the natural and cultural geographies of Canada and Latin America with
emphasis on the resources, environments, peoples and potential of each
region. PREREQ: GG 101, PERM/INST.
GG 241 GEOGRAPHY OF AFRICA AND THEFAREAST(3-G-3)(F/S). The physi-
,cal and cultural geography of Africa and the Far East with emphasis on the
relationships and changes within the regions. Topics include the various
landscapes, flora and fauna, peoples and ,problems. PREREQ: GG 101,
PERM/INST.
Upper Division
GG 301 HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF THEUNITED STATES(3-G-3)(F/S). The
course explores the changing physical and cultural landscapes of the United
States through time and space and analysis of the various regions. Included is
the study of the distribution and relationships between peoples, land and
resources. PREREQ: GG 102 PERM/INST. • .
GG 311 WORLD ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY (3-G-3)(F/S). A real distribution
and variation of resources and human activity related to producing, exchang-
ing and consuming commodities. Economic activities are studied in the con-
text of where they occur, their regional characteristics and their relationship to
national or international phe~omena. PREREQ: G~ 101, or PERM/INST.
GG 321 CONSERVATION OF NATURALRESOURCES(3-G-3)(F/S). Informative
study of resources, their use and relative, values. Discussions will include
perception, attitudes, character of resources, demand factors, social implica-
tions,and population characteristics. Local and regional examples are emphas-
ized. local experts on conservation issues will serve as guest speakers.
PREREQ: GG 101 or PERM/INST.
GG 331 CLIMATOLOGY (3-G-3)(F/S). Atmospheric processes, global heat and
moisture balance, radiation budget and world climate zones. Applied climato-
logical concepts, evaporation, soil water conditions, regional and global cli-
matic trends; climate change, and climate modification. PREREQ: GO 101 or
GG 101.
i
Upper Division
• GP 300 PHYSICSOFTHEEARTH (3-G-3)(F).The course will include a discussion
of the earth's gravity, magnetism, electricity, seismicity, heat and radioactivity
and the significance of these properties in understanding tlie complexities of
the earth. Alternate years. PREREQ: PH 102.
GP 301 INTRODUCTION TO APPLIED GEOPHYSICS (3-G-3)(F). A survey of
surface based geophysics methods, including elementary theory, basic field
practice, computation fundamentals, interpretation techniques and economic
considerations of seismic, gravimetric, magnetic, and electrical techniques.
Applicability of various techniques to exploration geology (economic and
petroleum), engineering geology and groundwater geology will be stressed.
Alternate years. PREREQ: PH 102, GO 101.
GP 310g GRAVIMETRICAND MAGNETICMETHODS (3-G-3)(F).Basicpotential
field theory, instrumentation, reduction of observed data, methods of data
interpretation. Applications to petroleum and mineral exploration, geotech-
'nical and engineering investigations.PREREQ: GO 101; must be concurrently
taking or have taken PH 222, PH 224.
GP 32~ ELECTRICALMETHODS (3~0-3)(S).Electrical pro'perties of earth mate-
rials. Fundamentals of instrumentation, data collection, reduction, and inter-
"r.retation. Application to resource exploration and other geophysical prob-
ems. PREREQ: GO 101, PH 222, PH 224,
GP 330g SEISMICMETHODS (3-G-3)(S). Fundamentals of seismic .wave propa-
gation in an elastic medium. Reflection and refraction at plane boundaries;
energy and attenuation considerations. Instrumentation, data collection,
"reduction, and interpretation. Application to exploration and other in-situ
investigations, PREREQ: GO 101, PH 222, PH 224.
GP 3408 GEOPHYSICS FIELDCAMP (4 wks-6 CR)(SU). Fundamentals of geo-
'Iogic mapping. Hands-on operation of seismic, magnetic, gravimetric and
electricaHield instrumentation. Survey design. Reduction and interpretatio",
of acquired data, Preparation of appropriate reports. PREREQ:GP 310, 320,330.
GP410G EXPLORATIONWELLLOGGING (2,-3-3)(F).Fundamentals of geophys-
ical and geological well logging applied to petroleum, groundwater, and
engineering-site exploration. Exercises in conventional interpretation of logs
in sedimentary sections, and special considerations of logs in igneous and
metamorphic rocks and fresh-water bearing sections. Integration of well
logging, seismic reflection data,and surface geology. PREREQor COREQ: GO
310.
GP 420G GEOPHYSICAL APPUCATIONS OF DIGITALSIGNAL PROCESSING
• > (3-G-3)(S).Digital processing of geophysical data including stacking, filtering,
deconvolution, migration, synthetic seismograms, two-dimensional opera-
tions.PREREQ: CS 426,
, GP 430G MATHEMATICALMODELING IN GEOPH'YSICS(3-0-3)(S). Introduc-
;. tion to useful mathematical techniques in geophysics. Examples include:
•Talwani modeling, statistical evaluation of aeromagnetic anomalies,and finite~
element and finite-difference techniques applied to seismic wave propoga-
tion. PREREQ: M 331, M 301, M 406, CS 426.
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,GS GENERAL SCIENCE
GS305TEACHINGSCIENCEINTHESECONDARYSCHOOL (J-o.3)(S)(alternate
years). A course designed to introduce the prospective secondary school
science teacher to an understanding of the nature of science -both as subject
matter and as processes of scientific inquiry. Special emphasis is placed on
problems of communicating scientifiC ideas, effective 'modes of instruction
and evaluation, and curricular materials for secondary school science teaching.
/\
Department of
Mathematics
Math-Geology Bldg., Rm. 202 Telephone (208) 385-1172
Chairman and Professor: Charles R. Kerr; Associate"Chairmanand
Professor: Robert M. Anderson; Professors: Ball, Eastman, Hausrath,
Hughes, Juola, Lamet, Maloof, Mech, Sulanke, Takeda, Ward,
Young; Associate Professors: Ferguson, Griffin, Kenny, Sugiyama;
Assistant Professors: Ayers, Grantham, Porter.
--DegreesOffered
• BAand BSin Mathematics
• BAand BSin Mathematics, Secondary Education
• MS in Education, Mathematics emphasis: see Graduate College
for further details. -
r
Departme~t Statement
The DepaTtment of Mathematics provides two Bachelor's Degree
programs and a Master's Degree program. The curriculum leading to
the Bachelor's Degree in Mathematics is designed for those students
interested in
Pure or Applied Mathematics;
Statistics;
Computer Science; or
OperatiOns Research.
The curriculum in secondary education is designed to prepare the.
student to teach mathematics in secondary schools and to meet
Idaho teacher certification requirements. The Master's Degree Pro-
gram is to provide advanced education for junior and senior high
school mathematics teachers.
Degree Requirements ...
MATHEMATICS MAJOR. '
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science Dqree
1. University Requirements for BAor BSDegree.
-2. Mathematics Requirements: lower Division
a. M 204, M 205, & M 206 or M 211-212 Calculus , ...• 10-13
b. CS 127 Intro to Computer SCience 4
3. Upper Division Mathematics - 27 credits inCluding:
a. M 301 Linear Algebra .......................•............ 4
b. One or more selections in at least. "
4 of the 5 following groups , . ,<
1) M 302 Introduction'to Abstract Algebra 3
2) M 314 Foundations of Analysis , 3
3) M 361 Fundamentals of Statistics ,'I' I
..•.. _ OR ••.•.••.••.•• '.•...•.••..• 4-6
M 431-432 Probability and Statistics .'
4) M 306 N~mber Theory .. : , ; , 3
M 356 Discrete Mathematical Structures: , .3
M 441 Abstract Algebra ..; ..; : ~'.: ;: .. 3
M 456 Linear Programming : 4
5) M 406 Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable 3
M 340 Numberical Analysis 4
M 331 Differential Equations "' -:" ;- 3
M401 Advanced Calculus ' .' 3
M 411 Intro to Topology 3
c. One of the following sequences:
1) CS354 Programming Languages .. ;.; .' ; ;A
CS 358 Data Structures ;A
CS 451 Systems Programming ..........•. ~.:.; :., :4
2) M 401-402 Advanced Calculus ... , .....•.......•...... 6
3) M421 Fourier Series & Boundary Value Prob'lems 3
M 456 Linear ProRramminR A
College of Arts 'and Sciences
4) M 431-432 Probability and Statistics:: .......•......... 6
5) M 441-442 Abstract Algebra 6
d. And a 400-level course (numbered below M/CS490)
in addition to ,those in the sequence selected.
All upper division mathematics courses numbered below M/CS 490
count toward the requirement' of 27 upper division mathematics
credits. No more than 4 credits of the combined total of credits
earned for courses numbered M/CS 490 through M/CS 499 can be
used toward the 27 credits of upper division mathematics require-
ments.
MATHEMATICS, SECONDARY EDUCATION MAJOR
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Arts Degree
1. University Requirements for BS or BA Degree
2. Mathematics Requirements:' .,
a. Computers: CS 122 or 124 .. : : ," 2
b. Calculus through M 206 or M 212 10-13
c. Linear Algebra: M301 •. :?.: : .. , :.4
d. At least one of " ' .
1) Intro. to Abstract Algebra M 302 " 3
2) Number Theory M 306 ..•. : .........•................ 3
e. Foundations of Geometry M 311 : : .. 3
f. Foundations of Analysis M 314 3
g. Statistics ~ 361 or bo~h M 431-432 4-6
~. Mathemat~cal. Modeling M 464 : '.: .,' 3
1.- MatHematiCs m Secondary Schools M 490 .. ; 3
3. Either 45 semester hours of Mathematics or 30 semester hours of
Mathematics and an approved area of emphasis outside of
Mathematics.
NOTE: for those students planning to teach junior high school mathematics, M 103is
strongly recommended. .
4. Education Req~irements - 26-32 credits. see "Certification
Requirements and Endorsements for Secondary Education", in
the section for the Department o,f Teacher Education.
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education
option may require more than 128credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education
listing for more information.
Suggested Program~
MATHEMATICS MAJOR
FRESHMAN YEAR
Calculus M 204-205 or M 211-212 ; 9-10
English Composition E101"102 or E111-112 6
Pascal ProgrammingCS 125 " 3
Introduction to Computer Science CS 127 , 4
Area I and Area 'II core requirements .
Area III Core Requirements ,
College Chemistry C 131-134 .. " ,' 9
Mechanics,~ave and Heat + Lab PH 211-212 " 5
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Calculus M 206, , , .. : , , , , : .. .4
Linear AI~ebra M 301•....................... ; , . , 4
DifferentIal Equations M 331 3
Intro to Abstract Algebra M 302 3
Area I and Area II core requirements
Suggested electives:' .
Prin of Economics EC 201-202 .. : 6
Electricity, Magne~tism and Optic + Lab PH 213-214 5
JUNIOR YEAR
Foundations of ,Analysis M 314 3
Discrete Math Structures M 356
• OR .•....•................................ 3
Number Theory M 306 ,
Linear Programming M 456 .4
Probability and Statistics M 431-432 6
Area I and Area. II core requirements c-----
SENIOR YEAR
Advanced Calculus M 401-402 : 6
Abstract AI~ebra M 441-442 6
Senior Semmar M 498
Area I and Area II core requirements '
" ... ,
,
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MATHEMATICS MAJOR ,
Emphasizing Computer Science'
FRESHMAN YEAR ;' •
English Composition E101-102 or E111-112 •....•.........•. 6
Calculus M 204-205 orM 211-212 ....................•.. 9-10
Pascal Programming CS 125 •.....•...•......•.....•..•..... 3
Intro. to Computer Science CS 127 ..•................•..... 4
Area I and Area II core requirements.
Suggested electives and requirement alternatives:.
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 .•...•....•...•.....•.•.. 3
Intro to Logic PY 121 ..........................•........ 3
College Chemistry & Labs C 131-134 .•................... 9
Mechanics, Waves & Heat + Lab PH 211-212 ..•......•.... 5
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Calculus M 206 .•............••........................ , .. 4
Assembler Programming CS 226 ..............•.........•.. 4
Linear Algebra M 301 ..•...............•..•............... 4
Area I and Area II core requirements.
Suggested electives and requirement alternatives:
Applied Programming PH 225 ..•...•.•... : 2
COBOL I IS 360 ......•.............•.................. 3 .
Differential Equations M 331 .•.•. , ...•.....•............ 3
Economics EC 201-202 ....•.. ; 6
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics + Lab PH 213-214 5
JUNIOR YEAR.
'. Data Structures CS 358 ...........•.•. ',' 4
Programming Languages CS 354 4
Discrete Structures M 356 .....•.........•.•.•.•..•........ 3
Numerical Analysis M 340 ...........................•.. ~.. 4
Area I and Area II core requirements.
Suggested electives and requirement alternatives: '
Introduction to Abstract Algebra M 302 ......•.•......... 3
Foundations of Analysis M 314 ......•.•................. 3
Technical Writing E202 ....•..........•...•........ ~ ... 3
SENIOR YEAR
Systems Programming CS 451 ......•............•.......... 4
Probability and Statistics M 431-432 6
Mathematical Modeling M 464 ~ , 3
Linear Programming M 456 ...................•............ 4
'Area I and Area II core requirements.
Suggested electives and requirement alternatives:
Internship M/CS 493
Prin of Fina nce FI 303 3
Data Base Applications IS 405 o' ••••••••••••••••• 3
Systems Analysis and Design IS 420 , 3
Software Design IS 430 , 3
MATHEMATICS, SECONDARY EDUCATION
In order for students to complete the requirements for the Secon-
dary Education Degree, careful course scheduling and ordering are
necessary. The following suggested program reflects these consider-
ations.
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E101-102 or E111c112 .
Calculus M 204, 205 or 211, 212 .
" Programming CS 122 or 124' .........•............
Electives .
TOTAL
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Calculus M 206 .
General Psychology P 101 : .
Foundations of Education TE 201 .
Linear Algebra M 301 .
Electives ................•.......................
TOTAL
JUNIOR YEAR
Foundations of Analysis M 314 .
Algebra M 302 or Number Theory M 306 .
Statistics M 361 or 431 and 432 .
Educational Psychology P 325 .
Electives -
Secondary School Methods TE 381 .
Teaching, Reading in Content Subjects TE 407 .
TOTAL
1
1
1,
1
1
1
i
•..
;
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Lower Division
M MATHEMATICS
,..
M 012 ARITHMETIC REVIEW (2-o-0)(F/SI' A review course for those who have
forgotten how to add, subtract, multip y, and divide using whole numbers,
fractions, decimals, percents and signed numbers. Applications include mea-
sures of weight, area, and volume.
M 020 ALGEBRA REVIEW (3-0-0). A refresher course for students in education,
engineering,science,orbusiness. Algebra iscovered from fundamental opera-
.tions through the level required for M 103, 105, 106, 108 or CS 122. PREREQ:
Satisfactory score on arithmetic placement exam. .
Upper Division
CS 341 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER GRAPHICS (3-0-3) (5). The mathe-
matics and programming techniques of computer graphics, including line
drawing, presentation graphics, two- and three-three-dimensional transfor-
mations, hidden line and surface removal, clipping. PREREQ: M 206 or M 212
and CS 125.
CS 354 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES (4-0-4). A comparison of current lan-
guages (such as fORTRAN, ICON, LISP, ADA), their programming and design.
Syntax and semantics. Information binding, strings, arithmetic, input/output.
Recursion, multiprocessing, extensibility. PREREQ: CS 127 or PERM/INST.
CS 358 DATA STRUCTURES (4-0-4). The representation of data, lists, sta~ks,
queues, storage mapping, tree structures, hierarchic data structures, recurSion,
searching and sorting, codes, data structures in progr~mming languages.
PREREQ: CS 127 or PERM/INST.
CS426 LINEAR SYSTEMS AND SIGNAL PROCESSING (4-o-4)(F). Introduction to
linear systems and fourier analysis of continuous and discrete signals. Exam-
ples of applications will be drawn from the physical, biological, and social
.sciences. PREREQ: M 331 and a knowledge of fORTRAN, BASIC, or Pascal or
PERM/INST.
CS 451 SYSTEMS' PROGRAMMING (4-o-4)(F). Machine language program-
ming, Assembler langual!e programming, concepts of compiler construction,
an introduction to compiler construction tools under UNIX. PREREQ: CS 227,
354 and 358.
CS 471 SOFTWARE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION. (3-o-3)(S). A formal
study of software design specification and verification processes. Students will
impl.ement a project. PREREQ: CS 451 or PERM/INST.
M 301 LINEAR ALGEBRA (4-0-4). Matrix algebra, determinants, vector spaces
and linear transformations. PREREQ:' M 206 or 212 .
M 302 INTRODUCTION TO ABSTRACT ALGEBRA (3-0-3). Sets, 'groups, inte-
gral domains, rings, and fields. PREREQ: M.206 or 212.
M 306 NUMBER THEORY (3-0-3). Primes, c",ngruences, Diophantine equa-
tions, residues, quadratic reciprocity, and continued fractions. PREREQ: M 205
or 212. \
M 311 FOUNDATIONS OF GEOMETRY (3-0-3); Euclidean, non-euclidean,and
projective geometries from an axiomatic point of view. PREREQ: M 205 or 212.
M 312 COMBINATORIAL GEOMETRY (3-0-3/. Study of curves and surfaces in
Euclidean spaces, maps, networks, topologica equivalence of figures, tc:r.0log-
ical spaces, and metric spaces. PREREQ: M 205 or 212. Odd-numbere years.
M 314 FOUNDATIONS OF ANALYSIS (3.,0-3). Logic, axiomatics, sequences,
foundations of calculus, structure of the real numl)ers. PREREQ: M 206 or 212.
M 320 VECTOR CALCULUS (2-0-2). Vector valued fu~ctions of one or several
variables, line and surface integrals, Green's Theorem, Stokes's Theorem, and
the Divergence Theorem.PREREQ: M 206 or 212.
M 331 DIFFEREN.TIAL EQUATIONS (3-0-3). Theory of ordinary differential
equations with applications to the physical sciences and engineering. PREREQ:
M 206 or 212.
M 340 NUMERIC,~\l ANALYSIS (4-0-4). The application of numerical methods
Upper Division
M 100 MA THEMA TICS fOR LIBERAL ARTS STUDENTS (4-o-4)(Area III).
Designed for liberal arts students. Emphasis is on the nature of ma.them~tical
knowledge, its meaning, methodology, and use: Gener.ally tOPICS WIll be
selected from the elementary materials in set theory, logiC, numbe~ theory,
algebra, geometry, probability, statistics, graph theory. P~EREQ: Satisfactory
score on placement exam SK. .
M 103-104 ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS FOR TEACHERS (3-2-4). fundamen-
tal concepts of mathematics including the study of the development of the
number systems from the whole numbers through the rea Is, numeration,
number operations, real number properties,algorithms: Probability,alg~braic
and geometric principles, measurement, and topics selected from gr.aphlng or
computing. The course includes a two-hour laboratory per week which ma~es
use of physical models appropriate to the content of the course. PREREQ: high
school algebra and geometry and satisfactory score on the algebra placement
exam.
M 105 MATHEMATICS FOR BUSINESS DECISIONS (4-o-4)(Area III). Matrices,
systems of linear equations, graphing, linear programming, discrete probabil-
ity. PREREQ: Satisfactory score on placement exam BA.
M 106 MATHEMATICS FOR BUSINESS DECISIONS (4-0-4)(Area III). limits
derivatives, curve sketching, partial derivatives, optimization problems, and
integrals. PREREQ: M 105, 108 or 111. '
M 108 INTERMEDIATE ALGEBRA (4-0-4). Intermediate ,algebra with' plane
trigonometry. PREREQ: Satisfactory score on placement exam BA. '
M 111 ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY (5-o-5)(Area III). Equations and
inequalities, syste":,s of linear «:qua~ions or, inequalitie.s, functions and their
inverses,exponentlal and logarrthmlc functIons, graphing, sequences, math-
ematical induction, binomial theorem, basic theory of equations, trigonome-
try of triangles, circular functions, inverse trigonometric functions, trigono-
metric identities, solution to trigonometric equations, and De. Moivre's
theorem. PREREQ: Satisfactory 'score on placement exam AA (advanced
algebra). '
M 120 APPLIED STATISTICS WITH THE COMPUTER (4-0-4)(5). Pre<alculus
treatment of probability and statistics. Emphasis on concepts and applications
rather than on proofs. Use of available computer statistics packages to handle.
computations. PREREQ: Ml08 or M 111. ,
M 204 CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY (5-O-5)(Area III). Plane analytic
geometry, functions, limits and continuity. The derivative and applications .
The integral and applications. Conic sections and translation of axes. PREREQ:.
Satisfactory score on placement exam CR.
M 205 CALCULUS AND ANALYTIC GEOMETRY (4-o-4)(Area III). Calculus of
exponential, logarithmic and trigonometric functions. Techniques of integra-
tion. Conic sections and rotation of axes. Indeterminate forms, Taylor's for-
mula and infinite series. PREREQ: M 204. _
M 206 CALCULUS AND' ANALYTIC GEOMETRY (4-O-4I(Area III). Three-
dimensional analytic geometry and introduction to vector a gebra and cal~ulus
of vector valued functions. Partial differentiation and multiple integration.
PREREQ: M 205.
M 211 ACCELERATED CALCULUSJ5-o-S)(F) (Area III). Analytic geometry,
functions, limits. Differentiation an integration with applications, transcen-
dental functions, methods of integration. M 211-212 is an accelerated version
of the three semester sequence M 204-205-206. The student must have a strong
high school background or have completed either M 106 or 111 with a grade of~ .
M 212 ACCElERATED CALCULUS (5-o-5)(S) (Area III). Solid analytic geometry,
vectors and vector functions, partial derivatives, multiple integration, series,
introduction to differential equations. PREREQ: M 211.
M 225 INTERMEDIATE APPLIED PROGRAMMING (2-0-2). Intermediate fOR-
TRAN. See PH 225. Credit cannot be obtained for both PH 225 and ty1225.
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Course Offerings
cs COMPUTER SCIENCE
Lower Division
CS 109 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS (3-1-4). The potential and limita-
tions of computers, and their impact on society.The course includes an intro-
duction to computer hardware and programming. Designed for non-science
majors.PREREQ:Satisfactory score on placement exam SK:
CS 122 A FIRST COURSE IN PROGRAMMING (2-0-2). Programming using a
conversational language such as BASIC with a small computer. PREREQ: Satis-
factory score on placement exam BA.
CS 124 DIGITAL COMPUTER PROGRAMMING (2-0-2). Beginning fORTRAN.
See EN 104. Credit cannot be obtained for both CS 124 and EN 104.
CS 125 PASCAL PROGRAMMING (3-0-3). An introduction to the Pascal pro-
gramming language: structured programming, logical control, procedures
and functions, data types, I/O and files. PREREQ: M 111 or M 106 or
PERM/INST.
CS 127 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER SCIENCE (4-0-4). Concepts of
assembly language programming; number systems and data representation;
algorithms; procedures and subroutines; files; recursion; elementary d~ta
structures; searching and sorting; floating point errors; good programming
practice; structured design, testing and verification. PREREQ: CS 125 or
PERM/INST.
CS 226 ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE (4-o-4)(F). Assembler language programming
.for the IBM 370.Data representation, the,machine in~tr~ctions, I~op!ng,
address modification, handsome outfut, program sectIOning and hnklng,
macros.PREREQ: CS 127 or PERM/INS.
CS 227 PROGRAMMING IN 'e' IN THE UNIX ENVIRONMENT (4-0-4)(5) Stu-
dents will learn the 'C' programming language on the University's UNIX:based
computers. They will learn how to use UNIX and some of the development
tools available under the UNIX operating system. PREREQ: CS 127 or
PERM/INST.
SENIOR YEAR ~ .
Foundations of Geometry M 311 .
Mathematics in Secondary School M 490 .
Secondary Student Teaching .
Electives .
Mathematical Modeling M 464 .
Educating Exceptional Sec.Stu. TE333 .
TOTAL
\
l.
\
,
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College of Arts and Sciences
to the interpretatio'; and analysis of d"ata, solution of equation~, general itera-
'tivemethods,approximation of functions, error analysis. PREREQ: M 206or M
212 and a working knowledge of BASIC, FORTRAN OR PASCAL.
M 356 DISCRETEMATHEMATICAL STRUCTURES(3-8-3). The study of funda-
mental logical and combinatorial concepts from mathematics useful in
abstracting ideas in other disciplines. Special emphasis will be place~, 0"
applications to computer science. Topics are: combinatorics with emphasis on
enumeration, logical deduction, sets, relations, graphs and directeo graphs,
trees, and networks~ PREREQ:,M 206 or M 212 or PERMIINST.
M 361 FUNDAMENTALSOF STATISTICS(4-0-4). Discrete probabilty, random
variables, distributiOns, central limit theorem, descriptive statistics, regression
and correlation, tests of hypotheses, design of experiments and sampling
surveys. PREREQ: One of M 106, 205, 212.
M 401-402 ADVANCED CALCULUS (3-8-3). The real number system, conti-
nuity, functions of several variables, partial differentiation, multiple integrals,
line and surface integrals, theory of integration, and infinite series. PREREQ:M
314. "
M 406C THEORYOF FUNCTIONS OF ACOMPLEXVARIABLE(3-8-3). Complex
numbers, functions of a complex variable, analytic functions, infinite series,
integration, and conformal mapping. PREREQ: M 206 or 212. "
M411INTRODUCTION TO TOPOLOCY (3-8-3). Sets, metric spaces topologi-
cal spaces, continuous mappings, connectedness, compactness. PREREQ: M
314.
M 421 FOURIER SERIESAND BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS (3-8-3). The
wave equation, the heat equation, and Laplace's ec;luation. Orthogonal sets of
functions and Fourier series solutions. Boundaryvalue problems. PREREQ: M
331:
M431C..432C PROBABILITYAND STATISTICS(3-8-3)(F/S). Basic concepts of'
probability theory, sample spaces, random variables, mathematical expecta-
tion, the central limit theorem, estimation and testing of hypotheses. PREREQ:
M 206 or 212. ' '
M 441.442 ABSTRACTALCEBRA(3-8-3). Group the'ary, h~momorphism theo-
'rems. Sylow theorems, ring theory, ideal theory, field theory, field extensions,
and Galois groups. PREREQ: M 301, 3~2. '.,
M 4"C LINEARPROCRAMMINC (4-8-4). The simplex algorithm, two-phase
method, simplex algorithm for problems with bounded variables, duality the-
ory, postoptimality analysis, and transportation and assignment problems.
PREREQ:M 301.
M 464 MATHEMATICALMODELINC (3-8-3). Introduction to mathematical
modeling through case studies. Deterministic and pr,obabilistic models.
Optimi@tion. Examples will be drawn hom the physical, biological, and social
sciences. PREREQ: M 361 and CS 122 or PERMIINST.
M'490 MATHEMATICS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS (3-8-3). Objectives, con:
tent, and methods of secondary school mathematics programs. PREREQ: Six'
hours of Mathematics completed at, or above the 300 level.
Depart~ent of Music
Morrison Center, Room C-100 Telephone (208) 385-1771
Chairman and Professor: Wilber D. Elliott; Associate Chairman ana
Associate Professor: Donald Oakes; Professors: Baldwin, Hsu; Shel-
ton, Winston; Associate Professors: Bratt, Parkinson, Rozmajzl,
Schroeder; Assistant Professors: Baldassarre, Belfy, Berg, C. 'Elliott,
Samball, Thomason, Wells.
Degrees Offered
• BA and BM in Music .
• BM in Music Education
~partment Statement
Gifts and Memorials to the Music Department: The Music Depart-
ment has been tile recipient of-many fine gifts of instruments, music,
scholarship donations; and record collections from friends and sup-
porters of the Department. In the Hemingway Center for Western
Studies is housed the I.W. Cunningham Memorial Pipe Organ, a
three manual Austin Organ of 45 ranks and 54 registers, given to the
University by Laura Moore Cunningham. It is used for concerts,
teaching and practice purp'0ses. The console for the Harr-y W. Morri-
,sOn Memorial Carillon bUilt by Maas-Rowe; is also in the Hemingway
Center for Western Studies. Given as a memorial to her husband by
Mrs:Velma Morrison, the Grand Symphony Carillon System chimes
the hours and half-hours and daily plays short programs of carillon
'music. ' ... •
Other gifts to the Music Department include several grand pianos,
eleCtronic equipment, instruments~ record collections, scholarship
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endowments arid music. The Music Department is grateful to these
donors who have given sogenerously: '
Dr. & Mrs. Robert deNeufvill~" Alice Gould
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur C. lones Senator len Jordan
Bryant S. Martineau " Marjorie Palmquist
Mr. & Mrs., Edward Utley Mrs. Eli Weston
William K. Dunkley Family
Scholarship endowments have been given in the names of Margaret
Drake, Elizabeth Bowen, Martha S. Reese, lucille lippincott, and the
Boise Choristers.
Music Major Programs: The Music Department offers two
Baccalaureate Degree programs which students may choose
between, and one Graduate Degree program.
1, The Bachelor of Music Degree is essentially a professional music
degree with emphasis in Performance/Theory-Composition, or
Music Education.' f'
a. Major emphasis in Performance or Theory-Comp~sition:
designed to train performers, performing artists, teachers, and
composers, this program is basic to p"reparing students for
graduate work in the performing, creative, and college or
university teaching fields.' .
b. Major emphasis in Music Education: designed to prepare
students for music teaching' careers in the ,secondary and
elementary educational systems and also prepares students
for graduate work in Music.
2. The Bachelor of Arts Degree with Music major is designed for the
student who wants a general. Music major program within a
broader based libe~al arts degree. L
Degree Requirements
BACHELOR OF MUSIC PROGRAM
1.. General Requirements
a. All full-time students will be required to attend Concert Class
during each semester of residency at Boise State University
(see course description for MA 010 for complete details). All
. students will perform on their major instrument before a
faculty jury at the end of each semester. Students presenting
MA 444, 445 or 446 recitals are exempt from faculty juryduring
the semester in which the recital is given.
b. All Bachelor of Music majors whose major instrument is other
than keyboard are required to pass, no later than the end of
the junior year, the Piano Proficiency Examination before a
faculty committee. A grade of C or better in MU 213 will satisfy
this requirement. Details are available from the Music Depart-
ment.
c. All Bachelor of Music majors are required to register for one
of the three major ensembles (Band, Choir or Orchestra) each
semester, totaling a minimum of eight credits over a normal
four-year course of study, except that Performance majors in
Piano; Voice" or Guitar will take only six' credits of major
Ensembles. Piano Performance majors will take two credits of
Accompanying (ME 180, 380) toward the required six credits.
Guitar majors may take two credits of Guitar Ensemble (ME
167, 367) toward the required six credits. Music Education
majors will take seven credits of Ensemble. Other Ensembles
may be taken as electives in addition to the required major
Ensembles. ' ~~
d. The./ollowing core of Music courses will be included in all
Bachelor of Music curricula:
.Concert Class MAol0 ; ; ~.O
(attendance required each semester of full-time residency;
Music Education majors are exempt during semester-week
of student teaching.)
Materials of Music I-IV MU 119,120,219,220 14
Ear Training I-IV MU 121,122,221,222 .4
Basic conducting MU 261 : 1
Survey of Music History and literature I,II,III,IV -
MU 341;342,343,344 10
Ensemble (see 1c above) '" " .. 6-8
Total 3S-37
2. Performance Emphasis Minimum Requirements: -.',
. a. General Univ~;si;y and Basic Core Re~uirements for Bachelor
of Music Degree.' , (32 Total credits)
{
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b. Music Requirements
(1) Music Core ; .. : 35-37
(2) Performance Studies 30
All Performance majors will take 2 credits of Performance
Studies the first semester, freshman year, and perform a 4
credit jury prior to enrolling in 4 credit Performance Stu-
dies second semester. MC 400 level Studies: 8 credits
minimum.
c. Additional Upper Division Courses
Total credits , .. 16-22
Keyboard Harmony & Basic Improv MU 313-314 .4
Counterpoint MU 423,424 6
Advanced Form & Analysis MU 410 ~ 3
Choral or Instrumental Conducting MU 365,366 .: .1"
Major Instrument literature MU 457, 2""
Major Instrument Pedagogy I, II MU 463-464 4""
Senior Recital MA 446 ..................• ~' 2
'" Not required of Piano, Voice or Guitar majors .
•• Required only of Piano, Voice or Guitar majors.
d. Elective Credits : : .. 7-15
Total 128
3. Theory-Composition Emphasis Minimum Requirements.
a. General University and Basic Core Requirements for Bache-
lor of Music Degree ' (32 Total credits)
b. Music Requirements:
(1) Music Core .... 00 •••••• 00 •• 00 00 00 • 00 • 00 00 00 • 00 35-37
(2) lower Division Performance Studies :.: 16
Performance Major Studies , 8
Performance Minor Studies
(Piano, unless major instrument is Keyboard) 8
(3) Additional Upper Division Courses : 31
MC 300 level Performance Major Studies .4
Keyboard Harmony & Basic Improv MU 313-314 4
Band Arranging MU 455 00 00 00 • : • 00," : • 00 • 00 00 00 2
Counterpoint MU 423,424 , 6
Advanced Form & Analysis MU 410 3
Choral & Instrum Condu'cting MU 365,366 2
Music Composition MA 410 ,8
Senior Composition Recital MA 447 or '.
Music Seminar MU 498 : 2
c. Elective
Credits 12-14
, 128
4. Music Education Emphasis,Minimum Requirements
a. General University and Basic Core Require'ments for Bachelor
of Music Degree ,: 32
b. Music Requirements:
(1) Music Core. 00 00 •• 00 •• 00 • 00 •• 00 •• 00 00 • 00 00 00 00 35-37
(2) Major Instrument Performance Studies .. : 14
MC 300 level or abo,ve:4 cr minimum
(3) Additional lower Division Courses 7
Orientation to Music Educ MU 271 1
Instrumental Tech & Meth MU 257,266 4
Vocal Tech & Meth MU 256 . 00 00 • 00 00 00 00 • 00 00 00 2
(4) Additional Upper Division Courses ...............•.. 13
Band Arranging MU 455 ........•...........•... 2
Band & Orchestra Meth & Mater MU 387 2
Choral Methods & Mater MU 385 2
Choral & Instr Conducting MU 365,366 2
Instrumental Tech & Meth MU 368,369 .•...... : .. ;4
One-half Senior Recital MA 444 1
(5) Education College Requirements 26-32
General Psychology P 101(Area II) 3
Foundations of Education TE 201(Area II) 3
Education Psychology P 325 ...................•. 3
Educ. Except. Secondary Student TE 333 1
Reading in Content Subjects TE 407 .. , 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 3
Secondary Student Teaching , 10-16
c. Elective
Credits , : 0-1
Recommended Music Electives:
Functional Piano MU 213 :2
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Teaching Music in the Elementary
Classroom MU 372 ' ; 2
(to qualify students for Idaho State Certification for Ele-~'
mentarySchool Music Specialist)
The above requirements lead to state certification eligibil-
ity to teach music in the public schools: Certification is
available to teach K-12, 7-12, or K-8 in music. Specific
details are available from the Music Department.
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.. BACHElOR OF ARTHROGRAM
General Music Major Option
1. General University and BasicCore Requirementsforthe Bachelor
of Arts Degree.
2. Minimum Music Requirements:
Performance Studies 8
Materials of Music I-IV MU 119,120,219,220 14
Ear Training I-IV MU 121,122,221,222 .............•..... 4
Survey of Music History and literature Courses ",
(to be chosen from MU 341,342,343,344) ., 4-6
Ensemble : .'4
Concert Class MA 010 each semester O
Performance, Theory, Music Education, Music History
Electives (to support Senior Recital"
or Senior Project"") .....•........................ 10
Senior Recital" or Senior ProjeCt"" 1
45-47
'" See MA 444 course description for de~ails of th~ ~~'ior Recital. •
•• An independent study terminal project under faculty supervision and with approval
of the Dept. Chairman in the areas of Music Theory, Music History/literature,or Music
Education. .
Music/Business Option
General University and Basic Core Requirements for the Bachelor of
Arts Degree to include the following:
1. Area II:
CM 111 Fundamentals of Speech Communication 3
2. Area III: At least one course in Mathematics selected frolTl the
following: .
M 100 Mathematics for liberal Arts Students, or 4
M 105,106 Math for Business Decisions ...........•.•... 4-8
3. Minimum Music Requirements' • •
Total credits .. : , ...•.. ; .....•.•.. 45
MA 010 Concert Class (each semester) .........•...... 0
MC---Performance Studies \.8
ME---Ensemble \4
MU 119-120 Materials of Music I-II ................•.. '8
MU 121-122 Ear Traini.ng : ...• ; .. : ;
MU 341,342,343,344 History & lit of MusIc 10
"Senior Project 3
r
J
College of Arts and Sciences
Music Minor The Music Department will recognize as a minor in
Music (in conjunction with a major in a non-Music area) a minimum
of 20 hours of Music credits completed. Emphasis is possible in
Performance, Music Theory, History/Literature, or Music Education.
Details of the individual student's curriculum are to be determined- __
by the student in consultation with an assigned Music minor advisor
~nd subject to the approval of the Music DepartlTient Chairman.
Graduate Work Master of Arts in Secondary Educatio~, Music
Emphasis. Details may be found in the Graduate College Section of
this catalog.
," ~usic Electives (upper division) 10
4. Business courses (a maximum of 33 credits in Business courses
allowed in this option) 24-33
5. Required Courses: '
GB 101 Introduction to Business 3
MM 101 Salesmanship ••........................... 3
MM 105 Elements of Management** .......•.... ; 3
MM 203 Principles of Advertising , 3
AC205 Introduction to Financial Accounting 3. __
AC 206 Introduction to Managerial Accounting 3
GB 202 Legal Environment of Business 3
IS 210 Introduction to Information Science ~' 3
6. Additional courses-electives (up to 9 credits may be chosen from
the following): ,
EC 201 Principles of Economics-Macro 3
EC 202 Principles of Economics-Micro "., 3
AS 309 Records Management** : . 3
AS 317 Office Management** 3
MK 301 Principles of Marketing** ; 3
MK 307 Consumer B,ehavior ••...................... 3,
• An Independent Study terminal projed underfaculty supervision with the approval of the
Music Department Chairman. ~
•• To enroll in these courses special arrangements are necessary with the chairman of the
Department of Marketing and Administrative Services. ' .
Keyboard Harmony. MU 313-314 &/or
Electives**. . 4-6 3-5
18-20 17-19
• Keyboard Harmony is offered alternate years only. See course description.
•• Piano, Voice or Guitar majors must include m'ajor instrument literature MU 457 and
Pedagogy MU 463.464.
# Piano majors must include 2 credits of Accompanying ME 180, 380. Guitar majors must
include 2 credits of Guitar Ensemble ME 167,367.
+ Not required of Piano, Voice or Guitar majors.
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MUSIC EDUCATION EMPHASIS MAJORS
* Keyboard Harmony is offered alternate years only ..5ee course Descriptions.
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 : : .
General Psychology P 101 (Area II) .
'History Elective Area II : .
Area I Electives " .
Concert Class MA 010 .
Materials of Music I, II MU 119-120 .
Ear Training I, II MU 121-122 .
Major Ensemble ME 1-- ' .
Performance Studies.MC 1-1 .
Basic ConductingMU 261 .
THEORY COMPOSITION MAJORS
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
Area II Courses '
Concert Class, MA 010 .
Materials of Music I, II MU 119-120 , .
Ear Training I, II MU 121-122 , ..
Major Ensemble ME 1-- .
Major & Minor Performance Studies MC 2-2 .
SENIOR YEAR
Foreign Language .
Concert Class MA 010 .
Music Composition MA 410 .
Counterpoint MU 423 or 424 .
Major Ensemble ME 3-- .
Choral Conducting MU 365 .
Instrumental Conducting MU 366 .
Keyboard Harmony. MU 313-314 &/or Electives.
Composition Recital MA 447 .
JUNIOR YEAR
Concert Class MA 010 .
Music Composition MA 410 .
Major Performance Studies MC 3-2 .
Major Ensemble ME 3 .
Band Arranging MU 455 .
CounterpointMU 423 or 424 ' : .
Basic Conducting MU 261 : .
Advanced Form and Analysis MU 410 .
Music History III, IV MU 343,344 .
Keyboard Harmony. MU 313-314 &/or
Electives ••....................................
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Area I Literature .. ; .
Area II Course and elective .
Electives .
Concert Class MA 010 .
Materials of Music 1I1,IV, MU 219-220 .
Ear Training III, IV MU 221-222 , .
Music History I, II MU 341,342 '" ; .
Major Ensemble ME1-- .
Major and Minor Performance Studies MC 2-2 .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Area I Literature .' .
Foundations of Education TE 201(Area II) .
Concert Class MA 010 .
'Materials of Music III. IV MU 219-220 ., .
3 3
o 0
3 0
3
1 1
1 or 1
4 4
2 or 2
3
3
0 0
3 3
1 1
1 1
1
4 4
4 4
17 16
4 4
0 0
2 2
2 5
3
4 4
15 15
1st 2nd
SEM SEM
3 3
3 3
o 0
4 4
1 1
2 4
1 1
14 16
JUNIOR YEAR
Foreign Language .
Concert Class MA 010 .
Music History I, II MU 341,342 .
Keyboard Harmony. MU 313-314 &/or
Electives** .
Counterpoint MU 423 or 424 .
Performance Major MC 3-4 .
Recommended Programs
PERFORMANCE EMPHASIS MAJORS
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
Area II Courses .
Concert Class MA 010 : .
Materials of Music I, II MU 119-120 .•....... ' .
Ear Training I, II MU 121-122 .
Performance Major MC 1-2, 1-4 .
Major Ensemble ME 1-- .
SENIOR YEAR
Music History III, IV MU 343, 344 .
Concert Class MA 010 .
Counterpoint MU 423 or 424 .
Advanced Form and Analysis .
Major Ensemble# ME 3-- .
Choral or Inst Cond ucting+ MU 365 or 366 .
Performance Major MC 4-4 .
Senior Recital MA 446 ............•..............
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Area I Literature .
Area II course .
Conc~rt Class M-:' 010 .. ;.: .
Matenals of MUSIC 1I1,IVMU 219-220 .
Ear Training III, IV MU 221-222 .
Major Ensemble ME 1-- .
Basic Conducting MU 261 .
Performance Major MC 2-4 .
El,ectives .
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Ear Training III, IV MU 221-222 .
Inst. Tech. & Meth. MU 257, 266 : ' .
Orientation to Music Educ. MU 271 .
Functional Piano MU 213 (elective) .
Vocal Techniques MU 256 .
Music History I, II MU 341-342 .
Major Ensemble ME 1-- .
Performance Studies MC 2-2 .
JUNIOR YEAR
Foreign language or Area III .
Concert Class MA 010 .
Inst. Tech & Meth. MU 368,369 .
Band and Orch. Meth. MU 387 .
Choral Methods MLi 385 ; .
Choral Conducting MU 365 : :.
Instrumental Conducting MU 366 .
Music History III, IVMU 343,344 , .
Major Ensemble ME 3-- .
Performance Studies MC 3-2 , ; .
Educational Psychology P 325 :' .
Electives ' .
SENIOR YEAR ,
Secondary School Methods TE381 .
Concert Class MA 010 .
Performance Studies MC 3-2 : .
Senior Recital MA 444 ;.
Major Ensemble ME 3-- .
Band Arranging MU 455 .
Elementary Music Meth MU 372 ' .
Educating Exceptional Students TE333 .
Reading in the Content Subjects TE407 , .
Secondary Student Teaching .
Electives '.
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education option
may require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for
more information.
Course Offerings
MAMUSIC APPLIED-PERFORMANCE CLASSES, RECITALS
Lower Division
MA 010 CONCERT CLASSJO-l-8)(F/S). Student, guest and/or faculty perfor-
mances. Minimum atten ances per semester: 10 for music majors, 6 for
minors; plus attendance at a minimum of 5 Music Department sponsored
concerts/recitals. Participation in the concert/recital does not equal attend-
ance for meeting this requirement.
MA 107 RECORDER CLASS (1-8-1)(S). The cla'ss is designed to improve the
technical ability of the classroom teacher or anyone interested in playing the
recorder, and to discover the classroom value of the instrument. Baroque
ensembles will be emphasized. The class will meet once a week. Students must
supply their own instrument. May be repeated once for credit.
MA 127 BEGINNING GUITAR CLASS(0-2-1)(F/S). Technical fundamentals in
playing the acoustical guitar for beginners. Use of popular and folk songs.
Course is based on written notation and aural instruction, stressing chord
playing, correct posture and holding positions. Students must provide their
own instrument. May be repeated once for credit.
MA 128 INTERMEDIATEGUITAR CLASS(0-2-1)(F/S). Continuation of MA 127.
Emphasis on understanding fret-board theory, reading music notation for
guitar, solo playing. Concept of form levels as it relates to upper position work.
Students must provide their own instrument. May be repeated once for credit.
PREREQ:MA 127 or PERM/INST.
MA 158 PIANO CLASS (O-l-l)(F/S). Each semester. Maximum 2 credits
allowed.
.~A lBO,VOICECLASS(O-l-l)(F/S). Each semester. Maximum 2creditsallowed.
Upper Division
MA 307 RECORDER CLASS(1-8-1)(F/S). The class is designed to enhance the
technical ability of the classroom teacher or anyone interested in playing the
recorder, and to discover the classroom value of the instrument. Baroque
ensembles will be emphasized. The classes will meet once a week. Students
must supply their own instrument. Maybe repeated once for credit. PREREQ:
MA 107 or PERM/INST.
MA327ADVANCED GUITAR CLASS(0-3-2)(F/S). Study of music and technical
problems in solo ~uitar playing; chord construction and progression, analysis
of intervals, functIonal harmonic relationships, principals of guitar transcrip-
tions, introduction of improvisation. Students must provide their own instru-
ment. May be repeated once for credit. PREREQ: MA 128 or PERM/INST.
pCC--.'-
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MA 328 JAZZ GUITAR CLASS(0-2-1)(F/S). A course in jazz improvisation for
the guitarist with at least 1 year of playing experience. The use of the guitar in
jazz is approached within a historical perspective beginning with the 1930's.
Students must provide their own instrument. May be repeated once for credit.
PREREQ: MA 128 or PERM/INST.
MA 410 MUSIC COMPOSITION (2-8-2)(F/S). Instruction and supervised expe- '
rience in composing for various instruments and voices, individually and in
combination, utilizing small and large musical forms. May be repeated for a
total of 8 credits. PREREQ: PERM/INST. '
MA 444 MUSIC EDUCATlON--BACHELOR OF ARTSSENIOR RECITAL(O-V-l).
This course is a one-half, recital to be presented as the culminating perfor-
mance project for music education majors and for bachelor of arts music
majors emphasizing performance. PREREQ:3OQ-levelperformance ability and
PERM/INST. Graded pass/fail. '
MA 44S RECITAL(0-V-2). Music Pe'rformance majors may elect to perform a
solo recital for two credits prior to the required senior solo recital at any time
subsequent to the freshman year. PERM/INST/CHMN.
MA 446 SENIOR PERfORMANCE RECITAL(0-V-2). This course is,afull recital to
be presented as the culminating project lor performance emphasis majors
within the Bachelor of Music program. PREREQ: 4OQ-levelperformance ability
and PERM/INST. Graded pass/fail.. .-
MA 447 SENIOR COMPOSITION RECITAL(0-V-2). A recital for the perfor-
mance of original compositions by the Theory-Composition major. Students
must make iheir own arrangements with personnel requited for the recital.
Required of Theory-Composition majors PREREQ: Major in Theory-
Composition and PERM/INST. Graded pass/fail.
MC MUSIC-PRIVATE LESSONPERFORMANCE StUDIES
(These coursescarry an extra fee. For details see schedule ollees elsewhere in
this Catalog.) ,
Students enrolling in private lesson (MC) studies must secure the consent of
the instructor prior to registrati.oll. -- --
Generally, all entering freshmen will enroll in l00-level studies; non-musk
majors will enroll initially in 100-level studies. Before permission is granted to
any student to enroll in the next higher level, the student must perform before
a faculty jury toward the dete'rmination of appropriate level placement. Juries
are held at the end of each semester. Music majors are required to perform on'
their major instrument before a faculty jury each semester. Details in perfor-
mance level requirements for each instrument and voice are available from the
Music Department office. All MC undergraduate courses may be repeated for
credit (no limit). Students transferring into the Music Department as Music "
majors from another institution or from another department within BSUmust
complete a performance examination for placement in the appropriate per-
formance level. _
Private Lesson Performance Studies Course Number--
ing System: The three-digit course number carries the following informa-
tion: first digit ('--,2--, etc.) = performance level; second digit = instrumental
family (-0- woodwinds, -1- brass, c2- percussion, .3-voice, -4- keyboard, -5-
fretted string instruments, -6- bowed string instruments); third digit (--1, --2,
--4) = credit value. four-credit studies are reserved for bachelor of music
program performance emphasis majors. Suffix letters identify the particular
Instrument in each instrumental family: woo~winds: A flute, B oboe, C
clarinet, 0 bassoon, Esaxophone, F recorder; Brasses: A horn, B trumpet, C
trombone, Otuba; Keyboard: A piano, Borgan; fretted stringed instruments;
Aguitar; Bowed string instruments: Aviolin, Bviola, C cello, o string bass. The
class schedule printed prior to each semester lists particular studio courses
available for the semester.
Major area minimum practice requirements
for 4 hrs. credit - 18 hrs. practice per week.
For 2 hrs. credit ~12 hrs. practice per week.
Minor area practice requirements: for 2 hrs. credit - 6 hrs. practice per week.
MC 102, 104, 202, 204, 302, 304, 402, 404 WOODWIND INSTRUMENTSPrivate
lessons. 112, 114, 212, 214, 312, 314; 412, 414 BRASS INSTRUMENTSprivate
lessons.
MC 122, 124,222, 224, 322, 324, 422, 424 PERCUSSION INSTRUMENTSprivate
. lessons.
MC 132, 134, 232, 234, 332, 334,432, 434 VOICE private lesson.
MC 142, 144, 242, 244, 342, 344, 442, 444 KEYBOARD INSTRUMENTSpr!vate
lessons.
MC 152, 154, 252, 254, 352, 354, 452, 454 FRETIED STRING INSTRUMENTS
private lessons. •
MC 162, 164, 262,264,362,364,462,464 BOWED STRINGINSTRUMENTSprivate
lessons.
Course numbers ending in 2: (2-5-2)(F/S).
Course numbers ending in 4: (0-1-4)(f/S).
~U MUSIC, GENERAL
, Low~r Division
, .
MU 101 MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS 12-0~2). Primarily for Elementary Education
students, but open to all non-musk majors. learning to read music through
study of music notation symbols. Study of all scales and keys, major and minor,
and elementary chord structures. \lasic conducting patterns are learned and
practiced. ". ". "
MU 103 ELEMENTS OF MUSIC (2-O-2){Sl. Intended primarily for music majors,
thisco~rse is open t6anyone interested in acquiring knowledge in or upgrad-
!ng their understanding of fundamental structures of music notation, scales,
Intervals, rhythmic patterns, etc .. The course is designed for students aspiring
to be music majors but lacking the necessary fundamentals background.
MU 119 MATERIALS OF MUSIC (4-0-4)(1'). 'Music fundamentals review; nota-
tion, intervals, scales and modes, triads, key signatures, etc. Melody,.cadences.
t • ~ _ ""'e •• " I ,
Lower Division and. Upper. Division
ME 101, 301 UNIVERSITY SINGERS (O-2-1)(I'/S)~ A ge'ner~1 ~h::;rusopen to all
university students. No audition is necessary. Major choral works from all
periods will be sung. Public performance(s) will be expected each semester.
Maximum credits: ME 101 and/or 301,8 CR. ,,1
ME 105, 305'MEISTERSINGERS (0-5-1)(F/S)~ Essentlally'a course'in unaccompan':
ied singing, open to all university students. The Meistersingers is the concert-
touring clioir of the~niversity ..Maximum c.redits: ME 105 and/or 30.58 CR.
PREREQ: Enrollment ISby audition and MUSIC Department approval • ,
ME 110, 310 VOCAl. ENSEMBLE (0-2-1)(F/S). Designed to pro~~te participation
in.and repertoire knowledge of small vocal ensembles. Literature includes
music of all periods. Public performances given each semester. .Maximum
credits: ME 110 and/or ME 310, 8 CR., PREREQ: PERM/INST." '.'.1
ME 115;'315 OPERA THEATRE (0-5-1). A course in the study and productio~ of
operas. Maximum credit: ME 115/315, 8 CR. PREREQ: PERM/INST. '.
ME 1211-3:zOBAND (0-5-1)(FiS): An ~Iective open to all st.Ydents who ca~ ~I~y a
band instrument .. Maximum credits: ME 120, and/!JrME 320, 8 CR., ...;
ME 125, 325 BRASS ENSEMBLE (O-2-1)(F/S). Acourse designed to' promote
playing in and increasing repertoire knowledge for small brass ensembles:'A
public performance is required each semester. Maximum credits: ME 125,
and/or ME 325, 8 CR. PREREQ: PERM/INST. '
ME 126, 326 JAZZENSEMBLE(O~:J-ll(F/S). A,course designed to promote
playing repertoire of large jazz ensembles. Includes performance of dixieland,
be-bop, swing, rock and contemporary jazz. Class rehearsals include study of
rhythm problems, notation, improvisation; ear training and chord construc-
tion in jazz. Public performance each semester. Maximum credits; ME ,126
and/or 326,8 CR. PRERE9: PERM/INST. , ..., " •."" ,
ME 130, 330 WOODWIND ENSEMBLE (O-2-1)(F/S). A coursedesigiied to pro-
mote playing in and increasing repertoire knowledge of small woodwind
ensembles. A public performance is required each semester. Maximum
credits: ME 130 and/or ME 330;8 CR. ,', '. • •••
ME 140-340 PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE (O-2~1)(F/S). A course designed to pro'-
mote playing in and repertoire knowledge of percussion ensembles. A public
performance is required each semester. Maximum credits: ME 140 and/or ME
340,8 CR. PREREQ:PERM/INST. ";~,' ••
ME 141, 341 KEYBOARD PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE (0-2-1)(F/S). In conjunction
with the preparation of music for public performance, students will acquire a
first-hand knowledge of phrasing, mallet selection and application, general
ensemble techniques, musical style and interpretation, and repertoire.,.Stu-
dents will also be encouraged to compose original music and/or arrange or
ada~texisting musicfortheensemble. Maximum credits: ME 141 and/or 341,8
credits. ~ ~ ".
ME 150,350 ORCHESTRA (0-5-1)(F/S). The Boise State University Sympho~y is
composed of students and experienced musicians and prepares several con-
certs each season from the standard repertoire .. An elective..fornon-music
majors. Audition is required oLnew students. Maximum credits: ME 150
. and/or ME 350, 8 CR. j • '," "f ~,)'
ME 160, 360 STRING ENSEMBLE (0-2-1)(1'/5): A course designed io'"piomote
playing in a'nd increasing repertoire knowledge for small string ensembles. A
public performance is required each semester. Maximum credits: ME 160
and/or 360,8 CR. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
ME 167, 367 GUITAR ENSEMBLE (O-2-1)(F/S). A c'o~rse'designed to prom~te
playing in and repertoire knowledge of ensembles of or including guitar(s).
Maximum credits: ME 167 and/or ME367, 8 CR. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
~E 180, 380 AC~OMPANYING (O-2-1)(F/S). Practical experience in' accompan-
Ying vocal and Instrumental students. Open to keyboard students with suffi-
cient technique. Maximum credits: ME 180 and/or 380, 8 CR. .
ME 185,385 DUO-PIANO ENSEMBLE (0-2-1)(F/S). A basic survey of duoopiano
literature from the Baroque to the present. Students will learn how to cope
with ensemble problems in rehearsal and performance. Class sessions will
consist of performance, listening and discussion. A public performance will be
presented. Maximumcredits: ME185and/or 38S,8CR. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
Upper Division,
MU 313-314 KEYBOARD HARMONY AND.BASIC IMPROVISATION (2-0-
2){F/S). Keyboard application of basic harmonic principles: playing and har-
monizing figured and unfigured basses and melodies, modulation, transposi-
tion,accompanying familiar tunes, beginning improvisation. Offered alternate
years, beginning fall semester,even numbered years. PREREQ: MU 120-122
and 1-2 years piano study. ",1,. '.1
MU 33! AMERICAN MUSICAL THEATRE (3-0-3)(1'). An historical overview will
,~e presented along with a look at behind-thecscenes work necesSary in the
presentation of musical theatre productions .. Includes an in.depth look' at all
the responsibilities of the entire production crew, from promotion and,box
office to stage crews, and from make-up crews to cast. .. .
MU 332 MUSICAL THEATRE PRODUtTlONS (0-10-4)(5). Specific apprentice-
ships in the operations of actual musical theatre productions will be given to
gain experience in the practical appl.ication of knowledge learned in MU 33.1:
Graded pass/fail. May be repeated ,two times'for credit. PREREQ: MU331,
PERM/INST. ." ... ,.. . '. .~• I" ,. ;;
MU 341 HISTORY AND LITERATURE OF MUSIC I (2-0-2){F/S). The analysis of
the development of Western music from its beginnings in early Christian times
1
(
ff ~f ;I
MU 220 MATERIALS OF MUSIC IV (3-o-3)(S). Includes introduction to inven-
tion and fugue techniques and sonata form; eleventh and thirteenth chords;
twentieth century melody and harmony; atonality and serial tech'niques.
Compositional skills involving the above. PREREQ: MU 219 or equivalent and
piano per MU 119.
MU 221-222 EAR TRAINING III-IV (0-2-1)(F/S). Continuation of ear training
I_II: solfeggio, dictation of more advanced rhythms, 2;3 and 4-parts. 'Student
expected to play at keyboard simpler forms of basic chords in 4-part harmony.
PREREQ: MU 121-122; MU 120; at least one year of piano study or concurrent
enrollment in piano study. .
MU 256 VOCAL TECHNIQUES AND METHODS (~-2-2)(S); Designed fo~' the
music education major, this course deals with ,teaching skills to Iielp develop
the vocal potentials of young students, describing basic physical components
of the voice and their coordination, understanding the young and" changing"
voice, and learning phonetic components of latin, Italian, and German.
• " J. " ' ,~. ",. ,',0 ., , ..,
MU 257 STRING INSTRUMENT TECHNIQUES AND METHODS (1-2-2)(1').
Primarily for .music education majors, this course deals with methods and
materials of'string-c1ass teaching in the public schools, while providing the
student with a basic performing technique on two or more of the orchestral
string instruments: violin, viola, cello and string bass.' ~
MU 261 'BASIC CONDUCTING (0-2-1){F/S). Fundam~rita'itechniques of con-
ducting: baton fundamentals, group rehearsal techniques, and simple score
reading. • .
MU 266 WOODWIND TECHNIQUES AND METHODS (1-2-2)(1'). Primarily for
music education majors, this course deals with methods and materials of
teaching the various woodwind instruments in the public schools, while pro-
vidin!. the student with a basic pedagogical technique on two or more of the
woo wind instruments.' '. I
MU 271 ORIENTATION TO MUSIC EDUCATION (l-l-l)(F/S). A look at school
music pro!ramsto include all,levels: {;rimary through secondary programs.
,lab perio devoted to visitation in pu lic schools. .f ,".
r ,. '
Emphas!s is on aural and visual recognition: analysis a'n'd compositional skills
involving the above. PREREQ: piano proficiency to play simple melodies and
harmonies, or concurrent enrollment in piano study, or PERM/INST.
• . • .. . ~ •. • '. _ 11'- ,. ~
MU 120 MATERIALS OF MUSIC II (4-0-4)(S). 4-voice textur.es (linear & vertical);
homophony; diatonic chords and harmonie-relationships; cadences; inver-
sions; dominant sevenths; secondary dominants; cursory survey of binary;
ternary and through-composed forms; aural and visual analysis; compositional
skills; PREREQ: MU 119 or equivalent and piano as per MUl19.
MU 121-122 EAR TRAINING 1"11 (0-2-1)(F-S). Designed to correlate with Mate-
rials I and II. Emphasizes aural training in scales, intervals and rhythms. ,
Includes drill in solfeggio and sight singing leading to aural recognition of 3
and 4 part harmonic structures, PREREQ: Previous or concurrent enrollment
in MU 119 and 120,' . • ,,~' ., .••..• .... . I
MU 133 INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC (3-O-3)(AREA I). An elective course open
to all students and fashioned to familiarize the listener with a variety of musical
expression. Emphasis is upon the enjoyment of music through the understand-
ing of recorded and live performances. Attendance at six live concerts/recitals
required.' ';" 'f" . '.
MU 147 SURVEY OF OPERA. AND MUSIC THEATRE (O~2-1)(F). An historical
survey of the development and growth of opera and music theatre through
chronological study of scores, recordings, sound filmstrips, and library
resource materials from the beginning of the Baroque period to contemporary
~odern Opera and Music Theatre compositions. Required of Voice majors.
MU 213 FUNCTIONAL PIANO (2-O-2)(F/S). Building of basic keyboard skills
needed for music education majors in areas of sight reading, transposition;
harmonization, improvisation, and repertoire materials; piano music and 2-4
line scores will be used. May be repeated once for credit. PREREQ: MU 120
and one year of piano study. .'. ,
MU 219 MATERIALS OF MUSIC III (3-0-3)(1'). Continuation of 4-part textures.
Diatonic sevenths; introduction to altered chords, augmented sixth and nea-
Rolitan chords; cantusfirmus techniques; remote modulations; compositional
skills involving the above. PREREQ: MU 120 or equivalent and pianopei MU
119. .
maximum
"
ME MUSIC, ENSEMBLE •
Alf~ME Courses may be repeated' for credit up to the
aHO:wabl~ as stated in the course descriptions. .
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through the early 160.0.'s.Consideration ot music trom these periods as artistic
entities, their relationships to their contemporary societies, and as foundations
fpr subsequent expression. PREREQ: MU 119 and 120.or PERM/INST.
MU 342 HISTORY AND LITERATUREOf MUSIC II (2_0_2)(f/S).'Encompasses
the period from the Florentine Camerata through the high Baroque, the
Rococo, and pre-classic composers. Attention to the evolution of musical
forms through score reading, analysis, and discussion.,PREREQ: MU 119 and
120, or PERM/INST. ' . -
MU343 HISTORY'AND LITERATUREOf MUSIC III (3.o-3)(f/S). Works of
Haydn, Mozart, and their contempor,aries through the Romantic period to
liszt, Wagner, and Puccini will be considered and analyzed as vehicles of
individual expression and as steps to greater.varieties of musical expression.
Th'eir relationship to works in parallel movements in literature and other arts
will be 'considered.fREREQ: MU ,119 an? 1200r,.PERM/INST. ; , ,
MU 344 HISTORY AND LITERATUREOf MUSIC IV (3.0-3). Analysis of styles
and characteristics of Western music from the last decades of the previous
century to today'savant garde and electronic music. PREREQ: MU 119and 120
or PERM/INST.
MU 365 CHORAL CONDUCTING (0-2-1)(f). A course designed tt>deal with
the problems and techniques of choral conducting. Students will work with
ensemble groups as laboratories for conducting expE;!rience. PREREQ: MU 261
orPERM/INST. . • J'" "
MU 366 INSTRUMENTALCONDUCTING (0-2-1)(S). Acourse designed to deal
with the problems of instrumental conducting. Includes baton technique and
score reading. Students will work with ensembles as laboratories for conduct-
ing experience, PREREQ:MU 261. • '. ' " , ,
MU 368 PERCUSSION TECHNIQUES AND METHODS (1-2-2)(S). Primarily for
music education majors, this course'deals with methods and mate'rials of
teaching the various percussion instruments in the public schools, while pro-
viding the student with basic performing techniques.
, .,,, ' .."<> .". ~~ ,. .' .,
MU 369 BRASSTECHNIQUES AND METHODS (1-2-2)(f/S). Primarily for,music
education majors, this course deals with methods and materials of teaching the
various br~ss instruments in t~e publicoschools, whil~ providin!lthe student
With a baSICperforming technoque on two or more of the bra'ss Instruments.
MU 370 GUITAR fOR CLASSROOM TEAC"ERS (2.o-2)(f/S). Designed for
teachers or prospective teachers who wish ,to use the guitar in classroom
situations. Emphasis is on accompaniment skills, elementary chord theory,
melody playing, proper hand position and notereading. Musical material is
drawn from popular and folk styles useful in elementary classes. May be
repeated once for credit. . - ,J , , '
MU 371 MUSIC METHODS fOR THE ELEMENTARYSCHOOL TEACHER'(2.o.
2). Materials, methods and problems relating to classroom music in grades K
through six. PREREQ: Music Fundamentals MU 101 or equivalent., '
'''',.. A.t< .~ "
MU 372 TEACHING MUSIC IN THEELEMENTARYCLASSROOM (2.1-2)(f). For
music majors. Includes special methods, materials and teaching techniques for
the elementary classroom music program. PREREQ:MU 271.
MU 385 CHORAL METHODS AND MATERIALS(1-2~2j(S).Designed for m'usic
education majors who will be teaching vocal groups in junior and/or senior
high schools. A practical workshop in selection and conducting of choral
materials, rehearsal techniques, use of small ensembles, planning and .organi-
zation of vocal groups. ";,' • ,.~ ,
MU 387 BAND AND ORCHESTRA METHODS AND MATERIALS(1.2-2)(f). The
study of the organization and administration of bands and orchestras ill the
secondary school level; including equipment purchasing, budgets, public
relations, plann!ng, r.ehearsal.techni,ques" scheduling, programming, and
emergency repairs of Instruments. " "
MU 410'ADVANCED fORM 'AND ANALYSIS(3-0-3)(S). Analysis of harmonic
and formal structures of the larger binary and ternary forms;,the sonata, the
symphony, the. concerto, Baroque forms. PREREQ: MU 220 or PERM/INST.
MU.423g SIXTEENTHCENTURY COUNTERPOINT'(3.0-3)(f). Study of 16th
century compositional techniques. Compositions will be written in 2 'to 4
voices, 5 species, C clefs and latin texts .. Analysis/liste,ning of music of the
period. ,Additional compositions and/or-research' for 'graduate' c'redit.
PREREQ: MU 220 or equivalent. Odd numbered years.' • .' •
MU 424g COUNTERPOINT SINCE 1600 (3-0.3)(f): Study and writing in coni'ra-
puntal styles from Baroque Period to present day. Invertible counterpoint,
canon, fugue"invention, analysis of, procedures in representative works.
Additional compositions and/or research for graduate credit. PREREQ: MU
220 or equivalent. Even numbered years.
~U 455 BAND ARRANGING (2.o-2)(f). Required of majors in music education
and in theory and composition. Astudy of scoring and notation for brasswind,
,woodwind and percussion instruments and their textures in various combina-
tions. PRER.Ec'L~U 220..
MU 457 MAIOR INSTRUMENT LITERATURE(PIANO. VOICE, GUITAR)(2.o.
2)(f/S). A survey course to acquaint the student with the important literature
from all periods for piano, voice or guitar. Section 1 piano literature, Section 2
guitar Iiterature;Section 3 vocal literature. PREREQ: Upper,Division standing
.in perf~rm~nce.. .. .• ::' . .
MU 463 MAIOR INSTRUMENT PEDAGOGY (PIANO, VOICE, GUITAR) I (2.0-
~2)(f). A survey and comparative study of pedagogical'materials, principals and
procedures. The course will consist of reading;lecture,-listening and observa-
tion in teaching studios. PREREQ: Upper Division standing in performance.
Alternate years with MU 457. ,~"~ ',. ".'
,.~ ,~
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MU 464 MAIOR INSTRUMENT PEDAGOGY (PIANO, VOICE, GUITAR) II (2.0•.
2)(5). Practical applicatic:m of pedagogic~1 methods a~d pr.ocedures. thr0l!gh
supervised studio t.eachlng. ~urther reading. lecture, hstenong and d,scuss"on
involving pedagogIcal technoques. PREREQ: MU 463 Pedagogy I. Alterna.!e
years with MU 457. .'
MU 498 MUSIC SEMINAR (2.o-2)(f/S). A seminar project under faculty direc-
tion. PREREQ: Senior standing.
Department of Physics
Science-Nursing Bldg., Rm. 31B Telephone (208)385-3775
Chairman and Professor: Robert A. Luke; Professors: Allen, Luke,
Newby, Reimann, Smith; Assistant Professors:' Dykstra.
Degrees Offered
• BSin Physics
• BSin Physics, Secondary Education
'Degree Requirements
PHYSICS MAJOR
Bachelor of Science Degree
The scope of the program is applied. However, flexibility is main-
tained in order to direct the student toward his desired objectives. If
the student is interested in going on into graduate Physics, more
Math and some independent stuay in Quantum Physics would be
recommended. Depending on the particular field of interest in Phys-'
ics, the student could select electives in Biology, Chemistry, Math or
Geophysics. '
Physics Major
LIBERAL ARTS OPTION
1. General University and BS Degree Requirements ' .. 30
2. Major Requirements 98
A.• Physics ........•................................. .47
Mechanics, Waves and Heat PH 211 4-
Mechanics, Waves and Heat Lab PH 212 1
Electricity, Magnetism and Optics PH 213 4
Electricity, Magnetism and Optics Lab PH 214 : 1
Intermediate Applied Programming PH 225 2
Electronics Lab PH 301 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4
Transducers PH 304 2
Lab Microprocessor Applications PH 307 3
Modern Physics PH 311,312 . ; : .. 6
Optics PH 331 ; 4
Mechanics PH 341 4
Electricity & Magnetism, PH 381,382 , 6
Advanced Topics PH 422 3
Senior Lab PH 481 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3
Seminar PH 499 1
• With consent of advisor and chairman, substitutio~scan be made for not
more than 6hoursof the abovefromthe area of Biology,Chemistry,Math,
Engineering or Geophysics.
B. Engineering " 12-13
Computer Programming EN 104 or 107 2-3
• Systems & Circuits I,ll EN 221,223 7
Fluid Mechanics EN 301 .
OR { 3 '.
Thermodynamics EN 320 " \ . ,
C. Math '.. 20
1. Calculus SequellceM 204,205,206 .. , 13
2. Differential Equations M 331 : .3
3. A choice of one or more of the following
for at least 4 credit hours:
a. Linear Algebra M 301 : 4
b. Vector Calculus M 320 2
c. Numerical Analysis M 340 4
d. Fund of Statistics M 361 " 4
e. Four Ser & Bd Value Prob M 421 3 '
f. Probability & Statistics M 431 3
, g. Linear Syst & Sig Process CS 426 4
D. Chemistry ............................•................. 9
E. Recom me nded Electives. , ; 7
I
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.~~.Course Offerings
PS PHYSICAL SCIENCE
Lower Division
PS100 FOUNOATIONS OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE (3-2-4)(Area III). selected
concepts of matter and energy that are widely applicable toward understand-
ing our physical environment. Aone-semester course for non-Science majors.
Graduate';
PS501 BASIC PHYSICALSCIENCEFOR SCIENCETEACHERS(3-8-3). An in'tro-
duction to the basic ideasof Physical Scienceihcluding matter,energy/mo.tion,
electricity, magnetism, wave motion, sound, light, Ileat, atomic ana nuclear
physics, and astronomy. Concepts will be discussed and demonstrated with
emphasis on methods that can be used in the classroom. Offered when there is
sufficient demand. .
.
PH 100ACULTURALAPPROACH TO PHYSICS(3-3-4). Designed for liberal arts
students. Students should gain an appreciation for the basic ideas in physics
and how these ideas have contributed to the development of western culture
by their influence on philosophy, religion and technology.
PH 101-102 GENERALPHYSICS(3-3-4). (F/S) (Area III).Mechanics, sound, heat,
light, magnetism, an electricity. This course satisfies the science requirement
for the bachelor of arts and bachelor of science curricula, and may be taken by
forestry, pre-dental and pre-medical students. PREREQ:Algebra and Trigono-
metry.
PH 105 INTRODUCTION TO DESCRIPTIVEASTRONOMY (3-2-4I(F/S)(Areil
III). A study of galaxies, stars and planets and their physical rerationships,
beginning with our own solar system and moving outward. Several scheduled
evening viewing sessions and planetarium visits are required. A one-semester
course for non-Science majors.
PH 106 RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS (2-2.3)(F). Fundamental concepts of radia-
tion physics involving structure of the atom, radioactivity, electricity, magnet-
ism, and electromagnetic radiation. Includes the physical principles of mag-
netic resonance and diagnostic ultrasound.
PH 109 (CS 109) INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS (3-2-4). The potential and
limitations of computers, and their impact on society. The course includes an
introduction to computer hardware and programming. Designed for non-
Science majors.
PH207 INTRODUCTION TO BIOPHYSICS(3-3-4) (5). Acourse relating physical
principles to biological applications. lectures stress concepts of atomic phys-
ICS, basic electricity, energetics, heat and optics. The variety of instruments
normally found in biological laboratories are used in lab to study biological
systems.PREREQ: Mll1 or M 108.
PH 211 MECHANICS. WAVES. AND HEAT (4-1-4)(F)(Areil III). 2.Kinematics,
dynamics of particles, statics, momentum, rotational motion, wave motion,
heat and thermodynamics. PREREQ: M 204. COREQ: PH212. Must be concur-
rently taking or have taken M 205.
PH 212 MECHANICS. WAVES.AND HEAT lAB (0-3-1)(F)(Areillll). lab to be
taken with PH 211. Basic experiments in mechanics, wave motion, and heat.
COREQ: PH 211. .,.,
PH 213 ElECTRICITY. MAGNETI~M. AND OPTICS (4-1-4)(S)(AREA III). Cou-
lombslaw, fields, potential, malSoetism, induction,simple circuits, geometrical
optics, interference, polarization, diffraction, and basic -modern physics.
PREREQ: PH 211, M lOS: COREQ: PH 214.
PH214 ELECTRICITY.MAGNETISM. AN.DOPTICS lAB (0-3-1)(S)(AREAIII). lab
to be taken concurrently with PH213. Basic experiments in electricity, magnet-
ism, optics, and modern physics. PREREQ:PH 211. COREQ: PH 213.
PH 225'INTERMEDIATEAPPLIEDPROCiRAMMINC (2-8-2)(5). An intermediate
course stressing the algorithmic techniques of problem solving using the
computer. Stress will be on language and programming topics useful in the
solution of science and engineering problems. Concentration will be on FOR-
TRAN, but other programming languages will also be used. PREREQ:EN104or
EN107. CoreQ: M)05 or M 106. Credit cannot be obtained from both PH 225
and M 225.
Upper D!vision
PH 301ANALOG ELECTRONICSlAB (2-6-4)(F). An introduction to some of the
more common discrete semiconductor devices and analog integrated circuits
and their uses in electronic circuits. Included are devices such as diodes, silicon
control rectifiers, bipolar transistors, field effect transistors, operational ampli-
fiers and their use in rectifier, amplifier and waveform circuits. PREREQ: PH
214, EN223.
PH 304 TRANSDUCERS (1-3-2)(5). An introduction to some common devices
used to convert energy forms into electrical signals. Included are photomultip-
lier tubes, photoconductive cells, photodiodes, phototransistors, linear varia-
ble differential transformers, thermocouples, thermistors, piezoelectric and
piezoresistive elements. Signal conditioning for these devices will be covered.
PREREQ: PH 301.. .
PH 307 lABORATORY MICROPROCESSOR APPLICATIONS (2-3.3)(F/S). A
lecture/laboratory course designed to provide the student with the necessary
College of Arts and Sciences
SECONDARY OPTION
1. General University Requirements ••..............•......... 30
2. Major Requirements .......•...•................. ' 77
A. Physics .....................•..•..... .' 30
Mechanics, Waves and Heat PH 211 •.............. 4
Mechanics, Waves and Heat Lab PH 212 1
Electricity, Magnetism and Optics PH 213 4
Electricity, Magnetism and Optics Lab PH 214 1
Intro to Descriptive Astronomy PH 105 4
., Modern Physics PH 311-312 6
Optics PH 331 ..........•......•.•... ;.......... 4
Lab Micro processor App. PH 307. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. 3
Senior Lab PH 481 . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. . .. .. ... 3
B. Engineering •...........•..........•....•...•...... ~'.. '.'.2
Coniputer Prog. Course, such as EN 104 or CS 122., 2
C. Math , •........... ; .. , •.•..................... 16
Calculus Sequence M 204,205,206 ........•....... 13
Differential Equations M 331 •..................•. 3
D. Chemistry C 131,132,133,134 ,.9
E, General Zoology Z 130 .........•........................ 5
F. General Botany BT 130 ,., ................• : .4
F. Recommended Electives , .•.. , .• , .• ,.9
G. Possible Earth Science Elective •.•.....•................. .4
3. Education Requirements ..•.....•......•.........•..... 26-32
Foundations of Education TE 201 , .• 3
Educ. Except Secondary Student TE 333 ..•............ 1
Educational Psychology P 325 .• :': .•. ,............... 3
Read in Content Subjects TE 407 3
Secondary School Science Methods TE 384 ....• , 3 "
Secondary School Methods TE 381 .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . 3
Secondary School Teaching ......•...•.......•... ,10-16
1st 2nd
fRESHMAN YEAR SEM SEM
English CompC?sition E 101-102.. .. .. .. .. 3 3
College ChemIstry C 131-132-133-134.............. 4 5
Calculus & AnalytIc Geometry M 204-205 ... . . . . . . . 5 4
Digital Computer Programming EN 104 or 107 . . . . . • 2-3 3
Electives. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4
Area I or II Requirements. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . 3 -
TOTAL 15-1615-16
NOTE: Completion of all re"quirements for graduation with a secondary educat~on
option m~y require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education
listing for more information.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Mechanics, Waves and Heat PH'211 4
Mechanics, Waves and Heat Lab PH 212 ; 1
Electricity, Magnetism and Optics PH 213 " 4
Electricity, Magnetism and Optics Lab PH 214 ' 1
Systems & Circuits I, II EN 221-223. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ,. 3 4
Calculus & Analytic Geometry M 206.. .. .. .. ... ... 4
Differential Equations Math M 331 •............. '.. 3
Applied Programming PH 225 2
Area lor II Requirements.... .. ....•. .. 3 3
Area lor II Requirement....... ... .. .. .. . 3
TOTAL - 18 17
PHYSICS MAJOR
Bachelor of Science Degree
JUNIOR YEAR
Modern Physics PH 311-312 ;......... 3 3
Electronics Lab PH 301 ,.... 4
Transducers PH 304 :.'. 2
Lab Microprocessor Applications PH 307. . • . . .. . • . . 3
()Itij~~/hermodyna~~s .~~. ~~~ ' . . . . . . . . . . 3
If t1 \Fluid Mechanics EN 301 ' , \
Optics PH 331 ..........................•........ ' 4
Math course. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Area I or II Requirements ....•......... :. . . . . . . . . . 3 3
TOTAL 17 15
SENIOR YEAR
Electricity & Magnetism PH 381-382 •..........•... 3 3
Mechanics PH 341 . . • . .. . .. . . . . . . • . ..•. • . . . . . . . . . . • 4
Senior Lab PH 461 ............•.•................ 3
Advanced Topics PH 422......................... 3
Electives •............•.••...•.............•... '. . 3 4
Area lor II Requirement. .. ..... .... .. ...•... .. .. 3 3
Physics Seminar PH 499 ................•.......• ; 1
TOTAL 16 14
64
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• Departmental Requirements.
THEATRE EMPHASIS
(Departmental Requirements indicated by asterisk)
Recommended Program
THEATRE ARTS MAJOR
3
3 3
4
3
3
4 6
16 16
1st 2nd
SEM SEM
3 3
1 1
4
3
4 4
7
15 15
3
JUNIOR YEAR
Foreign language .
*Dramatic Literature .
*World Drama TA 341, 342 .
Upper Division Electives .
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Compositiori E 101-102 .
*Physical Education ............................•.
laboratory Science .
*Introductionto Theatre TA 107 .
*Technical Theatre TA 117, 118 .
Electives .
World Drama TA 341,342 6
Di recti ng TA 401 3
Theatre History TA 421,422 6
Contemporary Theatre TA 445 3
Major Production Participation (2 hr lD, 2 hr UD)
TA 231,331 .4
39
SECONDARY EDUCA nON EMPHASIS
(Upper Division Courses--21)
SECONDARY EDUCATION
Department requirements for the Secondary' 'Educati~n
Option are the same as regular Theatre major plus:
Di recti ng TA 402
Shakespeare E 345 or 346 (substituted for Contemporary
Theatre TA 445)
Reading in Content Subjects TE 407
Educating the Exceptional Secondary Student TE 333
-The student must also satisfy the requirements for teacher
certification.
SENIOR YEAR
*Directing .
*Theatre History TA 421, 422 .
Upper Division Electives .
*Contemporary Theatre TA 445 '.' .
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
*Fitness Activity .
laboratory Science .
*Introduction to Theatre TA 107 .
*Technical Theatre TA 117-118 : .
Intro Art or Music AR 103, MU 133 " .
Reading and Study Skills TE 108 .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Literature Elective .
*Stage Voice TA 233 .
*History of Western Civilization HY 101, 102 .
*Acti ng .
Social Science Elective : .
laboratory Science .
Electives .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Literature Elective .
*Stage Voice TA 233 " .
*History of Western Civilization HY 101, 102 .
laboratory Science .
Social Science Elective .
*Acti ng .
Electives .
Program Requirements
THEATRE ARTS
Bachelor of Arts Degree
General University Requirements except
1. Theatre Symposium TA 010, required each semester of every
Theatre Arts Major.
2. Fitness Activity .Courses (as recommended by Advisor, fencing,
dance, gymnastics, etc.) 2
3. Area I
Credits 12
Intro to Theatre TA 107 3
Intro to Art or Music AR 103,MU 133 3
Dramatic Literature " 3
Elective Literature Course 3
4. Area II Credits 12
History of Western Civilization 6
5. The Department recommends that Theatre Arts Majors
take one year of Foreign language and Reading and Study
Skills TE 108.
Morrison Center, Room C-l00 'Telephone (208) 385-395i
Chairman and Associate Professor: Stephen R. Buss; Profess'o/\~u.
terbach, Shankweiler; Associate Professor: Ericson. Assistant/Profes.
sor: Atlakson; !
Department of Theatre Arts
Degrees Offered
• BA in Theatre Arts
• BA in Theatre Arts, Secondary Education
Major S~bject Requirements
THEATRE
Introduction to Theatre A 107 3
Technical Theatre TA 11 -118 8
Acting (lower Division) A 215 3
Stage Voice TA 233. . . .. . 3
skills to utilize a preassembled microprocessor system for data acquisition and
control. PREREQ: PH 213 or EN 223 or PERM/INST.
PH 311-312 MODERN PHYSICS(3-o-3)(F-S). A brief introduction to the special
relativity, basic ideas and methods of elementary quantum mechanics with
applications to atomic, molecular, nuclear, solid state physics and statistical
mechanics. PREREQ: PH 213, M 331.
PH 331 OPTICS (3-3-4)(F). An upper division course stressing the applied facets
of optics such as the use of various optical components for analysis and
measurements in the visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum.
PREREQ: M 331 and PH 213.
PH 341 MECHANICS (4-o-4)(F). An upper division course which approaches
classical mechanics with the aid of vector calculus and differential equations.
NumeriCal techniques and computer applications will be used. PREREQ: M 321
and PH 211.
PH 381-382 ELECTRICITYAND MAGNETISM (3-0-3)(F-S). Electrostatic fields,
potentials, Gauss' law, solutions of laplace's equation, electrostatics of con-
. ductors and dielectric materials, vector potentials, Maxwell's equations, and
electromagnetic radiation. PREREQ: PH 213, M 331.
PH 422 ADVANCED TOPICS (3-0-3). Selected topics from the major fields of
physics such as astrophysics, nuclear, solid state, solar applications, biophysics
or medical physics. PREREQ.: Upper Division standing and PERM/INST and
possible specific courses depending on topic. Offered on demand.
PH 481 SENIOR LAB(1-6-3)(F). A senior laboratory course designed to acquaint
the student with concepts of modern physics, laboratory techniques and
measurements. PREREQ: PH 312. -
PH 482 SENIOR PROJECT (0-6-2)(5/.1 or 2 credits depending on the proje~t.
Elective. A sophisticated library or aboratory project in some area of physics.
PREREQ: PH 481. .
PH 499 PHYSICS SEMINAR (1-0-1)(5) Individual reports on selected topics.
PREREQ: Senior status.
,
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NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education option
may require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for
more information.
ENGLISH MINOR FOR THEATRE ARTS
Secondary Education Option: See recommended minor listed in this
Catalog under the English Department heading.
Liberal Arts Option:
Lower Division Literature 9*
One of the following 3
Expository Composition E 201
Creative Writing, Poetry E 205
Creative Writing, Fiction E206
Upper Division Electives other than English
Department Drama Courses ..................•........... 6
. 18
*This requirement cannot be fulfilled by E297,Special Topics
Courses.
Courses Applying to Both DisCiplines
Shakespe'are: Tragedies & Histories E 345 ; : 3
Shakespeare: Comedies and Romances E 346 3.' 6
Total in English Minor for Theatre Arts Major: 24
7
19 13
j
I
~
i
i
.I
I
I
ij.~
Lower Division
TA 010 THEATRESYMPOSIUM (no credit)(F/S). A forum for the presentation
and discussion of appropriate theatre-related topicsand activities. Class meets
weekly. R.equired of all full time Theatre Arts majors each semester, but open
to any person. Theatre Arts majors may miss no more than four sessions in one
semester.
T.A 107 INTRODUCTION TO THEATRE (3-0-3)(AREA I). A survey course
designed to stimulate an appreciation of drama and allied art forms, through
the study of the history of theatre, dramatic literature and production
techniques.
TA 117-118 TECHNICAL THEATRE (3-4-4)(F/S). Provides the stud~nt with a
practical knowledge and skill in the principles of the technical aspects of
theatre; the mechanical characteristics of the stage and the elements used in
productions, development of drafting skills, problem solving in staging, and
the rudiments of lighting and design. Three hours of lecture plus four hoursof
lab per week required.
TA 162 STAGEMAKE-UP (3-O-3){F). Investigation and production analysis of
stage makeup; the relationship 01 actor to play and audience,an integration of
make-up and other technical aspects that influence this particular art. Practical
application emphasized.,
TA212,412 MOVEMENT AND DANCE FOR THEPERFORMING ARTIST(3-0-3).
For the theatre student and the experienced dancer. The first half of the
semester covers improvisation, simple choreography and ballet barre work.
The second half covers jazz warm-ups and choreography, culminating in a'
formal performance. The second half requires much out-of-c1ass work. The
class may be repeated once for credit. Maximum credits: 6. '" ~
TA215-216 ACTING (1-2-3). Entails study of and practice in the basic principles,
terminology, and disciplines of the acting art, Fundamentals of speech and
movement for the actor, appraisal and analysis of stage techniques, acting
theories and practices, and recent internationally representative roles are
investigated.
TA 220 CINEMA: HISTORY AND AESTHETICS(3-0-3). An examination of the
beginnings and development of motion pictures with attention given to the
qualities peculiar to cinema which give it validity as a unique art form.
TA231, 331 MAIOR PRODUCTION PARTICIPATION (2-0-1). Significant partic-
ipation in a major college production in some phases of technical theatre or
acting or management. One hour of credit allowed per semester, maximum 4
credit hours.
TA 233 STAGEVOICE (3-O-3){F/S). Techniques and practice in the use of the
voice in the theatre with emphasis on diction, projection, and vocal flexibility,
as applied in work with actual scenes.
TA 287 CHILDREN'S THEATRE(3-O-3)(F). An examination of the literature,
Course Offerings
TA THEATRE ARTS3
3
3
3
4 4
3
3
1
3 3
17 16
3 3
3 3
3
10
* Departmental Requirements.
JUNIOR YEAR
Foreign Language .
*Dramatic Literature .
*Shakespeare ' .
Speech forTeachers CM 311 .
Educational Psychology P 325 .
Foundations of Education TE 201 .
Read in Content Subjects TE 407 , ;
Educ. Except. Secondary Student TE 333 .
*World Drama TA 341, 342 .
SENIOR YEAR
*Di recti ng TA 401, 402 .
*Theatre History TA 421, 422 ,
Secondary School Methods TE 381 .
Secondary Student Teaching .
Electives .
College of Arts and SciencesI
66
theory and history of theatre for children. Includes practical participation inan
on-campus production of a play for children.
TA 288 TOURING CHILDREN'S THEATRE (3-0-3)(S). A concentrated study of
the history and techniques of producing theatre for children. Specific empha-
sis on a single script selected for production and off-campus touring to local
elementary schools.
Upper Division
TA 311 ADVANCED ACTING (3-0-3)(F/S).lntensive study in the problems of
the actor in Classical Drama, Shakespearean Drama, Restoration Comedy and
the modern realistic play. Skills and techniques are applied to the production
of actual scenes of the categorized type. PREREQ: TA 215-216 or PERM/INST.
Alternate years.
TA 341 WORLD DRAMA SOO BC-1642 (3-0-3)(F). Study of outstanding selec-
tions of dramatic literature. The plays are studied from a theatrical point of
view, i.e., they are approached as scripts intended for production as well as
examples of literary form.
TA 342 WORLD DRAMA 1642-1960 (3-0-3)(S). Study of outstanding selections
of dramatic literature. The plays are studied from a theatrical point of view, i.e.,
they are approached as scripts intended for production as well as examples of
literary form.
TA 351 ELEMENTS OF SCENIC DESIGN (3-0-3)(F). Major skills of beginning
design. Included will be art techniques for the theatre, research in majo!
periods of scenic design, examination of major designers' works, and practical
experience in designing for all major types of stages. PREREQ: TA 117-118.
College of Arts and Sciences
!A 352 COSTUME DESIGN (3-0-3)(S). Major skills of beginning costume design,
Included will be art techniques for theatre, research in major periods of
costume design, examination of major costume designers, works and practical
experience in designing for all manner of productions. PREREQ: TA 117-118.
Alternate years.
TA 362 STAGE LIGHTING DESIGN (3-0-3). A study of the theories, principle!
and practices of stage lighting including both aesthetic conception and practi.
cal application. Script analysis and lighting theory applied to actual designs for
various stages and productions. PREREQ: TA 117-118. Alternate years.
TA401-402 DIRECTING (3-8-3). Basic theory and techniques of stage directing.
Includes the direction of scenes and one-act plays. Special problems of direct-
Ing are presented. PREREQ: Upper Division standing.
TA .421(l-422g THEATRE HISTORY (3-8-3)(F/S). Investigation of the periods of
major Importance In the development of theatre. The first semester will
include the period from 800 BC through approximately 1550 AD; the second
semester from the Elizabethan period through the end of the 19th century.
TA 445 CONTEMPORARY THEATRE (3-0-3)(S). A study of world theatre and
drama since 1960 with an emphasis on current research materials and tech-
niques. Alternate years.
TA 491 SENIOR PROJECTS (3-8-3)(S). A culminating work for the theatre major
The student will completely research, plan, and execute a theatrical endeavor
relative to his emphasis in theatre. This endeavor will be accompanied by.
formal wrillen, fully documented thesis describing his production and thE
concept involved. PREREQ: PERM/CHMN.
67
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• BA, Communication
• BA, Communication and English Combination, Journalism
emphasis . . . .
• BA, Communication and English Combination, CommUnication
emphasis . . .
• BA, Communication, Interpersonal Communication emphaSIS
• BA Communication, Mass Communication emphasis
• BA: Communication, Journalism Communication emphasis
• BA, Communication, Secondary Education
Department Statement
The Department of Communication isa rapidly growing dep~rtment
(the number of majors has increased 61% since 1978) which may
reflect America's evolution from an industrial to an informational
society.
Degrees Offered
Communication Building, Room 100 Telephone (208) 385-3320
Chairman and Professor: Robert R. Boren; Professors: Cox, Parker;
Associate Professors: Craner, McCorkle, Mcluskie, Pitman, Rayborn,
Trilynowicz; Assistant Professors: Rudd; Instructor: Morris .
Department of
CommUllIrnocatoon
S~lhloo~ o~ SO~Dal~S~DeD1l~eS
alD1lcdl (P>lUllb>~D~ A~~cillOrrs
Dean: Robert C. Sims, Ph.D.
Telephone (208) 385-3776
School of Social Sciences and Public Affairs Emeriti:
Sylvester, Warwick
The State Board of Education has designated the social sciences and
public affairs asprimary emphasis areas for Boise State University. In
1984the School of Social Sciences and Public Affairs wasestablished
to meet this responsibility. The school contains six academic depart-
ments:
• Communication
'. History
• Military Science
• Political Science
• Social Work
• Sociology, Anthropology, and Criminal Justice Administration
These departments offer eighteen undergraduate degree programs.
The school also cooperates with other units of the University in
planning and conducting public affairs programs for students and
the public. Included among such activities is the annual Frank Church
Conference on Public Affairs, which brings distinguished national
and international figures to the campus. The school also serves the
people of Idaho through providing consulting services and research
assistance on public issues.
The school's location in the state's population, business, and govern-
mental center provides outstanding opportunities for students,
including internships and other educational experiences unique in
Idaho.
IP(Q1rr~ l__ ----------
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. The department hasa broad-based programwhich offers studentsan
?pportunity to develop an' understanding .of the. basic processes
Involved when humans attempt to communicate with one another.
We believe that all majors in communication should understand the
basic principles and theories about human communication before
they specialize in any particular area of communication. It is also our
belief that after having gained the basic knowledge, students should
be allowed to Create programs which are best suited to meet their
particular career plans. Therefore, the number of required courses is
as limited as possible, and the student, working with an advisor,
selects sufficient additional courses to complete the requirements
for a major.
A BA in Communication includes a common core of courses required
of all Communication majors. Beyond the basic core, students may
choose a combined major in Communication:English,or.a commun-
i.cation emphasis area. Communication study is enlivened through
communication laboratory, the campus newspaper, the campusradio
station, forensic activities; and on-the-job opportunities afforded
through intern.~hips and practica.
Degree Requirements
. COMMUNICATION MAJOR
Bachelor of AitsProgram ,
1~ Completion of general University 'requirements for Bachelor of
Arts degree as listed in Part 3'of this Catalog. "
. 2; 'AII majors in the Department of 'Co~mu~ication, regardless of
their specific emphasis, shall complete the following courses:
Introduction to C~mmunication 5tudYCM 115 .. " .. : 1
Perspectives of Inquiry CM 201 : 3
Research Methods CM 302 : 3
Perspectives on Communication CM 421 3
Communication Seminar CM 498 ; '" .3
Communication lab CM 216, 316 6
Courses for Area of Emphasis 26-36
TOTAL . 45-55
NOTE: Students are encouraged to participate in practical communication appliCations
such as internships and/or practica. Six internship credits may count toward departmental
major requirements, and four practicum credits may count toward departmental m~or
~~~~~ee%~~i~~:~ditional!nternship and practicum credits may count toward genera,! e u-
COMBINED MAJOR
Communication - English.
Journalism emphasis
Department requireme~ts
COMMUNICA nON
Introduction to Communication Studies CM 115 ' 1
Perspecti~es?n Inquiry CM 201 " 3
Communication laboratory CM 216, 316 ' c •••••••••••••• 3
Interpersonal Communication CM 221 .. ' '" 3
Rhetorical Theories CM 321 ; ..........•............... 3
Perspectives on Communication CM 421 : ; 3
Upper Division Communication Electives) " 10
TOTAL 26
ENGLISH ,
British or American literature survey 6
Composition above the basic sequence., , :' -:.. : 6
To be chosen from Advanced Expository Composition (E 201), the Creative Writing
sequence or technical writing. •.
Introduction to language Study II 305 ~ : .3
UD lit. Elee. (3 hrs in courses before 1800) , 12
TOTAL '. '. . 27
" .
(Add Senior Seminar - EitherCM 498 • 3 hoursorE 498 - 2 hours
Total Hours: 56 (26 and 27 and 3).OR 55 (26 and 27 and.2)
Communication emphasis
Department requirements
COMMUNICA nON ,
Introduction to Communication Studies CM 115 1
Perspectives on Inquiry CM 201 ; ...............•........ 3
Interpersonal Communication CM 221 3
Rhetorical Theories CM 321 , 3
Organizational Communication CM 361' .. ;'; ..•...... ; ;.3
Perspectives on Communication CM 421 3
Upper Division Electives " 10
TOTAL 26
69
ENGLISH
British or American literature survey 6
Humanities HU 207, 208 ' 3
Advanced Writing and linguistics : ; 9
To be chosen from Advanced Expository Composition (E2.01),the Creative Writing sequence
or Technical Writing.
Upper Division Electives : :9
TOTAL 27
SENIOR SEMINAR - (Either CM 498 - 3 hours or E 498 - 2 hours)
TOTAL HOURS: 56 (26 and 27 and 3) OR 55 (26 and 27 and 2)
In Reference to electives:
1. If students do notelectanother Humanitiescourse (either HU 207
or 208), then they should take 'nine additional upper division
credits in each Department.' .
i2. If st'udents elect the extra three hours in Humanities (either HU
207 or 208), the,,! they would take six upper divis'ion hours in
. Communication or English and nine upper division hours in the
other Department. .
Recommended Programs
The foHowing are provided for purposes of illustration. Students
should work out specifi.c pr?grams ewith a departmental adviso~.
Interpersonal Communication Emphasis
1. General University Requirements, ; ".51
2, Departmental Core'Requirements' .' . ....:
Total credit hours ....................•.................... ,19
3. Suggested Courses as follows: . .
a. listening CM 131 , " ' ',' .. 3
Interpersonal ComniunicationCM 221 ;' 3
Communication in the Small Group CM 251 3
Interviewing CM 307 3
Small Group Process CM 431 3
TOTAL 9
b. Mass Comm: Concepts & Perspectives CM 171 ., 3
Nonverbal Communication CM 341 ........•............ 3
Intercultural Communication CM 351 ...........•........ 3
Organizational Communication CM 361 3
Persuasion CM 412 ~ 3
Public Relations CM 478 '" 3
TOTAL 9
c. Rhetorical Theories CM 321 3
Message Analysis and Criticism CM 331 3
Contemporary Public Communication CM 332 3
TOTAL 3
d. Reasoned Discourse CM 111 : 3
Communication Activities CM 114-314 1-4
Voice and Diction CM 121 3
Public Speaking CM 231 3
,Oral Interpretation eM 241 : 3
Reporting and Newswriting CM 273 3
Applied Communication CM 312 , 3
Communication Practicum CM 451 ; 1-4
Radio- TV Newswriti ng CM 471 " 2
TOTAL 4-14
,i~
TOTAL CREDIT HOURS 45-55
Mass Communication Emphasis
• 1. General University Requirements 51
2. Departmental Core Requirements .
Total credit hours 19
,3. Suggested Courses, as follows:
a. Mass Comm: Concepts and Perspectives CM 171 3
. Contemporary Public Communication CM 332 3
Intercultural Communication CM 351 3
Organizational Communication CM 361 3
Ethics, law and Communication CM 461 3
Persuasion CM 412 : : 3
Public Relations CM 478.. : , 3
TOTAL . 9
b: Reporting & News Writing CM 273 3
Photo Communication CM 277 3
Journalistic Communication Practicum CM 372 1-4
Communication Graphics CM 379 ' 3
Radio-TV Newswriting CM 471 2
Feature Writing CM 473 3
"
'1..\ -~------------------------ ~-- __
School of Social Sciences and Public Affairs
Critical Writing CM 474 , 3
TOTAL 9
c. Departmental Electives ........................•..... 7-17
TOTAL CREDIT HOURS 45-55
Secondary Education Emphasis
1. General University Requirements , 51
2. Departmental Core Requirements .
Total credit hours , , 19
3. Education Requirements '. : 26-32
See Department of Teacher Education listing in the College of
Education in this Catalog.
4. Required Emphasis Area Courses:
Reasoned Discourse CM 112 3
Internship ,in Directing Forensics CM 493 , , 1
Interpersonal Communication CM 221 ' , , 3
Methods of Teaching Communication CM 401 .. ',., 3
Communication Activities CM 114/314 ~: ,. ',; .1-4
5. Six credits chosen from the following presentation courses:
Public Speaking CM 231 , 3
Oral Interpretation CM 241 , :3
Fundamentals of Speech Communication CM 111 OR
Speech Communication for Teachers CM 311 3
Communication Practicum CM 451 1-4
Communication in the Small Group CM 251 ..............•.. 3
TOTAL 17
6. Nine credits chosen from any of the following: .
Fundamentals of Speech Communication CM 111 3
Voice and Diction CM 121 3
Listening CM 131 : 3
Mass Comm: Concepts and Perspectives CM'171 3
Public Speaking CM 231 ' 3
Oral Interpretation CM 241 , , 3
Communication in the Small Group CM 251 3
Reporting and Newswriting CM 273 3
Interviewing CM 307 '.'; . ; , .. 3
Speech Communication for Teachers CM 311 3
Rhetorical Theories CM 321 : 3
Message Analysis and Criticism CM 331 3
Nonverbal Communication CM 341 3
Intercultural Communication CM 351 3
Communication Graphics CM 379 3
Persuasion CM 412 ' 3
Small Group Process CM 341 3
Communication Practicum CM 451 1-4
Ethics, Law and Communication CM 461 3
TOTAL 46
7. Suggested Extra-Departmental Elective Courses, as follows:
Introduction to Theatre TA 107 3
Major Production Participation TA 231,331 1-4
Production of Audio Visual Materials TE 356 2
NOTE: A student with a single teaching field must complete at least 45 credits in that field.
See Certification Requirements and Endorsements for Secondary Education as listed in the
College of Education section of the Catalog.
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education option
may require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for
more information.
Journalistic Communication Emphasis
1. General University Requirements : .' 51
2. Departmental Core Requirements .
Total credit hours 19
3. Other Required Courses: '
Photo Communication eM 277 3
Reporting and Newswriting CM 273 , ; .. '.3
Communication Graphics CM 37.9 .. '. ;' 3
Ethics, Law and Communication CM 461 3
Internship CM 493 6
TOTAL 18
4. Suggested Courses, chosen from the following:
Mass Comm: Concepts and Perspectives CM 171 ...•....... ,.3
Interviewing CM 307 3
Journalistic Comm Practicum CM 372 1-4
Radio-TV Newswriting CM 471 2
Feature Writing CM 473 3
Critical Writing CM 474 3
Public Relations CM 478 3
TOTAL 12
70
Special area emphasis may be selected from the following programs;
this must include a minimum of 9 credit hours in one area:
History Social Science
Economics Performing and Spatial Arts
j English Political Science
Psychology
OR any other program listed in this Catalog under Baccalaureate
Degree Programs.
The selection of a special area emphasis should reflect the career
plans of the student, and should be made in consultation with an
advisor.
C,purse Offerings
CM COMMUNICATION
Lower Division
CM 111 FUNDAMENTALS OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION (3-0-3)(Area II).
Fundamental principles of effectively preparing, presenting avd critically con-
suming mes~ages in one-to-one, small group, and public speaking contexts.
CM 112REASONEDDISCOURSE(3-0-3)(Area II). Introduction to logical reason-
ing and the role of the advocate in a free society. Analysis of propositions,
issues, arguments, evidence, fallacies of arguments and various systems of
reasoning. Preparation for and participation in activities designed to apply the
principles of logical reasoning In the public forum.
CM 114 COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES(1-0-1). Preparation for andpartici-
pation in communication activities: intercollegiate debate competition, indi-
vidual speaking, or community speaking activities. PREREQ: Permission of the
instructor. CM 114 and CM 314 may be repeated for a total of eight credits, not
more than four of which may be applied toward the degree in communication.
CM 115 INTRODUCTION TO COMMUNICATION STUDIES(1-0-1). Dimen-
sionsof human communication, historical and contemporary concepts, commun-
kation degree programs, and career opportunities. (PASS/FAil)
CM 116 COMMUNICATION LABORATORY (1-1-2). An experimental probe
into human communication through participation in practical applications of
concepts, communication requirements, ar:'d technologies.
CM 121 VOICE AND DICTION (3-0-3). Study of the vocal mechanism, voice
quality, pitch, rate, volume, and intensity in the production of speech. An
investigation of the student's individual speech problems.
CM 122 INTRODUCTION TO MANUAL ENGLISH (3-0-3). An introduction to
Manual English sign system with emphasis placed on initial skills and on finger
spelling, sign vocabulary and total communication. History and rationale will
be covered.
CM 131 LISTENING(3-0-3). Theory and practice of man's most used communi-
cation skill. Analysis of variables as they promote or impede the process of
listening.
CM 171 MASS COMMUNICATION: CONCEPTS AND PERSPECTIVES(3-0-
3)(F/S). Asurveyof communication theory as related to current practice of the
mass media. Emphasis is placed on the examination of the consumer of mass
communication.
CM201 PERSPECTIVESOF INQUIRY (3-0-3). The nature, sources and tests of
knowledge; various views of theories, theory building, models, and the nature
of inquiry. PREREQ: E 102, CM 115 or PERM. INST.
CM 216 COMMUNICATION LABORATORY (3-0-3). Participation in a com-
munity in which students form their own economy, government, and produce
and consume communication products and services. Development of and
participation in workshops and short courses. PREREQ: CM 115. May not be
taken concurrently with CM 316.
CM 221 INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION (3-0-3). An examination of
thenature of human communication. Focuses, through experimentallearning,
on awareness of self, communicative relationships and context. "
CM 231 PUBLIC SPEAKING (3-0-3). Analysis of methods and techniques of
message composition. Practice in !he presentation of public speeches.
•CM 241ORALINTERPRETATION (3-0-3). Practice in reading prose, poetry, and
drama to help the student determine a logical and emotional meaning for a
selection; and project that meaning to listeners. -,
CM 251 COMMUNICATION INTHESMALLGROUP (3-0-'3);Astud y of human
interaction in small groups. Emphasis on actual experience in working in small
groups. Includes concepts in planning, preparing, and participating in group
discussion and decision making. .
CM 273 REPORTING AND NEWSWRITING (3-0-3). Fundamentals of reporting,
from techniques of interviewing and fact-gathering through the construction
of the news story. Emphasis on accuracy, conciseness and clarity in writing.
.Study of newspaper styles--usage, grammar, punctuation, capitalization--and
the use of copyrighting symbols. PREREQ: E102 arid ability to use typewriter or
PERM/INST.
. CM277 PHOTO COMMUNICATION (2-2-3)(F). Photography as a means of
communication. Includes the planning and production of photography for
publication and broadcasts. PREREQ: AR 251 or PERM/INST.
!
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CM 300 COMMUNICATION ISSUES,INDUSTRIES AND INQUIRY IN CAN-
ADA (3-0-3) (S). Describes Canadian communication industries, issues and
inquiry, especially the question of cultural identity for Canada. Discusses
governmental communication policy asa tool for preserving national, regional
and tribal identity. Examines Cana'dian scholars of communication. Cross listed
as CN 300 for credit in the Canadian Studies Mirior. ".
CM 302 RESEARCHMETHODS (3-0-3)(F/S). Historical, critical, descriptive, and
experimental research methods and tools in communication. Students design,
conduct, report, and evaluate research projects. PREREQ.:CM 201or consent
of instructor. . •
CM 307 INTERVIEWING (3-0-3). Communication behavior i n two~person situa-
tions. Practical experience in various types of interviews as confronted in
business, in education, and in the professions.
CM 311 SPEECH-COMMUNICATION FOR TEACHERS (3-0-3). Designed to
improve the prospective teacher's awareness of communicative processes
related to effective teaching; emphasis on various communication situations
confronted by teachersand strategies for maximizing student-teacher relation-
ships.
CM 312 APPLIED COMMUNICATION (3-0-3). An application of basic princi-
ples of communication to real-life situations involving current community
problems and issues. PREREQ:CM.lll. . , ..
CM 314 COMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES (1-0-1). Preparation for and partici-
pation in communication activities: intercollegiate debate competition, indi-
vidual speaking or community speaking activities: PREREQ: PERM/INST. CM
114and CM 314may be repeated for a total of eight credits, not more than four
of which may be applied toward the degree in communication.
CM 316 COMMUNICATION LABORATORY (3-0-3). Participation ina com-
munity in which students form their own economy, government, and produce
and consume communication products and services. Development of and
participation in workshops and short courses. PREREQ: CM 115. May not be
taken.concurrently with CM 216,
CM.321 RHETORICAL THEORIES (3-0-3). An examination of theories concern-
ing the complexity of interaction among ide,as,messages, and men, including
analysis of various message strategies. ,
CM 322INTERMEDIATE MANUAL ENGLISH (3-0-3)(S). Acontinuation in build-
ing skills, vocabulary, and expressive signing techniques. A refining of abilities
in communication will be stressed. Techniques for using a total communica-
tion with the deaf will be expanded to cover educational and social situations.
PREREQ: CM 122. , •
CM 331 MESSAGE ANALYSIS AND CRITICISM (3-0-3): An evaluation of
methods of analyzing and criticizing messages and their application to making
critical appraisals of public communication.
CM 332 CONTEMPORARY PUBLIC COMMUNICATION (3-0-3). The nature,
function, and influence of public communication in contemporary society. An
examination of major events and issues in an attempt'to identify particular
characteristics of public dialog which reflect, reinforce, and alter public
opinion.
CM 341 NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION (3-0-3). An examination of the
function of non-verbal behavior codes in communication.
CM 351 INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION (3-0-3). An analysis of societal
and cultural influences on interpersonal communication. A critical examina-
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tion of communication within and among subcultures aswell asacrosscultural
boundaries:
CM 361 ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION (3-0-3). The application of
communication theory and methodology to the study of communication with
in the formal organization. Theories and problems of human communication
within and between organizations. .
CM 372 JOURNALISTIC COMMUNICATION PRACTICUM (Var 1 10 4).
Designed for students who seek professional experience and professional
careers. Offers students training with professionals in the community. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. May be repeated for a total of four hours.
CM 379 COMMUNICATION GRAPHICS (3-0-3). Theory and practice of gra-
phic design and production of mass media products. An exploration of the
communication effects of typefaces, paper, design, layout, printed andelec-
tronic images. PREREQ: AR 108.
CM 401 METHODS OF TEACHING COMMUNICATION (3-0-3). Analysis and
planning of curriculum for speech communication. A study of instructional
materials, classroom techniques and methods, development of behavioral
objectives, and management of curricular programs.
CM 412 PERSUASION (3-0-3). Emphasis on theories of persuasion. Examination
of variables and message strategies relevant to the persuasive process. Practical
application of theC?ryin the analysis and construction of persuasive messages.
CM 416 COMMUNICATION LABORATORY (2-0-2). Involvement in a com-
munityto practice and refine communication skills, e.g., leadership, organiza-
tion, advisory, research, and evaluation.
CM 421 PERSPECTIVESON COMMUNICATION (3-0-3)(F). A survey of con-
temporary theories .and theorists of communication. PREREQ: CM 201.
CM 431 SMALL GROUP PROCESS(3-0-3). An advanced study of variables and
theories affecting the communicative interaction of small groups.
CM 451COMMUNICATION P~ACTICUM (Var 1104). Directed study emphas-
izing the practical application of skillsand theory relevant to human communi-
cation. An opportunitrto focus on areas of special interest to the student. May
be repeated for a tota of four credits.
CM 461 ETHICS, LAW AND COMMUNICA TlON (3-0-3). Study of the lawsand
ethics related to communication. PREREQ: Upper Division standing.
CM 471 RADIO-TV NEWSWRiTlNG (2-0-2). Practice writing radio-tv news,
,including timing and arrangement of material, adding script to film, tech-
niques for condensing stories and deciding the importance of story material.
PREREQ: CM 273 or PERM/INST.
CM 473 FEATUREWRITING (3-0-3). Non-fiction writing of features for news-
papers or magazines. 'Includes analysis of publicatio.n markets and procedures
for submitting articles. Alternate years.
CM 474 CRITICAL WRITING (3-0-3). Writing opinion for the massmedia with
emphasis on editorials, personal columns, and reviews of the arts. Alternate
years.
i"
CM 478 PUBLIC RELATIONS (3-0-3). Analysis of public relations media and
methods. Public relations asa management tool. Identifying and reaching the
various publics. Practice in writing publicity rel~ases. .
NOTE: The next six courses below cover a variety of technical and theoretical
subjects in human communication. They involve a variety of approaches and
activities. These courses are scheduled as necessary to meet student and
community needs. Consult the current semester time schedule for specific
courses and content offerings. Each general course is repeatable, but the
• specific topic of study within the course is not repeatable:: .
CM 480 STUDIES IN JOURNALISTIC COMMUNICATION (3-0-3)(F/S).
Advanced instruction in theories about. history of, and preparation of nonfic-
tion content for the mass media. Content varies from semester to semester.
Subjects may include: Public Affairs Reporting, Journalism History, Documen-
tary Script Writing, etc. PREREQ: Upper division status and PERM/INST.
CM 481 STUDIES IN INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION (3-D-3)(F/S). The
examination of issues. contexts, and particulars of interpersonal communica-
tion. Content varies from semester to semester. Subjects may include: Conflict
Management, General Semantics. Male-Female Communication, etc. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
CM 482 STUDIES IN MASS COMMUNICATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Instruction in
theor ies about, history of. and preparation of content for mediated public
communication. Content varies from semester to semester. Subjects may
include: History of Mass Communication, International Communication,
Small Format Video, etc. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
CM 483 STUDIES IN ORGANIZATIONAL COMMUNICATION (3-0-3)(F/S).
The study of basic communication principles as applied to or affected by the
organizational setting. Content varies from semester to semester. Subjects may
include: Communication Theories of Organizational Management, Negotia-
tion, Human Relations Training, etc. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
CM 484 STUDIES IN RHETORIC AND PUBLIC PRESENTATION (3-0-3)(F/S).
Historical, theoretical, and practical study in various forms of communication
presentation. Content varies from semester to semester. Subjects may include:
Advanced Public Speaking, Group Interpretation; Theory of Debate, etc.
PREREQ: PERM/INST. '. . •
CM 498 CPMMUNICATION SEMINAR (3-0-3); A'multi-theoretical approach
to the analysis of communication problems and issues culminating in the
presentation and defense of student generated projects. PREREQ:CM 421and
Senior standing.
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Department of History
Library Building, Room 247 Telephone (208) 385-1255
Chairman and Professor: Warren L. Vinz; Professors: Barrett,
Fletcher, Keiser, Lovin, Odahl, Ourada, Sims, Zirinsky; Associate
Profe.ssors: Buhler, Jones, Lundy; Assistant Professors: Shallat.
Degrees Offered
• BA, History
• BA, History, Secondary Education
• BA, History, Social Science, Secondary Education
• MA, History: see Graduate College section for further details.
Department Statement
The Department of History offers three baccalaureate degree pro-
grams: History-Liberal Arts (42 hours of History) History-Secondary
Education Option (42 hours of History; 26-32 hours State Teacher
Certification requirements); and History-Social Science, Secondary
Education Option (minimum 33 hours History, 20 hours each in two
Social Sciences, 26-32 hours State Teacher Certification require-
ments). The History-Liberal Arts degree helps the student prepare for
either graduate history or careers in History related professions, and
provides a broad Liberal Arts training for the student. The other two
degrees prepare the student for a teaching career. Specific require-
ments for each degree are listed below.
Degree Requirements
HISTORY MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Program
History-Liberal Arts Option
1. General University Requirements to include:
'One year of college level Foreign Language 6-8
'Language equivalency required by the History Department will
be determined by the Department of Teacher Education.
American National Government 3
2. History Requirements:
History of Western Civilization HY 101, 102, or 201,202 6
U.S. History HY 151, 152, or 251, 252 , 6
Intro to the Study of History HY 210 3
Total Lower Division Courses 15
History Seminar' ; 3
Seminar or Colloquium 3
Upper Division History (minimum) , , .. : 12
Additional History Upper Division or non-required
Lower Division Electives 9
"Total Other History Courses 27
"Majors must have course work distributed between U.S., Euro-
pean and Third World History with at least 12 hours in one area
and at least 6 hours in each of the other two.
3. Other Electives 28-36
History-Secondary Education Option
1. General University Requirements:
American National Government 3
2. History Requirements:
History of Western Civilization HY 101, 102, or 201, 202 6
U.S. Historv HY 151, 152, or 251, 252 ',' 6
Introduction to the Study of History HY 210 ' 3
Total Lower Division Courses " 15
U.S. History Electives (Upper Division) 3
Upper Division History (minimum) ...••................... 12
Seminar or Colloquium 3
Additional History Upper Division or non-required'
Lower Division Electives ' 9
"Total Other History Courses 27
"Majors must have course work distributed between U.S., Euro-
pean and Third World History with at least 12 hours in one area
and at least 6 hours in each of the other two.
3. Education Requirements for State Certification for .secondary
Education to include TE 385 :: 26-32
4. Other Electives .. , 18-13
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NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education option
may require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for
more information.
History-Social Science-Secondary Education Option
1. Lower Division Courses:
U.S. History HY 151, 152 or 251, 252 6
Western Civilization HY 101, 102 or 201, 202 6
Intro to the Study of History HY 210 3
2. Other History Courses
Minimum 15 Upper Division, 3 of those Ameriean History .. 18
To be chosen by student in consultation with advisor from two
out of three of the Department's offerings (U.S., European, Third
World)
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education option
may require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for
more information.
Social Science Curriculum Minor
Similar Social Science curriculum majors are available in the various
Social Science disciplines in which the courses would constitute the
30-credit core of the major and History would serve as one of the
associate 20-credit blocks. For such a major the Department of His-
tory requires at least 9 of the 21 History credits be Upper Division,
that 6 hours of the 21 be in U.S. History to meet state certification
requirements, and that the remaining courses be selected to com-
plement their major.
History Minor Option
Minor certification endorsements for teaching areas are listed in this
Catalog under the Department of Teacher Education, College of
Education.
Recommended Program
All History courses specifically required for the major are offered
each semester allowing for some flexibility in student scheduling.
However, the Department strongly encourages History majors to
take HY 210 by the second semester sophomore year before taking
any Upper Division History courses.
Course Offerings
HY HISTORY
Lower Division
HY 101 HISTORY OF WESTERNCIVILIZATION (3-0-3)(Area II). A political,
economic, and cultural survey of western civilization from the earliest settled
communities of the ancient Near Eastin the fourth millennium B.C.up through
the cultural renaissanceand religious reformation of western Europe in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries of the Christian era.
HY 102 HISTORY OF WESTERNCIVILIZATION (3-0-3)(Area 1I).A'political,
economic, and cultural survey of western civilization from the end of the
religious warsof the seventeenth century up thr,ough the world-wide expan-
I sion of western culture in the twentieth century of the modern era.
HY 104HISTORYOF SCIENCE(3~0-3)(F/S).Alternate years. A survey on the
development of the western concept of science, and cultural and scientific
interaction at selected critical points of change in western history; the origins
of science under the Greeks; medieval assumptions about the physical
world;the scientific revolution of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries;
biological theories; and science in the modern world.
HY 105EASTERNCIVILIZATIONS (3-0-3)(Area II)(F/S). An historical survey of
the Islamic civilization and the dominant civilizations of south and east Asia,
with an emphasis on cultural and religious development.
HY 151,152UNITED STATESHISTORY(3-0-3)(Area II). First semester; the his-
tory of American civilization from Pre-Columbian daysto 1877with emphasis
given to the development of the union and expansion. Second semester: A
survey of the significant factors influencing American development from the
Civil War to the present, including the growth of American business, and the
emergence of the nation to a world power.
HY201PROBLEMSIN WESTERNCIVILIZATION (3-0-3)(F/S)(AreaII). A studyof
selected historiographical problems the researcher encounters when inter-
preting the history of western civilization from ancient Near Easternto early
modern European times. Not open to students with credit in HY101.PREREQ:
High school course in World History or related subject matter or PERM!INST.
HY202PROBLEMSIN WESTERNCIVILIZATION (3-0-3)(F/S)(AreaII). A studyof
sele,cted historiographical problems the researcher encounters when inter-
preting the history of western civilization from early modern European times
up through the modern twentieth century era. Not open to students with
credit in HY 102. PREREQ:High school course in World History or related
subject matter or PERM!INST. ,
HY205LEWISAND CLARK(2-0-2)(S).A surveyof the" corps of discovery" from
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Wood River, Illinois to the ocean and return, with study of the medical,
scientific, anthropological and other aspects of the expedition. Alternate years.
HY 210 INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF HISTORY (3-0-3). An introduction
to the study of history for liberal arts students, exploring the nature of the
discipline, and dealing with practical problems of historical research and
writing, including the applications of various methodological approaches to
the analysis of data. Required of all history majors, liberal arts option, prior to
taking any upper division history courses.
HY 251 PROBLEMS IN U.S. HISTORY (3-0-3)IF)(Area II). Selected problems
from colonial times through reconstruction fo lowing the Civil War. Not open
to students who have completed HY 151. PREREQ: High school history course
or PERM/INST.
HY 252 PROBLEMS IN U.S. HISTORY (3-0-3)(S)(Area II). Selected problems
from the rise.of industrialism after the Civil War to the present. Not open to
studentswhohavecompleted HY152PREREQ:Highschoolhistorycourseor PERMIINST.
HY 261 HISTORY OF MINORITIES IN THE UNITED STATES(3-0-3)(F/S). Prob-
lems encountered by ethnic minorities in their quest for equal opportunity and
equal rights. Alternate years.
Upper Division
HY 303 THE ENLIGHTENMENT AND THE FRENCH REVOLUTION (3-0-3)(F/S).
A study of European thought in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
with emphasis upon monarchical absolutism, the crisisof the Old Regime, and
the coming of the French Revolution. Recommended: HY 101. PREREQ: HY
102. Alternate years.
HY 307 MODERN GERMANY (3-0-3)(F/S). The struggle for German unity in
modern times, and the relation of this issue to the origins of the two World
Wars. The problem will be traced through the "opening to the east" inspired by
Willy Brandt. HY 102 recommended. Alternate years.
HY 308 FRANCE SINCE THE REVOLUTION (3-0-3)(F/S). The failure of French-
men in the 19th and 20th centuries to achieve political and social equilibrium.
The problem will be traced through the establishment of th fifth Republic by
Charles deGualle. HY 102 recommended. Alternate years.
HY 309 THE RENAISSANCE (3-0-3)(S). A study of European society, economic
development, artistic expression, humanism, and political concepts from the
12th through 16th centuries. PREREQ: HY 1020r PERM/INST. Alternate years.
HY 310 THE REFORMATION (3-0-3)(F). Survey, of church-state relationships
including the Babylonian Captivity, the Great Schism, the impact of the
national state, the theological and political philosophies of reformers from
Wycliff to the Council of Trent, and the world wide impact of Protestantism,
the Catholic Reformation and dissident minority sects. PREREQ: HY 102 or
PERM/INST. Alternate years. '
HY 311,312 HISTORY OF ENGLAND (3-0-3)(F/S). First semester: Survey of the
major cultural, political, economic and religious developments in England
from the beginning to 1688. Second Semester: Great Britain from the seven-
teenth century to the present. Alternate years.
HY 313, 314 HISTORY OF RUSSIA (3-0-3)(F/S). HY 313: Origin and develop-
ment of the Kievan and Muscovite states. HY 314: growth and development of
Tsarist Russia. Alternate years.
HY 315,316 HISTORY OF EAST ASIA (3-0-3)(F/S). First semester: Survey of the
history of China and Japan to ca. 1600, emphasizing their cultural develop-
ment. Korea and Viet Nam receive brief consideration. Second semester: A
study of the Ppolitical, economic, and cultural transformation of EastAsia as a
result of its interaction with the West. Alternate years.
HY 317 HISTORY OF SOVIET RUSSIA (3-0-3)(F/S). A survey of the history of
Soviet Russia from the last tsars through the present. Alternate years.
HY 319 ANCIENT GREECE(3-0-3)(F/S). A study of the ancient Greek world from
the Minoan sea empire of the second millennium to the empire of Alexander
the Great in the late fourth century B.C. Political, economic, and cultural
history are emphasized with special attention given to the outstanding
achievements of the Greeks in political and philosophical thought, epic and
dramatic poetry, historical writing and Visual Arts. PREREQ: HY 101, PER-
M/INST. Alternate years.
HY 320 ANCIENT ROME (3-0-3)(F/S). A survey of Rome from its earliest begin-
nings under Etruscan tutelage through its late imperial phase in the 5th century
of the Christian era. Emphasis on political and military developments, social
and religious changes, outstanding personalities, and literary, legal and artistic
achievements. PREREQ: HY 101 or PERM/INST.
HY 323 EARLY CHRISTIANITY (3-0-3)(F/S). A study of the rise an development
of Christianity from its Jewish and Greek origins in the first century through its
establishment and elaboration as the state religion of the late. Roman empire
in the fifth century, Doctrinal, ethical, organizational liturgical and aesthetic
developments within the Christian movement, and the political, social and
cultural roles of the Church within the late empire are analyzed through the
media of early Christian and contemporary pagan writings and artistic remains.
Alternate years.
HY 324 MEDIEVAL EUROPE (3-0-3)(F/S). A survey of the political, religious,
economic, and cultural development of Western Europe from the fourth to the
fourteenth century. Special emphasis given to the Constantinian revolution,
the rise and. elaboration of monasticism, the Carolingian empire, feudalism
and chivalry, the Gregorian papacy, and the outstanding cultural achieve,ments
of t~e twelfth century renaissance. Alternate years.
HY 327 LIVING RELIGIONS: A Comparative Historical Study (3-0-3)(F). A com-
parative analysis of the major active religious traditions of the world, treating
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th!!ir historical development, philosophical foundations and social and politi-
cal ramifications, especially in modern times, with emphasis on Islam, Hindu-
ism, Buddhism, Ta'oism, Shinto, Judaism,and Christianity. Recommended: HY
105. Alternate years.
HY 329 HISTORY OF MODERN SOUTH ASIA: India, Pakistan and Burma from
1750 to the Present (3-0-3)(F/S). The Mughal Empire; its decline the rise of
British Power; its social, political, and economic impact; South Asian reaction
to British rule; the rise of nationalism and independence; and Indian and
Pakistani history since 1947. Alternate years.
HY 330 HISTORY OF MODERN AFRICA; 1750-Present (3-0-3)(F). History of the
African Continent from 1750 to the present with emphasis on the sub-Saharan
regions, including the slave trade, its abolition, the pre-colonial eras, inde-
pendence movements and the emergence of the modern African state. Medi-
terranean, Black and White African states will be inciuded.Alternate years.
HY 331 THE ISLAMIC MIDDLE EAST(3-0-3)(F). A history of the people, institu-
tions and culture of the Near and Middle Eastfrom Muhammad to the decline
of the Ottoman and Safavid empires in the eighteenth century. Alternate years.
HY 332 THE MODERN MIDDLE EAST (3-0-3)(S). A history of the near and
Middle Eastduring the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, the decline of the
Ottoman Empire, the breakdown of cosmopolitan Isi:Jm and the rise of Tur-
kish, Iranian, Arab and Israeli nationoli,,,- 'W'c- m"1ended. Alternate
years.
HY 333 HISTORY OF SPORTSAND THE AMERICAN IDEAL (3-0-3)(F/S). Traces
the historic development of sport in America and its impact on American
society. From Indian games to Big league this course has something for every
interest. Thearea of sport is placed within the context of American thought and
the social milieu of the nation. Alternate years.
HY 33411UNITED STATES SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY (3-0-3)(F/S).
Selectea themes from colonial times to the present. The nature and meaning of
the national experience, customs, traditions and intellectual develop'ments.
HY 151, lS2 recommended.Alternate years.
HY 335 DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE UNITED STATES(3-0-3)(F/S). Devel-
opment of diplomacy from the foundation of the Republic to the present with
emphasis on the emergence and continuance of the United States as a world
power, and the impact of domestic developments upon the formulation of
foreign policies. HY 151, lS2 recommended. Alternate years.
HY 336 UNITED STATESCONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY (3-0-3)(F). A study of the
origins, writing and development of the American constitution emphasis on
the role of the Supreme Court. PREREQ: HY 151, 152 or PERM/INST. Alternate
years: ...•
HY 338 HISTORY OF IRELAND (3-0-3)(F/S). The development of the concept of
an Irish nationality, the effects of the long colonial relationship between
Ireland and Great Britain, the struggle for Irish independence, the contempor-
ary Ulster issue. Alternate years.
iHY 351 COLONIAL AMERICA (3-0-3)(F). Colonial rivalry in North America; an
:investigation of the political organizations, social institutions, economic
development, and the war for American independence. PREREQ: HY 151 or
'PERM/INST. Alternate years.
HY 353 THE NATIONAL ERA, 1815-1848 (3-0-3)(S). The development of Ameri-
can nationalism; the Era of Good Feelings; the emergence of Jacksonian
Democracy; Manifest Destiny; the beginnings of sectional rivalry; and the
Mexican War. PREREQ: HY lSl or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
HY 354 CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION (3-0-3)(F/S). A study of the
origins of the conflict between the states, the encounter and the problems of
reunification. PREREQ: HY 151 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
HY 355 WESTERN AMERiCA (3-0-3)(F/S). The frontier asa region in transit from
the Atlantic seaboard to the Pacific coast, but largely the settlement and
development of the Trans-Mississippi West. HY 151 Recommended. Alternate
years.
HY 356 THE INDIAN IN UNITED STATESHISTORY (3-0-3)(F/S). Emphasis is on
Indian-white relations. The time period studied extends from early contacts,
European rivalries, and the origins of the United States Indian policy, to the
reservation system, Red Power, and the current Indian problems. Alternate
years.
HY 357 IDAHO AND THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST (3-0-3)(F/S). Political, eco-
nomic and 'social development of the pacific northwest with emphasis upon
the people, customs and institutions of Idaho. HY 151 recommended. Alter-
nate years.
HY 358 THE GILDED AGE (3-0-3)(S). A study of United States history from 1877
-to 1917, with emphasis upon industrial and concomitant social developments,
emergence as a world power, and national responses to these changes, culm;-
natin~ with the Progressive Movement and Woodrow Wilson's "New Free-
dom. PREREQ: HY 152 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
HY 359 RECENT UNITED STATES, 1917 to Present (3-0-3)(S). Versailles and
post-war disillusionment; boom and bust of the 20's; the Great Depression and
FOR's New Deal; reappearance of the world scene; World War II and its
aftermath, HY 152 recommended. Alternate years.
HY 367 COLONIAL LArlN AMERICA (3-0-3)(F). A study of the development of
distinctive latin American societies through the fusion of late medieval Iberian
with American and African cultures in Middle and South America, with
emphasis upon the creation of colonial institutions in the context of Spain's
and Portugal's imperial rise and decline, and the early 19th century wars of
independence. Recommended HY 102. Alternate years.
-'J
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HY368MODERN LATINAMERICA (3-0-3)(S):An examination of latin America
in the aftermath of the wars of independence, and the struggles for political
and economic stability during the nineteenth century. Particular emphasis
placed upon twentieth century socio-economic change and the role of the
United Statesin that process, Recommended: HY 152.Alternate years.
HY 380COLLOQUIUM IN AMERICAN HISTORY(3-0-3). Intensive studies ~f
particular period, topic, or problem in American history. Reading and discus-
sion format. Consult current classschedule for specific selections offered each
term. Colloquium may be repeated. PREREQ:Upper Division standing.
HY381COLLOQUIUM IN EUROPEANHISTORY(3-0-3). Intensive studies of a
particular period, topic, or problem in European history. Reading and discus-
sion format. Consult current classschedule for specific selections offered each
term. Colloquium may be repeated. PREREQ:Upper Division Standing. '
HY 382COLLOQUIUM IN THIRD WORLD HISTORY(3-0-3). Intensive studies
of a particular period, topic, or problem in Third World History. Reading and
discussion format. Consult current class schedule for specific selections
offered each term. Colloquium may be repeated. PREREQ:Upper Division
Standing. . •
HY410ARCHIVESAND MANUSCRIPTS(3-0-3)(S).PractiCalexperience in the
arrangement and description of manuscript collections located in the Idaho
StateArchives at 325West StateStreet, Boise,and the researchand writing of a
paper using oribin;:! < 'J >"y sources, including newspaper collections
located in the Archives,
HY 417UNITED STATESECONOMIC HISTORY(3-0-3)(F/S). Major factors in
the economic growth and development of the United Statesfrom coloni,,1
times to the present. Particular emphasis is given to the interaction of eco'-
nomic factors and other aspectsof American society. PREREQ:EC201and EC
202or PERM/INST. May be taken for History or Economics credit, but not for
both. "
HY 422HISTORYOF SOCIALISM (3-0-3)(F/S).Survey of European'egalitarian
ideas and movements. Emphasisgiven to 19th and 20th centuries. Alternate
years.
HY 423gEUROPEANDIPLOMATIC HISTORY1871-Presenl(3-0-3)(F/S).Major
problems in European diplomacy since 1871;search for security after unifica-
tion of Germany, potential collapse of Ottoman Empire, imperialism in Africa
and Asia, alliance systems,origins of World Wars One and Two, cold war and
merging of European diplomacy into world diplomacy. Alternate years.
HY 432TUDOR-STUART ENGLAND (3-0-3)(S). England during the reigns of
Tudor and Stuartmonarchies; monarchy and parliamentary government; rise
of middle class; beginnings of empire; religious and social conflict; cultural
developments. Alternate years.
HY468HISTORYOF MEXICO (3-0-3)(F/S). An examination of cultural, social,
political, and economic factors affecting the historical development of Mexico
from pre-conquest times to the present, with emphasis upon the conquest era,
the revolution and post-revolutionary periods. Recommended: HY367.Alter-
nate years. .
HY 480SEMINAR IN AMERICAN HISTORY(3-0-3). Critical analysisof source
materials and historical literature on a topic of restricted scope in American
history. Preparation and presentation of research papers.Consult current class
schedule for specific selections offered each term. Seminarmay be repeated.
PREREQ:Upper Division standing.
HY 481SEMINAR IN EUROPEANHISTORY (3-0-3). Critical analysisof source
materials and historical literature on a topic of restricted scope in European
history. Preparation arid presentation ofresearch papers. Consult current class
schedule for specific selections offered each term. Seminar may be repeated.
PREREQ:Upper Division standing.
HY 482 SEMINAR IN THIRD WORLD HISTORY (3-0-3). Critical analysis of
source materials and historical literature on a topic of restricted scope in Third
World History. Preparation and presentation of research papers. Consult cur-
rent classschedule for specific selections offered each term, Seminar may be
repeated, PREREQ:Upper Division Standing.
HY 498HISTORYSEMINAR (3-0-3).
I ~ /' . f -I-.i.4' Department 0 MI Itary
!1,-"1,1, Science (Army ROTC)
~
Pavilion, Room 2025 Teleph~ne (208) 385-3500
Cadre: Chairman and Professor: lieutenant Colonel Duston Rose;
r
l,',' " '~,,' Assislanl Professors: Demotte, Elliott, Munns, Schiller; Instructor:
. "'" Estep, Johnson, Napoli. , I
Department Statement
The Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) was eSlablisli~d at
Boise State University in 1977 under provisions recommended 10 the
State Board of Education and in accordance with national require-
ments. Under the regulations of the university, participation by stu-
dents in the program is voluntary.
I
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The objective of t~e Senior Division, Army ROTC, is to provide
uhiversity students who have ability and desire an opportunity to
become commissioned officers in the United States Army. In addi-
tion, the Senior Division provides a major source of procurement for
officers in the Regular Army. That procurement is accomplished
through the selection of distinguished military graduates.
Scop,e of Instruction
General: The complete course of instruction leading toa commis-
sion as a Second Lieutenant comprises four years and one summer
camp, or two years and two summer camps. Training in leadership is
emphasized. Instruction is given in subjects common to all branches
of the Army with stress placed on the following: organization of the
Army and ROTC; individual weapons and marksmanship; military
history; management; leadership; map navigation, reading,land and
orienteering; U.S. Army and national security; military teaching
principles; branches of the Army; tactics; communications; opera-
tions; logistics; administration; military law; and the role of the
United States military in world affairs,
Basic Course: The basic course corisists of the first two years of
Military Science, normally taken during the freshman and sopho-
more years. Satisfactory completion of the basic course fulfills one of
the requirements for continuation in the four-year program and
acceptance into the advanced course. Those students desiring to
take the advanced course, but lacking the credit for the basic course,
may satisfy therequirements by attending a six-week summer camp
between their sophomore and junior year (attending the MS III
course of instruction without prior basic course credit is possible, but
the basic camp must be attended at the end of the MS III year and the
advanced camp must be attended at the end of the senior year),orby
obtaining 90 military contract hours. Veterans and some Reserve
Component/National Guard personnel are given credit for some of
the basic course.
Advanced Course: The advanced course includes two addi-
tional years of Military Science and a six-week summer camp. The
camp provides for practical application of instruction previously
given. Admission to the advanced' course is by permission of the
chairman of the Department of Military Science.
Requirements for Army Commissions
Applicants for admission to the advanced course must
1. have satisfied one of the following requirements: Completion of
the basic course; successfully completed the six-week summer
basic camp: Completed a Summer comprehensive program of 90
contact hours; and must have a minimum of 26 semester hours;
2. be able to complete all requirements for commissioning prior to
their 30th birthday;
3. successfully complete prescribed survey and general screening
tests;
4. be approved by the president of Boise State University or any
oth~r institution to which they m"ay thereafter be admitted;
5. execute an individual contract with the government in which
they agree to complete the advanced course at Boise State Uni-
versity or any other institution at which they may thereafter be
enrolled where such a course is given; .
6. devote a minimum of eight hours a week to the military training
'. prescribed by the Secretary of the Army;
7. attend a six-week summer training camp between the junior and
senior year, or in exceptional cases, at the end of the senior year;
8. enlist in the RO,TC Control group (this enlistment does not
involve additional training or duty but is to insure compliance
with the terms of the contract signed by the student which
require active enlisted duty if contact is voided due to fraudulent
enlistment or willful evasion.)
9. agree t? accept a commission if tendered;
10. serve asa commissioned officer for eight years to include an initial
period of active duty of up to four years. If the Army does not
require service on active duty, agree to serve an initial period of
active duty training of three to six months and remain a member
of,and participate satisfactorily in,a Reserve component until the
eighth anniversary of such appointment unless sooner relieved
under other provisions. Guaranteed Reserve Forces (GRF) assign-
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ments are available tor those whodo not want to compete forthe
active duty assignments. The GRF assignment allows officers to
, remain in Idaho and continue their civilian career plans as well as
serve in the reserves with an Army Commission.
11. Complete the requirements listed for Precommissioning Military
Qualification Standards (MQS) as listed below: '
MILITARY QUALIFICATION STANDARDS
, PRECOMMISSIONINGREQUIREMENTS
The United StatesCadet Command has establishe'd several standar-
dization requirements for all precommissioning ROTCJ'Jrograms
across the United States..' ' ,
These standardizations include the requirements for a cadet to com-
plete the Military Science courses listed below, aswell as one course
in each of the following areas.
1. Written Communication. The English Composition requirements
of BSU also satisfy the MQS requirement.
2. Human Behavior. Recommended courses to meet this require-
ment include General Psychology, Sociology or Anthropology
(all of these courses can also be used to meet the BSU Area II
Social Science requirements). ' '
3 Military History. (HY 297 Section 001, Special Topics "War, Peace
and Military in the West", 3 credits taught Spring Semester only).
(HY 151 or HY 152 may be substituted with the written approval of
the Professor of Military Science.)
4. Courses in Management and National Security Studies are
strongly recommended but are not required.
5. The following Physical Education classes are recommended. For
students going to an ROTC Summer Camp, these classes are
highly recommended: '
a. FA 163 - Jogging
b. PE121 - First Aid
c. FA 297 - Special Topics: Courses in Physical'Conditioning
d. FA 297 - Special Topics: Orienteering
Scholarships: Financial assistance for selected students is offered
through 2,3, and 4-year scholarship programs paying for tuition and
fees, a flat rate for books, and laboratory costs each year plus $100 a
month allowance for up to ten months each year. Each student
accepted for this assistance may be selected to serve four years of
active duty after commissioning.
Financial Assistance: Each advanced course student receives an
allowance of $100 a month for up to ten months a year for two years.
Summer camp pay in addition to meals, quarters, and medical and
dental attention is paid as follows: Basic camp, $740 (approximately);
regular camp $840 (approximately); travel pay, 20 1/2 cents per mile
each way. A uniform allowance of $300 is paid to each commissioned
student upon entry into active duty.
Uniforms: Basic and advanced course students will be provided
uniforms, texts, and equipment for ROTC classes. All such items of
clothing and equipment are the property of the U.S. Government
and are provided solely for the purpose of furthering the military
training of the student concerned. Students are responsible for the
safekeeping, care, and return of the property issued to them.
Course Offerings
ML MILITARY SCIENCE
Lower Division
ML 101INTRODUCTION TO MILITARY SCIENCE(1-1-1).Provides'anoverview
of ROTC to include the purpose and history of ROTC, introduction, to land
navigation, customsand courtesies of the military, rifle marksmanship and first
aid. Laboratory consists of progressive participation in leadership exercises,
adventure training, and military branch orientation,
ML 102INTRODUCTION TO MILITARY SCIENCE(1-1-1). Provides introduc-
tion to basic tactical Army communications, first aid for field environment
casualties, structure and role' of the US Army, Army Reservesand National
Guard and looks at various career fields in the Army, Laboratory consists of
progressive participation in leadership exercises, adventure ,.training and
orientation.
ML 201INTRODUCTION TO LEADERSHIP(2-1-2). Preparesstudent for ROTC
advancedcourse, Introduction to leadership theory and philosophy withprac-
tical exercises. Gives a brief overview of Principles of War, land navigation
review for field exercises, indepth study of careerswith the Army and introdu-
cesmilitary briefing procedures. Laboratory consistsof progressive participa-
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tion in leadership exercises,ad~~,ii:ur-etraining and orientations.
ML 202MILITARY HISTORYAND LEADERSHIP(2-1-2), Preparesthe student
for the ROTC advanced 'course. ML ,202 concentrates on developing oral
communication skills, problem analysis,decision making and practical leader-
ship exercisesasoutlined by .uson Military Qualification Skills .usoff (MQS I)
guidelines. The student will acquire a general knowledge and'appreciation of
the historical development of the American Military Systemand its leaders.
Laboratory consistsof progressive participation in leadership exercises,adven-
ture training, military skillsorientation;and historical examplesof theseevents.
Upper Division, ,
ML 301 LEADERSHIPAND MANAGEMENT (3-1-3-). Increases the student's
poise and confidence asa military instructor and leader. Providesinformation
on the branches of the Army available for assignment ,and prepares each
student to make his/her selection during the senior year. Preparesthe student
for participation in advanced camp. Laboratory consistsof progressive partici-
pation in advanced leadership exercises, adventure training, orientation, and
orienteering.
ML 302 BASIC TACTICS (3-1-3). Introduces student to the fundamentals of
combat operations. Preparesthe student for ROTCadvanced camp. Develops
leadership abilities, promotes confidence, and readies students for military
service ascommissioned officers. Laboratory consistsof progressive participa-
tion in advanced leadership exercises,adventure training, and orientations.
ML 390 MILITARY SCIENCEPRACTICUM (V-V-6). Provides the student with
the opportunity to apply the skills they have learned. Is completed at the 6
week ROTC Adventure Leadership Camp at Fort Lewis,Washington. NOTE:
This is required by all contracted students and is usually required between MS
HI a'nd MS IV years.
ML 401ADVANCED TACTICS (3-1-3). Prepares the prospective Army officer
for initial Army assignment. Coversmilitary staff organization and responsibili-
ties; military intelligence; logistics, maintenance and supply, and an introduc-
tion to military justice. Students apply principles of advanced leadership by
planning and conducting laboratory training.
ML 402PROFESSIONALPREPARATION(3-1-3). Includes adiscussion of ethics
and human relations, counseling techniques, military service in today's
society; obligations and responsibilities of an officer on active duty; and
coordination and operation of the military team. Students receive thorough
leadership assessmentand are responsible for planning and executing labora-
tory training. '
ML493 MILITARY SCIENCEINTERNSHIP(V-V-6). Providesthe student with the
opportunity toapply the skills they have learned. Iscompleted at the 6weeksof
ROTC Adventure Leadership Camp at Fort LewisWashington.
Note: This is required by all contracted students and is usually required between MS IIIand
MS IV years.
:Oepartment of Political
Science & Philosophy
Administration Building, Room 218 Telephone (208) 385-1458
Chairman and Professor: Dr. Gary F. Moncrief; Professors: Brinton,
Donoghue, Overgaard, Raymond, Skillern; Associate Professors:
Barton, Harbison, Kinney, Pattakow, Sallie, Schoedinger; Assistant
Professor: Freemuth; S
i
Degrees Offered
• BA and BS in Political Sdence
• BAand BSin Political Science, Political Philosophy ,lnd Public Law
emphasis
• BA and BS in Political Science, American Governmental Systems
and Processes emphasis .
• BA and BS in Political Science, International Relations emphasis
• BA and BS in Political Science, Public Administration emphasis
• BA and ,BS in Political Science, Social Science, Secondary
Education
• BA in Philosophy
• Master of Public Administration: see Graduate College for
further details.
,
Department Statement
The program of the Department of Political Science is designed to
provide the student with a knowledge of political values of the
American political system, of the political systems of other areas of
the world, and of international politics and institutions; to provide an
understanding of the interactions of institution'S,' groups, and the
individual within the framework of the diverse political systems and
political relationships; to develop a comprehension of the metho- .1
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dology relevant to the discipline of Political Science in the various
substantive areas of concentration, including political philosophy,
American government systems and processes, political behavior,
comparative government and politics, international relations, and
public law; to offer special concentration in the area of public
administration. '
The Department of Political Science seeks also to provide innovative
opportunities to extend further the student's understanding of the
political environment on the local; natio.nal,and international levels.
The Political Science program prepares students for careers in the
various levels of government service, in teaching, in law, and in
related professions. The undergraduate program prepares students
for graduate study in Political Science and related disciplines. It also
offers electives in support of major programs in other disciplines.
In addition to the several optional major programs in Political
Science, the University offers a Bachelor of Arts in Philosophy. .
A Master of Public Administrat'ion Degree program is also,offered.
Degree Requirements
POLITICALSCIENCEMAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Degree
A major program in Political Science is to be defined foreach student
in termsof a general foundation of knowledge in the discipline of
Political Science, accommodating the developmental interests of the
student but reflecting a concentration in anyone of the following
four "areas of emphasis" as available options for a major program in ,
Political Science: .
1. Political Philosophy and Public Law
2. American Governmental Systems and Processes
3. International Relations
4. Public Administration
As an additional option, major emphasis in Political Science is
provided in teacher education preparation.
5. Political Science-Social Scienc'e Secondary Education
The basic requirements applicable to all major programs in Political
Science, irrespective of the selected area of emphasis, are to include
the following courses:
American National Government PO 101 3
~ Contemporary Political Ideologies PO 141 3
International Relations PO 231 ......................•...... 3
Political Behavior PO 296 : 3
Senior Seminar (Scope & Meth of Poli Sci) PO 496 3
Lower Division Electives (Select one requisite to the appropriate area
of emphasis):
State and Local Government PO 102 .- 3
Public Policy PO 220 .. 00 •••••••• 00 ••••••• 00 00 00 00: 00' 00 • 00 .3
Comparative European Govt & Politics PO 229 3
The course requirements applicable to each of the four designated
areas of emphasis, offered as optional major programs in Political
Science, are described below. '
1. Political Science - Political Philosophy and Public Law Emphasis
This area of emphasis is designed for those students'whose prin-
cipal interest in Political Science concerns both the fundamental
political thought, past and present, in the development of politi-
cal institutions in society and the systematized legal norms and
processes of diverse societies.
a. General University and Core Requirements . • •
Political Science Major Requirements - .45
1) LOWER DIVISION
COURSES: 15
American National Government PO 101 3
Contemporary Political Ideologies PO 141 3
Comparative European Govt & Politics PO 229 3
International Relations PO 231 ~ 3
Political Behavior PO 296 3
2) UPPER DIVISION
COURSES : 30
American Political Theory PO 331 , , 3
Constitutional law PO 351 3
Il1ternationalLaw PO 421 : 3
Western Political Theoryl PO 441 3
Western Political Theory II PO 442 3
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Comparative legal Systems P0451 3
Senior Seminar
(Scope & Meth of Poli Sci) PO 496 ' 3
Political Science Electives , 9
2. Political Science - American Governmental Systems and
Processes Emphasis
This area of emphasis is offered to students who wish to concen-
trate their attention on national, State; and local political institu~
tions of the United States. The course requirements and electives
in this area of emphasis seek to provide the student with an
understanding of American government.
a. General University and Core Requirements IPolitical Science
Major Requirements ................•................ .45
1) LOWER DIVISION
COURSES , 000 •••••••••••• 0 0 ••••• , ••••• , .15
American National Government PO 101 0 •••••••• 3
State and Local Government PO 102 00 •••• 3
ContemporaryPoliticalldeologies PO 141 3
International Relations PO 231, .-.: 3
Political Behavior PO 296 ; : ,.3
2) UPPER DIVISION .
COURSES o' 0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 30
American Parties & Interest Groups PO 301 3
Public Opiriion & Voting Behavior ,PO 302 : 3
. American Chief Executive PO 309 '0 ••• 0 ••••••••• 3
Legislative Behavior PO 312 ' 3
American Political Theory PO 331 0 ••• 00 •••• 3
Constitutional Law PO 351 ; 3
Senior Seminar
(Scope & Meth of PoIi Sci) PO 496 00 •• 00 •• 3
Political Science'Electives ... 0: 0 o' ••• , ••• 9
3. Political Science - International Relations Emphasis
The area of emphasis in International Relations is available for
students wishing to obtain a-general- understanding of interna-
tional affairs for a more intelligent citizenship in the modern
world Students enrolling in this option are advised to prepare
themselves adequately in modern foreign languages. The course
requirements in Political Science are intended to provide a basis
for an interdisciplinary program with additional courses drawn
from Foreign Languages, History, Economics, and Sociology.
a. General University and Core Requirements
Political Science Maior.Requirements. ; 0 0 ••••••••• .45
1) LOWER DIVISION • .' " 0
COURSES 0 •• : •••••• 0 •• , •••••••••••• 15
American National Government PO 101 3
Contemporary Political Ideologies PO 141 0 •••• 0 ••• 3
Comparative European Govt & Politics PO 229 ..... 3
International Relations PO 231 0 ••••• 3
Political Behavior PO 296 3
2) UPPER DIVISION .
COURSES ' 30
Comparative Foreign Policy PO 311 3
Comparative Communist Party-State Systems '
PO 324 ': 3
Compo Govt & Politics of Developing Nations
PO 333 00 ••••••••• 00 •••• 00 •••••• 3
United States Foreign Policy PO 335 3
International Law PO 421 3
International Organization PO 422 .. - 3
Senior Seminar (Scope & Meth of Poli Sci)
PO 496 .-.. ' 3
Political Science •.Ele~tives . " 9
4. ~olitical Science '-Public Administration Emphasis
As an optional area of emphasis in Political Science, the course
requirements are designed to provide a broad foundation in the
discipline of Political Science with special concentration in the
area .of Public Administration. Special interdisciplinary course
patterns can be arranged for students interested in such comple-
mentary areas as Public Administration and Economics, Public
Administration and Sociology, Public Administration and Psy-
chology,and Public Administration and Communication. Appro-
priate course selections for all students opting for the Public
Administration area of emphasis should include electives in
Computer Science, Psychology, Sociology, History, Economics,
and Communication. '
,
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a,General University and Core Requirements Political Science
Major Requirements .45
1) LOWER DIVISION .
COURSES 15
American National Government PO 101 3
Contemporary Political Ideologies PO 141 3
Public Policy PO 220 ..................•.......... 3
International Relations PO 231 .. : 3
Political Behavior PO 298 3
2) UPPER DIVISION
COURSES 30
Intro to Public Administration PO 303 3
American Chief Executive PO 309 3
Public Finance PO 310 3
Administrative Law PO 467 .•........... ; 3
Intergovernmental Relations PO 469 ......•........ 3
Organ. Theory & Bureaucratic Structure
PO 487 3
Senior Seminar (Scope & Meth of Poli Sci)
PO 498 .' 3
Political Science Electives 9
5. Political Science - Social Science Secondary Education Option, .
The Social Science Secondary Education Option Degree pro-
grams are cooperative, interdisciplinary programs involving the
Departments of Economics; History; Political Science; and Soci-
ology, Anthropology, and Criminal justice. Each of these depart-
ments provides a major emphasis with the Social Science Secon-
dary Option. The following requirements apply for students
choosing this option.
30 Credit Hour Program - 24 Credit Hou'rs Required Cour~es:
1. LOWER DIVISION
American National Government PO 101 3
State and Local Government PO 102 3
Contemporary Political Ideologies PO 141 3
International Relations PO 231 3 ,1
Comparative European Government &
Politics PO 229 3
2. UPPER DIVISION
American Parties and Interest Groups PO 301
. OR
Intro'to Public Administration'PO 303
OR
American Chief Executive PO 309
OR
Legislative Behavior PO 312 3
American Political Theory PO 331
OR
Western Political Theory lor 11,'1'0441 or 442 3
Constitutional Law PO 351 : 3
Political Science Electives-Upper Division 6
TOTAL 30
r" r',~ •
15 Credit Hour Emphasis - 12 Credit Hours Required Courses:
1. LOWER DIVISION
American National Government PO 101 3
Contemporary Political Ideologies PO 141 " 3
Comparative European Govt & Politics PO 229'
OR ••
International Relations PO 231 3
2. UPPER DIVISION
American Parties & Interest Groups PO 301
OR
Introduction to Public Administration PO 303
OR
American Chief Executive PO 309
OR.
Constitutional Law PO 351 : 3
Upper Division Electives ..........•.................. 3
. TOTAL 15
18 Credit Hour Emphasis (General) - 12 c'redit Hours Required
Courses (available to Secondary Education students who want a
minor emphasis in Political Science but are not part <?fthe 30-15-
15 program).
1. LOWER DIVISION
American National Government PO 101 ;3
Contemporary Political Ideologies PO 141 3
Comparative European Govt & Politics PO 229 3
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International Relations PO 231 3
2. UPPER DIVISION
Upper Division Electives 6
TOTAL 18
NOTE:Completionofall requirementsforgraduationwithasecondaryeducatiori
option may require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher
Education .listing for more information.
,. PHILOSOPHY MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Degree
The program requirements for a major in Philosophy, in addition to
the necessary requirements to obtain a Bachelor of Arts degree from
Boise State, consist of 30 hours of Philosophy credit, 24 of which are in
specifically required courses and 6 of which are electives from other
courses in Philosophy. Philosophy majors should bear in mind that
the university requires the completion of a total of 40 hours of upper
division credit by all graduating seniors. The courses required for a
major in Philosophy are:
.1. PY 101, Introduction to Philosophy
2. PY 121, Introduction to Logic
3. PY 211, Ethics
4. PY 305, Ancient Philosophy
5. PY 309, Modern Philosophy
6. PY 313, Twentieth Century Analytic Philosophy
7. PY 333, Metaphysics
or
PY 335, Epistemology
8. PY 489, Senior Tutorial
Course Offerings
PO POLITICALSCIENCE
Lower Division
PO 101AMERICAN NATIONAL GOVERNMENT (3-0-3)(F/S)(Area II). Institu-
tionsand processesof American political system,emphasizing social, ideologi-
~
~titu1i.o.oaI . d. ..'
.---PO 102LOCAL GOVERNME.NT(3-0- (F/S). Insti.tutions.andprocessesof state
local overnment, with empha . on constitutionalism, legislatures, gov-
ernor reapportion . .
PO 141CONTEMPORARY POLITICAL IDEOLOGIES(3-0-3)(F/S)(AreaII). Pri~,-
cipal ideas characterizing liberalism, communism, fascism, and Nazism.
PO220AMERICAN POLlCY PROCESS(3~0-3)(S).Processth rough which policy
is determined, implemented and adjusted, with emphasis on role of admin-
istrators. .
PO 229 COMPARATIVE EUROPEAN GOVERNMENTS AND POLITICS (3-0-
3)(F/S). Political systemsof selected European nation-states, including Great
Britain, France,German Federal Republic, Italy, and SCandinavianstates.Anal.
ysis of patterns of political culture, political interests, political power, and
selected public policy issues.PREREQ:PO 101or PERM/INST.
PO2311NTERNAnONAL RELATIONS(3-0-3)(F/S)(Area II). Nature of relations
among nations with particular reference to contemporary international issues.
Analysis of motivating factors, including nationalism, imperialism, commu-
nism. Study of national sovereignty and its relation to international coopera-
tion. PREREQ:PO 101or PERM/INST.
PO 298 POLITICAL BEHAVIOR (3-0-3)(F). Behavioral perspectives of political
systems.Micro-political theory, concepts, and techniques of analysis.
Upper Division
PO301AMERICAN PARTIESAND INTERESTGROUPS(3-D-3)(F).Development
,of understanding of nature;functions, organization, and activities of political
parties and interest groups within American political system. Emphasison
performance of America's two major political parties, especially in nomina-
tions and elections, and on organization and lobbying activities of major
interest groups PREREQ:PO 101or 102.
PO 302PUBLICOPINION AND VOTING BEHAVIOR (3-0-3)(S).Development
of public opinion and voting behavior. Empirical researchfrom varietyof fields
for understanding and analysis of factors that mold popular attitudes and
political behavior. PREREQ:PO 101or 102.
PO 303INTRODUCTION TO PUBLICADMINISTRA nON (3-0-3)(F/S).Theory,
administrative organization, functions and problems of governmental units
PREREQ:PO 101.
PO 309AMERICAN CHIEFEXECUTIVE(3-0-3)(F).Consideration of the impor-
tance and involvement of the President in the political and policy-making
processesand powers of the Presidency. Presidential campaigns and elections.
Role of the President aspolicy-maker and administrator. Effect of personality
of a President on performance in office. PREREQ:PO 101.
1--....-....-....------------------------;,
"
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PO 310 PUBLIC FINANCE (3-o-3)(S). Fiscal aspects of planning and control of
governmental units. Principles of taxation and other revenues, government
indebtedness, and policy-making. (Interdepartmental course with department
of economics). PREREQ: EC 201,202.
PO 311 COMPARATIVE FOREIGN POLICY (3-0-3)(F). Political institutions,
concepts, values, a,,!d methods of international politics rt;levant to pra,ctice. of
nation-states; examinatIon of foreign policies and objectives of world s major
powers; analysis of contemporary international problems; consideration of
theories of international politics. PREREQ: PO 101 or 231.
PO 312 LEGISLATIVE BEHAVIOR (3-0-3)(S). Analysis of behavior of American
state and national legislatures. Special consideration given to impact of consti-
tuencies, parties, interest groups, interpersonal relations, and other factors on
legislators; role of the legislature in American political system.
PO 324 COMPARATIVE COMMUNIST PARTY-STATE SYSTEMS(3-o-3)(F). Pol-
itical systems of the Soviet Union, Eastern Europe, People's Republic of China,
and other communist party-states. Selected topics and problems relating to
political institutions and politic~l. processes to define .patterns of politkal
relationships. QuestIons of politICal theory and politIcal determmants m
development of communist party-states. PREREQ: PO 101. Alternate years.
PO 331 AMERICAN POLITICAL THEORY (3-0-3)(F). Genesis and development
of political thought in the United States from colonial period to present.
PO 333 COMPARATIVE GOVERNMENTS AND POLITICS OF DEVELOPING
NATIONS (3-0-3/(F/S). Political systems of selected nations in developing areas
of the world, inc uding nation-states in Africa, Asia, and latin America. Patterns
and problems of political development and modernization in the nations will
be analyzed. PREREQ: PO 101. Alternate years.
PO 335 UNITED STATES FOREIGN POLICY (3-o-3)(F/S). Development of
diplomacy from foundation of the republic to the present with emphasis on
emergence and continuance of United States as a world power; impact of
domestic developments on formulation of foreign policies. Alternate years.
PO 351 CONSTITUTIONAL LAW (3-0-3)(S). Case stud y of constitutionalsystem
and its concepts as revealed in judicial decisions. PREREQ: PO 101.
PO 421 INTERNATIONAL LAW (3-0-3)(F). law of peace, international inter-
course, war and threat of war, pacific settlement, principlesand practices of
international law and their application to international affairs. PREREQ: PO
101,231. Alternate years.
PO 422 INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Historical back-
ground, the league; basic problems of international entities; the United
Nations. PREREQ: PO 101, 231. Alternate years.
PO 441 PART I WESTERN POLITICAL THEORY (3-0-3)(F); Development of
political philosophy from Socrates to Machiavelli. Alternate years.
PO 442 PART II WESTERN POLITICAL THEORY (3-0-3/(F). Development of
political thought since Machiavelli. PREREQ: PO 441. A ternate years.
PO 451 COMPARATIVE LEGAL SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(S). Principal legal systems of
the world, with emphasis on ideational foundations, organization, procedures,
methods of growth, relationship to political and economic systems, and basIc
juristic concepts. PREREQ: PO 101, 141, 229. Alternate years.
PO 465G COMPARATIVE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Systematic
examination and comparison of varied models and theories of administrative
systems. International and intranational studies. Students enrolling in this
course for graduate level credit will be assigned special requirements on
preparation. PREREQ: PO 303.
PO 467G ADMINISTRATIVE LAW (3-0-3)(F/S). Sources of power and duties of
administrative agencies, rules and regulations made by agencies through
investigation and hearings, judicial decisionsand precedents relating to admi-
nistrative activities. Students enrolling in this course for graduate level credit
will be assigned special requirements on preparation. PREREQ: PO 303 or
PERM/INST.
PO 469G INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS (3-0-3)(F/S). Interunit co-
operation and conflict in the American federal system, including state-local
relationships and metropolitan dispersal and integration. Studentsenrolling in
this course for graduate level credit will be aSSIgned speCIal requirements on
preparation. PREREQ: PO 101,102,303. < '
PO 437G ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY AND BUREAUCRATIC STRUCTURES
(3-0-3)(F/S). Socio-political analysis of theories and concepts of complex social
organizations, their application to public administration and the mter-
relationship between political science and sociological organizational theory.
Students enrolling in this course for graduate-level credit will be assigned
special requirements on preparation.
PO 493 INTERNSHIP (Variable credit). Upper division students may arrange
through the department for an internship program. The legislative internship is
a part of this program, and application for it sh,ould be made ,n early October ..
PO 498 SENIOR SEMINAR (Scope and Methods of Political Science) (3-0-3)(F).
Examination of discipline of political science, its central problems and unifying
concerns; techniques of scientific political investigation as they relate to
improved research methods. ReqUIred of all political SCience majors. .'
PY PHILOSOPHY
Lower Division
PY 101 INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)(F/S)(Area I). A general
introduction to some basic philosophical problems and concepts, with,atten-
tion to selected major philosophers and with an emphasis on philosophical
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method.
PY 121 INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC (3-0-3)(F/S)(Area I). A study of the con-
cepts and methods used in the analysis and evaluation of arguments, with
emphasis on the structure of arguments.
PY 211 ETHICS (3-0-3)(5). An investigation of the validity of moral claims, the
use of moral language, and the evaluation of classical efforts, e.g., utilitarian-
ism, to provide a test of moral rightness.
PY 231 PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION (3-0-3)(F). An introduction to basic philo-
sophical issues connected with religious belief, such as the nature and exist-
ence of God, the problem of evil, miracles, and the significance of religious
experience. Alternate years.
Upper Division
PY 305 ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)(F). An introduction to the origins of
Western philosophy in the ancient world, with emphasis on Plato and Aristotle.
PREREQ: PY 101. Alternate years.
PY307 MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)(5). A survey of major developments in'
Western philosophy from St. Augustine through William of Ockham, with
emphasis on selected figures. PREREQ: PY 101. Alternate years.
PY 309 MODERN PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)(F). A survey of developments in West-
ern philosophy from Descartes through Kant, with emphasis on selected fig-
ures. PREREQ: PY 101. Alternate years.
PY 313 TWENTIETH CENTURY ANALYTIC PHILOSOPHY (3-0-3)\F). A critical
examination of the development of the analytic method in Ang o-American
philosophy, since 1900, with attention to selected figures such as Russell,
Moore, Wittgenstein, and Austin. PREREQ: PY 101. Alternate years.
PY 315 PHENOMENOLOGY AND EXISTENTIALISM '(3-0-3)(S). An exploration
of the nature of conscious experience and the place of dread and choice in
human existence, with emphasis on selected figures in the tradition of Euro-
pean philosophy established by Kierkegaard and Husser!. PREREQ: PY 101.
Alternate years.
PY333 METAPHYSICS (3-0-3)(F). An investigation of basic problems about the
nature of reality. Possible topics include personal identity, the nature of mind,
freedom and determinism, and the problem of universals. PREREQ: PY 101.
PY335 EPISTEMOLOGY (3-0-3)(S). An investigation of basic problems concern-
ing knowledge and the justification of belief. Possible topics include attempts
to define knowledge and related concepts, the problem of skepticism, and the
problem of other minds. PREREQ: PY 101. Alternate years.
PY 337 AESTHETICS (3-o-3)(S). A course in the philosophy of the fine arts
covering such topics as the existence and nature of works of art, aesthetic
experience, artistic creativity, and the species of aesthetic value.he nature of
beauty. Alternate years. '
PY404 SYMBOLIC LOGIC (3-0-3)(S). A study of techniques of validation in the
propositional calculus and the predicate calculus, with emphasis on the con-
struction of formal proofs. Some attention will be given to meta logical notions
such as consistency of completeness. PREREQ: PY 121. Alternate years.
PY 406 PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE (3-0-3)(F). A study of philosophical issues
raised by reflection on the nature of science and the results of scientific
inquiry. PREREQ: PY 101 or 121. alternate years.
PY 408 PHILOSOPHY OF LANGUAGE (3-0-3)(F/S). A study of basic concepts
used by recent philosophers in thinking about language and its connections
with thought and reality. Some attention may be given to discussions of
language by traditional philosophers. PREREQ: PY101 or 121.
PY 410 PHILOSOPHY OF MIND (3-0-3)(F/S). An examination of various solu-
tions to the mind/body problem, the problem of other minds aswell as related
mental concepts. Problems of action theory may be explored. PREREQ: PY101.
Offered on demand.
PY 441 PART I WESTERN POLITICAL THEORY (3-0-3)(F). Development of
political philosophy from Socrates to Machiavelli. Alternate years.
PY 442 PART II WESTERN POLITICAL THEORY (3-0-3/(F). Development of
political thought since Machiavelli. PREREQ: PO 441. A ternate years.
PY 489 SENIOR TUTORIAL (3-0-3)(F). Directed research culminating in the
writing of a Senior Essayto be approved by the members of the Philosophy
faculty. PREREQ: Senior standing in Philosophy major.
Department of SocialWork
Education Building, Room 716 Telephone (208) 385-1568
Chairman and Associate Professor: Doug Yunker; Professor: Huff;
Associate Professors: Johnson, Oliver, and Panitch.
Department Statement
The Baccalaureate Degree program in Social Work is fully accredited
by the Council on Social Work Education. A major in Social Work
prepares students for beginning social work practice and licensing by
the State of Idaho.
)
1
1
Social Work offers an opportunity for a personally rewarding ~rofes-
sional career to those who 'care deeply about the well-bemg of
others. Social workers give direct services to individuals, families,
groups and communities. Qualified licensed social workers are in
demand in every area of professional practice.
Social Work is usually practiced in social welfare agencies and in
Social Work departments at host settings. Social workers are needed
to work with mentally ill, emotionally disturbed, delinquent, men-
tally retarded, physically ill, handicapped, economically, and socially
deprived children and adults. Social workers are sought for service in
schools, courts, hospitals, and clinics that seek to detect and prevent
delinquency and child neglect.
The 1986studyof the 117 BSU graduates since 1980 showed 85% ofthe
respondents had been employed at one time or another in social
work, and 34% have had some kind of graduate experience.
Respondents working full time as social workers in public agencies
earned an average of $19,455.
School of Social Sciences and Public Affairs
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Literature (Core) .
Humanities (Core) ..•............................
Science-Math (Core) .
Economics .
Social Problems SO 102 .
Elementary Social Work Processes SW 201 .
History .
Introduction to Multi-Ethnic Studies SO 230 .
JUNIOR YEAR
Social Work Stat & Research Methods SW 380 .
Social Welfare Policy 5W 301 .
Human Behavior in Social Environment SW 321 .
Social Work Methods-Casework SW 385 .
Psychology Electives (U.D.) .......•....•..........
UD Soc. Sci. & Public Affairs Electives ...........• ,
Lower or Upper Division Electives •.................
Suggested Program
BACHELOR OF ARTS DEGREE
Degree Requirements
SOCIAL WORK MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Degree '.
1. TOTAL Requirements
General University and Major Requirements ..........•..• 128
2. LOWER DIVISION .
COURSES ..........................................•.....• 63
English Composition E101,102 6
Literature (Core)' ...............................••.•.•.••. 6
Humanities (Core)' .............................•... ~..... 6
History (3 cr. from Core) .........................•......... 6
Concepts of Biology B 100 : .4
Lab Science and-or Math (Core)' 8
Communication ....•.......... : 3
Economics 3
Intro to Sociology SO 101 : 3
Social Problems SO 102 3
General Psychology P 101 ',' 3
State and Local Government PO 102 3
Intro to Social Work SW 101 ..........................•.... 3
Elementary Social Work Processes SW 201 : 3
Intro to Multi-Ethnic Studies SO 230 3
3. UPPER DIVISION
COURSES ................................•............. .45
Social Welfare Policy SW 301 3
Human Behavior in Social Environment SW321 3
Social Work Stat & Research Methods SW 380 ..........•.... 3
Social Work Methods-Casework SW 385 3
Social Work Methods-Community Organization SW 430 3
Social Work Methods-Groupwork SW 435 :.3
Psychology Electives 6
Field Work SW 480,481' : : 10
Social Sciences & Public Affairs Electives" 9
Senior Seminar SW 498,499 .......................•......... 2
4. ElECTIVES
General Electives-Lower - Upper Division 20
•. Core from: AR, HU, IH, MU, PY, lA, Foreign language.201,202. Humanities must
repre!>ent two fields.
••. Must be selected from: Social Work. Communication, Sociology, Anthropology,
Criminal Justice Administration, Political Science, History. With approval of advisor.
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E101-102 .
Concepts of Biology B 100 .
Science-Mathematics (Core) .
History (Core) .
State and Local Government PO 102 : .
Introduction to Sociology SO 101 ' .
Introduction to Social Work SW 101 .
General Psychology P 101 , , '
Communication , .
Degrees ~fered
• ilA in Social Work
"-1--'
1st 2nd
SEM SEM
3 3
4
4'
3
3
3
3
3
3
16 16
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SENIOR YEAR
Field Work SW 480,481 .
Senior Seminar SW 498, 499 .•....................
Social Work Methods-Groupwork SW 435.~' .
Social Work Methods-Community Organ SW 430 .
Lower or Upper Division Electives .
Psychology Elective (U.D.) ': ..
Course Offerings
sw SOCIAL WORK
Lower Division
SW101INTRODUCTION TO SOCIALWORK (3-0-3)(F/S)(AREAII). Surveyof
the historical development arid contemporary practice of SOcialwork; values,
knowledge base, skills, the underlying philosophy and the need for social
services in society. Social work functions and career opportunities are
delineated.
SW201ELEMENTARYSOCIAL WORK PROCESSES13-0-3)(F/S).Communica-
tion skills, interviewing techniques, and problem so ving processesspecific to
practice. Community social services are reviewed and .five clock hours of
service per week are required in agency to facilitate the integration of values,
knowledge and skills, PREREQ:SW101.
Upper Division
SW301SOCIAL WELFAREPOLICY (3-0-3)(f/S). Socialwelfare asan institution
and social work asa profession asmechanisms to deal with the problems of
social change and the effects of life in a modern industrial society. How social
and individual needs have been dealt with in pastand present, the ideological
base for understanding the interface between policies and social welfare.
PREREQ:SW201and all lower division requirements.
SW 321 HUMAN BEHAVIOR IN THE SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT (3~0-3)(F/S).
Human systemsframework, age-related stagesof development with special
attention to life crises related to each stage, identifying developmental tasks
with which social work interventions are especially concerned. Develops key
concepts in understanding feminist, racial, ethnic and alternate life styles,
PREREQ:SW201,SO 101and P101. .
SW380SOCIAL WORK STATISTICSAND RESEARCHMETHODS(3-0-3)(S).An
introduction to the scientific method and the basic elements of research
methodology and statistics, The focus will be on the USeof research in Social
Work and the manner in which research intertwines with other SocialWork
methods. PREREQ:SW301,321,
SW385SOCIAL WORK METHODS-CASEWORK(3-0.3)(F/S).An examination
of skills employed to serve individuals and families; communication skills,
problem solving process and case recording. PREREQ:SW301,321,
SW 430 SOCIAL WORK METHODS-COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION (3-0-
3)(F/S). A study of community structure, organization and attitudes. Tech-
niques for understanding communities, methods of working in communities,
PREREQ:SW301,321.
SW43SSOCIAL WORK METHODS-GROUPWORK (3-0-3)(F/S).Dynamics of
group behavior, understanding group interaction and the processesof work-
ing with groups. PREREQ:SW301,321,
"sW 480 FIELDWORK I (S..lJ-S)(F).Sixteen clock' hours' per week, the student
works asa practicing sociaI worker under the teachins"supervision of a profes-
sionally trained and experienced social worker. Must apply for admission into
the field work program December preceding Fallregistration period, PREREQ:
SW301,321,380,385;, Cum GPA: 2.5; Major GPA: 3,0..PERM/INST,
SW481FIELDWORK II (0-16-S)(S).Continuation of Field Work I. PREREQ:SW
480and PERM/INST.
SW 498 SENIOR LEVELSEMINAR (1-0-1)(F). Fadlitates and encourages the
student's development asan entry level practitioner through the synthesisof
r
i
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social work theory, practice and values. Must be taken concurrently with SW
480. .
SW 499SENIOR LEVELSEMiNAR (1-0-1)(S). Continuation of SW498.Must be
taken concurrently with SW481. .
Department of Sociology,
Anthropology, Criminal
Justice Administration
Library Building, Room 218 Telephone (208) 385-3406
Chairman and Professor: Patricia M. Dorman; Professors: Baker,
Pavesic, Scheffer; Associate Professors: Blain, Christensen, Cox,
Hopfenbeck; Assislant Professors: Blain, Corbin, Plew, Walsh.
Degrees Offered
• BA in Anthropology .
• BA in Anthropology, Social Science, Secondary Education
• AA, BA, and BS in Criminal Justice Administration
• BA in Multi-Ethnic Studies
• AA in Social Science (MHAFB only)
• BA, BS in Social Science
• BA and BS in Sociologr
• BA in Sociology, Socia Science, Secondary Education
Department Statement
The Department of Sociology, Anthropology and Criminal JustiCe
Administration is responsible for eight degree programs.
In addition, the Department is responsible for both an Anthropology
and a Sociology "Social Science Curriculum Minor" as part of the
Social Science, Secondary Education degree; fora "Minor" in Multi-
Ethnic Studies; and for "Minor Certification Endorsement" in
Anthropology and in Sociology for teachers.
Degree Requirements
Anthropology
Bachelor of Arts Degree
1. Liberal Arts Option
a. General University and Basic Core Requirements
b. ANTHROPOLOGY
Total Requirements .42
1) LOWER DIVISION
COURSES 9
Physical Anthropology AN 101 3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 3
Intro to Archaeology AN 103 3
2) UPPER DIVISION
COURSES 6
History of Anth ropology AN 401 3
Elem. Social Statistics SO 310 or equiv .. : 3
3) OTHER
UPPER DIVISION COURSES 27
Select 9 credits from each of the following groups of
courses:
Group I Courses " 9
Human Variation AN 325 ; 3
Anthropology of Education AN 409 , 3
Applied Anthropology AN 430 3
Socio-Cultural Electives 3
Group II Courses " 9
Peoples of the Pacific Islands AN 305 3
Indians of North America AN 307 3
Peoples & Cultures of the World AN 311 3
Indian Peoples of Idaho AN 315 , 3
Ethnography Electives 3
Group III Courses 9
Old World Prehistory AN 303 3
Archaeology of North America AN 312 3
Archaeology of Latin America AN 318 3
Seminar in Archaeology AN 421 3
c. Recomme'nded Electives:. '
One year of a foreign language; a computer application
course;.and LI 305 Introduction to Linguistics.
2. Anthropology - Social Science, Secondary Educati.on Option
The Social Science, Secondary Education Option Degree pro-
grams are cooperative, interdisciplinary programs involving the
Departments of Economics; History; Political Science; and Soci-
ology, Anthropology, and Criminal Justice. Each of these depart-
ments provides a major emphasis with the Social Science Secon-
dary Option. The following requirements apply for students
choosing this option.
a. Must complete a minimum of 30 credits in the subject matter
of one of the above departments.
b. Must complete a minimum of 15 credits in each of two of the
social sciences.
c. Must complete six additional credits in U.S. History for certifi-
cation requirements.
d. Must complete 3 credits AmeriCan National Government for
certification requirements.
See the department listings for each of these departments for addi-
tional information .
a. Anthropology Courses .
Total Credits 30
Required courses are the same as for the major less 3 credit
hours in each of Groups I, lI,and III, and SO 310 is not
required .
b. Secondary Education Requirements
Total Credits 26-37
Refer to Teacher Education Department
c. State Department of Education Certification
Requirements, Social Studies 9
U.S. History , 6
Federal Government' 3
In addition to "C" above, the student must take at least 15
credits of which 9 must be Upper Division credits offered by
any 2 of the following academic disciplines:
Economics Political Science
Geography Psychology
History Sociology
NOTE: Completion of al1 requirements for graduation with a secondary education
option may require more than 126 credit hours. See Department of Teacher
Education listing for more information.
3. Anthropology Minor Option
a. Liberal Arts MillOr
Completion of the following courses ' 21
Physical Anthropology AN 101 3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 3
Intro to Archaeology AN 103 '.. 3
Peoples & Cultures of the World AN 311 3
Upper Division Anthropology Electives 9
~ ••lb'~~~;dli~sg:. ~~~~~~i.~~.~.i~~.r.~~t.i~~ ...............•.. 15
~
. RequiretlCourses: ,v-JAy Physical ArJ'tI:vopology AN 101 , 3?: Cultural AnthroRology AN 102 3
l'r Upper Division ArHhropology Electives 9ftl Intro to Archaeology~ 103 is strongly recommended.
CRIMINAL JUSTICEADMINISTRATION
Bachelor of Arts Degree
Bachelor of Science Degree
The Bachelor of Arts/Science degree in Criminal Justice Administra-
tion offers a choice of four professional areas of emphasis: Law
Enforcement, Courts-Law, Corrections-Counseling and Planning-
Administration.
A student major is required to complete the core courses plus the
courses within a desired area of specialization.
CORE COURSES: Credits
English Composition E101-E102 6
Literature (Area I) 3
Humanities (Area I) 9
Science or Mathematics (Area III) , 12
History (Area II) 3
Introduction to Financial Accounting AC 205
. 'OR
Introduction to Information Sciences IS 210 3
General Psychology P 101 3
American National Government PO 101 3
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State-Local Government PO 102 ,.. 3
Fundamentals of Speech Communication CM 111 3
Introduction to Sociology SO 101 3
Social Justice CR 101 3
Intro to Criminal Justice Admin CR 201 .. ; 3
Police in the Community CR 215 ..............•............ 3
Administration of Justice CR 301 3
Criminal Law CR 321 3
Contemporary Correctional Theory & Practice CR 362 3
Senior Seminar in,Criminal Justice CR 498 3
Abnormal Psychology P 301 3
Juvenile Delinquency SO 415 3
Criminology SO 417 3
Independent Study in Criminal Justice CR 496 3
SPECIALTY AREA COURSES
1. LAW ENFORCEMENT
Defensive Tactics FA 141 1*
Law of Criminal Evidence CR 275 3
Law of Arrest, Search & Seizure CR 276 , 3
Police Organization & Management CR 351 3
Introduction to Criminalistics CR 380 3
Criminal Justice Planning CR 425 3
Comparative Law Enforcement Admin CR 451 3
Field Practicum: Enforcement CR 490 6
Electives to total 128 19
2. COURTS/LAW
Law of Criminal Evidence CR 275 3
Law of Arrest, Search & Seizure CR 276 : 3
Judicial Admin & Court Management CR 381 3
Criminal Justice Planning CR 425 3
Comparative Law Enforcement Admin CR 451 3
Constitutional Law PO 351 3
Electives to total 128 20
3. CORRECTIONS/COUNSELING
Corrections in the Community CR 331 3
Interviewing & Counseling in Crim Justice CR 340 ' 4
Advanced Interview & Counsel in Crim Just Cr 341 .4
Criminal Justice Research & Evaluation CR 426 3
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Criminal Justice Elective, : : 3
Electives to tota I 128 • 21
4. PLANNING/ADMINISTRATION
Judicial.Admin 8, Court Management CR 381 3
Criminal Justice Planning CR 425 3
Criminal Justice Research & Eval CR 426 3
Comparative Law Enforcement Admin CR 451 3
Criminal Justice Electives 6
Field Practicum-Planning:Admin CR 490 6
Electives to tota I 128 20
SOCIAL SCIENCE'
Bachelor of Arts Degree
1. General University and Basic Core Requirements:
2. Social Science Requirements:
a. LOWER DIVISION . ,
Total Lower Divison Courses : 21
Anthropology 3
Economics ................•... : 3
Political Science ; 3
Sociology 3
Social Science Electives - 9
b. UPPER DIVISION: Select from the following combinations-
1~ credits in one field and 6 credits in two other fields
Total upper division credits 24
Anthropology . Political Science
Economics Psychology
History \ Sociology
SOCIOLOGY MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Science
1. Completion of general university requirements fo~ the'Bach-elor
of Arts or Science degree as given in the Academic Section of this
Catalog. Bachelor of Arts degree candidates are required to com-
plete one year of foreign language. Sociology courses MA Y NOT
be used to satisfy Area II requirements.
3
4
3
3
3
3 6
4 4
16 17
3
3
6 6
6 6
3 3
18 18
3
3
3 3
6 3
2
3 3
15 14
History; A.R. Corbin, Department of Sociology, Anthropology and
Criminal Justice Administration; or Dr. Mamie Oliver, Department
of Social Work, to develop program of study.
1. General' University Requirement
Total credits .. , 51
2. Ethnic Studies Requirements:
a. LOWER DIVISION
CREDITS 15
Introduction to Multi-Ethnic Studies SO 230 3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 3
Ethnic Literature Courses 6
Minorities in U.S. History HY 261 3
b. UPPER DIVISION
CREDITS 3
Racial and Cultural Minorities SO 305 3
c. ETHNIC COURSES Total Ethnic Credits 30
(List of approved Course offerings is available from Program
Supervisors)
3. Total General Electives 29
Total Credits for Graduation 128
Multi-Ethnic Studies Minor
A. Requirements 9
Intro to Multi-EthnicStudies SO 230 3
Minorities in U.S. History HY 261 3
Ethnic Literature Courses 3
B. Ethnic Courses Electives 12
List of approved courses available from Program Supervisors.
SOCIOLOGY PROGRAM
Following is a suggested sequence of courses for the Bachelor of
Sciencp. degree. An asterisk (*) marks each course that is not
required, but recommended for a well-rounded J;lrogram.
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E101-102 .
Concepts of Biology B-100* ' .
Math for Liberal Arts Students M-100* .
Introduction to Sociology SO 101 .
Cultural Anthropology AN 102* .
American National Government PO 101* '
Introduction to Philosophy PY 101* .
History of Western Civilization HY 101* : .
Area II Elective '.' .
Recommended Programs
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Literature Elective (Core) .. '" .
Science-Mathematics Elective .
General Psychology P 101* .
Theories of Society SO 201 .
Computer Applications SO 210 : :.
Area I Electives (Core) .
Science Electives for B.S. OR
Foreign Lang. Elect. for B.A .
JUNIOR YEAR
Elem Social Statistics SO 310 ' .
Social Research SO 311 .
'Emphasis: General:Applied ,.".
Electives. , , .
Electives .
SENIOR YEAR
History of Sociology SO 401 .
Contemporary Soc TheorySO 402 .
Emphasis: General:Applied .
Sociology Electives \ .
Sociology Seminar 50'498 '.. : .
Electives .
School of Social Sciences and Public Affairs
2. Sociology Majors shall complete at least forty-one (41) credit
hours in Sociology courses, including:
a. A twenty-three (23) hour major core consisting of the follow-
ing courses:
Introduction to Sociology SO 101 3
Computer Application in Social Science SO 210 3
Theories of Society SO 201 3
Elementary Social Statistics SO 310 3
Social Research SO 311 3
History of Sociology SO 401 3
Contemporary Sociological Theory SO 402 ' 3
Sociology Seminar SO 498 2
b. A nine (9) credit hour track emphasizing either 1) General
Sociology or 2) Applied Sociology. The General track will
serve those who desire a broad theoretical orientation and
substantive knowledge base with less emphasis on quantita-
tive and methodological aspects of the field. The Applied
track should be useful to those who, whether working toward
post-graduate education or immediate employment, want to
emphasize the tools of research and quantitative analysis.
1) GENERAL SOCIOLOGY - Nine credit hours selected from:
Social Institutions SO 351 3
Social Change SO 403 3
Social Inequality SO 421 3
Social Psychology SO 431 3
OR '
2) APPLIED SOCIOLOGY
Advanced Social Statistics SO 410 3
Advanced Research Methods SO 411 3
Sociology Internship SO 493 3
c. Nine (91additional hours in 50ciology. These may be selected
from al Sociology course offerings or focused on some spe-
, cific area of interest or vocational concern.
SOCIOLOGY
Social Science
Secondary Education Option
The Social Science, Secondary Education Option Degree programs
are cooperative, interdisciplinary programs involving the Depart-
ments of Economics; History; Political Science; and Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminal Justice. Each discipline of these depart-
ments provides a major emphasis with the Social Science Secondary
Option. The following requirements apply for students choosing this
option.
1. Must complete a minimum'of 30 credits in the subject matter of
one of the above departments. " •. .;.
2. Must complete a minimum of 15 credits in each of two of the
socia I scie nces.
3. Mustcomplete six addition~1 credits in U.S. History for certifica-
tion requirements.
4. Must complete 3 credits in"American National Government for
certification requirements.
See the department listings for each of these departments for addi-
tionalinformatioiil~"1~~~~' OLD" ,~ '
1\ j\ ial stie ce Minor' /\
4~{ed C~\ursys AN 10110{,311 .. ; ./ \ /1/\
Aerropology....Electives, Upper Div'sion ,~/. \.;....r: . . . '
SOCIOLOGY 1ljL.
Social Science Minor
Required Course SO 101 ' 3
Sociology Electives (Six must be Upper Division) 12
Minor certification endorsements for teaching areas are listed in this'
Catalog in the Department of Teacher Education Section within the
College of Education.
MULTI-ETHNIC STUDIES
. Bachelor of Arts Degree
The Multi-Eihnic Studies program, which is open toall students, isan
interdisciplinary area of emphasis, providing a BA degree. The pro-
gram willhelp students provide themselves with an understanding of
tradition,.cultures, languages, problems, and perspectives.' ,
The program is supervised by an interdisciplinary group of faculty
and students. Prospective majors may contact Dr. John Jensen,
Department of Teacher Education; Dr. P.K. Ourada, Department of
~--------------------------------------------------------------,
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School of Social Sciences and .Public Affairs
Lower Division
AN 101 PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)(Area II). An introduction to the.
fossil evidence for human evolution, genetics, modern human variation, the
study of living primates, and the relationship between biology and culture.
AN 102 CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)(Area II). The meaning of cul-
ture; its significance for human beings, similar and diverse forms and degrees
of elaboration of culture in relation to technology, economic systems, social
organization, values and beliefs.
AN 103 INTRODUCTION TO ARCHAI:OLOGY (3"0-3)(F/S)(Area II). An intro-
duction to the historic background and basic techniques of anthropological
archaeology. The methods and theory used to reconstruct prehistoric cultures,
their environmental settings, activities and,histories.
Upper Division
AN 303 OLD WORLD PREHISTORY (3-0-3)(F/S). A survey of cultural evolution
from the first known evidence of cultural behavior (ca. two million years ago)
to the domestication of plants and animals and the rise of civilization. Special
emphasis is placed on the development of civilizations. PREREQ: AN 1020r AN
103, Upper Division status, or PERM/INST.
AN 305 PEOPLESOF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS (3-0-3)(F/S). Survey of peoples and
cultures of Oceania - including Polynesia, Melanesia, Micronesia, New Guinea
and Australia. From Pre-European contact to the present. Theories of settle-
ment; cultural diversity; effects of European colonization and WW II; contem-
porary island cultures. PREREQ: Upper Division Status or PERM/INST. Alter-
nate years.
AN 307 INDIANS OF NORTH AMERICA (3-0-3)\F/S). A general survey emphas-
izing the description and analysis of native cu tures and the role of environ-
ment and historical factors in North America. PREREQ: Upper Division status
or PERM/INST. •
AN 311 PEOPLES AND CULTURES OF THE WORLD (3-0-3)(F/S). A general
world-wide survey of selected non-industrial cultures with emphasis on cultu-
ral diversity, cultural adaptation, historical development and results of contact
with the Industrial World. PREREQ: AN 102, Upper Division status or
PERM/INST.
AN 312 ARCHAEOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICA (3-0-3)(F/S). A survey of pre-
historic cultures of North America north of Mexico. The course includes a
history of ideas about native American origins and antiquities along with
demonstrating regional societal complexity on the continent. Special emphasis
is given to the study of early man and the cultures of the Eastern Woodlands,
the American Southwest and the intermountain West. PREREQ: Upper DIv-
ision status or PERM/INST.
AN 315 INDIAN PEOPLESOF IDAHO (3-0-3)(F/S). A study of the prehistoric
and recent cultures of the native peoples of Idaho. Topics will include the
interpretation of ancient Idaho cultures, the dis~inctiveness of the rece.nttribal
groupings and the relationship between past and present Idaho SOCietiesto
those of the Great Basin, Interior Plateau and Northern Plains. PREREQ: Upper
division status or PERM/INST.
AN 318ARCHAEOLOGY OF LATIN AMERICA (3-0-3)(F/S). An examination of
the precolumbian civilizations of Latin America with emphasis on those of
Mexico and Central America, particularly the Maya and Aztec. PREREQ:
Upper division status or PERM/INST.
Course Offerings
AN ANTHROPOLOGY
CRCRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION
Lower Division
CR 101 SOCIAL JUSTICE (3-0-3)(S). Study of basic issues of law as a mea~s of
social control including broader issues of social justice such as povertr~ raCls,:"
sexism, alienation. Provides foundation for examining relevantcritica Issues In
American society.
CR 201 INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION (3-0-
3)(F). Philosophy, history, objectives and functions of the criminal justice
system asa social institution. The relationship of this system to socIety; general
overview of the administration of justice. .
CR 215 POLICE IN THE COMMUNITY (3-0-3)(F). A study of police behavior.in
urban and rural areas with an emphasis on the police response to community
change, attitudes, special interest groups, and minority relations. PREREQ: CR
201.
CR 275 LAW OF CRIMINAL EVIDENCE (3-0-3)(F). Presentation of the laws and
rules of evidence, burden of proof, exclusionary rule, presumption, opin.i?n
evidence, and leading court cases involving the presentation and acceptabIlity
of evidence. Witness examination procedures and related legal problems are
presented. PREREQ: CR 201.
CR 276 LAW OF ARREST, SEARCH AND SEIZURE (3-0-3)(S). A highly conc~n-
trated study of the legalities and decision making processes aSSOCiatedWith
arrest search and seizure in accordance with statutes, case law and Supreme
Court decisions as they relate to constitutiC?nal protections. PREREQ:CR 201.
Upper Division
CR 301 ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE(3-0-3)(F). The administration ofcrimi-
nal justice from arrest to sentencing. Federal and state ru.les?f crimil1al proce-
dure and laws of evidence as they apply and affect constitutional due process.
PREREQ: CR 201.
CR 321 CRIMINAL LAW (3-0-3)(S). Elements and application of federal and
state criminal statutes. The effect of differential enforcement on the tolerance
limits of society. PREREQ: CR 201.
CR 331 CORRECTIONS IN THE COMMUNITY (3-0-3)(S). Development, organ-
ization, operation and results of post-conviction release program. s.Traditional
court and institutionally supervised probation and parole, work rele!,se, half-
way houses, diversion, furlough concept and various .comm,!nlly/soCial
agency rehabilitative programs of both traditional and innovative nature.
PREREQ: CR 201 or SO 101.
CR 340 INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELING IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE(J-2-4)(F).
Theo'y and skills involved in effective communication, interviewing and coun-
seling for criminal justice personnel. Basiccommunication skills and process of
problem solving with criminal justice clients emphasized. PREREQ: Upper
division CJA standing.
CR 341 ADVANCED INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELING IN CRIMINAL JUS-
TICE (J-2-4)(S). Analysis of major theoretical counseling models. De~elopment
of advanced skills in interviewing and counseling strategies fOCUSingon the
unmotivated, involuntary client. PREREQ: CR 340. '
CR 351 POLICE ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT (J-0-3)(Fl' Enforce-,
ment agency structure, management philosophies and operationa functions
and goals. The effect of changing societal values on agency eff~ctlveness.
Current and future problems facing local enforcement administrators.
PREREQ: CR 215.
CR 362 CONTEMPORARY CORRECTIONAL THEORY AND PRACTICE (3~0-
3)(F) (Cross list SO 362). The historical development, processes, and methods of
~perating the adult correctional system. Detailed study of the phHosophy and
AN 325 HUMAN VARIATION (3-0-3)(F/S). An examination of human evolution
during the past Smillion years with emphasis on evolutionary theory and both
the human fossil record and present patterns of variability among humans.
PREREQ: AN 101 or 102, Upper division status or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
AN 401 HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)(F/S). An historical investiga-
tion of scientific events leading to the development of the basic concepts,
theory and methods of contemporary Anthropology. Major anthropological
contributions by A.L. Kroeber, Margaret Mead, Franz Boas, Julian "Steward, B.
Malinowski, and others will be used as reference points for presented materials
and classroom discussions. PREREQ: AN 102, Upper division status or
PERM/INST.
AN 409 ANTHROPOLOGY OF EDUCATION (3-0-3)(F/S). An examination of
the cultural aspects of educational processes and institutions. The application
of anthropological method and theory to the problems of formal and inforr:nal
education in traditional and modern cultures. PREREQ: AN 102, Upper divIsion
status or PERM/INST.
AN 421 SEMINAR IN ARCHEOLOGY (3-0-3)(S). A survey of the philosophical
and theoretical foundations of archaeology. Includes developments in meth-
odology and technical advances as applied to archaeological research.
PREREQ: AN 103, Upper division status or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
AN 430 APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY (3-0-3)(F/S •. Investigation of the ways in
which Anthropology and anthropologists have assistea in cultural change
processes. Both the positive and negative impact of cultural. change will ~e
examined. Also considered is the application of anthropological conc~pt~ In
contemporary societies and institutions. PREREQ: An 102, Upper diviSion
status or PERM/INST.
3
3
3
6
15
3
3
1
17
2nd
SEM
3
4
3
3
3
3
16
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE PROGRAM (TWO YEAR)
1st
SEM
3
4
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Intro to Information Sciences IS 210
OR
Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205. . . . .. . . . . . . . . 3
Police in the Community CR 215 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 3
Law of Criminal Evidence CR 275 3
Humanities. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Hi sto ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
General Psychology P 101 .
Law of Arrest, Search & Seizure CR 276 .
Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 116
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
Science or Mathematics .
Social Justice CR 101 .
American National Government PO 101 .
Introduction to Sociology SO 101 .
Fundamentals of Speech Comm CM 111 .. , .
State-Local Government PO 102 .
Intro to Criminal Justice Admin CR 201 , .
Defensive Tactics FA 141 .
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School of Social Sciences and Public Affairs
development of treatment strategies in local, state and federal correctional
institutions; PREREQ: Upper division CJA standing. .
CR 380 INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINALlSTlCS (3-0-3)(5). Introduction to the-
ory and application of physical science to the field and laboratory investigation
of crime. Applicable to both advanced field investigation and laboratory tech-
niques. PREREQ: CR 231. Alternate years with CR 451.
CR 381 JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION' AND COURT MANAGEMENT (3-0-
3)(S)(Even years). Study of practices and trends in court. management and
judicial administration; court personnel, selection, training and evaluation.
Examination of modern technology in the management of judicial administra-
tion. PREREQ: CR 301, upper division CJA standing.
CR 425 CRIMINAL JUSTICEPLANNING (3-0-31(F). Study of planning concepts
and models to provide the student with skills in criminal justice planning,
policy analysis and planning a program evaluation. Use of planning and analyt-
ical tools to review current issues in the system. PREREQ: Upper division CJA
standing.
CR 426 CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESEARCHAND EVALUATION (3-0-3) (5). Basic
aims, processes, and limitationsof research in criminal justice. Introduction of
social research methods and techniques for evaluating action programs in the
criminal justice field. PREREQ: CR 425, upper division CJA standing, or
PERM/I NST. .
CR 451 COMPARATIVE LAW ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRATION (3-0-3)(5).
An analysis and comparison of law enforcement systems at the federal, state
and local levels and international systems. PREREQ: CR 201. Non-majors;
PERM/INST. Alternate years with CR 380.
CR 490 FIELDPRACTICUM (V-V-6). Student placement in selected criminal
justice agencies with assigned duties of regular personnel. Relevant research
project required. Weekly seminar meetings with instructor to review research
and agency progress. Required of all BA/BS students without one year of full
time criminal justice experience. To be offered in fall, spring ~r summer.
SO SO,C10LOGY
Lower Division
SO 101 INTRODUCTION TO SOCIOLOGY (3-0-3)(Area II). Groups, organiza-
tionsand societies. Their impact on human behavior. Emphasis is onsociologi-
cal perspectives,.concepts, methods, and applications in areas such 'as organi-
zation, socialization; inequality, in'stitutions, intergroup relations, change, and
others. ;-
SO 102 SOCIAL PROBLEMS (3-o-3)(Area II). Problems that arise due to break-
down of norms and value consensus in society, the causes and solutions to
these problems ..The student is challenged to continually reexamine his/her
o'wn values in reference to the problems under consideration.
SO 121 OAllNG AND MARRIAGE (3-0-3)(5). An informative study and discus-
sion of mate selection, marital relationships and adjustments, parenthood and
related subjects, each exploited at length in popular culture but usually
ignored as a serious subject of academic examination. The course will emphas-
ize factual knowledge, self understanding anda sociological perspective on
marriage in a changing society. .- ' .
50201 THEORIESOF SOCIETY(l,-o-3)(F).lntroduction to the major analytical
and interpretative contributions of Sociologytowardsan understanding ofthe
nature and causes of human behav!or in society.PREREQ: SO 101.
SO 203 FUTURISTICS(3-0-3)(F). Introduction to the major analytical industrial
societies and of the .critical problems 'of contemporary societies; growth,
environment, energy, technology, resources, and quality of life. Possible solu-
tions will be.reviewed.
SO 210 COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN SOCIAL SCIENCE.(3~0-3)(F/S). The
objectives of this course are (a) to develop an understanding of computer
applications of social science data and (b) to provide students an experience in
the collection and analysis of social data with increased ease via the computer.
SO 230.INTRODUCTION TO MULTI-ETHNIC STUDIES (3~0-3)(F/S)(Area II).
This course views majority and minority relations and confronts, challenges
and motivates students to know themselves better and understand some socie-
tal problems; viz, racism, prejudice, etc. The course dealS with the degree to
which ethnic relations involve questions of economic and political power and
tile distribution of the power. It looks at American society's institutional role in
maintaining and perpetuating systematic inequality.
Upper Division
SO 305 RACIALAND CULTURALMINORITIES (3-0-3)(F/S). Comparative study
?f inter~ethnic relations. Problems and possibilities of genocide, oppression,
IrHeliratron, ~Iuralism and equality. PREREQ: SO 101 or P 101 and upper
diVISionstanding. .
SO 310 ELEMENTARYSOCIAL STATISTICS(3-0-3)(F).The application of mea-
sur~ment~ to. s()cial res~arch data. ~asic statistical measures, techniques for
the" application, meanong and use on research. Recommended for majors to
be taken in the juniorJearand followed by SO 311. PREREQ: SO 101, high
school algebra. Upper ivisio~ status.
50311 SOCIAL R.ESl:ARCH(3-0~3)(S).An introduction to the empirical basis of
mo~ern socl()loglcal methods of research, design and the statistical analysis of
socral data. PREREQ: SO 101, 310 and upper division status.
SO 320 RADICAL SOCIOLOGY (3-0-3)(F). Ana'lysis of contemporary radical
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power theory and its application in the study of modern socio-economic
problems. This course will examine issues of social importance from the pers-
pective of conflict theory, new-Marxian and Elitisttheory. PREREQ:SO 101and
Upper Division Status. Alternate Years.
SO 325 SOCIOLOGY OF AGING (3-o-3)(F/S). Analysis of aging as a social
process emphasizing the changing rolesasa result of the process; thedemands
made on and by society because of the way it defines and deals with age and
the problems created for society and for the aged as a result of values, attitudes
and beliefs. PREREQ: SO 101 and upper division status.
SO 330 SOCIOLOGY OF VIOLENCE (3-0-3)(F). The incidence of defiberate
injury of one human by another is analyzed in terms of social and cultural
patterns that act to produce, alter or discourage acts of violence, The various
forms violence may take are examined from a sociological perspective.
PREREQ: SO 101 and Upper Division Status. Alternate Years.
SO 331 DEVIANTBEHAVIOR (3-0-3)(F/S). Analysis of groups who violate the
norms of society, the causes of and solutions for these forms of behavior. The
challenge for students is to decide where the problem lies - with those labeled
deviant or with those doing the labeling. PREREQ: SO 101, upper division
status.
SO 340 SOCIOLOGY OF THE FAMILY(3-0-3)(F/S). An analysis of courtship,
marriage, kinship, and family patterns in the United States and selected socie-
ties. Theories and facts of .the relationships of these patterns to the larger
society. PREREQ: SO 101, upper division status.
SO 351 SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS (3-0-3)(F). Comparative analysis of the ways
societies organize behavior around those values deemed necessary for survival
including family, religion, economy, government, etc. PREREQ: SO 101 and
upper division standing. Alternate years.
SO 361 SOCIOLOGY OF WORK (3-0-3)(F/S). The social organization of work is
examined in historical and contemporary perspectives. PREREQ: SO 101,
upper division standing.
SO 362 (CR 362) CONTEMPORARY CORRECTIONAL THEORYAND PRAC-
TICE (3-0-3)(F). Historical development, processes and methods of operating
the adult correctional system. Philosophy and development of treatment
strategies to local, state, and federal correctional institutions.
SO 370 SOCIOLOGY OF LAW 13-0-3)(5). law enactment, enforcement and
adjudication are studied as socia acts with social consequences. Theories and
practices of legal action are reviewed as emerging from and impacting on the
social structure. PREREQ: SO 101 ahd Upper Division Status. Alternate Years.
SO 371 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF SEXROLES(3-0-3)(5). This course examines
sex roles in our own society. Attention will be given to the development of
identity and roles, the social utility and rigidity of sex roles, the implications of
sex roles for institutional policy and the effect of such policy on cultural
change. This course may be taken for psychology or sociology credit but not
for both. PREREQ: General Psychology P 101 or Introduction to Sociology, SO
101 and upper division status.
SO 380 POLITICALSOCIOLOGY (3-0-3)(F). A survey of research literature and
I
1
J
theory in Political Sociology, including attitudes, values, power structure,
parties and political participation in the U.S. This course will examine the
pluralistic nature of society from the sociological perspective. PREREQ:SO 101
and 'Upper Division status. Alternate Years. "
SO 401 HISTORY OF SOCIOLOGY (3-0-3)(F). Examination of the intellectual
and social currents in Europe from about 1830 to ,1900 during which time
Sociology was initially recognized as a separate perspective within Social
Science. Major insights of sociological writers of this period. PREREQ: SO 101,
upper division standing,
SO 402 CONTEMPORARY SOCIOLOGICAL THEORY (3-0-3)(5). Study and
discussion of selected 20th century theories. PREREQ: SO 101, upper division
standing.
SO 403 SOCIAL CHANGE (3-0-3)(F/S). Social factors which generate innova-
tio'n, influence its acceptance or rejection, and determine itseffects on society.
Planning, collective behavior, diffusion, conflict and other efforts to create
change. PREREQ: SO 101, upper divisions standing. Alternate years.
SO 407 SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION (3-0-3)(F/S). Social science perspectives on
religion. Religion viewed as human activity influencing and being influenced
by social organization and social conditions. Alternate years.
SO 410 ADVANCED SOCIAL STATISTICS (3-0-3)(5). The methods of non-
parametric statistics in the analysis of Sociological data are examined in depth'
with application to research. PREREQ: SO 101, SO 310 and Upper Division
Status.
SO 411 ADVANCED RESEARCH METHODS (3-0-3)(F). The application of
research methods for examination and explanation 01 social data, causal infer-
ence and theory construction. The student will gain experience in designing
and completing a research project. PREREQ: SO 101, SO 311, SO 410, and
Uooer Division Status.
School of Social Sciences and Public Affairs
SO 415 JUVENILEDELINQUENCY (3~0-3)(S). Social causes of juvenile delin-
quency. Solutions that are discussed arise from theories which suggest chang-
ing society more than the individual delinquent. Positive and negative activi-
ties of the juvenile justice system are also revIewed. PREREQ: SO 101, upper
division standing.
SO 417 CRIMINOLOGY (3-0-3)(F). Examines the social causes of criminal
behavior, relevant research, treatment programs, and the criminal justice
systems. The student 'is challenged to question who has wronged whom--the
criminal or the system. PREREQ: SO 101, upper division standing.
SO 421 SOCIAL INEQUALITY (3-0-3)(5). How inequalities of wealth, income
and prestige occur. How such inequalities affect style of behavior, personal
philosophy and life chances. Arguments for and against more equality will be
examined in relation to issues such as: constraint and mobility; education and
opportunity; consumerism and poverty; public policy and the politics of
wealth and welfare. PREREQ: SO 101 and Upper Division Status. Alternate
years.
SO 425 URBAN COMMUNITY AND PLANNING (3-0-3)(F). A policy oriented
approach to evaluate public issues in a systematic and analytical fashion as they
affect the shar.e and future of the urban community. The role of planning,
urban renewa ,public policy and their human consequences will be examined.
PREREQ: SO 101 and Upper Division Status. Alternate years.
SO 487 ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY AND BUREAUCRATICSTRUCTURE(3-
0-3)(F/S). An examination o/complex for'mal organizations, bureaucracy and
human interaction, theory, research and findings are covered. May be taken
for Sociology or Political Science credit (PO 487), but not for both. PREREQ:
Senior standing, PERM/INST.
50498 SOCIOLOGY SEMINAR (2-8-2)(5). Intensive studyof selected problems
in Sociology. PREREQ: Senior standing in Sociology major.
".
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College of Business
Dean: Thomas E. Stitzel, Ph.D
Assoc. Dean and Graduate Program Director: Gerald J. laCava, Ph. D
Director of Research & External Relations: Ronald R. Slone, MBA
Director of College of Busiess Student Services Center:
Barbara S. Olson, MEd.
College of Business Emeriti:
Albertson, Bushby, Carson, Doss, Edlefson,
.Johnson, Phillips, Roe, Tipton, Underkofler, Wilson.
The College of Businessat Boise State University is comprised of the,
five academic departments whose programs are described on the
following pages and two Centers:
• Center for Management Development: Gerald J, laCava, Director
• Idaho Business and Economic Development Center: Ronald Hall,
Director
The mission of the College of Businessat Boise State University is to
provide leadership and service in Businessand economic education
for Idaho and the Northwest. This mission requires:
1, provi,ding opportunities for individual growth and life-long
learning, .
2. enhancing students' critical thought processes to prepare them for
management and leadership responsibilities (seeadditional com-
ments below),
3. contributing to the economic growth and well-being of Idaho and
the Northwest through applied research,
4. establishing educational partnerships between the College and
other public and private organizations, and
5. responding to new or special needs for research and education.
Students' critical thought processes and management proficiencies
are developed through acurriculum which provides significant expo-
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sure to arts and sciences core and elective coursework (comprising a
minimum of 40 percent of the total degree requirements), a broad
foundation of required business core courses, and frequent oppor-
tunities to practice computer and written-oral communication skills
in advanced courses in the major. The increasingly significant impliCa-
tions of a global economy are stressed throughout the curriculum,
and students have extensive opportunities to apply their analytical
and problem-solving skills in actual business start-up and operational'
situations through Small BusinessInstitute projects, consulting oppor-
tunities with the College's Idaho Business and Economic Develop-
ment Center, the Internship Program (seeadditional descriptions of
internships below), and in a number of specific classassignments. Asa
further enriching dimension, students will encounter numerous
leaders in business and management through the College's various
speaker programs.
Accreditation
The College of Business' baccalaureate and MBA programs are accre-
dited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business
(AACSB), the nationally recognized accrediting agency for programs
in business administration and management. Approximately one in
five business programs, nationwide, have achieved this important
recognition. Accordingly, AACSB accreditation signifies that Boise
College of Business
i" .,'
! • -"Minimum Criteria for Upper
Division Admission.
Department of Accounting
Business Building, Room 214 Telephone (208) 385-3461
Acting Chairman and Associate Professor ~f Accounting: William
C. Lathen; Professor: Merz; Associate Professors: Jensen, Medlin,
Nix, Pirrong; Assistant.Professors: Bain, English, Koeppen; Special
LecWrers:Bates, Boyll, Christensen.
1. Admission to Boise State University .
2. Successful completion of these lower division core courses (or
equivalent courses): English E 101-102, Mathematics M 105-106,
Economics EC201-202, Accounting AC 205-206, Legal Environment
of Business GB 202, Information Science IS-210, Statistics DS-207,
with grades of C or better. .
3. Cumulative GPA of at least 2.4.
4. Completion of at least 58 credit hours,including courses in pro-
gress the application semester.
5: Selection of an authorized major.
6. Application with transcript by preregistration week each semester.
Degrees Offered
• BBA, BA, and BS, in ~ccounting
Upper Division Admiss,ion ..
Administrator: Ronald R. Slone
Business Building, Room 211
Telephone (208) 385-3463
The College of Business requires admission to upper division standing
by petition. This requires all students to meet certain criteria in order
to be admitted to upper division standing and therefore allowed to
continue in the College of Business at Boise State University,.
Bachelor Degree Programs
NOTE: The student will find under each major the particular cour~
of study to follow. Where the designation "Core Electives" appears,
refer to the allowed listing of courses in the Degree Requirements
(Core) section of this Catalog. Where the designation "Non-Business
Electives" appears, lower or upper division courses are,to be'chosen
in any discipline other than those administered in the College of
Business, but must include hours from at least two of the three'
defined areas: Area I, II, or III. The designation "Free Electives" refers
to those hours which may be earned in courses offered by the College
of Business or other academic units.
Graduation Requirements: See the Baccalaureate Degrees sec-
tion of the Catalog for a complete listing of these requirements forthe
BBA, BA, and BSdegrees.
All College of Business Baccalaureate degree candidates are required
to complete the courses required for Upper .Division admission
before enrolling in Upper Division courses in the College of Business.
All students are cautioned that Upper Division standing isa prerequi-
site for enrollment in 300 and 400 level courses and that several of the
Lower Division courses listed above are specific prerequisites for
- certain Upper Division Courses in the College of Business.
Coilege of Business Baccalaureate candidates are required to com-
plete the following Upper Division courSes prior to GB-450, Business
Policies, which is also a required core course:
Business Communication AS-328
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301
Principles of Marketing MK-301
Principles of Finance FI-303 '_
Principles. of Production Management DS-345
The on;~~ception to this requirement is in the BA in Economics
program as described in the Catalog.
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Special Requirements and Options
The Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) degree is available by
completing all requirements for that degree asdescribed in the Bacca-
laureate Degrees section of this Catalog and listed on the following
pages under the.appropriate major. Additionally, College of Business
students may qualify, at their option, for the BA or BS degree by
completing the additional liberal Arts or Science course require-
ments for those degrees. Faculty advisors should be consulted about
these additional requirements.
Transfer of Credits: In general, the College of Business limits
transfer cif credits for business courses which apply to business degree
requirements only to such courses as it offers at the same level. In
other words, a lower division transfer course cannot be accepted to
satisfy an upper division requirement of the College of Business.
Department Heads may authorize validation of such lower division
courses by certain techniques such as CLEP, departmental compet-
ency examinations, and/or special permission to enroll in higher level
classes for which the course in question is a prerequisite. See the
Department He1!d for details.' '. .
Specialized Programs: A special curriculum leading to a two
year Associate Degree in Marketing-Mid-Management is available.
Within resource limitations, other specialized curricula for skill areas
are offered, Most credits earned in these' curricula may later be
applied toward the Bachelor degree. Students should understand that
not all courses taken in these special areas are applicable to all Bache-
lor degrees. Therefore, graduation may require more than 128credits.
Boise area companies and governmental institutions provide excep-
tional opportunities for students to develop business skills in a "real
world" environment. Students' internship assignments are jointly
supervised by company management and BSU College of Business
faculty members, Academic credit is awarded and financial compen-
sation is possible.
Student Organizations
Beta Alpha Psi, national accounting; Alpha Eta Rho, national aviation
fraternity; Alpha Kappa Psi, national business fraternity; Data Process-
ing Management Association, Association of Data Processing Profes-
sionals; Omicron Delta Epsilon, economics; Finance Club; finance;
Human Resource Association, management; Entrepreneur Club,
management; Phi Sigma Epsilon, national marketing fraternity; Delta
Epsilon, national marketing fraternity; Delta Epsilon Chi, mid-manage-
ment; and Ad Club, marketing; are some of the campus organizations
that offer students a chance to expand their educational opportunites.
In addition, the College of Business has a chapter of Beta Gamma
Sigma (BGS), the national scholastic hCJnor society for business stu-
dents. BGSchaptersare chartered onlyat AACSB accredited business
colleges.
Student Scholarships
Scholarshipsare available to studentsdemonstrating ability to achieve
excellence in business studies. Approximately $100,000 will be distrib-
uted each year among College of Business majors. Students must
submit the appropriate applications by~~_~ 1. Interested stu-
dents should contact Student Financial/Aid Services at (208)385-1664.
Student Advising
Students are assisted in their selection of appropriate courses arid a
business major through the joint efforts of the College's Student
Services Center and faculty advisors. Freshman and sophomore stu-
dents should contact the College of Busi ness Student Services Cente r
Director, Barbara (Bobbie) S.Olson in the business building, room 203
(telephone 208-385-3859) .
State University's business programs have met nationally establishe~
standards of quality.
t
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College of Business
Recommended Program
2. Because of the rigor and intensity of the upper division accounting
progr,am, students are strongly urged to consult with their advisor
before entering upper division to develop an individualized plan.
Degree Requirements
In addition to general university requirements, the following courses
are required for an Accounting major:
Business Courses: MK-301, GB-202-302, 450; FI-303, EC-303;
AS-328; MG 301,401; DS-207, 345; IS 210.
Accounting Courses: AC-205, 20G,304, 30G,351, 401, 420, 440,
plus any two of the following: 352;'402,405, 40G,4GO,470.
SENIOR YEAR
Commercial Law GB 302... .. . 3
Organizational Behavior MG 401 : . 3
Business Policies GB 450. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
General Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
Accounting Theory AC 440 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Accounting Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 6
Total 1G 12
It is highly recommended that accounting majors review for the CPA,
CMA or CIA exams their last semester (200-300 hours). In the first
semester senior year students need to plan on recruiting for employ-
ment (50-100 hours).
Core Courses: The following courses (or permission of the instructor)
are prerequisites for all Upper Division Accounting courses: AC-205,
20G, E-101,102, EC 201-202, DS-207, IS-210, plus M-10G or M-204.
Course Offerings
AC ACCOUNTING
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Intro to Managerial Accounting AC 20G .
Principles of Economics EC 201-202 .
Intro to Information Science IS 210 .
Statistical Techniques,1 OS 207 .
Legal Environment of Business GB 202 .
Non-business Electives .
Core Elective (Area III) .
Total
JUNIOR YEAR
Intermediate Accounting I,ll AC 304-306 .
Cost Accounting AC 351 .
Analysis, Design & Audit of Accounting Information
Systems AC 420 .
Advanced Income Taxation AC 402 .
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 .
Business Communication AS 328 .
Principles of Marketing MK 301 .
Principles of Finance FI 303 .
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 .
Principles of Production Management OS 345 .
Total
Lower Division
AC 205 INTRODUCtiON TO FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (3-0-3). Introd uction
to contemporary Financial Accounting in the business world. The emphasis is
on obtaining an understanding of how financial statements are prepared and
used. Includes the basic terminology, a theoretical framework and the double
entry accounting system.
AC 206 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING (3-0-3). Introd uc-
tion to contemporary Managerial Accounting. Studyof manufacturing account-
ing is emphasized. Introduction to the analysis of financial information with
tools such as capital budgeting, inventory measurement and control, and the
impact of-taxes on decision making. PREREQ: AC-205.
Upper Division
AC 304 INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING I (3~0-3)(F/S). The course includes prob-
lems of valuation and presentation of assets, liabilities and proprietorship items.
Analytical accounting problems and preparation of work sheets, financial
statements and development of special reports are discussed. Future and pres-
ent value concepts, current assets and inventories are included. A basic com-
petency in Lotus 1-2-3 is also learned. PREREQ: AC 206
AC 306 INTERMEDIATE ACCOUNTING II (3-0-3)(F/S). Continuation of AC-304.
Operational, fixed and intangible assets are covered. Also covered are: accoun t~
ing for stockholders' equity, accounting changes, long-term investments in
equity securities and price level changes. PREREQ: AC 304.
AC 320 TAX FACTORS IN BUSINESS DECISIONS (3-0-3). Introduction to impact
of federal income taxes on business operating and financing decisions. Degree
credit not allowed for both AC-320 and AC 401. Offered when possible.
PREREQ: AC-206.
AC 351 COST ACCOUNTING (3-0-3) (F/S). Theory of cost accounting and cost
control; including job order, process, direct and standard costs, budgeting and
break-even analyses. Emphasis on cost determination as a tool of management
and production control. PREREQ: AC-206.
AC 352' MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING (3-0-3)(F/S). Development and use of
accounting information in management planning, control, and decision pro-
cesses. Topics include operations and capital budgeting, computer applications,
and analytical methods such as gross profit, break-even, and incremental cost
analysis. PREREQ: AC 351.
AC 401 PRINCIPLES OF INCOME TAXATION (3-0-3) (F/S). Theory and applica-
88
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AC 402, 4GO,and 470
AC 352 and 402
AC 40G
CPA
CMA
CIA
Special Information for Students
1. Students interested in careers in ,Professional accounting are
strongly advised to plan on taking more than the minimum 128
hours required for graduation. This is necessary to obtain the
minimum knowledge requirements for entry into the accounting
profession. In particular, students planning to sit for the
CPA/CMA/C1A examinations should take the following addi-
tional courses:
Department Statement
The Department of Accounting at Boise State University has over GOO
undergraduate majors. There are many professional opportunities
available for college graduates with an accounting background and
the demand for graduates is high.
Members of the accounting faculty possess impressive credentials.
There are 12 full-time faculty. Eight have completed the doctorate;
nearly all are CPAs; and four are CMAs. Their research is recognized
through publication in many professional journals. Faculty frequently
serve in consulting capacities to local and national business firms.
Most of the faculty have extensive relevant experience in industrial,
public, and governmental accounting. '
Perhaps the most interesting and unique feature of the department is
its close relationship to the business community. Guest lecturers
frequently conduct classes and workshops. This' corporate labora-
tory" experience at BSU provides the student with a unique perspec-
tive not typically available at other schools.
The Accounting program provides thorough training in accounting,
general business, and economics, along with a broad exposure to the
arts and sciences.
In many courses, the student is required to use the IBM Personal
Computer to prepare working papers and assignments. The College
of Business has a microcomputer laboratory and a microcomputer
classroom where students are taught the basic skills. These skills are
then integrated within several of the accounting courses, providing a
significant educational benefit. For example, AC 304 Intermediate
Accounting I, teaches and requires a basic competency of spread-
sheeting techniques using Lotus 1-2-3. The AC 420 Analysis, Design,
and Audit of Accounting Information Systems class, is taught entirely
in the microcomputer room and all assignments are done using the
micros.
The internship program is large and growing. The student has the
opportunity to earn college course credits while realizing the benefits
of real world accounting experience. Most firms participating in the
internship program offer a salary to students.
ACCOUNTING PROGRAM
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 ' .
Mathematics M 105-10G or M 111-204 .
Core Electives (Area I, II) .
Non-business electives .
Total
tion offederal income taxes to individuals, including an introduction to F.I.C.A.,
unemployment taxes, and state income taxes. Degree credit not allowed for
both AC 320 and AC-401. PREREQ: AC-306.
AC 402 ADVANCED INCOME TAXAliON (3-0-3). Theory and application of the
federal income tax to corporations organized for profits, and an introduction to
partnership, trust and estate and gift taxation. PREREQ: AC-306, AC-401.
AC 405 AUDITING (3-0-3)(F/S). Study of the scope and purpose of the accoun-
tant as an independent auditor. Topics include: professional ethics; legal
responsibilities; role of the SEC;approach to an audit report. PREREQ:AC-306.
AC 406 AUDITING -- SPECIALPROBLEMS(3-0-3)(F/S). This is a course reserved
for in-depth study of particular problems in auditing. The topics change to cope
with the dynamic nature of the profession. PREREQ: AC 405 or PERM/INST.
AC 420 ANALYSIS,DESIGN, AND AUDIT OF ACCOUNTING INFORMATION
SYSTEMS(3-o-3)(FS). This course provides a study of alternative accounting
information systems. The primary focus of this course is on the analysis, design,
and audit of computerized accounting information systems. There is a heavy
emphasis on controls that can be designed into a system to prevent and detect
errors. PREREQ: AC 304, PERM/INST.
AC 440-440G ACCOUNTING THEORY(3-0-3)(FS).Aspecialized course dealing
with the evolution of accounting thought and the contemporary approach to
asset valuation, income determination and the measurement process in
accounting. May be taken for graduate credit. PREREQ: AC 306.
AC 450 DATAPROCESSING FOR THEACCOUNTANT (3-0-3). Astudy of availa-
ble accounting software, the auditing of electronic systems, and the statistical
analysis of accounting data. The computer is used as the problem solving tool.
Offered when possible. PREREQ: AC-40S.
AC 460 NOT-FOR-PROFIT ACCOUNTING 13-0-3)(FS1'Topics taught in this
course include principles of accounting and financia reporting for not-for-
profit organizations; fund and fiduciary accounting; budgetary procedures;
financial statement analysis. PREREQ: AC 306.
AC 470 ADVANCED ACCOUNTING (3-0-3)(F/S). Topics covered in this course
include partnership organization, business combinations and consolidated
financial statements; International accounting standards. PREREQ: AC 306.
AC 482 CPA PROBLEMS(6-0-6)(S). In depth consideration of the more complex
accounting ,principles and procedures taught on the undergraduate level.
Designed to assist the student in preparing for the certified public accountant
examination. PREREQ: AC-4OS,AC-460. PERM/INST.
Department of Computer
Systems & Decision
Sciences
College of Business
Non-Business Electives (Area I, II, .111)
Totals
JUNIOR YEAR
Cost Accounting AC 351 , , .
Statistical Techniques II DS 208 .
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 .
Principles of Finance FI 303 .
Programming Systems - COBOL I, III IS 360,370 .. , ..
Principles of Marketing MK 301 , .
Business Communications AS 328 .
Principles of Production Management DS 345 .
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 ..............•
Upper Division Economics Elective .
Totals
SENIOR YEAR
Organizational Behavior MG 401 .
Data Base Applications IS 405 .
Quantitative Analysis for Business Decisions DS366 .
Systems Analysis IS 420 .
Software Design IS 430 .
Business Policies GB 450 .
General Electives (Area 1,11,111)..........•.........
Free Electives .
Totals
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
Algebra, Trig, Calculus M 111, 204 ......•..........
Essentials of Chemistry (w/labs) C 107-108, 109-110 .
Intro to Information Sciences IS 210 .; .
Electives (Area I) .
Engineering Fundamentals EN 107 .
Totals
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Mechanics, Waves & Heath + Lab PH 211-212 .
Calculus and Anal Geometry M 205-206 .
Statistical Techniques I, II DS 207, 208 .
Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Intro to Managerial Accounting AC 206 .
Principles of Economics EC 201-202 .
General Psychology P 101 .
Totals
JUNIOR YEAR ,
Electricity, Magnetism & Optics PH 213-214 .
Fundamentals of Speech Communications CM 111 .
Principles of Marketing MK 301 , .
"'Intro to Mechanics EN 205 .
Business Communications AS 328 .
Pri nci pies of Fina nee FI 303 .
Elective (Area I) .
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 .
Legal Environment of Business GB 202 .
Multivariate Statistics DS 416 ' .
Totals
SENIOR YEAR
Organizational Behavior MG 401 ; ; . 3
Quantitative Analysis DS 3(;6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Operations Management DS 408 3
Principles of Income Tax AC 401 ;. 3
Operations Decisions and Controls DS 409 3
Mechanics of Material EN 306. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303.............. 3
.Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Business EthiCs and Social Responsibility GB 360..... 3
Business Policies GB 450 , , . .. 3
Totals 15 15
.Production Management Electives: Compensation Management. MG 406; Fluid Mechan-
ics, EN 301; labor Relations, MG 340; labor law, MG 330; Thermodynamics and Heat
Transfer, EN 320. .
t
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Business Building, Room 308 Telephone (208) 385-1181
Chairman and Associate Professor: Emerson C. Maxson; Professors:
Brender, Clark, Groebner, LaCava; Associate Professors: Gallup,
Shannon, Warberg Assistant Professors: Capell, Wojtkowski (G),
Wojtkowski (W); Special Lecturers: Cavaiani, Goslin, Seydel.
Degrees Offered
• BBA, BA, and BS in Computer Information Systems
• BBA, BA, and BS in Production Management
• BBA, BA, and BS in Quantitative Management
Recommended Programs
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
Mathematics M 105-106 or M 111-204 .
Core Electives (Area I, II, III) .
Non-Business Electives (Area I, II, III) .
Totals
SOPHOMORE YEAR .
Principles of Economics EC 201-202 .
Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Intro to Managerial Accounting AC 206 ' .
Statistical Techniques I DS 207 .
Intro to Information Sciences 15'210 : .
Programming Techniques IS 220 .
Legal Environment of Business GB 202 .
89
QUANTITATIVE MANAGEMENT MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
Fund of Speech Communication (Area II) CM 111 .
1st
SEM
3
3
2nd
SEM
3
College of Business
Intro to Information'5tience IS 210 .•....... ; .
Mathematics (Area III) M 105-106 or M 111-204 .
General Psychology (Area II) P 101 .
Core Elective (Area I) .
Core Elective (Area III) '" ...•................
Core Elective (Area 1,11,111) •••.••. " •••••••••••.•..
Totals
SOPHOMORE YEAR •• .
Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Intro to Managerial Accounting AC 206 : .
Principles of Economics EC 201-202 .
Legal Environment of Business GB 202 .. ' .' .
Statistical Techniques I, II DS 207,208 .'. , .
Core Electives (Area 1,11,111) •••••.••.••••••.•.•.•••
Non-Business Electives (Area I, II, III) .
Totals
JUNIOR YEAR
Principles of Marketing MK 301 ...............•...
Principles of Finance FI 303 : ..•.........
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 .
. Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 : : .
Intermediate Macroeconomics EC 305 .
Quantitative Analysis DS 366 .
Business Ethics and Social Responsibility GB 360 .
Organizational Behavior MG 401 .
Non-Business Electives (Area 1,11,111) •••••••••••••••
Electives (IS 220 suggested) .
Business Communications AS 328 .
Totals
SENIOR YEAR
Multivariate Statistics DS 416 .
Management of Technology MG 405 ; .
Operations Decision and Control DS 409 .
Operations Management DS 408 .
Business Policies GB 450 .•........................
Government and Business GB 441 .
General Electives .
Non-Business Electives ' .. ' .
Totals
Course Offerings
DS DECISION SCIENCE
Lower Division
os 207 STATISTICALTECHNIQUES FOR DECISION MAKING I (3-o-3)(F/S).
Designed to provide an understanding and workinll knowledge of the concepts
and techniques pertaining to basic descriptive and 'flferential statistics. Business
applications of such statistical concepts as the Binomial and normal distribu-
tions, interval estimates, and hypothesis testing are covered. PREREQ: M 106or
equivalent.
OS 208 STATISTICALTECHNIQUES FOR DECISION MAKING II (3-o-3)(F/S).
Statistical methods beyond DS 207. The course concentrates on using these
procedures ina business decision making environment. Topicscovered include
simple and multiple regression analysis and Bayesian decision theory. Whe-
never applicable, computer software programs are used to assist in the learning
process. PREREQ: DS 207, IS210.
Upper Division
OS345 PRINCIPLESOF PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT (3-0-3) (F/S). Manage-
ment of the production function: analysis, design, planning and control of
production processes, plant location, design and layout, scheduling, time and
motion study, quality control, material. acquisition; and systems theory. Quan-
titative techniques are c?n~idered PREREQ: MG 301.
OS366 QUANTITATIVEANALYSISFOR BUSINESSDECISIONS (3-o-3)(F). Study
of quantitative tools traditionally referred toasoperations research techniques.
Emphasis is on the illustration of the functional use of the techniques and how
they assist the decision maker. Topics typically covered include linear pro-
gramming and critical path analysis. PREREQ: MG 301, DS 345.
OS 408-408G OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3-o-3)(F). Quantitative tools
needed in the operations and production management fields for effective
decision making. The nature of the interactions between the operations man-
ager and the other business systems will be developed. Typical topics include:
process design, facilities layout and location, and aggregate planning. PREREQ:
DS 208, 366, flAG301.
I?S 409-409G OPERATIONS DECISIONS AND CONTROLS (3-0-3)(F/S). Deci-
sIons analysis tools such as probability assessment, utility theory, certainty mod-
els' uncertainty models, and Bayesian statistical inference. Emphasis wil be on
presenting the tools in actual business applications. PREREQ: DS 208, MG 301.
~S 416 MULTIVARIATESTATISTICS(3-o.3)(F/S). Multivariate statistical tech-
nrques, which are useful in business decision-making; will be covered with
90
emphasis on problem formulation and interpretation of the results. Typical
topics include: general linear model, principal components, discriminant analy-
sis, and factor analysis. PREREQ: DS 208:'
IS COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Lower Division
IS 210 INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION SCIENCE (3-o-3l(F/S). ManageC
ment Information Systems is the framework tying decision makers together in
an organization. This course must describe the system's development process
including: (1) feasibility study; (2)"requirements definition; (3) system alterna-
tives; (4) selection of alternatives; (5) system design; (6) development and
testing; and (7) system implementation. .
IS220 PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES (3-o-3)(F/SI. An introduction tocompu-
ter programming in a business environment. Emphasis on the fundamentals of
structured program design, development, testing, implementation, and docu-
mentation of common business-oriented applications using BASIC.Discussion
and application of top-down design strategies and' structured programming
techniques. PREREQ: IS 210.
Upper Division
IS 360 PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS-COBOL I (3-o-3)(F/S) An introduction to
COBOL programming in a business environment. Emphasis on the further
application of structured program design, implementation, and docu-
mentation of business-oriented applications. Coverage of language syntax,
data and file structures, report generation; input editing, table processing,
and sequential file creation and access. PREREQ: IS 220.
IS 370 PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS- COBOL II (3-0-3)(5). A continuation of IS
360. Emphasis on structured methodology of program design, implementation,
and documentation of business-oriented applications. Includes coverage of
sequential and random access files. Processing techniques and development of
programs and systems of programs for batch and interactive environments
using advanced features. PREREQ: IS 360. .
IS 405 DATA BASEAPPLICATIONS (3-0-3)(F). Introduction to application pro-
gram development in a database environment with an emphasis on loading,
modifying and querying the database using a host language (COBOL). Discus-
sion and application of data structures, file organizations, models of data includ-
ing hierarchical, network, and relational. Discussion of storage devicesand data
administration. PREREQ: IS 370.
IS420 SYSTEMSANALYSISAND DESIGN (3-o-3)(F). Study of structu red 'systems
development. Emphasis on strategies and techniques of structured analysisand
design to produce a logical methodology for dealing with complexity in the
development of information systems; and to produce systems specifications
and test plans fordeveloping and implementing information systems that satisfy
user requirements, PREREQ: IS 370. .
IS 430 SOFTWARE DESIGN (3-0-3)(5). Application of computer programming
and system development concepts, principles and practices to a comprehensive
system development project. A team approach is used to analyze, design and
document realistic systems of moderate complexit'y: Use of project manage-
. ment method,S, scheduling and controltechnique~, f,ormal presentations and
group dynamICs. PREREQ: IS 420, .. ' .
Department of Economics
Business Building, Room 311 Telephone (208) 385-33~1
Chairman and Associate Professor: ChariesL ,Skoro; ,Professors:
Lamborn, Lichtenstein, Payne, Reynolds; Associate Professors:
Draayer, McGrath; Assistant Professors: Barney, Twight;
Degrees Offered
• BA in Economics, Quantitative Emphasis
• BA in Economics, Social Science Emphasis .
• BA in Economics, Social Science, Secondary Education
• BBA in Economics '
Degree Requirements
ECONOMICS MAJOR
SOCIAL SCIENCE EMPHASIS
Bachelor of Arts Degree
1. TOTAL Requirements
General University and Major Requirements 128
2. LOWER DIVISION Lower Division Courses (Total) : ,54
English Composition E 101-1020r E 1.11-112 6
literature (Area I Core) 3
Introduction to Philosophy PY 101 .: 3
Other Arts and Humanities (Area I) Core Courses •........... 6
Principles of Economics EC201-202 or EC 201H-202H 6
I
1
1
\
t
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Colleg~. of Business
1st 2nd
SEM SEM
3 3
5-5 4-5
3 3
3
3
3 3.
17-17 16-17
• Must include at least one Area I field other than "literature or philosophy .
•• Among these courses must be at least 6 credits in Arts and Humaniti.es (Area' I) ?r
Non-economics Social Sciences (Area 1I):These courses need not be chosen from the list
of core courses. They may be either lower- or upper-division .
Calculus and Analytical Geometry M204-205-206 or
Accelerated Calculus M 211-212 13 or 10
Natural Science (Area III Core) ..............•............. .4
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 ...............•........•. 3
Introd uction to Information Science IS 210 ..•................. 3
3. UPPER DIVISION
COURSES (Total) 43 or 45
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 3
Intermediate Macroeconomics EC 305 ....•.............•.... 3
History of Economic Thought EC 311 '..•.....• 3
Econometrics EC 421-422 , , , 6
Economics Electives ; , .........•..•. 12
Linear Algebra M 301 ..........................•........... .4
Statistics M 361 or DS 207-208 : ; 4 or 6
Upper-division Decision Science or Math electives .•......... 8
4. ELECTIVES
Lower or Upper Division** 27 to 32
3
4
3
3
3
3
4-3
3-4
3
3
16 15-16
3 3
3 3
3 3-4
3
6 5-6
18 15-16
,3
3
3 3
4
3
3. 3
3
3-4
16-15 16-17
JUNIOR YEAR
IntermeCt Microeconomics EC 303 .
Intermed Macroeconomics EC 305 .
History Economic Thought EC 311 .............•..
Economics Electives .........................•..•
Linear Algebra M 301 .
Stat DS 208 (if M 361 not taken) or Elective •.......•
UD Math or Dec Sci ...................•.....•.. ;
Area lor II Elective .
Elective .
TOTAL
SENIOR YEAR
Econometrics EC 421-422 ......•....•.......... '.' .
Economics Electives ... .-.......•........•..•.•...
UD Math or Dec Sci ..................•.• , .•.....
Area lor II Elective ......•...... '.... , ... ; : ......• '
'Electives ..........................•............
TOTAL'
FRESHMAN YEAR .
English E 101-102 or E 111-112 .
Math M 204-206 or M 211-212 .
History HY 101-102 OR HY 201-202 , ,
Intro to Philosophy PY 101 ....................•..
Area I core (third field) , .
Electives : .
TOTAL
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Prin of Economics EC 201-202 or EC 201H-202H .
Area I core (Literature) : .
Area III core (Science) .•........ , , ','
Intro Information Science IS 210 ...............•..
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 ............•...
Area I core ..................•..................
Area II core (except EC or HY) .
Math M 206 or Elective ....•............ ; .......••
Statistics M 361 or DS 207 .
TOTAL
Recommended Program
Recommended Program
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 or E 111-112 .
Math M 105-106 or M 111-204 .
History HY 101-102 or 201-202 .
Philosophy PY 101 .
Area I core (third field) ' .
Electives '; .
TOTAL
Those students considering or planning on graduate study in econom-
ics should complete a calculus sequence (M 204-206 or M 211-212)and
Linear Algebra (M 301).
History of Western Civilization HY 101-102 or, "
Problems of Western Civilization HY 201-202 6
Social Science (Area II) Core Course other than HYor EC 3
Math M 105-106 or M 111-204 8
Natural Science (Area III Core) 4
Intrq Financial Accounting AC 205 3
Introduction to Information Science IS 210. : 3
Statistical Techniques DS 207 3
3. UPPER DIVISION
COURSES (Total) : .42
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 3
Intermediate Macroeconomics EC 305 3
History of Economic Thought EC 311 3
Econometrics EC 421-422 6
Economics Electives 12
Upper-division social science electives** 15
4. ELECTIVES
Lower or Upper Division*** 3
• Must include at least one Area I field other than literature or philosophy.
•• Selected from philosophy, political sc,ience, sociology, anthropology, geography, or
history.
••• Among these courses must be at least 6 credits in Arts and Humanities (Area I) or
Non-economics Social Sciences (Area 11).These courses need not be chosen from the list of
core courses. They may be either lower or upper division.
JUNIOR YEAR
Intermed Microeconomics EC 303 .
Intermed Macroeconomics EC 305 .
History Economic Thought EC 311 .. : .
Economics Electives ; ; ..
UD Social Science' ; '.. ' .
Electives .
TOTAL
SENIOR YEAR
Econometrics EC 421-422 ,. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 3 3
UD Social Science 3 3
Economics Electives... 3 3
Electives. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6-7 6-7
, TOT AL 15-16 15-16
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Prin Economics EC 201-202 or EC 201H-202H .
Area I core (Literature) '; : .
Statistics DS 207 .
Area III core (Science) .
Intro Information Science IS 210 .
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Area II core (except EC or HY) .
Area I and II Electives .
TOTAL
'.
".'
ECONOMICS MAJOR
QUANTITATIVE EMPHASIS
Bachelor of Arts Degree
1. TOTAL Requirements
General University and Major Requirements 128
2. LOWER DIVISION .
COURSES (Total) , 53 or 56
English Composition E 101-102 or E 111-112 6
Literature (Area I Core) : 3
Introduction to Philosophy PY 101 3
Other Arts and Humanities'(Area I) Core Cq'urses* ".6
Principles of Economics EC 201-202 or EC 201H-202H 6
History of Western Civilization HY 101-102 or I
Problems of Western Civilization HY 201-202 ' 6
Social Science (Area II) Core Course other than HY or EC 3
ECONOMICS--SOCIAL SCIENCE
SECONDARY EDUCATION EMPHASIS
Bachelor of Arts Degree
The Social Science, Secondary Education Emphasis degree programs
are cooperative, interdisciplinary programs involving the Depart-
ments of Economics;,' History; Political Science; and Sociology,
Anthropology, and Criminal Justice. Each of these departments pro-
vides a major emphasis with the Social Science, Secondary Emphasis.
The following requirements apply for students choosing this
emphasis. . .'
1. Must complete a minimum of 30 credits in the subject matter of
one of the above departments.
2. Must complete a minimum elf 15 credits in each of two of the
above departments. '
\
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Those students considering or planning on graduate study in econom-
ics should complete a calculus sequence (M 204-206 or M 211.212) and
Linear Algebra (M 301). '
Upper Division
EC301MONEYAND BANKING (3-8-3).Analysisof the role of money, credit and
the financial systemin the U.S.economy through the economics of commercial
and central banking. Study of monetary theory and monetary policy as they
affect both domestic and international economic policy goals.PREREQ:EC201,
EC202.
EC303 INTERMEDIATEMICROECONOMICS (3-8-3). An analysisof the price
mechanismand its role in resourceallocation, output composition, and income
distribution. Topics include consumer choice and demand, theories of produc-
tion and cost, and the economic performance of variousmarket structures.The
usefulnessof price theory in the analysis of social problems and managerial
decisions is stressed.PREREQ:EC202.
Lower Division
EC201PRINCIPLESOF ECONOMICS-MACRO (3-0-3)(AreaII). Economicprin-
ciplesare usedto analyze the aggregate performance of developed economies.
Analysis is applied to domestic and international macroeconomic issues.The
goalsand problems of high employment, price stability, growth and the balance
of payments are analyzed. Monetary, fiscal and other national policies are
discussed.
EC202PRINCIPLESOF ECONOMICS-MICRO (3-0-3)(AreaII). An introduction
to microeconomic analysis covering supply and demand, the basic market
structures, the operation of the price system,and the distribution of income.
Providesan introduction to some applied areasof economics such asinterna-
tional, regional, the public sector, and economic development.
EC210CONTEMPORARYECONOMIC PROBLEMS(3-0-3)(F/S).A one semes-
ter introduction to economics centered around selected contemporary eco-
nomic problems. Principles are introduced to help analyzeproblemsand point
out alternative solutions. (Not allowed aspart of the economics major require-
ments. Not allowed for credit to those students who have taken EC201and EC
202.)PREREQ:none.
College of Business
3. Must complete six credits in U.S. History and three credits of
American National Government for certification requirements.
See the department listings for each of these departments for addi-
tional information.
1. TOTAL Requirements
General University and Major Requirements 128
2. LOWER DIVIS.ION
COURSES (Total) .........••.............................. 51
English Composition E101-102 or E111-112 6
Literature (Area I Core) ..........•.............•........... 3
Other Arts and Humanities (Area I) Core Courses •........... 9
Principles of Economics EC 201-202 or EC 201H-202H ..•....... 6
U.S. History (Area II Core) HY 151-152 6
American National Government PO 101 3
Mathematics for Business Decisions M 105-106 8
Natural Science (Area III Core) .4
Foundations of Education TE 201 (Sophomore Year) 3
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 ...................••..... 3
3. UPPER DIVISION
COURSES (Total) . : .47
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 3
Intermediate Macroeconomics EC 305 3
Economics Electives .........•...•............•..........• 18
Educational Psychology P 325 3
I Reading in the Content SubjectsTE 407 .•.................... 3
Educating Exceptional Secondary Students TE 333 1
Secondary School Methods TE 381 .•.•.••.........•.......... 3
Secondary School Social Studies Methods TE 385 3
Senior High School Student Teaching TE 485 . ; 10
4. ELECTIVES .
Lower or Upper Division Electives .....••......•........... 30
First Teaching Minor ......••.............•..•........ : ... 15
Second Teaching Minor .............................•.•.. 15
Free Electives .•••..•......•............................... 2
• MustincludetwoAreaIfieldsotherthanliterature.
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education option~~~:~~~i~~~i~':than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for
Those students considering or planning on graduate study in econom-
ics should complete a calculus sequence (M 204-206 or M 211-212) and
Linear Algebra (M 301).
BUSINESS ECONOMICS MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree
1. TOTAL Requirements
General University and Major Requirements 128
2. LOWER DIVISION COURSES (Total) 54 or 55
English Composition E101-102 or E111-112 .......•.......... 6
Other Arts and Humanities (Area I) Core Courses 6
Principles of Economics EC 201-202 or EC 201H-202H 6
, , Non-Economics Social Science (Area II) Core Courses 6
Math M 105-106 or M 111-204 •........................ 8 or 9
Natural Science (Area III Core) .4
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 .•.•.•....••..........•... 6
Intro Managerial Accounting AC 206 6
Introduction to Information Science IS 210 : 3
Legal Environment of Business GB 202 3
Statistical Techniques DS 207-208 6
3. UPPER DIVISION
COURSES (Total) .48
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 3
Intermediate Macroeconomics EC 305 3
History of Economic Thought EC 311 .............•.......... 3
Econometrics EC 421,422 .........••........................ 6
Economics Electives. '.' 12
Business Communications AS 328 •.......................... 3
Principles of Management MG 301 3
Principles of Marketing MK 301 •............................ 3
Principles of Finance FI 303 .......................•........ : 3
Principles of Production Management DS 345 3
Organizational Behavior MG 401 .: ....................•.... 3
Business Policies GB 450 •................•.............. : .. 3
4. ELECTIVES
Lower or Upper Division (Total) •.................... 25 or 26
Non-business electives •.•................................. 16
Free Electives , . . . . . .. 9 or 10
• Must include courses from at least two of the followi ng: Area I (Arts and Humanities), Area
II (SocialSciences),or AreaIII (NaturalSciencesandMathematics)althoughtheselections
need not be ml~de from the list of University core courses. .
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Recommended Program
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E101-102 or E111-112
Math M 105-106 or M 111-204 .
Area I core .
Area II core (Non-economics) .
.Non-business Electives (Area I, II, III) .
TOTAL
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Prin of Economics EC 201-202 or EC 201H-202H .
Area III core (Science) ' .
Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Intro to Managerial Accounting AC 206 ..•........
Legal Environment of BusinessGB 202 .
Statistics DS 207-208 ..•..........................
Intro Information Science IS 210 .
.Non-business Elective (Area I, II, III) .
TOTAL
JUNIOR YEAR
Intermediate Microeconomics EC303 .
Intermediate Macroeconomics EC 305 .
History Economic Thought EC 311 .
Management and Organizational Theory MG 301 ..
Prin Finance FI 303 •.............................
Prin Marketing MK 301 .
Business Communication AS 328 .
Prin Production Management DS 345 .
.Non-business Electives (Area I, II, III) .
TOTAL
SENIOR YEAR
Econometrics EC 421-422 ................•........
Economics Electives ...•.••.... ' .
Organizational Behavior MG 401 .
Business Policies GB 450 •.............•..........
Free Electives .
TOTAL
* Must include hours in at least two of the three Areas I, II, III.
Course Offerings
EC ECONOMICS
1st 2nd
SEM SEM
3 3
4-5 4-5
3 3
3 3
3 3
16-17 16-17
3 3
6 6
3 1
3
4-5 5-6
16-1717-18
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EC 305 INTERMEDIATE MACROECONOMICS (3-0-3). Analysis of the determi-
nants of the level of national income, employment, productivity and the price
level. Analysis of the effects of economic policy instruments and decisions on
aggregate economic performance goals. PREREQ: EC 201.
EC 310 (PO 310) PUBLIC FINANCE (3-0-3)(S). A study of the role and impact of
government on the functioning of the free enterprise economic system. The
theory and rationale of government spending, taxing,and indebtedness will be
examined. The effects of government activity on allocation of resources and
distribution of income. Attention will be paid to state and local problems.
PREREQ: EC 201, 202, or PERM/INST.
EC 311 HISTORY OF ECONOMIC THOUGHT (3-0-3)(F). Study of the origin and
development of economic theories that have influenced western civilization.
Particular attention will be given to the period since 1750. PREREQ: EC 201-202.
EC 315 COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS (3,oc3)(S). A comparative study
of the goals and methods of various economic systems such as capitalism,
socialism and communism. The study will be approached from both a theoreti-
cal and practical point of view. PREREQ: EC 201 or PERM/INST.
EC 317 INTERNA TlONALECONOMICS (3-0-3)(S). The benefits and pattern of
world trade and investment. Tadffs, quotas and the commercial policies of
nations. The foreign exchange market and the balance of payments. Conse-
quences of balance of payments disequilibrium for national policy; The analysis
of international paymentsadjustnientand the nature and institutions of interna-
tional monetary systems. PREREQ: EC 201,202.
EC 321 REGIONAL ECONOMICS (3-0-3)(F). Applicationof econoniic analysis to
regional problems of 'structure, growth and policy. location theory, various
growth models, and specific techniques such as input-output analysis, base
multipliers and cost benefit analysis are developed. PREREQ: EC 201-202.
EC 322 URBAN ECONOMICS (3-0-3)(S). Focus on the structure of the urban
areas, locational patterns, housing, crime, pollution, poverty, financial and
transportation problems. Tools of economic analysis will be used toanalyze the
problems and existing and proposed' policies.' PREREQ: EC 201,202 or
PERM/IN5T.
EC 325 RADICAL ECONOMICS (3-0-3)(F). Analysis of radical political-economic
thought and its applications to the study of socioeconomic problems. Topics
include Marxian socialist economic theory, libertarianism, anarchist theory,
evolutionary economic theory, and other radical models. Issues such as impe-
rialism, economic and social inequality and alienation will be considered.
PREREQ: Upper division or PERM/INST.
EC327 LABOR ECONOMICS (3-0-3)(F). Characteristicsand structure of the U.S.
labor force are examined and labor markets are analyzed to emphasize the
micro- and macroeconomic factors affecting workplace decisions. Develop-
ment of the U.S. industrial relations system is reviewed along with 'public
policies and these are contrasted with those of other western industrialized
societies. PREREQ: EC 201-202.
EC 333 NATURAL RESOURtE ECONOMICS (3-o-3)(F). The theoretica'i and
policy issues associate with the use of natural resources are addressed, including
property rights issues which arise when considering collective goods,externali-
ties and common property resources. Tools used in the design and evaluation of
resource policy, such as benefit/cost analysis, are covered. PREREQ: EC 202.
EC 405 BUSINESS FLUCTUATIONS AND ECONOMIC STABILIZATION (3-0-3)
(Alternate years). Application and extension of macroeconomic theory to the
study of economic instability. Theories of economic fluctuations and their
measurement. Goals,objectivesand tools of stabilization policy including tech-
niques of macroeconomic forecasting and modeling. PREREQ: EC 305. Alter-
nate years.
EC 417 (HY 417) U.S. ECONOMIC HISTORY (3-o-3)(S). Major factors in the
economic growth and development of the United States from colonial times to
the present. Particular emphasis,is given to the interaction of economic factors
and other aspects of American society. PREREQ: EC 201, 202 or PERM/INST.
Alternate years.
EC 421-422, 421G-422G ECONOMETRltS (3-0-3). Application of mathematics
and statistics to the study of economics. Designed to acquaint the student with
the quantitative tools used to verify theory and to forecast economic activity.
PREREQ: M 106 or equivalent and D5 207-206. May be taken for graduate credit.
EC 421G-Fall; EC 422G-5pring. (EC 421 is PREREQ for EC 422.)
'Department of Management
Business Building, Room 313 Telephone (208) 385-1313
C~airm~n and Pro.fessor: Dr. Bong Shin;' Professors: Kelly, White,
Wilt!,!rdlng; ASSOCIateProfessors: Bigelow, Bixby, Glen, Kettlewell,
Napier, Waldorf, Wines; Assistant Professors: Gundars, Kaupins;
Special Lecturer: Jameson.
Degrees Offered
• BBA, BA, and BS in General Business Management
• BBA, BA, and BS in Management, Entrepreneural Emphasis
• BBAhBI\ and BSin Management, Human Resource Management
Emp aSls • I
• BBA, HA. and BSin Management. Transportation Emphasis'
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Recommended Programs
GENERAL BUSINESS MANACEMENT MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree
FRESHMAN YEAR ,
English Composition E101-102 .
Fundamentalsof Speech Comm (Area II) CM 111 .
General Psychology (Area II) P 101 .
Mathematics (Area III) M 105-106 or M 111-204 .
Electives (Area I) ' .
Electives (Area III) .
General Electives (Area 1,11,111) .
Totals
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Principles of Economics (Area II) EC 201-202 .
Intro Financial and Managerial Acct. AC 205-206 .
Statistical Techniques I, II DS 207-208 .
Intro to Information Science 15'210 ','
legal Environment of Business GB 202 '
General Electives (Area 1,11,111) .
Totals
JUNIOR YEAR .
Principles of Marketing MK 301 , .
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 .
Commercial law GB 302 .
Principles of Finance FI 303 ' .
Economics Elective , .
Working Capital Management.lFI 410 .
Principles of Production Management DS 345 .
Business Communications AS 328 ! .
Business Ethics and Social Responsibility GB 360 .
General Electives (Area 1,11,111) ~ .
General Electives ............• : .
Totals
SENIOR YEAR .,
Personnel Administration MG 305 , .
Government and Business GB 441 ' .
Organizational Behavior MG 401 ' .
Management of Technology MG 405 .
Employee and labor Relations MG 340 .
Intermediate Marketing Management MK 320 .
Business Policies GB 450 .
General Electives (Area 1,11,111) .
General Electives .
Totals
MANAGEMENT MAJOR
ENTREPRENEURIAL EMPHASIS
Bachelor of Business Administration
FRESHMAN YEAR
S.English Composition E101.102 .- .
Fundamentalsof Speech Comm (Area II) CM 111 .
General Psychology (Area II) P 101 .
Mathematics (Area III) M 105-106 or M 111-204 .
Electives (Area I) .
Science Elective .
General Electives (Area 1,11,111) , .. : ..•......
. Totals
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Principles of Economics (Area II EC 201-202 .
Intro Financial & Managerial Acct AC 205-206 , ..
Statistical Techniques I, II DS 207-208 .
Intro to Information Science IS 210 .
legal Environment of Business GB 202 .
General Electives (Area 1;11,111)..•.•..... .- .
Technical Writing E202 .
Totals
JUNIOR YEAR . '
Principles of Marketing MK 301 ...............•..
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 .... ~
Small Business & Enterprenurial Mgmt. MG 317 .•..
Princi pies of Finance FI 303 .
Economics Elective (EC 303, 305, 321, 322, or 327) .
Personnel Administration MG 305 .....•... , .
Principles of Production Management DS 345 ....•.
Business Ethics and Social Responsibility GB 360 .•..
I
I
College of Business
Business Communications AS 328 " . . . . . . 3
General Electives '. ~ .
Totals 18
SENIOR YEAR
New Venture Creation MG 318. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Working Capital Management I FI 410 . . .. . . . .. . . . 3
Government and Business GB 441 .
Intermediate Mkting. Management MK 320 . .. . 3
Organizational Behavior MG 401 : .
Management of Technology MG 405 .
Business Policies GB 450 .
General Electives '. .. . .. .. . . . . . 6
Totals 15
MANAGEMENT MAJOR
HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT EMPHASIS
Bachelor of Business Administration
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102, .
Fundamentalsof Speech'Comm (Area II) CM 111 :
General Psychology (Area II) P 101 .
Mathematics (Area III) M 105-106 or M 111-204 .
Electives (Area I) .
Science Elective .
General Electives (Area 1,",1") .
Totals
SOPHOMORE YEAR ,
Principles of Economics (Area II) EC 201-202 .
Lntro Financial & Managerial Acct AC 205.206 .
Statistical Techniques I DS 207 .
Introduction to Information Science IS 210 .
legal Environment of Business GB 202 .
General Electives (Area 1,","1) .
Totals
JUNIOR YEAR
Principles of Marketing MK 301 .
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 .
Principles of Finance FI 303 .
labor Economics EC 327 or Intermed Macro EC 305
Commercial law GB 302 .
Personnel Administration MG 305 .
Employee & labor Relations MG 340 .
Business Communications AS 328 .
General Electives .
General Electives (Area 1,","1) .
Totals
SENIOR YEAR
Compensation Management MG 406 .
Human Resource law MG 330 .
Government and Business GB 441 .
Principles of Production Management DS 345 .
Organizational Behavior MG 401 .
Collective Bargaining MG 415 .
Management of Technology MG 405 ;.
Business Policies GB 450 .
General Electives .
Totals
7
16
3
3
3
3
3
15
r
i
!
Course Offerings
AV AVIATION MANAGEMENT
Lower Division
AV 101 INTRODUCTION TO AERONAUTICS (3-0-3). Survey of basic aerody-
namics, meteorology, navigation and Federal Aviation Agency regulations. An
orientation of the historical development of aviation and the development of
scientific laws and basic theory of flight. At termination, the student may take
the FAA Private Pilot examination.
AV201 COMMERCIAL PILOTGROUND SCHOOL (3-0-3)(F). Study of weather,
navigation, radio communications, federal air regulations, flight planning and
aircraft performance as required for the FAAcommercial pilot examination.
PREREQ: Private pilot certificate.
AV205 INTRODUCTION TO AVIATIONMANAGEMENT(3-0-3)(F/S). Designed
to provide a foundation for the student of aviation management. Regulatory
practices, marketing, flight operation, manpower management and career
opportunities in the field are featured.
Upper Division
AV 331 AIRPORT MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)(F/S). Selectio'n and use of ground
facilities connected with the aviation industry. Covers construction and com-
munication facilities, cargo and passenger handling procedures and policies,
flight-deck and maintenance crew services, operation and maintenance of
public facilities. PREREQ: AC 205. .
AV351AIRLINEAND AIR CARGO MANAGEMENt (3-0-3)(F/S). The functions
of management in airline operations. Air carrier familiarization, effect of fed-
eral regulations, market analysis, and unit organization. Includes implications
of decision-making in the areas of industrial, financial, and economic phases of
aviation management.
AV 450 SEMINAR IN AIR TRANSPORTATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Selected readings
and topics on current issues in the air transportation industry. It is an in depth
review of past, present and future roles of involvement representing all sectors
of the industry. "
MANAGEMENT MAJOR
TRANSPORTATION EMPHASIS
Bachelor of Business Administration
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 : .
Fundamentals of Speech Comm (Area II) CM 111 .
General Psychology (Area II) P 101 .
Mathematics (Area III) M 105-106 or M 111-204 .
Electives (Area I) " , .
Science Elective .
General Electives (Area 1,",1") .
Totals
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Principles oHconomics (Area II) EC 201~202 .
Intro Financial & Managerial Acct. AC 205-206 .
Statistical Techniques I & II DS 207.208 .
Introduction to Information Science IS 210 .
legal Environment of Business GB 202 .
General Electives (Area 1,11,111) ..............•.•...
Totals
1st 2nd
SEM SEM
3 3
3
3
4 4
3 3
4
3
16 17
3 3
3 3
3 3
3
3
3 4
15 16
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GB GENERAL BUSINESS
Lower Division
GB 101 INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS (3-0-3). Designed to acquaint the
student with the many phases of business. An introduction to the business
'organization, accounting, insurance, marketing, banking,'transportation, and
industrial relations. Special emphasis is.placed on business vocabulary. Not
recommended forfour year business majors. Juniorsand Seniors with declared
business majors excluded.
GB 202 THELEGALENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS(3-0-3). Emphasis will b.e on
both the external and internal legal environment of a business organization.
'Topics willinclude the nature and function of the legal process, administrative
regulations, the interaction of business with the judicial, legislative, and execu-
tive branches of government, and the legal responsibilities of business. Fresh.
men excluded.
Upper Division
GB 302 COMMERCIAL LAW(3-D-3).This course provides an in-depth study of
the legalJrinciples relating to commercial transactions. Special emphasis will
be place on the following areas of law: agency, contracts, sales, commercial
paper, secured transactions, and bankruptcy. PREREQ:GB 202.
GB 325 PRINCIPLES OF TRANSPORTATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Study of the eco-
nomic and management problems and functions of the transportation indus-
,College of Business
Marketingof
Recommended Programs
The Finance curriculum is designed with major emphasis in three
areas of finance:' corporate finance, investment and portfolio man-
agement, and financial institutions and markets. The student can
select a general program or may concentrate course selection
around the broad areas of finance. The course offerings are prepara-
tion for financial decision making utilizing accounting and market
information within a framework of economic theory. A major in the
area of finance prepares students to deal with a wide range of finan-
cial situations, including those which concern businesses, financial
institutions, individuals, and gover!1ment.
Department
and Finance
Degrees Offered
• AS in Marketing-Mid Management
• BBA, BA, and B"5in Finance
• BBA, BA, and BS in Marketi~g
• Business Building, Room 306 Telephone (208) 385-3356
Chairman and Professor: Darwin W. Manship; Professors: Cornwell,
Frankie, Gardner, Gill, Lincoln, Scudder; Associate Professors: Lane,
McCain; Assistant Professors: Sc<?tt,Ray.
l
j: MG 317 SMALL BUSINESS AND ENTREPRENEURIALMANAGEMENT (3-0-
f. 3)(F/S). Study of the unique and, distinct problems .encountered .by small
, business organizations. Covers the topics of locating, f,nanCing, staffIng, .mar-
keting and regulating the small business. Emphasis is placed on small bUSiness
, management techniques as they apply to service, retail, and production
, oriented small businesses. PREREQ: MG 301. '
MG 318 NEWVENTURECREATION (3-0-3)(F/S). This course is a continuation
of MG 317 Small Business and Entrepreneurial Management. Topics include
the legal, financial, marketing, and managerial issues involved in cr~ating a
new enterprise. A major requirement of the course is the completIon of a
comprehensive business plan describing and analyzing a proposed new
venture. I
MG 330 HUMAN RESOURCELAW(3-0-3)(F). The general principles of the law
and the effective application of these principles. Such issues as organizing
campaigns, unfair labor practices, picketing, work stoppages, and the mecha-
nism of conflict resolutiOn are discussed.
MG 340 EMPLOYEEAND LABOR RELATIONS (3-0-3)(F/S). History, structure,
policies, and operations of labor unions, the functioning of industri~1 relatio~s
activities within organizations, and important concept and terminology In
labor-management relations. Contract administration is emphasized with a
focus on the day-to-day relationships. International comparisons are made.
MG 344INTERNATlONAL TRANSPORTATION (3-0-3)(F/S). An insight into the
study of documentation, rates, conferences, terminal problems, government
policiesand'aids,carriersand routes associated with international trade. Water
transportation associated with domestic service is featured.
MG 401 ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR (3-0-3). Emphasis on action skills
useful for managers. Topics include managing of self, communicating, motivat-
ing, innovating, managing a group, using of formal and social power, persuad-
ing, and dealing with uncertainty. PREREQ: MG 301.
, MG 405 MANAGEMENT OF TECHNOLOGY (3-0-3)(F/S). Study of the business
implications of major technological changes, such as computer integrated
manufacturing, office automation, and telecommunications. Develops a
framework for examining the strategic, structural and socio-technical aspects
of managing technological change in organizational settings. PREREQ:MG 301
MG 406 COMPENSATION MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)(F/S). ,Implementation,
administration, maintenance, and control of a comprehensive compensation
program. Job analysis, job evaluation, pricing of jobs, supplemental benefits,
incentive plans, and performance appraisal. legislation affecting compensa-
tion and unique compensation problems of public employees anlJ employees
of trans-national enterprises. PREREQ: MG 305 or PERM/INST.
MG 415 COLLECTIVEBARGAINING (3-O-3)(S).Materialsand resources utilized
in preparation for negotiations. Bargaining strategies and tactics are examined.
Various methods of conflict resolution are explored, with an emphasis on the
mediation and arbitration process. Special attention isdevoted to public sector
bargaining. PREREQ: MG 340, 330, or PERM/INST.
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Upper Division
MG 301 MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY(3-0-3). Emphasis
on conceptual application of management and organizational theory,
nationally and internationally.' Topics include organiza.tional environments,
decision-making, design, technology, leadership, effectIveness, and Informa-
tion and control. .
MG 305 PERSONNEL ADMIP:USTRATlON (3-O-3i(F/S). The functions 'of per-
sonnel administration--human resources, planning, procurement, deve!op-
ment, utilization, and compensation--with an emphasis on the interrelation-
ships among these functions. Current topics in the law as they affect the
: personnel functions are considered (e.g., OSHA, Fair Employment Regula-
tions, etc.). PREREQ: MG 301 or PERM/INST.
try. Covers the organization and str~cture o! the transportation industry as ,:"ell
as the history, development, operatIons, pricing and legal controls and obllga-
'tions of firms engaged in transportation services.
GB 350 LOGISTICSTHEORY (3-0-3)(F/S). This course .di.scusses Manag~rr\ent's
responsibility for the movement of raw materials and flmshedl?roducts, Includ-
,ing traffic management, plant location, materials ha~dllng, distribution ware-
housing, inventory control, and productIon scheduling.
GB 360 BUSINESSETHICS,AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY(3-0-3)(F). An exp.lo-
ration of business conduct and social responsibility in the light of eXI~tl.ng
ethical, moral, and social values. Designed to enable students to form indIvid-
ual positions on ethical conduct and social responsibility.
GB 371TRANSPORTATION LAW(3-0-3)(F/S). This course will provide a cover-
age of the legal issues involved in the field of transportation such as jurisdic-
tion, carrier. responsibility, and current regulatIon In a de-regulated environ-
ment.
GB441-441G GOVERNMENT AND BUSINESS(3-0-3)(S). Intensive study of and
student research into the scope of government c~ntrol and regulation of
business. Specific major statutes and their implementing rules and regulations
are researched and analyzed as well as selected federal and state regulatory
agencies. May be taken for graduate credit. PREREQ: GB 202. , "
GB450 BUSINESSPOLICIES(3-0-3). To develop analytical, problem solving and
decision making skills in situations dealing with complex .orgamzatlons WIth
the ultimate objective of formulating policies and strategIes: both domestic
and world-wide. To build upon'and integrate the knowledge and meth~ds
acquired to examine all functional areas of theorgamzatlon. PREREQ: Semor
standing plus MG 301, MK 301, DS 345, FI 303.
MG MANAGEMENTI
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College of Business
FINANCE MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101"102 .
General Psychology P 101 .
Mathematics M 105-106 or M 111-204 .
Electives (Area I) .
*Electives .
Fundamentals of Speech Comm (Area II) CM 111 .
Totals
J
\~,.~:'",j
SENIOR YEAR
Organizational Behavior MG 401 3
Advanced Marketing Management MK 425. .. . 3
Marketing Electives. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . 6
Business Policies GB 450 . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . 3
Marketing Research MK 415 . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 3
*Electives ;......... 5 6
Economics Electives (Upper Division) 3
Totals 17 15
• Counts as part of the 6 hour Area II requirement other than Economics.
•• At least 16 hours of electives must be outside of the College of Business. The 16hours must
include hours fromat least 2 of the 3 defined Areas I, II, and III.
FI FINANCE
Course Offerings
AS ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES
Upper Division
AS 309 RECORDS MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)(F). Creation, processing, mainte-
nance, protection and destruction of business record s These topics will be
covered from the theoretical point of view and by the use of practical applica-
tion. The ability to analyze a problem an make a decision will be stressed.
AS 317 OFFICE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMSMANAGEMENT. (3-0-3)(S).
Introduction to: (1) the area of managing information as a resource; (2) stra-
tegic planning for information processing; (3) managing direct user informa-
tion services for. ,?perating information systems, manage,!,ent infor!1"ation
systems and deCISion support systmes; (4) syste'ms analYSISand deSign for
information and office systems.
AS 328 BUSINESSCOMMUNICATION (3-o-3)(F/S). The effectiveness and cor-
rectness of writing and the psychology of letter writing will be stressed through
the preparation of a variety of business messages. Specific memorandum and
letter problems will be used in cOnjunction with various cases to provide
students with realistic opportunities to develop writing skills necessary for
entry-level performance. PREREQ: E102.
AS338 TECHNICALWRITING FOR BUSINESS.(3-0-3)(S). A study and applica-
tion of the principles and logic of effective writing in the preparation of
business reports and technical papers. Specific as well as general instruction in
the gathering and interpreting of data, organizing of information, and writing
of the final report. The case-study approach will be used. PREREQ: AS 328.
MARKETING--MID-MANAGEMENT MAJOR
Associate of Science
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .................•.
Introduction to Business GB101 .
Math or Information/Decision Science Elective, .
Salesmanship MM 101 ',' '" .
Introduction to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Principles of Economics-Macro EC 201 .
Mid-Management Practicum MM 100 .
Elements of Management MM 105 .
Fundamentals of Speech Communication CM 111 " .
Totals
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Consumer Marketing MM 201 , .
Principles of Economics-Micro EC 202 : .
Principles of Advertising MM 203 .
Report Writing MM 209 , .
Intro to Microcomputer Applications in
Retailing MM 250 .
Retail Merchandising MM 204 , .
General Psychology P 101 .
Mid-Management Practicum MM 100 .
Electives .
Totals
Lower Division
FI 208 PERSONAL FINANCE (3-0.3)(F/S). (Formerly FI 108, Personal
Finance.) This course addresses the growing complexity of financial decision
making faced by the individual: how to avoid financial entanglements; instal-
lment buying; borrowing money; owning or renting a home; budgeting and
money management; savings and investment alternatives; life, health, acci-
dent and auto insurance; personal income taxes and estate planning. '
FI231 PRINCIPLESOF INSURANCE (3-0-3)(F/S). \Formerly FI211, Principles of
Insurance.) Fundamental legal principles invo ved in Insurance contracts,
company, practices in relation to insurance management are stressed as is the
field bf;regulation on both the theoretical and practical applications. All areas
of insll,ance are covered including life, casualty, liability and medical.
FI250 PERSONALINVESTING(3-o-3)(F/S). The basic mechanics and principles
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3
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3
3
17 17
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 ..................•
Fundamentals of Speech Comm CM 111 (Area II) .
General Psychology P 101 (Area II) .
Mathematics M 105-106 or M 111-204 . " .
Core Electives (Area I) .
Core Electives (Area I, II, III) .
Totals
JUNIOR YEAR
Principles of Marketing MK 301 .
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 .
Principles of Finance FI 303 .
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 .
Money and Banking EC 301 .
Working Capital Management FI 410 .
Major Elective 1 (UD Accounting Course) .
Non-Business Electives (Area I, II, III) .
Principles of Production Management DS 345 .
Business Communications AS 328 .
Totals
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Principles of Economics EC 201-202 .
Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Intro to Managerial Accounting AC 206 :'.'
Intro to Information Sciences IS 210 .
Statistical Techniques I; II DS 207-208 .
Legal Environment of Business GB 202 ' .
Core Electives (Area III) .
General Electives .
Totals
JUNIOR YEAR
Principles of Marketing MK 301 : ..
Intermediate Microeconomics EC303 .
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 .
Principles of Finance FI 303 ' .
Consumer Behavior MK 307 .
Marketing Electives .
*Electives .......................•..............
Intermediate Marketing Management MK 320 .
Principles of Production Management DS 345 .
Business Communication AS 328 .
Totals
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Introduction to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Introduction to Managerial Accounting AC 206 .
Principles of Economics EC 201-202 .
Legal Environment of Business GB 202 .
Introduction to Information Science IS 210 .
Physical or Biological Science Electives (Area III) .
Electives .
Statistical Techniques I, II DS 207-208 .
Totals
SENIOR YEAR
, Management of Financial Institutions FI 420 . .. . .. . 3
Frontiers in Financial Markets FI 451 3
Investment Management FI 450 3
Organizational Behavior MG 401 3
Capital Budgeting & Planning FI 411 3
Business Ethics & Social Responsibility GB 360...... 3
Business Policies GB 450 .. .. .. .. . . . . ... .. . .. .. . . . 3
Decision Processes in Banking FI 421 . . .. .. . .. .. . .. 3
*Major Elective. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. 3
Non-Business Electives (Area I, II, III) 3
Totals 15 15
• Major elective in Accounting, Economics, Real Estate or Finance, advisor approval
required. 4 .,
MARKETING MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree
I
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of investing are introduced to acquaint students with investment vehicles,
markets, and processes. Other topics will include speculation, options, and
commodities. This course may not serve as a finance elective.
Upper Division
FI303 PRINCIPLES OF FINANCE (3-0-3)(F/S). An introductory course focusing
on financial management for business concerns. Topics include: allocation of
resources for investment in short- and long-term assets, decisions with respect
to. debt and equity financing, and dividend policy. lectures and reading are
blended with problems and cases for class discussion. and securities. PREREQ:
College of Business UD Standing, or PERMIINST.
FI410-410GWORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)(5). (Formerly FI 325,
Financial Management I.) This course considers the short-term financial man-
agement of a firm. Financial analysis of past, present, and future operations is
emphasized: Cash flow analysis, management of current accounts and cost
benefit analysis are stressed. Case discussions provide a merging of theoretical
concepts and practical application.PREREQ: Upper Division Standing, F1303.
FI 411-411G CAPITAL BUDGETING AND PLANNING (3-o-3)(F). (Formerly FI
326, Financial Management II.) Acquisition and allocation of long-term sources
of funds are the subject of this course. Emphasis is placed on fund-raising and
the ~roblems associated with measurement and structural influences on the
firm s cost of capital. Cash-flow analysis and alternative investment decision
rules are examined. Cases are used for classroom discussion as a link between
theory and practice. PREREQ: Upper Division Standing, FI 303, DS 208.
FI 420-420G MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (3-o-3)(F). (For-
merly F1417, Management of Financial Institutions.) The interaction between
financial institutions and financial markets are examined and their roles in the
economy are discussed. Emphasis is placed on the changes taking place within
the financial community and the effects on financial institutions in general and
commercial banking in particular. PREREQ: Upper Division Standing, FI 303,
EC 301.
F1421-421G DECISION PROCESSESIN BANKING (3-0-3)(5). The topics i ncl uded
in this course are those which involve the specific decision making areas faced
by participants in the banking industry. These decision areas include the
managment of liquidity reserves and securities portfolios, consumer, business,
and real estate loans, liability control, asset-liability management, trust banking
and international banking. PREREQ: Upper Division St~nding, FI 420.
FI4SO-450G INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT (3-o-3)\F). This courseof examines
the U.S. Securities markets from both a theoretica and a practical viewpoint.
Topics include: mechanics of direct investment, measurement and manage-
ment of risk and return, the Efficient Market HypothesiS', Modern Portfolio
Theory, the Capital Asset Pricing Model, and analysis of investment perfor-
mance. Class format incorporates lecture, readings, <lnd guest lecturers.
PREREQ: Upper Division Standing and FI 303, DS 208.
FI 451-4S1G FRONTIERS IN FINANCIAL MARKETS (3-0-3)(5). This course
focuses on both recent and past innovations in the securities markets. Futures
contracts and options and the theory of hedging using both agricultural and
financial futures contracts options writing, and index options are stressed. A
combination of theory and practice will be sought relying on lecture, text
material, journal and trade articles, and guest speakers. PREREQ: Upper Div-
ision Standing, FI 450.
F1498-499 SENIOR SEMINAR IN FINANCE (3-0-3)(F/S). Designed to provide an
opportunity for study of a particular area of finance at an advanced level. Builds
background developed in the regularly scheduled finance courses. The topics
offered will be selected on the basis oftheirtimely interest to finance students
and a particular expertise of the instructor.
MK MARKETING
Upper Division
MK 301 PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING (3-o-3)(F/S). Marketing consists of identi-
fying and interpreting wants and needs of people; selecting the particular
wants and needs the organization will satisfy; determining the product, price,
promotion, and place in a proper mix. PREREQ: Junior standing.
MK 306 PROMOTION MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)(F/S). A comprehensive
approach to creating and implementing advertising and promotional activities.
New issues of consumer research are emphasized and integrated with the
promotional mix. The economic and social criticisms of advertising are stressed
to insure that managers are aware of the ethical responsibilities inherent inthe
job. PREREQ: MK 301.
MK 307 CONSUMER BEHAVIOR (3-0-3)(F/S). Theories of behavior related to
purchase and consumption of goods or services. Individual as well as group
reaction il) social science research is evaluated. PREREQ: MK 301. '1.'
MK320 INTERMEDIATE MARKETING MANAGEMENT (3-o-3)(F/S). Marketing
principles and theories integrated with analytical and behavioral decision
prol:esses. Emphasis on problem and opportunity recognition, marketing
strategies, planning and administering marketing programs. Consumer, indus-
trial, institutional, and international markets considered. PREREQ:MK 301.
MK415-415G MARKETING RESEARCH (3-o-3)(F/S). Theory and use of research
for marketing deCisions. Experience in lormal research methodology by plan-
ning and conducting an actual research project. PREREQ: DS 208 an~ ~~ 301.
MK 421 SALES ADMINISTRATION (3-o-3)(F/S). Management and integration
of sales organizations, emphasizing recruiting, selection, training, supervision,
compensation of salesmen. Stress also placed on coordination with other
,',
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functional managers, ethics and social responsibilities of the sales manager.
PREREQ: MK 301.
MK 425 ADVANCED MARKETING MANA(;EMENT (3-o-3)(F/S). Case and "real
world" study of marketing problems. Emphasis on problem definition, recog-
nition of alternative solutions, decision criteria, and defense of a "best" solu-
tion. PREREQ: MK 320 and MK 415. .
MM MARKETING-MID-MANAGEMENT
Lower Division
MM 100 MID-MANAGEMENT (2-0-2)(F/S). For students enrolled in the mid-
management program. Student may earn 2 semester hours credit for a maxi-
mum of four semesters. This provides actual experience in retail, wholesale, or
service field asa paid employee. Student is evaluated by both the employer and
the program coordinator.
MM 101 SALESMANSHIP (3-0-3)(F/S). A basic course in personal selling tech-
niques as applied in working situations in the modern retail store, wholesaler,
and manufacturer establishments, analysis of customer behavior and motiva-
tion; methods of creating customer attention, interest, desire and action.
Special emphasis is given to ethical sales techniques.
MM 105 ELEMENTS OF MANAGEMENT (3-9-3)(F). Principles of management
related to the functions of planning, organizing, staffing, directing, and con-
trolling. Production is not considered. Mid-Management Majors only.
MM 201 CONSUMER MARKETING (3-o-3)(F). The study of activities by which
goods and services flow from producer to ultimate consumer. Includes
methods, policies, and evaluation of the various marketing institutions accord-
ing to the function performed.
MM 203 PRINCIPLES OF ADVERTISING (3-0-3)(5). Objectives and policies of
sales promotion, study of the media, and regulation of advertising. Coordina-
tion of display, selling and other merchandising factors. Preparation of copy,
illustrations, layout and display.
MM 204 RETAIL MERCHANDISING (3-9-3l(F). Merchandise planning and con-
trol, expenses, and cost reduction, purchasing for resale, pricing of goods,
retail control systems. Mid-management majors only ..
MM 209 REPORT WRITING (3-0-3)(F). Prepares the student to write reports for
business situations. Emphasis is placed on actual preparation of reports,
research methods, and readability of the finished product. Mid-management
majors only.
MM 250 INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN RETAIL-
ING (3-9-3)(5). Applications in the retail field including basic operation,
spreadsheets, and database applications. Spring Semester.
RE REAL ESTATE
Lower Division
RE201 FUNDAMENTALS OF REAL ESTATE (3-0-3)(F/S). Essentials of real estate
practice, listings, sales, financing, land descriptions, investments, brokerage,
advertising, market analysis and fundamentals arising from real estate transac-
tions. This course meets the current minimum 4S hour classroom education
requirement of the State of Idaho to take the REsales examination.
"RE 220 LAW OF REAL ESTATE (3-0-3)(F/S). Designed to reviewthe laws estab-
lishing and governing basic rights of ownership an use of real estate. The
concepts of the modern real estate transaction the real estate brokerage
business, and the various legal relationship involved are discussed. PREREQ:
GB 202 and RE 201.
Upper Division
RE331 APPRAISAL OF REAL ESTATE(3-9-3) (F/S). Modern real estate appraising
concepts and the technical skills employed in their application to residential
property. PREREQ: RE 201.
RE 340 REAL ESTATE INVESTMENT AND TAXATION (3-9-3)(F/S). Real Estate
from the investor (owner's) point of view with special attention to th tax aspects
including Risk and Return Analysis, Property leverage, Discounted Cash Flow,
Tax Consequence of Sales, Exchanging, Multiple Exchanges, and Computer-
ized Investment Analysis. PREREQ: RE 201, 220 and FI 303.
RE360 REAL ESTATE FINANCE (3-0-3)(F/S). Financial analysis and examination
of the intricacies of the realestat mortgage markets, source of mortgage funds,
federal government and mortgage markets, lending decisions, management of
loan portfolios, leasing, construction financing, creative financing, and financ-
ing of specific typesof real property: PREREQ: RE 201 and FI 303.
. . .
RE431 APPRAISAL OF INCOME PROPERTIES (3-0-3)IF/S). Following a review
ofthe steps leading to the estimation of net income, a I prevalent methods and
techniques of converting net income into an indication of value are fully
covered. Direct capitalization, the residual techniques, and capitalization roles
are analyzed. PREREQ: RE 201, 331.
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Dean: Richard L. Hart, Ed.D.
Associate Dean: Lamont S. Lyons, Ed.D.
College of Education Emeriti:
Beilia, B.Bowman, P.Bowman, Boyles, Burtch, O1atburn,
Fairchild, Hill, Marks, D.Smith, L.Smith, Tarbet, Wallace
Philosophy
The faculty of the College of Education represents diverse and
dynamic backgrounds and serves students from an extended com-
munity reaching far beyond the boundaries of Idaho. The .faculty
addresses this extended community in varied functions both on and
off campus. The work of the faculty reflectsan active appreciation for
development of the whole person and includes attention to the
intellectual, physical, social and emotional needs of students. A key
precept underlying all activities is the promotion of learning as a
lifelong activity.
Course work is offered in both professional and academic areas. The
academic course work is designed to acquaint students with histori-
cal, philosophical, and theoretical aspects of Education and Psyc.hol-
ogy and to help them appreciate and use scientific thinking as a tool
for viewing human behavior in a more. sophisticated and effective
manner. Professional course work and experiences are directed
primarily toward the mastery of skills needed by teachers in the
elementary and secondary schools. .
Teacher Certification
The College of Education is the unit responsible for the preparation
of students seeking state Certification as teachers. The Dean of the
College is the official BSU representative responsible for recom-
mending teacher certification for those students who successfully
complete teacher education programs. ..... . .
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Counseling and Testing Services
The Counseling and Testing Center offers a wide range of services
directed toward students, faculty, and staff at no charge, although
students must be currently enrolled for a minimum of six credit
hours.. .
Since the pursuit of personal or educational goals always involves
changes and personal adjustments, the Center has developed a wide
variety of strategies to help with these normal developmental con-
cerns and to prevent potentially traumatic problems. These
approaches are geared toward making successful development even
better as existing strengths of the campus and students are sup-
ported. Consequently the staff is involved in offering workshops and
discussion groups designed to promote skill development and
enhance the quality of student life. , ..'
The staff is available for consultation with individual students, clubs,
classes, and organizations interested in student well being. The staff
isalso available to serve a similar role for faculty, administrators, staff,
and committees interested in professional consultation. Each of the
staff also teaches in the Psychology Department and offers courses
on such subjects as. peer counseling, stress management and the
transition needs of non-traditional students plus workshops on test
-Jnxiety.
Appointments can be made by calling 385-1601 between 8 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday or oy coming to the CentE!r on the
sixth floor of the Education Building. 'Interviews are generally sche-
duled between 30 to 60 minute,S. .
J
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Department of Health,
Physical Education
and Recreation
Gymnasium, Raam 209 Telephane (208) 385-1570
Chairman and Prafessar: Glenn Patter; Prafessar: Buttan; Assaciate
Prafessars; Haeger, lewis, Vaughn; Assistant Professars: Cannar, .
Fahlesan, Pfeiffer, Spitzer, Tharngren, Wallace; Instructar: Miller;
Special Lecturers: Carringer, Craner, Kata, Maare, Sawyer, Van Was-
senhave; Educatianal Cansultants: Priest, Wade, Yaung.
Degrees Offered
• BS in PhysicalEducatian, Secondary Educatian
• BS in Physical Educatian, Nan-Teaching Optian
Department Statement
The Department af Health, Physical Educatio.n and Recreatio.n has as
its ma/'ar fo.cus, the camprehensian, develapment,and pramatio.n af
a hea thy lifestyle. The aim, thraughteaching, researc~ and service
activities, is to. impro.ve and enrich the quality o.f life by helpjng
peo.ple value and achieve self-fulfillment and well ness. learning
mo.to.r skills, adhering to. accepted perso.nal health practices, en-gag-
ing in meaningful leisure and vigo.ro.us fitness activities, and appre-
ciating the beauty o.f skillful mo.vement o.f o.ne's physical and bio.lo.gi-
cal enviro.nment are amo.ng the vehicles emplo.yed to. acco.mplish
this end.
Students campleting a caurse o.f study within the Department shall
have develo.ped and demo.nstrated skills in critical thinking, co.m-
municatio.n and to.tal fitness. Develo.pment o.f the co.mpetencies and
reso.urces necessary to. be mo.dels o.f the professio.n will o.ccur
thro.ugh an in-depth series o.f activity, theary and practicum expe-
riences. The pro.cess will enable grad uates to. interact effectively with
peo.ple in espo.using the philo.So.phy o.f a heahl1y and skillful lifestyle
in vario.us settings.
To. acco.mplish this challenge, the Department has develo.ped two.
undergraduate o.ptio.ns with different areas o.f specialty.
1. Teaching Optio.n: Fo.r tho.se seeking to. certify as teachers auhe
K-6, 7-12 o.r K-12 grade levels. '.
a. Teaching P.E.: Fo.r tho.se majo.rs seeking to. certify as physical
educatio.n instructors at the K-G, 7-12 o.r K-12levels.
b. Co.aching: Fo.r tho.se CO.liege o.f Educatio.n majo.rs who. also.
want to' have special preparatio.n fo.r public scho.o.l co.aching.
c. Athletic Training: Fo.rtho.se who.also. desireto. prepare fo.rthe
Natio.nal Athletic Trainers Asso.ciatio.n Certificatio.n Examina-
tio.n and qualify as an Athletic Trainer in a scho.o.l setting.
d. Health: Fo.r tho.se requesting a stro.ng mino.r in health educa-
tio.n.
2. No.n- Teaching, Physical Educatio.n: Fo.r tho.se wishing to. prepare
fo.r physical educatio.n related careers which do no.t require
teacher certificatio.n. ..•
a. Exercise Science: Fo.r tho.se desiring a strong emphasis in the
bio.lo.gical sciences and exercise physiolo.gy as preparation fo.r
graduate scho.o.l. ,"
b. Bio.mechanics: Fo.rtho.se desiring additio.nal understanding o.f
the mechanical bases o.f human mo.vement fo.r co.aching,
research o.r preparatio.n fo.r graduate scho.o.l. .
c. Athletic Training: Fo.rtho.se preparing for theNatio.nal Athletic
Trainers Asso.ciatio.n Certificatio.n Examinatian and qualifica-
tio.n as an Athletic Trainer in a cO.liege, pro.fessio.na.1spo.rt o.r
sports medicine clinic. "
d. Co.mmercial/lndustrial Fitness: This pro.gram is designed to.
preparestudents to. take the American Co.llege o.f Sports Med-
icine Health/Fitness Instructo.r Certificatio.n Examinatio.n and
fo.r emplayment in fields related to. the Co.mmercial/Fitness
sector. ~ tAl,' t~, ,
I /,
Department Admission Requiremen'ts
Admission to Upper Division Standing: The purpose o.f
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these admissio.n po.licies is to. pro.vide the stud~nt an o.ppo.rtunity to.
be evaluated by Physical Educatio.n Department faculty prio.r to.
enrollment in upper divisio.n PEclasses.
Students must make fo.rmal applicatio.n to. the PE Major Selection
Co.mmittee foradmissio.n to. upper divisio.n standing. Applicatio.ns
must be submitted at the beginning o.f the second semester, So.pho.-
mo.re ye,!r. Applicatio.n deadlines will be po.sted in G-209.
Application criteria:
1. Th~ student's tatal credit ho.urs inclu(Jing current course Io.ad
must exceed 57 credit ho.urs. .
2.' Th~'student must have co.mplet~d each o.f the fo.llawing classes
with a grade o.f C o.r better. (Applicatio.n may be made whenever
. the stuaent is enrolled in the last o.f the co.urses listed.) . .
E 101-102 English Co.mpo.sitio.n ..•.. " '
P 101 General Psycho.lo.gy (Area. II Co.re) .;
CM 111 Fund o.f Speech Communicatio.n (Area II Co.re)
PS100 ' Fo.und o.f Physical Science (Area III Co.re)
OR .
PH 101-102 General Physics (Area IIICore)
PE100 Health Educatio.n
PE101 Foundatio.ns o.f PE
PE113 Rhythmic Skills
PE114 Fitness Fo.undatio.n
PE115 Tumbling Skills
PE117 Sports Skills
PE122 Advanced First Aid o.r equivalent
PE230 ,Applied Anato.my .' " '.
PE284 Micro.co.mputers in PEo.r equivale,nt .
Z 111 Anato.myand Physio.lo.gy (Area'lIl Co.re),'
Z 112 Anato.my and Ph)'sjo.logy ..(Ar.ea..lU <;:o.re) '..
3. The student's overall "CPA at the time o.f applic~ti-o.n will deter-
mine acceptance to. upper divisio.n standing as indicated belo.w.
a. 2.50 o.r abo.ve = Conditio.nal acceptance . ,_,';:,' '
b. 2.25 to. 2A9 = Pro.visio.nal acceptance
c. belo.w 2.25 =Denial
4. In additio.n, each PE Department faculty me~ber wilr' have an
o.PPo.rtunity to. submit, in writing, reco.mmendatio.ns as well as
reservatio.ns regarding the student's:
a. Envo.lvement in pro.fessio.nal activities (e.g., the PE Majo.r's
Club, derartmental pro.jects, etc.)
b. skill leve , cansidering bo.th academic and physical skills.
c. Co.mmitment to. beco.ming a pro.fessio.nal physical educato.r.
Such letters must be signed by the faculty member and will be
kept in the student's file available to. the student upo.n request.
The Selectio.n Co.mmittee will review each applicatio.n file and the
student will be granted unco.nditio.nal acceptance, provisio.nal accep-
tance o.r denial o.f upper divisio.n standing.
Degree Requirements
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, SECONDARY EDUCATION
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, NON-TEACHING OPTION
Bachelor of Science Degree .
GENERAL UNIVERSITY REQUIREMENTS _ .
English Co.mpo.sitio.n E101-102 , 6
Area I Co.re •........ , 12
Area II Co.re .. : : '.' 12
Area III Co.re 12
Area II-III Electives ' : 9
TOTAL 51
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CORE REQUIREMENTS
(Required o.rall G~aduates).
Health Educatio.n PE100 : 3
Foun9atiorisof I'hysical Educatio.n PE101 3
Rhythmic Skills PE113 1
Fitness Fo.undatio.ns PE114 : 1
Tumbling Skills PE115 1
Spo.rts Skills PE117 1
Applied Anato.my PE230 ............................•..... : 3
Human Growth & Mo.to.r learning PE306 3
Evaluatio.n in Physical Educatio.n PE309 3
Exercise Physio.lagy PE310 3
Kinesio.lo.gy PE311 3
Adapted PE- PE451 : 3
.. TOTAL 28-35
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In addition, students must demonstrate: " .•
1. Computer literacy by completing a computerclassorby passing a
proficiency exam offered by the department.
2. Competency in Advanced First Aid and CPR. This can be met by
completing PE122 or through the American Red Cross.
3. Competency in swimming. Testing will take place in PE114 Fitness
Foundations. If students fail to pass the test they will be advised
into a Fitness Activity swimming class.
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduadon with a secondary education option
may require more than 128 credit hours. See Department of Teacher Education listing for
more information.
Recommended Programs
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, SECONDARY EDUCATION "
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E101-102 .......•............... \ 6
'General Psychology P 101 (Area II Core) ' : 3
Human Anatomy and Physiology Z'lll-112 (Area III Core) 8
Health Education PE100 , 3
Foundations of Physical Education P,E101 3
Rhythmic Skills PE113 : 1
Fitness Foundations PE114 . : , ':: 1
Tumbling Skills PE115 1
Sports Skills PE117 1
Advanced First Aid & CPR PE122 or equiv., 3
Area I Core-Philosophy Elective' ... , ......•.................. 3
, '33
NOTE: Recommended the student take Sociology and/or Philosophy elective.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Applied Anatomy PE230 ' 3
Microcomputers in PE- PE284 or equiv : , 3
Internship PE293 , ; : 1
Found of Education TE 201 3
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 3
Found of Physical Science PS100
OR , .. ;' .......•............ 4-8
General Physics PH 101-102 ' '
Area I Core-Second & Third Fields 6
Area II Core-Sociology Elective , 3
Fitness Activity •............................... , 2
Electives '. ',: .4. 32
JUNIOR YEAR
Curriculum Proficiency PE300 , 3
Instructional Styles PE304 .. ~ , ' , 3
Human Growth and Motorlearning PE306 3
Evaluation in Physical Education PE309 3
Exercise Physiology PE310 3
Kinesiology PE311 3
Fitness Activity •........................................ .' .. 2
Educ~tio'."al Psychology ~ 325 .......•...................... 3
Reading in Content SubJect TE 407 .. ' 3
Secondary School Methods TE 381 3
Educating EXcept Second Student TE 333 , 1
Area I Core-Any Field ' 3
33
t
SENIOR ,YEAR
Adolescent Psychology P 312 .........•..................... 3
'f\,dapted PE- PE451 : 3
Or.ganization and Admin of PE - PE457 , , , 3
Fitness Activity •........................................... 2
Student Teaching ..........................•.......... 10-16
Electives " 9
• • M
NOTE: .Complete six (6) activity courses with at least one activity. being selected from each
category listed below. Physical Education (PE). Fitness Activities (FA)or one credit of varsity
participation in a like activity may be used forcredit.l~ cases where both PE& FAc1assesare
offered, the PEactivity must be taken.
1. SPORT: PE 143,144,212,217, FA 182,187.
2, DANCE: FA 121,122,123,124,125.
3. FITNESS: FA 161,163,164,165,167, Aquatics,
4. lEISURE: FA 133,135,171,172,173, Outdoor Adventure Course.
PHYSICAL. EDUCATION, NON. TEACHING OptiON
ATHLETIC 1;RAINING EMPHASIS
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 6
,General Psychology P 101 (Area II Core) , 3
Human Anatomy and Physiology Z 111-112 (Area III Core) 8
Health Education PE100 : 3
Foundations of Physical Education PE101 3
Rhythmic Skills PE113 1
Fitness Foundations PE114 1
Tumbling SkillsPE 115 1
Sports Skills PE117 1
Training Room Procedures PE120 1
Advanced First Aid & CPR PE122 or equiv 3
Area I ~ore-Philosophy Elective 3
" • - 34
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Applied Anatomy PE230 : 3
Microcomputers in PE- PE284 or equiv : 3
Internship PE293 : ! ': 3
Intro Athletic Inuries PE236., 3
Area II-Core-Any Field 3
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 3
Found of Physical Science PS100 Area III Core '.' .. .4
Area I Core-Second Field 3
Essen of Chemistry C 107-110 Area III Core , 9
, 34
JUNIOR YEAR
Area II Core-Sociology Elective , 3
Human Growth & Motor Learning PE306 3
Evaluation in PE- PE309 3
Exercise Physiology PE310 3
Kinesiology PE311 : 3
Conditioning Procedures PE313 3.
Nutrition H 207 , .3
Medical Terminology H 101 3
Adolescent Psychology P 312 3
• Area I Core-Third & Any Field 6
33
SENIOR YEAR
Adapted PE- PE451 3
PsychoSocial Aspects of Activity PE401 ,3
Internship PE493 3
Fitness Testing PE404 3
Health Programs: Methods & Adm. PE415 3
Advanced Athletic Training PE402 2
Training Room Modalities PE403 2
Theory & Appl Therapeutic Exercise PE406 ,.3
Injury Evaluation PE422 2
Electives 4
27
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, NON-TEACHING OPTION
BIOMECHANICS EMPHASIS
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 , 6
General Psychology P 101 (Area II Core) 3
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 (Area II Core) 3
Concepts of Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 107 4
Health Education PE100 3
Foundations of Physical Education PE101 : 3
Rhythmic SkillsPE 113 ' 1
Fitness Foundations PE114 1
Tumbling Skills PE115 , 1
Sports Skills PE117 1
Advanced First Aid & CPR PE122 or equiv 3
, , • Area I Core-Philosophy Elective 3
Digital Computer Programming CS 124/EN 104 2
33
SOPHOMORE YEAR
'Applied Anatomy PE230. , , 3
Microcomputers in PE- PE284 or equiv 3
Areall~Core-Any Field .. :' .. ' .........•..................... 3
Calculus & Anal Geometry M 204~206 (Area III Core) 13
Mechanics,.Waves and-Heat PH 221 (Area III Core) .4
Intermediate Applied ProgrammingM/PH 225 2
Area 1 Core-Second & Third Fields :: 6
AreallCor'e-Sociology Elective : 3. ~..
JUNIOR YEAR
Human Growth & Motor Learning PE306 3
Evaluation in PE- PE309 3
Exercise Physiology PE310 3
Kinesiology PE311 ' , 3
Conditioning Procedures PE313 3
Area I Core-Any Field 3
100 ..
I
I
j
1
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\.
Intro to Mechanics EN 205 3
Dynamics of Rigid Bodies EN 206 .........................•.. 2
Electives •.............................................. ; .. 9
32
SENIOR YEAR
Adapted PE- PE451 ..................................•...• 3
Psycho/Social Aspects of Activity PE401 ....................• 3
Internship PE493 .............•••....•.........•.•........ 6
Electives •..........................•...................... 16
- . 26
NOTE:RECOMMENDEDELECTIVES:*(24-31credits)chosenfrom: PE212,236,
EN221,223,301,306,PH207,307,341,P305, .
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, NON-TEACHING OPTION
EXERCISESCIENCE ~MPH~SIS
FRESHMAN YEAR . .
English Composition E101-102 : ; ;6
General Psychology P 101 (Area II Core) ...........•........• 3
Human Anatomy and Physiology Z 111-112 (Area III Core) .. -.• 6
Health Education PE100 .........••.....•.........•.•...... 3
Found of Physical Education PE101 .....................•... 3
Rhythmic Skills PE113 ..•.................................. 1
Fitness Foundations PE114 -.. - 1
Tumbling Skills PE115 ' ...•. 1
Sports Skills PE117 : 1
Advanced First Aid & CPR PE122 or equiv :' •.....••......•••• 3
Area I Core-Philosophy Elective ..........................•. 3
33
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Applied Anatomy PE230.: : 3
Microcomputers in PE- PE.264or equiv 3
Internship PE293 3
Area II-Core-Any Field.: .•................................ 3
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 (Area II Core) ..•.....•..••.. 3
Found of Physical Science PS100 (Area III Core) ...........• .4
Area I Core-Second Field ........••...........••......•.•.. 3
Area II Core-Sociology Elective .....••.............•..•..... 3
College Chemistry C 131-134 (Area III Core).: •.............. 9
- . 34
JUNIOR YEAR
Human Growth & Motor Learning PE306 .......•••.•...•••.. 3
Evaluation in PE- PE309 '" •..........•.. 3
Exercise Physiology PE310 •....••..•••.......•.. ;' ....••.... 3
Kinesiology PE311 ..................•..................... 3
Conditioning Procedures PE313 ....••...................... 3
Nutrition H 207 ; :- 3
Area I Core-Third - Any Field .•.••.•.......•..•....•••..... 3
Electives •..................•...................•........ 10
34
SENIOR YEAR
Cell Bi?logy B ~01 " 3
Organic Chemistry + Lab C 317-319 ..•.... _ " 5
Human Physiology Z 401 : : .. : " .4 •
Psycho/Social Aspects of Activity PE401 : •.........•.... 3
Adapted PE- PE451 ....................••................. 3
Internship PE493 ..........................•.............. 3
Fitness Testing PE404 ...............•..... ; ... '.•........... 3
Electives •..•.•..•....•...........................•....... 6 I
30'
NOTE:RECOMMENDEDELECTIVES:*(14-21credits)chosenfrom: B20S,Z 130,
409,C318-320,431,P22S,30SPH207,RT225,307,H 220,300,
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, NON-TEACHING OPTION'
COMMERCIAljlNDUSTRIAL FITNESS EMPHASIS
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E101-102 ...............•.....•....... 6
General Psychology P 101 (Area II Core) 3
Human Anatomy and Physiology Z 111-112 (Area III Core) 6
Health Education PE100 3
Found of Physical Education PE101 3
Rhythmic Skills PE113 : .' ::'. 1
Fitness Foundations PE114 .........................•.. -.; 1
Tumbling Skills PE115 ...........•...................•..... 1
Sports Skills PE117 1
Advanced First Aid & CPR PE122 or equiv 3
Area I Core-Philosophy Elective '. : 3
• 33
,"
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
Applied Anatomy PE230 : 3
Microcomputers in PE- PE264 or equiv ..•......••••.......• 3
Internship PE293 1
Area II-Core-Any Field : ....•..............•.........•.. 3
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 (Area II Core) 3
Found of Physical Science PS100 (Area III.Core) .•.......... .4
,', Area I Core-Second & Third Fields .•........................ 6
Area II Core-Sociology Elective ....•........•......•........ 3
•.. Esse'nof Chemistry C 107-110 (Area III Core) 9'" ,_. . . 35
JUNIOR YEAR ' . -
Human Growth & Motor Learning PE306 ..................•. 3
Evaluation in PE- PE309 ..........••..•.................... 3
Exercise Physiology PE310 3
Kinesiology PE311 •............. -.......•.................. 3
Conditioning Procedures PE313 ; 2
Relaxation FA 167 •......•..........••........................ 3
Nutrition H 207 .....................................•..... 3
Pathophysiology H 300 ....•....•....•..................... 3
Area I Core ..........•.... : '...••..•....... : 3
Electives. . ...••....... ; •............. .- ; ..•.......... 7
33
SENIOR YEAR .
Psycho/Social Aspects of Activity PE401 ',' 3
Adapted PE- PE451 .•........•.....•......••.............. 3
Internship PE493 .............•........................•.. 6
Fitness Testi ng PE404 3
Health Programs: Methods & Adm. PE415 3
Health Promotion in the Worksite PE416 ......••....• .- 2
Electives •........•.................................... : .. i~
NOTE:RECOMMENDEDELECTIVES:*(14-21credits)chosen'from: PE103,203.236,
303,433,457,H101,'211,212,4BO,P305,351,435
CM 221,251.478,SO325.GB 101,MM 101,MG 301,317,MK 301.306and Stress
Management.
Course Offerings
PE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Lower Division
PE100 HEALTH EDUCATION 13-0-3)(F/S).-Coversnutrition, diseases,health
needs, services, drugs, family iving and personality structure and develop-
ment. Aids student adjustment toward effective functioning in a changing
environment. Required of all PEmajors. .
PE101FOUNDATIONS OF PHYSICALEDUCATION (3-0-3)(F/S).lnstruction in
physical education rrogram offerings and requirements at BSU.Emphasison
an understanding 0 what is involved in the profession, including: interaction
of humanities, exercise physiology, kinesiology, psycho-sodal aspects and
huma,n growth and ':l0tor developme~t as related'to physical~d!:,cation,
ReqUired of all PEmajors. . _ - .
PE103INTRODUCTION TO RECREATION(2-0-2)(S)~Instruction in the growth
and development of recreation education and its role in present-day society.-
Offered odd numbered years. . .
PE113 RHYTHMIC SKILLS(0-2-1)(F/S), Professional activity, Instruction and
practice in rhythmic skills, (locomotor, non-locomotor, and .manipulative),
emphasizing fundamental and practical application. Required of all PEmajors.
PE114 FITNESSFOUNDATIONS (0-2-1)(F/S). Assessment, prescriptiol) and
development of an' individualized physicaf fitness program. Designed to
improve cardiovascular endurance, strength, flexibility and weight control.
Required of all PEmajors. , •
PE115TUMBLINC SKILLS(O-2-1)(F/S).Professional activities. Instruction and
practice in tumbling skills, emphasizing fund~mentals,skill progressions and
practical application. Required of all PEmajors, .
PE117SPORTSSKILLS(0-2-1)(F/S).Professionalactivities. Instruction and prac-
iice in sports skills, emphasizing fundamentals, skill progressionsand practical
application. Required of all PEmajors. .
PE120TRAININC ROOM PROCEDURES(0-2-1)(F). Instruction in actual clini-
cal aspectsof campusathletic training programs, emphasizing observation and
practical application.
PE121STANDARD FIRSTAID &CPR.(1-2-1)(F/S).Instruction in and application
of basic skills and the multi-media approach to first .aid'andCPR training.
PE 122 ADVANCED FIRSTAID & CPR (3-8-3)(F/S): 'Instruction in wounds,
shock, poisoning, heat and cold injuries, skeletal injuries, water rescue, CPR
extrication, emergency child-birth and training required for police, fire and ski
patrol persons, -
PE123 FIRSTAID INSTRUCTORTRAINERCOURSE(1-2-1)(5). Instruction in
methods of teaching CPR.and Standard first: Aid: Offered spring: on odd
numbered years. '.
College of Education
PE 143 VOLLEYBALL(0-2-1)(F/S). Professional activities. Instruction and prac-
tice in volleyball, emphasizing fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and prac-
tical application. '
PE144 BASKETBALL(0-2-1)(F/S). Professional activity. Instruction and practice
in basketball, emphasizing fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and practical
application.
PE203 RECREATIONALACTIVITIES(2-o-2)(F). Materials, 'm~thods and teach-
ing progression in recreational activities for special groups and special situa-
tions. Offered in the fall on odd numbered years.
PE 212 TRACK AND FIELD (0-2-1)(F): Professional activities. Instruction and
participation in track and field events for development of basic skills and
techniques, emphasizing fundamentals, conditioning and practical appli-
cation: •
PE217WRESTLING(0-2-1). Professional activities. Instruction and participation
in wrestling for development of basic skills and techniques, emphasizing
fundamentals, conditioning and practical application. Offered on de'mand.
PE218 RHYTHMIC GYMNASTICS (0-2-1). Professional activity. Instruction and
participation in rhythmic gymnastics for development of basic skills and tech-
niques, emphasizing fundamentals, skill progressions, conditioning and prac-
tical application. Offered on demand. .
PE 230 APPLIED ANATOMY (2-2-3)(F/S). Investigation of human' osteology,
myology, arthrology and neurology as they relate to movement. Emphasis is on
application of anatomy to principles of simple and complex movement.
Required of all PEmajors. PREREQ: Z 107 or Z 111-112. . , .
PE236 INTRODUCTION TO ATHLETICINJURIES(2-2-3)(F/S) Introduction to
principles of care and prevention of sport induced injury. Emphasis will be on
identification and differentiation of minor and major trauma related to sports
participation.
PE250 COACHING BASEBALL(2-0-2)(S). Instruction in methods of coaching
baseball with emphasis on fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and practical
application. PREREQ: Sophomore standing. Offered Spring of odd numbered
years beginning Spring, 1989.
PE251 COACHING BASKETBALL(2-0-2)(F/. Instruction in methods of coaching
basketball with emphasis on fuhdamenta s, strategy, conditioning and practi-
cal application. PREREQ: Sophomore standing
PE252 COACHING FOOTBALL(2-o-2)(F). Instruction in methods of coaching
football with emphasis on fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and practical
application. PREREQ: S6phomore standing. ". • •
PE 254 SPORT OFFICIATING (2-0-2)(S). Instruction in officiating sports for
development of skills and application of methods to 'sports. ,
PE256 COACHING WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS (2-o-2)(F) Instruction in methods
of coaching women's gymnastics with emphasis on fundamentals, skill pro-
gressions, safety, conditioning and practical application. PREREQ: Sophmore
standing. Offered upon demand. .
PE 257 tOACHING TENNISJ2-0-2)(S/. Instruction in methods of coaching
tennis with emphasis on fun amenta s, strategy, conditioning and practical
application. PREREQ: Sophomore standing. Offered in spring on even num-
bered years.
PE 258 COACHING TRACK AND FIELD (2-0-2)(S) Instruction in methods of
coaching track and field with emphasis on fundamentals, conditioning, meet
organization/administration and practical application. PREREQ: Sophmore
standing.
PE259 COACHING VOLLEYBALL(2-0-2)(F). Instruction in methods of coaching
volleyball with emphasis on fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and practical
application. PREREQ: Sophomore standing. .
PE260 COACHING WRESTLING(2-0-2)(S).lnstruction in methods of coaching
wrestling with emphasis on fundamentals, strategy, conditioning and practical
application. PREREQ: Sophomore standing. Offered on demand.
PE 282 ADVANCED LIFESAVING(2-o-1)(S). Instruction and participation in
lifesaving skills. ARC course, including personal safety, self rescue and ~scue
training skills. Student must be able to swim SOO'yards. .
PE283WATERSAFETYINSTRUCTOR'S COURSE (1-2-2)(S). Review of courses
the student is eligible to teach. Teaching methods and practice teaching. Leads
to ARC, WSI certificate. Must have ARC advanced lifesaving certificate and
ARC swimming level of skill. . ,
PE284 MICROCOMPUTERS IN PHYSICALEDUCATION (3-0-3)(F/S). An intro-
duction to the use of microcomputers in physical education and allied disci-
plines. The course includes BASICprogramming, selection and evaluation of
hardware and software, and unique computer applications for, physical
educators. -""
PE 293 INTERNSHIP (1-3 credits)lF/S). Practicum field experience in physical
education related areas. Practical experience utilizing theory and practice of
the assigned activity in a school setting. Required in some options..
Upper Diyision
PE 300 CURRICULUM PROFICIENCY I,N PHYSICALEDUCATION (3-0-3)(F).
The planning of school physical education programs, including the selecting,
structuring, sequencing, demonstrating and evaluating of c,ontent.
PE303 INTRAMURAL ORGANIZATION (2-0-2)(F). Instruction in organization
and administration of intramural activities. Offered in the fall on odd num-'
be red years. PREREQ: Junior standing.
PE 304 INSTRUCTIONAL STYLESFOR TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION
(3-0-3)(S) Instruction and participation in the delivery of physical education
lessons for school settings including class management, class organization,
instructional methodology, observation skills and the evaluation of teaching.
PREREQ: PE300.
PE306 HUMAN GROWTH AND MOTOR LEARNING(3-0-3)lF/S). Designed to
give students a basic understanding of human growth and motor develop-
ment, motor learning, psychology of learning, instruction and activity.
PREREQ: Upper Division standi ng. '
PE309 EVALUATION IN PHYSICALEDUCATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Instruction in:
philosophy of evaluation; test construction evaluation/administration; statis-
tical analysis and interpretation of test scores; computer applications for statis-
tical analysis. PREREQ: Upper Division standing.
PE 310 EXERCISEPHYSIOLOGY (2-2-3)(F/S). Instruction in the physiological
and biochemical changes accompanying exercise and training with emphasis
on application of scientific principles to training program design. Required of
all PEmajors. PREREQ: Junior Standing.
PE311 KINESIOLOGY (2-2-3)(F/S). Anatomical and mechanical considerations
applied to human motion in sport and exercise. Required of all PE majors.
PREREQ:,Junior standing, PE230,
PE313 CONDITIONING PROCEDURES (1-2-2)(F/S). Instruction in condition-
ing procedures with emphasison program planning, objectives, exercise anal-
ysis and prescription. PREREQ: Z 107 or Z 111-112.
PE 341 SECONDARY SCHOOL DANCE METHODS (2-0-2)(F). Instruction in
methods of teaching social, folk, square, rounds, mixers, and aerobic dance.
Offered in the fall on even numbered years.
PE357 DANCE FOR CHILDREN (2-0-2)(S). Instruction in the analysis of funda-
mentals, development olskills and application of methods in teaching dance
to children. Offered in spring on odd numbered years.
PE 361 ELEMENTARYSCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION METHODS (3-0-
3)(F/S). Instruction in methods of teaching elementary school physical educa-
tion emphasizing movement needs, analysis and development of skills and
practical application. PREREQ: Junior standing.
PE 369 MOTOR PROGRAMMIN~ FOR SPECIAL POPULATIONS (2-0-2)(F).
Instruction in motor growth and development, identification, assessment,
prescription and methods of implementing fitness programs for special popu-
lations. PREREQ: Junior standing,'PE 361.
PE401-401G PSYCHO/SOCIALASPECTS OF ACTIVITY(3-0-3)(F/S). The course
examines the social aspects of sport including values, education, religion,
politics, social mobility and the economy. Psychological factors related to
performance includes personality, motivation and anxiety. PREREQ: Junior
standing.
PE 402-402G ADVANCED ATHLETIC TRAINING (3-3-3)(S). Instruction in
advanced theory and application of techniques of athletic training for student
pursuing a career as professional athletic trainer. PREREQ: PE236, 311. Offered
in spring on odd numbered years.
PE 403 TRAINING ROOM MODALITIES (2-o-2)(F). Instruction in theory and
application of various therapeutic modalities for care and treatment of athletic
injuries, emphasizing cryotherapy, thermal therapy, and electrical modalities.
PREREQ: Junior standing, PE236, 311. Offered in the fall on even numbered
years.
PE404 FITNESSTESTING(1-2-2)(S). Provides a theoretical and practical.back-
'ground in exercise testing in adult fitness. Course focuses on those objectives
required for successful completion of the American College of Sports Medi-
~ine certification for a Health/Fitness Instructor. PREREQ: PE310.
ePE406 THEORY AND APPLICATION OF,THERAPEUTIC EXERCISE(2-2-3)(S).Introduction to the theory and application of physical exercise for the treat-ment of musculoskeletal disorders in athletics. Topics will include passive,assistive, active and resistive forms bf exercise as well as the current therapeuticmodalities available. PREREQ: PE236, 311. .. PE.405 CONSUMER HEALTH(2-0-2)(S). Instruction in factors involved in theselection and evaluation of health services and products, emphasizing-
quackery awareness, consumer protection laws and organizations and health
insurance. considerations. PREREQ: Junior standing. Offered in the spring on
even numbered years.
PE415 HEALTHPROGRAMS: METHODS AND ADMINISTRATION (3-o-3)(S).
Instruction related to issues, trends and current administrative practices in
health education. Emphasis placed upon topic sequencing, individual and
social health problems and methods of teaching health related topics.
PREREQ:Junior standing. . ,
PE416 HEALTHPROMOTION INTHEWORKSITE(2-0-2)lF). Course isdesigned
to familiarize students with current trends and health promotion strategies
taking place in corporate, commercial a nd public sectors. Emphasis is on health
, risk factors,qua~kery avoidance, program implementation, needs assessment,
education intervention and corporate culture. PREREQ: Junior standing.
PE422 INJURY EVALUATION (2-0-2)(F). Instruction in theory and application
of basic passive and functional examination of traumatic conditions resulting
from sports participation, emphasizing specific examination techniques.
, Offered in the fall on odd numbNed years.
PE 430 COACHING-NATURE OF'THE PROFESSION (2-0-2)(S). Nature of the
coaching profession with emphasis on the functions of the coach in the
interscholastic athletic program. PREREQ: Junior standing.
PE 433 LEISURECOUNSELING (2-0-2)(S). Instruction in meeting needs of a
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more free-time society through fitness, social, artistic, community and learning
activities. Offered on demand. , •
PE451 ADAPTEDPHYSICALEDUCATION (3-o-3)(S). Survey of common differ-
ences and divergencies of people, emphasizing analysis of conditions, pro-
gram development, and teacher responsibility. PREREQ: PE230, 310.
PE457 ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF PHYSICALEDUCATION
(2-o-2)(F/S).lnstruction in Organization and Administration of physical educa-
tion and athletic programs. Emphasis upon the role ofrhYSical education and
athletics in the total education program. Required 0 all Physical Education
Teaching majors. PREREQ: Junior standing.
PE481 FACILITIESAND EQUIPMENT (2-o~2). Instruction in physical education
and athletic .facility and equipment care and planning, emphasizing needs,
codes, materials, space requirements, equipment 'and supply purchase and
care and computer programming. • :').'; ,
PE 493 INTERNSHIP IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION (1-6 Credits)(F/S). Practical
field experience in physical education related areas. Opportunity to apply
knowledge and theory learned in classroom to practical selling. Required in
some options. PREREQ: permission of instructor. " • '
.' ~
The Fitness Activity Program provides for beginning, intermediate and
advanced levels of instruction in a variety of activities to meet the needs and
interests of the student. The courses meet two hours per week for one semes-
ter. One credit will be granted for successful completion of the course. Eight
credits of fitness activity courses may be counted as electives toward gradua-
tion. No fitness activity course may be challenged for credit. All fitness activity
courses are graded pass/fail whereby credit earned will count toward gradua-
tion but will earn no quality points to be used in calculation. of the grade point
average. "FA 160 stretch & tone, FA 161 aerobic dance and FA 162 adapted
physical education may be repeated for credit.
Fitness activity course numbers provide the foll~wing information:
1. The first digit indicates skill level (I, II, III): ',. ;~' , .
LEVELI courses are designed for the beginner who has had little
or no instruction in the activity.
LEVELII is for the individual who has command of basic skills and
is of intermediate performance level. .~ . .
LEVELIII is for the individual who has command of intermediate
skills and is ready for emphasis on advanced game strategies and
skills.
2. The second digit indicates the activity classification (1-aquatics,
2-dance, 3-individual sports, 4-martial arts, 5-outdoor pur-
suits, 6-personal fitness,7-racquet and court sports, 8-team
sports, g-participation sports).
3. The third digit indicates the specific activity (example: 1-
kayaking, 2-skin and scuba diving, etc.)
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Lower Division .
FA 111 KAYAKING(0-2-1)(F/S) •.Basic skills of kayaking. Covers safe handling,
self-rescue skills and helping or rescuing others. Students must be able to
maintain themselves in deep water, fully clothed for ten minutes. Special fee
required. (Pass/Fail). .. "
FA 112 SKIN AND SCUBA DIVING I (G-2-1)(F/S). Basic skin and scuba diving
skills. Proper use of mask, fins and snorkel, mechanical use of equipment,
safety techniques, and panic control are stressed. Students must swim 400
yards, tread water for 15 minutes and carry a ten pound weight 25 yards.
Certification is optional. Special fee required. (Pass/Fail).
FA 113 SWIMMING I (0-2-1). Basiewater safety, skill and knowledge; floating,
bobbing, diving, rhythmic breathing, treading water, and introduction to the
crawl, side and elementary backstroke. For students who do not know how to
swim. (Pass/Fail). •
fA 114 RAFTING (0-2-1)(5). Basic skills of rafting. Covers safe handling, self'
rescue skills and helping or rescuing others. Sttidents must be able to maintain
themselves in deep water, fully clothed for ten minutes. SPecial Fee. (Pass/Fail).
FA 115 AEROBIC SWIMMING (0-2-1)(F/S). Instruction and participation in
water aerobics for the development of cardiovascular and neuromuscular
fitness. (Pass/Fail).
FA116 CANOEING (0-2-1)(F/S). Develop proper stroking/handling techniques
and knowledge of river currents. Learn to paddle on lakes, reservoirs and flat
rivers or experience the excitement of white water canoeing. Must be able to
swim. Special fee. (Pass/Fail).
FA 117 SAILING (0-2-1)(FjS). Learn the basic techniques of sailing. Instruction
includes rigging, safety procedures, knot tying, terminology, boat care and
navigation. Involves lectures and weekend sailing trip. Special fee. (Pass/Fail).
FA119 CYCLING(0-2-1)(F/S). Learn proper cycling technique, bicycle mechan- ,
ie,s, road safety and tour planning. Special fee. (Pass/Fail)., ,
FA 120 ROCK CLIMBING (0-2-1)(F/S). Learn the challenge of rock climbing.
Basic knots, rappeling, belaying and other climbing skills are taught. No expe-
rience necessary. Special fee. (Pass/Fail). .
FA121 BALLETI (0-2-1)(Coed). Astructured class in ihe basics of classical dance
(Barre) work and technique with historical background stressed. Designed asa
tool to help students gain strength and agility. (Pass/Fail).
FA122 FOLKDANCE I (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in techniques and
application of basic steps and pallerns used in folk dances from different
countries. (Pass/Fail). •
FA123MODERN DANCE I (0-2-1), Opportunities fordeveloping a sensitivity to
the use of body movement, space, and time for creative.expression. Improve-
ment of flexibility, balance, coordination, and relaxation by using modern
dance techniques and move~ent exploration. (Pass/Fail) ..
FA 124 SOCIAL DANCE I (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in dance funda-
mentals including; waltz, polka, jillerbug, foxtrot, western swing, cha cha,
samba, tango, folk, square, round dances, and mixers. (Pass/Fail).
FA 125 JAZZ DANCE (0-2-1-)(F/S). Basic fundamentals and techniques of Jazz
dance. (Pass/Fail). "'. •
FA"131 ARCHERY I (0~2-1-). Provides the beginning archery students with
instruction and participation in fundamental techniques of archery; target,
field, clout, bow hunting, novelty, etc; (Pass/Fail).
FA 133 BOWLING (0-2-1). Instruction "arid participation in bowling for devei-
opment of fundamental skills, rules, handicaps, and scorekeeping. Special fee
required. (Pass/Fail). .•
FA'134 FENCING I (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in fencing for devel-
opment of basic skills and techniques. (Pass/Fail) .
FA135 GOLF I (0-2-1). Instruction and participation ingolf ford.~velopmentof
fundamental skills, rules, and proper etiquelle of the .game. Special fee
required (Pass/Fail). • ,I
FA116 GYMNASTICS I (0-2-1)(<:Oed). Instruction and participation in gymnas-
tics for development offundamental skillsand spoiling and safety techniques.
(Pass/Fai1.) "
FA 141 DEFENSIVETACTICS I (0-2-1). Defense against one or more persons,
arrest, control devices,. and individual and group tactics. For criminology
majors ,?nly. Gi required. (Pass/FaiL) '.
FA 142 JUDO I (0-2-1). Principles and philosophy of judo and techniques of
falling, throwing, and grappling. Gi required. (Pass/FaiL) • ' •
FA 143 KARATEI (0'.::,1-1).Presentation of techniques based on the theory of
energy conservation. Exercises coordinating the mental and physical powers
possessed by every human being. Gi required. (Pass/FaiL)
FA 144 SELF-DEFENSEI (0-2-1). Defensive tactics of Aikido, Judo, and Karate.
Coordination of mind-and body and nonaggressive application of laws of
gravity and force, Improvement of coordination and condition of the partici-
pant. Gi required. (Pass/FaiL) .
FA 150 WINTER MOUNTAINEE'RING (0-2-1)(F/S). Course designed to teach a
person how to cope with the mountain winter environment in comfort and
safety. Includes mountaineering techniques, first aid, snow shelter, avalanche
awareness, equipment, map and compass. Students spend the night in self-
made shelters and put knowledge to practical application. Special fee.
(Pass/Fail). . - •
FA 151 ALPINESKIING I (0-2-1)(S). Basic skills and techniques of alpine skiing.
{
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Students furnish equipment and transportation. Special fee required.
(Pass/Fail.)
FA 152 BACKPACKING, CAMPING, AND SURVIVALSKILLSI (0-2-1). F~nda-
mental skills in backpacking, overnight camping, and basic survival. Includes
choice and care of equipment, camping sites, outdoor cooking skills, and
ecology. Students furnish equipment and transportation. (Pass/Fail).
FA 153 CROSS COUNTRY SKIING I (O-2-1)(S). Basic skills and techniques of
cross country skiing. Students furnish equipment and transportation. Special
fee required. (Pass/Fail). '
FA154 FLYCASTINGAND STREAMSTRATEGYI (0-2-1). Techniques of f1ycast-
ing, including single and double haul methods. Presentation of insect, min-
now, and terrestrial imitations. Techniques of catching and releasing of warm
water, cold water, and anadromous fishes. Students furnish equipi;1ent and
transportation. (Pass/Fail). .
FA 155 FLYTYINGI (0-2-1). A practical orientation and application of flytying
skills for the beginning or experienced fly tier. The course will focuson tying
dry and wet flies, nymphs, bucktails, and streamers. Special fee required
(Pass/Fail).
FA156TRAPAND SKEETSHOOTING I (0-2-1). Acourse in fundamental skills of
shotgun shooting. Sighting procedures, gun parts, care of equipment, and
safety are stressed. Shotgun trap loading is also taught. Students will furnish
shotgun, shells, and trap range fees. (Pass/Fail). ,
FA 160 STRETCH AND TONE (O"2-1)(F/S). Instruction and participation in
conditioning exercises and stretches (or the development of fitness and flexi-
bility. May be repeated for credit. (Pass/Fail).
FA 161 AEROBIC DANCE (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in aerobic
dance for the development of cardiovascular and neuromuscular fitness. May
be repeated for credit. (Pass/Fail). "
FA 162 ADAPTED PHYSICALEDUCATION I (0-2"1). Adaptive and co'rrective
exercise programs to aid men and women who are unable to participate in a
regular activity class. Course is individualized to meet the special needs of the
individual. The course may be repeated for credit.(Pass/ Fail.) •
FA 163 JOGGING I (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in beginning endu-
rance running. The student will be pretested and placed in a level suitable to
his/her capabilities as to age and condition. Designed todevelopand maintain
the cardio-resp)ratory system. (Pass/Fail). ' .
FA164 PERSONALFITNESSAND WEIGHT CONTROL I (0-2-1). Introduction to
the essential components of total fitness with prescribed fitness programs for
individual needs. (Pass/Fail).
FA165WEIGHT TRAINING I (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in progres-
sive body-building and conditioning exercises with resistance for develop-
ment of beginning skills and fitness. (Pass/Fail).
FA 166 YOGA AND STRESSMANAGEMENT I (0-2-1). Introduction to yoga
theory, practice, and tradition; introduction to stress/distress theories; in-
depth practice of Hatha Yoga postures: in-depth breath control (abdominal
breath.) (Pass/Fail).
FA 167 RELAXATIONTECHNIQUES (O-2-1)(S). Knowledge and application of
the scientific literature regarding the practice of physiological relaxation
including autogenics, meditation and tension reduction leading to self mas-
tery. (Pass/Fail). '
FA 171 BADMINTON I (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in badminton to
encourage skill development, understanding, and appreciation of the game.
(Pass/Fail). " '
FA 172 RACQUETBALLI \0-2-1). Instruction and participation will emphasize
basic techniques and ,ski Is of racquetball with emphasis on playing proce-
dures. (Pass/Fail). .
FA 173 TENNIS I (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in tennis for develop-
ment of fundamental skills, rules, and basic str~tegy. (Pass/Fail). •
FA 181 BASKETBALLI (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in basketball for
development of fundamental skills, rules, and basic team strategy. (Pass/Fail).
FA 182 SOFTBALLI (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in softball for devel-
opment of fundamental skills, rules, and basic team strategy. (Pass/Fail). .
FA 186 VOLLEYBALLI (0-2-1/. Instruction and participation in volleyball for
development of fundamenta skills, rules, and basic team strategy. (Pass/Fail).
FA 187 SOCCER I (O-2-1)(F). Instruction and participation in soccer for devel-
opment of fundamental skills, rules and basic team strategy. (Pass/Fail).
FA 190 CLUB SPORTS I (-0-2-1). Instruction and participation in club sports
approved by the BSU Student Senate. Club advisor's approval required.
(Pass/Fail). ,
FA 191 VARSITY SPORTS I (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in BSU
Department of Athletic's approved sports. Coach's approval required.
(Pass/Fail). ,
FA 213 SWIMMING II (0-2-1). Instruction and partiCipation in swimmingfor
development of intermediate skills and techniques.Jnstruction in self-rescue
skills, games, diving, and contests.5tudents must be able to swim 50 yards.
(Pass/Fail).
FA222 ,FOLKDANCE II (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in folk dance for
development of advanced skills. (Pass/Fail). ' ..
FA 223 MODERN DANCE II (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in interme-
diate modern dance for development of flexibility, balance, Coordir:>ation and
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movement, control leading to dance choreography a'nd production work.
PREREQ: FA123 (Pass/Fail). '
FA224 SOCIAL DANCE II (O~2-1).Instruction and participation in social dance
for development in the waltz, cha cha, fox trot, rhumba, tango, lindy, western
swingifolk, square, and various novelty dances. (Pass/Fail).
FA233 BOWLING II (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in bowling for devel-
opment of intermediate skills and techniques. Special ,Fee required. PREREQ:
FA133 (Pass/Fail).
FA235 GOLF II (0-2-1). InstrUction and participation in golf fOrdevelopment of
intermediate skills and techniqUes. Special fee required. PREREQ: FA 135.
(Pass/Fail). "
FA2l' GYMNASTICS II (O-2-1)(Coed).lnstruction and participation in gymnas-
tics for development of intermediate skills and techniques, performing com-
binations, compulsory and optional routines. PREREQ: FA136. (Pass/Fail).
FA242 JUDO II (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in judo for those seeking'
advanced degrees. Gi required. PREREQ: FA142 (Pass/Fail
FA243 KARATEII (0-2-1/. Instruction and participation in karate for develop-
ment of advanced skiI s and techniques. Gi required. PREREQ: FA 143.
(Pass/Fail). .
FA 244 SELF-DEFENSEII (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in advanced
def~nsive tactics of Aikido, Judo, and Karate. Coordination of mind and body
and nonaggressive application of laws of gravity and force. Gi required.
PREREQ: FA144. (Pass/Fail).
FA265 WEIGHT TRAINING II (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in progres-
sive body-building and conditioning exercise with resistance for development
of intermediate skills. PREREQ: FA 165. (Pass/Fail).
FA 272 RACQUETBALLII (0"2-1). Instruction and participation in racquetball
for development of intermediate skills and techniques. Students furnish rac-
quets. PREREQ: FA172. (Pass/Fail).
FA 273 TENNIS II (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in tennis for develop-
ment of intermediate skills and techniques. Students furnish rackets. PREREQ:
FA173. (Pass/Fail).
FA 281 BASKETBALLII (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in basketball for
development of intermediate skills and techniques. PREREQ: FA 181.
(Pass/Fail).
FA 286 VOLLEYBALLII (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in volleyball for
development of intermediate skills and techniques. PREREQ: FA 186.
(Pass/Fail).
FA 290 CLUB SPORTS II (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in club sports
approved by BSUstudentSenate. Club advisor'sapproval required. (Pass/Fail).
FA 291 VARSITY SPORTS II (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in'BSU
Department of Athletics approved sports. Coach's approval required.
(Pass/Fail). .
Upper Division
FA 313 SWIMMING III (0-2-1). Participation in swimming for development of
advanced skills and techniques. Instruction in stroke mechanics, training pro-
gram design, starts, turns, and survival swimming. PREREQ: FA213. (Pass/Fail).
FA365WEIGHTTRAINING III (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in progres-
sive body-building and conditioning exercises with resistance for develop-
ment of advanced skills and fitness. PREREQ: FA265. (Pass/Fail).
FA372 RACQUETBALLIII (0-2-1). Instruction and participation in racquetball
for development of advanced skills and techniques. Emphasis on doubles play
and safety. Students furnish racquets. PREREQ: FA272. (Pass/Fail).
FA373 TENNISIII (0-2-1). Instruction and participation inadvanced drills,game
experience and strategy, and study of the USTArules and code. Students will
furnish their own rackets and balls. PREREQ: FA273. (Pass/Fail).
Department of Psychology
. Education Building, Room 629 Phone (208) 385-1207
Chairman and Professor: John L. Phillips, Jr.; Professors: Barsness,
Chastain, Dodson, Ison, Snow, Steger; Associate Professors: Downs,
Nelson, Nicholson, Wilkinson; Assistant Professors: Leon, Thurber;
Special Lecturer: Stoner.
Degrees Offered
~ BAand.BSin Psychology
Special Information. for Students
1. The College of Education, through its Department of Psychology,
confers a baccalaureate degree in psychology. Because of the
core requirements for all candidates, it is regarded as a degree in
general psychology; but considerable latitude is allowed within
- - ----- ------------------------- -- --------~- -- ~~
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the tramework set by those requirements, as at least twelve hours
of each student's coursework in psychology are "elective."
The student should be aware, however, that even the elective
, courses function as parts of a total program designed to produce a
graduate with a strong background in basic psychology, and he
should not regard successful completion of that program as a
preparation to perform psychological services. Rather, he should
think of it as (1) a demonstration of educational attainment, like
any other successful academic experience, and (2) preparation
for more specialized training in professional or academic psy-
chology or in some related fjeld.
2. Psychology is classified as a social science by the university, but
not by the State Department of Education. You can apply psy-
chology toward a baccalaureate degree in Social Sciences. (In this
catalog see the sections on Economics, History, Political Science,
Anthropology, and Sociology;) If you do that, you may be certi-
fied to teach the subjects that are classified by the State as "social
studies," but you will not be certified to teach psychology unless
youalso meet the requirements of the Psychology Minor.
3. Any student who is planning a careerof counseli~g in the schools
should major eitherin Elementary Education or in some subject
matter area that includes a Secondary Education Option.Psy-
chology courses often are explicitly prescribed parts of such pro-
grams; additional courses may be taken as electives.
4. Every Psychology major must sit for the firaduate record examina-
tion (Both "Aptitude" and "Advanced) at some time during his
senior year and have the results sent to the department.
Degree Requirements
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science Degree
.,1. Lower Division:
Total credits ' 15c18
English Composition: ; 3-6
Core courses: 12
Literature ; :, 3
Second Area I Field .- 3
Third Area I Field : 3
Any Area I Field 3
c. Area II
Total Credits 16
Core Courses 12
General Psychology P 101 : 3
History .. '.' ,,; .3
Third Area II field 3
Any Area II field 3
Non-core courses: 6
Physiological Psrchology P 225 3
Intro Practice 0 Psychology P 201 : 3
d. Area III
Total Credits ; 16
Core Courses 12*
Concepts of Biology B 100 0,' •••••••••••• .4
Non-core courses .4
Concepts of'Human Anat & Phys Z 107 4
Mathematics: 8*
.If the selected Mathematics courses are AREA 111Core co~rses, they may also
apply towards the requ1rement of 12 credits in the Area 111 Core.
e; Additional core courses
Anyarea : 9
2. Upper Division \
a. ~~~~~Ir~~ts : 2S
Statistical Methods P 305 ' 3
Experimental Design P 321 .4
Psychological Measurement P 421 :.: 3
Learning P441 , : 3
Systems Seminar P 489 3
Electives in Psychology , 9
b. Upper Division
Credits ;' 15
3. Free Elective'
Credits 27-30
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PSYCHOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
..FOR CERTIFICATION BY STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
. PSYCHOLOGY MINOR. .
P 101 General Psychology , 3
P 301 Abnormal Psychology , , .3
P 305 Statistical Methods 3
P 351 Personality 3
Psychology upper-division electives .. , , 9
Total 21.
Social Science, Secondary Education Option Major
P 101 General Psychology .......• , , 3
P 301 Abnormal Psychology 3
P 351 Personality : ; .. 3
Psychology upper division electives 6
-" Total" 15
Reco,!,mended Program
PSYCHOLOGY MAJOR
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102* ....•..............
Concepts of Biology B 100*-** .
Concepts of Human Anat & Physiol Z 107* ' .
Intro to the Practice of Psychology P 201* :.
History (e.g. HY 101 or 102)*-** .
General Psychology P 101*-** .
Area I Core Electives** , .
. >
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Literature** .
Mathematics Elective** .
Mathematics Elective** ................•..........
Physiological Psychology P 225* .
Area II Core Electives (e.g., AN 102-S0 101)** .
General Electives**** .
JUNIOR YEAR
Computer Applications in Social Sciences SO 210*** .
Statistical Methods P 305* .
Experimental Design P 321* .
Psychology Seminar P 496 .
Upper Division Psychology Electives* .
Upper Division Electives (Psych. or other)* .
SENIOR YEARI
Psychological Measurement'p 421* .
Experimental Research P 322*** .
Learning P 441* .
Systems Seminar P 489* .
Upper Division Electives (Psych. or other)* .
General Electives**** " .
• Specifically requi,red
•• Courses approved for the Core , . .
•••. Highly recommended for studen~s planning for graduate school. . . . .
**-* It is advisable for students planning for graduate school to obtam additional credits In
mathematics and the sciences.
Course Offerings
P PSYCHOLOGY
Lower Division
P 101GENERALPSYCHOLOGY(3-0-3)(F/S)(AREAII). An introductory course
in psychology and a prerequisite to most other psychology courses. Empirical
findings are major concerns in. the treatment of such topics as perception,
learning, language, intelligence, personality, social interactions, and behav-
ioral problems. An overview of scientific methodology is provided.
P 141SECOND WIND (3-0-3)(F). Course specifically designed for "fe-entry"
students; women and men 25yearsof age or older whoare returning to school,
or considering a return to school, after having been away for some years.
Topics will include career and academic decision making, academic survival
skills, making the transition to university life. time management, and stress
management. The problems, opportunities and issuesinvolved in meeting the
demands of multiple roles will be considered. Pass/Fail.
P 161 ASSERTIVENESSTRAINING (3-0-3)(F/S). This course is designed to
, improve the commu!,ication skills .of thos~ who are experiencing difficul.ty in
expressing their feelings and opinions openly,'hohestly, and constructively to
others. Croup techniques will include training fiI,ms, behavioral rehearsals, and
role-playing. Pass/fail. limited enrollment.
P 201 INTRODUCTION TO PRACTICE OF PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)(S). An expo-
sure to psychology as it is actually applied as professional practice in public and
private settings. Direct interaction, through lecture and discussions, with psy-
chologists who are -employed in a wide variety of specific occupations.
Designed for psychology majors but others accepted if they have completed
the introductory course. PREREQ: P 101. "
P 225 PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOCY (3-0-3)(F). A survey of classical and
current problems,with emphasis on central and peripheral nervous systems in
the processing of information and organization of behavior. Perception, moti-
vation, emotion, and learning are studied from this point of view. PREREQ: P
101, Z 107. '
P 251 PSYCHOLOGY OF ADJUSTMENT (3-0-3)(S); The course is designed to
help each student develop a more effective approach to reaching educational
and personal goals. Theory and techniques related to individual adjustment
(goal identification, value clarification, stress management, self-control) will
be presented along with discussion of interpersonal relationships and com-
munication skills. PREREQ: P 101.
P 261 HUMAN SEXI'AlJTY (3-0-3)(F/S). An overview of human sexuality
emphasizing both phj,.olvbical and psychological aspects of sexuality. Topics
include sexual anatomy and physiology, sexual response cycle, childbirth,
contraception, sexual dysfunction, sex role development, and sexual devia-
"tion. Cross cultural values will be examined, and a values clarification unit will
be included. '
P291 DEATH: A CONFRONTATION FOR EVERYONE (3-o~3)(F). A multifaceted
~ course dealing with the subject of death and dying, its historical ahd social
ramifications, and'present impact on the nature of living. -
Upper Division -;
NOTE: Upper Division Psychology courses are saved "for Upper Division students.
. P 301 ABNORMAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)(F/S). A descriptive approach to the
study of the etiology, development, and dynamics of behavioral disorders,
together with a review of current preventive and remedial practices. PREREQ:
P 101:
P 305 STATisTICAL METHODS (3-'o-3)(F/S). Statistical concepts and methods
commonly used in treatment of data in the social sciences. Topics covered will
include: measures of central tendencyand of variability, correlation measures,
probability, and analysis of variance. PREREQ: P 101, High School Algebra.
P 311 CHILD PSYCHOLOGY (3~0-3)(F/S). A study of development ;~d ~djust-
ment from conception to adolescence. Consideration will be given to both
constitutional and environmental factors, to normal growth patterns, and to
problem areas. PREREQ: P 101.
P 312 ADOLESCENT PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)(F/S). Chronologically a continua-
tion of child psychology P311; the special conditions of adolescent growth and
adjustment will be emphasized in the course. Consideration will be given to
maturational and social patterns, and to behavioral, learning, and other prob-
lem areas. PREREQ: P 101.
P 321 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN (2-4-4)(F/S). The application of scientific
methodology to the study of behavior. Design of experiments, methods of
analysis and interpretation of data; reporting of behavioral research. PREREQ:
P 305. . _ ".
P 322 EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH (1-4-3)(F). A research topic, along with its
theoretical background and relevant empirical findings, will be supplied by the
instructor to' each student. The student will learn to operate the necessary
apparatus, prepare instructions, explanation, and answer sheets, run subjects,
. analyze results, and write the research report in American Psychological Asso-
ciation style. PREREQ: P 321.
P 325 EDUCATIONAL PSVCHOLOGY (3-0-3)(f/S). A critical examination of
some psychological concepts that have relevance to the process of education.
,PREREQ: P 101, " '
P331 THE PSYCHOLOGY OF HEALTH (3.0-3)(Fl' Principles that have emerged
from the experimental analysis of behavior wi I be examined. The principles
include, but are not limited to, operant and classical conditioning. The course
will deal with applications of these:pririciples to the understanding and change
of phobias,obesity, smoking, alcoholism;aberrant sexual behavior, and similar
problems. PREREQ: P 101. ' ,
P341 PERCEPTION (3-0-3)(5). A survey of the basic concepts in the psychology
of perception. Present day research and findings from the human information
processing approach are emphasized. Processes are stressed, although cover-
age of receptor structure and neural pathways is included. PREREQ: P 101.
P343 THE PSYCHOLOGY OF THOUGHT (3-o-3)(F). Exami nes basic processes of
attention and information processing, memoryand forgetting; conceptforma-
tion and the representation of knowledge; reasoning; creativity; and compu-
ter simulation of these p'rocesses~ PREREQ: P 101.,
P 345 THE PSYCH9LOCY OF LANGUAGE (3-0-3)(5). Examines language struc-
ture, types of grammar, problems of meaning, competence versus perfor-
mance, whether all thinking is verbal, linguistic determinism, and cultural
factors}n language. PREREQ: P 101. .':
P351 PERSONALITY \3-0-3)(F). A studyof the major contemporary theoriesand
concepts of persona ity, with special emphasis on psychoanalytic, humanistic
,and behavioral approaches: PREREQ: P 101. ..: "
P353 PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)(F). Human emotion and mot-
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ivation from the points o/view of Freudian theory and its derivatives. Sug-
gested companion course P 351. PREREQ: P 101. Fall of even numbered years.
P357 PEER COUNSELING: THE HELPING RELATIONSHIP (3-o-3)(F/S). This
course,will explore relevant dimensions of the helping relationship,especially
the role of the helper. Emphasis will be on developing effective communica-
tionsandfundamental counseling skills through required student participa-
tion in role-playing, alidio and especially videotaping and group activities.
limited enrollment. PREREQ: P 101. PASS/FAil j,
P371 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY OF SEXROLES"\3-0-3)(5). This course will exam-
ine sex roles inour own soCiety. Attentiol) wi! be given to the development of
identity and roles, the social utility and rigidityof sex roles, the implications of
sex roles for institutional policy and the ,effect of such 'policy on cultural
change. This course may ,be ,taken for psychology or sociology credit but not
for botf:,. PREREQ: P 101 or.SO 101. .
P 401 SENIOR REVIEW PRACTICUM (0-3-3)(F/S).A systematic coverage of the
general principles of psychology and a'n opportunity to teach them to others.
,Practical experience in rendering academic assistance to beginning students
and managing large classes. Seminar discussion of difficulties encountered by
those students. PREREQ: Senior or 2nd-semester juniorstanding in psychology
with an upper division CPA above 3.0 and PERM/INST. 0'
P405 ADVANCEDSTA TlSTICALMETHODS (3-2-4)(5). Statistical concepts and
methods commonly used in the treatment of data in the social sciences will be
covered. These include advanced analysis of variance (including repeated
measure designs) and. related trend tests, multiple comparison tests, and mul-
tiple correlation techniques:Whenever possible computer software programs
for personal computers will be used toassistin the learning process. PREREQ: P
305 ' ," ' '.
'P 421C PSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT (3-o-3)(F):An introduction to the
theory and nature of psychological measurement together with a survey of
types of psychological tests currently used. PRER~Q:,P 101 and P 305.
'P431 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY (3-0-3)(S).The primary focus is the individual; the
unit of analysis, the interpersonal behavior event. A study of individual
motives, emotions, attitudes, and cognitions with reference to interactions
with other human beings. SO 101 is strongly recommended. PREREQ: P 101.
P 435 PSYCHOLOGY OF MOTIVATION (3-o-3)(F/S). Sur~ey of experimental
and theoretical studies.of motivation in humans and animals. PREREQ: P 101
and P 305. - - t' ,
.. """', . 'f. t
P 441 LEARNING (3-0-3)(F). Fundamental concepts of learning, with emphasis
on recent developments in the field. Topics to be covered include: condition-
ing,rote learning, problem solving, memory, discrimination, and motor skills.
PREREQ: P101 and P305. P321 may be taken bef0,re(>rconc'!rrentlywith P441.
P 489 SYSTEMS SEMINAR (3-0-3)(5). Theories and controversies in American
Psychol?gy .. After a four-week historital orientation by the professor, the
emphaSIS shifts tothe present and more recent past, and the format shifts from
lecture to seminar. PREREQ: Senior standing in Psychology ..
P495 S'ENIOR THESIS (0-3-3)(F/S). An individ~~1 research project in psychology
selected by student. Proposal must be approved by instructor before enrolling.
Recommended projects are those which will contribute to the bodyof psycho-
logical knowledge or will apply psychological principles to practical problems.
Recommended for psychology students planning on graduate school.
PREREQ: P 101 and P 321, PERM/INS!:/ ' "
P 498 PSYCHOLOGY SEMINAR (1-0-1)(5). Selected topics of special interest to
perso~s planning careers in psychology.
Department of Teacher
"Education
Educati.on Building, R.o.om 205 t b Ph.one (208) 385-3602
Chairman and Pr.ofess.or: Kenneth ~,Hill; Pr.ofess.ors: Bieler, Bulli~g-
t.on, Dahlberg, Edmunds.on, Frederick, Friedli, Hart, Hill, Jensen,
Kirtland, lambert, Sadler, Singh, Waite, Y.oung; Associate Profess.ors:
French, Jensen, ly.ons, Pears.on, Suedmeyer; Assistant Pr.ofess.ors:
Bauwens, Fuhriman, Guerin, Hansen, Herrig; Instruct.or~: Ritchie.
C.o.ordinat.or.of F.oreign Languages and Assistant Pr.ofess.or: Jay Fuh-
riman; Pr.ofess.ors: J.ocums, Valverde; Associate Profess.or: R.oberts.on.
Degrees -Offered
;..~ - l t
• Elementary , _
-BA in Elementary' Educati.on • .
-BA Elementary Educati.on, Bilingual-Multicultural'
1 .• .' ~
• Sec.ondary " " ,
Students seeking sec.ondary c'ertifleati.on c.omplete a Bachel.or's
degree in a c.ontent area and take pr.ofessi.onal sec.ondary .opti.on
c.oursework in the Department.of Teacher Educati.on.
• Graduate
> A Master .of Arts/Science in Educati.on is offered thr.ough the
r~:
l
I
l
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Department of Teacher Education. The candidate may select
from11 areas of emphasis: (1) Art, (2) Curriculum and Instruction,
(3) Early Childhood, (4) Earth Science, (5) English, (6) Mathemat-
ics, (7) Music, (8) Reading, (9) Special Education.The specifics of
the programs are presented in,the Graduate College section of
this catalog. . '~
Department ,Statement
The Department of Teacher Education at Boise State University exists
to improve instruction and enhance learning. The faculty believes
this can best be accomplished through emphasis upon the prepara-
tion of elementary and secondary school teachers, and the provision
of advisory and substantive services to persons who have .instruc-
tional respo'nsibilities or who wish to improve'their learning skills.
To realize this principle the faculty members'exemplify instructional
excellence, remain current in their fields, and contribute to the
knowledge about instruction and learning. I
,The department is resp~n~ible' for planning and conducting the
teacher education programs for preparing elementary ,and secon,-
dary teachers. The programs are outlined in accordance with the
'aims and certification' requirements of the, Idaho State Board of
Education. The Department has an institution-wide commitme'rit to
the preparation of teachers, a commitment that is implemented in
close cooperation with the subject-matte~. departments.
As a foundation for high~quality_ professional work, prospective
teachers are provided with a well-rounded general education in the
Humanities and in the Social and Natural Sciences. Students also
receive special preparation for the particular kind of educational
work they'pian to do. ' , ,
Department Admission Requirements
Admission to Teacher Education: Students 'preparing to
teach must apply for admission to Teacher Education. Normally, this
isaccomplished during the Sophomore year. Thisappliciltion will be
secured and processed as part of TE201, Foundations of Education.
Transfer studentS who have completed an equivalent course in
Foundations of Education should contact the Coordinator of Field
Services and apply for admission to Teacher Education,
Admission to Teacher Education is required ,before students may
take any upper division courses in Teacher Education. Provisional
admission i~~oss.ible for s~udents~ho have degrees and are working
toward certification only. . ,
General requirements for admission to Teacher Education for ele-
mentary and secondary candidates shall be determined and imple-
mented by the Department.' ,
These requirements include: •
1. Filing of the Admission to Teacher Education.
~ • • • , ", o.
2. A minimum grade ofC in TE201 Foundations of Education, orits
equivalent.
3. Demonstrated proficiency in written and 'oral English. ,This, is
normally determined while the students are enrolled in TE201,
Foundations of Education. Transfer students must make arrange-
ments with the Coordinator of Field Services for exceptions to this
procedure. Specific procedures followed by the Department in
judging English proficiency are available in the office of the
Coordinator of Field Services:
4. Passing grade in basic skills tests administered through .the
Department. •. , , ,
Any deviations from the preceding policy must be approved by the
Chairman of the department. ,
Admission to Student Teaching: An application for a specific
student teaching assignment must be filed with the Office of Field
Services, Department of Teacher Education, by
1. February 15 of the Junior year for fall secondary student teachers
and fall/spring elementary student teachers.
2, October 1 of the Senior year for spring secondary student
teachers and spring/fall elementary student teachers.
Application forms may be picked up fromthe Office of the,Coordi-
nator of Field Services.') ,.,
NOTE: Six weeks notice will be required prior to the beginning date of the student teaching
assignment if a student wishes to withdraw from student teaching. . ,J
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General requirements for admission to student teaching forelemen-
tary or secondary candidates include:
• Elemerit~ry Majors
1. Admission to Teacher Education.
2. Recommendati'on by the faculty advisor.
3. A cumulative grade point average of 2.50.
4. Elementary Curriculum and Methods, TE451, 452, taken concur-
rently with or prior tO,'student teaching.
5. Student teaching to be completed during 2 consecutive
semesters.
6. Senior Standing.
7. A minimum of "c" in all required courses. .
NOTE: An ~arly childhood course must be taken prior to or conc~rrently with student
teaching' in a. kindergarten classroC?m.
No student will be allowed credit t'owards his/her majo~ depart-ment requirements for
any grade of D,
• Secondary Options
1. Adinission to Teacher Education.
, 2. Completion'ofan Early School Experience.
3. Recommendation by the faculty advisor or the Department
chairman.
4. A minimum grade point average of 2.50 in the major field, minor
field if applicable, and the Education courses completed.
5. A minimum cum,ulative grade point average of 2.50.
6. Minimum grade of C in TE381, Secondary School Methods,and
the appropriate class or classes in Special Methods for the teach-
ing area.
7. Senior standing. . •
8. Sufficient credit hours in the assigned teaching area.
NOTE: Deviations fr<;>mthe above reqlJirements must be approved by the department
:chairman. '
.Special Information for Stl;ldents
.' j ,
1. Students who transfer to Boisec State University'must meet
require'ments for'admissionto Teacher Education and Student
Teaching, and complete at least 6 semester hours at the University
before being placed in Student Teaching. '
2. Stude~t t~~diers are expected to dores'pbnsibleteaching,partic-
ipate in co-curricular activities, maintain close contact with
faculty'and students;in the public schools, and participate in
seminars and conferences with their University supervisors.
3. Any student may be dismissed from aprogram leading to certifi-
cation if he or she is found guiltr of any offense which would be
grounds for revocation or denia of an Idahoteachingcertificate,
, including conviction in a COurt of law of an offense other than a
minor traffic violation. Questions regarding this section should
be addressed either to the Coordi nator of Field Experiences (Edu-
cation Building, Room 305) or the Dean of the College of Educa-
tion (Education Building, Room 705).
4. Student 'Teachi'ng'ciln only be taken once (refer to PART II of this
Catalog: ACADEMIC INFORMATION--Academic Regulations.)
Services for Students
Placement: A teacher 'Placement Service is provided by the Boise
State University Career Planning and Placement Services Office.
Check with the Director regarding eligibility to use this service and
procedures for doing so. ., , ,
Reading Education Center: The Center providJs special services for
University and public school students with specific problems in
reading, '
Faculty members,. public school teachers and parents may' seek
assistance from the Readi ng Education Center for students who need
diagnosis followed by planned instruction for improvement.,
Degree Requirements
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJOR
Bachelor of Art~ Degree
, Students preparing to teach in the elementary grades will major in
Elementary Education and complete a program of studies approyed
by the Departmentof Teacher Education consisting 'of general and
,professional Education courses.. , ' ,
College of Education
1. General University Requirements for BA Degree
a. English .
Composition E101-102 , .....•. 3-6
NOTE: E101 may be exempt
b. Area I
Requirements .....................................•.... 12
literature (to im;lude E271 or 272) 6
Second Field Elective (Must be Art or Music. See Core
requirements) 3
Third Field Elective (see Core requirements) ........•.. 3
. NOTE: Choose Third Field Electives from Art, Humanities, Music, Philosophy,
Theatre Arts and Foreign language (201 level or higher).
c. Area!1 "
ReqUirements ' 18
U.S.History (HY 151 or 152 suggested) 3
Geography (GG 101 or GG 102) 3
Psychology (P 101) 3
Oral Communication (CM 311 suggested) 3
Area II Soc Sci (SO 230 or AN102) 3
Area II Elective (Econ or Polit Sci) ........•............ 3
NOTE: For certification purposes, Elementary Education majors must complete a
total of 12 semester hours in Social Science areas other than Psychology and
Communication. "
d. Area III
Requirements , 12
See University Core Requirements. '
NOTE: Elementary Education majors must have courses in both. Biological and
Physical Sciences.
2. Professional Education Requirements
Intro to Teaching I TE 171 -.. ' 1
Mathematics for Elem Teachers M 103-104 ...•............ 8
,Music Fundamentals MU10l 2
Foundalionsof Education TE 201 .•...................... 3
Intro to Microcomputer in Classroom TE 208 3
Intro to Teaching 1I:lnstr Experience TE 271 ......•....... 1
Education of the Exceptiona Child TE 291 3
Teaching Beginning Developmental Reading K-3 TE 305 3
'Teaching Developmental & Content Reading 4-6 TE306 3
Music Methods for the Elem School Teacher MU 371 2
Elementary School Art Methods AR 321 3
Elementary School P.E. Methods PE361 , 3
Children's literature TE316 3
Educational Psychology P 325 :~ , 3
Child Psychology P 311 3
Elem Curriculum & Methods I TE 451 6
Elem Curriculum & Methods II TE 452 6
Classroom Management Skills TE 457 , 2
Elem Student Teaching TE 471 5
Elem Stude'nt Teaching TE472 OR
Student Teaching in Special Educ TE 473 5
ELEMENTARY BILINGUAl./ MULTICULTURAL MAJOR
Bachelor of Arts Degree
NOTE: Completion of this degree as outlined in this catalog qualifies the student to receive a
Standard Elementary Teaching Certificate from the State of Idaho, thus enabling him/her to
teach in a regular or Bilingual elementa~y classroom. ., .
LANGUAGE COMPONENT'
, Spanish Section
Intermediate Spanish (Area I) S 201 4
Intermediate Spanish (Area I) S 202 4
Advanced Spanish S 303 '.3
Advanced Spanish S 304 '.3
Total 14
English As a Second Language (ESL) Section,
Foundations of ,Teaching English as a 2nd language TE 202 2
Identification & Diagnosis of lEP Students TE 322 .. : 2
Methods of Teaching English as a 2nd language TE 456 3
Introduction to language Study II 305 -.. ; :' .. 3
Applied linguisinTeaching Engl as 2nd lang lI'107 ..........•.. 3
English Section
English Composition E 101 ............•..... ; 3
English Composition E102 "' '.' ~ 3
Total 6
Total Hours in language Component 33
MULTICULTURAL COMPONENT
Survey of American lit (Area I) E271 or 272 3
Intro to Multi-Ethnic Studies (Area II) SO 230 •........... ; 3
United States History (Area II) HY 151 or 152 3
Cultural Anthropology (Area II) AN 102 3
Mexican American Tradition & Culture in Elem Class TE 278 2
Total 14
108
SCIENCE COMPONENT
Math for Elementary Teachers M 103 > .4.
Math for Elementary Teachers M 104 : .4
Concepts of Biology (Area III) B 100 .4
Electives (Choose 2 from Area III) 8
(One must be Physical Science:(GO 100 or PS100 recommended)
Total 20
PROFESSIONAL COMPONENT
General Education Section
Elementary SchoolArt Methods AR 321 3
Music Meth for Elem School Teacher MU 371 : 2
General Psychology (Area II) P 101 3
Child PsychologyP 311 3
Elem School P.E. Methods PE361 , 3
Total 14
Teacher Education Section
Intro to Teach I: Class Observation TE 171 1'
foundations of Education (Area II) TE 201 3
Intro to Teach II: Instruc Experience TE 271 1
Teaching Beginning Developmental Reading K-3 TE 305 , 3
Tea~hing Developmental & Content Reading 4-6 TE 306 3
Childrens' literature TE 316 3
Elementary Curric & Methods TE 451 6
Elementary Curric & Methods TE 452 , 6
Teaching Read & Lang Arts in Biling ClassTE 453 2
Student Teaching in Elem Class TE 474-475 ....•................ 10
, ~~ ~
Total ProfE;ssional Component 52
. ELECTIVES
Because of the. need to prepare future teachers to teach in both
bilingual and non-bilingual classrooms; it is recommended thatelec-'
tiveclasses be chosen from the following list:,
AN311 Peoples and Cultures of the World
.' AN 315 Indian People of Ida~o ,
eM 351 Intercultural Communications
, .E 213 Afro-American literature
E 219 North American Indian Folklore
E 390 Folklore
E 384 literature of the American West
HY 261 History of Minorities in the US.
HY 356 Indians in American History
HY 365 History of Mexico
P 325 ,Educational Psychology
PO 101 American National Government ,
S 203 Spanish for the Native Speaker
S 385 la Gente Mexico Americano en los Estados Unidos '
S 425 Mexican American literature '
SO 297 Sociological Processes of Mexican American People
SO 305 Racial and Cultural Minorities
TE 208 Introduction to Microcomputers in Education
TE 291 Education of the Exceptional Child
TE 358 Corrective Reading ,
TE371 Techniques of Student Motivation & Class Management
BILINGUAL TEACHER TRAINING TOTAL HOURS 130
Recommended Programs
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJOR
FRESHMAN YEAR Credits
English Composition E101-102 6
Concepts of Biology (Area III) B 100 .4
'Physical Science (Area III) P5100 .4
Intro to Teaching I Class Observation TE 171 1
General Psychology Pl0l 3
Area I Electives: Art or Music 3
Area I Third Field Elective .....................•............ 3
Social Science: U.S. History AREA II O' ••••••••••• 3
Area II, Geography GG 101 or 102 3
Area II, Economics or Political Science : 3
Total 33
SOPHOMORE YEAR
, Music Fundamentals MU 101 2
Foundations of Education TE 201 3
Intro'to Teaching II: Instr Exper TE 271 1
Intro to Microcomputerin Classroom TE 208 3
Elementary Mathematics for Teachers M 103 4
~
~
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I.
SENIOR YEAR
."-. J Elective 0--;' •..•••••.• : •• : •••••••••••••••• 0- ••••• ~~ ••• ~3
Applied linguistics in Teach ESl1l407 : : .' .. 3
Methods of Teaching ESLTE456 .- , , 3
Elementary Curriculum & Methods'TE 451 6
", Student Teaching in BilingElem Class TE 474-475. ',' .. .-.. ' 10
'" Elementary Curriculum & MethodsTE 452 .' 6
Teaching Read & lang Arts in Biling Class TE 453 2
. Total " 33
Total-Hours '.' 130
-Areas of Emphasis
Students majoring in Elementary Education are strongly advised to
,'select an Area of Emphasis, which will strengthen them as teachers
, and, therefore, improve their. opportunities for employment.
'Courses taken for the Area of Emphasis may also count as courses
required for general university requirements and for those in the
Elementary Education major.
SPECIAL EDUCATION, Elementary Emphasis: Students desiring to
teach the handicapped may .enroll in one of the following programs
and upon successful completion may be recommended for Idaho
,certification. This program has been designed so students may
pursue a dual emphasis leading to certification as a special educator
t and also in elementary or secondary education. In order to avoid
conflicts, students should begin planning early in their program with
'. their advisors and if necessary a member of the special education
_ faculty. Several courses in the required program are applicable to
. both the special education and the elementary emphasis., All stu-
dents 'seeking certification in special education must complete the
initial program for the Generalist endorsement prior to seeking the
Severely Handicapped endorsement. A minimum of a 30 credit
program in special education is required to meet the standards for
the, Idaho Exceptional Child certificate.
GENERALlST--Educationally Handicapped Upon completion of this
. program ~ student will be recommen.ded fo-rce'rtificati.on ~sa teacher
for the mildly and moderately handicapped. EmphasIs will be upon
, the training of the resource teacher 'working with the learning dis- j
I
Electives ,".;: ; .. , .....•. ,., ..•.....•........•..... 6
Total 30
ELEMENTARY BILINGUAl/MULTICULTURAL MAJOR,
FRESHMAN YEAR • Credits
Elective Area I . " ' , : .. : 3
Intermediate Spanish S 201 : .-',.. : .4
Intermediate Spanish S 202 ;' ; ~.. .4
General Psychology P 101 ...........•...... , 3
English Composition E101-102 .•. ,.- .- 6
Intro to Teaching I: Class Observation TE 171 ',' ' j •••• 1
Math for Elementary Teachers M 103 . .-....•.... : .4
Concepts of Biology B 100 .-.: '- ': .. .4
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 ,".: : • ;' .. .-.1; •••• 3
Total 32
SOPHOMORE YEAR
. .Elective '. .- , :; .. : .. ;'.: f' ••.. : '.:.3
Math for Elementary Teachers M 104 ,".-.. , ; '.,4
Survey of American literature E271 or 272 3
Foundations of Education TE201 3
Intro to Teaching II:' Instruct ExperTE 271 .- 1
Advanced Spanish S 303-304 : .. .' .' , : 6
Elective (Area III) .•........ '," .. , ; ..............•..... .4
United States Histor~ HY 151 or 152 , 3
Found of Teach English as 2nd Lang TE 202 : ,.2
Mex-Amer Tradition & Culture inElem Class TE 278 2
'Total .'t,' 31
JUNIOR YEAR .
Elective , .--:" .-: .' 2
Elementary School Art Methods AR 321 :; : .-.•..... ' 3
Introduction to language Study 1I 305 .:.: .. : .-': 3
Teaching Beginning Developmental ReadingK-3 TE305', 3
Teaching Developmental & Content Reading 4-6 TE 306 3
Music Methods for Elern Teacher MU 371 , 2
Elective (Area III) ..............•............ :!:.-' ,.; .4
Child Psychology P 311 ......•. , : 3
Childrens'literature TE 316 .•......... -.. '.. ' ,i ••••••••••• '.3
Identif & Diagnos of lEP ChiidTE 322 ;, 2
Elem School Physical Education PE361 ', 3
Intro to Multi-Ethnic Studies SO 230 ....•............ " 3
Total 34
t,
.109
, ,
Elementary Mathematics for TeachersM 104. ' ;'.,,', : .. ,.4
Education of the Exceptional Child TE291 , 3
Second Field (E 271 or E272) Area I " , , 3
Additional literature Course Areal , - 3
Social Science: Area JI SO 230 or AN 102, 3
. Elective Area III : ; : , .4
Total . 33
JUNIOR YEAR ' , ,'" '.- /
Teaching Beginning Developmental Reading K-3TE 305 .,.... ,.3
Teaching Developmental & Content Reading 4-6 TE 30G':!,:.' ~.3
Children's literature TE 316 :. :,! 3
Elementary School Art Methods AR 321 : ~ 3
Elementary School PE Methods PE361 " '.,,;.; . ,",.. 3
Music Methods for Elementary Teachi!rs MU 371, ,", 2
Educational Psychology P 325 , 3
Child Psychology P 311 .' '.: ..........•...... 3
~Fe~~~~;~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~ . ~~~~:::::::::::::::~
. Total 32
SENIOR YEAR ". . j' J.' (
First Semester: Block I
Classroom Management SkilisTE 457 .- ' 2
Elem Curriculum & Methods TE 451.- ,.. , :'., 6
Elementary Student Teaching TE 471 ,' '," .....•.... 5
Second Semester: Block II . , ,
Advanced Curriculum and Methods TE 452 : : .. :: 6
Elementary Student TeachingTE 472 ' .-.'.-.. '.: 5
. OR '-
-'Student Teaching: Special Education TEA73 .
~.
College of Education
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Area Credits
8
8
3
GERMAN Emphasis
Required 19 credits:
Elementary German G 101-102 .
Intermediate German G 201-202 .
Teaching Methodology in Forn Lang Fl412 .
Electives 3 credits
Advanced German G 303 .
Advanced German G 304 .
German Culture and Civilization G 377 .
NOTE: This emphasis requires 22 credit hours, 8 of which may also apply to Area L
Total 22
HEALTH Emphasis , .
Required 15 credits: Area Credits
Health Education PE100 . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. ... . . . . . 3
Nutrition H 207 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Concepts of Human Anat & Phys Z 107. .. . . . . . . . . 4
Health Programs: Meth & Adm PE415 .,......... 3
Human Growth & Motor learning PE.306. . .. . . .. . 2
Electives 6 credits:
Human Sexuality P 261 :................ 3
Drugs: Use and Abuse H 109.................... 3
Man and The Environment B 200 3
Disease Condition I H 211 3
Abnormal Psychology P 301 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
NOTE: This emphasis requires 21 credit hours.
Total 21
LANGUAGE ARTS Emphasis
Required 21 credits: Area Credits
Survey of American Literature E271 or 272 3
Introduction to literature E131 3
Grammar & language Use for Teachers TE 216 . . . . 3
Fundamentals of Speech Communication CM 111. *11 3
OR
Speech Communication for Teachers CM 311 .
Children's literature TE 316 .
Teaching English Composition E301 .
Intro to language Studies 1I 305 .
Electives 3 credits:
Mythology E217 . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . 3
North American Indian Folklore & Lit E 219. .. . 3
Children's Theatre TA 287 3
Literature for Young AdultS TE 341 . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. 3
NOTE: This emphasis requires 24 credit hours, 6 of which may apply to .Area I ~nd 6 of
which (CM 111 or eM 311 and TE316) may apply to Elementary Education maJor.
• eM 111 cannot be used by elementary majors for Area II.
Total
MATHEMATICS Emphasis
Required 21 or 22 credits: Area Credits
Elem Math for Teachers M 103 and 104........... 8
Math for liberal Arts Students M 100 III 4
Intermediate Algebra M 108 4
OR
Algebra and Trig M 111. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. III' 5
A First Course in Programming CS 122 2
Intro to Computers CS 109. . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . 4
NOTE: This emphasis requires 21or 22 hours (depending upon whether M 108or M 111
Methods of Teaching Engl as 2nd lang TE 456. . . . . 3
Spanish ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . I 4-8
Must achieve a S-2021evel proficiency either by taking 100
and 200 level courses or by demonstrating proficiency'
through examination:
Electives 3 credits:
Intro to Multi-Ethnic Studies SO 230 . .. . .. II 3
Spanish for the Content Areas S 305 2
History of Minorities in U.S. HY 261. .. .. . . 3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 . .. . . .. .. .. .. . II 3
NOTE: Thisemphasis requires from 21to 25 credit hours, depending upon student's level of
Spanish p'roficiency. Eight credits of S201 and S202 may also apply to Area I, and SO 230 or
AN 102, ,f elected, may apply to Area II..
Total 21-25
FRENCH Emphasis .
Required 19 Credits: Area Credits
Elementary French F 101-102 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8
Intermediate French F 201-202 8
Teaching Methodology in For Lang Fl412. .. .. . .. 3
Electives 3 credits:
Advanced French F 303 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Advanced French F 304 . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. 3
la Civilisation Francophone Moderne F 377 3
NOTE: This emphasis requires 22 credit hours, 8 of which may also apply to Area L
Total 22
110
EARLYCHILDHOOD Emphasis
Required 16 credits: Area Credits
Child Behavior & Management in Early Childhood
Education TE 361 '"
Curriculum in Early Childhood Education TE 362 ..
Internship in Early Childhood Education TE 293-493
Creating Materials in Early Childhood Education
TE 465 : '" .
Student Teaching Kindergarten TE 472 ',' .
Electives 5 credits:
Infant 'Education TE 463G . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Diagnosis of the Handicapped TE 430 3
Children's Theatre TA 287 .......•................ 3
Human Growth and Motor Development PE205,.. 2
NOTE: This emphasis requi'res 21 credit hours, S of which (TE 361 and 472) apply to
Elementary Education major. .
Students will be recommended for the Kindergarten endorsement on their elementary
teaching certificate if they complete the Early Childhood Area of Emphasis.
Total 30
READING Emphasis
Required 17 credits: , Area Credits
Reading and Study SkilisTE 108 ' 2
Teaching Beginning Developmental Reading K-3
TE 305 3
Teaching Developmental & Content Reading 4-6
TE 306 3
Children's literature TE 316 . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. 3
Corrective Reading TE 358 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Internship in 'Reading TE 493 '.. . . . . . . .. .. . 3
Electives 3 credits:
literature for Young Adults TE 341 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 3
lit for use in Ir & Sr High School E481 3
NOTE: This emphasis requires 20 credits, 9 of which (TE-30S, 306, & 316) apply to
Elementary Education major. .
Total 20
abled, mentally retarded, and emotionally handicapped.
. l.
REQUIRED COURSES (30 Credit Hours)
Education of the Exceptional Child TE 291 3
Technology in Special Education TE 340 , .. ~ ,.. 2
Teaching in Special Education TE 334 : 3
Teaching Mildly Handi<;:apped Adolescents TE 335 3
Diagnosis of the Handicapped TE 430 3
Teaching Reading and Written Expression to the '
Handicapped TE 431 3
Teaching Math and language to the Handicapped TE 432 3
Behavior Intervention Techniques TE450 ; 3
Classroom Management Skills TE 457 2
Elementary Student Teaching in Special Education TE 473 5
Total 30
SEVERELYHANDICAPPED - Mentally Retarded A student desiring to
certify in the area of the severely handicapped shall in addition to
completion of the above requirements, complete a minimum of the
following courses.
Teaching the Severely Han~icapped TE 423 ....•.............. 3
Student Teaching in Classes for the Severely .
Handicapped TE 476., : ; 5
NOTE: In order for a student to complete all of the course work it is possible that an
extra semester may be required. There are many electives available to strengthen the
basic requir(;ments. The student should seek advisement from the special education
faculty early to establish a program.
" ART Emphasis:
Required 22 credits: Area Credits
Introduction to Art AR 103. . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 3
Basic Design AR 105, 106. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . 6
Drawing AR 111 .2
Painting AR113 '.......... 2
Painting-Watercolor AR.217..................... 2
Ceramics AR 225 .' '........... 2
Crafts AR 123 :;.......... • 2
Elementary School Art Methods AR 321 . . . .. . . . . . 3
NOTE: This emphasis requires 22 credit hours, 6 of which may apply to Area I and 3 of
which apply to the elementary education major. ...
Total 22
BILINGUAL Emphasis
Required 18-22 credits: ' , Area Credits
Mexican American Tradition & Cultury TE 278. . . . 3
Foundations of English as a 2nd Lang TE 202 '.' . . 2
ESlldentif, Test & Stu Placement IE 322 .". .. 3
Bilingual Methods TE 454 : . . . . . . . . . • . . J
\
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2. A satisfactory experience in student teaching as determined by
the Department of Teacher Education. ' -
3. A recommendation by the Dean of the College .tt Education
indicating that the candidate has the approval of the Department'
subject area specialization and the Department of Teacher Educa-
tion. Such approval is to be based primarily on evidence. of
knowledge of the subjects to be taught, demonstrated teaching
techniques, and ability and attitude to work with students and
adults. •
NOTE: ,students with previously earned degrees 'may f~lI~w specialized p;ograms
determined by the Department of Te'acher Education.
A standard-secondary certificate may be issued by the State Board of
Education 10 any person of good moral character who has a Bache-
lor's degree from an accredited college or university and meets the
Certification Requirements and Endor-
sements for Secondary Education . .
Certification standards for the State of IdahoiHe' listed in the Bulletin,
Idaho Certification Standards for Professional School Personne/-
1985, as prepared by the Idaho Department of Education.
Students from Boise State University will be recommended for a
secondary teaching certificate to the State Department of Education
after meeting the following requirements:' ..-
1. Completion of Baccalaureate degree including Education' require-
ments.
Cultura y Civilizacion Hispanoamericano S 377. . . . ' 3
~NOTE: This emphasis requires 22 credit hours, 3 of which may also a'pply to Area I.
Total ' 22
MIDDLE SCHOOL Emphasis .
MIDDLE SCHOOUART ELEMENTARYEMPHASIS.
MIDDLE SCHOOUBllINGUAL ELEMENTARYEMPHASIS
MIDDLE SCHOOUFRENCH ELEMENTARYEMPHASIS.
MIDDLE SCHOOUGERMAN ElEMENTARYEMPHASIS.
MIDDLE SCHOOUHEAL TH ElEMENTARYEMPHASIS
J MIDDLE SCHOOULANGUAGE ARTSElEMENTARYEMPHASIS
MIDDlE SCHOOUMATHEMATICS ElEMENTARYEMPHASIS
MIDDLE SCHOOUPHYSICAL EDUCATION ELEMENTARY
EMPHASIS. )
MIDDLE SCHOOUREADING ELEMENTARYEMPHASIS. "
MIDDLE SCHOOUSCIENCE ELEMENTARYEMPHASIS
MIDDLE'SCHOOUSOCIAL STUDIESElEMENTARYEMPHASIS
MIDDLE SCHOOL/SPANISH ElEMENTARYEMPHASIS.
• Star~edemphasi~wi1llead to an endorsement on the elementary teachin~ certificate
enabling the c~ndldate to teach the specific subj.~ct m.atter in secondary schools.
Mid~le Scho~l.emphasis~ except for French, German; and SpaIIi,,,.
require 4 additional credit hours beyond the emphasis without the
"Middle School" prefix, as explained below: ' .
• 3 ad~iti?nal credits by taking TE482 Jr. High Student Teaching (8
CR) In lieu of TE472 Elementary Student Teaching (5 CR).
. ~3 additional credits by taking either, TE 381 Secondary School
Methods, or3 credits in special secondary methods.
French, ~erman, and Spanish require only 3 additional credits since
the speCial methods class, Fl412 Teaching Methodology in Foreign
Language, is required in the emphasis.
3
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is taken),4of whichapplyto Area III (601 12Area III credits must be in science),and 6(M
103 & M 104) of whIch apply to Elementary Education major.
Total " 21-22
SPANISH Emphasis
t Required 19 credits: \, . , Area Credits
Elementary Spanish S 101-102 .......•. " :'. . 8
_) _, Intermediate Spanish S 20~~202.. '" ' .. ',', 8
Teaching Methodology in Forn Lang Fl412 .. :'.. ':. 3
Electives 3 credits:. . . -
Advanced Spanish S 303 : ".: .
Advanced Spanish S 304 .. : : : .
MUSIC Emphasis
Required 14 credits:, Area Credits
Intro to Music MU 133 3
Elements of Music MU 103. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
(In lieu of MU 101) '".'
Teach Music in Elem Classroom MU 372 -':. ", 2
(In lieu of MU 371) . -
Private voice lessons (one year .
Music Ensemble (one year) .
Basic Conducting MU 261 ;:' .
Electives 6 credits:
Piano or Guitar Lessons. ; : ; : . . .. . 6
NOTE: This emphasis requires 20 credit hours, 3 of which (MU133) may also apply to
Area I and 401 whIch (MU 103 and MU 372) apply to an Elementary Education major_
This emphasis does not qualify a person to be certified as a music specialist.
Total ",
PHYSICALEDUCATION Emphasis . •
Required 12 Credits:. Area Credits
Rhythmic Skills PE113 , , .. ' ; .. '. 1
Tumbling Skills PE115.-......................... 1
,Sports Skills PE117 ;.................... 1
Human Grow!h & Motor Learning PE306......... 2
Dance for Children PE357 . . .. . .. .. .... ... .. .. .. 2
Elem School P.E. Methods PE361 .........•. ';. . . . 3
- Motor Prog for Special Populations PE369. . . . . .. . 2
<Electives 8 credits:-" ,,'
. Health Education PE100' : :..... -' T-' 3
Nutrition H 207 _...............•. :~. - I. 3
Concepts of Human Anat & Phys Z 107 !'.' 4
Applied Anatomy PE230 ' .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . 3
Exercise Physiology PE310 ,................ 3 Ce''rt."f."cat."onRequ."remen'ts for
Health Programs: Meth & Adm PE415 _ 3
J., Adaptive Physical Education PE451 3 Elementary Education
Vollyball PE143 . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . 1 '
Basketball PE'i44 '. 1 'Students from Boise State Uni~ersity will be recommended for an
Wrestling PE217 : : . .. .. .. .. .. 1 elerl1eritary teaching certificate to the State Department of Education
Coaching Methods PE~.. -. ',' ; .-. 3 after meeting the following requirements:' , •
InternshipinElemP.E.PE493 : .. :.-....... 3 -. ' •
NOTE:_ This emphasis re'quires 20 credit hours. 3 of which (PE 361) apply to Elementary 1. Completion of the Bachelor of Arts degree in Elementary Educa-
Education maJor_ "- • tion or Bachelor-of Arts in Bilingual Multicultural Education.
,;~ScIENCE Emphasis Total "20 2. A satisfactory experience in studentteaching as determined by
the Departmentof Teacher Education. -.,
Required 16 credits: Area Credits
Concepts of Biology B.l00 ..... ','..... : ' ' III, 4 3. A recommendation by the Dean of the College of Education
Foundations of Physical Science PS100 " . '. III_ 4 indicating that the candidate has the approval of the Department
Intro to Des.criptive Astronomy PH 105.'; . . . . . .. . . -III 4 of Teacher Education. Such approval is to be based primarily on
Fundamentals of Geology GO 100 ' 'III' •. 4 1 evide!"ce of kn?wledge of s~~ject matte.r taught, demon.strated
Electives 4 credits:' # . teaching techniques, and ability and attitude to workwlth stu-
Concepts of Chemistry C 100. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. III " 4 __ dents and adults. - --
General Physics PH 101 & 102 III < 4 . NOTE: Students with previously earned degrees;may follow a specialized program
This sequence may be taken instead of PS 100. PREREQ:' determoned by the Department of Teacher Education.
Algebra and Trigonometry.
Energy for Society EN100 . . . .. . . . .. ... . .. . . . .... III
General Botany BT130 ,................. III
NOTE: This emphasis requires 20 credit hours. 12 of which may apply to: Area III.
Total' -- - - _: 20
SOCIAL STUDIESEmphasis
-to Required 24 credits: Area C'redits
United States History HY 1,51-'152 .•.. II 6
, OR
Problems in U.S. History HY 251-252 . . . . II
History of Western Civilization HY 101-102 II
, 'OR
Problems in Western Civilization HY 201-202 II
Intro to Multi-Ethnic Studie's SO 230 '.. :: II
OR •
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 '........... II
I Contemporary Economic Problems EC210 .'. ' .
American National Government PO 101 : .. ~ II
NOTE: This emphasis requires 24 credit hours, 12 of which may apply to Area II.
Total
'111-----
.'
1 ' 1
3 3
1 1
2 2
3 3
3 3
3, 3
(varies by major)
8
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following requirement:
Idaho requires a minimum of 20 semester credit hours "in the
philosophical, psychological, and methodological founda-
tions of education, which must include neit less than sixsemes-
ter credit hours of secondary student teaching."
These basic requirements are translated into the following required
Boise State University Courses: \ .
Alternatives
~ Single Composite
*Intro to Secondary Teaching: Classroom .
Obs.TE 172 ;:; .
Foundations of Educaton TE 201 .
Educating Exceptional Secondary Students TE333
*Educational Technology TE 356 .
Reading in Content Subjects TE 407 .
Educational Psychology P 325 : .
Secondary School Methods TE 381 ..•.•........
Special Methods required by Major Dept .
Jr High Student Teaching Composite TE 482 .
Sr High Student Teahing Composite TE 483 .
Jr High Student Teaching: Single Option TE 484
OR 10
Sr High Student Teaching: Single Option TE 485
Total (not including special methods), 26 32
*These coursesrequi~,edonly ih:ontent is not included in require-
ments of majors. .,c
Secondary Student Teaching
An Idaho Standard Secondary Certificate allows the holder to teach
in grades 7 through 12. Both the Single and Composite alternatives
lead to the same certificate. '.
Students choosing the Single alternative may select either junieir or
senior high school for their student teaching. Normally, the request
can be granted and the student teacher will usually teach only in
her/his major fields. Students selecting the Composite alternative
will be placed in aj'unior high school forapproximately8 weeks and a
senior high schoo for.the remaining weeks. Normally, students will
teach in their major fields in one experience and their minorfields in
the other. '
Students m~y complete the student teaching experience ineither the
spring or fall semester and should work closely with their advisors
and members of the secondary faculty in the Department of Teacher
Education. .
Student teaching is,scheduled through the Offi~eof the Coordinator
of Field Services in the Department of teacher Education. See Admis-.
sion to Student Teaching, above. '
. To be recommended for certification from Boise State University, the
student must complete the Secondary Option degree program
within a selected department. Such completion represents a major
certification endorsement (at lease 30 credit hours) in a teaching
field. It is highly recommended that the student complete a minor
certification endorsement of at least 20 credit hours in another field
as an additional minor certification endorsement enhances the
'opportunity for employment. Students who do not have an endor-
sement in a minor area must have at least 45 credit hours in their
~ajor.
The major certification endorsements (Secondary Option degree
programs) are described in the Catalog under each department. A
listing of the Secondary Options follows:
• Anthropology-Social Science, Secondary Education Option,
• Anthropology, NoncSocial Science Major,
• Art,
• Biology,
• Chemistry,
• Communication,
• Earth Science,
• Economics-Social Science, Secondary Education Option,
• English, . ,"
• Foreign Lanuage: French-German-Spanish,
• Geograrhy .
• Genera Science
• Health Education
• History
• History-Social Science, Secondary Education Option, '.'
• Mathematics,.
• Music,
112,,!
I
• Physical Education,
• Physics, .. •
• Political Science-Social Science, Secondary Education Option,
• Psychology,
.; Sociology-Social Science, Secondary Education Option, and
• Theatre Arts.
A listing of the Boise State University 'minor certification endorse-
ments is included for the convenience of students:
NOTE: Completion of all requirements for graduation with a secondary education option
may require more than 128 credit hours.
Minor Certification Endorsements
NOTE: Minor certification endorsements may be recognized by the
State of Idaho inareas other than those included in this listing. Check
with the Office of Field Services fbr further information.
ANTHROPOLOGY
Social Science Major: .
Ph'ysical Anthroplolgy AN 101. ...............•......•.....• 3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 ..•.•.....•. ., . .,., . ., ... ., .,3
Peoples and Cultures of the World AN 311 .•.....•.......•.. 3
Additional upper division Anthroplolgy f), . .,8'
'" Total . 21
Non-Social Science Major
Physical Anthropology AN 101, .............•.........•..... 3
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 3
Introduction to Archeology AN 103 ................•.......•. 3
Peoples and Cultures of the World AN 311 -; 3
Additional upper division 'Anthropology .........•.....•.... 9
Total" 21
ART ...., ..
Intr.oduct!on to Art AR'103:.,' :: ..•.... 3 t
BaSICDeSign AR 105-106 ., . ., ...•.. ., .......•....... r~
Drawing AR 111, 112 ....................................•. 2
Painting AR 113, 114 : 2
2 hours from Sculpt, Metals, Ceramics, Methods in Craft 2
Electives from 100-400 Regular.Courses ..................•.. 7
Suggested Electives: Art History, Lettering
Photography, Printmaking, Weaving
and those listed above -
Total ~~
BIOLOGY ,
General Botany BT 130 & Gen Zool Z 130 9
Systematic Botany BT 305 ...•....... ., ., .,., 4
Concepts of Anatomy and Physiology Z.107 .4
Genetics, Lab B 343, 344 OR Vertebrate Nat Hist Z 355 .4
Total 21
CHEMISTRY
100 level General Chemistry Courses 8-10
Organic Chemistry Courses •............................... 5
Additional Courses in Analytical, Physical, Inorganic
or Biochemistry 7
Total ' 20-22
COMMUNICATION (Speech)
Fundamentals of Speech CM 111 3
Reasoned DiscourSe CM 112 3
Interpersonal Communication CM 221 , , 3
Speech-Communication for Teachers CM 311 3
Methods of Teaching Communication CM 401 3
Electives selected from:. '. .
Mass Communication CM 171 3
Oral Interpretation CM 241 3
Communication in the Small Group CM 251 3
Interviewing CM 307 ...•..........................•. 2
Message Analysis and Criticism CM 331 '.:' 3
Non-Verbal Communication CM341 2
Intercultural Com.municatio'n CM 351 , '-.3
- Total 20
EARTH SCIENCE
Physical Geology GO 101 .•............................... .4
Historical Geology GO 103 :., .4
Introduction to Ocean Geology GO 201 3
Introduction to Meteorology GO 213 ...................•... 3
Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy PH 105 .4
Electives selected from: ' 3
Geology of Idaho & Pacific NW GO 213 3
Mineralogy GO 221 ~ ., . ., 4
t
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Geomorphology GO 313 3
Invertebrate Paleontology GO 351 ..• ; 3
Physics of the Earth GP 325 ..........•......•...•..•.. 3
, Total 21
ECONOMICS
Principles of Macroeconomics EC 201 .......•......•.•....•. 3
Principles of Microeconomics,EC 202 ....•.•.......•••.••..• 3
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 ...•......•....•....•.• 3
Intermediate Macroeconomics EC 305 .•....•.•....•.•••• .'•. 3
Upper Divsion Economics Courses ............•..... ; •.•..•• 9
Total 21
ENGLISH •
~dva,:,c~d Composition E201 ......•........••.•.•••..•.•.• 3
LingUistiCS ...........................•...........•..•••..• 3
Survey of Amer.ical Literature E271 or 272 .•.•....•.•..•.•.•. 3
Teaching English Composition E301 OR
Methods of Teaching Secondary School English E381 ....•.•. ,3
Lower Division Literature E230,235,240,260,215 ...•. ; ...•.•.• ,6
Upper Division Literature '..........•........•......•. 6
Successful completion of secondary writing proficiency ..•..• 0
Total' 24
fOREIGN LANGUAGE
french
Required 19 Credits: Area Credits
Elementary French F 101-102 .....••........• ;.... 8
Intermediate French F 201-202 .................• I 8
Teaching Methodology in For Lang FL 412.. ....•. 3
Electives 3 credits:
Advanced French F 303 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Advanced French F 304 . .. . . .. ... ..... ...•..•.. . 3
La Civilisation Francophone Moderne F 377 3
NOTE: This emphasis requires 22 credit hours, 8 of which may also apply to Area I.
Total 22
German
Required 19 credits: Area Credits
Elementary German G 101-102 ................•. 8
Intermediate German G 201-202.. ..•.. .. ..... .. . 8
Teaching Methodology in Forn Lang FL 412. . . . . • . 3
Electives 3 credits
Advanced German G 303 ... ; ..... '.............. 8
Advanced German G 304 ..•.••..•.••. ., •... ., .. 3
German Culture and Civilization G 377. . . • . . . . . • . 3
NOTE: This emphasis requires 22 credit hours, 8 of which may also apply to Area I.
Total 22
., Spanish '
Required 19 credits: .Area Credits
Elementary SpanishS 101-102 ......• ;........... 8
Intermediate Spanish S 201-202. .•.. ..•.. . 8
Teaching Methodology in Forn Lang FL 412. . .. 3
Electives 3 credits:
Advanced Spanish S 303 .... . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . 3
Advanced Spanish S 304 . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... .••. ,3
Cultura y Civilizacion Hispanoamericano S 377 •......•..•.. -
NOTE: This emphasis requires 22 credit hours, 3 of which may also apply to Area I.
Total 22
GEOGRAPHY "
Introduction to Geography GG 101 ..........•....•........• 3
Cultural Geography GG 102 ' : ...........•.....•... 3
Upper Division Geography (minimum) 6
Geography Courses (minimum) ............•............•.. 8
, Total 20
GENERAL SCIENCE
Complete the basic sequence of courses in
BT 130 and Z 130 , 9
Chemistry C 107,108,109,110 ; ......•.........•.. 9
Geology GO 101-103 ...............................•...... 8
Physics PH 101-102 ............................• -........•.. 8
Total.. . 34
HEALTH EDUCATION fOR NON-PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
Health Education PE100 ., •. ., ., .. ., •. ., ., .. ., .. ., .,.,3
Fitness Foundations PE114 -.........•......• 1
Advanced First Aid PE122 .........••.. ., ••.. ., . ., ., . ., ., .•.. 3
First Aid Instr Trgn Course PE123 1
HealthProg: Meth & Adm PE415 . ., ...•........•... ., ••..•. 3
Anatomy and Physiology Z 107 ..•...................•....• .4
Nutrition H 207 3
ELECTIVES: Select two (6)
113
College of Education
i :Drugs, Use and Abuse H 109 . ., ., ., ....•. j
, }Human Sexuality P 261 .•...•.......••.................. 3
~i.:< ,,.-"Consumer 'Health PE 405 2
Total 24
HEALTH EDUCATION MINOR fOR
PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
First Aid Instr Trgn Course PE123 .•.•..• ; . ., ......••.... ., .. 1
Health Prog: Meth & Adm PE415 . ., .. ., .,., •. ., • ., . ., ., •. .,3
Nutrition H 207 ..•.•...•......•.•........•................ 3
ELECTIVES: Select two (6) " , >e .
Drugs, Use and Abuse H 109 ......•........... ., 3
Human Sexuality P 261 ......•.•..•..•....•............. 3
Consumer Health PE405 '....•.. 2
Total 13
HISTORY
Lower Division ...•............•............... ; 12
US History HY 151-152 or Prob in US History
HY 251-252 •..•.................................... 6
West Civ HY 101-102 or Prob in West Civ HY 201-202 3
American Government (State-Required) .; 3
Upper Division Courses to include 3 credit hours
of US History with remaining 9 credit hours •
selected from 2 or 3 major History areas
U.S.,European, Third World) •..... ., .... ., ....••....... 12
Total 24
MATHEMATICS
Programming Languages CS 122 or CS 126 •.... , 2-3
Calculus M 204 or M 211 5
Calculus M 205 or M 212 ••.•.•..........................• 4-5
At least 1 of the following ....•....•.•....•............... 3-4
Linear Algebra M 301 ....•.....•.•.................. .4
Introduction to Abstract Algebra M 302 3
Foundations of Geometry M311, •............•........ 3
Fundamentals of Statistics M 361 ••.................•. .4
Electives to complete 20 hours ....•........••............ 3-6
Total. 20
y,
. PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ATHLETIC TRAINING MINOR fOR PHYSICAL'
EDUCATION MAJORS'
Essen of Chemistry & Labs C 107-110 .. ., ... ., . ., •.... : ..•... 9
Medical Terminology H 101 .....•........................... 3
Nutrition H 207 ..•.•.•..........•.•.•..•.................. 3
Training Room Procedures PE120 1
Intro Athletic Injuries PE236 •............. ; ...•..........•. 3
Internship-Athl Trgn PE,293 ... ;" ..................•......... 3
Conditioning Procedures PE313 .• ' •................. .' 2
Psych/Soc Aspects of Activity PE401 .....................••. 3
Advanced Athletic Training PI 402 3
Training Room Modalities ............•.................... 2
Injury Evaluation PE422 ..... '.•.....•...................... 2
Theory & Appl of Therapeutic Exercise PE406 3
College of Education
Internship-AthlTrgn PE 493 .. : : .........•........... 3
Fitness Tesirig PE 404 : ',' ~.. 2
Total ", , J 43
COACHING ENDORSEMENT FOR NON,PHYSICAL
EDUCATION MAJORS ,_
Anatomy & Physiology Z 107 or Z111-112 , 4-8
Advanced First Aid PE 122 or.equiv .. } :: .•....... : '.: 3
Conditioning Procedure~ PE 313 : .' : 2
Psych/Soc Aspects of Activity PE 401 ~ '~;~'.', ; 3
Coaching, Nature of Profession PE 430 ': .' .. ~: .. 2
Internship-Coaching Youth Sports PE293 :; :-.~ : 2
Internship-Interscholastic Athletics' PE 493 ; .. ~: , .. 3
Complete two Coaching Methods courses (4 credits) .'. "
Coachi ng Baseball PE 250 ; '.' 2
Coaching Basketball PE 251 2
Coachi ng Football PE 252 ...................• ;i: ••••••••• 2
Coaching Women's Gymnastics PE 256 ........•.......... 2
Coaching Tennis PE 257 2
Coaching Track & Field PE 258 .. ' ........•... ~.!:; '." 2
Coaching Volleyball '.; .' ;.: 2
. Coaching Wrestling PE 260. ~. , , ., ;; .........•..... 2
Complete two skills courses that compliment the desired Coaching
Methods courses (2 credits). , f',
Tumbling PE 115 ...........................•. ; '•........ 1
. Sport Skills PE 117 : 1
Volleyball PE 143 1
Basketball PE 144 ' 1
Tennis FA 173 1
Softball FA 182 1
Track &. Field : ' 1
Wrestling PE 217 : .' .. > .1
Total , . ,. ,'I 25
v COACHING ENDORSEMENT FOR PHYSICAL E'DUCATION MAJORS
Two Coaching Methods Courses ...........•............ .4
Two Youth Sport Internships PE 293 1+1
Conditioning Procedures PE 313 •........................ 2
Psych/Social Aspects of Activity PE 401 ............•...... 3
Coaching, Nature of Profession PE 430 ' 2
Internship-Interscholastic Sports PE 493 : :' : 3"
Total ." I '. ,. 16
K-12 ENDORSEMENT FOR PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
Child Psychol?gy P 311 ~'.. : .....•.... :3
Dance for ChIldren PE 357 ; 2
Elem SchoolPE Methods PE 361 : .. : , 3
Motor Programming for Special Programs PE 369 '.3
Elementary Student Teaching TE 477 ;.- 3-6
Total " ",,",y, 13-16
K-6 ENDORSEMENT FOR NON-PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
Rhythymic Skills PE 113 :.~ :'~: ............•... 1
Fitness Foundations PE'114 .....•........•.. ~ : :.'.1
Tu'mbling Skills PE 115 .. :':':. :: .. ' :.: : '.': 1
Sport Skills PE 117 1
Health Education PE 100 ' ; 3
Found of Physical Education PE 101 : :" , .. : 3
Internship in Elementary PE - PE 293 : , 1
Human Growth & Motor learning PI 306 : 3
Dance for Children PE 357 ; ; 2
Elem School PE Methods PE 361 3
Motor Program for Special Populations PE 369 :.2
Elementary Stud~nt Teaching TE 477~ :/" '.,.3-6
Anatomy & PhYSIology Z 107 or Z 111 112 '.' ", 4-8
Total', , ' " " .' 28-31
PHYSICS ," <.. I
General Physics PH 101-102 .. '.; 8
Introduction to Descriptive Astronomy PH 105 .4
Technical Drawing EN 101 • ...
OR: : 2
Engineering Graphics EN 108
Computer Programming EN 104 or EN 107 or CS 122. : 2-3
Math Skill Equivalent to M 111 : ..•............... : 5
Total • • , " • ,21-22
. , \. ~
POLITICAL SCIENCE ,. ,
American National Government PO 101 : ; 3
Contemporary Political.ldeologies PO 141 ~ 3
Comparative European 'Governments & Politics PO 229 3
International Relations PO 231 ........................•..... 3
American History HY 151-152/251-252 ............• ; 6
Political Science Electives (Upper Division) ;' :,.: : 3
, Total. '.~, 21
114
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PSYCHOLOGY
General Psychology P 101 3
Abnormal Psychology P 301 .. : :. : : 3
Statistical Methods P 305 3
Personality P 351 ; ; 3
Psychology Upper Division Electives '.. .- ; 9
Total. 21
SOCIOLOGY "".
Introduction to Sociology SO 101 : ...........•.......... 3
Social Statistics SO 310 : : 13
Social Research SO 311 3
History of Sociology SO 401 OR .
OR .'.. : .. ' ; ' 3
Cur'rent Sociological Perspectives SO 462
Sociology Electives ; :. : .. : : 9
," • Total.' 21
THEATRE ARTS ,
Technical Theatre TA 117-118 8
Acting TA-215 ' : ,., .. , ,:.:.- 3
Major Production ParticiPation TA 331 1
World Drama TA 341,342,353~ 3
Directing TA 491 .......................................•.. 3
Theatre History TA 421 or 422 : : : 3
Total 21
Course Offerings
FL FOREIGN LAN'GUAGE ,.
NOTE: Most -Foreign Language Courses require a lab fee. I i"
Upper Division .
FL412 TEACHING METHODOLOGY IN FOREIGN LANGUAGE(3-0-3). Discus-
'sion of problems and trends in language.learningapplied to practical activities,
culture presentations, testing, teaching aids and resource materials. Practicum--
visitations, developing teaching plans, presenting teaching units. PREREQ:
'Nine Upper Division credits in one language or PERM/DEPT.
:FR FRENCH
NOTE: Most French Courses require a lab fee.'
J Lower Division
tF 101-102 E'tEMENTARYFRENCH (4-1-4)(F/S). These two courses provide the
opportunity to develop functional com,l>etency in understanding,reading,
writing and speaking French. Studentswill read cultural and literary selections
and compose essays in French ..Format of the course: classroom instruction,
conversation lab and practice in the language laboratory. Students who have
had more than one year of high school French or its equivalent may not enroll
in F 101 for credit except by PERM/DEPT.
F 101-P 102-P PROGRAMMED ELEMENTARYFRENCH (V-V-4). A self-pacing,
;.taped programmed course which provides for practice4 in pronunciation,
reading, writing,grammar analysis and conversation. One periOd of conversa-
tion practice per week required. ,
IF 201-202 INTERMEDIATEFRENCH (4-1-4)(F/S)(Area I): These courses provide
'.the environment to acquire competence to communicate in French. Students
read selections from French literature and civilization. StLidents discuss and
write in French. Format of the course: classroom instruction, practice in con-
versation and in A-V laboratories. PREREQ: F 102 or PERM/DEPT.
Upper Division
. F 303 ADVANCED FRENCH COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION (3-0-3).
This course, conducted in French, provides the matrix for enlarging one s
( French vocabulary and structure, and for speaking and writing French fluently.
There will be discussions of the practical realities of the French speaki!"g world
,concentrating on the common and high frequency expressions of the lan-
guage. Essaysbased on class discussion will be written regularly. PREREQ: F202
or PERM/DEPT, Alternate years. ' . .,
F 304 ADVANCED FRENCH COMPOSITION AND CONVERSATION (3-0-3).
This course has similar objectives as F303. Discussions and essays will concen-
trate on the civilization, culture and aesthetics in contemporary France.
Discussions will be based on current French writings, style imitations and
personal essays. PREREQ: F 202 or PERM/DEPT.
F 328 LECTURESAVANCEES DE LA POESIE ET DE LA PROSE FRANCAISES
(3-0-3). Selected unabridged works ,of great French authors, all genres •
between 1715 to 1939, with emphasis on prose. May be repeated once for
, credit. PREREQ: F 202 or equivalent. Alternate years. ' .. ,.' .
, F 359 LESGRANDES OEUVRES CONTEMPORAINES (3-0-3). Rept,esentative
unabridged selections of the works of major authors and ,thinkers'~of France'
and the French speaking world since the beginning of the second World War;,/":'!
for example, Ayme, Beckett, Sartre, Camus, Levy-Strauss and Chardin'~mong
others. PREREQ: F 202 or equivalent. Alternate years. .,' :' ' .., ..
F 376 LA CIVILISATION FRANCAISE HISTORIQUE(3-o.~;s'I~dies.i~ tlle-'
"v' .t.; .. :.'i5 .?{
, ~"".,. )
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development and expansion of French culture from pre-history to the French
Revolution: history, politics, art, geography, literature, music and science;
assessment of the contribution of French Civilization to the Western World.
~PREREQ:F.202or PERM/DEPT, Alternate. years.' . .,
F'377 LACiVILISATION FRANCOPHONE MODERNE (3-0-3). Studies in mod-
ern French civilization since the end of the "ancient regime," the french
Revolution; history, flolitics, art, geography, literature, music and science;
assessment of France s contribution to the modern democracies. PREREQ: F
202 or PERM/DEPT. Alternate years. .
GGERMAN
NOTE:MostGermanCoursesrequire a lab fee.
LOwer Division
G 101-102 ELEMENTARYGerman (4-1-4). Listening, speaking, reading and
writing skills in cultural framework. May not enroll in G 101 for credit with
more than one year of high school German or equivalent with PERM/INST.
Students in Gl02, lacking adequate preparatipn may drop back to G 101.
G 101P 102P PROGRAMMED ElEMENTARY GERMAN (0-4-4). Self-paced
course; programmed texts, tapes, readings, informal meetings with instructor.
Performance tests at student's pace. Work in language lab or access to cassette
player needed. May not enroll in G 101Pwith more than one year high school
German or equivalent except with PERM/INST. Students lacking adequate
preparation may do so. " .
G 201-202 INTERMEDIATEGERMAN (4-1-4)(Area I). Acontinuation of G 101-1-
2, this course emphasizes listening, speaking, reading and writing. Focus on
vocabulary building, grammar review, cultural and literary reading selections
and writing assignments. PREREQ: G 102 or equivalent as determined by
placement examination and consultation. . ",
Upper Division
G 303 ADVANCED GERMAN CONVER5ATlONAND COMPOSITION (3-0-3).
Practice towards idiomatic fluency. Readings from newspapers, magazines,
essays, discussion of slides, tapes, and films. Frequent writing required.
PREREQ:G 202or equivalent as determined by placement exam and consulta-
tion. Alternate years.
G 304 ADVANCED GERMAN CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION (3-0-3).
Similar goals and format to G 303. More extended writing assignments.
PREREQ:G 202or equivalent as determined by placement exam and consulta-
tion. Alternate years.
G 331 INTRODUCTION TO GERMAN LITERATUREAND LITERARYSTUDIES
(3-o-3)(F).Major writers and periods provide samples from various genres and
an overview of German literacy development. The course is intended to
..provide insights. into literary craftsmanship. PREREQ: G 202 or equivalent as
determined by placeme'nt examination and consultation. ,
G 376 GERMAN CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION (3-0-3). German civilization
from prehistoric times through the 18th Century. Special attention paid to
contributions of Germany, Austria, and Switzerland to western .civilization.
Class conducted in German. PREREQ:,G 202 or equivalent as determined by
placement examination and consultation. Alternate years.
G 377 GERMAN CULTUREAND CIVILIZATION (3-0-3). German civilization
from 1800 to present. Special attention paid to contributions of Germany,
Austria and Switzerland to western civilization. Classes conducted in German.
PREREQ: G 202 or equivalent as determined by placement examination and
consultation. Alternate years.
G 410 APPLIEDLINGUISTICSFOR THEGERMAN LANGUAGETEACHER(2-0-
2). Functional application of linguistic theory to foreign language teaching and
learning practices. AnalrSiSof ways in which traditional, descriptive, and trans-
formational models dea with phonology, morphology and syntax. PREREQ: 1I
30Sand minimum of six credits upper division German and/or inservice teach-
ing and/or equivalency as determined by placement test and interview. Alter-
nate years.
G 41SAUFKLARUNGUND DERSTURM UND DRANG (18th CENTURY(3-0-3).
Essays,plays, fictional prose and poetry marking the intellectual ferment of the
Enlightenmentand the "Storm and Stress". Selections from Gottsched, Haller,
Klopstock,Uchtenberg, Kant, Herder, Lessing, ].M.R. Lenz, the early Goethe
and Schiller, etc. PREREQ: G 331 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
G 425 DER TRAUM DER ANTIKEUND DIE TRAUMWElT (1700-1830)(3:.0-3).
Readings from the classical and romantic periods in'their general literary and
historical context. Selectionsfrom Goethe, Schiller, Holderin, Kleist,Jean Paul,
Tieck, Friedrich Schlegel, Chamisso,Brentano,etc.PREREQ: G 331 or PER-
M/INST. Alternate years.
G 435 REAKTlON: LIBERALUND KONSERVATIV (19th CENTURY) 3-0-3).
Seiections from a wide cross-section of 19th century German Literature:
Buchner, the "Young Germans", Grillparzer, Hebbel, Gottheif, Keller, Stifter,
Storm, C.F. Meyer and others PREREQ: G 331 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
(; 445 DIE MODERNEZEIT BEGINNT(1890-1945)(3-0-3). "ism's," trends and
writers from the turn of the cent'ury, through the Weimar Republic, to the
collapse of the Third Reich: Naturalism, Impressionism, Expressionism, Neue
5achlichkeit, Blut und Boden Literature, and Exile Literature, PREREQ: G 331
or PERM/INST. Alternate Years.
G 455 "ALSDERKRIEGZU ENDEWAR•••" (1945-p~e~nt)(3-0-3). Selections will
be taken from the authors, ••,sayists, dramatists and poets who have appeared
on the scene since 1945 treating the war and post-war experience, and the
human condition in the contemporary world. Austrian, EastGerman, Swissand
West German writers. PREREQ: G 331 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
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G 465 RITTERUND BAUER, GOTT UNO MENSCH (1150-1720)(3-0-3). Survey:
Middle Ages, Renaissance, Reformation, Baroque. Selections from heroic and
courtly epics. Minnesang, moral tales and plays, religious pamphleteering,
chapbooks, Fastnacht plays; Angelus Silesius, Gryphius, Grimmelshausen, etc.
PREREQ: G 331 or PERMIINST. Alternate years.
G 475 DIEDEUTSCHSPRACHIGEWElT VON HEUTE(3-0-3). An in-depth analy-
sis of contemporary non-literary events in the German-speaking world. Dis-
cussion includes educational systems, science and theatre, arts and music,
economic and business life, social and political structure, and recreation.
PREREQ: G 376 or 377 or PERM/INST. Alternate years. ' '
G 498 SENIOR SEMINAR (3-0-3). Required of all German majors in the Liberal
Arts Option. Individual research into an area of interest originating in the
seminar. The research culminates in a paper to be presented to the seminar.
PRE~EQ: Senior standing or PERM/INST.
GRGREEK
NOTE:MostGreek Coursesrequire a lab fee.
Lower Division
GR 101-102 GREEKLANGUAGE& LITERATURE(3-0-3). An introductory course
providing the student with a basic knowledge of the forms and syntax of the
language, with reading exercisesand passages excerpted from ancientauthors.
Translation and analysis of extended pagan and Christian texts is undertaken.
Etymological study illustrates the debt of modern languages to Greek. Alter-
nate years.
LA LATIN
NOTE:Most LatinCoursesrequire a lab fee.
Lower Division
LA101-102 LATINLANGUAGE&LITERATURE(3-0-3). An intensive, one year,
introductory course to provide a basic reading ability in classical Latin, and a
basic knowledge of ancient Roman literature. The vocabulary, forms and
syntax of Latin are emphasized with passages excerpted from Latin authors.
Etymological study illustrates the debt of mOdern languages to Latin. Alternate
years.
LS LIBRARY SCIENCE COURSES
Lower Division
LS 102 LIBRARYSKILLSI (0-2-1)(F/S). An independent self-paced course in
library skills including resources common to academic libraries in general and
to facilities in the Boise State University Library, in 'particular. Designed for
incoming students who are not familiar with an academicdibrary and for
returning students who ~ave had difficulty using the college library in the past .
LS103 LIBRARYSKILLSII (0-2-1). Build on LS102 Library Skills Iand introduces
additional and more sophisticated library materials and techniques. PREREQ:
Prior or concurrent enrollment in LS102.
LS201 INTRODUCTION TO THEUSEOF LIBRARIESAND THETEACHINGOF
LIBRARYSKILLS(2-2-3)(F/SU). Teaches efficient use of library materials, catal-
ogs, indexes, and reference sources in various subject fields and prepares
teachers and librarians to teach library skills to elementary and secondary
school students. .
Upper Division
LS 301 LIBRARY. ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION (3-0-3)(F/SU)
(Every third fall: 1984,1987•••; every third summer: 1983,1986•••). An intrOd~c-
tion to the development, organization and management of all types ,?flibraries
with emphasis upon the school library and its place in the instructIonal pro-
gram. PREREQ: LS201 or PERM/INST.
LS 311 REFERENCEAND BIBLIOGRAPHY (3-o.3()F,S,SU)(Every third fall:
1985,1988•••every third spring 1984,1987•••every third summer: 1983, 1986•••).
Introduction to evaluation and use of basic reference sources, principles,
techniques and issues of reference service. Includes coverage of standard
reference books, indexes, abstracts, and bibliographies found in school or
small public libraries. PREREQ: LS201 or PERM/INST.
LS321 BASICBOOK SELECTION(3-o-3)(S/SU) Spiing of odd numbered years,
every third summer: 1984, 1987•••). Principles and techniques for evaluati~g
and selecting library materials; introduction to reviewing media and .to baSIC
tools for seler:ing and acquiring all types of book and non-book materials.
Includes discussions of discarding and weeding, and materials for slow and
gifted readers. PREREQ: LS201 or PERM/INST.
LS331 CATALOGING AND CLASSIFICATION(3-o.3)(F/S/SU) (Every third fall:
1985,1988.,.every third summer: 1984,1987•••).;: Theory and prini:iple~ of classi-
fication and cataloging of book materials, practice using Dewey DeCImalClas-
sification, preparing catalog cards, assigning subject headingsand library filing.
Bibliographic utilities and cooperative cataloging are discussed. PREREQ: LS
201 or PERM/INST.
R RUSSIAN
NOTE: Most Russian cou"rses require a lab fee.
Lower Division
R 101-102 ELEMENTARYRUSSIAN (4-1-4). This course is designed to develop
the beginning student's abilities in understanding, speaking, reading, and
writing Russian. Classes meet four-times a week, and there is one 'hour per
week of required laboratory practice. The class is conducted in Russian.
!
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Alternate years. PREREQ: Senior standing or PERM/INST.
S SPANISH
NOTE: Most Spanish courses require a lab fee,
Lower Division
S 101-102 ELEMENTARYSPANISH (4-1-4). Develops abilities in understanding,
speaking, reading and writing. Offers a basic study of grammatical structures
and vocabulary. Introduces the student to Hispanic culture. Students may not
enroll for S 101 for credit if they have had more than one year of high school
Spanish or the equivalent.
S 201-202 INTERMEDIATE SPANISH (4-1-4)(Area I). Intended to further
develop Spanish language skills, both 'oral and written. Intensive review of
fundamentals of structure and vocabulary. Topics for conversation, reading,
and writing fOCus upon culture of the Hispanic countries. PREREQ: S 102 or
equivalent as determined by placement examination and consultation.
S203SPANISH FOR THENATIVESPEAKER(4-9-4). Acourse designed especially
for students with native speaking ability but insufficient formal training in
grammar, reading writing,.andstandardoral communication. Stude.nts quali-
fied for this course cannot challenge S 202 PREREQ: S 201 or equIvalent as
determined by the placement test. Course conducted in Spanish. Alternate
years.
. Uppe~ Division
S 303 ADVANCED SPANISH CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION (3-0-3).
Expands facility in expressive conversation as well as accuracy in writing Span-
ish. Offers analysis of grammar and expansion of vocabulary through cultural
and literary readings. Discussion of topics related to Hispanic contemporary
trends, current events, everyday life and other themes of immediate concern
to the student. PREREQ: S 202 or equivalent as determined by placement
examination and consultation. Altern~te years.
S 304 ADVANCED SPANISH CONVERSATION AND COMPOSITION (3-9-3).
Designed to continue expanding facility in expressive conversation as well as
accuracy in writing Spanish. Discussion of topics related to contemporary
Hispanic world, and other areas of immediate concern to the student.
PREREQ: S 202 or equivalent as determined by placement examination and
consultation. Alternate years.
S331 INTRODUCTION TO HISPANIC LITERATURESAND LITERARYANALY-
SIS(3-0-3)(F). A theoretical and practical study of literary analysis, the different
genres, movements and periods, as well as the various approaches to literary
explication, interpretation and .criticism, using as models some of the major
works of Hispanic literature. PREREQ: S 202 or equivalent as determined by
placement examination and consultation. .
S 377 CULTURA Y CIVILIZACION HISPANOAMERICANA (3-0-3). Spanish-
American civilization from ancient origins to contemporary times. An inten-
sive analysis of the historical, political, economic, social and cultural develop-
ments of the Hispanoamerican nations, and their contributions to the western
world. Discussions in Spanish; some readings in English. Papers required.
PREREQ: S 202 or equivalent as determined by placement examination and
consultation. Alternate ye~rs,
S385 LAGENTEMEXICANA-AMERICANA ENLOSESTADOS UNIDOS (3-9-3).
Deals with the historical works of Mexican-Americans, through the Spanish
conquest of Mexicoand the Colonial period, the Mexican-American War, and
the development of the Mexican-American population in the United States
OVIH the past 130 years. Readings and papers in Spanish and English required.
PREREQ: S 304 or equivalent: Alternate years.
S410 APPLIEDLINGUISTICSFOR THESpANISH LANGUAGETEACHER(3-0-3).
Applies the main concepts of modern linguistics to specific problems in the
teaching of the Spanish language. Application of linguistic theory to foreign
language teaching with emphasis on the analysis of ways in which traditional,
descriptive, and transformational models deal with the system of language in
the areas of phonology, morphology anfl.syntax. PREREQ: 1I305 and six Upper
Division credits of Spanish or equivalent. Alt~rnate years. • ..
S411 ESPANOLAVANZADO (3-0-3). An advanced oral andwritten communi-
cation course for those who need extended training in expressing ideas.
Special emphasis on prose, style, vocabular.y building, appropriateness of
idioms and figures of speech, with major fiction and non-fiction works used as
examples. Frequent essays required. PREREQ: S 303 and S 304.. Course is
conducted in Spanish. Alternate years.
S 425 L1TERATURAMEXICANA-AMERICANA (3-0-3). Representative writings
by major Mexican-American authors, with emphasis on social and literary
values. PREREQ: S 331 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
S435 LITERATURECONTEMPQRANEA ESPANOLA(3-9-3).lite'rature of ideas
in contemporary Spain through major representative authors and works.
Genesis of modern thought and new perspectives in today's Spain. PREREQ: S
331 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
S437 LITERATURECONTEMPORANES HISPANOAMERICANA (3-0-3). litera-
ture of ideas in contemporary Spanish-America through major representative
authors and works. Genesis of modern thought and new perspectives in
today's Hispanoamerica. PREREQ: S 331 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
S445 L1TERATUREESPANOLA:SIGLOS 18Y19 (3-9-3). The main manifestations
Of .thought and literature from 1700 to 1900, including the periods of the
Enlightenment, Realism and Romanticism. PREREQ: S 331 or PERM/INST.
Alternate years.
S 447 LITERATUREHISPANOAMERICANA: SIGLO 19 (3-0-3). A detailed study
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of th'e representative movements, periods, works, and authors from 1800 to
1910. PREREQ: S 331 or PERM?INST.Alternate years.
S455 EDADDEORO DELALITERATUREESPANOLA(3-9-3). The main literary
movements of the Golden Age in Spain (16-17th centuries), with emphasis on
representative authors from each. PREREQ: S 331 or PERM/INST. Alternate
years.
S457 LITERATUREHISPANOAMERICANA: COLONIA YSIGLO 18 (3-0-3). An
introduction to the major authors, works, movements, and periods of the'
Spanish-American literature from the colonial time to the end of the 18th
century. PREREQ: S 331 or PERM/INST. Alternate years.
S465 LITERATUREESPANOLAMEDIEVALYRENACENTISTA(3-9-3). An intro-
duction to the principal authors, works, movements and periods of Spanish
literature, from its beginnings tothe end of the 15th century. PREREQ:S331or
PERM/INST. Allernate years.
S 475 EVENTOS CONTEMPORANEOS DE GENTESY PAISES,HISPANOHAB-
LANTES (3-9-3). A lecture and discussion course based on current social,
economic, cultural and political events faced by Spanish-speaking nations.
Special attention is given to a comparative examination and analysis of the
people, viewpoints, and institutions, as well as the problems, issues and trends
facing this people in their respective countries today. PREREQ:S376or S377or
S 304 or PERM/INST. .
S498 SENIOR SEMINAR (3-0-3). Exploration of fields of special interest, either
literary or social studies oriented. Individual thought and research culminate in
a paper to be presented to the seminar. Practical application of independent
study approaches, research methods, and bibliography format. Required of all
Spanish majors with liberal Arts emphasis. PREREQ: Senior standing or
PERM/INST.
TE TEACHER EDUCA liON
Lower Division
TE 108 EFFICIENT READING AND EFFECTIVESTUDY SKILLS (2-0-2)(F/S).
Develops the reading and study skills of the college students. Areas cove'red
are organized study techniques, taking exams, building vocabulary, compre-
hending reading material, gaining main ideas, using the library, and reading
rapidly and flexibly. Graded pass/fail. , .
TE171 INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING I: CLASSROOM OBSERVATION(1-9-
l)(F/S). This course will provide the student with an introduction to the ele-
mentary school and the role of the teacher. Topics will include areas of
specialization within the profession and a self-awareness of potential as an
elementary school teacher. Aminimum of ten hours of classroom observation
and weekly seminars with a university instructor will be required.
TE172 INTRODUCTION TO SECONDARYTEACHING: CLASSROOM OBSER-
VATION (1-1-1)(F/S). This course will provide the student with an introduction
to the secondary school, the role of the teacher, guidelines for professional,
preparation, and a minimum of fiffeen hours of guided classroom observation.
Eight one-hour classroom lectures will be required, with time for classroom
oDservation arranged on an individual basis. ..
TE201 FOUNDATIONS OF EDUCATION (3-9.3)(F/S/SU) (Area II). A general
introductory course in education to provide the student familiarity with the
teaching profession. Components of the class include social, cultural, philoso-
phical, and historical perspectives of education. In addition, an attempt is
made to inspect current educational issues and problems as they relate to the
four basic components.
TE202 FOUNDATIONS OF TEACHING ENGLISHAS A SECOND LANGUAGE
(2-9-2)(F/S/SU). This course isdesigned to give the student a background in the
psychological, linguistic, and cultural foundations of teaching English as a
Second language. The student also is given an overview of current trends in
ESl and of the preparation needed to teach ESl. .
TE 208, INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS IN EDUCATION (3-0-
3)(1:/5). This course introduces students to the use of microcomputers in
education. Students will study the BASICcomputer language, terminology,and
concepts. Students will explore considerations in selecting hardware; become
critical consumers of software; and explore the possibilities and Iimiiations of
computer assisted instruction in the classroom. $10.00 lab fee.
TE216 GRAMMAR AND LANGUAGE USAGE FOR TEACHERS(3-0-3)(5). This
course will provide instruction in the content of language arts curriculum
generally taught in grades 4-8. Students will study the developmental sequence
of grammar, punctuation, spelling, and language study appropriate to each
grace level. The course will also includean introduction to writing instruCtion.
TE 271 INTRODUCTION TO TEACHING II: INSTRUCTIONAL EXPERIENCE
(1-2-1)(F/S). This course will provide students with an opportunity to assist a
teacher with a variety of. instructional activities. Students will participate in
seminars and a minimum of thirty hours of direct instructional experiences in
the classroom which may include primary or upper grade, special education,
reading and pre-school classrooms. PREREQ: TE171.
TE278 MEXICAN AMERICAN TRADITION AND CULTURE IN THE ELEMEN-
TARYCLASSROOM (2-0-2). An exploration of the Mexican-American cultural
tradition, both with respect to its history as well as its influence on the contem-
pora.ry ~m,:,rican language, linguistics, dance, art, folklore, customs, beliefs,
and ,"Slllutlons. Conducted," English. Offered," alternate years. .
TE291 EDUCATION OF THEEXCEPTIONALCHILD (3_0-3)(F5 SUI. The course
shall provide students, through classroom presentation, visitations, and read.
ings, an opportunity to develop knowledge and skills related to the education
of the exceptional child. All categories of exceptionality shall be explored as to
their educational and psychological implications. leg,al requirements. com-
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munity resourcesand instructional needs will be included. PREREQ: P101 and
TE171.
Upper Division
TE 305 TEACHING BEGINNING DEVELOPMENTAL READING, K-3 (3-0-3)
(F/S/Su). Prospective teachers will learn how to teach reading in the primary
grades. Students will examine and ~emonstrate compet~nc.y .in u~ing. basal
reading systems, the language Expenence approach and individualization of
reading instruction. PREREQ: Junior Standing.
TE306 TEACHING DEVELOPMENTALAND CONTENT READING, GRADES4-6
(3-0-3) (F/S/Su). Prospective teachers will learn how to teach reading in grades
4-6. Different grouping designs, the implementation of basal reader instruc-
tion, and individualization of reading will be covered. Study skills, content area
reading, word recognition skills, dictionary skills, research and library skills,
and higher order cognitive skills will also be taught. PREREQ: Junior Standing.
TE316 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE(3-o-3)(F/S). This course will provide a survey
of literature for children from preschool through early adolescence, with
emphasis on recognition of excellence and the value of wide and varied
reading experiences. Literature from diverse cultures as will ascurrent issues in
book selection will be included. .
TE322 IDENTIFICATION & DIAGNOSIS OF LIMITEDENGLISH PROFICIENT
. (UP) SrUDENTS (2-0-2)(F/S/SU). Familiarizes future. teachers with language
proficiency tests. Instruments such as the language Assessment Scales, Bilin-
gual Syntax Measure, Basic Inventory of Natural language, James language
Dominance Test, Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test are studied. Students will
learn to administer and interpret the results of these and other tests so as to
properly place students in a level of ESl study. "
TE333 EDUCATING EXCEPTIONALSECONDARY STUDENts (1-o:1)(F/S). The
course isdesigned to 'acquaint prospective secondary teachers with the educa-
tional needs of secondary students identified as exceptional. Emphasis shall be
placed' on classroom teaching models that enhance learning by special
students.
TE~34 TEACHING IN SPECIALEDUCATION (3-0-3)(5). The course is designed
to provide the special education teacher an insight into and understanding of
instruction of the handicapped. Topical presentations and activities include
legal and educational implications, consulting and counseling with parents
and professionals, utilization of school and community resources, professional
publications and organization. PREREQ: TE291.
TE 335 TEACHING MILDLY HANDICAPPED ADOLESCENTS (3-0-3)(5). Five
topical areas related specifically to mildly handicapped adolescents will.be
examined. These are: Assessment procedures, eligibility criteria, service deliv-
ery options, intervention techniques, and instructional strategies.
PREREQ: TE334 or PERM/INST,
TE340 TEtHNOLOGY IN SPECIALEDUCATION (2.:0-2)(5). This courseintro-
duces special educators to uses of computers and technology that are espe-
ciallyvaluable for the handicapped. Specific attention will be given to adapting
the computer and technology to specia I student needs, Computer Assisted
Instruction (CAl) and Computer Managed Instruction (CMI). PREREQ: TE208
or PERM/INST.
TE341UTERATUREFOR YOUNG ADULTS(3-0-31(5). This course will provide
an appraisal of literature, including a multicultura component, appropriate to
the needs, interests and'a~ilities of young adults. It is intended for librarians,
teachers and others interested in working with young adults. PREREQ: Three
credits of lower division literature.
TE356 EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY (2-2-2)(F/S). This course will prepare
students in secondary education to use a variety of educational technologies,
including audio-visual equipment, television, and computers. Students will
learn to prepare visual materials.
iE 358 CORRECTIVEREADING (3-o-3)(S/SU). A study of reading difficulties of
elementary or secondary school pupils with emphasis upon diagnosi~, and
upon materials and 'methods of teaching. Opportunity is offered to consider
learning disabilities related to ethnic and cultural differences by tutoring an
elementary or secondary school pupil for approximately 20 sessions. PREREQ:
TE 305.
TE361 CHILD BEHAVIORAND GUIDANCE IN EARLYCHILDHOOD EDUCA-
TION (3-0-3)(5). The influence of the home and school el1vironments will be
examined in relation to child behaviors. Social and emotional areas of devel-
opment will be emphasized. Parent and teacher manuals will be examined in
relation to theories and appropriateness in managing young children's behav-
ior. PREREQ: P 101. '
TE 362 CURRICULUM IN EARLYCHILDHOOD EDUCATION'(3-o~3)(F). The
preschool-primary curriculum will be examined in relation to readiness and
academic skill development. An understanding of effective communications
and conferring skills with parents will be emphasized. Avariety of early child-
hood settings will be visited. . \ .
TE381 SECONDARY SCHOOL METHODS (3-0-3). A study of the secondary
school including methods and materials. Application is made to the students'
teaching areas. Must be taken prior to.student teaching. PREREQ: TE 201,
Admission to Teacher Education.
TE 384 SECONDARY SCHOOL SCIENCE METHODS (3-o-3)(S). This course
provides the theoretical and practical background for science' instruction at
the secondary level. Emphasis is placed on the development of teacher com-
petency in the use of inquiry methods,questioning techniques, and the devel-
opment of higher reasoning skills in students. Use of technology in science
teaching is also treated.
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TE 385 SECONDARY SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIESMETHODS (3-0-3)(5). This
course will examine effective methods for teaching secondary social studies:'
Curriculum organized either by a general social studies format ~r by a sin!lle:
social science discipline or history will be studied and effective teaching
strategies will be identified, analyzed and practiced. Prior completion ofTE 381.
Secondary School Methods is recommendeCl. '
rE 393 BEGINNING DRIVEREDUCATION (2-1-2). Designed to aid teachers in
the instruction of beginning drivers, and in the use of dual controlled automo-
biles. It includes the functioning of the vehicle, its proper operation, and traffic
control safety. .
TE 394 ADVANCED DRIVER EDUCATION (2-1-2). Designed to provide
advanced preparation in principles and practices 01 driver and traffic safety
education for teachers, supervisors, and administrators. PREREQ:TE393.
TE395 GENERALSAFETYEDUCATION (3"0-3).Provides a c'omprehensive su~-
vey of general safety education, applied to all fields in general but to public'
schools in particular. Includes the study of accidents, safety; accident preven-
tion, and the school's role in safety relative to other public and private
agencies. , '"
TE.407.407G READING IN THE CONTENT, SUBJECTS (3-o-3)(F/S/SU). This
course provides middle and secondary teachers with knowledge and skills
necessary for maximum utilization of instru~tionalmaterials in the various
content areas. Students seeking graduate credit will be required to meet
additional objectives. PREREQ: TE291. '
TE 422 CURRICULUM FOR THE MODERATELY/SEVERELYHANDICAPPED
(3-0-3)(F), This course is designed to acquaint students with a systematic
approach to conduct assessment and curriculum planning for the moderate-
ly/severely handicapped student. Such areas as severe mental retardation,
multiple handicaps, and severely emotionally' disturbed will be studied in this
course. PREREQ: TE291,430.
TE423G TEACHING THEMODERATELYAND SEVERELY'HANDICAPPED(3-0-
3)(5). This course is designed to assist students in gaining skills necessary for
teaching the moderately and'severely handicapped. Updating of information
and skills relative to research in this area will be given high priority. Students
will be required to read recent literature and participate in classroom activity.
PREREQ: TE42~. . '.. "'.
TE430 DIAGNOSIS OF THEHANDICAPPED (3-o-3)(F). Provides for the devel-
opment of skills' in identification and diagnosis .of students referred for
evaluation. $'~.I ""i"
TE431 TEACHING READING AND WRITTE'NEXPRESSIONTO THE HANDI-
CAPPED (3-o-3)(F). The course details the various components for, teaching
readingand written expression, inCluding the selection and usage'ofapprop-
riate materials and integrating diagnosis and remedial procedures with mildly
handicapped students (learning disabled, emotionally disturbed and mild-
ly/moderately mentally retard"Cl),
TE432TEACHING MAiH ANI>LANGUAGETO THEHANDICAPPED(3-0-3)(5).
The course will detail specific sequences and various approaches to math
instruction and oral language development with research discussion to sup-
port the proposed overview and explicit correction procedures,on-going
record keeping and remediation for-mildly emotional disturbed, learning
disabled, and mild-moderate menta.lly retarded. PREREQ: TE 430 or
PERM/INST. - •. ' "~" ,
TE450G BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES (3-0-3)(5). This course i~
designed for teachers, counselors, and administrators to gain an understand-
ing of the principles of behavior and the application of behavioral analysis
procedures. The major emphasis will be based upon .the learning ,Theory
Model. Development of an intervention strategy to deal with the relationship
of behavior to the environment will be stressed. PREREQ:TE 291. '
TE451 ELEMENTARYtURRICULUM AND METHODS (6-o-6)(F/S). Curriculum
and methods in language arts, mathematics, social studies, and science are
investigated. Students develop skills in using media and technology as aids to
instruction. The emphasis is on methods and materials appropriate to the
developmental stages of. school children (K-8). First course in a two semester
s,equence. PREREQ: M 103, M 104. .
TE452 ELEMENTARYCURRICULUM AND METHODS (6-o-6)(F/S). Curriculum
and methods in language arts, mathematics, social studies, and science are
investigated. Students develop skills in using media and technology as aids to
instruction. The emphasis is on methods and materials appropriate to the
developmental stages of school children (K-8). PREREQ:TE451. •
TE 453 TEACHING READING ANI> LANGUAGE ARTS IN THE BILINGUAL
CLASSROOM (2-0-2). Develops an understanding of various approaches to
reading instruction. Includes review of materials and media, development of
criteria for selection of appropriate instructional materials, instruction given in
both English and Spanish. PREREQ: S 101, 102, 201.,and 202 or S 203.
TE454TEACHING CONTENT INTHEBILINGUALCLASSROOM (3-0-3)(5). This
course includes instructional strategies and tecnniques in mathematics,
science and social studies for use in the elementary classroom. Instruction will
be presented in both the Spanish and English languages. PREREQ:S 101, 102,
201, and 202 or S 203.
TE456 METHODS OF TEACHII~G'ENG'LISHASA SECOND LANGUAGE(3-0-
3)(F/S/SU). This course acquaints future teachers with a variety of ai>proaches
and methods of teaching ESl, such as the' Audio lingual, Cognitive, Situational
Response, Silent Way approaches, etc. Individualized instruction, small group
instruction and learning centers are major areas of discussion. PREREQ:TE221,
322.
TE457 CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT SKILLS(2",-2)(F/S). This course will pro-
vide prospective elementary and special teachers with skillsfor establishing
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and maintaining productive student learning. Practical, specific actions
teache,rscan take to promote appropriate behavior and effective relationships
will be learned.PREREQ: P 311, P 325. ,
TE463G INFANT EDUCATION (3-o-3)(SU). Odd-numbered years. The physical;
social, emotional, and intellectual development of the infant--age birth to
three--will be examined in relation to kinds of environment and learning
experiences that will stimulate and ensure optimum development.
TE 465 CREATING MATERIALS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION (3-0-
31(S/SU). Students will become familiar with a wide variety of inexpensive
classroom materials. They will design and make usable materials that are best
suited to meet the objectives of their particular curriculum, as well as individ-
ual children's needs. Students will try outand evaluate materials with children.
Students will be expected to ,supply some of the materials. •
TE 471 ELEMENTARY STUDENT TEACHING (0-20-5)(F/S). Observation and
supervised teaching. PREREQ: Approval of an application for student teaching.
Graded pass/fail.
TE 472 ELEMENTARY STUDENT TEACHING (0-20-5)(F/S). Observation and
supervised teaching. PREREQ: Approval of an application for student teaching.
Graded pass/fail.
TE 473 ELEMENTARY STUDENT TEACHING iN SPECIAL EDUCATION (0-20-
5)(F/S). Supervised teaching in a resource or self-contained special education
classroom. PREREQ: Required course work in special education and approval
for placement in a special education setting. Graded pass/fail. •
TE 474 ELEMENTARY STUDENT TEACHING IN THE BILINGUAL CLASSROOM
(0-20-5)(F). This course includes observation of teaching in bilingual class-
rooms at varied grade levels, teaching under the direction of a cooperating
teacher in a bilingual classroom and regularly scheduled seminars with a
university supervisor. Some areas will be presented in both English and Span-
ish. May be taken concurrently with TE453 or TE454. PREREQ: S202, TE453, TE
454. Graded pass/fail.
TE 475 ELEMENTARY STUDENT TEACHING IN THE BILiNGUAL CLASSROOM
(0-20-5)(5). This course includes observation of teaching in bilingual class-
rooms at varied grade levels, teaching under the direction ofa cooperating
teacher in a bilingual classroom and regularly scheduled seminars with a
university supervisor. Some areas will be presented in both English and Span-
ish. Maybe taken concurrently with TE453 or TE454. PREREQ: S202, TE453, TE
454. Graded pass/fail. , -
TE 476 STUDENT TEACHING IN CLASSES FOR THE SEVERELYHANDICAPPED
(0-20-5)(F/Sl' Supervised student teaching in a classroom as well as experience
with specia conditions unique to the severely handicapped. These may
include vocational needs, community services and public agencies serving this
population. PREREQ: TE 423, TE 473. -
TE 477 ELEMENTARY STUDENT TEACHING - SPECIALTY AREA (0-30-6) or
(O-15-3)(F/S). This course is reserved for students who are seeking an endorse-
ment to teach in specific disciplines in grades 1-8 or who are seeking an
elementary specialist certificate. Students are given assignments in elementary
schools where they observe and teach under the supervision of a cooperating
teacher and a university supervisor. PREREQ: Admission to student teaching.
TE 482 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT TEACHING: COMPOSITION (0-15-
8}(F/SI. Supervised student teaching ina junior high school. The student will be
placed with a cooperating teacher for one half-semester (full-time) in his/her
major/minor field under supervision of University faculty. Seminars are
required. PREREQ: Admission to student teaching. COREQ: TE 483. Graded
pass/fail.
TE 483 SENIOR-HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT TEACHING: COMPOSITION (0-15-
8)(F/S). Supervised student teaching in a senior high school. The student will be
placed with a cooperating teacher for one half-semester (full-time) in his/her
major/minor field under the supervision of University faculty. Seminars are
required. PREREQ: Admission to student teaching. COREQ: TE 482. Graded
pass/fail.
TE484 JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT TEACHING: SINGLE OPTION (1-20-
10)(F/S). Supervised student teaching in a junior high school. The student will
be placed with a cooperating teacher for ten weeks (full-time) in his/her
major/minor field under the supervision of University faculty. Seminars are
required. PREREQ: Admission to student teaching, Graded pass/fail.
TE 485 SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT TEACHING: SINGLE OPTION (1-20-
101(F/S). Supervised student teaching in the senior high school. The student
wi I be placed with a cooperating teacher for ten weeks (full-time) in his/her
major/minor field under the supervision of University faculty. Seminars are
required. PREREQ: Admission to student teaching.
TE 489 SEMINAR: CONFLICT IN THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM (2-0-2). An
interdisciplinary social science approach to practical educational considera-
tions raised by authority, communication, culture, language, social stratifica-
tion, personality differences, and other sources of conflict in education.
Graduate
(See Graduate School Section for Course descriptions)
TE 581 FOUNDATIONS OF READING INSTRUCTION (3-o-3)(F/S/SU)
TE 582 DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION OF READING PROBLEMS (3-0-3)
(F/SU).
TE 583 CLINIC FOR READING SPECIALISTS (3-0-3)(5)
TE 504 SEMINAR IN READING EDUCATION (3-0-3)(F/SU).
TE 585 INDIVIDUAL TEST AND MEASUREMENTS (3-0-3)(5).
.
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TE 588 DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION OF READING PROBLEMS-
SECONDARY (3-0-3)(S/SU)
TE 510 ADVANCED PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES IN TEACHING SOCIAL
SCIENCE (3-o-3)(F).
TE511 ADVANCED PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES IN TEACHING ELEMENTARY
MATHEMATICS (3-0-3)(5).
TE 512 ADVANCED PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES IN TEACHING LANC;UAGE
ARTS AND LINGUISTICS (3-o-3)(F).
TE513 ADVANCED PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES IN TEACHING ELEMENTARY
SCIENCE (3-o-3)(F).
TE 514 COUNSELING/CONSULTING SKILLS FOR EDUCATORS (3-0-3)(F).
TE 515 ADVANCED THEORY OF INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN FOR SPECIAL
EDUCATORS. (3-o-3)(F).
TE 516 TEACHING GIFTED AND TALENTED STUDENTS (3~0-3)(S).
TE 517 SEMINAR ON THE SEVERELY HANDICAPPED LEARNER (3-0-3)(5) odd
~~ -
TE 518 TECHNIQUES FOR CREATIVE 'WRITING IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS'
(3-0-3)(5). ' ,0'
TE 519 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE, ADVANCEDUVEL (3-0-3)(5).
TE 520 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA (3-0-3)(SU).
TE 522 INDIVIDUALIZATION OF READING INSTRUCTION (3-o-3)(S/SU).
TE 523 EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED CHILD IN THE CLASSROOM (3-0-3)
(F/SU). '
TE 531 EDUCATION FOR THE CULTURALLY DIFFERENT LEARNER (3-0-3)(5).
TE 534 ISSUES & TRENDS, IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (3-0-3)(5) even years.
TE 541 EDUCATION IN EMERGING NATIONS (3-0-3)(F).
TE 543 EARLY CHILDHOOD: READINGS (3-o-3)(S).
TE 544 EARLY CHILDHOOD: ADVANCED CHILD DEVELOPMENT (3-o-3)(F).
TE 546 EARLY CHILDHOOD: ENVIRONMENTS AND PROGRAMS (3-o-3)(S).
TE 547 EARLY CHILDHOOD: LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AND DEVELOP,
MENT (3-0-3)(F).
TE 551 FUNDAMENTALS OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH (3-0-3)(5U/F).
TE 555 SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL (3-o-3)(S).
TE 559 PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION (3-0-3)(S/SU).
TE 561 SCHOOL LAW FOR THE CLASSROOM TEACHER (1-0-1) (SU).
TE 562 SCHOOL ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE (1-0-1) (SU).
TE 563 CONFLICTING VALUES INFLUENCING EDUCATION (1-0-1)(SU).
TE 564 INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES-SECONDARY SCHOOLS (l-o-1)(SU).
TE 565 INTERPRETING-EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH (1-0"1)(SU) •.
TE 566 LEARNING THEORY AND CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION (l-o-l)(SU).
TE 568 TECHNIQUES OF CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT (l-o-1)(SU).
TE 569 TESTING AND GRADING (1-0-1)(SU).
TE 570 GRADUATE Core-ISSUES IN EDUCATION (3-0-3)(SU).
TE 573 INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES-ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (1-0-1)(SU).
TE 581 CURRICULUM PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION (3-o-3)(S).
TE 582 ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION (3-0-3)(S).
TE 590 PRACTICUM IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (3-0-3) (F/S).
TE 591 PROJECT (V-V-6). ,
TE 593 THESIS (V-V-6) •
J
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College of Health Science
Dean:
Eldon Edmundson, Ph.D.
Telephone (208) 385-1678
Associate Dean:
JoAnn T. Vahey, Ed.D.
Telephone (208) 385-1195
College ot Health Science Emeriti:
. Kelly, Miles, Rockne
The College of Health Science is organized and dedicated to provide
a stimulating and challenging environment in which students can
gain the professional, technical, and liberal arts foundation to pre-
them for life-long service and training. .
Coursework leading to baccalaureate and associate degrees is
offered in several health care professional programs. Preprofessional
coursework and advising are also provided for those students who
need undergraduate stuaies in order to qualify for medical or other
professional schools. The school also recognizes the responsibility of
providing continuing education to its graduates and to other health
care practitioners.
Faculty of the school have the required academic degrees and are
registered or certified as practitioners in the areas in which they
teach. Hospitals, clinics, government agencies, and a variety of health
care practitioners afford the necessary patients, professional support
and clinical facilities which are required to complement the classes
and laboratories at the university.
'~" C'ooperating Agencies
AT&T
Boise Samlritan Village, Boise, Idaho .
Booth Memorial Home (Salvation Army), Boise, Idaho
Central District Health Department, Boise, Idaho
Community Home Health, Boise, Idaho ,
EIAda Head Start, Boise, Idaho
Grand Oaks Healthcare, Boise, Idaho
Hillcrest Care Center, Boise, Idaho
Idaho Elks Rehabilitation Hospital, Boise, Idaho
Idaho Veterans Nursing Home, Boise, Idaho
Independent School District of Boise City, Boise, Idaho
Intermountain Hospital, Boise, Idaho
Kootenai Memorial Hospital, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho,
Magic Valley Regional Medical Center, Twin Falls, Idaho
Mercy Medical Center, Nampa, Idaho
Missoula Community Hospital, Missoula, Montana
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Moritz Community Hospital, Sun Valley, Idaho
f'.lelson Institute, Boise, Idaho
Patient and Family.Support l!lstitute, Inc., B?ise, Idaho
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center, BOise, Idaho
St. Joseph's Hospital, Inc., lewiston, Idaho
St. luke's Regional Medical Center/
Mountain States Tumor Institute, Boise, Idaho
St. Mary's School, Boise, Idaho
Treasure Valley Manor, Boise, Idaho
Walter Knox Memorial Hospital, Emmett, Idaho
West Valley Medical Center, Caldwell, Idaho
YWCA (Battered Women's Unit), Boise,ldaho
Veterans Administration Medical Center, Boise, Idaho
University/Community.Health Sciences
Association, Inc. .
The University/Community Health Sciences Association, Inc., is a
non-profit corporation chartered by the State of Idaho for educa-
tional and charitable purposes, and to otherwise serve the University.
The objectives of the Association are to promote optimum health
services for the community through excellence in health profes-
sional education, to promote the growth and development of the
College of Health Science of Boise State University and its constitu-
ent educational programs, departments, and activities, and to
encourage donations of funds and gifts to assist in carrying out these
objectives.
The present officers and members of the Board of Directors of the
Association are:
M.M. Burkholder, M.D., President
Mr. James A. Goff, Vice President
Donald L. Pape, D.D.S., Secretary
Mr. Armand Bird, Treasurer
David M. Barton, M.D. Kregg Hanson
R. E. Bullington, Ed.D. Martha Jones, M.D.
Mrs. Bernice B. Comstock Grant Kapp
Mr. Robert Conrad John H. Keiser, Ph.D.
Mrs. lucy Daines Edith Miller Klein, J.D.
Victor H. Duke, Ph.D. John Mohr, M.D.
Mr. William K. Dunkley Dorothy ~eynolds
Eldon H. Edmundson, Ph.D. . Mary Anne Saunders
Mark H. Ellis, M.D. Don Sower
Maria Eschen, R.N., Ph.D. Sister Patricia
Mrs. Sybil Ferguson . Vandenberg, C.S.c.
E. E. Gilbertson W. E. Watkins, M.D.
Klara Hansberger Richard Williams
Ex-officio Directors: Presidents of Ada County Medical Society;
District 31 of Idaho Nurses Association.
Information may be obtained by contacting the Dean of the College
of Health Science at (208) 385-1678. .
Desartment of Community
.~t~'~/GOOI~~:~;~.~~m-:en~~'~h~=~8~~29
~ Chairman and Associate Professor: Elaine M. long; Professor:
Eldon Edmundson.
Degrees Offered
• BSin Environmental Health
• BSin Health Science
• Non-degree Program in Pre-Dietetics
Department Statement
Students in this Department study general aspects of human health
which are affected bypersonal,social,and environmental conditions
and interaction. Personal health conditions, the interrelationships
between personal health and environmental conditions,and existing
and future community health programs are all considered.
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Career opportunities for graduates are as follows:
• Environmental Health
- Employment with public health agencies
- Employment with industries .
- Employment with local planning and zoning agencies
- Attend graduate school in various science disciplines
- Attend a professional school in Medicine or other health
discipline
• General Health Science Studies
- Employment with public health planning agencies
- Attend a graduate school in various science disciplines
- Attend a health professional school in Medicine or other
health discipline
- Attend Medical or Medical Technology school.
- Employment with pharmaceutical companies.
- Employment with community clinics and hospitals.
Faculty in the department also advise students who are interested in a
health care career but have not yet decided which discipline to enter.
The Department of Community and Environmental Health is affil-
iated with local, state and federal health agencies throughout the
State in order to provide field training.
Special Information for Students
Environmental Health
Advisors: Edmundson, Small
Environmental Health Specialists play an important role in assisting
communities to ensure a healthful environment. Specific activities
may include helping private businesses and public agencies maintain
sanitary conditions in food establishments, in recreational facilities,
and in public and private water supplies. Other activities may include
assisting communities in properly disposing of toxic. and other
wastes, pest control, minimizing community air, water, and noise
pollution, and assisting businesses in promoting safe and healthful
working conditions. '
The Environmental Health curriculum provides a broad background
in understanding public health problems and in working with people
effectively to arrive at solutions to these problems. During the first
two years students take general college education courses. These
may be taken at BSU or at other accredited 2 or 4-year colleges or
universities, with transfer to BSU for the junior and senior years.
Students must also spend twenty hours with environmental health
agencies prior to beginning their upper level Environmental Health
courses. The upper division student must complete an internship
with public health agencies.
Health Science Studies
Advisors: Ashworth, Edmundson, long, ~oshek, Vahey.
The Bachelor of Science degree in Health Science Studies provides a
, curriculum for students who wish to gain an education in Health
Science Studies as a foundation for additional professional or gradu-
ate work in several health science professions, (For example: Medi-
cine, Dentistry, Hospital Administration, Medical Technology).
Employment with public health agencies or institutions is also an
option. Undecided Health Science majors can use the curriculum to
obtain the beginning courses until they decide on a major. Those
students should work closely with their advisor to ensure that proper
beginning courses are taken to meet these other degree require-
ments.
Pre-Dietetics Program
Advisor: long
Boise State University does not offer a Bachelor of Science degree in
Dietetics. However, Boise State University faculty will advise students
.who want to take the basic courses at Boise State and transfer to
another university to complete the Bachelor of Science require-
ments.
College of Health Science
Disease Conditions I and II H 211-212 .. ; ; 3-6
Assessment of Alcohol and Drug Problems
Part I H 214/414 - :3
cardio~ulmonary Renal Physiology H 220 3
Pathop ysiology H 300 4
Public Health Administration H 304 3
Applied Pharmacotherapeutics H 306 3
Medical Economics and Finance H 405 3
Principles of Education in Health Science H 406 .....•.. 3
7. Emphasis - Select one - Science or
General Health Science 39-41
Students should work closely with their advisors to ensure
proper selectio.n. of courses and completion of specific
course prereqUIsites.
a. Science Emphasis. (Natural/Physical/and '
Mathematics) - select courses to total 39-41 credits:
Microbiology or Bacteriology B 205 or B 303 . .. 4 or 5
Cell Biology B 301 ' 3
Pathogenic Bacteriology B 310 .4
Genetics B 343-344 3-4
Parasitology B 412 3
Immunology B 420 3
Quantitative Analysis with Laboratory C 211-212 5
Organic Chemistry with Laboratory . -
C 317, 318, 319, 320 , .. 10
Physical Chemistry C 321-324 8
Biochemistry with Laboratory C 431-432 , .4
Mathematics M 204 5
Statistics M 120 .4
A First Course in Programming CS 122 2
General Physics PH 101-102 8
Biophysics PH 207 ~ .4
Comparative Anatomy Z 301 .4
Vertebrate Embryology Z 351 .4
Histology Z 400 .4
Physiology Z 401 or 409 .4
Or other courses as approved by the advisor 1
b. General Health Science Emphasis -select courses to total 39-41
credits: .
Microbiology B 205 .4
Organic Chemistry with lab C 317, 318, 319, 320 10
A First Course in Programming CS 122 2
Technical Writing E 202 3
Mathematics M 204 5
Statistics M 120 or P 305 3-4
General Physics PH 101-102 8
Prin of Economics EC 201-202 3-6
Accounting AC 205-206 3-6
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 3
Communication in the Small Group CM 251 3
American National Government PO 101 3
State & local Government PO 102 3
Introduction to Public Administration PO 303 3
Public Finance PO 310 or EC 310 3
Principles of Marketing MK 301 3
Management and Organization Theory MG 301 3
Personnel Administration MG 305 3
Applied Anatomy PE230 3
Exercise Physiology PE310 3
Kinesiology PE311 3
P:f:chology P 101 3
E ucational Psychology P 325 3
Intro to Sociology SO 101 3
Social Problems SO 102 , 3
Sociology of Aging SO 325 .. -.•....•............... 3
Sociology of the Family SO 340 3
Or other courses as approved by the advisor.
8. Electives 9-12
• Students who intend to apply to colleges of Medicine, Dentistry or Veterinary
Medicine should consider laking C 317-320 and M 204.
,
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Degree Requirements
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
Bachelor of Science Degree
1. General Requirements (30 credits): -
English Composition E 101-102 6
Electives (Area I Core) ........•........................ 12
Psychology P 101 , 3
Sociology SO 101 3
Speech CM 111 3
Area II Core Elective 3
2. Professional Requirements:
Science (57 credits):
College Chemistry C 131-134 9
Organic Chemistry C 311,-319 .•......................... 5
Cell Biology B 301 ~ 3
Mathematics M 111, M 120 or M 204 , 9-10
General Physics PH 101-102 8
Bacteriology B 303 . '.. ' : .. .- 5
Botany-Zoology BT 130, Z 130 ; ; 9
Applied & Environmental Microbiology B 415 .4
Entomology Z 305 .4
Health Sciences (24 credits):
Water Supply and Water Quality Management EH 310 3
Air Quality Management EH 380 2
Community Environmental Health Management EH 320 3
Public Health Administration H 304 3
Public Health law H 435 - 2
Internship EH 493 ..............•.. , , .4
Occupational Safety & Health EH 415 3
Epidemiology H 480 3
Environmental Health Practicum EH 160 1
Other (6 credits):
Technical Writing E 202 - 3
Communication, Sociology or Psychology Elective ...•.... 3
3. Suggested Electives (11 credits):
Pathogenic Bacteriology B 310 .4
Human Physiology Z 401 , ......•............ .4
Economics EC 201 . ; ; 3
Bioecology B 423 ; 4
Parasitology B 412 - .4
Management & Organizational Theory MG 301 , , .3
Physical Geology GO 101 .4
State & local Government PO 102 , : 3
Statistics M 361 3
American National Government PO 101 3
Intro Information Sciences IS 210 : 3
Seminar H 498-499 1LCommunication in the Small Group CM 215., 3
HEALTH SCIENCE
Bachelor of Science Degree
1. English Composition E 101-102 6
2. Area I Core Requirements .'......•........................ 12
3. Area II Core Requirements ..... : ..............•......... :12
4. Area III Core and Science Requirements .•.•....... ; •... 22-23
College Chemistry C 131-134
or
Essentials of Chemistry C 107-110 9
Mathematics M 111 ; 5
General Zoology and General Botany Z 130 and BT 130
or
Human Anatomy and Physiology Z 111-112 9 or 8
5. Health Science Requirements .....•.•....•..•............. 16
Introduction to Computers in Health Science H 120 2
Health Delivery Systems H 202 ; 3
Nutrition H 207 : 3
Introduction to Health law and Ethics H 213
or .
Public Health Law H 435 2
Epidemiology H 480 3
Preprofessional Internship H 493 2
Seminar H 498 -499 1
NOTE: 34 Upper Division Credits must be included from either Health
SCience Electives, Area of Emphasis or Electives.
6. Health Science Electives (3 courses) ...............•...... 9-10
Medical Terminology H 101 3
Drugs: Use and Abuse H 109 : .. 3
Chronic Illness H 205 3
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Recommended Programs
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 - .
College Chemistry C 131-134 .
Mathematics M 111-204 .
Electives (Area I) ...•..•.•.•.....................
1st
SEM
3
4
5
3
15
2nd
SEM
3
5
5
3
16
.. '..:i
I
!
.. I
~' J,
!
i
- Itl
• I
I
- I,
"
C'ollege of Health Science
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Botany BT 130 , ....•......................
Zoology Z 130 '....•......................
Physics PH 101.102 ', :
Technical Writing E,202 '.'.
Speech CM 111 ...•...... : : .
Electives (Area I) ' ;-..•......•.....
Psychology P 101 .'.' •............
Sociology SO 101 ••. .e•.•.•••••••...•.•...•...•.•
Environmental Health Practicum EH 160 .
JUNIOR YEAR- ,1,,' ,
Organic Chemistry C 31.-319 ' .
Electives ...................•...................
Health SCience Requirements ....• : ...•..........
Cell Biology B 301 ..•...••...•.....•.•.•..........
Electives (Area I) .....•..•................... : ....
Elective (Area II) ••.••.......•.•...• -.........•. .-:.' 3
13-14 16-17
SENIOR YEAR
Bacteriology B 303 ........................•.... :' 5
Applied and Environmental Microbiology B 415. 4
Health SCience Requirements. 5-62 or 6
Sociology, Psychology or
,Communication Elective. •. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,3
Entomology Z 305 •.......... .-. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 4
Electives ...........•............•.•............ - 6 or 3
'\ ,14-1515-16
HEALTH SCIENCE
2
3
3
I
4
3
3
2
16
3
3
3
16
Course Offerings .
EH ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
Lower Division
Microbiology B 205 .............•...••.........•
Technical Writing E 202 ',' .
Cultural Anthropology AN 102 ,.....•• :. :: .
A First Course in Programming CS122 .• :. :,.:.: .
Economics EC201 or 202'- .- '.o' .-'.' •••
Statistics DS 207 ...........•..... :.~:". \ .: ..,.
" Sociology of the Family SO 340 ; .
EH 160 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PRACTICUM (O-V-l)(fS). Field observa-
tions in public health agencies and industry. Requires a minimum 20 hours in
the field and periodic seminars with a university instructor. Required for all
environmental health majors. . '
.,)
UPPer' Di~ision
EH 310 WATER SUPPLY AND WATER QUALITY MANAGEMENT (2-3-3)(f).
Engineering, biological. and management principles of community water
supply and water pollution control. PREREQ: Botany, Zoology, Chemistry
131-134, one year Mathematics, Upper Division status. Evencnumbered years.
. EH 320 COMMUNITY ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MANAGEMENT (2-3-3)(f).
Sanitation and management practices for community problems dealing with
waste disposal, vector control, food and milk protection, swimming pools,and
, recreation activities. PREREQ: ,Botany, Zoology, Chemistry 131-134, one year
• Mathematics and Upper Division standing. Odd-numbered years.
, EH 380 AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT (2-0-2I(f). Chemical, engineering and
• management principles of community and industrial air quality control.
PREREQ: Organic Chemistry or concurrent enrollment. Odd~numb~red years.
EH 415 OCCUPATIONAL SAfETY AND HEALTH (2-3-3)(5). Recognition, eva-
luation and control of environmental health hazards or stresses (chemical,
physical, biological) that may cause sickness, impair health, or cause significant
, discomfort to employees or residents of the community. PREREQ: Physics
101-102 and Organic Chemistry or concurrent enrollment. Even-numbered
. years. ..' ,,:
EH 493 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH INTERNSHIP. (O-V-V)(FS).'Three or more
hours 'of internship per week in a business or governmental agency. The
student works within the organization, keeps a record of the experience and
discusses these experiences at a seminar. PREREQ: Upper Division standing;
recommendation of faculty advisor; consent of instructor.
H HEALTH SCIENCES
Lower Division
H 100 INTRODUCTION TO ALLIED HEALTH (l-G-l)(f). Various allied health
disciplines and their clinical functions are discussed. ,Information on basic
educational requirements, opportunities and advancement for each discipline
of health care delivery. lectures by allied health faculty and guest speakers
from the medical community. Orientation to allied health care in clinical
facilities. , •.
H 101 MEDICAL TERMINOLOGY (3-0-3)(FS). Introduction to Greek and latin
. prefixes, suffixes, combining forms, and roots used in medical terminology, as
" well as the study of anatomical, physiological and pathological terms, clinical
procedures, abbreviations, and lab tests according to systems of the body.
Medical terminology is treated aS,amedical language, and clinical application
is stressed. :.
H 109 DRUGS: USE AND ABUSE (3-6-3). An introductory course which deals
with the basic medical,social and 'p,sychopharmacologic~1 considerations
related to the use of therapeutic and non-therapeutic (recreational) drugs.
H 120 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS IN HEALTH SCIENCE (1-2-2). The
application of word processing, data base management, spread sheet analysis,
and graphical presentation of health science information. The acquisition of
information on selected topics requiring the use of microcomputers in health
science specialties. Special fee required. ""
H 202 HEALTH DELIVERY SYSTEMS (3-D-3)(F). Consideration of processes,
professionals, politics, programs, laws and institutions which are involved in
the maintenance of health and treatment of disease.
H 205 CHRONIC ILLNESS: IMPACT AND OUTCOME (3-D-~)(S). Introduction
to the medical and psychosocial dimensions of chronic illness, using cancer asa
prototype. PREREQ.: sophomore standing or PERMINST. Even-numbered
~~ .
H 207 NUTRITION (3-6-3). Study of fundamentals of nutrition as a factor in
maintaining good health. Present day problems in nutrition are also discussed.
Previous or concurrent enrollment in C 107-108 and Z 111 is suggested.
H 209 PRINCIPLES Of FOOD PREPARATION (2-6-4)(5). Interrelationships of
the nutritive value of foods, principles of food preparation, and the human
body. Approved techniques of food preparation, to retain nutrients and
enhance palatability, food safety and sanitary practices, and food management
will be stressed. PREREQ: or COREQ: H 207. Odd-numbered years.
H 211-212 DISEASE CONDITIONS I AND II (3-D-3)(FS). Introduction to the
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3
2
4
9
3
17
3
15
2nd
SEM
3
5
3
6
17
3
4
44 or 5
3 3
3 3
2
3
12 9-10
3 3
17 15-16
3
16 15-16
-. ,
.-- 3
17
15
1st
SEM
3
4
5
3
1st 2nd
SEM SEM
4 5
3 3
4 4
3
1
3
9-10
3
16-17
PRE-DIETETICS PROGRAM,
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition El01-102 .... o' •••••••••• : •••
Chemistry C 107-110 or C 131-134 ..• ; : .
Mathematics M 111 : .
Area I Core Electives ...•.........•...... ' :, ..•
Area II Core Electives .•......... 0": •••• ~' •••••••••.
FRESHMAN YEAR
Essentials of Chemistry C 107-108-109-110 .
English Composition E101-102 ~.
Human Anatomy & Physiology Zlll-112 .
Psychology P 101 : : : .
Sociology SO 101 ......•......•......•.•........
Area I Elective ..............•....•..............
JUNIOR YEAR ,c
Introduction to Health Law and Ethics H 213 or Public
Health Law H 435 ..•......•......................
Health SCience Electives '
Courses in Emphasis ...•.. '.....•.......•......... .'
Electives .•..•.. ' ...•. .-.'....•....................
SENIOR YEAR
Epidemiology H 480 \.
Preprofessional Internship H 493 ....•............
Seminar H 498 or 499 .•....•..... ' .
Health SCience Elective .....•.. : ..•..........•.•.
'Course in Emphasis ..........•..............•...
Electives ........•............•.•...............
SOPHOMORE YEAR "
General Botany and General Zoology BT 130 and
Z 130 or Hilman Anatomy and Physiology
; Z 111-112 .............................•........•
Area I Core Electives ..•........•.•..............
Area II Core Electives ............•.•.............
Introduction to Computers in •
Health SCience H 120 : .
Health Delivery Systems H 202 ...•.•.............
Nutrition H 207 ..•................•.............
Health SCie(lce Electives .•.•.•.....•.• _' .
SOPHOMORE YEAR •
Nutrition H 207 ..•...•..........................
Principles of Food Preparation H 209 .•...•........
Math M 108 ......•..•.•...•.•.• , ..•.•.•.......•
1st 2nd
SEM SEM
3 3
4' 4
1
4
3
College of Health Science
Promotion and Graduation
Required Program
MEDICAL RECORD TECHNOLOCY PROCRAM
Associate of Science Degree
J
I
5
3
3
3
2
3
5
2
3
2-3
1615-16
3
3
3
15 16
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 •••....•...••••••• ; .
Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 111-112 ••••• : ••••
Introduction to Allied Heald, H 100 ...•..••••.••••
Area III Core Elective ...••••..••..•••••••••.••..•
Medical Terminology H 101 ... : ••.•.•.•••••.•••••
Introduction to Medical Records MR 115 •.••••.•••
Health Data MR 205 : ..•....••...••..••....•..•••
Area I Core Elective •.••.•...•..•••••.••.•..•....
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Medical Records I MR 201-202 •••....•.••••.••••.•
Diagnostic and Operative Coding MR 207 ••.••••••
Disease Conditions I H 211 •••••.•.•..••.•.•••••••
Health Delivery Systems H 202 •.••••••••••••••••••
Introduction to Health Law & Ethics H 213 •••••.••.
Area II Core Elective •••••...•••••••••••••••••.••.
Medical Records II MR 203-204 ••••••••.... ; •.••••.
Health Record Transcription MR 209 ••.•••••.•••••
Disease Conditions II H 212 •••••••••.•••..•••.•••
Introduction to Information Science IS 210 OR
First Course in Programming M 122 .••.••..•.••.••
After the successful completion of the professional year at BSU,
students will have a three week period of directed practice in an
affiliated health facility. '
Clinical Practice MR 215 .•••.•.•••..••.••••••••••••• " ••.•• 2
Application Process
1. Make an appointment foran interviewduring Spring Semester of
the first year. '
2. Complete and return to the Medical Record Science Department
a "Special Programs Application" on or before March 1 of the
year the student is in Introduction to Medical Records (MR 115).
3. Submit $15.00 for name pin and lab fee, rer academic year,
payable to the program by September 1st 0 second year of the'
program.
1. Students must maintain a GPA of at least 2.00 in ordertoenterthe
second year of the program.
2. A grade of less than C in any professional course, numbered H or
MR, must be repeated and raised to C or higher before continu-
ing in the program.
Requirements for Admission
1. First Year
a. See University Admission Policy.
b. Student must see a Medical Record Technology Advisor.'
c. Complete first semester with a GPA of 2.00 or higher. .-
2. Second Year
a. Only students who have completed or are in the process of
completing the first year curriculum with a GPA of 2.00 or
higher will be considered for acceptance into the second year
of the program.
b. Health status must be adequate to insure successful perfor-
mance of hospital activities.
Science degree in Medical Record Technology will enable the stu-
dent to be eligible for the national accreditation examination .• "
The program is accredited by the Committee on Allied Health Educa-
tion and Accreditation of the American Medical Association in
cooperation with the Council on Education of the American Medical
Record Association.
Degrees Offered
• AS in Medical Record Technology
Department of Medical
Record Science'.,~
Health Sciences ;lD~~lePhone (208) 385-113?
Jala~G% _.0' 8Afad--C-otby; Program Director
and Instruct~r: Elison; Associate Professor: Seddon
general principles of disease. Etiology, signs, symptoms, treatment' and man-
agement of diseasesthat affect individual organs in the various body systems.
PREREQ:H 101. Sequence beginning fall semester. .
H 213 INTRODUCTION TO HEALTHLAWAND ETHICS(2-0-2)(F). A broad
introduction to the basic legal and ethical concepts considered to be essential
in the care of clients by health providers. A foundation course for instruction' in
the specialized application of this content in the students' major health care
disciplines.
H 214/414 ASSESSMENTOF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROBLEMS,PART1(3-0-
3)(F).Emphasison issuesrelating toalcoholldrug dependency and approaches
to diagnosis and/or assessment.Legal,social, and health implications will also
be considered.
H 215/415ASSESSMENTOF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROBLEMS.PARTII (3-3-
4)(S).Clinical application of concepts and principles presented in Part I. Stu-
dents will practice techniques of assessment/diagnosisof alcohol/drug prob-
lems. limited enrollment. PREREQ:H 214/414.
H 220 CARDIOPULMONARY RENAL PHYSIOLOGY (4-o-4)(F). Normal and
clinical physiological functions of the pulmonary, circulatory and renal sys-
teins. PREREQ:Z 111-112.
Departmental Statement
Medical Record Science is concerned witli the application or tech-
niques used in the development, implementation, and retention of
health information: The program is a combination of clinical practice
and study in areas such as classification systems, health data and
record retention systems. Completion of the two year Associate of
Upper Division .
H 300PATHOPHYSIOLOGY (4~0-4i(F).Emphasison dynamic aspectsof human
disease. Disruption of normal physiology and alterations, derangements, and
mechanisms involved. PREREQ:C 107-108or equivalent and Z 111-112or
equivalent. . '
H 304PUBLIC HEALTHADMINISTRATION (3-0-3)(F).Functions of local, state
and federal health agencies, and factors which have an impact on agency
programs. PREREQ: Upper division standing 'and health science major or
PERM/INST. Even"numbered years.
H 306 APPLIED PHARMACOTHERAPEUTICS(3-0-3)(S). Emphasison use of
drugs in relation to health and illness in any setting, on legal aspects,and on
patient education. Studentswill be expected to useprerequisite information in
pathophysiology to study drugs and their intersystem relationships. PREREQ:
H 300; 6-8 credits each Chemistry and Human Anatomy and Physiology;
clinical background asa health student or professionaL
H 405 MEDICAL ECONOMICS AND FINANCE (3-0-3)(S).Introduction to the
economics and financing of health care and health care agencies. Odd-
numbered years.
H 406 PRINCIPLESOF EDUCATION IN HEALTHSCIENCES(3-o-3)(S).lntrodu-
ces the student to the concepts and practical applications of educational
theory as'applied to health occupations. The techniques of the course will
, examine preservice health education, in-service education,continuingeduca-
lion, and community health education.
H 435 PUBLIC HEALTH LAW (2-0~2)(S).A study of public health legislation.
including the implementation and enforcement of such laws, and specific
duties of agencies regarding selected sections of the law. PREREQ:Upper
division standing or PERM/INST.Odd-numbered years. .
H 480EPIDEMIOLOGY (3-o-3)(S).Studyof the distribution of diseaseor physio-
logical conditions of humans, and of factors which influence this distribution.
PREREQ:Upperdivision status,health science major or PERM/INST; statistics
desirable. Even-numbered years. .
H 493PREPROFESSIONALINTERNSHIP(1-3-2)(F/S).Three hours of internship
in a clinical setting under direction of a preceptor who is a practicing profes-
sionaL Student keeps a record of experiences and discussesthem at a weekly
one-hour seminar. PREREQ:H102; Upper division standing, cumulative GPA
above 3.25; recommendation of faculty advisor; consent of instructor.
H498 - 499 SEMINAR (1-0-1 or 2-0-2)(F/S). Presentation of selected health
. science topics under faculty direction. 1 or 2 credits. '
"
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.Prerequisite or Corequ;s;le to first Year Nursing Courses.
Bachelor of Science Degree
Degree Requirements
Bachelor of Science
Full-TIme Nursing Student
Degree Requirements
Associate of Science
Full-TIme Nursing Student
1
j
~
j
J
1st 2nd
SEM SEM
4
3
4 4
3
6 7
3
17 17
4
3 0
3
3
9 10
16 16
SECOND YEAR
Microbiology B 205 .
English Composition E102 .
Introduction to Sociology SO 101 .
Elective " ' .
Nursing Intervention I & II N 200-202 ; .
FIRST YEAR
"Essentials of Chemistry C 107-108 .
"Nutrition H 207 _ .
"Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 111-112 .
"General Psychology P 101 .
Fundamentals of Nursing N 100-102 .
"English Composition E101 .
Description: This program is designed to prepare professional
nurses to provide nursing care for patients/clients in hospitals, nurs-
ing homes, and a variety of community health agencies. The graduate
is eligible to write the licensure examination for registered nursing
and is prepared to assume professional leadership responsibilities in
nursing practice. The curriculum also provides a foundation for
graduate study in nursing.
Admission Requirements and Advisement: Contact the
Department of Nursing for admission requirements and advisement.
campus laboratory time. During the freshman year, there is an aver-
age weekly number of nine to twelve clinical practice hours and
during the sophomore year, fifteen to eighteen hours per week,
whiCh may be scheduled days, afternoons, or evenings, between the
hours of 6:30 a.m. and 11:30 p.m.
The program is approved by the Idaho Board of Nursing and accre-
dited by the National League for Nursing. The graduate is eligible to
write the National Council Licensure Examination to become a Regis-
tered Nurse (R.N.).
Admissions - Advisement: Contact the Department of Nursing
. for admission requirem'ents and advisement.
Science/Nursing Bldg., Rm. 107 Telephone (208) 385-3907
Chairman and Professor: Dr. Neila Poshek; Associate Professors:
Baker, Fountain, job, lynch, Matson, Penner, Taylor, Wade, Wilcox;
Assistant Professors: Brudenell, Butterfield, Carpenter, Chase, Nel-
son, Peterson; Instructors: Bledsoe, Leahy, Otterness, Straub, Wise.
Degrees Offered
• AS, Nursing
• BS, Nursing
lower Division
MR 115 INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL RECORDS (3-0-3)(S). Principles of
Medical Record Tethnology, the professional organizations, medical reco'rd
practitioners, and the content of the hospital chart.
MR 201 MEDICAL RECORDS I (3-0-3)(F). Preparation, analysis, preservation
and retrieval of health information manually and by computer. The value of
this information to the patient, the doctor, and the community. PREREQ: MR
115.COREQ: MR 202.
MR 202 MEDICALRECORDS I LABORATORY (0-4-2)(F). Practice in the various
methods of numbering, filing, and retrieving health records manually and by
computer. COREQ: MR 201.
MR 203 MEDICALRECORDS II (3-0-3)(S). Quality assurance, basic principles of
supervising and managing a medical record department, communication the-
ory and practices for medical record professionals. PREREQ: MR 201. COREQ:
MR 204.
MR 204 MEDICAL RECORDS II LABORATORY(0-4-2)(S). Applications in qual-
ity assurance, management, and communication principles. Observation of
record keeping practices in non-hospital settings and continued computer
activities. COREQ: MR 203.
MR 205 HEALTHDATA (3-0-3)(S). Collection and presentation of routine data
for daily, monthly and annual hospital statistical reports. Formulas, preparation
of birth certificates and abstracting data for the computer. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. "
MR 207 DIAGNOSTIC AND OPERATIVE CODING (3-8-3)(F). Principles and
pra~tice in coding diseases and.operations according to International Classifi-
cation. Other systems of coding and methods of indexing included. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
MR 209 HEALTHRECORD TRANSCRIPTION (0-4-2)(S). Machine transcription
of histories, physical examinations, operations, and other medical dictation.
Typing ability is required. PREREQ: H 101. .
MR 215 CLINICAL PRACTICE (0-V-2). Following completion of all other pro-
gram requirements, students spend 120 hours in medical record departments
of affiliated health facilities demonstrating their proficiency in the various
areas of medical record technology. "
Course Offerings
MR MEDICAL RECORDS
Department of Nursing
4
3
3
3
3
16
3
4
3
FIRST YEAR
College Chemistry C 107-110 or 131-134
(Area III Core) .
Elective (Area I Core) .
General Psychology P 101 (Area II Core) . '" .
Mathematics M 111 or above (Area III Core)
OR .
Mathematics M 108 (Does,not meet Area III Core)
English Composition E101~102 .. : .
Human Anatomy and Physiology Z 111-112'-" "-
(Area III Core) .
SECOND YEAR
Microbiology B 205 ~ .
Pathophysiology H 300 .
Nutrition H 207 .
Elective (Area I Core) " '
Elective (Area II Core) .
Introduction to Sociology SO 101 (Area II Core) .
Introduction to Micro-Computers
TE 208, CS 109 ;. . . . . . . . 3-4
Introduction to Nursing Process N 204..... 2
Foundations of Nursing N 206 .
Foundations of Nursing lab N 207 .
15-16
Description: This program prepares individuals to function 'at a
beginning level in giving care to patients. Nursing courses include
theory and clinical laboratory experiences, primarily in hospitalsand
other acute care settings. In the clinical component of each nursing
course, one credit hour represents three hours of clinical and/or
Associate of Science Degree
Departmental Statement
The Department conducts a two-year, lower division curriculum
. leading to an Associate of Science Degree, a four-year curriculum
. leading to a Bachelor of Science Degree, and a two-year upper
division curriculum for Registered Nurses which leads to a Bachelor
of Science Degree.
The current system of health care delivery requires associate as well
as baccalaureate degree-prepared practitioners of nursing. Each of
these contribute to meeting the nursing and health care needs of
people. The associate degree nurse is prepared at the technical level;
the baccalaureate degree nurse is prepared at the professionalleve!.
Both levels of nursing personnel function as interdependent
members of the health care team.
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'Contact the' Department of Nursingfor'adinission'requirements and
advisement. ' , . .
Admission Requii'ements and
Advisement:
Degree Requirements
Bachelor of Science Degree for Registered Nurses
Full- TIme Student
.'
2
9 6
17 16
• I,
Practicum: Health Illness IV N 433 ..•..........•...
;~ Area'l; II, or III Core Electives .
Course Offerings
N NURSING
Lower Division":; /. " ,
N 100 FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING I '(3-9-6)(F). First of four sequential
courses. Focus is Man: his well-being, environmental interaction, and ability to
cope with stress. Clinical learning experiences are designed to increase knowl-
edge of self/others; environmental factors which affect health; and measures
used to assist people of all ages cope with change and progress toward high-
level well ness. PREREQ: Admission to the AD Nursing Program.
N 102 FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING II (3-12-7)(5). Builds upon concepts
• presented in N 100. Focus: methods .of assisting patients/families adapt to
stresses of illness and/or surgery. Exploration of concepts which apply to
individuals at various points on health/illness continuum. Clinical learning
experiences assist student in planning and implementing measures to help
patients,progress toward ,wel~ness. PREREQ: N 100. "
N 114 ORIENTATION TO ASSOCIATE DEGREE NURSING FOR ADVANCE
PLACEMENT STUDENT (2-0-2)(5). Designed to assist the student in transition
from one role in nursing to another. Content focuses upon basic nursing
concepts, changing nursing roles and issues, and challenge examinations for
'advanced placement.' : . ,'.. 1. f
N 200 NURSING INTERVENTION I (4-15-9)(F). Provides far continued devel-
opment of concepts presented in first year courses. Focus is two-fold: assisting
patients and families to adaptto changes in life-style or problems resulting
from disordered communication. Clinical learning experiences assist student
in providing interventions for families and individuals with increasingly com-
plex health problems. PREREQ: N 102.
N 202 NURSING INTERVENTION II (4-18-10)(5). Continues development of
concepts acquired in previouscoursesand completes student's socialization to'
associate degree nursing.'Focus on application of concepts to assist patient/-
families in adapting to complex or life-threatening situations. Clinical learning
experiences require student to become more self-directed and flexible. in
application of concepts to patient care. PREREQ: N 200. '
N 204 INTRODUCTION TO NURSiNG PROCESS (i-ei-2)(F). Focus'is on the
nursing .process as a cognitive framework for professional practice; nursing
diagnosis is utilized as a client classification system. PREREQ: Admission to
Nursing major.
N 206 FOUNDATIONS OF NURSING (3-O-3)(S). Theoretical basis for the acqui-
sition of interpersonal, affective, and psychomotor skills needed to maintain,
promote, restore health to persons of all ages. This includes collection and
interpretation of data through use of physical assessment skills. PREREQ: N 204
COREQ: N 207. "
.' " ..
N 207 FOUNDATIONS OF NURSING LAB (0-9-3)(5). Practical application of
interpersonal, affective, and psychomotor skills learned in N 206. Thisincludes
physical assessment. COREQ: N 206. ' '.
Upper Division
N 302 PROFESSIONAL NURSING I (2-0-2)(F).lntroduction to theoretical foun-
dations in nursing. Overview of the historical evolution of nursing. Discussion
of the professionalization of nursing and characteristics of baccalaureate nurs-
ing education. Ethical issues in professional nursing. PREREQ: Admission to as
program for R.N.'s '
N 308 LEADERSHIP AND PROFESSIONAUNTERACTIONS (2-O-2)(F). The lead-
ership process is explored in relation to power, communication, bureaucratic
structure, group theory, ethical/political issues and change. Nursing leader-
ship and professional interactions are emphasized in the context of tlie health
care setting. PREREQ or COREQ: N 302, N 360 COREQ: N 309. •
N 389 PRACTICUM: LEADERSHIP AND PROFESSIONAL INTERACTIONS (0-2-
'l)(F). Laboratory for N 306. COREQ:N 306.. _
N 314 CONCEPTS OF NURSING I (":'0-4)(F). Foc~ses on 'con~epts, principles
and theories related to promotion and maintenance of health in chronic illness
f<;>rpersons of all ages. PREREQ: N 206 COREQ: N 315.
N 315 CONCEPTS OF NURSING I LAB (0-9-3)(F). Applies concepts, principles
and theories from N 314 to persons with chronic illness in a variety of settings.
COREQ N 314, '
N 318 CONCEPTS OF NURSING II (4-0-4)(5). Focuses on concepts, principles
and theories related to promotion and maintenance of health in acute illness
for persons of all ages. PREREQ: N 314 COREQ: N 319. .
N 319 CONCEPTS OF NURSING II LAB (0-9-3)(S). Applies concepts, principles
and theories from N 318 to persons with acute illness in a variety of settings.
COREQ: N 318.
N 328 FAMILY AND GROUP INTERACTIONS (2-O-2)(S). Conceptual base for
application of nursing process in promoting health infamilies and in groups.
An analysis of cultural, evnironmental, developmental and interactional
determinantsoffamilyhealth. PREREQ: N 302, 308, 360. PREREQor COREQ: N
392, N 329, 362, H 306.' .
N 329 PRACTICUM: FAMILY AND GROUP INTERACTIONS (0-6-2)(5). Clinical
laboratory for N 328. CO.~EQ: N32~. .'
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
,- 3
3 3
4
3
4
3
16 .16
5
5
2
1
3
3 3
5
5
16 16
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JUNIOR YEAR
Professional Nursing I N 302 ..• : .•...... ; .......•.
Leadership & Professionallnteractions'N 308 •••• ::;'
Practicum: Leadership and Professional Inter
actions N 309 ....•..............................
Health Illness I N 360 ;
Practicum: Health Illness IN 361 : .
Pathophysiology H 300 .........•..•...............
Family and Group Interactions N 328 :'
Practicum: Familya,nd Group Interactions N'329 •...
Health Illness II N 362 .......•.•...•..•.•... ; ...•.
Practicum: Health Illness II N 363 .••.. ; ........••.
Nursing Research N 392 ' .
Applied Pharmacotherapeutics H 306 .. ; ••.•...•••.
Area I, II or III. Core Elective .....•....... ; .
SENIOR YEAR '" ,.
Nursing in the Community N410 : '. 2
Practicum: Nursing in the C::ommunity N 411 .;..... ,2.
Health Illness III N 430 . . .. .. . . ..•. . . .. .• •.. .. .. . . 2
Practicum: Health Illness III N 431 ••...... : ....•• '• ." '2
Professional Nursing liN 402 .... , .•••.•....•....•
Families & Groups Under Stress N 408 ••.•....••...
Practicum Families & Groups Under Stress N 409 •.•
Health Illness IV N 432 ....•.•.•......•••..•....•..
THIRD YEAR '.
. Elective (Area II 'Core) : ....•...... : .......•
Applied Pharmacotherapeutics H 306 ......•...•...
Statistical Methods P 305 ...•...•....•....•........
Introduction to Nursing Research N 392 ..•. : ....••
Elective (Area I Core) ....•........................
Concepts of Nursing I N 314 ::'.', ...•• : .•...••.....
Concepts of Nursing I Lab N 315 .
, Concepts of Nursing II N 318 ; - ....•..
Concepts of Nursing II Lab N 319 ............•.....
This program has two major purposes: " .~'.
1. To enable register~d nurses to earn the ba~~afaure~te degree
with a major in nursing; .'.. \; .
2. To provide the base for graduate study in nursing.
Admission to this program is limitedto registered nurses graduated
from associate degree or diploma schools of nursing. Graduates are
awarded the Bachelor of Science degree with a major in Nursing and
will be prepared for independent, collaborative, and leadership
responsibilities in the delivery of health care services. The programis
approved by the Idaho State Board of Nursing and accredited by the
National League,for Nursing., ~ "
Bachelor of 'Science Degree
for Registered ,Nurses.,'
,.. '
'Q .J •. + .•
Total Cr'edit Hours:
FOURTH YEAR
Community Health Nursing N 412 .
Community Health Nursing Lab N 413 ..........•..
Psychosocial Nursing N 416; .
Psychosocial Nursing Lab N 417 . : : •....... : ..
Legal/Ethical Issues N 434 .
Nursing Elective •............................... ,
Nursing Leadership N 436 ..........•........ , .•..•
'Nursing Leadership Lab N 437,.
\
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Health Sciences Building, Room 101 Telephone (i08) 385-1787
Dean and Professor: Cld6Y1 Ed ~.$QVL....... '
organization, administration, and legal aspects of school health programs.
(Meets Idaho Certification Standards .for Professional School Personnel)
PREREQ: Current enrollment in Nursing Major or PERM/INST. '
N 472 NURSING CARE OF THE ADULT IN THE WORKPLACE (3-9-3)(F/S).
Exploration of nursing concepts essential to promotion of health and preven-
tion of illness/accidents in the occupational setting; roles, and responsibility of
the occupational health nurse. PREREQ: Current enrollment in Nursing Major
or PERM/INST.
N 478 NURSING AND POLITICS (3-0-3)(F/S). Explores the relationship
between professional nursing and the policy process; concepts of power,
politics, and process as these impact nursing practice. PREREQ: Current enrol-
Iment in Nursing Major or PERM/INST.
Degrees and Majors Offered
• BS in Pre-Dental with emphasis in Biology or Chemistry
• BS in Pre-Medical Studies with emphasis in Biology or Chemistry
• BS in Pre-Veterinary Medicine Studies
• BS in Medical Technology
• Non-degree Program in Pre-Dental Hygiene .•
• Non-degree Program in Pre-Occupational Therapy
• Non-degree Program in Pre-OptometriC
• Non-degree Program in Pre-Pharmacy
• Non-degree Program in. Pre-Physical Therapy,
Depar.tment Statement
The Preprofessional Studies Department has responsibility to those
students who need to have undergraduate studies prior to applying
to a professional school. This includes students who have declared a
major in pre-Medicine, pre-Dentistry, pre-Dental Hygiene, pre-
Occupational Therapy, pre-Optometry, pre-Pharmacy, pre-Physical
Therapy, pre-Veterinary Medicine, pre-Chiropractic, or Medical
Technology.
In view of the specialized nature of each program the student sh'ould
seek regular counsel from the advisor who has been designated for
his or her major field of interest. A handbook for Preprofessional
students is available from the advisors and should be used as a
reference.
Students need to be aware of deadlines established by professional
schools and testing organizations. Admissions examinations (Medi-
cal College Admission Testing, Dental Admission Testing, Dental
Hygiene Aptitude Testing, Pharmacy College Admission Testing,and
the Veterinary Aptitude Test) must be taken at specific times. These
examinations mayor may not be administered on the BSU campus.
Deadlines for applying to. professional schools vary from year to year.
The student is responsible for determining the specific deadline~ and
fees which pertain to her/his field of interest.
In addition to academic coursework the Preprofessional Studies stu-
dents have opportunities and are encouraged to work in a clinical
environment and observe at first hand the practice and delivery of
health care. •
Qualified stude~ts may register for an internship of two credits per
semester. T.hese students will work and study in a clinical environ-
ment with a practicing physician, dentist, or veterinarian, etc.
PREREQ: H 202; upper division standing; cumulative GPA above
3.25; recommendation of faculty advisor; consent of the instructor.
See course H 493 described in the Community and Environmental
Health Section.
Information is available from advisors concerning state-supported
tuition programs for qualified Idaho residents to professional schools
outside the state of Idaho. These programs are ~
• WAMI (Washington-Alaska-Montana-ldaho) for medical school;
• University of Utah for medical school; .
• IDEP(ldaho Dental Education Program) for dental school;
• WOI (Washington-Oregon-Idaho)for veterinary medicine school;
• WICHE (Western Interstate Consortium of Higher Education) for
schools of optometry, occupational therapy, and physical therapy.
1
l
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Studies
Department of
Preprofessional
College of Health Science
N 360 HEALTH-ILLNESS I (3-o-3)(F). Concepts of basic nursing practice includ-
ing stress-adaptation and high-level wellness. Overall perspective on biopsy-
chosocial adaptation by individuals throughout major phases of life cycle.
Focus on assessment of individual health status/potential. PREREQor COREQ:
N 302, 306, H 300. COREQ: N 361.
N 361 PRACTICUM: HEALTH-ILLNESS I (0-4-2)(F). Clinical laboratory for N 360.
COREQ: N 360. "
N 362 HEALTH-ILLNESS II (2-0-2)(51' Conceptual base for application of nursing
concepts to promote health of chi dbearing and childrearing families. Empha-
sis of nursing care is on assessment of biopsychosocial stressors and adaptive
responses of clients. PREREQ: N 302, 306, 360. PREREQ OR COREQ: N 326, 363,
392, H 306.
N 363 PRACTICUM: HEALTH-ILLNESS II (0-6-2)(5). Clinical laboratory for N
362. COREQ: N 362. ' •
N 392 INTRODUCTION TO NURSING RESEARCH (3-0-3)(5). Research process
as'applied in health care research. Emphasis on defining researchable prob-
lems, conceptualizing research design, and analyzing steps in the research
process. Critical review of resea rch articles to eva Iua te fi ndi ngs for application
to nursing practice. PREREQ: N 302 or PERM/INST.
N 402 PROFESSIONAL NURSING II (2-o-2)(S).leadership role of proiessional
nUrse in improvement of health care services, health policy and advancement
of nursing profession. Emphasis on emerging nursing roles, ethics, issues and
trends. Examination of individual goals relevant to professional commitments.
PREREQ: N 410, 430. COREQ: 406,432.
N 408 FAMILIES AND GROUPS UNDER 'STRESS(1-0-2)(5). Conceptual base for
application of nursing process for adaptation of individuals, families and
groups to complex mental health and psychiatric problems. PREREQ: N 410.
COREQ: N 409. ' ,
, N 409 PRACTICUM: FAMILIES AND GROUPS UNDER STRESS(0-6~2)(S). Clini-
cal laboratory for N 408. COREQ: N 406.
N 410 NURSING IN THE COMMUNITY (2-0-2)(F). Principles of community
assessment. Conceptual and historical perspectives of community health in
relation to professional nursing roles. PREREQ: All 300 level nursing and
support courses. COREQ: N 411.
N 411 PRACTICUM: NURSING IN THE COMMUNITY (0-6-2)(F). Clinical labor-
atory for N 410. COREQ: N 410 .•
N 412 COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING (S-o-S)(F). Concepts basis to the
provision of nursing care to individuals, families, and groups within the context
of the community. Major content areas include: family nursing, home health
care, roles of the community health nurse, history of the community health
nurse, community assessment, and health policy formation. PREREQ: N 316
COREQ: N 413. . , ;
N 413 COMMUNITY HEALTH NURSING LAB (0-15-S)(F). Application of come
munity health nursing concepts to individualsand groups within the context of
the community. COREQ: N 412.
N 416 PSYCHOSOCIAL NURSING (2-o-2)(F). The study of psychosocial factors
affecting nursing care and understanding of illness as sociological and psycho-
logical maladaptation. Includes knowledge of emotional disorder and psy-
chotherapeutic interventions used in nursing. PREREQ: N 316 COREQ: N 417.
N 417 PSYCHOSOCIAL NURSING LAB (0-3-1)(F). Application of theory from N
416 including therapeutic use of self with individuals, families, and groups of all
ages. COREQ: N 416.' .
N 430 HEALTH-ILLNESS III (2-o-2)(F). Conceptual base for nursing practice
applied to individuals of all ages and families to facilitate their adaptation to
life-threatening illnesses/trauma. Use of nursing process with emphasis on
implementation and evaluation of care. PREREQ or COREQ: All 300 level
nursing and support courses. COREQ: N 410;431.
N 431 PRACTICUM: HEALTH-ILLNESS III (O-6-2)(F). Clinical ,laboratory for N
430. COREQ: N 430. •
N 432 HEALTH-ILLNESS IV (2-9-2)(5). Conceptual base for nursing practice
applied to individuals of all ages and families to facilitate their adaptation to
chronic illness. Use of nursing process with emphasis on gerontology.
PREREQ: N 410, 430. PREREQ or COREQ: N 402,406,433.
N 433 PRACTICUM: HEALTH-ILLNESS IV (0-6-2)(5). Clinical laboratory for N
432. COREQ: N 432. • , '
N 434 LEGAIjETHICAlISSUES AND TRENDS (3-0-3)(5). An exploration and
evaluation of the legal and ethical issues and trends considered to be essential
for those administering nursing care. PREREQ: Current enrollment in Nursing
major.
N 436 NURSING lEADERSHIP (5-0-S)(S). Principle~'~nd co~cepts basic to the
leadership process as applied to nursing. Concepts include change, decision-
making, collaboration, conflict resolution, negotiation, communication,
power and the bureaucratic structure within health care settings. PREREQ: N
416 COREQ: N 437.
N 437 NURSING lEADERSHIP lAB (0-1S-5)(S). Application of principles and
concepts from N 436 to the nursing role as a leader/manager in health care
delivery. COREQ: N 436.
N 4S6 NURSING STRATEGIES IN HIGH RISK CHilDBEARING FAMILI,ES (3~0-
3)(F/S). Concepts and content relative to potential or actual maternal-fetal-
neonatal crises. PREREQ: Current enrollment in Nursing Majoror PERM/INST.
N 470 PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES OF SCHOOL NURSING (3-o-3)(F/S).
Application of the pri nci pies and practices of community health n ursi ng to the
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•
• Additional Upper Division credits so that Upper Division credits will total at least 40.
nH 202, Health Delivery Systems, is prerequisite for H 493; Preprofessional Internship.
SENIOR YEAR .
Physical Chemistry C 321-324 ....................•
Instrumental'Analysis C 411 .•. , .
Chemistry Independent Study C 496 .•............
General Psychology P 101 .
Chemistry Seminar C 498, 499 .......•... ;, .
Area I Core Course ; . ,'; . ' : :".' .
Area II Core Course .
Electives ...•........ " : .. , .
1st 2nd
~FRESHM~NYEAR, ' .' SEM SEM
English Comp~sitionE 101cl02............ 3 3
College Chemistry C 131-134 .............•......• ' 4 5
Mathematics M 111.204 . .. ..•.. •. .. . •. .. .. •.. . 5 5
~t Area II Core Courses 3 3.
15 16
, " PRE-VETERINARY MEDICINE
\j' 'Bachelor of Science
, Science-Nursing Building, Room 212 Telephone (208) 385-3504
Advisor: Dr. Russell ]. Centanni '
Th~ st'ates of Idaho and Wa~hi~gton have an agreement und4;!r which
a number of places in the Washington State University School of
. Veterinary Medicine are guaranteed each year to qualified Idaho
'residents. Idaho residents who plan on veterinary medicine as a
career should satisfy the entrance requirements for the WSU School
~ of Veterinary. Medicine. Students should seek regular counseling
from the pre-veterinary medicine advisor. '.•
t ,-I. .' l'j '. ~
The student must maintain either at least 3.20 overallGPA or at least
3.30 GPA the last 2years; and an average of at least 15credit hours per
semester. Candidates with the g~eater depth and breadth of aca-
demic bilckg'round are given preference by WSU.. '
I..- .'. ~ " ""'".1.
• Either;the Graduate Record Examination (GRE).or the Veterinary
. SOPHOMORE YEAR
Botany BT 130 , : :.: .
Zoology Z 130 ..................................•
Organic Chemistry C 317-320., .
Mathematics M 205-206 : .
Cell Biology B 301 .
Elective (H 202 recommended)** .........•.......
I.. ..•
. JUNIOR YEAR
Comparative Anatomy Z 301 , ': . . . .. . . . . 4
Genetics, with or without Lab B 343, 344 . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4
Bio or Analytical Chemistry with Lab,.. .
C 431-432 or 211-212 .
Area I Core Courses .
Physics PH 101-102 ......•.•. ;.................... 4
, 16-17
PRE-MEDICINE, CHEMISTRY OPTION
".: 1 ". Bachelor of SCience
Science-Nursing Building, Room 309 Telephone (208) 385~3965
Advisor: Dr. Richard C. Banks
w.' ., ~ , I :;, ,Requirements .' .
General University and BasicCore 21
English Composition E 101-102 6
General Psychology. P 101 ; : 3
Zoology Z 130 , 5
Botany BT 130 .4
Cell Biology B 301 ~........................•... 3
':I, Comparative Anatomy Z 301 ..•......................... , .. .4
Genetics, with or without lab B 343, B 344 " 3-4
.Vertebrate Embryology Z 351 ....•.......... : 4
College Chemistry C 131-134 9
.. Organic Chemistry C 317-320 ....•........................ 10
Bio or Analytical Chemistry with Lab C 431-432 or
C211-212 .... ',' .•.........•....•....................... 4-5
Physical Chemistry C321-324 , , , 8
4~'~ Instrumental Analysis C 411 .. -.. '.......•.... ",' .•........... 4
': . Chemistry Independent Studies C 496 " , .. 2
Chemistry Seminar C 498, 499 •.....•...•....•.•.......•.... 2
General Physics Ph 101-102 ......................•.......... 8
MathematicsM 111-204 10
Mathematics M 205-206 8
" * Electives : : ~ 9-11
Suggested Program
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Suggested Program'.
Requirements ,',I
General University and Basic Core : 21
English Composition E 101-102 .: ,.,' 6
General Psychology P 101 .' : :: .3
Zoology Z 130 5
Botany BT 130 : .'.. .4
Cell Biology B 301 : , :., .. : ~~.3
General Bacteriology B 303 ': .. : :,,".':.5
Comparative Anatomy Z 301 ,. : : '.' ::" .. 4 .
Vertebrate Embryology Z 351 : ..;' ::. ,.,4
Physiology Z 401, 409 : ; .............•. : .. : :'.'4
Genetics with or without Lab B 343-344 : ','. 3-4
Vertebrate Histology Z 400 : ':: 4
College Chemistry C 131~134 ....•.............. ::: '. '. : .9
*~rganic. Che~istry C ~17-320 ' '•.,~-10
Biochemistry With or Without LAB C 431-432 , 3-4
General Physics PH,101-102 ' : , .. ~8
Mathematics M 111-204' .................•........... ; .•.. 10
**Electives .'.: ~ 21-25
Total must be at least' 0, ,. • 128
t' "'••
J I;. .lv' ~
PRE-DENTISTRY, CHEMISTRY OPTION'
.• Bachelor of Science-" .oj
Science-Nursing Building, Room 213 Telephone (208) 385-3499
Advisor: Dr. Charles W.Baker
1st 2nd
FRESHMAN YEAR, SEM SEM
Eriglish Composition El0l-102 :. 3 3
College Chemistry C 131-134 .•.......•.. : :: ~. 4 '5
Mathematics M 111-204 , '.' ' 5, 5
Area II Core Courses :: ""'3, 3. .. 15! 16
••, "I
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Botany BT 130 .
Zoology Z 130 .. , '~. : ' .
*Organic Chemistry C 317-320 , .
General Psychology P 101 •.•.................. : ..
Cell Biology B 301 .':,: .. : : .
Electives(H 202 recommended)"*, '... ',:' , :.: ~
PRE-MEDICINE, BIOLOGY OPTION "
Bachelor of Science
Science-Nursing Building, Room 210 Telephone (208)385'::3520
Advisor: Dr. H. K. Fritchman .:
Degree,Requirements and .'
Recommended Progra~.~,.."; f'.
J
PRE-DENlISTRY, BIOLOGY OPTION \'
Bachelor of Science _,
SciencecNursingBuilding, Room 213 Telephone (208) 385-3499
Advisor: Dr. Charles W. Baker ' • ,.
J ~ ~
, JUNIOR YEAR . •
Comparative Anatomy Z 301 '. : , . . . . . . 4'
Genetics, with or withoutlab B 343, 344 . . . . . . . . . . . 3-4
Vertebrate Embryology Z 400 .............•........ ,.
General Physics PH 101-102 :.' ; .. ~
Area I Core Courses : .
Area II Core Courses .
f Electives ' ' ' .
" . ,~•.14-15,
SENIOR YEAR ' ,,1;
General Bacteriology B 303 .....•................. '~ 5
Vertebrate Histology Z 400 4
Physiology Z 401 or 409 ..•.•..•.........•........ 4
Biochemistry C 431-432 ::' .. ' 3 1
Area I Core Courses : :.:... 3 3
Electives '. . . . . . ..3 9
.. I ' 18 17
• Pre-Dental 8; Pre-Medical 10 ....; tN."
.-Additional Upper Division credits so th~t UpPer Division e;edits will total, at least 40.
".H 202, Health Delivery Systems, is prerequisite for Preprofessionalln!~rnshipJ H 493.
I
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College of Health Science
.",'"
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Organic Chemistry C 317-:319 ..•.................
General Botany BT 130 ...........•...•..........
General ZoologyZ 130 •..• '.......•...•..........
Cell Biology B 301 .......•......................•
Basic Medical Technology MT 201 .........•..•...
Health Sciences Electives ....................•..•
Electives Area I or " Core ., ..........•.
Sophomore, Junior and Senior years are individually planned in
consultation with advisor:
JUNIOR YEAR
General Bacteriology_B 303 .
Pathogenic Bacteriology B 310 .
Immunology B 420 ••..................•..•......
Biochemistry C 431 ........•. ; .
Biochemistry laboratory C 432 .
Electives Area I or " Core ....•.....•.............
Health Deliv~ry Systems H 202 ................•..
Human PhYSiology Z 401 ........••.•.............
Free Electives ................................•..
Suggested Program
FRESHMAN YEAR ,
English Compc;>sition E101-102 " ..• ,.
College Chemistry C 131, 133 .. ; ..............•.•
College Chemistry laboratory C 132, 134 .
Mathematics M 111 ..•.•...•...•.•..............
Health Sciences Electives ...•....................
Area I or" Core Electives .......•....•...........
Medical Technology Clinical Class and Practice (MY
487-8-9) is comprised of a 12-month course of study of the follow-
ing subjects, taught as part of the hospital program:
Hematology 6
Clinical Bacteriology ......................•.•...•.•....... 6
Clinical Parasitology ..... .' ...................•............. 1
Urinalysis .......•.•.................•......•....•....•... 1
Clinical Chemistry ..........•.............................. 8
Immunohematology :, ..•..•... : ...••. ~..•... 3
Serc;>logy-lmmunology ...........................•.... ; ., .. 2
Toxicology ....•.•......•.•.................. ; ~•... 1
Clinical Mycology ...•........ ; ........................•... 1
Clinical Correlations Seminar ........•.........•.......•... 1
32
prescribed by CAHEA. These courses are listed below.
Students have the responsibility of applying directly to hospital
schools for admission to a professional program in Medical Tech-
nology. '
Upon admission to a hospital school affiliated with BSU and
approved and accredited by CAHEA,the student may register for and
earn an additional 32 credits for Medical Technology Clinical Class
and Practice (MT 487-8-9) and apply for a Bachelor of Science degree
in Medical Technology.'
, Requirements
English Composition E101-102 •. 0000'; 00' 000000.•...•. .,., 00.,6
Area I Core Elective ............•...•.•.•........••.......••. 12
Area" Core Elective .......•.•........... ; .•................ 12
Mathematics M 111 .........•...........•.•....•.........•... 5
College Chemistry & Laboratory C 131-134 ....•.......•........ 9
Organic Chemistry & Laboratory C 317-319 5
*Biochemistry & laboratory C 431-432 ...•... : •................ .4
General Zoology Z 130 .•............................... ., .... 5
Cell Biology B 301 ..........................•......•..•..•.... 3
Bacteriology B 303 ............................•...•.......... 5
Pathogenic Bacteriology B 310 .•.. 00. ., ., ., ., ., .•.•.. 00.. 0000. .4
Immunology B 420 ....................•.•.........••.......... 3
General Botany BT 130 .........•...•.......•...•..•......... .4
Human Physiology Z 401 ........................•.•.....•.... .4
Health Delivery Systems H 202 ....•...•.•....•.............•.. 3
Health Science Electives ...........................•.......... 8
Electives •..•.....•.......•.•.•.•.....•.....•..•............ .4. 96
"Two semesters of Biochemistry C 431-432-433 (7 credits) are recommended.
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Requirements
, English Composition E101-102 ., .... ., . .,., . .,.,.,., . .,.,.,6
Area I Requirements .....•....•...•.•..•.•.•.•.....•.•..• 12
Area II Requirements ... ., ........•.•. ., .•.•...•.•.....•.. 12
Zoology Z 130 ...........•. ., . 00•.•.•. '00... '00.•. 00.•.••... 5
Botany BT 130 ' ....•.....•..........•.•.. 00.. .4
Cell Biology B 301 ...........•.•...•.•.•..•.•....•....•..•. 3
Bacteriology B 303 .................•..•...•..•. '•..•. ., ...• 5
Genetics B 343 .........................•..•.•. : •....•..•.• 3
College Chemistry C 131-134 ........•.•.•. ., 00. ., .... 00.•.. 9
Organic Chemistry C 317-320 .•.......•...•....•. 00' 00••.. 10
Biochemistry C 431-432 .........•...........•..•.•... '..... .4
Mathematics M 111-204 ...• :; ..... ~. 00' ..•....•..•.. 00.•. 10
General Physics PH 101-102 .. ., •. ., •. ., 00000000' 00• .,.,. 00.8
Electives ........•.........••.•.•...•..•.... ; ..•....•..•. 38
Suggested Program
5
616-17
3
14 16-17
"H ~2, Health Denvery Systems, is prerequisite for H 493, Preprof~ssionallnternship.
SENIOR YEAR
Bacteriology B 303 ................•...•.......•••
Electives .....•.............•..•.•.....•........•
~rea II Core Course ..............•.•..•.. : .. ~'..•
. FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E101-102 ..•.•....•.•..•....
,College Chemistry C 131-134 ...........•.••....• '.
Mathematics M 111-204 ..•.•.....•.•..•. ., .•. 00.
Area I Core Courses .............•. 00•...•..•....•
Botany BT 130 ...•....•.....•.•.•...•.•.....•.•.
Aptitude Test (VAT) should be taken in October prior to the year in
which the student hopes to enter the WSU School of Veterinary
Medicine. '.
Students are to acquire and record at least 300 hours of significant
exposure to veterinary medicine while employed by or working on a
. volunteer basis for a graduate veterinarian. The 300 hours must be
completed by November 1 of the year of application.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Zoology Z 130 ..........................•.••....
Organic Chemistry C 317-320 ........•..•.. ' .
Cell Biology B 301 .............•.•...•...........
Electives (H 202 recommended)* ••.•........•.••.
Area II Core Courses .......•.•...•.•.•....•.....
JUNIOR YEAR
Biochemistry C 431-432 ...•..•............. ., ....
Genetics B 343 ...•.......•..•.•.•.•......•.•....
General Physics PH 101-.102 .....•.•. ; ...........•
Electives '.•...• o' ••••••••••• ; ••••••••••
Area I, II Core Courses ,: ., " ',"
Bachelor of Science in Medical
Technology
'Advisors: Conrad Colby (208) 385.3383
Dr. Robert Ellis
Dr. EUgene Fuller
The Medical Technologist performs many routine and specialized
tests in the clinical laboratory to develop data for use in determining
',the presence and extent of disease, as well as implications as~o the
cause of disease. Medical Technologists work inareas of hematology,
',0. serology and immunology, chemistry, blood banking, microbiology
and parasitology, urinalysis, histology, and cytology.
A criterion for admission to many professional schools of Medical
Technology is a Bachelor of Science degree comprised of courses
prescribed by the Committee on Allied Health Education and
•Accreditation (CAHEA) of the American Medical Association. The
professional schools at St. Alphonsusand St. Luke's Regional Medical
Center require such a degree. The Bachelor of Science degree in
Health SCience Studies (see Department of Community and Envir-
onmental Health) satisfies this requirement. '
- Professional schools which do not require a Bachelor's de'giee as a
criterion for admis,sion will consider students who have completed at
least 96 credits of basic sciences and general education courses
Telephone (208) 385-1996
Course Offerings
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FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
Anatomy & Physiology Z 111-112 : .
,ChemistryC 107, 109 ...............• ' ' :: : ..
Chemistry C 108, 110 : ..•........
Mathematics Ml08 or Mlll ...•... : ..•...•.....•.
Introduction to Allied Health H 100 .
, Area I Core .- : ; .
Suggested Program
College of Health Science
; ,
PRE-OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Human Performance Center Telephone (208) 385-3383
Advisor: Conrad Colby "
Occupational Therapy schools differ considerably in their preprofes-
sional requirements. A minimum of two preprofessional years is
required, and more in the case of some schools. A student interested
in this career is advised to consult the advisor, determine which of
the several schools would be the student's choice, and pattern the
preprofessional curriculum in line with the requirements of the
desired schools. '
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Nutrition H 207 ...............•.................
Speech CM 111 ...•.••............. , :' ..
Zoology Z 130 : : .
Sociology SO 101 .
Psychol?gy P 101 ..•..............................
MIcrobIology B 205 : .
Area I Core ........• ' .
Mathematics M 120 .•...........................
Technical Writing E 202 .
Area II Core ......•..............................
"
MY MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
MY 201 BASIC MEDICALTECHNOLOG\' (2:0-2)(S). Introduction to the basic
aspects of theory and practice encountered in Medical Technology. Even-
numbered years. '.
MY 487 CLINICAL CLASSAND PRACTICE(76 hours per semester--324 hours
per semester--8 CR)(SU) (second session). Clinical instruction in a hospital
school approved and accredited by CAHEA. PREREQ:Acceptance by a hospi-
tal school accredited by CAHEA. . .
MY 488 CLINICAL CLASSAND PRACTICE(153hours per semester--647hours
per semester--12 CR)(F).Clinical instruction in a hospital school approved and
accredited by CAHEA. PREREQ:Acceptance bya hospital school accredited by
CAHEA.
MY 489 CLINICAL CLASSAND PRACTICE(153hours per semester-~218hours
per semester--12 CR)(S).Clinical instruction in a hospital school approved and
accredited by CAHEA. PREREQ: Acceptance by a hosf)ital accredited byaH~ 'I
Non-Degree Programs
PRE-DENTAL HYGIENE
Student Health Center, Room 117.
Advisor: Rex E. Profit
A career in Dental Hygiene requires a Bachelor of Science in Dental
Hygiene. Students may take the first two years of general education
courses at BSU and apply for admission to professional school. The
program suggested here is based upon the prerequisites generally
required by professional schools; Students should consult the advi-
sor and pattern their program at BSU on the requirements of the
specific professional school to which they expect to apply.
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College of. Health Science
Telephone (208) 385-3383
PRE-OPTOMETRY
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Department Admission Requirements
and Application Procedures
Requirements for Admission
Freshman Year
see University Admission Policy.
b. Student must see a Radiologic Technology advisor.
Degrees Offered
• ASin Radiologic Technology
• BS in Radiologic Technology
Department Statement
To determine the presence of injury or disease,'Radiologic Technol-
ogists position patients and operate radiographic equipment to pro-
duce diagnostic films. Most technologists work in Radiology Depart-
ments of hospitals or with physiCians who maintain private practices.
The Radiologic Technology Program offers a curriculum utilizing
both university and clinical components. This integrated program is
needed so that students may gain the essential knowledge and skills
required to become Radiologic Technologists. '
The program has been granted full accreditation by the Committee
on Allied Health Education and Accreditation of the American Med-
ical AssoCiation in cooperation with the Joint Review Committee on
Education in Radiographic Technology. The curriculum will enable
the student to complete the associate degree requirements and be
eligible for' the national certification examination. If desired, the
stuaent may continue on for a Baccalaureate degree.
Suggested Program
Course Offerings
H HEALTH SCIENCES
For H Health Sciences courses see course descriptions in Department
of Community and Environmental Health.
Student Health Building Telephone (208) 385-1996
Chairman and Associate Professor: Rex E.Profit; Associate Professor:
Kraker; Assistant Professors; Craychee, Munk; Instructor: McCrorie.
Department of Radiologic
Sciences
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Compositi,?n E101-102 .
Anatomy and PhYSiology Z 111cl12, .
Psychology,P 101 .
Mathematics M 111 •..........•................ ;
College Chemistry C 131, 133 ••..........•.......
College Chemistry Lab C 132, 134 .
Electives (Area I, II) .
The student, in consultation with th'e advisor, should pattern the
sophomore year according to the requirements of the Physical Ther-
apy school)he,student is planning to attend. , .'
PRE.PHYSICALTHERAPY
Student Health Center, Room 118 Telephone (208) 385-3281
Advisor: Dr. Gary Craychee •
This curriculum is designed for students interested in a professional
career in Physical Therapy. A minimum of two preprofessional years
is required for admission to a school of Physical Therapy.
The Freshman rear suggested is based upon admission requirements
of professiona schools to which the majority of BSU's pre-Physical
Therapy students gain admissio'n. • ,
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SOPHOMORE YEAR
ZoologyZ 130 ....•....•........ ; .
Ce,lI Biology B 301 •.......•......................
Organic Chemistry C 317-318 .
Organic Chemistry Lab C 319-320 ............•....
Microbiology B 20S .......•...••.•..••..•.. '..•. '.
Physics PH 101-102 •.......••.......•.•..........
Area II Core .......••.•....•.......... ' 3-4
, 17-18 16
.• When possible it is desirable to take M 204 the first Semester and add General Botany BT130
the second semester of the freshman year, ' "
Quantitative Analysis C 211-212 can also be taken as a preprofessional course,
PRE.PHARMACY
Science-Nursing Building, Room 313 Telephone (208) 385-4377
Advisor: Dr. Robert A. Hibbs '
BSUstudents who wish to receive a Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy
usually plan to take their preprofessional courses at BSU and then
apply for admission to the College of Pharmacy at Idaho State Uni-
versity. The Pharmacy program consists of two years of preparatory
studies followed by three years in the College of Pharmacy at ISU.
The curricul.um outlined below is based upon the requirements of
ISU. Students who intend to apply to Pharmacy schools other than
ISU are adiiised to consult the pre-Pharmacy advisor and pattern
'their curriculum after that of the school to which they expect to
transfer.
Suggest~d Program
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E101-102 ...•...............
Chemistry C 131, 133 ....................•.......
Chemistry Laboratory C 132, 134 .- ,' . ; ..
Mathematics M 111 ..... .-.....•.................
.Mathematics M 204 ....•.•.•.•....•........•.•.
Area I Core ..•..........•.•..................•.
Fundamentals of Speech CM 111 , ....••.•.•......
Human Performance Center
Advisor: Conrad Colby
Students interested in preparing for optometry training should take
sCience courses and'iaboratories designed for sCience majors. Brief
survey courses in the sciences will not prepare a student for the
schools and colleges of Optometry. '
Although a mini~um of tw'o lears of pre-Optometry study is
required, most students accepte by aschool or college of Optome-
try have completed three years in an undergraduate college. The
studentshoula write to the optometry school of his/her choice for a
list of speCific courses. A large percentage of stuclents accepted by
the schools and colleges of Optometry have earned a bachelor
degree. \
,The requirements for admission to the schools and colleges of
Optometry vary. However, all Optometric schools and colleges
require at least two years of pre-Optometric study which should
"include:
Suggested Program
Z130 .;;' .' .•.•.•...•..... : ' 1 or 2 semesters
'College Chemistry C 131-134 : •....... ; 2 semesters
. General Physics PH 101-102 ; ;.: .. .- ' 2 semesters
English E101~102 . :.' " .' 2 semesters,
College Mathematics .......•........•.........••... 2 semesters
, Additional courses that may be needed for the pre-Optometric pro-
g~m~e: .' ,
Psychology Comparative Anatomy
Social Science' Physiology
Philosophy . Statistics
Literature ",Algebra and Trigonometry
Organic Chemistry Analytic Geometry
Microbiology Differential Calculus
Bacteriology Integral Calculus
130
College 'of ,Health Science
Course Offeri ngs
Medical & Surgical Diseases RD' 350. . . . . . . . . . . • . . . 3
Clinical Experience RD 385, 395 ................•. 6 6
Seminar in Radiologic Science RD 436 2
Radiographic Positioning IV RD 320. .. ..•..•... 2
Area I Core Electives. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 6
. 18 17
Baccalaureate Degree Curriculum
J '
Prerequisite for admission: Each student must have met and satisfac-
torily completed all requirements for the associate degree in Radio-
logic Technology at BSU, or have an associate degree in Radiologic
Technology and or related discipline from a comparable college/-
university program, must be ARRT registered technologist, or have
permission from the department chairman.'. " .'
'" '
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1st 20d
SEM SEMSENIOR YEAR .
Management and Organizational
Theory MG 301 ' , ..•......•.....•.
Area II Core Elective •..•...........•....•..•...•
Management of Radiology Service RD 400, 401 •..•.
, Imaging Modalities RD 402 ............•..•.. ','"
. Area I Core Elective .....•........••.•.•...•.•. : .., •..
Organizational Behavior MG 401 ..... ~.•..••..••.
Interviewing CM 307 ....•...•.•.•..•.....• :.; .•..
Health Delivery Systems H 202 "
OR
Medical Economics and Finance H 405 .•.....•..•.
Principles of Education ,; , ,
in Health SCiences H 406 .
.Radiographic Quality Assurance RD 408 .....••..•... ' 18
SUMMER
Clinical Experience RD 397 : ...•
RD RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY
Lower Division
RD 211 LABORATORY PRACTICUM (0-3-1)(F). Laboratory demonstration and
practice of the radiographic positions and proceduresdiscussed in RO 222.
COREQ: RD 222. .', .-,
RD 221 LABOKA TORY PRACTICUM (0-3-1)(5). Laboratory demonstration and
practice of the radiographic positions and procedures discussed in .RO 242.
COREQ: RO 242.
RD 222 RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING I (4-0-4)(F). The basic.concepts and
procedures used in obtaining diagnostic radiographs of the upper and lower
extremities, chest and abdomen. COREQ: RO 211. .
RD 226 RADIOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE AND CONTROL (3-2-4)(F). Principles of
x-ray machine operation, production of x-radiation, and its interaction with
matter. Analysis and practICal application of beam restricting devices, grids,
radiographic film, intensifying screens, radiographic quality, and processing of
the radiographic image. Includes factors affecting the contrast and density of
the radiograph. COREQ: PH 106. : • . .
RD 230 RADIATION BIOLOGY-PROTECTION (2-0-2)(5). General survey of
radiation hazards and the potential consequences to both technologist and
patient. The most appropriate means of minimizing the radiation dose will be
emphasized. PREREQ: RD major or PERM/INST.' .
RD 234 INTRODUCTION TO RADIOGRAPHY CLINICAL EX'PERIENCE (3-Q.
3)(F). Introduces the students to hospital structure, technical aspects of radiol-
ogy, and medical ethics, and prepares the students for'various professional and
patient interactions prior to their hospital experience. PREREQ: RD major or
PERM/INST.
RD 242 RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING (4-0-4)(5). Continuation ofRD 2i2.
The basic concepts and procedures used in obtaining diagn,!stic radiographs
of the digestive and urinary systems, pelvic girdles, bony thorax and the spines.
PREREQ: RD 222. COREQ: RD 221. ' .
RD 285 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY CLINiCAL P,RACTICUM (0-2404)(5).
?upervised clinical hospital experienc~. The student nius~ c.omplete 75% mi~.
Imum of recently taught radiographic exams and a minimum 32 hours In
darkroom and office procedures. PREREQ: RD 234. '" '
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Clinical Practicum RD 211, 221 ..........•.......•
Radiographic Positioning I RD 222 ~ : .
Radiographic Techniques and Control RD 226 .
RadiologICal Physics PH 106 •..•...•..............
Intro to Radiography .'
Clinical EXperience RD 234 .....•.•...............
Radiation Biology-Protection RD230 ..•. ; ....••...
Radiographic Positioning II RD 242 : .... '.....•....
Clinical Experience RD 285 ....•..................
Area I Core Elective ...................•..... ; .
Area II Core Elective ; .
Application Process
1. Freshman Year
a. See University Requirements.
.2. Sophomore Year -, ,
a. Applicants must fill out and return to the Radiologic SCiences
Department office a "Special Programs Application" on or
before March 1 of the year in which they plan to attend the
sophomore year. " , .
b. Applicants are required to have an interview during the spring
semester of the freshman year. Contact the department
chairman for details '. .
c. Applicants will be notified of their status byAprii 25. Due to
the limited number of clinical sites, the prOgram can accept
only a limited number of students each year. ,
All students admitted to the Radiologic Technology program are
required to:
l.. Submit a negative PPD plus a documented Rubella immunity
report to the aepartment by December 1 of the Sophomore year.
2. Submit $65.00 as prepayment for, student name pin, dinicalrnal-
practice insurance, radiation monitoring badges ahd markers.
This nonrefundable cost is payable by May 10 preceding the
Sophomore year. . ,
3. Submit a $60.00 lab Fee, per academic year, payable at thetiine of
registration.' ,,,' ,
Required Program
Radiologic Technology ~r«:»gram
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 ..........•........
Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 111-112 ....••....
Medical Terminology H 101 ....•. : .
Essentials of Chemistry & lab C 107~108 . : •.•....•. '
Mathematics M 108 ..........•..•........•......
Intro to Allied Health H 100 ..•................•..
General Psychology P 101 :....••..........•
Intro Informatio~ SCiences IS 210 ...•..•.•....•.•. '
Promotion and Graduation
1. Students must maintain a G'PA of atleast 2.50forthe first semester
of the professional program. A lower GPA may constitute basis for
removal from the program., .
2. A grade of less than C in any professional theory (numbered H,
RD) or clinical unit must be repeated and raised to C or higher
before continuing in the program.
2. Sophomore Year . .; .'
a. Only students who have completed or are in the process of
completing the freshman curriculum with a CPA of 2.25 or
higher will be considered for acceptance into the sophomore
year of the Radiologic Technology Program.
b. Health status must be adequate to insure s'uccessful perfor-
mance of hospital activities. .
.
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SUMMER
Clinical Experience RD 375 .......................•
JUNIOR YEAR
Clinical Practicum RD 311, 321 .
Radiographic Positioning III RD 316 •.. ; .
Special Radiographic Procedures RD 360 . ; .....•...
.1.
4
4
5
1
Upper Division
RD 311 LABORATORY PRACTICUM (0-3-1)(F). Laboratory demonstration and
practice of the radiographic positions discussed in RD 316. COREQ: RD 316.
RD 316 RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING (4-o-4)(F). Advanced positioning
techniques of the cranium, facial bones, sinuses, and temporal bones.
PREREQ: RD 242. COREQ: RD 311.
131
Col!egeof-Health Science
RD 320RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING (2-0-2)(S).Methods of solving posi-
,tioning problems by the use of special radiographic devices and techniques.
PREREQ:RD 316,COREQ: RD 321. .
RD321LABORATORYPRACTICUM (0-3-1)(S).laboratory demonstration and
practice of the special radiographic devices and techniques di~cussedin RD
320.COREQ: RD 320. ,
RD 3si1MEDICAL AND SURGICAL DISEASES(3-0-3)(F). General survey of
various diseasesand pathology of the human body asthey pertain to radiology.
Emphasison how pathology is demonstrated on radiographs and itseffecton
radiographic quality. PREREQ:RD 242.
RD360SPECIALRADIOGRAPHIC PROCEDURES(4-0-4)(F).Fundamental con-
cepts of the more specialized radiographic examinations with emphasis on
studies of the nervous and circulatory systems. PREREQ:'RD Major or
PERM/INST.
RD 375 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOCYCLINICAL EXPERIENC-=(0~280-5)(SU).
Supervised clinical hospital experience. The studeni must complet~ 70%of
recently taught radiographic examsplus 50%continued competency exam list.
PREREQ;RD 285. ,. ",
RD 385 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY CLINICAL EXPERIENCE(0-360-6)(F).
Supervised clinical hospital experience. The 'student must complete a min-
imum 40%of exams involving the skull, 40%exams in special procedures, and
50%continued competency exam list. PREREQ:~D 375. ", .
RD 395 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY CLINICAL EXPERIENCE(0-360-6)(S).
Supervised clinical hospital experience. The 'student rriust complete a min-
imum'4O% of special procedures and 50%continued competency exam list.
plus rotation in minor affiliates. PREREQ:RD385.' ,
RD 397 RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGY CLII~IICALEXPERIENCE(0-280-5)(SU).
Supervisedclinical hospital experience. Students rotate through severalminor
affiliatesand complete a minimum 20%9f continued competency"exam list.
~REREQ:RD 395. , ' ,
RD 400 MANAGEMENT OF A RADIOLOGY DEPARTMENT(3-0-3)(F). Intro-
duction to the set up and operation oLa radiology department including
design principles, projection of demands and providing for growth and devel-
opment. Structural and shielding requirements will be discussed.PREREQ:
PERM/INST. '
•RD401MANAGEMENT OF A RADIOLOGY SERVICE(3-0-3)(5).Applied prin'-
ciples and techniques of management and supervision ..Includes departmental
administration of records, equipment, personnel,and budgets. PREREQ:RD
400,PERM/INST. " , , •
RD 402 IMAGING MODALITIES IN RADIOLOGY (3-0-3)(5). Discussionsof
various medical imaging modalities inciuding.Ultrasonography, C.T., M,R.L,
PET,Digital Radiography, Electronic Imaging and Nuclear Medicine. Theory
and operational principles will be examined along with economic impact,
purchase and acquisition procedures and use considerations. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. .
RJ) 408 RADIOGRAPHIC QUALITY ASSURANCE (3-0-3)(5). Provide skills
required for conducting and managing a.radiographic quality aSSurancepro-
gram, "Includes demonstrations and performances with quality assurance
instruments. Principles and techniques of daily photographic qualityassura[1ce
'will be.introduced. PREREQ:PERM/INST, ' ••
RD 436 SEMINAR IN RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES(2-0-2)(5). Analysis of new
,radiographic imaging systems,other. radiographic modalitiesand reviewofthe
literature with presentations on' various radiological science topics, Upper
division majors only or permission of instructor. '
DepartmentofRespira~ory
Therapy
2268 University Drive Telephone (208) 385-3383
Chairman and Associate Professor; Conrad Colby; Direct~r of Clini-
cal Education and Instructor: jeffrey M.,Anderson; Medical Direc-
tor: .0, Merrick, M.D:; Associate Professor: Ashworth; Instructor:
Leste~~. '
.i " ~
Degrees Offered
.,
• AS in Respiratory Therapy
• BS in Respiratory Therapy
Departmental Statement'
Respiratory Therapy is an 'alli~d health specialty which is concerned
with the treatment, management, control and car~ of the patient's
process of breathing, The Respiratory Therapist is a specialist in the
use of therapeutic and evaluation techniques in respiratory care. The
Respiratory Therapy curriculum consists of a preprofessional year
followed by two years of professional study leading to an Associate of
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Science degree in Respiratory Therapy, The Associate of Sci'ence
degree qualifies the student for the examJnation of the National
Board for espitatory Care, If accepted, the student may continue on
to-the Baccalaureate degree. • .
The Respiratory Therapy Program has been granted accreditation by
tlie Committee on Allied Health Education and Accreditation of the
American Medical Association. . (hh • ','
Department Admission Requirements
and Application Procedures
Respiratory Therapyrrogram .
Requirements for Admission ,
"' ',-' C' # • 'f.l"
1. Preprofessional Year' ..
a, See University Admission Policy.
2. Professional Program '.' ••
a. Only students who have completed orare the in the process of
'completing the preprofessional CUrriculum with a GPA of 2.00
or higher will be considered for acceptance into the Respira-
'tory Therapy'Program. ' ' '-' ; f •
b. Health status must' be adequat~to ensure p~rformance of
hospital activities. ' v,
All students admitted to the Respiratory Therapy Program are
required to: '
1. Submit a'negative PPD or chest x-ray plus a documented Rubella
immunity report to the department by August'of the year in
which;the student enters the'professional program.' "
t ~ • ~
Appli~~iion Process:
1. Pr~pr~fessional Year
a. See University Requirements:
2. Prof~ssional Program '
a. All students must fill out and return to'th~ Respiratory Therapy
Department office a "Special Programs Application" on or
, before March 1 of the year in which they plan to attend the
professional program.,
b. Applicants may be required to have an interview during the
!spring, semester of the preprofes~ional year. COntact the
department chairman for specific dates,
c. Applicants will be notified of their status by April 25. Due to
the limited numb~r of clinical sites, the program can accept
only a limited number of students each year.
d. After being notified of acceptance to the program, submit
$16.50 as prepaymef)tfor'student name pin and clinical insu-
rance. This nonrefundable cost is payable by May 1.
e. A $16.00 lab Fee, per acaderriic year, is payable to the depart-
.,ment by September 1 of each professional year.
Promotion and Graduation:
.Students who do not meet these requireme.nts may be removed from
the program:
1. Professional Program
a. Students must earn at least a "c" in every Biology, Health
- Science, Mathematics, Physical Science, and Respiratory
Therapy course. '
b.: A grade of less than a "c" in any professional theory (num-
bered H, RT) or clinical unit must be repeated and raised to a
. "C" or higher. .!' '.
Required' Program
'Preprofessional Curriculum . , .,,.
All students who are considering entry i;'to the Respiratory Therapy
Program must have completed or be in the process of completing the
following preprofessional curriculum. The preprofessional curricu-
lum need not be taken at BSU.,
1st 2nd
- PREPROFESSIONAL'(FRESHMAN) YEAR SEM SEM
English E101-102. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . ... . .... . . . .. 3 3
Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 111-112 . .. .. . . ... 4 4
Essentials of Chemistry & lab C107-108.;.. .. . .. . . . 4
Intermediate Algebra M 108' "' ". . .. 4
Medical Terminology H 101. ;'; c........ 3
'1
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" ,
Baccalaureate Degree Curriculum: '
Prerequisite for Admission: Each student must have metand satisfac- .
torily completed all requirements for the associate degree in Respira-
tory Therapy at BSU, or have an associate degree in Respiratory
Therapy and/or related discipline from a comparable college/uni-
versity program, and have permission.of the department chairman.
SENIOR YEAR
Personnel Administration MG 305 ••.•.•...•.•..•.
Organizational behavior MG 401 .•.••••••.• '.••••• :;
Intro Information Sciences IS 210 OR
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 :~ .
Electives (Area I or II) .....•.•••••..••... :. ~ ...••
Compensation Management MG 406 ..•..•..••..•
Respiratory Therapy Colloquium RT 401 ..•..• ;. ',' ,
Area I, II Core Electives ..............•. , ••......•
Elective (Area I) ..•..•....•.••.•••......••••••..•
Elective (Area II) ....•••...•.....•.•••••..•.•.•••
Elective ...••.•.•..••.••••..•...••.••••••.••.•••
pertain directly to respiratory therapy, including body mechanics, patient
lifting and positioning. PREREQ: PERM/INST. •
RT ,208 ClINIC~l PRACTICUM.I (0-12-3) (F). Experience in the ho~pital with
patients; techniques, and equipment. EmphasIs on use of medical gases.
PREREQ: PERM/INST. '
RT 209 GENERAL PATHOLOGY (3-0-3) (F). Human pathology as pertains to
systems of defense, modes of injury, diseases of development and function,
heart, hematopoietic and Iymphoreticular systems, and respiratory system.
PREREQ: PERM/INST.
RT 213 EMERGENCY PROCEDURES IN RESPIRATORY CARE (1-8-1) (F). Theory
and technique necessary in emergency respi ratory care. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
RT 223 RESPIRATORY THERAPY THEORY il (2-8-2) (5). Principles, application
and equipment used for hyperinflation therapy. Therapeutic techniques and
applications of chest physiotherapy. In-depth study of hospital infection con-
trol including comparative studies and various sterilization and disinfectant
techniques. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
RT 224 RESPIRATORY THERAPY lABORATOllY II (0-2-1) (5). Use of hyperinfla-
tion therapy devices and chest physiotherapy. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
RT 225 PULMONARY FUNCTION lECTURE (2-8-2) (5). Theory of pulmonary
function testing, using simple spirometry, flow-volume loops, closing volumes,
nitrogen washout, helium dilution, and body plethysmography. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
RT 226 PULMONARY FUNCTioN lABORATORY '(0-2-1) (5). Practice in pul-
monary function testing and techniques. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
RT 227 PULMONARY MEDICINE I (1-8-1) (5). Ventilation, perfusion, com-
pliance, resistance and pathophysiology of the lungs. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
RT 228 CLINICAL PRACTICUM II (0-12-3) (5). Experience in the hospitals with
patie,nts, techniques, and equipment used in hyperinflation therapy and chest
phYSiotherapy. PREREQ: PERM/INST. '
Upper Division
liT 301 PRINCIPLES OF PHARMACOTHERAPEUTICS 13-8-3) (F). Principles,
practical uses and interactions of drugs and their re ationship to disease.
PREREQ: PERM/INST. . '
RT 303 RESPIRATORY THERAPY THEORY III (2-8-2) (F). Theory and clinical
application of mechanical ventilator including care and management of artifi-
cial airways. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
RT 304 RESIiIRATORY THERAPY lABORATORY III (0-2-1) (F). Practice using
mechanical ventilators and suctioning devices. PREREQ: PERM/INST. ;
RT 305 RADIOLOGIC STUDIES OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM (1-8-1) (F).
Presentation and interpretation of respiratory radiographs. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
RT 307 RESlilRATORY CARDIOlOGY (2-8-2) (F). Electrophysiolof:y, stress and
static testing procedures, and recognition '01 cardiac arrhythmias. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
RT 308 CLINICAL PRACTICUM III (0-16-4) (F). Experience in the hospital with
" patients, techniques and equipment as applied toinechanical veniilation and
artificial airways. PREREQ: PERM/INST. '
RT323 RESPIRATORY THERAPY THEORY IV (2-8-2) (5). Theory and application
• of techniques and equipment to neonatalogy and pediatrics. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
RT 324 RESPIRATORY THERAPY LABORATORY.IV (0-2-1) (5). Use of infant
ventilators and specialty techniques pertaining to pediatrics. PREREQ:
PERM/INST. .
RT 327 PULMONARY MEDICINE II (3-8-3) (F). In-depth examination of puhno-
nary diseases, certain cardiac diseases, and the clinical management of these
.diseases. PREREQ: PERM/INST.' .'.~ ,
RT 328 CLINICAL PRACTICUM IV (0-24-6) (5). Experience in the hospital with
any or all aspects of respiratory therapy. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
, RT398 RESPIRATORY THERAPY PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR (4-8-4) (5). Foc~ses
on the ethics and medio-Iegal aspects of administering a respiratory therapy
department. In addition, the problems 'of budgeting, facilities,.personnel,
in-service education, record systems, a'nd in'interdepartmental relaiions are
considered. PREREQ: PERM/INST:
RT 401 RESPIRATORY THERAPY COllOQUIUM (3-8-3) (5). Investigation of
current topics in health care and Respiratory Therapy management. Field work
may be combined with seminars to explore topics such as federal and state
legislation, current trends in hospital accreditation and audit procedures,
ethics of health care, and the role of the Respiratory Therapist as Manager.
PREREQ: PERM/INST.
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.,RT RESPIRATORY THERAPY
Course Offerings '"
SUMMER
Area I, II Core Electives .•••••••••..•.•.••••••••••
SECOND PROFESSIONAL
(JUNIOR) YEAR
Respiratory Therapy Theory III RT 303 •.•••••••••••
Respiratory Therapy Theory IV RT 323 •••••.•.••..•
Respiratory Therapy Lab III RT 304 ••••••.•.••.••••
Respiratory Therapy Lab IV RT 324 •...•..•••.•..•.
Clinical Practicum III RT 308 ••••••••••••.•.•.••••
Clinical Practicum IV RT 328 ~ .•••••••.•.••••
Radiologic Studies of the Respiratory •
System RT 305 ........•...•••..••••••..•.•.•..•.
Pulmonary Medicine II RT 327 ••••••• : •••.•••••••
Respiratory Cardiology RT 307 ......•...•••.••.•.
Professional5eminar RT 398 •••.••••••••••••••••••
Principles of Pharmacotherapeutics RT 301 .•......
Professional Curriculum
FIRST PROFESSIONAL
(SOPHOMORE) YEAR ,
Respiratory Therapy Theory I RT 203 •.•••••..•.•••
Respiratory Therapy Theory II RT 223 ••• " ••.••.••
Respiratory Therapy Lab I RT 204 ...••.•••••.•••••
Respiratory Therapy Lab II RT 224 •••••••..•.••••.
Clinical Practicum I RT 208 ••.•.•.••.•.••••.••.•• ,
Clinical Practicum II RT 228 .••••••....•••••••.•.•
Cardiopulmonary Renal Physiology H 220 .••••••.•
Respiratory Therapy Nursing Arts RT 207 •••••.••••
General Pathology RT 209 ..•..••••.•.•.•..••.•••.
Emergency Procedures in Respiratory
Care RT 213 ...........•..•.•••••••••...••.••••.
Area I, II Core Electives ••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•
Pulmonary Function lecture RT 225 •••••••.•..••••
Pulmonary Function laboratory RT 226 •.• '••••••.••
Pulmonary Medicine'l RT 227 .•.•••••••••.•.•••••
Foundations of Physical Science PS 100 .•••.•.•••••
Microbiology B 205 ...••.....•...••.•••.•.••••••
\
t
Lower Division
"
RT 203 RESPIRATORY THERAPY THEORY I (2-8-2)(F). Medical gas therapy to
'include clinical gases, gas mixtures and various equipment. Theory and tech-
nique of aerosol and humidification therapy; introduction to infection control
and cardiopulmonary resuscitation; PREREQ: PERM/INST. '
RT 204 RESPIRATORY THERAPY lABORATORY,1 (0-2~1) (F). Medical gas tech-
niques. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
RT207 RESPIRATORY THERAPYNURSINGART~(1-8 •.1) IF). Nursin~ arts which
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Grat1uate College
Dean:,
Kenl'1ethM. Hollenbaugh, Ph.D.
, Business Building, Room 307 "
Telephone (208) 385-3648 '
I,
Graduate Program Coordinators'
Bu~iness: Gerald J. LaCava; Ph.D., Associate Dean, College of
, Business' .' ',,, ", .
Education: Lamont, S.' Lyons, Ed.D., Associate Dean; College of
Education' ',' ,
Geology: 'Claude Spinosa/Ph!D., Chairma~', Department of ~~ol-
ogy and Geophysics " . '. ' , ,
'History: Errol D. Jone~,Ph.D., Associate Professor of History
'~ublic Affairs: Alex Pattakos, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Politi-
cal Science ' ,
Raptor Biology: Robert C. Rychert, Ph.D., Professor, Department
ofS!ology,. "
Programs
Boise State University offers the graduate degrees of Master of Busi-
ness Administration, Master of Arts/Science in Education, Master of
Pl:JblicAffairs, Master of Science in Raptor Biology, Master of Arts in
History, and a Cooperative Master of Science in Geology in conjuc-
tion with Idaho State University.
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Areas .of Emphasis
.. The Master of Arts/Science' in Education includes nine areas of
emphasis: (1) Art, (2) Curriculum and Instruction, (3) Early Child-
hood, (4) Earth Science, (5) English, (6) Mathematics, (7) Music, (8)
Reading, (9)Special Educatio.n. - '
The Master ~fPublic Affads Degree Program has three areas of
emphasis: (1) General, (2) Human Services, and (3) Criminal Justice.
Graduate Faculty
The graduate faculty is comprised of those full-time faculty who have
been approved by the Graduate Council to teach graduate level
courses, participate in the conduct of the graduate programs, and
supervise graduate students. Members of the 'graduate faculty are
reviewed on a three year cycle todocume'nt their participation in
graduate education activities. .
. •. ~. "
Part-time faculty whoare approved by the Graduate Council to teach
a graduate course are appointed as adjunct graduate faculty. Such
appointments are for specific assignments and are renewable but not
perpetual. "",'
\ '
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t~neral Information for
Graduate Students
Ap~lication for admission to the graduate programs or general grad-
uate study as an unclassified graduate may be made at any time. It is
re'commended, however, that at least two months before the initial
enrollment, the Graduate Admissions Office will have received the
application for admission, $10.00 matriculation fee, official trans-
cripts of all undergraduate and graduate work, and any predictive
exam scores. This will provide sufficient time to process the applica-
tion prior to the semester the applicant wishes to commence gradu-
ate study. The transcripts are to be sent directly to the Boise State
University Graduate Admissions Office by the Registrar of the col-
lege or university which the applicant previously attended. For that
purpose the applicant should communicate with the Registrars con-
cerned and then allow them sufficient time to process and mail the
transcripts. Applicants are strongly advised to submit the application
for admission and the $10.00 matriculation fee prior to submitti ng the
additional documents. . "
All documents received by the University in conjunction with such
applications for admission become the property of Boise State Uni-
versity.Under no circumstances will they be duplicated except for
University advisement, northe original returned to the applicant or
forwarded to any agency or other college or university. "
Admission to the Graduate College,
A student maybe admitted ~o the Graduate College at Boise State
University when the following admissions criteria have been met:
1. The applicant has earned a baccalaureate degree from an'a~cre--
ditedinstitution, or furnishes proof, of equivalent education .
2. The applicant has maintained a grade point average which meets
the minimal requirements of the college in which he wishes to
er'roll. :"",
3. Completion of the predictive examination requiredby the depart-
ment as listed under department criteria ..
4. Recommendation for admission'by the department in which the
applicant expects to work and approval by the Graduate College.
Graduate Status Classification for Matriculated Stu-
dents: Applicants may be admitted to the Graduate College at
Boise State University under two classifications. ,
Regular Status: The applicant has been admitted with full gradu-
ate status into a graduate degree program and has received official
institutional notification to this effect.
Provisional Status: Applicants may be admitted to the Graduate
<::ollegewith provisional status if the department or academic unit in
which they plan to study requires additional evidence of their quali-
fication for admission with regular status. No student may maintain
provisional status indefinitely. The department or academic unit
concerned will normally make a final determination of students with
provisional status by the time they have completed twelve credits of
approved study. ' .' '
Graduate Courses for Undergraduate
Credit
Boise State University seniors may take up to two 500 level courses for
'tipper Division credit applied to their baccalaureate degree pro-
'gram. The necessary permit forms are available through the the
~raduation Evaluators Office. Determination of what constitutes a
'sen'ior for the purpose of 'this policy is left to the Graduate,~an.
Graduate Credit for Seniors
A Boise State University senior with the approval of the department
in which he plans to work and the Graduate Dean, may enroll for
graduate credit during his senior year insofaras these credits will not
prejudice his graduation during that academic year. The necessary
Senior Permit Forms are available at the Graduation Evaluators
Office. Credits earned in this manner are "reserved" to count toward
a graduate degree at BSU.
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Graduate. College
Scholarship Requirements
Academic excellence isexpected of students doing graduate work.'A
student whose academic performance is not satisfactory may be
withdrawn from t1ie degree program by the Dean of the Graduate
College upon the recommendation of the department or academic
unit concerned." ,
To be eligible for a degree in the Graduate College, a student must
achieve a grade point average of B (3.00) or better in all work exclu-
siveofdeficiencies, specifically included in his program of study. No
grade below B may be used for any 300 or 400 level courses in a
graduate program. Grades below C cannot be used to meet the
requirements of a graduate degree. Grades on transfer work will not
be included in computing grade point average. '
Repeat, Retake Policy:'A student who earns a grade of'D in a
graaed 500 level course at BSU may include no more than one
repeated course toward a Master's Degree Program. A student who
earns a grade of Fmay not count.a retaken course toward any Master
Degree Program at Boise State University. Therefore, a student who
'gets an'F in a required course is automatically.excluded from further
Masterdegree work. With a D in one of these courses there isa single
chance of redemption. ' , '
Credit Requireme~ts: A minimu~ of thirty semester credits of
coursework approved by the graduate student's supervisory commit-
tee is required. More than thirty semester credits may be required in
, certain programs. . " , ,
Supervisory Committee' Assignment: Upon admission ,of
the applicant with regular graduate status, a supervisory committee,
consisting of a chairperson and other faculty members; will be
appointed by the department fielding the program. This supervisory
committee or the advisor, as determined within each degree pro-
gram of study, will establish with the student a program Qf study,
-direct any thesis or graduate projects, and.administik'.final
examination(s)., ,',". ,
,Students admitted with provisional status will'be assign~dateinpor-
ary advisor who will be responsible for building a tentative program
of studies. This advisor will guide the student with respectto meeting
the stipulations of the provisional admission. Once th,e provisional
stipulations have been satisfactorily met by the student, the depart-
ment concerned will recommend to the Dean of the Graduate Col-
lege that the student be admitted with regular graduate status~
Residence Requirements: A minimum of twenty-one semes-
ter credits of approved graduate work taken on the university cam-
pus is required. This requirement does not apply to students enrolled
in any inter-institutional cooperative graduate program offered
jointly by BSU and the other Idaho universities.
Transfer of Credits: A maximum of nine semester graduate
credits taken at other institutions may be transferred for credit
toward a Master degree provided the courses are an acceptable part
of the program of study planned by the student's supervisory com-
mittee. Such courses must have been taken in an accredited college
or university. Only courses with A or B grade may be transferred to
Boise State University for application to a graduate degree. In general
the transfer of extension credits is discouraged. Exception may be
made by departments after a detailed examination of the specific
courses taken, No correspondence course will be accepted for grad-
uate credit. All appropriate graduate work taken through inter-
institutional cooperative graduate programs, if approved by the col-
lege fielding the program, can be accepted as residence credit.
Challenge Policy: The provisions of the challenge policy stated
in the Catalog SectIOn, "Admission Requirements to the College"
under subsection" Challenging Courses, Granting Credit by Exami-
nation" apply to grad uate courses, In particular, the decision to allow
or not to allow challenges will be made by the departmentfielding
the course to be challenged. For interdisciplinary courses, the deci-
sion will be made by the college officer in charge of the graduate
program to which the course applies. .
Program Admission and Continuation
Requirements
Application for Predictive Examinations: Predictive exam-
ination scores may be required bycertain departments. With respect
to those departments which stipulate as part of the admissions crite-
ria performance scores 'from predictive examinations, it is necessary
that application be made without delay to take the examination.
Education and Public Affairs students are not required to take a
Graduate College
predictive examination.
.'Students wishing to pursue graduate study in Business Administra-
tion should contact the Office of the Dean, College of Business, Boise
State University, or the Graduate Admissions Office to secure the
forms necessary to make application for taking the predictive exami-
nation called the GMAT. Every effort should be made to take the
GMAT as soon as possible because students will not be given pro-
gram status before the GMAT results are reported. Courses taken
before the student isadmitted (i.e. "Unclassified Status" courses) will
not necessarily be allowed toward the MBA even if the student is
admitted subsequently.
Program Development Form: Graduate students with regular
or provisional status will complete a Program Development Form
with their advisor or committee before the end of the first academic
period (summer, fall or spring) in which they take graduate work at
Boise State University, after having been notified of admission with
or provisional status.
The Program Development Fo'rm will be available from the colleges
offering graduate degree programs. The advisor or committee will
field the Program Development Form with the Graduate College
upon completion. Each change in program must be completed by
filing a new Program Development Form showing the changes from
the previous form. '
Any cours~eing offered as tr<lnsfer credit, ascredit reserved, or as
residence credit through any inter-institutional cooperative pro-
gram must be claimed at the time the Program Development Form is
originally filed, or before the end of the first academic period
(summer, fall or spring) after which the credit has been earned,
whichever is the earlier date.
It is the responsibility of the graduate student'to keep all program
changes up to date for a graduate degree. '
, Time Limitations: All work offered toward a Master's degree
from Boise State University must be completed within a period of
seven calendar years. The seven-year interval is to commence with
the beginning of the oldest course (or other academic experience)
for which credit is offered in a given Master Degree Program, and the
interval must include the date of graduation when the Master degree
from BSU is given.
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Foreign LanJ!:uaJ!:eRequirements: language requirements
are determinecfby tlie department concerned. If a foreign language
is required, students must demonstrate that they possessa reading
knowledge of a language specified by the department.
Thesis Requirements: The requirement of a thesis or similar
project is determined by the department or interdisciplinary unit
concerned. The final copy of the thesis must be reviewed by t~e
supervisory committee and submitted to the Dean of the Graduate
College at least three weeks before commencement.
Candidacy: Students should apply for admission to candidacy and
graduation as soon as they have completed twelve hours of graduate
work with a grade point average of at least 3.00 in an approved
graduate program of study, has removed all listed deficiencies, and
has met any specific foreign languagerequirements.
.Candidacy Involves specifying, on the appropriate form, the list of
courses and projects which comprise the student's program.
Changes in the planned program after admission to candidacy must
be recommended in writing by the student's committee or advisor
and be approved by the Dean of the Graduate College.
Final Examination Requirements: The requirements of a
final examination, written, oral, or both, in any non-thesis non-
project program is optional with the department or interdisciplinary
unit which field the student's program. When the examination is
required, it is administered by the unit concerned. The dates for
these examinations are set by the Graduate College once each
semester and summer session. They are listed in the calendar of the
BSUcatalog. A student is not eligible to apply for the final examina-
tion until he has been admitted to candidacy (filed the candidacy and
graduation form.)
Failure in the examination will be considered terminal unless the
supervisory committee recommends, and the Dean of the Graduate
College approves, a re-examination, Only one re-examination is
permitted. At least three months' must elapse before a re--
examination may be s<;heduled. ,
The requirement of a final examination in defense of any thesis or
project is optional with the department or interdisciplinary unit
concerned. When required, a final examination in defense of the
thesis or project must be conducted at least three weeks before
'commencement. On a final examination in defense of a thesis or
project, an .additional member, who may be from outside the
department or college, may be appointed by the Graduate Dean at
his discretion. Application for, the final comprehensive, examina-
tion(s) is made through the office of the dean of the college fielding
the program.
Limitations on Student Course Loads: Graduate students
seeking to take courses forJraduate credit only in the evening or
only in the early morning an in the evening, may not take more than
a total of two such courses in anyone semester or summer session.
Waiver of this rule may be granted by the Dean of the Graduate
College with the explicit recommendation of the dean of the college
responsible for the student's program.
Course Numbering System: Course~ numbered 500 and
above are intended primarny for graduate students. The number
designates the educational level of the typical student in the class,
i.e., he has graduated from college. Some graduate courses have a
standard numbering system throughout the university.
University-Wide Numbers of Graduate Offerings:
580-590 Selected Topics
590 Practicum,
591 Proje~
592 Colloquium
593. Research and Thesis , '
594 Extended Conference or Workshop (graded A-F)
595 Reading and Conference '.'
596, Directed Research ' ,
597 Special Topics
598 Seminar
599 Short-Term Conference or Workshop •
• Graded Pass or FaiL This number is available in any semesteror session for courses meeting
3 weeks or less.
Credit Limitation in Courses Graded Pass or Fail and Directed
Research: A maximum of six credits earned with a grade of Pwill be
allowed toward the credit requirements for a Master's degree at
Boise State University. Master's programs at Boise ,State University
, may include directed research credits, at the discretion of the gradu-
ate student's supervising committee or professor, through a limit of
nine credit hours, with no more than six credits in anyone semester.
I
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The College of Business hasa limitation of three creditsof internship
and/or Directed Research for MBA students. '
Undergraduate Courses for Graduate Credit: Other courses than
graduate, numbered at the 300 or 400 levels, may be given g or G
designation to carry graduate credit. The department or college
concerned will have the right to limit the number of g or G credits
which can count toward any degree for which it has responsibility,
and in no case can more than one-third of the credits in a degree
program be in courses at the 300 or 400 level. No course numbered
below 500 carries credit unless the g or G is affixed.
1. g courses carry graduate credit only for graduate students in'
mal'ors outside of the area of responsibility of the department or
col ege.
2. G courses carry graduate credit for students both in the depart-
ment or college and for other students as well. . "
3. Graduate students enrolled in G or g courses will be required to
do extra work in order to receive graduate credit for the courses.
d
Application for Graduate Degree
The last step in completing a graduate program consists ot'arranging
for final record checking. To accomplish this, one completes the
form' Application for,Graduate Degree' which can be obtained from
the Graduate Admissions Office. This form, with all appropriate
signatures, is to be submitted to the Graduation Office along with a
$10.00 diploma fee. The form must be submitted by the deadline set
each semester for applying for graduation. Check the Academic
Calendar for the deadline date.
Graduate Programs,
College of Business
Master of Business
Administration
Objectives
The objective of the Boise State University program leading to the
graduate degree is to further prepare candidates for careers in their
chosen field. The MBA degree emphasizes the traditional approach
of preparing students for general management, with a common body
of functional knowledge given to all students. Once a student satis-
fies the functional core of courses, electives to achieve a minor
degree of concentration are also possible.
Matriculation Requirements
General Prerequisites for Applicants: Admission will be
grarlted to applicants who hold a Bacnelor's degree from an accre-
dited college or university and who meet the standards set by the
College of Business of Boise State University. Common to all pro-
grams is a foundation of course work in basic fields of Business
Administration. Students holding a Bachelor's degree in Business
normally will have completed most of these requirements as part of
their undergraduate program. The Master of Business Administra-
tion program is also desi~ned to serve the student who has com-
pleted his or her Bachelor s degree in non-Business fields such as the
Sciences, Engineering and the liberal Arts.
Specific Prerequisites for Applicants: All applicants must
meet the following undergraduate requirements or must fulfill these
requirements prior to enrolling in the advanced classes. (New appli-
cants for the programs should furnish documentary evidence of
GMA Tescores and copies of official transcripts upon initial applica-
tion. For fall enrollment, students should arrange to take the GMAT
by July. For spring enrollment, the:GMAT.should be taken no later
than the October or November test date.) .
1. Possession of a Bachelor's degree from an accredited institution.
2. Demonstration of satisfactory academic c~mpetency by virtue of
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acceptable scores achieved by either of the following formulae:
1) 200 x overall GPA plus GMAT score must equal 1050 minimum
or 2) 200 x junior/senior GPA plus GMAT score must equal 1100
minimum. .
3. For foreign students, in addition to the above formulae minima, a'
score of 525 on the TOEFL, or its equivalent, is necessary.
4. All applicants must have two years signifitant work experience or
a 500 minimum GMAT score.
5. All applicants must be accepted by the Graduate College of Boise
State University in order to achieve the Master degree.
Degree Requirements
The MBA Degree
The Master of Business Administration degree consists of a maximum
of 54 semester hours of credit from the offerings listed on the follow-
ing pages or other graduate courses suitable to an MBA degree, as
accepted by the MBA Admissions Committee,
Foundation Courses .. : 24
Advanced Courses 2"
Electives 9
Students may select a maximum of 6 credit hours fr,om the400 level
"G" courses from the 'undergraduate College of Business program.
Only those courses listed on the following pages are approved.
Advisors should be consulted regarding those courses.
Under certain conditions with the approval of the MBA program
coordinator and the Department head concerned, MBA students
may earn up to a maximum of 3 credit hours of Directed Research
and/or Internship credits which apply to graduation requirements .
. 1
~ourse Offerings
MBA-':Courses Descriptions:
FOUNDATION COURSES
These courses assume that the student has had no previous course-
work in business. Conversely, any or all of these courses may be
waived if the student has already taken them at an accredited institu-
tion, such as would be the case if the student had completed a
baccalaureate degree in business. '
AC 511 ACCOUNTING FOR MANAGERS (3-0-3) (F), The student can expect to
develop a working knowledge of financial and managerial accounting tools,
techniques and 'procedures. "
DS 513 BUSINESS STATISTICS (3-0~3) (F). This course examines the use of
statistics in decision-making. Presentation and summarization of data, estima-
tion, hypothesis testing, regression analysis, analysis of variance, time series
and forecasting, and non-parametric methods.
DS 523 PRODUCTION AND SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT (3-0-3) (S), This course
stresses the management of the production function: analysis, design and
layout, scheduling, time and motion study, quality control, and material acqui-
sition. Also included are management information systems and the system's
development process from feasibility study through system implementation.
Prerequisite: OS 513.
EC 514 ECONOMIC THEORY AND ANALYSIS (3-0-3) (F), This course is an
accelerated, integrated introduction to economic analysis of the price system
and the aggregate performance of developed economies. Supply and demand,
basic market structures, income distribution, employment, inflation, growth
and international trade. ""
FI 525 CORPORATE FINANCE (3-0-3) (S). Concepts and techniques of corpo-
rate institutional and investment finance are examined. These include time
value of money, corporate banking relationships, current assets management,
and efficient markets, Prerequisite: AC 511, 05513.
GB 516 LAW FOR MANAGERS (3-0-3) (F). This course explores the history and
development of the partnership and corporate forms of business organization
and the legal environment which creates and regulates a manager's duties
toward the corporation, employees, shareholders, and members of the
general public.' ' .
MG 528 ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY AND BEHAVIOR (3-0-3) (5). This course
covers the process of planning, organizing, directing; and controlling. Main
topics include theories of organizational performance, structure and design,
interpersonal and leadership skills. Emphasis is placed on application of theory
to business situations and 0 development of interpersonal skills.
MK 529 MARKETING MANAGEMENT (3~0-3) (5). Thi; 2~~rse includes a com-
prehensive examination of the activities and models used in marketing. It also
includes identifying and interpreting buyers',needs, market segmentations,
and designing a balanced marketing program.
Selected Topics: Contemporary topics courses offered intermittently.
AC 580 SELECTEDTOPICS - Accounting (3-0-3)
EC582 SELECTEDTOPICS - Economics (3-0-3).
FI 583 SELECTEDTOPICS - Finance (3-0-3).
IS 581 SELECTEDTOPICS - Information Systems(3-0-3).
MG 584 SELECTEDTOPICS - Industrial Psychology (3-0-3).
MG 585 SELECTEDTOPICS - Management (3-0-3).
MK 586 SELECTEDTOPICS - Marketing (3-0-3).
590 INTERNSHIP. Available on a Selective, limited basis. MBA students should
consult with pertinent faculty and coordinator.
596 DIRECTEDRESEARCH(1-3 credltsl. Involves special projects undertaken
by the student, consisting of individua work suited to the needs and interests
of the student. The course embodies research, discussions of the subject
maller and procedures with a designated professor, and a documented paper
covering the subject. .
Undergraduate "G" Courses: At most two of the following courses
may be taken for graduate credit if cleared by Graduate Program
Coordinator. See appropriate department listings for complete
course descriptions. .'.
AC 440G ACCOUNTING THEORY (3-o-3)(S).
OS 408G OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT (3-o-3)(F).
EC421G-422G ECONOMETRICS (3-o-3)(F/S).
FI410G WORKING CAPITALMANAGEMENT (3-D-3)(S).
FI411G CAPITALBUDGETING AND PLANNING (3-D-3)(F).
FI 420G MANAGEMENT OF FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS (3-o-3)(F).
FI 421G DECISION PROCESSESIN BANKING (3-O-3)(S).
FI 450G INVESTMENTMANAGEMENT (3-o-3)(F).
FI451G 'FRONTlERs IN FINANCIAL MARKETS(3-O-3)(S).
GB 441G GOVERNMENT AND IIUSINESS(3-o-3)(F/S).
MK 415G MARKETING RESEARCH(3-o-3)(F/S) •.
~. .
A Master's degree in Education with emphases in Art, Cur;'k~lu,m &
Instruction, Early Childhood, Earth Science, English, tv1ath~matics,
Music, Reading and Special Education is presented through.~t.he
Department of Teacher Education, the related subject departlT!e!lts
and the College of Education. '."
Application for admission to the graduate program in Education may
be made at any time. It is recommended, however, that alleast two
months before the first enrollment, the Graduate Admissions Office
will have received the application for admission, $10.00 matriculation
fee and official transcripts of all undergraduate and graduate work.
The transcripts are to be sent directly to the Boise State lJiliversity
Graduate Admissions office by the Registrar of the college or univer-
sity which the applicant previously attended.
Admission will be granted to applicants who hold a Bachelor's
degree fr'om an accredited college or university and who have some
professional relationship to instruction. Candidates must show
promise of meeting the standards set by the College of Education and
participating departments as well as the specific regulations of the
particular program for which they apply. .
Applicants for regular status in the program must have maintained a
GPA of at least 3.00 for the last two years of undergraduate study, or
an overall GPA of 2.75. Provisional status may be granted to an
applicant not meeting the listed requirements, if warranted and
deemed appropriate. '
The name of the faculty member who will serve as chairperson of the
candidate's advisory committee is listed in the letter of acceptance to
the applicant. Candidates should contact the assigned committee
chairperson (advisor) as soon as possible in order to plan a program.
Credits taken prior to such planning are subject to the review and
approval of,thecommittee chairperson and the Associate Dean of.
the College of Education prior to acceptance in the planned
program.
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ADVAN(:ED COURSES
AC 531ACCOUNTING - PLANNING AND CONTROL (3-o-3)(F/S). This course
includes the study of the planning and control processes to assist in the making
of business decisions. Problems and cases are considered in profit planning
and analysis, cost and analysis for pricing and capital budgeting. The overall
objective is an understanding of techniques of cost planning and control.
Prerequisite: AC 511 or equi,valent. . . .
OS 533 DECISION ANALYSIS (3-0-3) (F/S). A study of decision-making in
complex situations. Aids for identifying and modeling the decision problem,
analyzing and responding to multiple objectives, utilizing subjective inputs,
and evaluating and incorporating information. Prerequisite: OS 513 or
equivalent.
FI545 ADVANCED FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT (3-0-3) (F/S). An analysis of
financial planning and control in the dynamic environment of changing finan-
cial markets. Risk-return 'analysis, capital budgeting, debt-equity financing,
dividend policy, and merger and acquisitions are major topics. Prerequisites: FI
525, EC 514 or equivalent..." .
GB 536 BUSINESS IN A GLOBAL SOCIETY (3-0-3) (F/S). This course is an
examination of the interaction between business.and the economic, social,
political, and legal order on a nation~1 ~nd international basis. Acase approach
ISused to focus ~'t~t)1" . '!"i".':-," of ,ilis broad environment on managers.
Some ethical issues and cross-cultural issues are explored: Prerequisite: GB516
or equivalent. .
CB 546 STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT (3-0-3) (F/S). This capstone course inte-
grates concepts, practicesand methods in strategic planning and environmen-
tal analysis. Emphasis ison the evaluation of existing strategy, business risksand
opportunities and on the development of long-range.plans and programs,
executive and managerial controls. Prerequisites: AC 531, OS S33, FI 545, MK
539 and MG 538. •
MG 538MANAGING PEOPLEINORGANIZATIONS (3-0-3) (F/S). This course is
a systematic approach to the major phases of human resoUrce management in
organizations, including knowledge bases and theories; problems,
constraints; opportunities; program controls, evaluations and costs; :and
results of effective and .efficient human resources management. PREREQ: MG
528 or equivalent.
MK 539 STRATEGIC MARKETING MANAGEMENT (3-0-3) (F/S). An analysis
and integration of ,marketing concepts and models with organizational and
environmental constraints. Emphasis on identifying opportunities, problems,
selection, and development of alternatives. Also formulation andimplementa-
tion of strategies, plans, and programs. Consumer, industrial, institutional and
international markets included. PREREQ: MK529 or equivalent.
MBA-Elective Courses
f.S512 COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES'FOR MANAGERS (3-0-3)(lntermlt-tent). Analysis of management communication requirements in business.Develo mentof a critical sense and analytical ability throu h evaluation ofI researc~, reports;and case studies. Writing and speaking s~iIIs emphasized
II) through written reports, oral presentation and small group activities.
"I: OS S12.,STATlSTlCAL METHODS FOR BUSINESS (3-o-3)(lntermittent). The
I 1'1\ application of the techniques and the reason fortheiremployment in decision
I l'\ processes. Computer application programsare employed to assist in the learn-'J 109 process. Topics generally covered include: multiple regression analysis,
~ forecasting and multivariate analysis. PREREQ: OS 523 or equivalent courses.
~
OS 514 OPERATIONS RESEARCHMETHODS FOR DECISION MAKING (3-0-
, 3)(lntermlttent). An introduction to operations research, applying quantitative
-tools and interpreting the results. Particular attention is given to using the
computer to analyze quantitative models. Typical areas covered are: linear
programming, network models, and inventory control theory. PREREQ:os 523
or equivalent courses.
EC 560 ECONOMICS Of PUBLIC POLICY (3-0-3)(f/S). Coillribution of eco-
nomic analysis to the justifjcation, design and implementation of economic
policy. The issue surrounding the need for public policy in a private property,
ma.rket economy and the benefits and costs associated wit.hgovernment inter-
vention. The relationships between the goals and the instruments of U.S.
economic policy. PREREQ: EC514..
IS542 INfORMATION SYSTEMS(3-o-3)(F). This course is a study of the impact
of the computer on managers and on the environment in which managers
work. Topics include data-base, MIS, the impact of information s,stems on
management and the management decision process, and the actua manage-
ment and control of information systems. Selected computer applications are
explo~ed. ' . ,
MG 541 HUMAN RESOURCEMANAGEMENT (3-o-3)(F/S). Effective manage-
ment of human resources including discussion of the supervisory processes
conducive to reducing labor costs and increasing productivity. Special atten-
tion is given the human, organizational, and environmental constraints which
limit managerial actions. Techniques for effectively functioning within these
constrai nts.
MK 520 MARKETINGPROBLEMSJ3-O-3)(lntermittent). Analytical approach to
marketing problem solving and ecision making. Covers market definition,
personal selling, advertising and sales promotion, distribution channels, stra-
tegy formulation, product development procedures, and customer services.
Case study approach is utilized. .
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A maximum of nine semestergraduilte credits may be a~ceptedfrom
other accredited graduate schools upon approval of the chairperson
of the candidate's committee and the Associate Dean of die College
of Education. A maximum of six semester credits of pass-fail credits
will be allowed in !he degree program.
Six semester hours of credit will be open for selection in 'any area of
the University's course offerings that will enable the candidate to
strengthen a competency identified in her/his program. The candi-
date, in cooperation with the advisor, will choose courses which will
meet the individual's program objectives. .
Those students selecting one of the followingarea~ ~f emphasi~ will
follow the procedures set forth by respective departments: Art, Earth
Science (Department of Geology/Geophysics), English, Mathematics
and Music.
Graduate Core: '" ,
TE570 Graduate Core-Issues in Education .. :.' : 3
TE 563 Conflicting Values in Education : ., , .1
Elective Courses (Select two from the followin'g) .. " : 2
TE-561 law for the Classroom Teacher :.1
TE-562 School Organization and Finance , : .. 1
TE 564 Instructional Techniques--Secondary School 1
TE 565 Interpreting Educational Research 1
TE 566 learning Theory and Classroom Instruction :1
TE 568 Techniques of Classroom Management , ~.1
TE 569 Testing and Grading. " " " .. : .. " ... " " ".:. " .1
TE 573 Instructional Techniques-~Elementary School ..• , ... 1
TOTAL ., 6
Additional credits to the above will be determined by the respective
departments. i'"' "",
,
The Education Graduate Program provides1two .options for those
selecting one of the following emphasis: Curriculum and InstruC-
tion, Early Childhood, Reading, or Special Education: Option I The-
sis/Project and Option II Written Comprehensive Examination:
OPTION I
/ (Thesis/Project) .
Graduate Core ,.6
TE 551 Fundamentals of Education Research 3
TE 591 or TE 593 Thesis or Project.:' ..' .e •• 6
Approved electives and specific requirements 18
. TOTAL . , 33
A Thesis/Project, as mutually agreed upon by'th~ candidate and the
is implies a research emphasis with a thesis format. Selection of a
project required. Selection of a. thesimplies a projec't' related' to
instruction, curriculum, or some other aspect of an educational
program.
OPTION II
(Comprehensive Examination)'
Graduate Core : :: :6
TE 559 Philosophy of Education
or ... : j .'•. : ••.••••.••.•••..•.•••••• : ••.••. : •.•• : .• 3
TE 551 Fundamentals of Educational Research ... : .... :..'; . : : ..... 3
NOTE: Students selecting Option II are required to take a
research class, whi.ch maybe TE 565 Inierpreting Educa-
tional Research (1 credit) as part of Cl;Jre,or TE 551 Funda-.
mentals of Educational Research (3 credits).' I" '
Approved ,electives and specific requirements ;: . , ..': . ::. : 24
TOTAL '. '33
A Comprehensive Written Examination is required at the:end of th,e
coursework. This examination is to be tailored by each c'andidate's
committee specifically for that candidate following guidelines estab-
lished by the department. After the candidate has written the exami-
nation, the committee will meet with the candidate to review the
,examillation prior to final approval or rejecti,on.
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Curriculum and Instruction Emphasis
1. Graduate Core " """"",,: :'""" "" "'.~,, ~.6
2. TE 581 Curriculum Planning arid Implementation .. : ~
3. TE 582 Analysis and Improvement of Instruction , 3
4. Content area courses .....•............. : .....•........•.•. 9
5..Elective options (choose.1 or II, below)
I. Thesis-Project .. .
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research : 3
TE 591 or 593 Thesis or Project " " 6
Approved electives , .......•............ 3
, . OR
II. Comprehensive Written Examination
TE 559 Philosophy of Education ,
or 3
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research
NOTE: Students electing Option II must take a research
class, which may be TE 565 Interpreting Educational
Research (1 credit) as part of core or TE551 Fundamen-
tals of Educational Research (3 credits).
Approved electives ; 9
TOTAL 33
Early Childhood Emphasis
1. Graduate Core' , 6
2. TE 543 Early Childhood: Readings .',' 3
3. Two of the following three courses: 6
TE 544 Early Childhood: Advanced Child Development 3,
TE 546 Early Childhood: Environments & Programs 3
TE 547 Early Childhood: language Acq& Development. 3
>4. TE 590 Practicum: Early Childhood "." "" .. "" 2-4
'5. Option electives (choose I or II below) . ' '
I. Thesis/Project
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research ..•.............. 3 ,
TE 591 or 593 Thesis or Project. 6
Approved electives 5-7
,', .' OR "
II. Comprehensive Written Exami'nation
TE 559 Philosophy of. Education
or , """ " "."." ,.",,3
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research
NOTE:'Studentselecting Option II must take a research
class, w.hich may be TE 565 Interpreting Educational
Research (1 credit) as part of core or TE551 Fundamen-
tals of Educational Research (3 credits). • ,
Approved electives 11-13
TOTAL 33
Reading Emphasis
For Those Primarily Responsible for Elementary
'School Instruction :
1. Graduate Core ': . ' : ": 6
2. TE 501 Foundations of Reading Instruction 3
3. TE 502 Diagnosis &,Correction of Read. Prob. - Elem ; 3
4. TE 504 Seminar in Reading Education " , ......•. 3
5. Option electives (choose lor II below)
I. Thesis/ Project , .1
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research :.3
TE 591 or 593 Thesis or Project " ., '.6
Reading electives : : 3
Approved electives ' 6
" \' OR "
II. Comprehensive'Written Examination
TE 559 Philosophy of Education
or : , , 3
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research
NOTE: Students electing Option II must takea research
class, which may be TE 565 Interpreting Educational
,Research (1 credit) as part of core or TE551 Fundamen-
tals of Educational Research (3 credits).
Graduate College
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Reading electives •....................................• 9
Approved electives .....•..............................• 6
TOTAL 33
NOTE: Completion of the required courses in the Master of Arts in
Education, Reading emphasis may not qualify the candidate for a
reading endorsement for .state certification. With t.he assista.nce of
her/his advisor, the candidate can select appropriate electives to
meet certification requirements.
ForThose PrimarilyResponsible for Secondary School
Instruction
1. Graduate Core ; ; 6
2. TE 501 Foundations of Reading Instruction 3
3. TE 508 Diagnosis & Correction of Read. Prob. - Sec ..•.•.•.... 3
4. TE 504 Seminar in Reading Education 3
5: Option electives (choose I or 'II below)
I. Thesis/Project
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research ..•............•. 3
TE 591 or 593 Thesis or Project. .. , , '.....•. 6
Reading electives ..•......••.................•....•. 3
NOTE: Students should choose TE 407G Reading in the
Content Subjects if they have not had a similar 3 credit
murse. .
Approved electives •....•........•..•........•.•....• 6
OR
II. Comprehensive Written Examination
TE 559 Philosophy of Education
. or ........•.....•..•........................... 3
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research
NOTE: Students electing Option II must take a research
class, which may be TE 565 Interpreting Educational
Research (1 credit) as part of core or TE 551 Fundamen-
tals of Educational Research (3 credits).
Reading'electives •.•..................... , ..•........ , ... ~
NOTE: Students should choose TE 407G Reading in the
Content Subjects if they have not had a similar 3 credit
course. , ,
Approved electives ......................•......•.•.... 6
TOTAL 33
NOTE: Completion of the required courses in the Master of Arts in
Education, Reading emphasis may not qualify the candidate for a
reading endorsement for state certification. With the assistance of
her/his advisor, the candidate can select appropriate electives to
meet certification requirements.
Special Education Emphasis
ForStudents Interested in an Emphasis in Educationally
Handicappedand/ or Severe Retardation' .
Educationally Handicapped:
1. Graduate Core 6
2. TE 514 Counseling/Consulting Skills for Educators 3
3. TE 515 Adv. Theory of Inst. Design in Sp. Ed , 3
4. TE 523 Emotionally Disturbed Child in the Classroom ........• 3
5, TE 590 Practicum: Special Education ,...................• 3
6. TE 534 Issues and Trends in Special Ed 3
7. Option electives (choose I or II below)
,I. Thesis/Project option
TE 551 Fundamentals of Educ.Research 3
TE 591 or 593 Thesis or Project. ....•.................. 6
Approved electives: ' .. : ...............•. 3
OR
II. Comprehensive Written Examination
TE 559 Philosophy of Education
or 3
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research
NOTE: Students electing Option II must take a research
class, which may be TE 565 Interpreting Educational
Research (1 credit) as part of core or TE 551 Fundamen-
tals of' Educational Research (3 credits).
Approved electives ... .' ......•......................... 9
Suggested EleCtives:
TE 450G Behavior Intervention Techniques ....•.......... 3
TE 502 Diagnosis & Correction of Read. Prob.-Elem: 3
TE 503 Clinic for Reading Specialists 3
TE 505 Individual Tests and Measurements ; 3
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TE 590 Practicum: Special Education ........•............ 3
TE 596 Directed Research: Special Education ' 3
TOTAL 33
Severe Retardation:
1. Graduate Core .........•............................•.... 6
2. TE 514 Counseling/Consulting Skills for Educators ; 3
3. TE517 Seminar on the Severely Handicapped Learner 3
4. TE 523 Emotionally Disturbed Child in the Classroom 3
5. TE 590 Practicum: Special Education •....................... 3
6. TE 534 Issues and Trends in Special Ed 3
7. Option electives (choose I or II below)
I. Thesis/Project option:
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research 3
TE 591 or 593 Thesis or Project. 6
Approved electives .•.•...•......................... 3
OR
II. Comprehensive Written Examination
TE 559 Philosophy of Education
or. 3
TE 551 Fundamentals of Ed. Research
NOTE: Students electing Option II must take a research
class, which may be TE 565 Interpreting Educational
Research (1 credit) as part of core or TE 551 Fundamen-
tals f Educational Research (3 credits).
9. Approved electives 9
Suggested Electives:
TE 423G Teaching the Severely Handicapped 3
TE 450GBehavior Intervention Techniques 3
TE 546 Diagnosis & Eval in Early Childhood Ed 3
TE 547 Language Acq. & Dev in Early Childhood Ed 3
TE 590 Practicum: Special Education 3
Advanced sign language class 3
TOTAL 33
Second Master's Degree
If you earned a master's degree from Boise State University you may
earn a second degree in another area of emphasis.
Guidelines for the Award of a Second Master's Degree.
1. A candiate must meet all program requirements prescribed by
the second master's curriculum.
2. Program requirements for the second degree that have already
been met in the program' for the first degree :lwarded may be
counted towards the second degree at the discretion of the stu-
dent's graduate committee. . ' '
3. A minimum of 21 credits of new course work shall be reqUired for
the second degree. .
4. The seven-year time limit applies to all courses to be counted
towards the second degree.
Planned fifth Year
Purpose: Continuing education is a vital element in maintaining
professional competence amoung teachers. Yet not all teachers
desire the structure and demands imposed by a master's program.
The purpose of the Planned Fifth Year is to enable and encourage
teachers to further their professional growth and meet career goals
through a planned and intellectually rigorous program of study. The
goals of the program are largely determined by the candidate. T.he
candidate may choose 1) to broaden or deepen knowledge and skills
related to current teaching assignment or, 2) to seek an additional
endorsement or advanced certification.
Admission Requirements:
1. Be a certified teacher.
2. Meet the admission standards of graduate study (2.75) overall
G.P.A. or 3.00 in the last two years of study.
Program Requirements: All students will complete thirty (30) credits
including: .
1. TE 562 Analysis and Improvement of Instruction 3
2. Graduate Core OR TWO of the following courses 6
TE 551 Fundamentals of Educational Research 3
TE 559 Philosophy of Education 3
TE 561 Curriculum Planning and Implementation 3
3. A minimum of 9 credits of content courses 9
4. Electives 12
TOTAL 30
a. A minimum of 20 credits'must be earned after admission.
b. Transfer credits are limited to nine (9).
c. A maximum of 10 credits may be undergraduate work.
,
•t Graduate .College
IE TEACHER EDUCATION ,"
TE503 tLiNIC FOR READING SPECIALISTS13-o-3)(S).'This course e:niphasizes
,more intricate diagnostic techniques and remediation procedures: Alternative
testing methods will be pr.esented:Each partici.pant worksw.ith a child under
supervision.in the Reading Education Center.and prepares a case report;
PREREQ:TE 502 orPERM/INST. ',. ,'. ,.',: :- ":' . ,',;;> -
TE504 SEMINAR IN READING EDUCATION (3-0-3)(F/SU). This course covers
three areas of reading education: involvement inaprofessional'ie'adingasso-
ciati!Jn, leadership in 'reading education, and current issu'es in'readingedue;a-
tion. PREREQ:TE 502 or TE508 or permission of instructOr. . t '
• ' • ,.. 1."
TE5051NQiviDUAL TESTS& MEASUREMENTS(3-jl-3)(S). An intense inv~stiga-
tion,;s pursued in the area of. measurement theory followe.d by practic~1
applications in individual testing and student.diagnosis.; .. . " .
TE 508 DIAGNOSIS AND CORRECTION OF READING PROBLEMS- .SECON-
DARY (3-0.3)(S/SU). This course is designed.for the teacher of the requir~d
.high school reading co~rse and any other high scho,ol'course dea'iing with
,students with reading problems. '.' ,,'. d" .• .".
TE 510 ADVANCED PRACTICES AND PRINCIPLES IN TEACHING SOCIAL
SCIENCE (3-0-3)(F). A comprehensive study of the practices and principles in
social science educa~ion, including objectives, social problems, unit develop-
ment, work-study skills,organizatic?n of the program materials and media,i1~d
research findings basic to. social studies will be i1eveloped.'. 'i"
TE511 ADVANCED PRACTICESAND PRINCIPLESIN TEACHINGELEMENTARY
S(:HOOL MATHEMATI(:S(3-0-3\(S). Emphasison creative methods a\1dstrate-
giesfor teaching elementary school-mathematics. Also include,S a review. of
current research, curriculum.trends and exploration of experinientation with
unique materials for teaching mathematics. • ,' ... l' •
TE512 ADVANCED PRINCIPLESAND PRACTICESIN tEACHING LANGUAGE
ARTS AND .LINGUISTICS (3-G-3)(F)•.Emphasis will be given to the roll;!.of
language arts and linguistics in the 'school' curriculum, stressing modern
approaches to language development, semantics, phonetics,. phonics, arid
orthography. . ' ,
iE513 A[)VANCED PRACTICESAND PRINCIPLESINTEACHINGELEMENTARY
SCIENCE (3-G-3)(F). Current practices and principles in modern elementary
s.cience c~ncerts.are developed .. Emphasis is ylaced on the selection and
organizatlori 0 content and experimental actiVIties. ' " .'
~ _ ,., . . _ v,';". _. '.' .: . . ~ ,.:: ". " •
TE514 COUNSELING/CONSULTING SKILLSFOR EDUCATORS (i"1~3)(j:I' This
course will cover the development' of counseling and consulting ski Isfor
',educators to work with parents arid other professionals. Instruction wilifocus
on developing skills to work with students who experience various s,ocial and
.emotional concerns relating to learning ..Major areas to be addressed will
include theories and approaches to counseling and consulting, communica-
tion skills. intervention programs. PREREQ: GRAD or PERM/INST. t ,
"TE 515 ADVAI'oiCED,TH~()RY OF INStRUCtiONAL' DESI(;i'I FOR SPECiAL
EDUCATORS (3-0~3)(F). The e;ourse Is designed to teachstudEmtsitdvanced
!design components to e'ffectively instruct special education 'children and
adults. The course wilhndude the theoretical and programmatic considera-
tions of instructional design. The course may be useful to regular classroom
teachers who wish to gain some knowledge in dealing with special students.
P~EREQ: IE 431 or PERM/INST. • ,. ' • ' ,
TE516 TEACHING GIFTEDAND TALENTEDSTUDENTS(3-o-3)(S). Teachersand
others working with theinstructiorial needs of gifted'andtalented students will
develop skills in the techniques of meeting the educational goals of these
'exceptional individuals. Methods and materials forthisapproach will be evalu-
ated as to application and asse"m,ent. ":, .
'TE 517 SEMINAR ONT"E SEVERELYHAND'ICAPl'ED~EARNER (3-G-3)(sodd
, years). This graduate level course is designed to faCilitate.stuaent knowledge
and skills in relation toteaching the severely handicapped learner. Emphasisis
placed on research-based, instructional techniques and current professional
issues in the field. PREREQ: TEA23 orPERM/IN5T., '.... , , ,
TE 518 TECHNIQUES FOR CREATIVEWRITING IN ,ELEMENTARYSCHoois
(3-0-3)(S). Methods and.tec,hniques for ericouragIngcie'ative'writing in the
elementary school. . >
'tE 519 CHILDREN'S LITERATURE,'ADVANGED'I!EVEL(3-0-i)(S), turrentlitera-
..ture for children, including. emphasis upon poetry is presented. Issues in
"'children's book selection are discussed.
TE520 EDUCATIONAL MEDIA(3-o-3)(SU). Thiscourse willacquaint the ele-
mentaryclassroom teacher with the latest educational media available for u'se.
Evaluation of the materials in a media center will bestudied.'Emphasis upon the
use of a curriculum'resouice center in the local school system will be made
every other year. .
TE 521 ElEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES (3-0-3)(S/SU).
Methods and techniques for classroom and playground attiviti.es for physical
,. education, curriculum development will be presented: Emphasis uponcorrec-
tive physical education proceilures'will be given. Alternate years. . .J'
TE522 INDIVIDUALIZATION OF READING 'INSTRUCTI()N (3-o-3)(S/SU).
Emphasis upon the individualized approach to reading instruction is deve-
" loped. Techniques.of conferencing book selection, skill'developo;nent and
"independent language arts activities are explored. ' .. "".
tE 523 THE EMOTIONALLY DISTURBEDCHILD IN THECLASSROOM (3-0-3).
This course is designed,to assist teache","counselors, and administrators in
understandi~g the educational and psychologicalne~ds. of the ~~otiona:lly
disturbed child. EmphaSIS "placed on developing skills In IdentifYing emo-
tional problems and planning the remedial. steps needed' for correction.
PREREQ: PERM/INST. '. ",' . . < ~
P PSYCHOLOGY 'j .1 '.j . ,
. Undergraduate "
'see appropriate department listing for detailed course 'd~s2riptibns of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate credit:,-'
P 421GPSYCHOLOGICAL MEASUREMENT(3-G~3)M;' .," -;
• t . ( ~ "i .
'. Graduate '
, '"
TE501 FOUNDATIONS OF READING INSTRUCTION (3"0-3)(F/S/SUj. Students
in this class study the theoretical constructs of reading, the psychological and
. ,pedagogical foundations of reading instructiql), "and ,learn to ,c(eate and
'improve reading education progra,ms in elementary and secondaryclass~()oms.
• Tf. 502 DIAGNOSIS' AND CORRECTION OF READING PROBLEMS (3-0-
3)(FjSU). Diagnosis and standardized testing procedures and corrective tech-
niques will be learned, practiced, and theh'applied to a child in the Reading
Education Center. All techniques are those a classroom teacher would utilize.
,A case,report,will culminate the course. PREREQ:JE 501 or PERM~I~?~.c:.
Course Offerings
,;1 ",'- .'-~ ,- _ -~:...,. (.
.~ PHYSICAL EDl!~A ~ION, " .:. .,~" r.•1 '~
.' " , Undergraduate • L .f, f, i, '.
see appropriate department listing for detailed course descriptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate credit. .,
) PE401G PSYCHOLOGY OF ACTIVITY(3-0-3){F/S). '..\)!~402G_ADVANCEDATHLETI'CTRAlN,I~G ~~-3-3)(S). : 1 i "~' •
Jt ...' Graduate '. '
/PE 521 ELEMENTARYPHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTlVITIES'(~-0-3){SU)."Alter-
l. ••'> nate rears. Methods and techniques for classroom will be presented. Addi-
( tiona emphasis upon corrective,physical education proced~res.willbe given.
PE 594 PHYSICAL EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (2-0-2)(SU). The
course is designed to acquaint students with the theories of motor perceptual
.activity as well as to involve them in a hands-on-approach to activity. The
students will develop skills in'identifying motor problel1]s and plan the reme-
dial needs for correction.
, d. A maximum of10 credits maybe pass(fail.. .' ,
, . e. A maximum of 6 creditspf:C' grades will be accepted.
'f. Overall G.P.A. for theprogram must be 3.00. . ,
g. The program must be 'planned with an advisor and must be
completed within seven years of the first crE!ditsapplied to
I" th~ progra.nl'r ..,;( ; .., ~ ~,. I! 't .~-~, ' '.L ~::'
This is not a degree or certification program;.lf, as a result of tourse~
work taken in.the program, the candidate becomes eligible for..a
different certificate or endorsement; if is the candidates responsibilc
ity to make application to the State Department of Eduation .• ~I
1 -' ••f f. "ti: ,~:h"
Undergraduate
See appropriate department listing for detailed.course, descriptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for gradu,ate credit., i'"
TE407G READING IN THE.CONTENT SUBJECTS(3-0-3)(F/S/SU). .
TE 423G TEACHING THE MODERATELY AND SEVERELYHANi')ICAPPED
(3-0-3)(S). • -,
., TE'450G BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION TECHNIQl!ES (3-0-3)(S). ~r~
LV;U',..."' _.,~ t
., Graduate .. ,' <" ; iT ~,",:".,
, ,~~ I "., .L .'" ••~..... I
P 502 ADVANCED EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY(3-0-3). Astudy ol.contem-
,poraryissues involving both theoretical and methodological considerationsin
,the history and systems of,educational psychology will.be giyen. 'SpeCial
emphasis will be given to group behavior in terms of principlE,!s relevant to
educational objectives, PREREQ: P 101 and P 325. Offered on-demand.
P 503 INDIviDUAL TESTINGPRACTICUM (3-0-3)(S). Emphasison administer-
.••••~\.ing. and scoring intellige.nce tests and o..n test inter.p.r..etation .. p...REREQ: M
,,/-115-116, P 305, P 421, PERM/IN5T. Offered odd numbered years.,,' '
P 504 ANALYSISOF THE'INDIVIDUAL (3-0~3). A study of tech~iquesused in
analyzing the individual with emphasis on the elementary level. The course
includes observational methods, record. ing •b.e.h~'ef'i:. be.h.aVi.o.ra.1anal.ysis,
,interviewing and use of test information PREREQ: 202.' ffered on demand.
~p 505 PERSONALITYDEVELOPMENT(3-0-3)(S):'Critl al J£1ideration ~f the
, main personality theories, particularly those which emphasize current con-
Icepts regarding learning, perception and motivation isdevelope,d,Study of the
interaction of emotional and cognitive factors in personality development at
'different age levels is pursued.PREREQ: P 101. Offered on demand.
)'..
i
I
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Graduate' College
TE531 EDUCATI()N FOR THE CULTURALLY DIFFERENT LEARNER (3-0-3)(S). A
study af the develapment af children and adalescents in different cultures in
camparative relatianship'to existing values. The lifestyle af variaus minarity
graups and implicatians far,educatian will be examined. Majar tapics include
culturally different learner; (1) learning styles, (2) media, (3) pracess af change.
Idaho. minarity graups will'be emphasized:' .... .
TE 534 ISSUES & TRENDS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (3-o-3)(S even years). This
caurse will investigate the current issues and trends .in the field af special
education: It will be a'rganized araurid six tapiCal areas: 1) identifiCatian, 2)
assessment, 3) eligibility, 4) service delivery, 5) interventian appraaches, and 6)
instructianal strategies. Discussian will be library research based and will.focus
on all areas af exceptianality in both elementary and secandary schaal settings.
PREREQ: GRAD ar PERM/INST. .
n541 EDUCATION IN EMERGING NATIONS (3-0-3)(F). The caurse pravides
an analysis af the relatianship between natianal gaal.s and the educatianal
system in the twentieth century. Cantemparary systems will be studied in light
af three majar factars: (1) religiaus factars; (2) natural factars such as race,
language and enviranment; (3) secular factars such as HUmanism, Socialism
and Natianalism. .• ,
TE543 EARLY CHILDHOOD: READINGS (3-o-3)(S). Pastand current research in
e,arly'childhaad educatian will be reviewed and synthesized in a seminar
farmat. Students will determine a specifiC research area to. study in depth.
TE 544 EARLY CHILDHOOD: ADVANCED CHILD DEVELOPMENT (3-o-3)(F).
The student will explare in depth the 'physiCal, sacial-e'matianal, cagnitive-
language, and creative develapment af children, birth to. age eight.
TE546 EARLY CHILDHOOD: ENVIRONMENTS AND PROGRAMSJ3-o~3)(S).
The student will examine critiCal elements in the develapment and a ministra-
tian'af effective early childhaad programs including evaluating children, set-
ting up the environment, develaping and implementing curriCulum, and
teaching methads.
TE 547 EARLY CHiLDHOOD: LANGUAGE ACQUISITION AND DEVELOP-
MENT (3-o-3)(F). The student will examine variaus thearies and stages af
language develapment, and will study appraaches to. facilitate language
develapment in children af English and nan-English speaking backgraunds.
TE 551 FUNDAMENTALS OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH (3-0-3)(SU,F). This
caurse will introduce, students to. the ,elements af experimental and nan-
experjme'ritalresearch'designs. Instructian in' using research resaurces and
interpreting statistics' will be given and students will analyze current research
related to. educatian. Students will learn haw to. develap a research prapasal
and will Write a schalarly research paper.
TE555,SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL PERSONNEL (3-o-3)(S). A caurse
designed to. imprave the supervisian skills af elementary/secandarycaaperat_
ing teac;hers and ather supervisary persannel. Emphasis will be placed an a
varietyaf abservatian and evaluatian strategies designed to. improve instructian.
TE'559 PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION (3-0-3)(S,SU) Students will analyze and
evaluate past and cantemporary philasarhies and the values derived fram
them as they apply to. educatian. A farma paper .will be required.
TE 561 SCHOOL LAW FOR THE CLASSROOM TEACHER (l-o-l)(SU) This
caurse will provide schaal persannel with an averview af schaal law designed
to. help them became mare aware af student and teacher rights and haw thase
, rights can be legally asserted. The emphasis will be an "preventiv,e" law, thus
avaiding litigatian: ' ",
IE 562 SCHOOL ORGANIZATION AND FINANCE (l-o-1)(SU) This caurse will
pravide a brief averview af the federal, state and lacal arganizatianal struc-
tures af schaaling in America with particular attentian given to. funding and
saurces af autharity. Issues af palicy making as they affect teachers will be
examined.
TE 563 CONFLICTING VALUES INFLUENCING EDUCATION (1-0-1)(SU). Stu-
dents will explare idealagiCal pasitians whiCh have affected'educatianal pra-
grarnsand ,palicies. They will be ,asked 'to. carefully cansider their awn values
and analyze haw these pasitians affect their modes af c1assroam aperatian.
PREREQ: Graduate status. COREQ: TE 570, 571
TE564 INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES-SECONDARY SCHOOLS (1-o-1)(SU) In
this caurse, students will investigate instructiana'i techniques which, have
saund basis in research and thearyand whiCh pramate develapment af think-
ing skills in students. '
,TE$65 INTERPRETING EDUCAllONAL RESEARCH (1-0-1)(SU). Thisc~ur;e will
preMre students to. read, understand, and critiCally analyze educatianal
research in their awn fields. It includes basiC research terminalagy, strengths
and weaknesses in research design, and interpretatian af research results.
CO~EQ: TE 570, 571.
TE 566 LEARNING THEORY AND CLASSROOM INSTRUCTION (1-0-1)(SU).
Students will investigate majar cantemparary learning theories and their
impliCatians far instructian and curriCulum develapment: .
11 568 TECHNIQUES OF CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT (l"O-l)(SU). This
caurse will explare appraaches to.effectively warking with students in elemen-
tary and secandary c1assraams. Skill develapment and thearetical cansidera-
tians related tadevelaping healthy and praductive learning environments will
be emphasized.
TE 569 TESTING AND GRADING (l-o-1)(SU). This caurse wili include an intra-
ductian to. the thearies and fallacies af testing and grading. Prablems and
methads af canstructing teacher-made tests will be inciudeCl,Witfi practiCe in
designing better tests 'and systems af ,grading. COREQ: TE 570, 571. '
TE570 GRADUATE Core ISSUESIN EDUCATION (3-0-3)(SU). Thiscaurse is part
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at the graduate educatian care. The cantent af this caurse varies, depending
upan the current educatianal issues,but daes always include readings, large
graup presentatians, and small graup discussians aver philasaphiCal, psycha-
lagical, and sacialagiCal, aspects af educatian. '
TE 573 INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNIQUES--ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (l-o-1)(SU).
In this caurse, students will investigate instructianal techniques whiCh have
saund bases in research and theary and whiCh pramate the develapment af
thinking skills in elementary students.
TE'581 CURRICULUM PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION (3-o-3)(S). This is a
general caurse for practiCing teachers intended to. give them a faundatian in
curriCulum theary and practiCe. They will develap understanding af haw
curriculum is develaped, arganized, implemented and evaluated. 'Current
issues and trends in curriCulum with same histariCal perspective, will, be
explored.
TE 582 ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION (3-o-3)(S). Tech-
niques will be taughtta help teachers assess their strength and weaknessesand
implement plans far self-impravement. PractiCe will be pravided in using taals
af analysis, which may include cantent analysis,Flander's InteractianAnalysis
System, student perfarmance, and nanverbal behaviar. Students will be
required to. develapand implement plans far impraving the qualityaf instruc-
tian in their c1assraams. ,
TE 590 PRACTICUM IN SPECIAL EDUCATION (3-o-3)(F/S). This caurse is
designed to. pravide c1assraam experiences that allaw for the applicatian af
methadalagy, strategies, teaching skills and research related to. needs af
exceptianal students. Arrangement priar to.enrallment must be made with the
instructar. PREREQ: GRAD ar PERM/INST. '
TE 591 PROJECT (0-12-6).
TE 593 THESIS (0-12-6).
Master of Arts in Education
Art Emphasis
1. The Master of Arts in Education, Art Emphasis is designed to meet
the needs of Art Educcitors.<'
2." The following will besumitted to the Art Department Admissions
Committee: •
a. The names and addresses of three art educators or profes-
sional persons who are acquainted with the student's aca-
demic qualifications to pursue graduate study.
b. A minimum of twenty (20) slides or portfolio of recent art
work. ' " •
c. Astatement of the student's professional objectives and philo-
sophy of art education and how these will be furthered by
graduate study.
3. Program areas of study are as follows:
'a. Required Courses: •
Art Appreciation in the Educational Program AR 501 ••.••• 3
Special Methods: Currie & Develop in Art Educ.AR 551 ... '.3
Project AR 591 •••.....•••.•••••... , ...•...•.••••••••••• 6
OR
Thesis (or additional hours) AR 593 ..•...•...•.....••. , .• 6
Education Core courses ..•••••..•••••..••.•••..•.•.•... 6
b. Studio or Content: Six (61 credits in the studio.. Studiaconcen-
tration and emphasis wi I be determined by the student and
his committee.
c. Electives: The remainder of the student's work may be elected
in relation 'to his background, interests, and professional
objectives 'in consultation with his major advisor and
committee.
Course Offerings
AR-ART
Gr~duate
AR 501 ART APPRECIATION IN THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM (3-o-3)(F).
Emphasis will be placed an understanding the mativatians behind interpreta-
tian af ideas and symbals. Also. emphasized will be cammunicatian af this
understanding to. the variaus age graups represented an the secandary schaal
level. PREREQ: Graduate status ar PERM/INST.
AR 521 TEACHING THROUGH EXPERIMENTAL ART MEDIA (O-6-2)(SU). (Pre-
viausly appraved far Elementary Master's Degree). Varied and unusual exper-
imental art medi,a to. be used in canjunctian with individual teaching tech-
niques. Students will have the appartunity to. salve procedural problems and
adapt art media to. teaching experiences. Same autside reading will be
required, as well as written paper. PREREQ: Graduate standing. Summersanly
by request.
AR 522 TEACHING THROUGH EXPERIMENTAL ART MEDIA /O-6-3)(SUI. Var-
l
~ Graduate College
:d~' ,
Master: of Arts hl'Education ,~
E~glish Emphasis, .': '
Applicants who have;~t least twelve seme~t~diedithours of upper
division work in English with a grade point of 3.0 in those courses and
who mee(general Graduate College andCollege~ cif EdiJcation
requirement,s will IJe accepted as regular graduate students. Students
who do not have the required upper division English w.ork will be
,.. . .' '... /
CS 501 HISTORY OF SCIENCE(3-0-3)(F/S). This isa Survey of humanity'sefforts
to understand the natural world. "Ancient SCience" is presented as an intro-
duction to the evolution of science since the 16th century." Modern SCience" is
presented with emph'asis on the development of modern scientific thought.
Historical illustrations of the nature of-scientific research in the evolution of
sCience are 'presented. Thiscou'rse may be taken for ~ither HYor GScredit/l>ut
~~~.,~'~ ,,'
GS~ENERAL SCIENCE'
i (.'
GO 511 ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY (3-8-3)(FI. La(ld-use planning;tech-'
niques for investigation of surficial materials and water resources. Geologic
hazards, surficial deposits and their engineering and hydrologic properties,
ground and. surface water, waste.disposal. Term report required, field ~rips
required. This course. can be taken for undergraduate credit by, filling out
necessary forms. PREREQ: GO 221, or PH 220.
GO 521 ADVANCED TOPICS IN EARTH SCIENCE (-3-8-3)(SU). The study,
review, and discussion of literature, demonstrations, teaching aids relative to
geology, astronomy, meteorology and ocean0l:lraphy. The course. provides
knowledge, skillsand material resources that can Increase the swdentscapabil,
ity to teach earth sCience in elementary and secondary schools', PREREQ:'
Graduate .status or ,PERM/INST.
GO 531 ~EGIONAl GEOLOGY OF NORTH AMERICAN (3-o-3-)(S):.,\ sr;te'
matic study of the geologic provinces of North 'America with special emp"a;;s
on geological relationships and tectonic evolution. Each province isinvesti~
gated in terms of its structural and geologic history and mineral resources.
PREREQ: Graduate status of PERMIINST. .,>
GO 541 METHODS AND TECHNIQUES OF GATHERING, MEASURING AND
TESTINGGEOLOGIC DATA(3-8r3)(F). Astudy of correct and approved ways to
collect representative field samples of rocks, minerals, fossils, etc.,tomeasure
topographic, structural and stratigraphic entities; toanalyze and classify statis-
tically sedimentational, petrologic and mineralogic samples with laboratory
tE;chniques, and to log subsurface data, PREREQ: PERM/INST. ',.
GO 551 CURRENT TOPICS IN GEOLOGY(3-8-3)(S). An investigatio,n of current
research, debates and developments regarding practical, as well as theoretical,
issues in Geological SCience. PREREQ: Graduate status or PERM/INST.' .
GO 561 EARTHSCIENCE TEACHING TECHNIQUES (3-0-3 or4-0-4)(F/S). This
course is a study of theob/'ectives,methQds, and materialsoHnstructlon in
Earth SCiences. Emphasis wi Ibe pla<:ed on the preparation and presentation of
lectures; laboratory exercises and field trips. This course provi<les,the student
with internship experience in the laboratory and lecture-classroom. PREREQ:,
Graduate status or PERM/I NST.. ,c. .' .. ,
GO 571 GEOCHEMISTRY (3-8-3)(5). Field trip required. Chemical equilibrium
applied to natural water systems. Oxidation and reduction, in.,sedimentation
and ore genesis, methods of exploration geochemistry, crystallization of mag-
mas, ore-forming solutions, isotope geochemistry. Thiscoursecan be taken for
undergraduate credit by filing necessary forms. PREREQ: GO 101, C133, M204.
GO 591 PROJECT (7-3 to 0-6). A field, laboratory or library investigation. The
student will select a project according to his own interest and pursue it .to a
logical conclusion. Weekly progress meetings are held with the instructor and
a final report is required. PREREQ: Graduate status and 15 credits in Earth
SCience or PERM/INST,. "', , '
GO 593 THESIS(0-3 to 0-5). The scholarly pursuit of o~iginal work on a field or
laboratory project or the formulation of new and ,logical inte'rpretatioilS of
existing data collected.. by Iibrar.y rese.arch. Afinal re.po...rt sUita.b.l.elorpre~nta-
tion at a meeting of Earth SCien<:eprofessional,s is required; PREREQ: Adr,nis-
sion to candidacy. . ' . '. ~ "
GO 596 DIRECTEDRESEARCH(0.1 to 0=4). Field; lal1ora'tory or library research
project. Students may work on an individual problem o'r select a problem from
a list provided by the instructor. Weekly progress meetings, final ,report.
PREREQ: Physical Geology or Fundamentals of GeoloiW,a!1d/or PERM/INST.
GO 598 GRADUATE SEMINAR (0-1 t'o 0-3). The preparation and presentation
of oral and written reports on topics in'earth science and/or science education.
Presentation of oral reports may take the form of debate. Preparation of visual ,
aids and geologic illustrations will be emphasized:PREREQ: Admission,to'
candidacy or PERM/INST. '
GO 403G ENGINEERING GEOLOGY (2-].3)(5) (Reid trip reqUlfed).
GO 412G HYDROGEOLOGY (3-8-3)(5) (Reid trip requi..ect);
GO 460g VOLCANOLOGY (2-8-2)(F)(Fieldtrip)(odd yean).
GO 471G REGIONAL FIELDSTUDY (1, 2, or3 CR)(F/S/SU).
Graduate'
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" Undergraduat~ "
si!e approp~iate department listing f?rdet~iled coursedesc;~!ptions
of these undergraduate courses which-may be taken for graduate
credit. l'
C()urseOfterings,
GO-GEOLOGY
~,~ J
~ , I.
Master;of Scier.ce'in" .
Education Earth Science
Emphasis" . , ':l'{ ".
<\. '1': l
The curriculum for the Master of Science in Education, Earth Science
emphasiS; stresses current developments in the earth sciences disci-
pline. The planning, preparation, and conducting of laboratory
investigations and outdoor field trip activities are emphasized.
Because of the great variety of' background of present secondary
earth science teachers, the course offerings are designed to allow
maximum flexibility in planning individual programs. A preliminary
examination, oral or written, will be administered to.each candidate.
Required courses include the Graduate Core, and a thesis, project, or
additional courses as determined by the committee. ,AII-, other
courses to be taken in the uegree program are planned by the
student and his graduate committee. A finaL comprehensive oral
and/or written examination over.course work and the thesis or
project is required. 1 " .
ied and unusual experimentai ar~:media to be used in dmjunction with indi-
vidual teaching techniques. Students will have the opportunity to solve'pro-.
cedural problems and adapt art media to the teaching experiences. Some
outside reading will be required,aswellasa written paper. PREREQ: Graduate
standing. Summers only by request. Alternate years: ,. , .
AR 551 SPECIALMETHODS: CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENTIN ART EDUCA-
TION (3-0-3)(F). Designed for the secondary school art teacher, this course will
be geared to creative curriculum planning. It will be held in a workshop
seminar format to facilitate student interaction and the opportunity to experi-"
ment and develop new ideas ..PREREQ: Graduate status and PERM/INST.
AR 580-589 SERIESSELECTEDTOPICS (3-8-3). An opportunity for the stude7Jtto .
work independently with a particular teacher in a specific area or media. A
total of nine credits allowable which can be divided into several areas or
concentrated, distribution determined by the graduate student and committee.
AR 580 SELECTEDTOPICS - DRAWING. ,,,,.~ ' .oJ
AR 581 SELECTEDTOPICS ,- PAINTING.r
AR 582 SELECTEDTOPICS. CRAFTS. '
AR 583sELECTED TOPICS - SCULPTURE
AR 584 SELECTEDTOPICS - PHOTOGRAPHY ~
AR sB5'SELECTEDTOPICS - CERAMICS
AR 586 SELECTEDTOPICS - PRINTMAKING
AR 587 SELECTEDTOPICS - DESIGNING . ,
AR 588 SELECTEDTOPICS - ILLUSTRATION
AR 589 SELECTEDTOPICS - ART HISTORY
AR 591 PROJECT (6 credits). See below.
AR593 THESIS(\I~\I-6). The thesis,or culminating project,-;;'~y b~ defi'ned:but'
is not Iimited!~ a combination of anY,two of the follo\\ling proje~ts .• : ....
1. Ascholarly papereinbodying'results of original research whichare'used to
substantiate a specific view. " (',
2. Three written reports directed toward the student's particular area of
study., .
3. A curricular proposal in written form which could be considered for
implementation in the schools.' .
4. A one-person art show with a faculty review.
5. A submitted portfolio of work with a fall faculty review.
PREREQ: Graduate stat~s.
AR 598 SEMINAR IN ART(3-0-3)(5). (Previously approved for Elementary Mas-
ter's Degree). Upon selection ofanapproved topic,the student will research it
thoroughly, present an annotated bibliography, and present an oral report of
the report of the topic, utilizing visual material in his presentation. T~e student
will then present a research paper concerning his topic. PREREQ:Graduate
standing. " ',. "
...•
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Graduate College
..
Master of Science
in Education -
Mathematics Emphasis
1. The Master of Science in Education with a Mathematics emphasis
may be obtained through any of the following three options.
a: The 30-hour "examination option" _
Graduate Core ...•.•................•..........•....•• 6
Mathematics Sequence and Seminar .•.••••...•......•.•• 9
One mathematics course exclusive of M 503, 504, or 561 ... 3
Mathematics electives .•••....•...........•••.........•. 6
Free electives .••....•.......•....•... : . '.•......•... ' •••• 6
A written examination over mathematics coursework
TOTAL
E 510 PERIOD (l-O-l)(F/S). A study of a selected chronological period of
American or British literature with focus on major author's genres, or topic.
PREREQ.E,sOOor PERM/~HMN., '
E540MYTH IN LITERATURE(3.0-1)(F/S). An exploration of the useof myth in
literature asasource of content and structure. Thenature and working of myth
and the way it enters conscious creation of art. Themessuch asthe quest, the
initiation, the Adamic myth in American literat,ure of myths in the works of
major authors may be explored. PR,ER~Q:E500or PER,'M/CHMN..
E550LITERATUREAND CULTURE(l-O-l)(F/S/. The interaction between abody
of literature and the social economic ana po itical forces that characterize the
culture in which it originates. The influence of culture on literary form and
content. PREREQ:E500or PERM(CHMN. ' .
E560FOLKLORE(3-0-3)(F/SIMaterials selected from oral tradition and culture
with attention to aspects of collecting, classifying, comparing analyzing and
archiving. Theories of folklore composition transmission, and function will be
related to the occurrence of folklore. PREREQ:E500or PERM/CHMN.
E 570 LITERARYMOVEMENTS (1-0-3)(F/S). A focus on a significant literary
movement, the works of its major and minor contributors, its theories and its
practice, its relation to its time, its place in literary history" its influence in
writers past and present. PREREQ:E500or PERM/CHMN.
E581LITERATUREFOR USEIN JUNIOR AND SENIORHIGH SCHOOLS(1-0-
l)(F/: A lit~rary content ~ourse f~~ prospe~tive te~chers of secondary scho!>1
EngIsh. Pnmary emphaSISon cntlCal reading of literature for adolescent In
secondary school. Secondary emphasis on methods of analysisappropriate to
students. All genres aswell asclassicand popular authors. PREREQ:E102,two
literature courses or PERM/CHMN. '.- .
E 591 THESIS(V-O-V). A scholarly paper contai~ing the result~.of original
research. PREREQ:Admission to candidacy and approval of the student's
graduate committee.
E595READING AND CONFERENCE(V-O-V).A project may include, but is not
limited to, a library researchpaper orexperimental researchon someaspectof
pedagogy or preparation of written curriculum"with teaching materials.
PREREQ:Admission to cal]didacy and approval of the student's graduate
committee.
30
An oral examination over allcoursework included in the
student's program
b. The 33-hour "project option"
Graduate Core .-•.....••...................•.•.. .-•..... 6
Mathematics Sequence, math Seininarand M 591 . :: ..... 12
fyIathema!ics ~I~ctives ..........•.••........•..•.•...... 6
Free Electives , ' 9,
A written examination over mathematics coursework -
•. TOTAl - 33
c. The 33-hour "thesis option" is the same as the "project option".
except that M 591 is replaced with M 593
2. Mathematics Requirements
a. Required' Courses
M 501; 502 Real Analysis I, II or M 541 - -
M 542 Modern Algebra .....••••..................•.•••• 6
• 1 M 598 Seminar in Mathematics .'.. ", ' ~3.
b. Elective courses - Additional courses planned by the students
and their graduate committee to meet program requirements.
3. Additional Information
a. Credit in Workshop (5940r 599) is limited to atotal of 3credits
to be applied to partial fulfillment of the requirementsfor the
emphasis in Mathematics.
b. Some students may be required to remove deficiencies before
admission,to candidacy. Students with strong undergraduate
I mathematics may apply to.challenge, waive, or replace parts of
the emphasis re.quirements.
admitted on a provisional basis and will be advised what steps to take
to qualify fo'r regular status. '
Program Requirements
The cOLJrse of study for the Master of Education with an English
emphasis will consist of a minimum of 33 hours to be chosen by the
students and their advisory committee from one of two alternatives.
1. An introductory seminar, twelve h~urs of' gr~duate English
courses,a thesis or project six hours from the Education core, and,
nine hours of generalgraduate electives. At least nine hours of
the English courses must be at the 500 level. ;\
E-500 .......•....•.•.•••....••••.....•. :.' ..•••••••••.••.. 3
E-593 or E-595 ••••..•..••••....••••.••...••.• , •••••• -••.• 3-6
Graduate English electives (except E501) ••.•.•..•.. '.•....•. 12
Graduate Core' ....•.••••...••.••••...•••.•..•••...•....... 6
General Graduate electives (may include E501) ••.•.•.•...... 9
. TOTAL 33
2. An introductory seminar, fifteen hours of graduate English
courses, six hours froin the Education core, nine hours of general
graduate electives and a written and oral examinati,on on gradu-_
ate English coursework. At least twelve hours of the English
courses must be at the 500 level.
E500 .••....••.•..•••...•••..•....••.•...•••.••.•.••••.•.. 3
Graduate English electives (except E501) .••••...••.•.•....• 15
Graduate Core ', ••.•....••••...••.••..•.. : •..••••••••••••. 6
General graduate electives (may include E501) ' ........•... :.9'
Examination on English coursework •.....•...• :-.••••••...•.• -
TOTAL " 33
The introductory Seminar (E 500) is prerequisite to other 500 level'
seminars;-However, with the consent of the student'scommitte~, the
student may concurrently take another seminar. With the exception
of E50land E597, all seminars will be in specified areas of American
and British literature and linguistics, though they may cover influ-
ence from other literatures. A maximum of 6 hours in 400G English
courses may be substituted for seminar work in the English core. E501
may be taken as a general elective, but may not be counted toward a
student's English core., ,
Since the content of courses E501, 520, 530, 540, 550, 560, 570and 597
may vary from term to term, a student may repeat any of these
courses for credit but may not count more than 6 hours toward his
English core.
Course Offerings
E ENGLISH
Undergraduate
Seeappropriate department listing for detailed course descriptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate credit. -
'Ii""
E487GMODERN BRITISHAND AMERICAN POETRY(l-o-l)(F/S).
E488GMETHODS AND THEORIESOF LITERARYCRITICISM (l-O-l)(S).
Graduate
E 500 INTRODUCTORY SEMINAR (l-O-l)(F/S). An introduction to biblio-
graphy andorientation to sourcesof information. StUdentsresearcha concept
or problem in literature or writing under supervision. PREREQ:Admission to
graduate program or PERM/CHMN.
E 501 THE TEACHING OF WRITING (l-O-l)(F/S). Theories and methods of
teaching writing for experienced teachers. Specialemphasison new discover-
ies about the learning-process in writing courses and in the teacher's role in
helping individual students. PREREQ:E301,E500,and teaching experience or
PERM/CHMN. •
E505LINGUISTICS(l-O-l)(F/S). Modern linguistic theories and their applica-
tion to literature and teaching English. An examination of how various gram-
matical models represent the complexities of language sound, sequence, and
structure. Application of theory to language at work. PREREQ:E500and U 305
or equivalent or PERM/CHMN.
E 510 MAJOR AUTHOR (-3-0-3)(F/S). A consideration of minor and major
artistic creations of an author with attention devoted to major influences on
the writer and his influences on others:Aspects of investigation to include the
life of the author and its relation to his work, the society and culture of the
times, his place and stature in thii' genres in which he worked, his use or
disregard of tradition, aswell asan investigation of contemporary criticism and
critical evaluation s!nce his time. PREREQ:E500or PERM~CHMN.•
E520GENRE(l-o-3)(F/S). A study of a well-defined literary category, such as
novel, short story epic or tragedy. Examination of representative texts in order
to discover the evolution of a specific literary genre while at the same time
establishing}ts typicalfeat_~res. PREREQ:E500or PERM/CHMN.
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ME MUSIC ENSEMBLE
Course Offerings
, '. ~
MC MOSIC PRIVATE LESSONS PERFORMANCE STUDIES
Graduate
Students will be assigned an the basis af an auditian. Perfarmance, Technical
Study, Musical Interpretatian, literature, and Teaching Technique will be
stressed. • ..
All 500 level Me caurses ~re repeatable far credit to. a maximum af 6 credits. '
See undergraduate Private lessan Perfarmance Studies caurse numbering
system far explanatian of caurse numbers. '
MC 501 (0-.5-1), 502(0-.5-2) w~adwi':ld instrum~nts ~rivate lessans.
Me 511 (0-.5-1),' 512(0-.5-2) Brass instruments private lessans.
MC 521 (0-.s.:1), 522(o-.5-2j Percussian instruments private lessans.
MC 531 (0-.5-1).532 (0-.5-2) Vaice private lessans.
MC 541 (0-.5-1),541 (0-.5-2) Keybaard instruments private lessans.
MC 551 (0-.5-1),522(0-.5-2) Fretted string instruments private lessans.
MC 561 (0-.5-1), 562 (0-.5-2) Bawed string instruments private lessans.
'l • l-t-.
',I
.j
.~
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30-33TOTAL
who hold a Bachelor's degree from an accredited college or
university, and,who give promise of meeting the standards set by
the Music Department. '
2. All regular and provisional graduate students will be required to
take diagnostic examinations during the first part of their first
semester in attendance. The purpose of these examinations is to
determine the student's strengths and weaknesses so that the
student and her/his committee will be able to set up a program
according to the student's needs. The examinations will be in the
areas of music theory, music history, and performance. After
taking the Core courses in music education, the student will take a
comprehensive examination in the area of music education. T~e
results of these examinations will be interpreted by the MUSIC
Department faculty. The student's advisor will consult with the
student about action towards remedying any deficiencies. Any
undergraduate course used to make up the deficiencies will not
count toward the Master's Degree. A student who has any defi-
ciencies will be granted Provisional Status only in the graduate
program; when all deficiencies are removed he may tllen seek
Regular Status. A description of the material covered on these
examinations is available ftomthe Music Department. '
1. Required Courses Graduate Core .•....... '...•..... : ..•. : .. 6
MU 503 Intro to Research Materials in Music Education 3
MU 570 New Developments in Music Education ....•.•.•.•.. 3
MU 592 Thesis or MU 591 Culminating Project
, OR ' 3-6
Additional Course Work
Culminating Project may be selected from but not limited to any
of the following:
a. library research paper which fits the educationalneeds of the
student"""
b. Curriculum proposal in written form which could be consi-
dered for implementation in the schools,
c. Lecture/ReCital with a written paper discussing aspects of
music whiCh is performed, stylistic considerations, etc.,
d. Written examination of 5 questions chosen by the student's
committee chair from a list of 20 submitted by the student. '
2. Elective Courses "
A minimum of 10 el~ctive credits must be taken in thea~e~s of.
performance,' conducting, th.eory and analysis, and~or hist~ry
and literature. These courses Include all MC 500 (applied musIC)
courses, ME 510, ME 515, ME 520, MU 501, MU 506, MU 511, an~
MU 561. Additional courses will be planned by the studentand hiS
graduate committee.
Course Offerings
c. Students considering this program should consult with the
Chairman of the Mathematics Department. Enrollment in
graduate courses has been such that completion dates for this
program cannot be guaranteed. '
M MATHEMATICS
Undergraduate
See apprapriate department listing far detailell caurse descriptians af these
undergraduate caurses which may be taken far graduate credit.
M 406G THEORYOF FUNCTIONS OF A COMPLEXVARIABLE(3-8.3)(F):
M 431G~32G PROBABILITYAND STATISTICS(3-8-3)(F/S).
M 456G LINEARPROGRAMMING (4-G~)(S).
Graduate
M 501-502 REALANALYSISI,II (3-8-3). The real number system. Set the~ry and'
metric spaces. Sequences and series. Cantinuityaf real functians. Differentiaes)
tian. The Riemann-Stieltjes integral. Sequencand seriesaffunctians. PREREQ: ,
M 314 ar PERM/INST.' •
M 503 THE TEACHING OF ALGEBRA(3-0-3). Cantemparary appraaches to.
teaching secandary schaal algebra; treatment af selected tapics in modern
algebra; methads and materials; research relevant to. the teaching af algebra.
PREREQ: M 302
M 504 THETEACHING OF GEOMETRY (3-8-3). Cantemporary approaches to.
teaching secandary schaal geametry; treatment af selected tapics in geame-
try; methads and materials; research relevant to. the teaching af geametry.
PREREQ: M 311. ••..• •
M 50SFOUNDATIONS OF MATHEMATICS (3-0~3).The axiamatic methad and
its rale in madern mathematics. The"rale af the thearies af sets and graups in
the develapment af mathematics. Madern philasaphies af mathematics.
PREREQ: M 302 ar PERMIINST. '
M 511 GENERALTOPOLOGY(3-0-3j,Set separatian axiams, tapalagies. can-
nectedness. campactness, generalizl!'d canvergence; cantinuity, prOduct spa-
ces'. PREREQ: M 401 ar M SOlar PERM/INST. 0'
M 541-542 ABSTRACTALGEBRAI, II (3-0-3). Mappings, the integers, graups;:
sub-graups, marphisms, rings, integral damains; palynamial rings, fields, field
extensians. PREREQ: M 302 ar PERM/INST. ,
M 547 HISTORY OF MATHEMATlCS(3-8-3). The caurse is designed far
mathematics teachers in the secandary schaals. The caurse cansists af twa
parts: the first part traces the develapment af algebra, geametry, analytic
geametry and calculus to. the 19th century; the secand part gives a brief
intraductian to., and histary af, same af the develapments in mathematics
during the last century. PREREQ: PERM/INST.,' '
M 561 MATHEMATICS FOR OPERATIONS RESEARCH(4-G~)(F/S). The math-
ematics techniques used to. salve problems invalving several variables. Linear
systems, matrices, linear pragramming with the simplex methad, differential
and integral calculus with emphasis an applicatians in management decisian
situatians. PREREQ: PERM/INST.
M 564 MATHEMATICAL MODELlNG(3.;o-3)(SU). Intraductian to. mathemati-
cal modeling thraugh case studies. Deterministic and prababilistic models;
aptimizatian. Examples will be drawn fram the physical, bialagical, and sacial
sciences. A madeling praject will be required. PREREQ: M 361 and CS 122ar
PERM/INST.
M 571 MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM 7-12 (3-8-3). The histary af the 7-12
mathematics curriculum; cantent, special prablems, and trends in mathemat-
ics pragrams; arganizatian af the curriculum. Study af reports and recam-
mendatians; curriculum develapment prajects. PREREQ: At least ane year's,
experience teaching in secandary schaal mathematics.
M 591 PROJECT (May be taken for 3 to 6 credits). A praject may include, but is
nat limited ta,a library research paper,educatianal research ar,writtencurric-
ulum with teaching materials. The student must be admitted to. candidacy.
M 593THESIS(May be taken for 3to 6 credits): Original mathematical research,
ar a new interpretatian or navel expasitian af existing mathematics. Caurse is,
arranged with supervising faculty membei.PREREQ: Admissian to.candidacy.
M 598 SEMINAR IN MATHEMATICS (3-0-3). The cantent will vary ~ithin a
farmat af student presentatian and discussian af relatively advanced mathem-
atical tapics selected fram texts ar mathematical jaurnals. This will nat be a
seminar in mathematics educatian.
,,
Master of Arts in Education
Music Emphasis
1. The Master's Degree in Education, Music Education emphasis, is
designed to meet the needs of the practicing junior high or high
school music specialist. Admission will be granted to applicants
.1r~ •.•
Graduate
ME 510 CHORAL ENSEMBLE(0-2-1)(F/S). A general chorus apen to. all inter-
ested students. The farmat af the classes will be related to. the size af the
enrallment; i.e., chair, chamber ensemble ar callegium musicum.
ME515OPERATHEATER(0-5-1). Advan~ed study/experience in singing-acting
technique and mavement thraugh perfarming in praductians fram the ape~a
and/ar'musical theatenepertoire. May be repeated far up to 4 credits maxI-
mum. PREREQ:PERM/INST. ~
1
ME 520 INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE(O-V-l)(F/S). A perfarming graup ar
145 "
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groups will be formed, depending on the' size of e~rollment, such as trios,
quartets, band or orchestra. Opportunities to perform ensemble music of
various kinds will be given. Emphasis will be placed on techniques of ensemble
playing, intonation, phrasing, articulation and proper performance practice of
ensemble literature. ... • .'
MU MUSIC, GENERAL
UndellIraduate , ,
See appropriate department listing for detailed course descriptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate credit. ,
MU 4231 SIXTEENTHCENTURYCOUNTERPOINT (3-G-3)(F).
MU 424g COUNTERPOINT SINCE 1600 (3-0-3)(F).
Graduate
MU 591 HISTORY OF MUSIC IN THEUNITED STATES(3-0-3)(F/S). Designed
for either the non-specialist or specialist in music, this course will survey the
role which music has played in the development of American culture. Among
the topics covered will be early New England music, music of the Blacks,
Indians, and other ethnic groups. Social and historical interrelationships with
music will be examined and discussed.
MU 593INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCHMATERIALSIN MUSIC EDUCATION
(3-G-3)(F/S). Designed for the secondary school music specialist, this course
will provide an introduction to the basic research literature within music
education, interpretation of research findings, basic research teaching, prob-
lems in music educational research. and a review of literature pertinent to'
students' major area of interest will be included. •
MU 505 SEMINAR IN CHORAL MUSIC: PERFORMANCE PRACTICES AND
STYLES(3-G-3)(F/S). An historical, generic survey of the repertoire in choral
literature. Emphasis will be placed on facets of interpretation throl,lgh a study
of representative compositions from the standpoint of performance practice,
analytic techniques, and the reading of primary sources of pertinent infor-
mation.
MU so6 SEMINAR IN INSTRUMENTALMUSIC: PERFORMANCE PRACTICES
AND STYLES(3-G-3)(F/S). Analysis and study of works from the Baroque
through the present era. Particular attention will be paid to performance
practices of ornamentation, style, tempo, scoring, dynamics, etc. Band trans-
criptions also included. .
MU 511 20th CENTURYMUSICALSTUDIES(3-G-3)(F/S);Astudyof 20th century
compositional techniques and performance practices through analysis, discus-
sion of aesthetics, listening, performance, and creative writing. Contemporary
techniques (and their notation), such as quartal harmonies"serialization,
improvisation, electronic music, microtones, and multi-media, will be
explored and their application to the secondary school music classroom will be
discussed: '
MU 561 ADVANCED CONDUCTING (3-0-3)(F/S). Designed for secondary
music teachers, this course provides opportunity to discover and analyze
technical conducting problems, both instrumental and choral, in music of the
various historical eras, which forms a significant part of the secondary school
repertoire. .
MU 570 NEWDEVELOPMENTSIN'MUSIC EDUCATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Designed
to acquaint the music specialist with recent ideas in music education, including ,
major trends in curriculu'm, new methodology, music in integrated courses:
and reports of major conferences and symposia.
MU 571 ADVANCED PRACTICESAND PRINCIPLESIN TEACHING MUSIC IN
THEELEMENTARYSCHOOL (3-G.3)(F/S). Desil(lned for the general classroom
teacher or music specialist, the course deals With old and l1ew approaches to
teaching music in the classroom, teaching materials, current research on prob-
lem singers, creative musical activities, and the development of music reading
skills. PREREQ: MU 371 or PERM/INST. "
MU 572 LISTENING AND SINGING fXPERIENCES FOR THf ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL (3-G-3)(F/S). Designed for the general classroom teacher or music
specialist, the course deals with the study of singing and listening materials
relevant to classroom music, K-6. Sequential curriculum plans will be deve-
loped for singing and listening experiences. PREREQ: MU 371 or PERMIINST.
MU 573 ADVANCED METHODS AND TECHNIQUES FOR THE INSTRUMEN.,
TAL INSTRUCTOR (3-G-3)(F/S). A study of causes and solutions for problems
occurring in the instrumental rehearsal. Areas to be covered include instru-
mental methods and techniques, organization and repertoire planning. .
MU 574 ADVANCED METHODS AND TECHNIQUES FOR THE CHORAL
INSTRUCTOR (3-G-3)(F/S). Astudy of causesand solutions for problems occur-
ring in the choral rehearsal. Areas to be covered include vocal methods and
techniques, organization and repertoire planning.
'MU 575 ADMINISTRATION OF SCHOOL MUSIC (3-G-3)(F/S). A seminar in
problems of music supervision and administration covering areas such as
budget, scheduling, curriculum, personnel'and philosophy.
MU 591 CULMINATING PROJECT (D-V-3).Details for the cul~inati~g project
can be found in requ.irements for Master's degree in secondary education,
music emphasis. ' .' ;
MU 593 THESIS (O-V-6). A scholarly paper embodying results of original
research which are used to substantiate a specific view." .
(:' -
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Graduate Credits In Chemistry
There are graduate level courses available that may be offered on
special request by the department of Chemistry. Descriptions of
these courses fallow. In addition, there are some undergraduate
chemistry courses for which graduate credit may be earned. These
are listed below, but complete course descriptions are found with
the Department of Chemistry listing.
:. ~,
CCHEMISTRY
" i" Undelllraduate
see appropriate department listing for detailed course descriptions
of these undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate
credit.
C 401G ADVANCED INORGANIC CHEMISTRY (3-G-3i(F).
C 411G INSTRUMENTALANALYSIS(2-6-4)(5).
C 431G INTRODUCTION TO BIOCHEMISTRY (3-G-3)(F).
C 432G BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY (0-3-1)(5).
C'433GBIOCHEMISTRY (3-0-3)(5).
Graduate
C 591 ~ISTORY OF CHEMISTRY (3-0-3). :
The study of the development of chemistry from its early stages through
alchemy. Emphasis will be placed on the development of chemical concepts,
the important contributors to these concepts and the interrelationships
between chemistry and the general course of history. PREREQ: Two years of
college chemistry and one yearof history or PERM/INST.Offered on demand.
C sil3 SPECTROSCOPY (3.0-3). Concepts and practical usage of ultraviolet,
infrared, nuclear magnetic, and mass spectroscopy. Emphasis will be placed on
use of instruments and interpretation Of spectra. Priorknowledge of spectros-
copy not required.PREREQ': Eight hours of general chemistry and six hours of,
organic chemistry. Offered on demand. .
C 509 CHEMISTRY OF LIFE PROCESSES(3-G-3). The course introduces the
student to basic concepts of biochemistry associated with a coverage of current
topics ranging from allied health field areas to environmental chemistry: Class-
room 'demonstration material will be 'correlated with lecture material.
PREREQ: One year of general chemistry and organic chemistry. Offered on
demand.
C 511 ADVANCED ANALYTICALCHEMISTRY(3-0-3). Stoichiometry involved
in separationsand instrumental methods of analysis. The course will be flexible
in nature to adapt to the varied background of the expected students. PREREQ:
Quantitative Analytical Chemistry of PERMIINST. Offered on demand.
C 515 NUCLEAR AND RADIOCHEMISTRY(3-G-3). Atomic and nuclear struc-
ture; radioactivity, nuclear reactions, radioactive decay laws, interaction of
radiation with matter, detection chemistry. Offered on demand. '
Graduate 'Programs,
College of Artsand Sciences
Master of Science, Geology
A Cooperative Gtaduate Studies Program
Boise State University and Idaho State University have a cooperative
agreement which allows Boise area residents to enroll in the Idaho
State University Master of Science'program in Geology. Students
enrolled in Idaho State University and Boise State University gradu-
ate classes may complete all but 12 of the necessary credit hours
while in residence at BSU. Additionally, students may initiate and
complete a thesis in residence at BSU; the thesis committee will
consist of faculty members from both universities. A minimum of 12
credi.t hours (one semester) are to be completed in residence at ISU,
and the degree will be awarded by Idaho State University.
Admission Requirements: Application for ~dmi~sion may be
made by graduates of accredited institutions holding a baccalaureate
degree in Geology or related geoscience. Regular admission will be
awarded to applicants who have earned a minimum grade point
a.verage of 2.75 dur.ing the last two year~ of aca~e!TIic work. Con-
tmued enrollment m the program requires a mlOimum 3.0 grade
point average and satisfactory progress toward the degree. •
Additional information may be obtained from Dr .. Claude Spinosa,
Chairman, Department of Geology and Geophysics, Boise State Uni-
versity, or from Dr. Paul K. Link, Chairman, Department 6f Geology,
It;laho State University.
i
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Course Offerings
, "1
The following Boise State University courses may be included.
Course descriptions fot undergraduate courses are included in the
listing for the Department of Geology and Geophysics earlier in this
Catalog. Course descriptions for graduate courses are listed under
the Master of Science in Education, Earth Science Emphasis, program
description. "
GO 403G Engineering Geology > .' • ,
GO 412G Hydrology ,', , ,
GO 460G Volcanology
GO 471G Regional Field Geology
GO 511 Environmental Geology
GO 531 Regional Geology of North America
l' GO 551 Current Topics in Geology
GO 571 Geochemistry
GO 593 Thesis ,
GO 596 Directed Research
GO 598 Graduate Seminar
Idaho State University Courses:
Geol 648 Research Problems
Geol 650 Thesis
Graduate'Programs" .
School of Social Sciences
and Public Affairs
Master of Arts in History
Objective
The Master of Arts inHistory at Boise State University is designed to
provide the candidates with advanced study in the area of history...
Admissions
Application for admission to the graduate 'program in History may be
made at any time. It is recommended, however, that at least two
months before the first enrollment, the Graduate Admissions Office
will have received the application for admission, $10.00 matriculation
fee and official transcripts of all undergraduate and graduate work.
The transcripts are to De sent directly to the Boise State University
Graduate Admissions office by the Registrar of the college or.univer-
si~y which the applicant previously attended. "
Admission will be granted to applicants who hold a Bachelor's
degree in History from an accredited institution or who have a strong
history background in their degree. Those students without a strong
history background may be required'to remove deficiences before
admission to candidacy. '
Applicants for regular status in the program must have maintained a
GPA of at least 3.00 for the last two years of undergraduate study,. or
an overall GPA of 2.75. Provisional status may be .granted to an
applicant not meeting the listed requirements, if warranted and
deemed appropriate." ' ~',
Students with strong undergraduate history may apply to challenge,
waive or replace parts of the emphasis requirements. Students select-
ing a double emphasis will develop their program in consultation
with their committee.
Program Requirements
The Master of Arts in History will consistofa minimum o(thirty-three
hours planned by the student and his/her advisory committee from
the following alternatives. for the second degree.
1. 33 hours with thesis
History ' ; ..•.. 18
Fno2 Electives ' ' 9
Thesis (defended orally) HY 593 : .. ; ~6
2. 33 hours with project " " .
History, ~.........•..... '," .' •.... 21
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Free Electives ...............•.•.•.••.•...•.•.............. 9
Project HY 591 .•••.....•..•.•. , .•..•.•.••..•••..........•. 3
Written or oral examination c'overirtg aspects of project and
course work taken in the History Department toward the degree
3. 36 hours
Histort .••.........•.•.....•.•.............•............. 24
Free e ectives ......................••.................... 12
Written examination covering course work taken in the History
Department toward the degree
Required Courses
HY 500 Historians and Historical Interpretation 3
HY 580, 581 or 582 Seminar ...•.•...•.•.•.•..•.............. 3
HY510-511 History ofWestetn Thought -
, .~ ,OR : ;' ,'.. : .•... ;' 3
, HY 520 Sources of 'American Values
,.. ;- , .
A maximum of six hours in 300g,G or 400g,G History courses may be
substituted for seminar work in the Histoty offering. Elective courses
are additional courses from History or allied fields as planned by the
student and his/her graduate cOmmittee to meet program require-
ments.'
Course Offerings
t. t
HY HISTORY
Undersraduate
Seeappropriate department listing for detailed course descriptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate credit..
HY 3341UNITED STATESSOCIAL AND CULT~RAL ,tfl,STOR~(3-0~3)(FI,S).
HY 423gEUROPEANDILOMATIC HISTORY1871- "RESENT(3-o.3)(F/S);
. ,':.
Craduate
HY 500HISTORIANSAND HISTORICAL INTERPRETAnON(3-0-3).A study of
major histo'riansand schools of historical interpretation from Ancient Greece
to the twentieth century. Discussion concentrates in written history and the
problems of interpretation. Oral and written participation and a major paper
are required. PREREQ:admission to graduate programor PERM/CHMN.
HYS01HISTORYOF SCIENCE(3-0-3).A survey of man'sefforts to understand
the natural world from the ancient world to the present including pre-
scientific assumptions, the evolution ofscience since the 16thcentury, and the
development of modern scientific thought. May be taken for either HYor GS
credit, but not both. ;"
HY 510HISTORYOFWESTERNTHOUGHT(3-0-3). History of Western thought
beginninll with the Ancient Near Eastto the Renaissanceand Reformation. A
stuClyof Intellectual and cultural. trends reflected in Western religious and
philosophical literature. PREREQ:Admission to'the graduate program of
,PERM/CHMN. . .,
•. ", ~~ I{ r' .... , , <
HY 511HISTORYOFWESTERNTHOUGHT(3-0-31'History of Western thought
offrom 1500to the present.A study of intellectua and cultural trends reflected
in Western religious and philosophical literature, PREREQ:Admission to the
graduate program or PER,M/CHMN. . .
HY 520 SOURCEOF AMERICAN VALUES(3-0-3). The origins of American
thought and culture, the Puritan mind, enlightenment ideas, the intellectual
climate of the new nation, and asexploration of American valueson ,theeveof
the Civil War; Laissez-fairecapitalism thereafter and the reaction to industrial.
ism..PREREQ:Admission to grad~ate program or PERM/CHMN.
HY580CRADUATESEMINARiNU~S.HISTORY(3-8-3).A studyof the prinicpal
themes or problems with well-defined periods of particular fields of u.s.
History. Emphasiswill be placed in reading, discussion, writing and research.
Reports and discussion on various aspects of the controlling subject will be
performed by the students with the assistanceof the instructor. PREREQ:
Admission to th" graduate program or PERM/CHMN.
HY581GRADUATESEMINARIN EUROPEANHISTORY(3-8-3).Critical analysis
of source materials and historical literature on atopic of restricted scope in
European history. PREREQ:Admission to graduate program ot PERM/CHMN.
tty 582GRADUATE SEMINAR IN TH'IRDWORLD HISTORY(3-0-31.Critical
analysis of source materials and historical literature on a topic of restricted
scope in Third World history. Primary emphasis will be placed on reading,
discussion, writing and research: Reports and discussion on various aspectsof
the controlling subject will be performed by the students with the assistanceof
the instructor. PREREQ:Admission to graduate program or PERM/CHMN.
HY 591PROJECT(3credits).
HY 592HISTORYCOLLOQUIUM (3 credits).
HY 593RESEARCHAND THESIS(6 credits).
HY 598HISTORYSEMINAR(3 credits).
.,
-Graduate Colleg'e
Graduate Progr~ms, SchoC?1
of Social Sciences and t,'
Public. Affairs
Master of Public
Administration
The Master Degree in Public Administration is' an inter-uni~ersity
cooperative graduate program offered jointly by Boise State Univer-
sity, Idaho State University and the University of Idaho."The purpose
of the program is to provide present and prospective public adminis-
trators with the basic intellectual preparation necessary to 'under-
stand how to adjust to a changing and challenging environme'nt
through an introduCtion to the theories and practices of administra-
tion, management, and Social Science research as these relate to
effective performance in public organizations. The MPA program is
coordinated through an inter-University Committee comprised of
the chairmen of the Departments of Political Science at the cooperat-
ing universities, a representative of the Office of the State Board of
Education, and a representative of cooperative governmental agen-
cies. The essential features of this inter-university cooperative pr'o:
gram are: (1) general coordination and policy control by the inter-
University Committee; (2) unrestricted transferability of credits
earned at any of the participating universities; (3) coordination
among universities in scheduling and offering courses in the MPA
program; and (4) the establishment of a basic core of courses at all
three cooperating institutions plus optionalareas of emphasis which
may vary among the universities and whicK reflect the particular
areas of specialization available at the respective universities.
The inter-university MPA program has been designed in accordance
with the "Guidelines and Stanoards for Professional Master's Degree
Programs in Public Affairs and Public Adininistration" prescribed
through the. National Association of 'Schools of Public Affairs and
Administration (NASPAA). .,
')
'. • -I
Admiss~on to the MPA Program
Students may enroll in the MPA program by applying to one' of the
participating universities. Accepta'nce by any of the three universities
admits a student into the MPA program. A matriculated student
should complete graduate studies at the institution whicn offers the
area of specialization which he or she wishes to, emphasize. The
specific p~ogram wh!~h each st~d.ent .will pursue wi!1be est,!blished
by an adVisory committee conslstlng.Gf-thre'e faculty members, one
of whom will be from a university other than that of the chairman of
the student's advisory committee. No specific undergraduate pro-
gram is required in preparation for the MPA program. It is antici-
pated that students' will come from widely differing academic
preparations. ,.
Some coursework in Humanities and Social Science (Political Science,
Sociology, Economics and Psychology) is essential to the foundation
of the MPA program for all students; also a student must provide
evidence of proficiency in skills of statistics, data processing; or
accounting~ either th~o.ugh.un?ergraduate pr~paration or previ?us
work expenence. DeficienCies In these areas will be made up outSide
of the required curriculum. A student may be required to remove
other deficiencies related to specified areas of emphasis in the MPA
program, as determined by the inter-University Committee .
• ~ i. .t
Specific AdmissionR~quireme.nts for Applicants
All applicants to the MPA program at Boise State University must
meet the following requiremel")ts prior to enrollment.in MPA
courses:, ,
1. Possession of a baccalaureate degree from an accreditedinsti-
tution.
2. Demonstration of satisfactory academic competency by attaining
an overall GPA of 2.75 and recommendation for admission by the
Department of Political-Science. Students with a lower GPA may
be admitted on provisional status on recommendation of the
Department of Political Science with approval of the Graduate
College. Final determination of the retention in the, MPA pro-
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gram 01 a student with Provisional Status will be made after the
completion of 12 credits of approved study, with the general
requirements of a grade ofB or better in the coursework taken.
"', ,
3. Receipt of 3 letters of personal evaluation from individuals quali-
fied to evaluate the applicant's academic potential. Evaluators
may include current or former employers: as well as professors.
Th'e letters are to be addressed as follows: Chairman:Department
of Political Science, Boise State University, Boise, Idaho 83725.
4. Submittal of a brief statement by the applicant indicating career
objectives and the area of emphasis to be undertaken in the MPA
program. -~'
5. Completion of the following prerequisite courses in undergradu-
ate preparation or their equivalent (applicable to all students
applying for admission to the MPA program). - .
American National Government PO 101 3
State, local Government PO 102 : .. ' 3
Introduction to Public Administration PO 303, . .' : ~ 3
At least three credits in each of two of the following areas:
Sociology -
Economics
Psychology
At least three credits in one of the following areas:
Accounting .'
Data Processing
\ Social Statistics
For those students selecting Human Services Administration
as their area of emphasis for specialized preparation in Public
Administration, at least 9 credits in-Sociology.
For those students selecting Criminal Justice Administrationas
their area of emphasis for specialized preparation in Public
Administration, at least 9 credits in Criminal Justice.
Students who are deficient in any of the prerequisites indi-
cated above must remove these deficiencies prior to enrol-
lment in MPA graduate level courses for credit.
The student may be required to remove other deficiencies as
determined';by the Inter~University Committee established
for administrative coordination of the MPA program.
An applicant planning to achieve an MPA degree at Boise
State University must be accepted by the Graduate College of
Boise State University. (The student is advised to consult the
appropriate section of the Catalog for any special requirement
•.~ or cond,itions P!~scribed by the Graduate College.)
Jhe Graduate' Deg'ree Program
-. . 4
The MPA degree may be achieved through the successful comple-
tion of at least 30 semester credit hours of appm-ved course work plus
6 credits of public service internship. Eighteen credit hours must be
completed in courses selected from prescribed "core areas" with 12
additional credit hours completed in designated optional areas of
emphasis. Students may follow a thesis or non-thesis option in pursu-
ing the MPA The thesis counts as 6 credits toward completion of the
degree in lieu of coursework selected from' the student's area of
emphasis. All MPA candidates must complete a final examination.
Those following the thesis option will complete an oral examination
covering the thesis and program coursework. The non-thesis option
requires'a written and oral examination over program coursework.
The academic program of each student must be approved by the
MPA advisory committee and must satisfy the general requirement
of an integrated program designed to meet career objectives of the
student in Public Administration.- .
Core and Optional Area Requirements: The specific
course requirements of the MPA program are set forth in a list of
courses which have been approved by the inter-University Commit-
tee. This list is available through each of the cooperating universities.
Courses are available"at each institution in the "core areas." nie
optional "areas of emphasis" and expansion of available courses as
additional resources become available and the cooperative relation-
ships among the three universities are further developed. The listing
of areas of emphasis" represents a collective enumeration of all all
optional areas which currently are available or are planned forfuture
development at all of the cooperating universities. (Adescription of
these "areas of emphasis" which are presently operational at each
institution and admission forms to the MPA program are available
through the Chairman of the Department of Political Science at Boise
\
~,
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State University, the Chairman of the Department of Political Science
at Idaho State University, ot the Chairman of the Department of
Political Science at the University of Idaho.)
- ~
Core Area Requirements: At least 18 semester credit hours of
coursework required on the designated core areas are to be selected
in accordance with the following bases of selection:
1. At least one course selected from each of the following core'
areas: '
a. Administrative Theory, Organization and Behavior
b. Public Management Techniques
c. Public Policy and Policy Analysis '
2. At least one course from each of two of the following "core
areas":
a. Administrative law
b. The Executive and the Administrative Process
c. Intergovernmental Relations '
d. Commurlity and Regional Planning
e. Comparative Public Administration and Planning Systems""
3. A sixth course is to be selected also from anyone of the 8 "core
areas" listed under items 1 and 2 above.', I
Optional Areas of Emphasis: AtI~ast 12semestercredit hours
of coursework are to be taKen in anyone of the following areas of
emphasis: " , : . . "
1. General Public Administration, ,
2. Community, State & Regional Plannirig .
3. Criminal Justice Administration
'4. Public Health Administration '" ..
5. Public Finance, Budgeting & Administrative Management '
,6. Environmental & Natural Resources Administration
7. local Government Administration
8. Human Services Administration'
1"1".
Public Service Internship: Those students with no work expe!
rience in government are to be assigned as public service interns. The
internship is to be served in a government office at local, state, or
federal levels, or in appropriate organizations which are concerned
with governmental affairs, such as private foundations and commun-
ity institutions. Credit provided for the internship shall be in addition
to the 30 semester credit hours of courseworkrequired in the MPA
program. The internship component will comprise 6 semester hours.
Course Selection
Designated Core Area
NOTE: Selection of courses is to be made in consultation with Ihe student's major professor
in the preparation of a MPA program development plan for each individual student.
a. Administrative The9ry, Organization, and Behav-
ior: Organization Theory & Bureaucratic Structure PO 487G.
b. Public Management Techniques: Fis~al Proc~sses &
Public Budgeting Process PO 510; Program Evaluation, ,&
Quantitative Analysis PO 511; Human ResourceManagement
MG 541; Computer Applications for Management IS 542, •.
c. Public Policy and Policy Analysis: Public Policy Formu-
, lation & Implementation PO 520 ' . ,
d. Administrative Law: Administrative law PO 467G
e. The Executive & the Administrative Process: The
Role of the Executive in 'Policy Making PO 530
\ f. Intergovernmental Relations: Intergovernment~1
Relations PO 469G _'" "
g. Community & Regional Planning: (No course offer-
ing yet provided at BSD)".
h. Comparative Public. Administration & Plan~riing
Systems: Comparative Public Administration PO 465C":
. Optional" Areas of Em'phasis" ;,
NOTE: Some of the courses provided in designated areas of emp~asis are also provided in
designated core areas as shown above. In such cases, a course may satisfy a general core area
requirement or a specific area of emphasis requirement in the MPA program but not both.
a. General Public Administration: This area of emphasis is
provided to accommodate those students desiring preparation in. ,
1~9
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public.administration as a "generalist" ratherthan a "sPecialist" in
a particular area of specialization. At BSU the student may select
the remaining 12 credit hours of coursework from the courses
listed below: .
Comparative Public Administ:iation PO 465G, Administrative Law
PO 467G, Intergovernmental Relations PO 469G, Program Evalua-
tion and Quantitative Analysis PO 511, The Role ,of the Executive
in Policy Making PO 530. " ".
Any of the following courses, identified as "selected topics", "
which will be offered as staff availability permits, may be selected
also to satisfy the General Public Administrationarea of emphasis:
Administrative Theory, Organization & Behavior PO 580, Public
Management Techniques PO 581, Public Policy & Policy Analysis
PO 582, Administrative law PO 583, The Executive &the Adminis-
trative Process PO 584, Intergovernmental Relations PO 585,
Community & Regional Planning PO 586, Comparative Public
Administration and Planning Systems PO 587.
Arrangements may also be made in the following Courses: Thesis
PO 593, Reading and Conference PO 595, Directed Research PO
596, Conference/Workshop PO 599.
I). Community, State and Regional Planning: (No course
. offering yet provided at BSU in me MPA program)
'C. Criminal Justice Administ~ati~n:' Spec'ial Programsi'n
CorrectionarTreatment CR 510, Special Problems of the Juvenile
and Youthful Offender GR 511, Reading and Conference CR 595,
Seminar in Criminal Justice Administration CR 598. ""
d. Public Health Administration:,(Planned, but ~o'course
offering yet provided at BSU in the MPA program.)
e. Environmental and Natural Resources Administra-
tion: (No course offering yet provided atBSU in the MPA
program,)
.f. Local Government Administration:(planned for future
implementation as an area of emphasis at BSU.)
g."Public Finance, Budgeting, and Administrative
, Management: (Planned for future implementation as an area
" of empnasis at BSU, '
h. Human Services Administration: 'conflict & Change in
Socio-Cultural System SO 510, The Sociology of Age--Group
Stratification SO 511, Social Demography SO 512, Selected
Topics--Human Services, Administration SO ,580, Reading and
Conference SO 595, .
Course.'Offerings
PO POLITICAL SCIENCE COURSES
Undergraduate
-' ,
see appropriate department listing for detailed course descriptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate credit.
PO 465G COMPARATIVE PUBLICADMINISTRATION (3-Cl-3)(F/S).
PO 467G ADMINISTRATIVELAW(3-0-3)(F/S).
PO 469G INTERGOVERNMENTALRELATIONS(3-0-3)(F/S).
PO 487G ORGANIZATIONAL THEORY AND BUREAUCRATICSTRUCTURES
,(3-Cl;3)(F/S).
Graduate
PO 510 FISCALPROCESSESAND PUBLICBUDGETING PROCESS(3-Cl-3)(F/S),
Determination of fiscal policy, budgeting processes, and governmental forms
of udgeting. Consideration of fiscal policy and processes in various program
a~eas. Emphasis on the interface between technical and political processes.
PO 511 PROGRAM EVALUATION AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS (3-Cl7
3)(F/S). Application of soCial science research to administrative problems,
including practical methods of gathering, analyzing, and interpreting data.
Theory and basic techniques underlying quan!' .!ive analy'sis of public
progra ms. ' . ' •
PO 520 PUBLIC POLICY FORMULATION AND IMPLEMENTATION (3-Cl-
3)(F/S). Process of policy-making both within an agency and within the total
govl'rnmental process,' emphasizing policy and program planning, policy
implementation and the value system of administrators.
PO 530 ROLEOF THEEXECUTIVEIN POLICYMAKING (3-Cl-3)(F/S).The Ameri-
can executive:' president, governor, and mayor. Consideration given to
changes in institution settings and role conceptions. Role of the executive in
policy-making process. Sources of strength and weakness and strategies used
to enact their programs. Problems of relationship of executive to bureaucracy.
Graduate College
SELECTEDTOPICS(3-0-3). To be offered asstaff availability permits:
PO 580ADMINISTRATIVE THEORY,ORGANIZATION AND BEHAVIOR
PO 581PUBLICMANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
POS82PUBLICPOLICYAND POLICYANALYSIS
PO 583ADMINISTRATIVE LAW ~,
PO 584EXECUTIVEAND ADMINISTRATIVE PROCESS
PO 58SINTERGOVE~NMENTAL RELATIONS
PO 586COMMUNITY AND REGIONAL PLANNING
PO 587 COMPARATIVE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING
SYSTEMS
PO590PUBLICSERVICEINTERNSHIP(variable credit). Arranged asfield expe-
rience for those students with no prior experience in governmental or other
organizational assignments. Such internships will be established and arrange-
ments made for placement through the chairman of department of political
science. '
PO 593 THESIS(3 credits/semester). Selection of approved topic in public
administration for major preparation and defense through consultation with
major advisor.
PO 595 READING AND CONfERENCE (1-2 credits). Directed reading on
selected materials in public administration and discussionof thesematerials,as
arranged and approved through major advisor. '
PO596DIRECTEDRESEARCH(1-3credits). Specialprojects undertaken by the
MPA student asadvanced tutorial study in specialized areasaccording to the
needs and interests of an individual student. Course embodies researCh,dis-
cussionsof the subject matter and procedures with adesignated professor and
a documental paper cover,i,ngthe subject of,the independent study.
PO 599CONfERENCEORWORKSHOP (1credit). Conferences or workshops
covering various topics in public administration may be offered on an irregu-
larly scheduled basis,according to student interesrand staff availability. No
more than 3 credits provided through conferences or workshops can be
applied toward the MPA.
CR CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISIRA liON COURSES' .'
4 •• ' ,,' Graduate
CR 510 SJiECIALPROBLEMS'IN .CORREcnONAL TREATMENT(3-o-3)(F/S).
Analysisof contemporary problems in the correctional programs of American
society.
CR511 SPECIALPROBU:MSOf THEJUVENILEAND YOUTHfUL OffEND~R
(3-0-3)(fIS). Examination of current processesin juvenile justice,rehabilitation
programs, probation and utilization of community-based resources. Emphasis
v.:i11be placed on preventive rehabilitative measuresat the local level.
CR.580SELECTEDTOPICS. CRIMINAL JUSTICEADMINISTRATlON(3-o-3).
Examination, evaluation and research regarding contemporary problems in
the criminal justice system.Students will be required to do extensive reading
and inquiry into special areasof concern and interest. .
CR 595 READING AND CONfERENCE (1-2 credits). Directed reading on
selected materials in criminal justice administration and discussion of these
materials, asarranged and approved through major advisor.
CR 590 SEMINAR IN CRIMINAL JUSTICEADMINISTRATION (2-o-2)(F/S).
Intensive analysis of selected'subject'areas of the system of criminal justice
administration. PREREQ:CR 301.,
SO SOCIOLOGY' COURSES
, Graduate
SO sIn THESOCiOLOGY Of EDUCATION (3-0-3).';\ sociological analysisof
the American school system,its'problemsand the social forces that shapethe
schools in 'contemporary society. '
SO 510 CONfLICT AND CHANGEJN SOCIO-,CULTURAL SYSTEMS(3-0-
3)(f/S)~ Intensive examination 'of social and c'ultural change as related to
technological evolution, value changes and the resultant conflict in society.
SO 511 THE SOCIOLOGY OF AGE GROUP STRATIFICATION (3-G-3)(F/S).
Examination of the sociological effect of',age as a major dimension of social
organization and stratification in American society a'ndWestern civilization, '
Thecour~ewill co~si~er t.he'effectsof changing patterns of longevity, resultant
changes mage dlstnbutlonof-the population as these factors.affect social,
economic, and political systems." •
SO 512 SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHY (3-o-3)(F/S), Techniques and methods for
analyzing,population growth, trends, and m'ovement as reflected in actuarial
data, birth-death rate; mobility, fertility and fecundity as these affect the
societal 'patterns, especially planning for human service programs.
SOS80SELECTEDTOPICS- HUMAN SERVICESADMINISTRATION (3credits).
" .
SO 595 READtNG AND CONfERENCE (1-2 ,credits); Directed reading on
selected materials in 'human services administration ind discussion 'of these
materials asarranged and approved through major advisor.
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Master of Science in'Raptor
Biology'
General Information
The Master of Science degree program in Raptor Biology is designed
for students, holding or expecting a bachelor degree in one of the
disciplines of the biological sciences, to enhance their knowledge
and understanding of raptor biology and ecology. The affiliation of
the program with the World center for Birds of Prey, operated by
The Peregine Fund, Inc., affords studentsa. unique opportunity to
study the techniques, physiology and ecology of the captive breed-
ingand release of rare and endangered birds of prey. In addition, the
Snake River Birds of Prey Natural Area, with the largest concentration
of nesting raptors in North American, provides a 'unique circum-
stance to study raptor biology and ecology. Since habitat studi~sare
critical to raptor biology, students interested in plant, animal, or
microbial ecology thesis projects are encouraged to apply to the
program. '
The raptor biology program, centered in the Biology Department at
Boise State University, also irivolves the cooperation of faculty in the
Department of Biological Sciences, Idaho State University, and the
College of Forestry, Wildlife, and Range Sciences, University of
Idaho. Each graduate student's program is individualized; and,
depending upon the thesis topic chosen and with the recommenda.
tion of the thesiscommittee, a student may be required to take select
courses at Idaho State University or the University of Idaho. Every
effort will. be made to smoothly facilitate those requirements. While
not reqUired of all M.S. students, some students' 'programs may
benefit greatly by a semester spent at Idaho State University or the
University of Idaho.-The prospective graduate student should con-
sult the Graduate College section of the Boise State University
catalog forgeneral information for graduate students.
Admission Requirements
1. Submit a graduate application along with the $10,00 matriculation
fee to the Graduate Admissions Office. Please submit the applica-
tion PRIOR to submitting any additional items.
2. Have the Registrar(s) of ALL post-secondary institutions attended
send official transcripts. '
3. Submit three letters of recommendation.
4. HavE!C;raduate Re~ordExilm scoresforwarded.'
All of the above materials are to be sent directly to the Graduate
Admissions Office, Boise State University, 1910 University Drive,
Boise, ID 83725. ' ,
REGULAR STATUSmay be granted to'those students who submit the
above materials if they have maintained a 2.75 GPA over the last two
years of un,dergraduate study and ave'rageaSO percentile in verbal,
quantitative, an~ analytical portions of the GRE. " ,
PROVISIONAL STATUS may begranted'to those 'applicantsv;ho do
"not meet the requirements for regular status orwh~ may required to
complete additional requirements as determiriedby the Biology
Department, '
Students may apply for admission at any time; however,appl,icatioriS
.must be completed by November 1 (for Spring Semester Admission)
and by Aprill (for FallSemester Admissio'n) iri order to be considered
forassistantships.'Other forms of fin'ancial aid, such as loans or the
College Work Study Program, are available to graduate students.
Prospective students should contact the Financial Aid Office and
consult the BSU catalo'g. ,.',. " '
.Degree Requirements
oric~'accepteiL the Bioiogy :Grad uate Stud ies Coord'ioator, in con-
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su'ltation With the st~dent and the student's major professor (thesis
advisor)', selects tWo additional faculty to comprise the student's
thesis committee. This c~mmittee reviews the student's programand
thesis. The Biology ,Department graduate admissions committee
determines if there are any specificacademic deficiencies that the
student must 'meet in addition to the M.S. degree requirements.
A minimum 'of thirty (30) credits are required, Two (2) credits of
graduate selT)inar(B 598) and six (6) credits of thesis (B 593) are,
required as part of the minimum 30 credits. The final copy of the
thesis must be approved by the student's thesis committee and sub-
mitted to the Dean of the GraudateColle'ge at least three (3) weeks
before commenceme,nt., ' , ' :
Course Ust(BSU)
. ..,. ~,-.r~.j ~. '.•
Applied and Environ'mental Microbiology B 415G , .4
Biometry B 501 :- ", .4
Population and Community Ecology B 502 ,., .. , .. 3
Raptor Ecology B 506 , '. ; , 3
Seminar B 598 (lcr'editf .. , ........•...........•............ 2
Thesis B 593 '..'.,. ;'; ,'.,; .. '.•.. ;, ..... : ...........•.. ', ..•.... ,.6
Direc,teg Research. a 5~6'(6cr~qits max in a semester) 1-9
Mycology BT ~~, .. '..•. :, .. , .. ;,.: ,' .. ; .......•............. .4
,Advanced Writing, E401, , , 3
Mathematical Modeling M 564 ' 3
OrganiZational Theory MG 540 .. , , : : 3
Public Policy Formulation 8. Implementation PO 520 3
Entomology Z 305G , , , .4
Ornithology Z 341G , 3
Qm~ral & Comparative ,Physiology Z 409G ; : 4
Mammalogy Z 421G .. , .....•. '•. , ; 3
In addition, approved upper division and graduate courses at Idaho
State.University and/or the University of Idaho may serve as part of
the graduate p~ogram atthe determination of the student's thesis
committee. ,' •• ,', ,.' ,
'"..
Thesisl Project'
By the end ofth~ eigh'th week o(the ~cond semester in which the
student is enrolled, an outline of the proposed research project must
be submitted,to the major professor along with a one "page abstract
~/- < ~ 0 ' ••
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that is distributed to the other two thesis committee members. A
budget must be included as part of the research proposal. During the
second semester, the student must present a seminar on the pro-
posed research which may consist of a literature review, current
research, or progress on the research project.
Course Offerings
Undeljraduate
Seeappropriate department listing for detailed course d~scriptions of these
undergraduate courses which may be taken for graduate credit.
B BIOLOGY
B 415GAPPLIEDAND ENVIRONMENTAL
MICROBIOLOGY (3-3-4)(5).
BTBOTANY
BT330GMYCOLOGY (3-3-4)(F).
ZZOOLOGY
Z 305GENTOMOLOGY (2-6-4)(f).
Z 341GORNITHOLOGY (2-3-3)(5).
Z 409GGENERALAND COMPARATIVE PHYSIOLOGY(3-3-4)(5).
Z 421GMAMMALOGY (2-3-3)(5).
Graduate
B BIOLOGY
B501BIOMETRY (4~3)(F). An application of statistical methods to problems
in the biological sciences. Basicconcepts of hypothesis testing; estimation and
confidence intervals; t-tests and chi-square tests. Linear and nonlinear regres-
sion !heory a,ndanalysisof variance. Tec::hniquesin multivariate 'and.I)onpara-
metric statistics. PREREQ:M 111or eqUivalent, or PERMIINST, '.',
B 502POPULATION AND COMMUMITY ECOLOGY (3~~31(F).The structure
of populations and communities. Competition, predation, ife history strate-
gies, demollraphy, population regulation, and speciesdiversity are examined
from expenmental and theoretical perspectives, PREREQ:84230requivalent,
or PERM/INST. ' ,
B506RAPTORECOLOGY(3-0-3)(5);Theoretical ecology asapplied to birds of
prey. Strategiesof reproduction, habitat selectio'n, foraging and spacing; the-
~ryof competition and predator-prey interactions; niche theory and commun-
Ity structure; raptor management.PREREQ:B423orequivalent,or PERM/INST.
"
I
I
Part 12_, ------
School of Vocational Technical Education
Acting Dean:Tom Denison, Ph.D •
(
i
• Business/Service Division:
Bonnie j. Sumter, Division Manager.
Instructors: Business and Office Occupations: Bounds, Butler,
Carlton, Metzgar, Williamson; Child Care: Gourley, Lingenfel-
ter; Culinary Arts: Kuln, Walsh Dental Assistant: Imbs, Macinnis;
Horticulture Service Technician: Moen, Oyler; Marketing: Mid-
Management: Lane, Scudder; Practical Nursing: Baichtal, Dallas,
Heist, McCullough, Towle, Surgical Technology: Curtis.
• Canyon County Division:
Charles R. Tillman, Division Manager.
In'structors: Agricultural Equipment Technology: Gaines; Busi-
ness and Office Occupations: Bounds; Electrical Lineworker:
McKie; Professional Truck Driving: Christy; Regrigeration, Heat-
ing and Air Conditioning: Tucker; Wastewater Technology:
Hodge .
• Technical Division:
Gary Arambarri, Division Manager.
Instructors: Business Machine Technology: jansson, jones;
Drafting Technology: Benton, Burkey, Olson, Watts; Electroncis
Technology: Carlton, Dodson, Sluder, Stack; Industrial Mechan-
cis: Allen; Machine Shop: Glassen, Wertman; Welding: Baldner.
Department Chairpersons:
• Adult Basic Education Learning Center: Elaine Simmons
• Vocational Student Services: Bobbi K. Nothern
• Vocational Counselors: Coli, Nothern, Quinowski
School of Vocational Technical Education Emeriti:
Buchannan, Callies, Fleshman, Fuehrer, Hager, King, Krigbaum,
Lamborn, Leigh, Tennyson, Thompson, Trapp, Weston
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Objectives of Vocational Education
To provide the opportunity for state and local citizens to acquire the
education necessary: .
1. To become employed, to succeed, and to progress ina Vocational
Technical field.
2. To meet the present and anticipated needs of the local, state and
national economy for employees with a Vocational Technical
education.
3. To become contributing members of the social, civic, and indus-
trial community.
Admissions Requirements
Students who plan to enter the School of Vocational Technical Edu-
cation, Boise State University, must complete the following:
1. High school graduation or a GED is required. All non-high school
graduates must be out of high school one complete semester.
2. Boise State University application--(Admissions Office; $10.00
matriculation fee required).
3. Completion of an entrance assessment THE ASSET EXAMINA-
TION which can be taken at any Idaho P.ostSecondary Vocational
Technical School. There is no fee for the Asset Examination .
4. Personal interview with a School of Vocational Technical Educa-
tion counselor.
5. $75.00 registration advance security deposit to the School of
Vocational Technical Education. This is applied to fees upon
registration and is refundable only with justifiable cause. The
School of Vocational Technical Education
deadline to apply for the refund is thirtY,calendar days before
classes begin. "
A limited number of students can be accepted in each program soall
admission requirements should be completed early.
f:;~ .'. ~ ~
When steps 1-4 have been completed and you have been accepted
by the Vocational Technical School, you are eligible to pay the $75.00
advance deposit. You are not admitted into a program until steps 1.
through 5 are completed' "
Pre.•Technical Instruction
,
I
"
(
\
The School has assistance available for persons interested in ent~ring
Vocational Technical programs who need brushup tutorial assistance
to meet entrance requirements: There is no charge for this service.
Interested persons should contact the Vocational Student Services
Office at (208) 385-1444. .
Adult Learning Center ",_
Elaine Simmons, Department Head
No Credit Granted
The Adult learning Center operates an open entry/open exirpro-
gram with individualized assistance prOvided by staff and volunteers.
The following instruction and services are provided 'to adults at the
Boise location on campus as well as at many outreach sites through-
out the 10 counties of Southwest Idaho:
1. Basic skills in'struction in reading, math, English, and writing
2. Instruction and materials for GED and American Government
testing preparation .
3. GEDand American Governmenttesting for the High schodl Equi-
valency Certificate ~ .'
4. Literacy instruction for non-readers
5. English as a Second language instruction
6. Citizenship preparation classes ..
7. Tutorial assistance for those needing help in meeting entrance
requirements for B.s.U. vocational technical programs
8. Job Training Partnership Act opportunities through the Southw-
est Idaho'Private Ind ustry Council _
9. Southwest Centerfor New Directions -assistance to homemakers
and single parents through counseling, workshops and support
grou~ -
10. Career counseling, assistance in developing employability skills
and the Career Information systerri for program participants
11. Computer literacy instruction for program participants.
All services except GED and American Government testing are pro-
vided at no cost to those enrolled at the Adult learning Center. For
information or assistance, please call the Adult learning Center at
(208) 385-3681.
,.
Graduation Requirements
All candidatt~sfora Certificate of Com'pletion, Diploma,or Associate
of Applied Science Degree must have a minimum of a 'C'grade in the
major (technical) coursework. A 2,0 grade point average is required
in all other' required coursework., . . '
Curriculum Changes
The curriculum in vocational technical programs must reflect the
changes an? cu~rent practices of BusinE;sS& Industry. Program and
course cUrricula are changed asneeds dictate. An approved process
is.followedprior to implementation- of curriculum cha,nges. ,_".
Certificate' of Completion
The Certificate of Completion is conferred upon students' who
successfully complete a vocational technical program which is less
t~an a two year curriculum' , .
Diploma
A Diploma is conferred upon students that successfuUy complete a
two year program but opt not to complete the academic require-
ments for the Associate of Applied Science degree.
Associate of Applied Science Degree
Two year programs in the School of Vocational Technical Education
lead to an Associate of Applied Science degree. The standard
requirements for this degree ar~ as follows:' ,
1. Technical Education,Requirements -- 52 credit hours or equival-
ent clock hours.,
a. Technical Course work: 42-46credit hoursorequivalentclock
hours. (Minimum)
Program elements which contain instruction directly related
to a specific technical area (Le., skills and knowledge that a
person must possess to function as a technician). Course
content is determined through a task analysis of the occupa-
tion for which training is provided. loca,1advisory committees
may provide additional information. . ,
Example: Technical Mathematics/Technical Scil~nce/Etc.
b. Technical supportCourse work: 10-14 credit hours or equi-
, valent clock hours. , '
Course work which supports'and relines to the technical con-
tent of the program. Content provides the basic tasks needed
for the individual to functionatan acceptable level within the
technical field. . • • " .".
Example: MathematiCs/Physical Science/Etc:'
2. General Education Requirements: 12 credit hours or equivalent
clock hours. ',' '>.- "
- Six credits in the area of Communication Skills; the remaining _
credits in economics, industrial relations, or human relatio!,!s.
3. Graduation Requirements.
a. All candidates for the Associa'te of Applied Science degree
must have a minimum of a 'C' grade in the major (technical)
coursework. A 2.0 grade point average is required in all other
required coursework. .,,' .
b. Students requesting admittance to the,BAS program must
make application through the School of Vocational Technical
Education. The College of Arts and Sciences requires that all
students admitted to the BAS degree program have no grade
lower than a 'C' in their major. The AAsdegree is the major in
a Bachelor of Applied Science degree program.
Bachelor of' Applied Science'
)
The.School of'v~catio~al. Te'chnical Educatio.n,. inconjuction Wi.th the
" College of Arts and Sciences offers a Bachelor of Applied Science
Degree with a major in the field of Vocational Technical Education.
The Bachelor of Applied Science is designed to build upon the
Associate of Applied Science Degree (AAs). _ _
Parameters of eligibility f~r admission to the' Bachelor of Applied
Science program shall be understood to include graduates of a tech-
nical program that meets the Idaho Standards for the A.A.s. Degree
(minimum of 64 credits) and is accredited by a recognized regional
and/or national accrediting body. The minimum A.A.s. degree
requirements include: ,
Technical Education Cour~ work .; 42 credits'
Technical Support Course work. ',' , , , , 10 credits
General Education ::"""":,;,, ,'""" , 12 credits
. TOTAL 64 CREDITS
Exce'ptionsto the above should be h'rought to the attention of the
Dean or Associate Dean of the School of Vocational Technical Educa-
tion for a determination regarding eligibility, Credit for prior learn-
ing will be determined in accordance with prevailing inst!tutional
policy. ': .. ' • " ""
Rec~mmendationsfor ~dmis~io~ iniothe Bachelor.of Applied
Science Degree must be obtained from the School of Vocational
Technical Education;. . .• , ,
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School of Vocational Technical Education
Apprenticeship, Trade. Extension
and Job Ungrading
Managers: Gary Arambarri, Bonnie Sumter, Charles Tillman.
Through cooperative arrangements with the State Board for Voca-
tional Education, Boise State University School of VocationalTechni-
cal Education sponsors a wide ra'nge of trade extension programs for
beginning, apprentice, and journeyman workers. Such courses are
designed to meet the specific needs ofindustry, labor, agriculture,
and government. Classes usually meet in the evening. Flexibility of
scheauling,content, place of meeting is maintained in order to meet
the growing educational needs of the community.TYfically, though
not invariably, such courses provide related technica education for
those workmen receiving on-the-job instruction in such vocationsas
sheetmetal, carpentry, plumbing, welding, electricity, electronics,
typing, automotives, nursing, and farming.
Information concerning admission requirements, costs, dates, etc.,
may be obtained from Boise State University School of Vocational
Techni~~1 Education. Phone: (208) 385-1974.
Programs Offered
Agricultural Equipment Technology
Nine Month Program
Certificate of Completion
Instructor: Marlin Gaines
The Agricultural Equipment Technology Program isdesigned to pre-
pare students for employment in the repair of equipment used in the
production and harvesting of agricultural prOducts. Procedures
from field troubleshooting to shop overhaul on various types of
equipment ~ill be. covered. Theory an.d principles of operation will
be stressedlOcludmg a strong emphasIs on safety procedures.
SUBJECT ", Fall Spring
Agricultural Equipment Lab AE 101-102 ,. .. 6 6
Agricultural Equipment Theory AE 151-152....... 10 10
OCcupational Relationships AE 262 2
:TOTAL 16 18
Course Offerings
AE AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT JECHNOLOGY
AE101-102 AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT LAB(0-25-6). This course 'provides
the application of principles covered in the theory class. Shop experience will
be gained by making actual repairs to tractors and other planting, cultivating
and harvesting equipment. Basic welding will also be covered. ",_.
AE 151-152 AGRICULTURALEQUIPMENT THEORY (10-0-10). A study of the
internal combustion engine, gasoline and diesel fuel systems, mechanical and
hydraulic theory and the application of these principles to the various
machines used in farming operations. - "
AE 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS'(2-0-2). Techniques of obtaining
employment; relationships between workers, supervisors and employers.
Resolution of human relationship issues of shop and office.. ~ ;
Auto Body - Eleven Montb Program
\. Certificate of Completion
Instructor: Charles Parke
The Auto Body Program curriculum is designed to provide the stu-
dent with the basic skills necessary for employment in the auto body
industry This training provides students with the necessary skills and
knowledge for employment in the Auto Body' trade and closely
related crafts. Training includes Auto Body theory, welding (plastics.
braze, mildsteel, wirefeed), painting (lacquer, acrylic enamel, ure-
,thanes, blending, matching), metal working (repair, replace, shrink-
ing), frame alignment and repair, repair of new cars (UniCoupe
Repair, UniCoupe Bench Systems). A Certificate of Completion is
issued upon satisfactorily completion of all skills in the eleven month
program. "
SUBJECTS , Fall Spring Summer
Auto Body Lab AB 121-122-123 10 10- 7"
Auto Body Theory AB 141-142-143.......... 7 5 " 5
Occupational Relationships AB 262 . . . . . . . . . 2
TOTAL 17 17 12
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Course Offerings
ABAUTOBODY
AB 121-122-123 AUTO BODY LABORATORY (0-25-10)(F/S) (SU). The purpose
of these courses is to develop tl:>eskills needed by an auto body repairman.
Subjects covered inClude: orientation; safety rules, shop house-keeping, weld-
ing, painting fundamentals, metalworking, plastic body filling, advanced
painting processes, frame alignment, glass and -panel replacement, bench
repair systems. '
AB 141-142-143 AUTO BODY THEORY (10"0-7)(F), (8-0-5)(5), (10-o-5)(SU). This
course correlates with the ,auto body laboratory course. The theory of auto
body repair and painting is covered. Mathematics and science necessary for
and related to the trade are provided. " -,
AB262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS(2-0-2). Designe<l to enable a student to
become skilled in dealing effectively withpeqpleandfor applying, getting,
maintaining and advancing in employment. One ,se'mester course.
Auto Mechanics -' , 'J I ",
Eleven Month Program.
Certificate of Completion' ,
Instructors:, Lee Hall, Charles Mikesell
The program is designed to provide students with classroom and
laboratory experiences that will preparethem,.for employment in
new car dealerships or independent garag!,!s; "The proper use of
diagnostic equipment and shop machine tools3re-'emphasized.
SUBJECTS ,.' " 'Fall Spring Summe
, Basic Mechanics AM.,lOl.! ~ , " \,1 ,: .
Automotive Service Cooling AM 102 r 2
Automotive Brakes AM 110 ;'. 2
Front End & Alignment AM.ll~ '2
Automotive Electrical Systems AM 125 .. '. 5
Engine Performance AM 130 5'
TOTAL 17
Engine Repair AM 135 ' 3
Manual Trans. & Differ. AM 140 4
Introduction to Micro Compo AM 180 .....•. .' .. ;. 1.
Occupational Relations AM 262................ 2
Basic Welding AM 120 '....... 1-
Automatic Transmissions AM 175 .- : ;. - 4
Automotive Heating & Air Condo AM 190 .• ;,'.. 2
TOTAL 17'
Exhaust Systems AM 145 ; ; .
Emission Systems AM 150 : 'r; •••••• '. •••••
Adyanced Engine Performance AM195 '. :'. ,' .. ','" r ..
NIASE Certification AM 235 ; .' .....•.... _ ;
TOTAL .
Course Offerings
AM AUTO MECHANICS
AM 108 'BASIC AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS (l-l-l)(F).Basic principles of
automotive mechanics including orientation, shop math, hand ,tool,.fastener
and equipment identification, shop organization proceduresand safety will be
covered. This course is required for all auto mechanics students prior to
additional coursework, ,-
AM 109 AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE,COOLING (2-:Z-2)(F).This t~urse introduces
the student to the theory and practice of automotive service with special
emphasis on servicing the cooling systems of automobiles.
AM 117 AUTOMOTIVE BRAKESYSTEMS(1-4-2)(F). Theory and practice of
automotive brake systems inspection, maintenance and repair will be covered
including shoe replacement; drum and rotor machining and rebuilding of
wheel, master cylinder, and power brake units. ',- -
AM 118 AUTOMOTIVE FRONT END SUSPENSION" ALIGNMENT (1-4-2)(F).
This course introduces the student to the theory of automotive suspension
systems including inspection, the study and practice ofalignment, wear identi-
fication, front end rebuilding, and wheel balancing. _ _
AM 119 BASIC WELDING (l-l-l)(S). Introduction to basic arc welding and
oxy-acetylene welding processes. Emphasis is placed on safe operation of
welding equipment. Oxy-acetylene torch cutting techniques will also.be
covered. . - '
AM 125 AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRICALSYSTEMS(4-4-S)(F). This course covers
identification and use of basic automotive electronic test equipment, basic
.. electricity, basic automotive electronic theory, testing and rebuilding of starter
motors electronic ignition systems. The theory of Computer Command Con-
trol systems will also be covered.
AM 130 ENGINEPERFORMANCE (4-4-5)(F).The student will be introduced to
'the design and repair of conventional and electroniC ,ignition ,~ystems, fuel
_. '.l
(
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.1
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Advanced Typing OF 157 ...........•••......•••.
Applied Business Communications OF 206 ... "..••
Computer Business Applications OF 206 ..•.•••••.
Word Processing I OF 203..•............•..•....•
2 Electives '...•..... ;~..•• ; '..•. :.
Records Management Procedures OF 251 .•. ; ...•
Word Processing II OF 255 ............•.••••..•.
Job Seeking Skills/Career Planning OF 153 .•..• :.'.
Funda~entals of Supervision OF ~53 .....• '.,: ...••
2 Electives '.' , ...............•..••..•
, 'TOTAl
Business and Office Education (Bookkeeper Option)
Associate of Applied Science Degree
This opt!on is designed for the student to obta.in a basic. knowledge of
the busmess world and to develop the necessary skills to compe-
tently preform the duties required of this particular job. "
Upon successful completio'n of this opti~n, the learner will not only
possess the necessary sk,iIIs and knowleqgeto enter the world 'of
work as a bookkeeper, but will also have' developed basic skills in
computerbookkeeping, word processing; dilta base management,
proofreading and spelling, business English; and the use of spread-
sheets. .
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Spreadsheet I OF 2in , ', .•...•... , .
Intro to Data Base MariagementOF 202.;; •..•••.
Intermediate Typing .OF '156 .
or .... '... : .............•..•..•..•.••.••
. '. . ' Advanced Typing OF 157 .
Word Processing OF 203 .....•......••.•••••••••.
Computerized Bookkeeping OF 204 •....•...••. :.
Electlve ,o •••••••• ' ••••••••••••••• ~ ••• ; •••
Spreadsheet II OF 254 ..........•.... ''' ......•.•.•
Job Seeking Skills/Career Planning OF 153 •.••.•.
. Fundameotals.of Supervision OF 253 .' .•...... ; .•.
legal Environment of. Business GB 202 .' .•.••.•••.
Applied Business Communications OF 252 '
'. TOTAL
t
16
19
3
4
:3
17
17
FRESHMAN YEAR
Business English OH09 ..... ' ............••..•.•...
Keyboarding OF 106 .. '" ,',.'
or .
Intermediate Typing OF 156. .
Busines.s Math OF 105 ; .. , ...•.•..•...
Basic Office Procedures OF 107 .•..•.• ; .•. ; •.••.
Proofreading and Spelling OF 119 .. : ..•.........
Business Writing OF 107; .• ; ... .' ...........••..•
Intermediate Typing OF 156 .
... or ; : :.\ ..•.•. ;'. ..•..•.
Advanced Typing OF 157
Intro to Information Processing OF 154 ....•••.•.
,Record Keeping OF 155 " ..... '" ..•....... ; .. ; •
Machine Transcription OF 158 .. ;.•.•.. ;.; •...••.
Office Skills Practicum/Word Process OF 015 .••.•
tOTAL,
FRESHMAN YEAR . Fall .Spring
Business Math OF 105 '•.••.•..••..•• ', 3
Keyboarding OF .106
or ,. ;: '•.• ,'..•..••...•.• ,L •••.. 4
Intermediate .TypingOF 156 .
Basic Office Proceaures OF 107 •.....•.•••••••••
Bookkeeping I OF 108 ', .. , .
Business English OF 109 ......•.........•.••. , .••
Proofreading and Spelling OF 119 .......•.......
Bookkeeping II OF 152 .... " ..•......••. : .•.•.•.
Business WritingOF 159 ...........• : .•......••..
Intro to Information Processing OF l!i4 ..........•.
Office Skills Practicum/BookkeepingOF 016 •.•••
* Job See~ing S~ills/Career Plannrng Of .153 : •... 3
** 2 Electives ~.o .i. •••. o .': ••••• OJ" •••••••.•••••••••••••• ,•• ;.6
TOTAL
• l~Year Student
•• ,' 2-Year Student •.
Business and Office Education (Word Processing Option)
Associate of Applied Science Degree
This o pt.ion is designed for the student to obtain a bask. knowledge of
the bUSiness world andto develop the necessary skills to compe-
tently perf~rm the duties required of this partiCular job. ,
Upon successful completion of this option, the learner will not only
possess the necessary skills and knowledge to enter the. world of
work as a word processing operator, but will also have developed
basicskills in proofreading and spelling, English usage, word process-
ing, machine transcription, record keeping, and computer literacy.
Business & Office Education-
Nine 'Month or, Two Year Program
Certificate of Completion .
Instructors: Karen Bounds, Doris Butler, Janet Carlton,
Wanda Metzgar; Marge Williamson
The Business and Office Education Program is designed to meet the
needs of students as they prepare to enter the business world in both
private industrr and government. Upon enrollment in the program,
the student wil haveanopportunity to pursue a one-year certificate
or a two-year Associate of Applied Science degree inthe following
options: Secretary; Word Processing; or Bookkeeper.'
The one-year (Nine Month) Certificate of Completion is available
both on campus and at the Canyon County facility. '. "
The Business and office Education Program is competency based: it
prespecifies the performance objectives expected of the students
and it identifies the necessary competencies to be employable in
their chosen career. . ~ "
Approved cooperative education in an office and/or competency
testing may be substituted for a segment of a course with special
permission of the program.head and division manager.
A minimum grade of 'C' is required in all Business and office course-
work to graduate with an Associate of Applied Science degree or a
Certificate of Completion. '. ,
delivery systems,carburetion, fuel injection, computer controlled ignition,
and fuel systems.Theuseof scopesand testing equipment will be emphasized.
AM 135ENGINEREPAIR(3-3-3)(S).This course covers engine design,engine
disassemble,parts evaluation, parts repair and replacement, and proper disas-
semble techniques, parts evaluation and proper assembly.' ,
AM 140 MANUAL TRANSMISSION AND DIFFERENTIALREPAIR(4-3-4)(S).
Thiscou rseintroduces students to transmissionand differential design, proper
disassembletechni.ques, parts evaluation and proper assembly. ,
AM 145 EXHAUSl SYSTEMS(l-l-l)(SU). Students will learn evaluation of
exhaust systems and replacement or repair of faulty system components.
Prerequisite: A~ 120;BasicWeldingTechniques.
AM 150EMISSIONSYSTEMS(1-4-2)(SU).This course prepares the student in
the principles and lawsof various automotive emissionssystemsto include the
function, service and repair/replacement of components, diagnostic'tech-
. niques, and compliance with e,missionstandards. .
,AM 175 AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION (3-6-4)(S): This COurseteaches the
fundamentals of automatic transmissionsand design features including servic-
ing, diagnosis, trouble-shooting and proper removal;adjustment, installation,
and testing p'rocedures, •
AM 180INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS (1-0-l)(S). Introduces the
student to microcomputer skills related to the automotive service field. ,.'
AM 190AUTOMOTIVE HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING (1-4-2)(S).This
course introduces students to the principle and design .of the heating and air
conditioning system used in todays automobiles and teaches the student
troubleshooting and repair techniques. ~...
AM 195ADVANCED ENGINEPERFOR.\.tANCE(3-6-4)(SU).The student will be
taught the' use of advanced diagnostic equipment to troubleshooting .and
repair auto,mobile performance, with emphasis placed on electronic related
problems.
AM 235NIASECERTIFICATION/2-3-2)(SU).Thisco~rse isdesigned to piepare
students for, National Institute of Automotive Service ExcellenceCertification
examinations, Prerequisite: permission of Division Manager.
AM 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-0-2)(S). This course teaches job
searching, proper completion of job appliqtion blanks, job keeping skills,
resume and curriculum vital development, and telephone techniques.
~
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School of Vocational Technical Education
Course Off~rings
OF OFFICE OCCUPA liONS
complete course with Cor better to 'continue. ,PREREQ: Demonstrat~d
competency/pretest.
. OF 119 PROOFREADING AND SPElLING (2-4-3)(F/S). Emphasis Onon learning
proofreading techniques with practical applications. Spelling rules and patt-
erns with a mnemonics approach spelling will be covered and applied. .
. OF 125 BEGINNING SHORTHAND (4-4~5)(F/S). A beginning 'course in Gregg
Shouthand (Series 90). Course includes the alphabet, brief forms, word begin-
nings and endings, phrasing, and word building principles learned through
reading, writing, and taking dictation of" extensive connected material.
PREREQ: Demonstrated. proficiency in typing or current enrollment in
Keyboarding. , . ~ ,
OF 151 INTERMEDIATESHORTHAND (4-4-5)(F/S). Application of shorthand
theory to construct new outlines rapidly from dictation. Emphasizes develop-
ment of typewritten transcription skills and mailableletterskills. PREREQ: OF
12S or advanced placement through proficiency exam. '.
.OF 152 BOOKKEEPING II (3-4-4)(F/S). Designed to provide a practical knowl-
edge of cost analysis for bookkeeping systems and procedures, Primary con-
cepts include job order and process cost allocation, planning, control respon-
sibility for the accounting and reporting process. PREREQ: OF 108.
.OF 153 JOB SEEKINGSKILLS/CAREERDEVElOPMENT (2-4-3) (F/S). Will help
students analyze their job needs and skills and prepare them to present those
needs and skills to a prospective employer in a professional manner. Emphas-
izes: self-analysis, researching employers; resume and cover letter, effective
interview techniques, and career planning:
OF 1541NTRO TO INFORMATION PROCESSING (3-O-3)(F/S).An introduction
to the fundamentals of computers and information processing for students so
that they may understand what a computer ,is, how it operates, and when a
computer should be applied to the solution of personal and business
problems. .,,; .
OF 155 RECORD KEEPING (2-4-3)(F/SI' Students proceed from very simple
clerical tasks to the,introduction of e ementary double~entry bookkeeping
concepts. Develops skills and knowledge that students can use in simple
clerical office jobs In which record keeping is involved. ' .
OF 156 INTERMEDIATETYPING (3-4-4)(F/S). Experience in typing letter styles,
manuscripts, tabulations, memorandums and business forms. Proofreading
skills are stressed. PREREQ: 'OF 106 or acceptable performance on entrance
test AND keyboarding speed of at least 30 WPM.
OF 157ADVANCEDTYPING(3-4-4)(F/S). Stresses speed, accuracy and produc-
tion work. Practice in making decisions concerning formatting all types of
documents with emphasis on mailability. PREREQ: OF 156 or acceptable
performance on entrance test AND keyboarding speed of at least 4SWPM:
OF 158 MACHINE TRANSCRIPTION (2-4-3)(F/S). Emphasis on the develop-
ment of correct techniques, speed, and accuracy in the transcription of letters,
memos, minutes, itineraries, and reports from recorded media. PREREQ:
Typing speed of 35 WPM, OF 109, OF 119.
OF 159 BUSINESSWRITING (2-4-3)(F/S). Emphasis on building a foundation in
effective business writing principles by planning, organizing, and writing
memos and various types of business letters such as credit, collection, sales,
claims adjustments. Psychology, format, content, and style of business letters
will be covered. Grade of C or better required to continue. PREREQ:OF 109.
OF 165 BASIC MEDICAL,TERMINOLOGY, ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY
(2-0-2)(F/S). This course provides intensive study of medical terminology,
'anatomy and physiology, including the following: introduction to the struc-
ture and function of each body system; description of diseases and defects
affecting each body system; related diagnostic tests, surgeries, and medica-
tions; practice in pronunciation, spelling, and abbreviation of all terminology,
OF 166 INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION (l-O-l)(F/S). Tech-
niques of machirie transcription; application exercises; transcription of actual
'medical dictation; overview of medical transcription careers. PREREQ: Com-
pletion of OF 165 or equiv~lent experience. , .
OF 167BASICPRINCIPLESOF LAWFOR MEDICALTRANSCRIPTIONISTSAND
MEDICAL OFFICE PERSONNEl (1-0-1)(F/S). Course presents basic principles
of law for the hospital or office-based medical transcriptionist ana medical
office personnel. Includes: confidentiality of ,medical records, informed con-
sent to treatment, and understanding the basics of the legal system as it relates
to medical malpractice claims.
OF 201 SPREADSHEETI (1-4-2)(F/S). Introduction to electronic spreadsheets.
Presents concepts of spreadsheet software; understanding the worksheet ele-
ments; the command menu; entering numbers, formulas and labelS, specify-
ing ranges; entering simple formulas; editing and printing. An eight-week
course. PREREQ: OF 201.
OF 202 INTRO TO DATA BASEMANAGEMENT (1-4-2)(F/S). Introduction to
,data base management. Emphasis will be on creating files; data entry; edit
data; how to search for data; create, run and print reports. Eight-week course.
PREREQ: OF 201. ,_
"OF 203 WORD PROCESSING I (2-4-3)(F/S). Students will create, store, revise,
format,and print letters, memos, and simple tables on dedicated word proces-
sors, microcomputers, and computers, Must complete the course with Cor
better to continue. PRERE9: Typing speed of 40 WPM. ,
OF 204 COMPUTERIZED BOOKKEEPING (4-4-5)(F/S). An introduction to the
principles utilizing computers to set up and to maintain a set of books that are
common in many small business operations. Included will be accounts paya-
ble, accounts receivable, payroll, subsidiary. ledgers and journals, and the
preparation of financial statements. PREREQ: OF 108, OF 1S2.
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Fall Spring
OTHER TECHNICAL ELECTIVES, (Evenings)
Basic Medical Terminology, Anatomy and Physiol-
ogy OF 165 ; , , :'. 2 2
Introduction to Medical Transcription OF 166 1 1
Basic Principles of Lawfor Medical Tran'scriptionists
and Medical Office Personnel OF 167 .
,
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Proofreading and Spelling OF 119 .
Advanced Shorthand OF 205 , .
_ Advanced Typing OF 157 ' ..........•......
Word Processing I OF 203 , .............•...
Comp.uter Business Applications OF 206 .
Records Manageme'nt Procedures OF 251 .
Machine Transcription OF 158 ..•...............
Applied Business Communications OF 252 .
Job Seeking Skilis/CareefPlanning OF 153 '.
Fundamentals of Supervision OF 253.': .
, TOTAL
1 , .. ~~ .' . " ~ "
OF 015 OFFICE SKILLSPRACTICUM, - WORD PROCESSING ,(0-2-0) (F/S).
Students will apply word processing knowledge and training in laboratory
practice two hours weekly.
OF 016 OFFICE SKILLSPRACTICUM ~BOOKKEEPING (0-2-0) (F/S), Students
will apply bookkeeping knowledge and training in laboratory practice two
hours weekly. ' .
OF 105BUSINESSMATH (3-4-3)(F/S). Fundamental operations of arithmetic in /
business'usage. Applications of business math as used in accounting, man-
agement,consumer education, and retailing are stressed. '
OF 106KEYBOARDING(3-4-4)(F/S). Beginningclass introducing the keyboard
and basic typing skills. Emphasizes formatting business correspondence, tables
and manuscripts. A speed of 30 WPM shoula be attained.
, " . .".j,
OF 107BASICOFFICEPROCEDURES (3-2-3)(F/S). Thisco\lrse provides training
in filing, telephone techniques, mailing procedures, making appointments,
arranging conferences, preparing itineraries, receiving and routing callers,
practice in typing the various office forms, and introduction to machine trans-.
cription. PREREQ: Demonstratedproficiency in typing.
OF 108BOOKKEEPINGI (l-4-4)(F/S). Designed to prepare students'for t'he new
environment in the modern office. Teaches the use of the general and
specialized journals, general and subsidiary ledgers, how to prepare and ana-
lyze financial statements, and an introduction to computerized bookkeeping.
.OF 109 BUSINESSENGLISH(2-4-3)(F/S). Emphasis on development of skills in
grammar, sentence structure, word usage, punctuation,and vocabulary. Cov-
erage of capitalization and number usal':e rules as well as ~bbreviations. Must
Business and Office Education (Secretary Option),
. Ass«x:iate of Applied Sc:ience Degree. . ,
This option is designed for the student to obtain a basic knowledge 0/
the business world and to develop the necessary skills to compe-
tently preform the duties required 0/ this particular job.
Upon successful completion of this option: the learne~ will' not only
possess the necessary skills and knowledge to enter the world of
work as a secretary, but will also have developed basic skills in
proofreading and spelling, English usage, shorthan,d, word pr~cess-
ing, machine tra~scription, record keeping, and con1Puter literacy.
FRESHMAN YEAR .' Fall Spring
Business English OF 109. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . ... . ... . .. 3
Business Math OF 105 , .. . . . . . . .. 3
Beginning Shorthand OF 125 .
or :: .. ;;'. :. 5
Intermediate Shorthand OF 151
Keyboarding OF 106
or , .....•......... \ 4
Intermediate Typing OF 156' ..
BasiC Office Procedures OF 107 3
Intermediate Typing OF 156 ,
or .
Advanced Typing OF 157
r~~~~~dfa~~ti~~o~t~~~~ 'OF '1'5; : .
or ' .
Advanced Shorthand OF 205 ' . ,',
Intro to Information Processing OF 154 .
. Record Keeping OF 155 : .. ' .
TOTAL
156
~\
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:'BM 111-112 COMMUNICATION SKILLS(3-0-3). Objective to €ina'ble stuaents
to use language-effectively as a tool for the Office Machine Industry: Le.,
effective writing and verbal communication for sales and technical repair. (3
clock hours per week)..
BM 113CUSTOMER RELATIONS(2-0-2). Directedtoward the tact and metnods
necessary to communicate with the public. ( 2 clock hours per week.)
BM 155 BUSINESSMACHINE TECHNOLOGY (5-17-~). This isa hands on theo-
ry/lab course in which the student is taught basic mechanical applied theory.
,(22clock hours per week)., ,
BM 156 BUSINESSMACHINE TECHNOLOGY (5-15-9): This isa ha~ds ~~ th~~-
ry/lecture lab course in which the student is taught basic concepts of business
machine repair. '(20 clock hours per week). • . ., •.•~
BM 157-158 BASICELECTRONICTHEORY (4-1~4j, Deals'with'basic'~lectroriics
including properties of electronic components (5 clock hours per week). : '
BM255.256 ADVANCEDBUSINESSMACHINETECHNOLOGY (7-17-11). Tlii; is
a hands on theory/lab course in which the student is taUght basic .concepts of
business machine repair includinga special emphasisin troubleshooting tech-
niques. 5hop management, retail selling, computer programming'and related
OF, 205 ADVANCED SHORTHAND (4-4-5)(F/S). Emphasis is on continued
speed building in taking dictiltion and transcribing. Course includes review of
bus,iness vocabulary, punctuation, and grammar."'PREREQ:' OF'151 or
advanced placement through prqficiency exam. ',' '''', ,
OF 206 -COMPUTER BUSINESS APPLICATIONS (3-2:3){F/S). fhi~.ctluts~'pro-
vides a basic exposure to'the'use of computers in' the business world. Emphasis
willbe on software, hardware, data entry, data base management, and elec"
tronic spreadsheet~. PRERE9' Keyboard.ing skill of 40 WPM. -,- t.: •
OF 251 RECORDS MANA(;EMENTPROCEDURES (2-4-3){F/S). A study of the
pri,]ciples and procedures of records management, including creation, reten-
tion, processing maintenance, protection,transfer, and disposal of records.
OF 252 APPLIED'BusiNESS' COMMUNICATioNS (2-4-l)(F/S): Course is
designed to improve student's ability to communicate effectively through
written and verbal media as well as to develop a systematic and creative
approach to solving communication problems through studying and applying
principles of effective writing. Emphasis on report writing with research.
Concentrates on gathering and writing the information. PREREQ: OF 159.
OF 253 FUNDAMENTALSOF SUPERVISION (2-4-3)(F/Sj.' In;;oductionto fun-
damental principles of first-line supervision, emphasizing the following:
Role/responsibilities of the supervisor; training, motivating and developing
employees; problem-solving and time management; effective communica-
tion; assertiveness and conflict management;. performance evaluat[ori. '.
OF 254SPREADSHEETII (3-4-4)(F/S); Designed to give students the knowledge
and skills necessary to create spreadsheets performing ,advanced functions .
.Emphasis will be on creating typ'ical business documents Sllch as:' budgets,
payroll, an:ortization and depreciatiori Sched.~les.;:,.:' ,~ "", ;
OF 255WORD PROCESSING II (2-4-.3)IF/S). Continuation of Word Processing I
with special text applications such as ootnotes, headers, outlines, and merg-
ing. PREREQ: OF 203. _ : \
, .... "t~ • - t"
Business Machine Technology'-,;. "
Two Year Program' :1''' ,'" - ,
.~,\ "" ~ ;,.~
Associate of Applied Science Degree
Instructors: Paul Jansson, Don 'Jones, •
S , ' ~". ~ "_ ' ~ 1
-The program in Business- Machine Technology has been developed
to give the student the basic knowledge to perform as an entry leve.1
technician. The student will be qualified to make maintenance
inspections, make proper mechanical and electronic adjustments
and/or repairs, and do general shop work, The student will be
trained in electronics and mechanicalprinciples, with .specialized
.training on mini-computers, typewriters, word processing~ elec-
tronic cash registers and other business machines. . .,'.:" "" ..,,;
'-,
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"",""Day Car~ Assistant -Nine Month Program
.,,' ',. .Certif.icate of Completion _rJ.
Instructors: Peg GOlJrley,Joan Lingenfelter. ".
This p;ogram is planned forpeo'ple interested in ~orking with child-
ren as an assistant in private;play grounds, camps;day care centers,
nurseries, kindergartens, and child d~velopment centers.
,Day Care Supe~visor'- Two Year Program
Associate of.Applied'Science Degree
Graduates will be trained to assist with or ope~at~ a day care center
which provides fon physical care, emotional support and social
development of children in groups. '.
,'.,.;' ',. ~,' "~ ' . . :( ~ I
This two year course will provide students with the opportunity to
,direct children's play, provide food; supervise workers, and manage
resources in a nursery school setting> Completion of the program
defined as Child Care Assistant is a prerequisite to the supervisor
,level program.' j,. ' , .-
••. ~ .~. 4. - .• :", ~ '{
Day'Care TeacherZSupervis~r ••..
• Advanced Child Care CC 255 .
Intro to Kindergarten CurriculumCC 256 , .
c .• lnfant Care CC 257 ' ' :.
Child Care Center Management CC 231-232 .
Family and COl)'lmun involvement with Child CC 252.
Occupational Relationships CC 261 .......•. , .
Feeding Children CC241-24L .
Child Care Center Supervision CC 201-202 .
Contract Pract in Early Child Superv CC235-236 .
Plan and Eva I of Child Care Center Supvr.CC 235-236.
]9TAL
Day ciue Assistant'. ,; ,,_ ,.J
Introduction to Child Development CC 101' .. or: ....
" Introduction:to Child Development CC 151 .•.....
Communication Skills CC 111-112 ; .
Health and Care of the Young Child CC 141 " .
Curriculum of the Young Child CC 171-172 ~: '
Child Care Laboratory CC 181-182 ::.: :.
" Contract Fld Exfer in Early ChldPrg CC 125-126 .;.;
. . Plan and Eval 0 Laboratory ExperCC 135~136 .
, ;. . '.. ! .,"' TOTAl! . '.
j t :r ~ .; , ')'
•• ,. .;r
Course Offering~', .',,'
-'" ..' ..
:cc CHILD CARE STUDIES
m~th ar~ also induded. (24 clock hours per week) PREREQ: BM 155-156-157.
:SM 271-272 ADVANC'ED'ELEcTRONICTHEORY (7~O-7).This course is a study
of. digital electronics; semiconductors; microprocessors. (7.c1ock hours per
week). t :"" d- _.' i~. :, ,_ .1 H ,ty
,Child Servitel Mariagem~nt",
tc 101-151 INTRODUCTION TO CHILD DEVELOPMENT(3-0-3). Basic princi-
ples of child growth and development, the individual needs of preschool
children, their language, development, understanding aheir.behavior and
techniqUi'!s of guidance and discipline., " "J'
CC 111,f12 COMMUNICATION SKILLS(3-0-3)(F/S). Objective: to enable stu.
dents to use language effectively as a tool for logical thinking, problem solving,
technical writing and speaking required in.their major field of training.
CC125-126 CONTRACTED FIELDEXPERIENCEIN EARLYCHILDHOOD PRO-
GRAMS (0-4-1). Individual contract arran/?ement involving students, instructor
and cooperating community agency to gam practical experience in off-campus
settings. ~The student will visit, observe, and participate in community child
care settings. '
CC 135-136 PLANNING AND EVALUATION OF LABORATORY EXPERIENCE
..(2-0-2). Classroom lecture and discussion to include lab. observation and
records, methods of curriculum planning and evaluation, activity plans, class-
room objectives, and staff performanee and relations. '
" CC 141 HEALTHAND CARE OF THEYOUNGCHILD (3-0.3). Safety practices,
basic nutritipn, general health education; identification of, treatment and
prevention of common childhood diseases as applied to children in child care
'centers; Also inclui:les maintenance of teachers health, red cross multimedia
first~aid emergency training and a workshop on the safe mainte!1ance of toys
and eq,!ipment.,_ , • .! '. '" ..
CC 171-172CURRICULUM OF THEYOUNC CHILD (3-0-3). CUrricula media
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FRESHMANYEAR , • ,,'
Business Machine Technology BM 155-156 -.. ' ;
Basic Electronic Theory BM 157-158 .
Communication SkillsBM 111-112 '.' : .. '
Customer Relations BM 113 ; .. ;: : :.
TOTAL
SOPHOMORE YEAR "'
Advanced Business Machine Tech BM255-256 ; .
Advanced Electronic Theory BM 271-~72 - .
.TOTAL,,' • .-
v ; j I ~N,;~
,Course' Offerings'
BM'BUSINESSMACHINE TECHNOLOGY.
.
I'
157
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s'uhable for preschool children. Includes" theories of teaching curriculum
subjects; the need for a curriculum in nursery school; and specific informa-
tion, materials and the opportunity to use them in the following areas: art, story
telling, music, environmental science, beginning number and letter recog-
. niti,on. ..
CC 181-182 CHILD CARE LABORATORY (0-12-3/. Observation and participa-
tion in the laboratory preschool. Student wil serve as aide and assistant
teacher, working directly with the children; attend staff meetings, plan and
carry out a variety of daily activities and become acquainted with curriculum,
classroom arrangement, schedules, child guidance, staff responsibilities.
CC 201-202 CHILD CARE CENTER SUPERVISION (1-12-4). With instructor
supervision, students will assume responsibility of lab preschool and plan
curriculum activities, supervise staff, plan daily and weekly schedules and study
techniques for child evaluations and parent conferences. Emphasis is placed
on child guidance techniques and curriculum development. PREREQ: CC
181-182.
CC 225-226 CONTRACTED PRACTICUM IN EARLY.CHILDHOOD PRO-
GRAMS. (0-8-2). A course designed to meet specific needs of the student as
determined by both the student and instructor. 'A practical application of
knowledge and skills in community child care settings. Individual contract
arrangement involving student, instructor and cooperating agency to gain
practical experiences in off-campus settings. PREREQ: CC 125-126.
CC 231-232 CHILD CARECENTERMANAGEMENT (2-o~2)(F)\3-2-3)(5). Intro-
duction to the business practices in the operation of a chi d care center.
Includes business arithmetic, record keeping, purchasing of supplies and
equipment, and employer-employee relationships. Also includes licensing
procedures required for day care centers.
CC 241-242 FEEDING CHILDREN (3-0-3). Nutritional requirements of pre-
"school children in child care centers. Students plan, purchase, prepare and
, serve nutritious snacks and meals to children in the CC lab. Also emphasized
will be handling food allergies, economics of good nutrition and the develop-
ment of positive mealtime attitudes.
CC 252FAMILYAND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENTWITHCHILDREN(3-0-3).
History and dynamics of family interaction; review of cultural life styles.
Emphasis will be placed on the need for,establishing effective relationships
with parents of children in child care centers and the community resources
available to both parents and the ~enter.
CC 255 ADVANCED CHILD CARE (3-o-3)(F).'A review of the history of child
care and present day child care facilities in the U.S.and locally. Also covered in
class are classroom management, caring for exceptional children and qualifica-
tions of people caring for children in group situations. PREREQ: CC 101-151.
. CC 256 INTRODUCTION TO KINDERGARTENCURRICULUM (2-0-2)(5). Kin-
dergarten curriculum theor, and practices are ,presented so that the student
has a working knowledge 0 the .kmdergarten classroom. PREREQ: CC 255.
CC 257 INFANT AND TODDLER CARE (2.:0-2)(5). Total careofinfants and
toddlers in group day care homes and centers. Besides physical care emphasis
is also placed on the emotional and social nurturing of infants and toddlers.
PREREQ:CC 101-151.
CC 261 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS(2-0-2). Course is designed to"enable a
student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and for applying,
getti~g, maintaining and advancing in employment. One semester course.
Culinary Arts Program
Certificate of Completion - 1 Year
Assoc:iate of Applied Science - 2 Years
Instruc:tors: Julie Kuln, Phil Walsh
The purpose of the Culinary Arts Program is to provide basic training
and education for cooks, apprentice chefs, and managers.
The curriculum offers stl:ldents an opportunityto:
". Learn and effectively practice basic and advanced technical skills
in food preparation and service. ' "
• Understand the prinCiples of food identification, n.utrition and
food, and beverage composition. " .'
•• Acquire basic supervisory skills to better utilizE! human andphysi-
cal resources in food service operations. ., .
• Gain experience in the proper use and maintenance of profes-
sional food service equipment.
.,Become familiar with the layout and,work flow of professional
kitchens and bakeshops. Gain appreCiation for the history,evolu-
tion and international diversity of the culinary arts. '
• Develop a personal sense ot'professionalism necessary for work-
ingsuccessfully in the food service industry.
The core of the Culin~ry. Art~ P~ogram curricu'lum at Boise State
University is the hands-on teaching of cooking and baking skills as
well as the theoretical knowledge that must underlie competency in
both fields. .,' '
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The objective is to not only teach students to work in the kitchen, but
how it functions. Related to our mission of professional training are
the courses that complete a food service education: table service,
wines, bar management, menu, faCilities planning, cost controls,
supervisory development, storeroom and stewarding.
Upon enrollment in the program, the student will have the oppor-
tunity to pursue a one-year Certificate of Completion, or a two-year
AssoCiate of Applied Science degree in Culinary Arts.
A minimum grade of 'C' is required in all course work to receive a
Certificate of Completion oran AssoCiate of Applied Science degree.
Credit
FIRST SEMESTER Hours
CA 102 Culinary Skills Development 3
CA 103 Sanitation, Safety, Health 2.
CA 104 Introductory'Baking ' :: 2
CA 105 Cost Controls 1
CA 106 Productldentification 1
CA 107 Storeroom ' 1
CA 108Leg~llmplications/Culinary Arts ,1
. CA 109 Culinary French ' ;.1
CA 112 Introductory Hot Foods 3
CA 113 Pantry, Basic Garde Manger 3
CA 114 Communications Skills ; ; 3
-TOTALS 19
SECOND SEMESTER
CA 115 Dining Room Procedures 1
CA 116 Meat Identification & Fabrication 1
CA 117 Stewarding : 1
CA 118 Charcuterie (Sausage Making) 1
CA 119 Supervisory Development .. : 1
CA 121 American Regional Cookery ; 1
CA 122 Fish Cookery 1
CA 123 Communication Skills II 3
CA 262 Occupational Relations .. , " 2
CA 124 Kitchen Laboratory 5
TOTALS 17
THIRD SEMESTER
CA 202 Advanced Culinary' Skills ..........................• 1
CA 204 Advanced Baking 1
CA 205 Advanced Cost Controls-Management Systems 1
CA206 Classical Baking 1
CA 207 Wine Appreciation 1
CA 208 Beverage Control Systems 1
CA209 Menu & Facilities Planning .................•..... ,~,.. 1
CA 212 International & Oriental Cuisine 1
CA 224 Laboratory Kitchen 6
CM 111 Funds of Speech 3
TOTALS 17
FOURTH SEMESTER
CA 213 Advanced Garde Manger ....•...................... 1
CA 215 Classical Cuisine , 1
CA 216 Banquet Organization. , 1
CA 217 Dining Room a la Carte Preparation 1
.CA 218 American Bounty a la Carte ,Foods " 1
CA 224 Kitchen Laboratory , 6
Approved Electives: Two required:
GB 101 Intro to Business 3
EC 202 Principles of Economics-Micro .. , : 3
CM 112 Reasoned Discourse 3
MM250 Intro Microcomputers in Retailing 3
TOTALS ,. 17
Course Offerings
CA,CULINARY ARTS
CA 102 CULINARYSKILLSDEVELOPMENT(3-2-3)IF/S). During this introduc-
tion to the fundamental ,concepts, skills'and. techniques of basic cookery,
special emphasis is given to the study of ingredients, cooking theories and
procedures. Basic cooking methods stressed and practiced including: saute-
109, broilinll' roasting, poaching, simmering, braising, pan frying, deep fat
frying,-stewmg and fricasseeing.' .
CA 103 SANITATION, SAFETY& HEALTH(2-o-2)(F/S). Theory and practice of
food and environmental sanitation ina food production area are stressed, with
attention to food-related diseases and their origins. The sanitation course has
been reviewedfor compliance and approved by the Federal Food and Drug
(
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Administration. Students conduct a sanitation inspection of one of tl)e Culi-
'nary Arts Programs facilities in their production 'areas. ' ',. ~
- CA 104 INTRODUCTORY BAKING(2:1-2)(F/S). Thiscours~ gives insiructi~nin
the fundamentals of baking science, terminology, equipment, technology,
ingredients, weights and measures, formula conversion, and storage.
CA 105 COST CONTROL (l-o-l)(F/S). An introduction to the food service cost
control method, procedures and 'math. ,~ •.
CA 106 PRODUCT IIjENTIFICATION (1-0-1)(F/S). Introduction to the fOod
products used in the food service/hospitality industry. Special emphasis is
placed on the characteristics, quality factors, availability, storage and use of
fruits, vegetables and cheese.
CA 107 STOREROOM (1-0-1)(F/S). Students learn how to staff an operating
storeroom and participate in receiving, storing and issuing of merchandise.
Emphasis is on proper control and reporting procedures, with preparation of
daily, weekly and monthly reports. Lectures cover purchasing' regulations.
}ederal and trade grades, yields and quality controls are explained. • ,
CA 108 lEGAL IMPLICATIONS/CULINARY ARTS (l-O-O)(F/S). Legal require-
ments affecting food service operat!()ns. .•• .' ,.
CA 109 CULINARY FRENCH(1-0-o)(F/S). Explanations of basic culinary French
terminology and menu phrases. . ., , _ • ,_
CA 112 INTRODUCTORY HOT FOODS (3-2-3)(F/S). Basic menu items such as
soups, sauces, stocks, vegetables, and entrees are prepared. , Fuildamenta'i
concepts and techniques of food preparation are first demonstrated by the
instructors and then practiced by the students. .', '
CA 113 PANTRY,BASIC GAR()E MANGER (3-2-3)(F/S). A survey course;n the
fundamentals of pantry, basic garde manger, and breakfast cookery, Students
are instructed in the proper techniques and procedures for preparing a variety
of lunch and dinner salads and salad dressings, hot and cold sandwiches, basic
pates, quiches, garnishes, canapes, marinades, tea and fancy sandwiehes; and
" hot and cold appetizers. ,', ' w:, ,; •
, CA 114COMMUNICATION SKillS (3-0-3)(F/S).'Study of terms, attributes, and
the mechanics of language for logical thinking, speaking, and writing. ,Training
includes an introduction to inference using both verbal and symbolic tech-
, niques. Industrial applications include organization and delivery of technical
reports in wiittenand oral forms, business correspondence, and ,resume
preparation. '
CA 115 DINING ROOM PROCEDURES I (l-o-l)(F/S). This basic c'ourse in
dining room and supervision covers equipment, personnel respon"sibility,
organization, customer relations, sanitation, table arrangements and set-ups.
Service techniques for American table service are practiced. Basic gueridon
, service is explained and demonstrated.
• CA 116 MEAlIDENTlFICATlON AND FABIUCATION (l;.o.;1)(F/S).lriStructors
demonstrate the cutting of meat and poultry into fabricated units and explains
grading, qua.lity and yield. .• '. -i" .
'cA 117 STEWARDING 11-o-1)(F/SI.Stewarding functions' and personnel
responsibility are detailed through lecture and demonstration. Students par-
ticipate in inventory control and learn procedures for the purchase of china,
glass, silver, and I linen. • 'J . , • , ~ _
CA 118 CHARCUTERIE (SAUSAGEMAKiNG) (l-o-l)(F/S). This course teaches
l. and gives understanding through lecture, demonstration and hands-On in-all
" phases of sausage ma king, including smoking methods. For total utilization of
meat by-products, students prepare forcemeats, pates and sausage. '
CA 119 SUPERVISORYDEVELOPMENT(1-0-1)(F/S). Students are instructed in
the basic principles of effective supervision, including human relations, moti-
vation, communications, proper training principles, interviewing, s.taffing, and
discipline, Emphasis is placed on working with supervisors and subordinates in
the food service/hospitality industry., • _..',
CA 121 AMERICAN REGIONAL CO()KERY 11-o-1)(F/S). This course explores
the utilization of indigenous ingredients in the preparation of Ameriean spe-
cialties. The items prepared in the kitchen will follow established culinary
principlesin the development of American cuisine. Timing and conversion of
recipes are emphasized. At the conclusion of this course, students participate
t in a practical examination. ~
CA 122 FISHCOOKERY (1-0-1)(F/S). Affords students the opportunity to actu-
ally identify, store, rotate, issue and learn.the disciplines that must be practiced
to keep quality purchased fish; crustanceans and mollusks fresh. Students
butcher fish, lobster, crabs, and practice the basic fundamentals of fish cook-
ery. They also prepare stocks, soups and foundation sauces, and learn,to
highlight a variety of seasoned specialties. ,_ . ,
CA 123 COMMUNICATION SKillS II (3-o-3)(F/S). Study of terms, aitributes,
and the mechanics of language for logical thinking, speaking, and writing.
Training includes an introduction to inference using both verbal and symbolic
techniques. Industrial applications include organization and delivery of tech-
nical rep,orts in written and oral f.orms, business correspondence, and resume
preparation. -" '
CA 124 KITCHEN lABORATORY (2-22-S)(FIS). This lab will be used for the
following classes: CA 115, CA 116, CA 118, CA 121, and <;A122, "
CA 202 ADVANCED CULINARY SKillS (l-o-l)(F/S). Emphasis is given to fine-
tuning the basic competencies learned up through second semester,' Students
prepare small sauces, quenelles, salpicons and forcemenats as applicable in,a
hot ,kitchen. Presentation of plated food as practiced in fine restaurants.
Structured knife-cutting drills, with attention to quality and reasonable hand
speed, are daily requirements. '. ,
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CA 204 ADVANCED BAKING (1-0-1)(F/S). Techniques are practiced in the
production of puff pastry, sponge cake variations, high ratio cakes, cake deco-
rating, pastry and specialty breads. .
CA 205 ADVANCED COST CONTROL - MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS(1-0-1)(F/S).
Students receive instruction in accounting principles and techniques as they
relate to a system of cost control in the food service/ hospitality industry.
Internal and external sources of information available to management for
forecasting and decision making are explained.
CA '206 CLASSICAL BAKING (1-0~1)(F/S). Students produce assorted tortes
required for special functions and restaurant use, and also work on buffet
pieces utilizing patillage, nougat, marzapan, chocolate, and pulled sugar. Ice
cream.desserts are demonstrated. '
CA 207 WINE ,APPRECIATION (l-o-1)(F/S). The wines of France, Italy, Ger-
many, and America are disCussed. Students learn through actual tasting of the
wines studied. History, label interpretation, vocabulary, wine laws,and various
methods of processing are covered in the lectures. Class conducted off
campus. Majors only.
CA 208 BEVERAGECONTROL SYSTEMS (l-o-1l(F/S). This comprehensive
review of beverage control in food service establishments includes purchasing,
receiving, storage and issuing procedures. An in~depth study is made of
portion and quality control, costing, merchandising, stocking the bar, and
perpetual and physical inventories. The nature of various spirits, heers and
alcoholic beverages. Preparation and identification of all drinks s demon-
strated. Off campus. Majors only.
CA 209 MENU AND FACILITIESPLANNING (l-o-1)(F/S). Basic principles and
concepts of menu planning, menuformatsand layout are studied in detail with
regard tothe eating habits and tastes of and social groups. Pricing and control
of menu items, designing a salable menu, and menus as management and
merchandising tools are defined. The various types of establishments, such as
full-service, quick-service, and take-out are discussed. ,
CA 212 INTERNATIONAL AND ORIENTAL CUISINE (1-0-1)(F/S). Students
research and prepare menus representative of different countries and cul-
.tures. Cuisines emphasized 'are Middle Eastern; Spanish, South American,
German and Austrian, Swiss, Scandinavian, Italian, Belgian, and Dutch. Stu-
, dents prepare several different menus based on actual Chinese (Szechwan,
Cantonese, Peking, Hunan), Japanese and Polynesian recipes.
CA 213 ADVANCED GARDE MANGER (l-o-1)(F/S). Students progress to
advanced instruction in cold food preparation and presentation techniques.
. Charcuterie; specialty canapes,hors d oeuvres, appetizers, pates, galantines,
chaud-froids; terrines; tallow and ice carving, aspics, mousses, cold sauces,
vegetable carving, and food decoration are all demonstrated and prepared.
CA214 KITCHENlABORATORY (0.2606)(F/S). This laboratory will be used for
• -all.theory classes in third semester. ,",
,. CA'21S CLASSICALCUISINE(1-0-11(F/S). Advanced and sophisticated classical
culinary preparation, following the principles and techniques of Auguste
Escoffier. Emphasis is on French cuisine. Students prepare a complete menu
daily with special consideration of cooking techniques, timing and presenta-
tion .. History and terms relative to classical foods and menus are discussed. '
Students plan, prepare, and serve a graduation dinner. .
CA 216 BANQUET ORGANIZATION (l-o-1)(F/SI. Banquet-table service opera-
tion is practiced, with emphasis on timing and kitchen coordination. Russian
service is practiced daily. Legal consideration associated with catering is
~ taught, along ~ith the development of sales planning, menu layout, floor plan,
ceremonial functions (weddings, etc.), and running on-and-off:premises cat-
ering for different functions. Kosher catering is discussed as applied tolewish
weddings, bar mitzvahs, etc; . .
CA 217 DINING ROOM A LACARTEPREPARATIONS(l-o-l)(F/S): Emphasis is
on the preparation of a la carte menu items, as students follow the traditional
European brigade system and work all the stations in the kitchen on a daily
rotation basis. Stress is on student production of the highest-quality menu
items through proper techniques, presentations and service. The majority of
,:items are cooked to order.
CA 218 AMERICAN BOUNTY A lA CARTEFOOD PREPARATION (l-o-1)(F/S).
Students ,prepare a la carte items for a,menu based on American regional
cooking. high standards are adhered to, and students are required to prepare,
daily specials on a rotating basis.
CA 224 KITCHEN lABORATORY PREPARATION (0.24-6)(F/S). This laboratory.
~iJ1 be used for all Theory/lasses in, fourth se")e~ter. '
CA 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2"0-2)(F/S). Techniques of obtaining
employment. Relationships among workers and supervisors. Resolution of
human relationship issues of shopand office. One semester, nongraded, credit
. course. '1,1' ,
Dental Assistant ~Nine Month'Program
" .. ~-,)
Certificate of Completion . '
, ,i,.' Instructors: Bonnie Imbs, Jean Macinnis
The Derit~1 Assisting Program consists of Dental Assistant Theory,
Dental Laboratory instruction and Clinical Experience. Boise State
University'works with the'Dental Advisory Board in planning and
promoting the 'program and curriculum. Changes may be made at
any,time to take advantag~ of advances in the Dental profession .
School of Vocationa"'Technica' Education
"DA262OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS(2-0-2). Th~co~r;e isdesigned to enable
a student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people; ethics and
responsibilities within the law; job application and interviewing. One Semes-
ter course.
Drafting Technology
'Two Year Program:
Ass~iate of Applied Scienc.e Degree
Instructors: Danny Benton, Ralph Burkey, Tom Olson, Don Watts ,
This curriculum is organized to provide engineering departments,
government agencies, consulting engineers and architectural firms f
with a technician well versed in the necessary basic skills and knowl- ~'
edge of conventional and computer aided drafting. The student is
required to develop and maintain the same standards and tech-
niques used in firms or agencies that employ draftsmen. J
FIRST SEMESTE~
Drafting Lab and Lecture DT 101 ' 4 ]
Communication Skills OJ 111 3 (
Mathematics DT 131 5
Applied Physics DT 141 ; 3
Manufacturing Processes DT 153 2
. TOTAL 17
SECOND SEMESTER •
Drafting Lab and Lecture DT 102 .4
Communication Skills DT 112 3
Introduction to Surveying DT 122 : :2
Mathematics DT 132 3
Applied Physics DT 142 3
Construction Codes DT 172 2
TOTAL 17
Entrance requirements: High School Diploma or Equivalency Certif-
icate, personal interview and aptitude testing. The dental assistant
courses are ,taught by d~ntal assi,stant instructors and guest dental
leCturers. . . .
The program in Dental Assisting is accredited by the Commission on
Dental Accreditation, a specialized accrediting body recognized by
the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation and the United States
Department of Education. Students are eligible to take the Certifica-
tion Examination upon completion of this course. "
Course Offerings
I
O~ DENTAL ASSISTING .
DA101-102DENTALlaboralory (2-10-4)(F),(1-5-2)(S). Provides practicallabora-
tory experience in handling dental materials and instruments.
D'A104DENTALRADIOLOGY (3-5-4)(F): Provides dental assisting students the
opportunity to become skilled in dental x-ray procedures with aheavy empha-
sis on safety. .
DA 106 DENTALASSISTING CLINICAL EXPERIENCE(O-l6-4)(S). Supervised
chairside assisting experience in private dental offices and clinics.
DA 108 DENTALOFFICE MANAGEMENT (2-9-2). Covers the fundamentals of
business practices related to dentistry. .
DA 109 PUBLICHEALTHAND DENTALHYGIENE(2-9-2). The class work deals
with preventive dentistry and patient education. .
DA 111, 112 COMMUNICATION SKillS (300:3)(F/S). E~abies the studenls to
use our language effectively as a. tool for logical thinking. problem solving,
technical wdting and speaking reqtrired in their major fie,ld.of prepara~ion.
DA. 151-152 DENTALTHEORY (600-6)(F),(600-6)(S). Lectures cover the basic
dental sciences and dental specialities. .
I
I '
I
Dental Laboratory DA101-10i .. ' : .
Dental Radiology DA 104 , .•...
Dental Assisting Clinical Experience DA 106 ' .
Dental Office Management DA 108 ,.: '
Public Health and Dental Hygiene .DA 109 ,: ..••.•.
Communication Skills DA 111-112 .
Dental Theory DA 151-152 :. : .
Occupational Relationships DA 262 : .
Fundamentals of Speech CM 111". .
Standard First Aid and CPR PE1,~1 :.: .
TOTAL
1st '2nd
SEM SEM
4 " 2.~4
4
2
2
3 3
t' 6 6
2
3
1
24 18
,
THIRD SEMESTER
Drafting Lab and Lecture DT 201 ' .4
Descriptive Geometry DT 221 : 3
Applied Mathematics DT 231 : ' .. 3
Statics DT 241' 4
Graphics DT 261 : 1
Occupational Relationships DT 262 2
TOTAL 17
FOURTH SEMESTER
Drafting Lab and Lecture DT 202 .4
Technical Report Writing DT 222 ; 2
Applied Mathematics DT 232 3
) Specialized Graphics DT 263 .............•................. 2<
Strength of Materials DT 242 ' .4
TOTAL . 15
Course Offerings
DT DRAFTING TECHNOl()GY
,,":'
. DT 101 DRAFTING LABORATORy'AND LECTURE(1-14-4). Mechanical draft-
ing with basic drafting techniques, standards, methods, and basic block and
schematic diagrams for electronics and piping with introduction to computer
assisted drafting.
DT 102DRAFTING LABORATORYAND lECTURE(1-14-4). Architectural draft.
ing with tension c,?mpression and bending; introduction to limited structural
design .. PREREQ: DT 101.
DT111, 112COMMUNICATION SKILLS(300-3)(F/S), Study of terms, attributes,
and the mechanics of language for logical thinking, speaking, and writing.
Training includes an introduction to inference using both verbal and symbolic
techniques. Industrial applications include organization and delivery of tech.
nical reports in written and oral forms, business correspondence, and resume
preparation.
DT 122SURVEYING(2-2-2). Introduction to surveying, methodsand computa-
tion. Required field work with emphasis on compiling data and office compu-
tation. PREREQ: or CoreQ: DT 132.
DT 131 MATHEMATICS (4-1-4). Fundamentals of algebra with an introduction
to Basic algebra and arithmetic operations with fractions, decimals, percen-
tage, powers, operations with signed numbers, solutions of simple equations,
factoring operations with algebraic expressions . .one year high school algebra
with satisfactory grade ,or equivalent requir~d. . ,',
DT 132 MATHEMATICS (3-1-3). Plane geometry, basic coordinate geometry,
basic trigonometry and spatial geometry. Course includes many applied prob-
lems. PREREQ: DT 131 or equivalent.
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Electronics Technology
Two Year Program
Associate of Applied Science Degree
Instructors: Doug Carlton, Bod Dodson, Stan Sluder, James Stack
The Electronics Technology Program prepares students as entry level
electronic engineering technicians. These individuals may desire
employment leading to work as team members associated with engi-
neers, scientists, or manufacturing specialists involved in electronic
work.
FRESHMAN YEAR
Electronics Laboratory ET 101-102 .
Communication Skills ET 1"-112 , .
Technical Report Writing ET 121 ...•........•.....
Electronics Math 1-1,1ET 131-132 .
Basic Physical Science ET 142 .
Electronic Theory ET 151-152 . ' .
Intro to Digital Electronics ET 161 .
Digital Systems I ET 162 .
Digital Systems Lab I ET 163 .•.....................
Solid State Devices I ET 172 .
Solid State Devices Lab I ET 173 .....•.•...........
TOTAL
Spring Summer
10 10
5 5
15 15
Fall
10
5
2
17
Course Offerings.,'
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Linear Systems Lab ET 201 .•.....•................
Telecommunications lab ET 202 .
Cilculus I-II ET 231-232 ....•.....................
Instrumentation ET 241 •..........................
Instrumentation Lab, ET 242 '.' .
Linear Systems ET 251 : .
Telecommunications Systell)s ET 252 .
Occupational Relatio'ns ET 262 .
Digital Systems II ET 264 .
Digital System's Lab II ET 265 '0 ••••••••••••••••••
Solid. State Devices II ET 273 .. '.' .
Solid State Devices Lab II ET 274 .
Digital Systems III ET 275 .
Digital Systems Lab IIIET 276 .
Microprocessor Systems ET 277 " .
Microprocessor Systems Lab ET 278 .
.Occupational Electives .
TOTAL
To,tal Numb~r.of Credit Hours: 71 •
• Elective chosen from following course offerings to fulfill Occupational Area core require~
ments. These selecti.ons are also chosen with the intent of fulfilling the general education
requirements for the associate of applied science degree : GB 101, EC 201, EC 202, AC 205, AC
20G,GB 202. IS 210, CM 111, eM 131, CM 221 CM 251, MG 301, L5102, P 101,
SUBJECT
Lineworker Lab EL 101-102-103 .
Lineworker Theory EL 151-152-153 .
Occupational RelationshipsEL 262 .
TOTAL
EL ELECTRICAL L1NEWORKER •
EL 101-102-103 ELECTRICAL L1NEWORKERLABORATORV (0-25-10).The field
operation provides actual "job type" experience for the student.. Course
content includes advanced climbing techniques, ropes and rigging, pole set-
ting and removal, framing of various structures for transmission and distribu-
tion, guys and anchors, conductor and insulator installation of transformers
and transformer banks, services, street "lights, underground distribution
design, construction and maintenance, troubleshooting both overhead and
underground, use and care of personal protective equipment, hot stick use
and care, operation and maintenance of vehicles and all related construction'
equipment. "
EL 151-152-153 ELECTRICAL L1NEWORKER THEORV.(0-10-5). The theory por-
tion of the program provides the student with an ample background in the
basics of electrical theory, power generation, transmissio,n,distribution, mate-
rials identification and application, overcurrentaild protective devices, con-
struction techniques, design and specification, basic climbing skills and care of
personal tools, transformer theory, design and construction, operation and
maintenance of vehicles and equipment, first aid, and pe(sonal and occupa-
tional safety. ~ '.
EL262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-0-2)(FI' Course i~'d'e~igned to enable a
student to become skilled in dealing effective y with people and for applying,
getting, maintaining and advancing in employment: One semester course.
DT 141 APPLIED PHYSICS (3-0-3). Course covers properties of solids, liquids
and gases with emphasis on introduction to strength of materials. Also
temperature and effects of heat, heat transfer and change of state of matter are
covered. Emphasis placed on problem solving. One year high school algebra
"'lith satisfactory grade or equivalent.
DT 142 APPLIED PHYSICS (3-0-3). Course covers vectors and graphic methods
with emphasis on forces exerted on structural members in astatic position;
force and motion; work energy and power a nd basic machines. CoreQ: DT 132
or equivalent.
DT153 MANUFACTURING PROCESSES(2-1-2). Asurveyof materials, machine,
tools, production methods, and quality control methods.
DT 172 CONSTRUCTION CODES (2-0-2). Introduction to national. and local
building, electrical, plumbing and fire codes, as pertaining to residential and
light commercial building, construction. Emphasis on FHA, VA and conven-
tional standard requirements. (Open to non-drafting technology majors--
~pace permitting.)
DT201 DRAFTING LABORATORY AND LECTURE (1-14-4). Civil drafting, map-
ping, highway curves and earthwork using conventional and computer draft-
ing techniques. PREREQ: DT 122, 132, 102.
DT 202 DRAFTING LABORATORY AND LECTURE (1-14-4). Structural drafting
terminology, structural and reinforcing steel specifications and drawing prac-
tice with manual and computerize,d methods. PREREQ: DT 201, 221.
DT 221 DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY. AND DEVELOPMENT (3-1-3). Theory and
practice of coordinate projection applied to the solution of properties of
points, lines, planes and solids with practical drafting applications.
DT 222 TECHNICAL REPORT WRITING (2-0-2)(F/S). Objective: to enable stu-
dents to meet on-the-job standards of report preparation in the field of
drafting.
DT 231 APPLIED MATHEMATICS (3-1-3). Solution of practical problems involv-
ing concepts from DT 131 and DT 132 Math. PREREQ: DT 132.
DT 232 APPLIED MATHEMATICS (3-1-3). Application and expansion of
mathematics, statics and strength of materials. Related to lab projects.
PREREQ: DT 231.
DT241 STATICS (4-0-4). Introductory course in statics with emphasisonanalysis
of simple structures. PREREQ: DT 132.
DT 242 STRENGTH OF MATERIALS (4-0-4). Analysis of stress and strain in
torsion, tension, compression and stress, Introduction' to limited structural
design. PREREQ: DT 132. '
DT 261 GRAPHICS (l-l-l)(F/S). Introduction to graphic presentation methods
used in industry, such as isometric and perspective rendering, charts, graphs
and pictorial representations. (Open to non-drafting technology majors--
space permitting. "
DT 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-0-2). Course is designed to enable a
student to become skilled in dealing eflectively with people and for applying, .
getting, maintaining and advancing in employment. One semester course.
DT 263 SPECIALIZED GRAPHICS \2-1-2). An intensive study of perspective and
rendering as used in industrial i lustration, architectural rendering and civil
engineering, including mechanical and electronic methods. Lecture-Lab-
oratory. PREREQ: DT 261 (Open to non-drafting technology majors - space
permitting).
Electrical lineworker
Nine Month Program.
Certificate of Completion
Instructor: Gerald McKie
The Electrical Lineworker Program provides the student with the best
and most complete basic preparation possible in overhead and
underground: constructionand niah,tenance prote~ure.s. Ce.ntering
around a baSIC program of performance ba'sed obJectives, Instruc-
tio'nal ma~erials. a'lid field ex~erientes,the program provides ~he
student with the necessary skIlls and knowledge needed as a firm,
fe:>tindation in this rapidly advancing field.
, In the' laboratory experience with equip'fnerit such as transformers,
oil circuit bre'akers, swifche's, materials and p'ole line hardware, hot
line tools, test equipmenl, bucket truck, line truck, trencher/back-
hoe, and related equipment components, provides the student with
"hands-on" experience pe"n'nittirig further and more concentrated
advancement in these skilled areas.
The program is designed to produce a highly skilled, well-informed
entry levellineworker who is familiar with use of all tools, materials,
and equipment of the trade. The areas of first aid, personal safety,
and occupational safety are stressed as integral parts of each area of
the craft.
!
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Semiconductor Technology
Two Year Program
j
I
r
I
ET 181 INTRODUCTION TO INTEGRATED CIRCUIT INDUSTRY (2-0-2)(F).
Overview of the integrated circuit: its history, applications, and manufactur-
ing. Course will cover technical aspects lightly and will focuson economic and
social impact. PREREQ: ET131-132, or M 111 or equivalent.
ET 182 INTRODUCTION TO INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PROCESSING (2-0-2)(F).
Examination of the manufacturing techniques and processes necessary to build
an integrated circuit from raw materials to final products. The emphasis is on
conceptual aspects of processing; however, mechanisms and modeling will be
discussed,'PRER.EQ: ET131-132 or M 111 or the equivalent. ' .
ET 183 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT PROCESSING I (2-0-2)(S). A descriptive treat-
ment, in some chemical and mathematical detail, of the processes used to
manufacture integrated circuits. PREREQ: ET181, 182.
ET201 LINEAR SYSTEMSLAB (O-5-1)(F/S). Laboratoryexercises to complement
ET251. Linear amplification and signal processing circuits including integra-
tors, differentiators, active fi Iters, oscillators, comparators, differential amplifi-
ers, and specialized non-linear amplifiers. PREREQ: ET152,ET 172. .
ET 202 TELECOMMUNICATIONS LAB (O-5-1)(F/S). Laboratory exercise to
complement ET252. Communication experiments in radio frequency genera-
tion and measurement, amplitude and frequency modulation, frequency shift
keying, pulse width and position modulation, radio frequency reception cir-
cuits, demodulation and detection, heterodyne systems, and automatic fre-
quency control. PREREQ: ET251. -
ET231 CALCULUS I (3-2-3)(F/S). Differentiation of algebraic, logarithmic, and
trigonometric equations. Determination of maximums and minimums, ratesof
change, and limits. Basic introduction to integration. PREREQ: ET132.
ET232 CALCULUS II (3-2-3)(F/S). Integration of equations, analytic geometry
and integration of two and three dimensional geometric figures, multiple
integration: Introductory differential equations, Laplace transforms. PREREQ:
ET231.
.~, "-to
ET241 INSTRUMENTATION (2-0-2)(F/S). Electronic measurement through use
of sensors, transducers, and detectors. Open-ended and closed-loop mea-
surement systems. Photoelectric sensors, thermoelectric sensors, linear varia-
ble differential transformers. Signal conditioning'and processing. PREREQ: ET
152.
ET242 INSTRUMENTATION LAB (0-4-1)(F/S). Laboratory exercises to comple-
ment ET241. Application of sensors, transducers, and detectors. Signal condi-
tioning and treatment. Measurement error considerations, noise reduction
schemes, digitization methods. PREREQ: ET152.
ET 251 LINEAR SYSTEMS (3-2-3)(F/S/. Linear circuit processing. Operational
amplifier circuits, comparators, osci lators, logarithmic amplification, active
signal filtering, operational amplifier power supply considerations. PREREQ:
ET152.
ET252 TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS(3-2-3)(F/S). Radio and light com-
munications systems. Radio frequency generation and propagation, modula-
tion and demodulation techniques'. Receiver systems. PREREQ: ET251.
ET262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-0-2)(F/S). Course is designed to ena-
ble a student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and for
applying, getting; maintaining and advancing in employment. One semester
course.
ET264 DIGITAL SYSTEMSII (2-0-2)(F/S). Implementation of sequential logic, .
flip-flops, converters, encoders, decoders, arithmetic logic systems and com-
parators, PREREQ: ET162. .
ET265 DIGITAL SYSTEMSLAB II (0-4-1)(F/S). Laboratory exercises to comple-
ment ET264: See ET264 course description. PREREQ: ET162.
ET273SOLID STATEDEVICES II (2-0-2)(F/S). Study of solid state devices includ-
ing silicon controlled rectifiers, tunnel diodes, optoelectronic devices, power
FETdevices, and solid state transducers. PREREQ: ET172.
ET 274 SOLID STATE DEVICES LAB II (0-4-1)(F/S). Laboratory exercises to
complement ET273. Study of characteristics of SCRdevices, photodiodes and
phototransistors, light emitting diodes, laser diodes, LASCR devices, power
field effect'transistors, solid state temperature sensors and strain gauges.
PREREQ: ET172.
ET275 DIGITAL SYSTEMSIII \2-0-2)(F/S). Study of various logic families. Data'
conversing, analog-to-digita and digital-to-analog conversion. digital data
compression techniques, digital data transmission and reception, micropro-
cessor peripheral systems, memory devices and systems. PREREQ: ET264.
H 276 DIGITAL SYSTEMSLAB III (O-S-l)(F/S). Laboratory exercises to comple-
ment ET275. See ET275 course description. PREREQ: ET264.
combinational logic circuits, tri-state logic gates, expander functions of ga'tes,,'
fan-out specifications, propagation delay and operating speed. Basic sequen-
tiallogic operations, R-S and J-K flip-flop fundamentals. PREREQ: ET161
ET 163 DIGITAL SYSTEMSLAB I (0-4-1)(F/S). Laboratory exercises to comple-
ment ET162. See ET162 course description. PREREQ: ET161. '
ET 172 SOLID STATE DEVICES i (3-2-3)(F/S). Ac and dc properties of diodes
and transistor. Semiconductor properties. Manufacture of semiconductor
devices. Bipolar junction transistor, I'unction field effect transistor, and ~OS
devices. Operational circuits emp oying diodes and transistor. TranSIstor
amplifier biasing, load line computations, and gain determinations. PREREQ:
ET 151, ET 131.
ET173 SOLID STATEDEVICES LAB I (0-4-1)(F/S). Laboratory exercises to com-
plement ET172. Diode rectification circuits, transi~tor biasing and amplifying
circuits. Class A, AB, B, and C amplifier circuits, troubleshooting of diode and
transistor circuits.33
2
3
18
2
2
3
18
.~.
ET ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY
Course Offerings
ET 101 ELECTRONICS LABORATORY I (0-10-2)(F/S). Experiments in direct
current electronics. Study of resistance, dc circuit behavior, dc applications of
capacitors and inductors,dc operation of transistor circuits, and characteristics
of dc test equipment.
ET102ELECTRONICS LABORATORY \I (0-5-1)(F/S). Experiments in alternating
current electronics. Study of reactance, impedance, ac circuit behavior, ac
transistor circuits, ac circuit devices, and characteristics of ac test equipment.
PREREQ: ET101.
ET111, 112 COMMUNICATION SKILLS(3-0-3)(F/S). Study of terms, attributes,
and the mechanics 6f language for logical thinking, speaking, and writing.
Training includes an introduction to inference usingboth verbal and symbolic
techniques, Industrial applications include organization and delivery of tech-
nical reports in written and oral forms, business correspondence, and resume
preparation.
ET113TECHNICAL REPORT WRITING (1-4-2)(F/S). Composition of standard-
ized technical reports, proper usage of electrical schematic drawings and
proper use of headings and punctuation.
ET131ELECTRONICS MATHEMATICS I (3-2-3)(F/S). The number system, alge:
bra and algebraic equations, functions and the graphing of functions, expo-
nential and logarithmic equations, and plane geometry and trigonometry.
ET132 ELECTRONICS MATHEMATICS II (3-2-3)(F/S). Complex numbers, vec-
tors and vector mathematics, trigonometric functions and equations, and
graphing of trigonometric functions. PREREQ: ET131
ET 142 BASIC PHYSICAL SCIENCE (3-0-3)(F/S). Co~rse covers concept's of
force, displacement, power and energy and mechanical physical principles
including mas>,inertia, momentum, velocity and acceleratiol1, and moment of
inertia. Emphasis is placed on problem solving. PREREQ:One year high school
algebra with satisfactory grade or equivalent. .
ET151ELECTRONIC THEORY I (4-1-4)(F/S). Theory of direct current electricity,
its behavior in dc circuits, resistance and physical properties contributing to
resistance, errors in calculation, dc power, dc current and voltage laws, dc
circuit analysis, and physical properties of circuit components.
ET 152 ELECTRONIC THEORY'II (4-1-4)(F/S); Theory "f alternating current
electr.icity, its behavior in electric circuits, properties of reactance and impe-
dance, ac circuit analysis, tuned circuits and resonance;mutual inductance and
transformers. PREREQ: ET151,
H 161 INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL ELECTRONICS (2-0-2) (F/S). Introduc-
tion to binary number system, Boolean functions and mathematics, basic logiC
gatesand logic families, Karnaugh mapping and Boolean simplification of logic
functions.
H 162 DIGITAL SYSTEMSI (2-0-2)(F/S). Basic TTL and MOS gate oper~tions,
SECOND YEAR
Digital Systems I and II ET162, ET264 : . . . . . . .. .. . 2 '2
Technical Report Writing ET 113 . .. . . . .. 2
Intro to Solid State Physics ET291 3
Solid State Device Physics ET292 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Integrated Circuit Layout ET281 2
Electronics Theory I and lab ET 151-101........ 5
Electronics Theory II and Lab ET 152-102 : . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5
Solid State Devices I ET 172 : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
'Elective. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 3
Total . 15 18
Total Number of Credit Hours: 69
.• The electives shall be selected from the areas of Business, Economics, and/or Human
Relations.
FIRST YEAR
General Physics PH 101-102 .
College Chemistry C 131 : .. : .
Chemistry Lab C 132 .
Advanced Electronics Math ET231-232 .
Communication Skills ET111-112 .
Intro to Digital Electronics ET161 .
Intro to Integrated Circuit Industry ET181 .
Intro to Integrated Circuit Processing ET182 .
Integrated Circuit Processing I ET 183 .
'Elective .
Total
Associate of Applied Science Degree
The successful completion of ET131-132 or M-ll1, or the equivalent
is prerequisite for this major. • .. '
1st 2nd
SEM SEM.
4 4
3
1
3
3
162
\
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ET 277 MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS (2-0-2)(F/S). Study of microprocessor ,
functions based on 6800 series microprocessor. Number systems, micropro-
cessor basics, computer a rithmetic, programming, central processor unit struc-
ture, and interfacing. PREREQ: ET 264.
ET278 MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS LAB (0-5-1)(F/S). Laboratory exercises to
complement ET 277. See ET 277 course description:'PREREQ: ET 264.
ET 281 INTEGRATED CIRCUIT LAYOUT (2-0-2)(S). Lecture and drafting tech-';
niques used in the design of integrated circuit photolithographic masks. Focus
to be on N-MOS silicon gate memory devices. PREREQ: ET 183.
ET 291 INTRODUCTION TO SOLID STATE PHYSICS (3-0-3)(SI' A study of the
interaction of wave phenomena (electromagnetic radiation, attice vibration,
and electrons) with the lattice in a solid. Attention is focused on an under-
standing of the electrical and thermal properties of solids, metals and semi. ,
conductors, in particular. Other selected topics from solid state and low
temperature physics. PREREQ: PH 102 or PH 220.224. ' ' ,.
ET 292 SOLID STATE DEVICE PHYSICS (3-0-3)(S). Introduction to the theory
underlying the operation of semiconductor devices. The emphasis is placed
on qualitative understanding and simple quantitative models. PREREQ: PH
291, ET 231 or M 204, C 131.
Electronics Service Technology -
Two Year Program
Associate of Applied Science Degree
This program is designed to prepare the student for entrance level
employment in industry as an electronics technician. Instruction is
designed to develop knowledge, understanding, and skills essential
to be in a position to receive on-the-job training by a future
employer to become a highly specialized electronics technician. It is,
by design, a balance of analog and digital training with emphasis on
diagnosing and correcting system failures. • .
FRESHMAN YEAR
Electronics Service Technology and Electronics Technology have a '
common first year. Please, see Electronics Technology for course
descriptions for the Freshman year. ' •
School of Vocational Technical Education
area; this could include but is not limited to FCC license or CET certificate
preparation.
Heavy Duty Mechanics--Diesel -
Eleven Month Program
Certificate of Completion
Instructors: Ted Brownfield, Ken Hogue
This program is designed to prepare students for entry level
employment in the heavy mechanics field. Instruction will include
the basics in design and fundamentals of operation of gasoline and
diesel engines, heavy duty trucks, equipment and component parts.
Instruction will be on mock-ups and actual working units.
" ,
SUBJECT Fall Spring Summer
Diesel Mechanics Basic DM 101 ......... 19
Diesel Mechanics Intermed I,ll DM 104-105 17 15
Occupational Relationships DM262 ..... 2
" TOTAL 19 19 15
Course Offerings
ES201-202 ADVANCED ELECTRONICS LAB (0-16-4). Experiments a~d irouble-
shooting exercises of advanced electronic circuits and systems covered in ES
255.256 (analog) and'ES 271.272 (digital). . '
ES204 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMING'(2-0-2). Introdu~e;
FORTRAN and BASIC programming principles and logic including input-
output, flowcharting, handling arrays and subprograms, asapplied to problem
solving and required by the service industry. ,. .
ES 255 ADVANCED ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY I (4-1-4). Study of video
corcuits and systems, Signal processing, alignment, and troubleshooting.
PREREQ' ES152 !
ES256 ADVANCED ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY II (4-1-4). Study of RF com.
munications systems, including RF generation, amplification, modulation and
multiplexing, radiation, and reception. PREREQ: ES256.
ES262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATlONS (3-0-3). Course is designed to enable a
student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and applying for,
gaining, retaining and advancing in employment. Elective.
ES 263 SHOP MANAGEMENT (3-0-3). Study of shop management including
methods of pricing, bookkeeping, and warranty reimbursement. Elective.
ES271 ADVANCED DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 1(4-1-4). Studyof advanced cjigital
circuitsand systems including memory devices, basic microprocessor architec."
ture and machine language programming. PREREQ: ES162. .
ES272 ADVANCED DIGITAL ELECTRONICS II (4.1.4). Continuation of ES271
leading into microprocessor interfacing and control of electro-mechanical
systems with emphasis on troubleshooting. PREREQ: E5271. '
ES 296 INDIVIDUAL STUDY (2-2-2). Individualized program of study agreed
upon by the student and a faculty member to aid in advancing in a specialty'
\
SOPHOMORE YEAR "
Adv. Electronics laboratoryES 201-202 , .
Intro to Computer Programming ES 204 .
Advanced Electronics Technology ES 255-256 .
Advanced Digital Electronics ES 271-272 .
Individual Study ES 275 .
Electives (Economics & Industrial & •
Human Relations) .
TOTAL
Course Offerings
ES - ELECTRONICS SERVICE TECHNOLOGY
4
2
4
4
3
,17
4'
4
,,4
2
3
17
, OM HEAVY DUTY MECHANICS--DIESEL
OM 101 DIESEL MECHANIC5--BASIC (14-20-19)(F). This course covers shop
safety practices, use and care of tools, use 01 measuring devices, service
manuals, basic principles of diesel and heavy duty gasoline engines, transmis.
sions, power trains, cooling systems, diesel and gasoline engine fuel systems,
electrical systems, suspension hydraulic ,and air brakes, clutches, steering, and
basic welding. Students must satisfactorily complete all theory and laboratory
assignments and pass a final examination to progress to intermediate heavy
duty mechanics. '
OM 104 DIESEL MECHANICS INTERMEDIATE I (10-28-17)(5). The study and
laboratory application of the design,construction, maintenance, and repair of
diesel and heavy duty gasoline engines. Shop safety, care and use of special
tools, welding, transmissions and power trains, cooling systems, fuel systems,
clutches, steering electrical systems, suspension, hydraulic and air brakes will
be studied. The theory will be applied in the lab. PREREQ: OM 101.
OM 105 DIESEL MECHANICS INTERMEDIATE II (8-28-15)(SU). Continuation of
the study and application of OM 104. PREREQ: OM 104.
OM 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-0-2). Course is designed to enable a
student to become skilled in dealing effectively with peoflle and for applying,
getting, maintaining and advancing in employment. One semester course.
Horticulture Service Technician-
Two Year Program
(Landscape Construction and Maintenance)
Associate of Applied Science Degree
Instructors: Gary Moen, Neldon Oyler
The objective of the Horticulture Program is to prepare students for
employment in the landscape, Nursery, Floral, Greenhouse, and
Fruit and Vegetable, industries. This includes the production, sales
and service. ai;eas af these major fields. The program stresses the
design of la ndscapes, their interpretation and construction includi ng
costs, praduction of nursery plants, plant propagation, and lands.
cape planting. Graduates af the Horticulture program qualify for
positions in Nursery and Flaral establishments as well as in Parks,
Grounds, Maintenance, and Highway departments. They may also.
enter the fields assaciated with plant'propagatian, nursery sales,
greenhouse wark and sales in the relilted fertilizer and insecticide
fields. ' •
School of Vocational Technical Education
FRESHMAN YEAR
Horticulture Laboratory HO 101-102 ............•.
Communication Skills HO 111-112 ...........•••..
Related Basic Mathematics HO 131-132 .
Related Basic Science HO 141-142 ............••••
Horticulture Theory HO 151-152 .
TOTAL
1st 2nd
SEM SEM
4 4
3 3
3 3
2 2
7 7
19 19
HO 271 INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS (3-0-3). Providing the opportunity for the
student to apply all his prior education in planning. developing, and complet-
!ng a unique, practical horticulture project.
Industrial Mechanics/Automation
Nine Month Program
HO 101 HORTICULTURE LABORATORY (0-15-4). Applying the related theory
and content to the solution of practical problems in horticulture. Specific areas
of application to include exploring occupational opportunities. Identification
of plants by the use of of descriptive terms; identification of ,annual, and
perennial flowering plants; use of scientific names; classification and botanical
structures of plants, climatic and other factors limiting growth; plant propaga-
tion, greenhouse, flower, and ,plant production,
HO 102 HORTICULTURE LABORATORY (0-15-4). Applying the related and
theory content to the solution of practical problems in horticulture. Specific
areas of application include soils and soil amendments; construction of grow-
ing containers and houses; arrangements, implementation of entire green-
house operation and bedding plant production; the use of insecticides; pesti-
cides,etc', and precautions necessary during use.
HO 111, 112 COMMUNICATION S!(ILLS (3-0-3)(FiS).Objectiv~; to enable
students to use language effectively as a tool for logical 'thinking, problem
solving, technical writing and speaking required in their majorfield of training;
HO 131-132 RELATED BASIC MATHEMATICS (3-0-3). First Semester --develop-
ing comprehension of the basic principles of mathematics. Specific areas
include addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions, denominate
numbers, square root, mensuration. Second semester: developing compre-
hension of the principles of related bookkeeping and accounting. Specific
areas to be covered include: income and expense accounts, general journal
and ledger, sales and purchases, inventories, payroll, etc.
HO 141-142 RELATED BASIC SCIENCE (2-0-2). First semester--developing
comprehension of the scientific principles utilized in plant identification,plant
growth and development, limiting factors,development which aid plant prop-
agation, Second semester--developing comprehension of the scientific prin-
ciples utilized in: developments which aid plant propagation, construction
materials, insecticides, pesticides, soils and fertility.
HO 151-152 HORTICULTURE THEORY (7-0-7). First semester--developing
comprehension, analysis and evaluation 01: introduction to the field of horti-
culture, plant classification and growth, climate and other growth limiting
factors, soil and soil amendments. Second semester--developing comprehen-
sion, analysis and evaluation of: plant propagation; growing containers; insect
and disease control; and pesticide application.
HO 201 HORTICULTURE LABORATORY (0-15-4). Applying the related and
theory content to the solution of practical problems in horticulture. Specific
areas of application include preparing landscape drawings, making concrete,
block, brick, stone and wood structures, turf grass installation, and identifica-
tion of trees and shrubs.
HO'202 HORTICULTURE LABORATORY (0-15-4). Applying the related and
theory content to the solution of practical problems in horticulture. Specific
areas of application include preparing landscape drawings, commercial, resi-
dential, part, Japanese gardens, turf grass installation and maintenance.
HO 241 RELATED SCIENCE (2-0-2). Developing comprehension of the scien-
tific principles utilized in plant growing and materials of construction. '
HO 242 RELATED SCIENCE (2-0-2). Developing comprehension of the scien-
tific principles utilized in; power equipment, lawn and shrub maintenance,
and plant wounds, basic first aid.
HO 251 HORTICULTURE THEORY (7-0-7); Landscape maintenance. Plant
identification and uses. Landscape design, turf management. and shade tree
identification and installation.
HO 252 HORTICULTURE THEORY (7-0-7). Horticulture power machines and
maintenance of tillers, mowers, shredders, construction design. nursery pro-
duction, and garden center management.
HO 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-0-2). Course is designed to enable a
student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and for applying,
getting, maintaining and advancing in employment, One semester course.
Machine Shop - Two Year Program
Associate of Applied Science Degree
Instructor: Gus Glassen, Don Wertman
Boise State University offers a specialized Machi ne Shop program for
students desiring to become machine tool operators. Students
receive instruction in the set-up and use of all basic machines includ.
ing engine lathes, milling machines, grinders, surface grinders,com-
puter numerical control machines and bench work connected with
them. Students will also learn about the manydifferent materialsand
processes used by industry. They will receive classroom instruction
Certificate of Completion
Instructor: Bob Allen
The Industrial Mechanics Program is designed to prepare technicians
with entry level skills relevant to increasingly complex automated
industrial environments.
Emphasis is on design, operation, maintenance, diagnosis and irou-
bleshooting of modern systems as found in the workplace today.
Preventive maintenance techniques and job safety are stressed.
1st 2nd
SEM SEM
3
3
3
5
2
16
3
3
3
5
2
16
SUBJECTS:
Maintenance Welding Technology 1M 101 .
Maintenance Machine Fundamentals 1M 102 .
Electro-Mechanical Systems 1M 110-111 .
Basic Fluid Power Operations 1M 121-122 .
Industrial Mechanical Laboratory 1M 131-132 .
Industrial Technology Communications 1M 162 .
Occupational Relationships 1M 262 .......•........
TOTAL
Course Offerings
1M INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS
1M 101 MAINTENANCE WELDING TECHNOLOGY (3-0-3)(F). Coverage includes
oxyacetylene equipment. basic arc welding, and gas metal arc welding for
maintenance. Use of special electrodes on ferrous and non-ferrous base
metals is emphasized. Blueprint reading, shop math,.etjuipment maintenance,
and lay-out skills for modern manufacturing are included.
1M 102 MAINTENANCE MACHINE FUNDAMENTALS (3-0-3)(S). This course
combines use of basic hand tools with selected machine tools (lathe, milling
machine, drill press, shaper, pipe/bolt machine) as are required to effectively
service or repair increasingly sophisticated industrial devices. Preventive
maintenance techniques utilizing this equipment are covered.
1M 110-111 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(F-S).This course covers
basic electricity, electrical motor technology, controls, test meter usage,
transmission of power via various drives. troubleshooting, and maintenance of
these systems.
1M 121-122 BASIC FLUID POWER OPERATIONS (3-0-3)(F-S). Hydraulics and
Pneumatics: Complex automated manufacturing equipment requires a tech-
nician to be proficient in maintaining, repairing. and troubleshooting fluid
power devices. This course provides basic exposure to fluid power systems of
pumps, motors, valves. servo-valves, actuators. filtration, fluids,hydrostats, and
accessories. •
1M 131-132 INDUSTRIAL MECHANICAL LABORATORY (0-20-5)(F-S). Labora-
tory experiences keyed to Performance Based Objectives correlated with
lecture topics are the basis for this course. Practical application of theory,
maintenance, and safety are stressed.
1M 162 INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY COMMUNICA TlONS(2-0-2)(F). Compu-
ter/Numerical Control Literacy for the Industrial Technician, Problem solving
with the Hewlett-Packard HP41 CV/IL System. Demonstrations of program-,
ming and operating techniques are given the student for controlling/com-
municating with automated production equipment,
1M 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-0-2)(S). Co u rse is designed to ena ble a
student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people in an industrial
environment. Communication and writing skills for applying for, obtaining,
~etaining and advancing in employment are offered.
4
2
7
3
3
18
4
2
7
2
3
18
HO HORTICULTURE
Course Offerings
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Horticulture Laboratory HO 201-202 , .
Related Science HO 241-242 .
Horticulture Theory HO 251-252 ..............•.•••
Occupational Relationships HO 262 ...•..........
Individual Project HO 271 .
Consumer Marketing MM 201 .•..............•••.
Salesmanship MM 101 ...............•...........
TOTAL
164
,
\
\
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Marketing: Mid-Management,
Two Year Program .
and practical experience in the use of various precision measure-
ment and test equipment being used by metals manufacturing
ind ustries.
Students who choose not to take CM-ll1 and two approved electives
will receive a Diploma in Machine Shop. .
MS 101-102 MACHINE SHOP LABORATORY (2-18-6). This ;~q~ence covers
safety, shop practice, work habits, and production rates. Also included are the
se~-up and operati~n of the lathes, milling machines, drill presses, power saws,
grinders, surface gnn~ers, the use of special attachments, bench work, layout,
and computer numencal control machines.
MS 111 COMMU~ICATION SKILLS(3-0-3)(F). An examination of interper-
sonal commumcatlon. Focuses on communication in life-long learning, on
awareness of self, communicative relationships and written communications.
MS 124-125 RELATEDBLUEPRINTREADING (2-0-2)(4-0-4). This is concerned
with the study of the principlesand techniques of reading blueprintsasapplied
to the machine shop. The sketching and drawing of actual shop projects will
enable the student to beller understand the techniques used in the reading of
machine shop blueprints.
MS.132 BASICMATH (2-0-2). A study of fractions, decimals, metric system and
basIc math processes such as addition, subtraction, division and multiplication
as applied to the machine shop.
MS 151-152 MACHINE ~HOP THEORY (3-0-3). Machining processes and their
application as practiced In the laboratory course. Safety and sound work habits
are emphasized in all phases of instruction: The set-up, care and maintenance
of surface grinders, mills, lathes, CNC, drill pressesand other machine tools.
MS 201-202.ADVANCED MACHINE SHOP LABORATORY(2-18-6). The set-up'
and operation involVing mampulatlvedevelopment and increased skill in the
us~ of lathes, milling machines, drill presses, power saws, tools and culler
gnnder, surface gnnder, heat treating, hardness testing, layout, inspection,
and computer numerical control mill set-up, operation and programming.
PREREQ: MS 102. .
MS 221-222 BLUEPRINTREADING AND LAYOUT FOR THEMACHINIST (2-0-
2). Three dimensional draWing and hand sketching of mechanical devices and
metric measures will be covered. PREREQ: MS 125.
MS 231:232 ADVANCED MATH (6-0-6). Astudy of trigonometry and geometry'
as applied to shop problems and the mathematics reqUired for numencal
control machining. A study of scientifiC prrnciples reqUired in the machinist
trade is prOVided. PREREQ: MS 132. ".
MS 251-252 ADVANCED MACHINE SHOP THEORY (2-0-2). The composition
of grinding wheels, metallurgy and heat treatment of metals. The program-
ming of numencal controlled machines, asapplied to the machinist. PREREQ:
MS 152. .
MS 262 OCCUPATIONAL RElATIONS (2-0-2)(F). An examination of occupa-
tional requlfements. Focuses on job seeking skills, employer and en'iployee
relations, social security and workmen's compensation laws CPR and first aid
skills. ' ,
. Fall Spring
6 6
3
2 4
2
3 3
2
3
16 18
Admission Requirements
Entrance requirements: High school graduate or pass the General
Educational Development Test. Satisfactory scores on the pre-
entrance test, which is given by Boise State University. A complete
medical examination is required. The applicant will be interviewed
by a committee. Thirty students will be selected for the Boise pro-
gram, which begins in January; ten students will be selected for the
Nampa program, and ten students will be selected for the Caldwell
program, which begins in September. .
The courses will be offered at various times during the eleven months
depending upon the admission date and the availability of clinical
experiences. This curriculum meets the requirements for hours and
content for the Idaho State Board of Nursing.
A student must complete the following requirements to graduate
from the program.
Professional Concepts PN 101 2
Anatomy and Physiology for Practical Nursing PN 102 .4
Medical-Surgical Nursing PN 104 7
Nutrition and Diet Therapy PN 105 2
Emergency Nursing Concepts PN 106 2
Pharmacology for Practical Nursing PN 107 3
Pharmacology Clinical PN 108 1
Geriatric Nursing PN 109 ;.1
Geriatric Clinical PN 110 1
Maternal and Infant Clinical PN 112 2
Pediatric Clinical PN 113 2
Fundamentals of Nursing PN 114 5
Clinical Foundations PN 115 3
Community Health and Microbiology PN 120 1
Medical-Surgical Nursing I PN 121 8
Medical-Surgical Nursing II PN 122 7
Certificate of Completion
Instructors: Melanie Baichtal, Willa Chaffee, Mary Dallas,
Noreen Heist, Donna McCulloch, Mary Towle
The Practical Nursing Program, in cooperation with three hospitals, a
long term care facility and the State Board for Vocational Education,
is approximately 11 months in length and consists of hospital and
long term care nursing experiences and classroom instruction. A
certificate is awarded upon graduation from the course. Students are
then eligible to take the state licensing examination, which,if passed,
qualifies them to practice as licensed practical nurses. The program is
approved by the Idaho State Boar? of Nursing.
Classroom work includes instruction in the needs of individuals in
health and in sickness, with emphasis on the practical nurses' part in
meeting these needs.
Clinical experience consists of supervised hospital nursing expe-
rience in caring for patients with medically and surgically treated
conditions, the care of sick children, new mothers and infants, reha-
bilitation and remotivation techniques in the care of the aged and
long-term patient. Failure to meet requirements in either theory or
clinical areas may result in termination from the program.
Math or Information-Decision Science Elective .
Salesmanship MM 101 , , .
Introduction to Financial Accounting AC 205 .
Principles of Economics-Macro EC 201 , .
Mid-Management Practicum MM 100 .
Elements of Management MM 105 .
Fundamentals of Speech Communication CM 111 .
TOTAL
Practical Nursing -
Eleven Month Program
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Consumer Marketing MM 201 ,., ,
Principles of Economics-Micro EC 202 .
Principles of Advertising MM 203 .. , , , .
Report Writing MM 209 .
Intro Microcomputer Appl in Retailing MM 250 .
Retail Merchandising MM 204 ,
General Psychology P 101 , , , .
Mid-Management Practicum MM 100 .
Electives : , .
TOTAL
NOTE:The Marketing: Mid-Management program is also listed in this Catalog in the
College of Business section. (
6
2
6
2
3
19
2nd
SEM
3
6
2
6
2
3
19
1st
SEM
3
3
Associate of Science Degree
Instructors: Richard Lane, Duston Scudder
FRESHMAN YEAR
Machine Shop laboratory MS 101-102 .
Communication Skills MS 111 .
Blueprint Reading MS 124-125 .
Basic Math MS 132 .
Machine Shop Theory MS 151-152 .
Occupational Relationships MS 262 .
Fundamentals of Speech Commun CM 111 .
TOTAL
MS MACHINE SHOP
Course Offerings
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Advanced Machine Shop lab MS 201"202 .
Blueprint Reading & layout MS 221-222 .
Advanced Math MS 231-232 .
Advanced Machine Shop Theory MS 251-252 .
Electives (on approval) .
TOTAL
FRESHMAN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
Introduction to Business GB 101 .
'\
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Growth and Development PN 123 : 1
Maternal and Infant HealthPN 124 .. :: ....••.......••...... 2
Pediatric Nursing PN 125 ...........................•..••... 2
Mental Health and Mental Illness PN 126 •........•........•. 2
TOTAL '58
Course Offerings
PN PRACTICAL NURSING
PN 101 PROFESSIONAL CONCEPTS (2-0-2)(F/S). Topics of study for Practical
Nursing Professional Concepts will include job seeking skills, legal and ethical
aspects and historical development of the field.
PN 102 ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY FOR PRACTICAL NURSING (4-0~4). A
study of the normal structure and function of the body cells, tissues,organsand
systems, including the interrelationship of body systems.
PN 104 MEDICAL-SURGICAL NURSING CLINICAL (0-28-7). Clinical expe-
rience for PN 121-122.
PN 105 NUTRITION AND DIET THERAPY (2-0-2). An introduction to nutrition
and identification of body nutritional needs in health and illness, including the
study of diet therapy.
PN 106 EMERGENCY NURSING CONCEPTS (2-0-2). A study of assessment and
immediate and temporary treatment of persons involved in accidents or other
emergency situations. .
PN 107PHARMACOLOGY FOR PRACTICAL NURSING (3-0-3). A study of drug
classification, modes of administrationand principles of mathematics essential
to drug administration. , .
PN 108 PHARMACOLOGY CLINICAL (0-4-1). Clinical experience for PN 107.
PREREQ: PN 107.
PN 109 GERIATRIC NURSING (1-0-1).,it.. study of the health needs and prob-
lems particular to the elderly patient.
PN 110GERIATRIC CLINICAL (0-4-1). Clinical experience for PN 109. PREREQ:
PN 109.
PN 112MATERNAL AND INFANT CLINICAL (0-8-2). Clinical experience for PN
124. PREREQ: PN 124.
PN 113 PEDIATRIC CLINICAL (0-8-2). Clinical experience for PN 125. PREREQ:
PN 125.
PN 114 FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING (3-4-5). The student will develop skills
in activities and procedures basic to patient care and includes medical
terminology.
PN 115 CLINICAL FOUNDATIONS (0-12-3). Clinical experience for PN 114.
PREREQ: PN 114.
PN 117 CLINICAL ELECTIVES(0-2-1). The student will obtain clinical experien-
ces in specialty area as arranged by the instructor
PN 118 PRACTICAL NURSING SPECIAL THEORY (V-V-l to 10). Designed to
provide the opportunityfor study of a specific unitof theory. The topic offered
will be selected on the basis of an evaluation of needs of the individual.
PREREQ: PERM/DEPT.
PN 119 PRACTICAL NURSING SPECIAL CLINICAL (V-V-lto 10). Designed to
provide the opportunity for specific clinical experience. The clinical offered
will be selected on the basis of an evaluation of needs of the individual.
PREREQ: PERM/DEPT.
PN 120 COMMUNITY HEALTH AND MICROBIOLOGY (1-0-1). A study of the
health needs of the individual, the family, the community and microbiology.
PN 121 MEDICAL AND SURGICAL NURSING I (8-0-8). A study of diseases and
disorders of the body systems including planning, implementation and evalua-
tion of nursing care.
PN 122 MEDICAL ANi> SURGICAL NURSING \I (7-0-7). Continuation of the
study of body systems and nursing care. PREREQ: PN 121.
PN 123 GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT (1-0-1). A study of normal growth and
development.
PN 124 MATERNAL AND INFANT HEALTH (2-6-2). A study of the obstetric
patient and the neonate both in health and illness.
PN 125 PEDIATRIC NURSING (2-0-2). A study of health, diseases and disorders
of children.
PN 126 MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL ILLNESS (2-0-2). A study designed to
enable the student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people includ-
ing mental health and the signs and symptoms of mental illness.
166
Professional Truck Driving Program-
Ten Week Program
Certificate of Completion
Instructor: Karl Christie
The Professional Truck Driving Program curriculum is designed to
provide the students with the necessary skills and background for
employment as an over-the-road student driver. This program is 10
weeks in length, 8 hours per day. Initially controlled driving will take
place in non-traffic areas and advanced to open road, progressing
from an empty to a loaded truck and trailer. The student will learn
skills and procedures for handling freight, loading and unloading,
dock loading, trailercombinationsand their uses. Ample time will be
given to familiarize the student with the problems of negotiating
large rigs in traffic and overthe highway. ICCand Interstate rules and
requirements will be covereq including log keeping and accident
procedures. A Certificate of Completion is issued upon satisfactory
completion of the program. All students must meet the Department
of Transportation's physical standards and have a Department of
Motor Vehicles check.
SUBJECTS
Basic Operation TD 100 3
Safe Operating Procedures TD 105 3
Advanced Operating Practice TD 110 2
Vehicle Maintenace TD 115 .- .4
Transportation Systems Management TD 120 3
TOTAL 15
Course Offerings
TO 100 BASIC OPERATION (3-0-3) This course includes orientation to the
program, introduces students to control systems, vehicle inspection, basic
vechile operation, shifting, backing, coupling and uncoupling, proficiency
development, and introd uction to required permits, log books and regulations.
TO 105SAFEOPERATING PROCEDURES (2-4-3) This course includes classroom
and lab instruction on principles of visual search, communications, speed
.management, space management, night operation, extreme driving condi-
tions and proficiency development covering safe operating procedures.
TO 110 ADVANCED OPERATING PRACTICE (1-4-2) This course includes lab
and classroom instruction on hazard perception, emergency maneuvers, skid
control and recovery.
TO 115 VEHICLE MAINTENANCE (3-4-4-) This course includes classroom and
lab instruction on' the function and operation of all key vehicle systems,
preventive maintenance and vehicle servicing including checking engine
fluids, changing fuses,checking tire inflation, changing tires, draining air tanks,
adjusting brakes, and performing emergency repairs. Diagnosing and report-
ing of vehicle malfunctions will also be covered.
TO 120 TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT (2-4-3) This course
includes the lab and basic principles of handling freight, weight distribution,
securing and covering cargo, cargo documentation, service requirements
including permissable hours of duty, log keeping, accident procedures, per-
sonal health and safety, trip planning, public and employee relations.
".
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Refrigeration, Heating and Air
Conditioning - Eleven Month Program
Surgical Technology -
Nine Month Program
14
1st 2nd
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Certificate of Completion
Instructor: Merle Curtis
The Surgical Technology Program isa competency based curriculum
containing modules develo~d for individual student progress. Each
of the classes contains modules complete with reading assignments,
laboratory practice assignments and a written test to let the student
know when mastery of the module has been accomplished. All
modules must be successfully completed to qualify for a Certificate
of Completion.
The student is required to be concurrently enrolled in Human Anat-
omyand Physiology Z 111, Z 112, and First Aid Core Block I, or have
recently completed those classes successfully (C or better.)
Classes begin Fall Semester only.
ST 100 Introduction & Basic Sciences .
ST 101 Operating Room Techniques .
ST 102 Sterilization & Disinfection .
ST 110 Care of Surgical Patient.. .
ST 111 Surgical Procecdures , .
ST 131 Clinical Practice ,
ST 132 Advanced Clinical Practice' , , .
PE 121 Standard First Aid and CPR .
Z 111 Anatomy and Physiology , .
Z 112 Anatomy and Physiology .
TOTAL
Certificate of Completion
Instructor: AI Hodge"
The Wastewater Technology Program is designed to prepare a stu-
dent for employment as a new entry wastewater treatment plant
operator. The program covers all phases of treatment plant opera-
tions, related math and sciences, maintenance, public relations,
Wastewater Technology -
Eleven Month Program.
Course Offerings
ST SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY
ST 100 INTRODUCTION AND BASIC SCIENCES (3-0-3)(F). Includes modules:
(1) The Health Care Team and its Language; (2) The Evolution of Asepsis; (3)
Ethical Moral and legal responsibilities; (4) The Operating Room Suite, (5)
Principles of Asepsis; (6) Introduction to Pharmacology; (7) Introduction to
Oncology; (8) Introduction to Treatment of Fractures; (9) Diagnostic
. Procedures.
ST 101 OPERATING ROOM TECHNIQUES (3-3-4)(F). Includes-modules: (1)
Safety and Economy in the Operating Room; (2) Duties of the Scrub and
Circulating Technician; (3) The Surgical Hand Scrub, Gowning and Gloving; (4)
Draping Techniques; (S) Sutures and Needles; (6) Sponges, Dressings, Drains,
Care of Specimens; (7) Instruments and Special Equipment.
ST 102 STERILIZATION AND DISINFECTION (1-1-1)(S). Includes modules: (1)
Introduction to Microbiology - The Microbe; (2) Introduction to Microbiology
• The Body's Defenses; (3) Injury, Wound Healingand Hemostatis; (4) Infection
_ The Process, Prevention and Control; (5) Sterilization and Disinfection
Methods.
ST110 CARE OF THE SURGICAL PATIENT (3-3-4)(F). Includes mod ules: (1) The
Patient; (2) Preparation of the Surgical Patient; (3) Transportation of the Surgi-
cal Patient: (4) Positioning the Surgical Patient; (5) Anesthesia; (6) Recovery
Room and Emergency Room Care.
ST 111 SURGICAL PROCEDURES (6-4-7)(S). Modules: (1) General Surgical
Procedures; (2) General Abdominal Procedures; (3) Orthopedic Surgery; (4)
Obstetric and Gynecological Procedures; (5) Genitourinary and Transplant
Surgery; (6) Plastic Surgery; (7) Opthalmic Surgery; (8) Ear, Nose. Throat, Oral
Surgery; (9) Neurosurgery; (10) Microsurgery; (11) Cardiovascular and Tho-
racic Surgery; (12) Pediatric and Geriatric Surgery. Each of the modules
includes a brief history, procedures, special considerations and the drugs used.
ST 131 CLINICAL PRACTICE (2-6-3)(F). Includes patient care and beginning
experience in the operating rooms. outpatient and central supply.
ST 132 ADVANCED CLINICAL PRACTICE (4-8-6)(S). Includes advanced expe-
rience in surgery, scrubbing, and circulating. PREREQ: ST131.
Fall Spring
8 8,
6 6
2
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(Recreational Vehicles)
Certificate of Completion
Instructor: jeff Schroeder
The Small Engine Repair Program will include classroom, math, and
shop experiences directed to maintaining and repairing of a variety
of two and four cycle engines used on portable power equipment,
e.g., lawn mowers, outboard motors, chain saws, rotary tillers and
recreational vehicles. The instructional units will emphasize the
complete repair of all types of small engine equipment.
SUBJECTS
Small Engine laboratory SE 101-102 .
Small Engine Theory SE 141-142 .
Occupational Relationships SE 262 .
TOTAL
Certificate of Completion
Instructor: Walter Tucker
The Refrigeration, Heating and Air Conditioning Program offers
laboratory experience, theory classes and related subjects, designed
to prepare students for entry level employment.
Emphasis will be on the servicing of.commercial equipment and wiil
cover all phases of skills and knowledge necessary to repair the
equipment with a strong emphasis on safety. '
SUBJECTS Fall Spring Summer
Air Conditioning lab RH 121-122-123 . . . . 5 5 3
Air Conditioning Theory RH 141,142,143 10 10 4
Occupational Relationships RH 262 .... ,. 2
TOTAL 17 15 7
SE SMAll ENGINE REPAIR
SE 101 SMALL ENGINE LABORATORY (0-32-8). Includes application and
instruction in repair and overhaul of small engine units with emphasis on lawn
and garden equipment.
SE 102 SMALL ENGINE LABORATORY (0-32-8). Repair and maintenance of
recreational vehicles, motorcycles, snowmobiles and outboard marine engines.
SE 141 SMALL ENGINE THEORY (6-0-6). Provides a basic understanding of
internal combustion engine and principles of two and four cycle engines.
Fundamentals in carburetion and electrical systems are covered.
SE142 SMALL ENGINE THEORY (6-0-6). Includes instruction in power train,
clutching, trouble shooting, fuel systems, tune-up, marine engines and chain
~aws.
SE262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-0-2). Course is designed to enable a
student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and for applying,
getting, maintaining and advancing in employment. One-semester course.
RH AIR CONDITIONING, REFRIGERATION AND HEATING
Course Offerings
Course Offerings
RH 121-122-123 AIR CONDITIONING, REFRIGERATION AND HEATING
LABORATORY (0-20-5)(0-20-5)(0-26~3). These courses provide the laboratory
application of principles covered in the theory class. Skills will be developed
and practice will be pr9vided which will be needed by the service person.
Different phases of air c9nditioning, refrigeration and heating will be covered.
RH 141.142-143 AIR CONDITIONING, REFRIGERATION AND HEATING THE-
ORY (10-0-10)(10-0-10)(10-0-4). This sequence of courses provides a basic
understanding of the equipment and tools used on commercial equipment.
Emphasis is on causes of break downs and the making of necessary repairs. Test
equipment is used in the inspection of components such as relays, thermostats,
motors and refrigerant lines.
RH 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-0-2). Course is designed to enable a
~
student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and for applying,
securing, maintaining and advancing in employment.
"Small Engine Repair -
Nine Month Program
,
./
l-
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communications and report writing. Hands-on-experience is pro-
vided when the student works at an area wastewater facility.
SUBJECTS
Wastewater Math I WW 131 .
Wastewater Math II WW 132 .
Wastewater Bio-Chem lab I WW 103 : ..
Wastewater Bio-Chem lab II WW 107 .
Wastewater Mechanical lab I WW 104 .
Wastewater Mechanical lab II WW 106 .
Wastewater Treatment Plant Ops I WW 151 .
Wastewater Treatment Plant Ops II WW 152 .
Occupational Relations WW 262 .
TOTAL
acetylene burn: (OA) manual, semi-automatic, and automatic burn,
as well as (OA) brazing and w~lding, plasma-arc cutting.of ferr~us
and non-ferrous metals, and tne use of carbon arc cutting eqUipc
men\. The first 9 months will be basic to intermediate welding. The
summer session will be of a twoctract design. First, the design will
permit students who need more to satisfy requirements on perfor-
mance based objectives for the basic portion of the program: and
second, to permit the advanced students to further their skills, and to
con'centrate in more technical areas.
The program is designed to produce skilled workers in the areas of
welding and blueprint interpretation as well as layout and fitting.
The student will do all lab work based upon performance based
objectives. Students will utilize all toolsand equipment in their trade
with a continual emphasis on safety.
SUMMER
Plant Practicum WW 105
Course Offerin~s
WW WASTEWATER TECHNOLOGY
SUBJECT
lab W 101-102c103 .
Theory W 151-152 .
Blueprint Read & layout W 121-122 .
Welding Communication W 111 .
Occupational Relations W 262 .
TOTAL
Fall
5
4
3
3
15
Spring
5
1
7
2
15
Summer
7
7
WW 103 WASTEWATERBIO-CHEM LAB I (3-8-5). Introduction to standard
laboratory equipment, safety procedures, and practices, Some basic waste-
water testing will be performed. •
WW 104WASTEWATERMECHANICAL LABI (3-8-5). Introduction to, and use
of hand tools, power tools, bench mounted tools, presses, etc. Nomenclature
of the various types of pumps, blowers, air compressors, clarifiers, and other
machinery used in wastewater treatment. Field trips to the various types of
wastewater treatmentfacilities will be made at the the beginning. As individual
treatment units are discussed, field trips will be made to inspect that unit only.
WW 105 IN PLANTPRACtlCUM (8-0-8). Supervised experience in area waste-
water facilities. Students gain experience inall phases of wastewater treatment
in a variety of facilities and with several processes.
WW 106WASTEWATERMECHANICAL LABII (3-8-5). Hands-on assembly and
disassembly of the various pieces of machinery used in wastewater treatment.
Installation of packing and mechanical seals in pumpsand valves. Basicoxyace-
tylene and arc welding. Reading blueprints and schematics. Learning basic
skills of pipefitting. Field trips to surrounding industrial wastewater treatment
facilities will be made.
WW 107WASTEWATERBIO-CHEM LAB" (3-8-5). Continuation of laboratory
procedures. Standardization of chemicals and testing apparatus. Maintenance
of lab equipment. Chemistry mathematics dealing with the normalizing of
solutions, balancing reaction equations, etc. Testing procedures required for
the various methods of activated sludge process control, as well as tests
required for N.P.D.E.S. permit reporting will be performed. Procedure and
logic for research tesiing will be introduced. . .
WW 131WASTEWATERMATHEMATICS I (3-0-3). A review of basic arithmetic:
addition, subtraction, multiplication of whole numbers, fractions, and decim-
als. The use of percentages, ratios, and proportions, and average numbers.
Calculation of length, area and volume of various shapes of containers.
Calculation of low rates, velocity, force, pressure and hydraulic heads. Calcula-
tions relating to those treatment processes covered in WW 151.
WW 132 WASTEWATERMATHEMATICS II (3-0-3):'lntermediate mathematics
covering algebra, chemistry calculations, geometric means, logarithms, elec-
trical circuitry, horsepower calculations, etc.
WW 151 WASTEWATERTREATMENTPLANTOPERATIONS (3-0-3). Introduc-
tion to wastewater treatment plant operations, including collection systems,
pre-treatment, primary sedimentation, aerobic and anaerobic digester opera-
tions. Related math, communication skills and chemistry.
WW 152 WASTEWATERTREATMENTPLANTOPERATIONS II (3-0-3). Secon-
dary treatment processes including trickling filters, aerobic biological filter,
rotating biological contractors, oxidation ditches, with heavy emphasis on
activated sludge process control. Plant process interaction, report writing,
budget preparation and finance, and related first aid and safety.
WW 262OCCUPATIONAL RELATlONS (1-0-2). Course isdesigned to enable a
student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and for applying,
getting, maintaining and advancing in employment. One semester Course ...
Welding and Metals Fabrication
Eleven Month Program
Certificate of Completion
Instructor: Ron Baldner
The Welding Program provides the student with instruction, practi-
cal experience, and related theory in shielded metallic arc welding
(SMAW), gas metal arc welding (GMAW)(MIG), flux cored arc weld-
ing (FCAW),gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW)(T1G)(Heli-Arc),oxygen-
168
Course Offerings
W WELDING
W 101-102 WELDING LABORATORY (0-20-5). The basic to intermediate por-
tion of this progra m includes electric arC (SMAW) with mild and low alloy steel
electrodes, oxygen-acetylene (OA) welding and brazing, metallic inert gas
(MIG) welding, oxygen-acetylene cutting of steel, and the use of carbon air arc
equipment.
W 103 WELDING LECTURE/LABORATORY (0-20-3)(SU). Summer session (2
months) for basic students to continue on track and for advanced students to
work into T1G, PIPE and qualification tests. Further emphasis on blueprint
analysis, properties of materials, and safe operating procedures is given.
W 111WELDINGCOMMUNICATIONS (3-0-3)(F). An examination of interper-
'.onal communication. Focuses on communication in life-long learning,
awareness of self, communicative relationships and written communications.
W 121-122 BLUEPRINTREADING AND LAYOUT (3-0-3)(7-0-7). Fall semester
will include blueprint, basics of structural steel layout and fitting procedures.
Spring semester will include advanced structural steel and basic plate drawing
including field assembly plans and related math. .
W 151-152 WELDINGTHEORY(4-0-4)(1-0-1) The theorr for the progra mcovers
all areas as related io the lab portion as well as materia identification, material
strength, forming methods, cast iron, material rigging and handling, and all
aspects of safety. I
W 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS(2-0-2)(S). An examination of occu-
pational requirements. Focuses on job seeking skills, employee and employer
relations, social security and workmen's compensation laws, C.P.R. and First
Aid.
j
!
j
J
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NOTE: The date in parentheses is the year of first appointment.
Boise State Universit}' Faculty
Full-Time Official Faculty as of February, 1987
C
Carlton Douglas : :, (1985)
Instructor, Electronics TechnOlogy;
Carlton Janet ' , (1974)
Advanced Instructor, Business & Office Education; M.A., Boise
State University
Carpenter Connie ........• : , (1986)
Manager, CHS LearningResource Center; Assistant Professor, Nursing;
Carter Loren S (1970)
Professor, Chemistry; Ph.D., Washington State University
Case Michael (1985)
Assistant Professor,"English; Ph.D.; Arizona State University
Centanni Russell (1973)
Professor, Biology; Ph.D., University of Montana
Chase Eileen , .. (1984)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.S., University of Utah
Chastain Garvin (1978)
Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., University of Texas
Christensen James L (1970)
Associate Professor, Sociology; Ph.D., University of Utah
Clark Marvin A , (1969)
Professor, Business Education;. Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Cocotis Mardie A : (1972)
Associate Professor, English; M.A., Reed College
Blain Michael , .. , (1983)
Associate Professor, Soci~logy; Ph.D., University of Colorado
Blankenship Jim ..........................•.............. (1977)
Professor, Art; M.F.A., Otis Art Institute
Bledsoe Cristy M (1985)
Instructor, Nursing; M.S., University of Colorado, Boulder
Boren ~obert R : ., : (1971)
Chairperson, CommUnication Department; Professor, Communi-
cation; Ph.D., Purdue University
Bounds Karen J ....................•.................... (1973)
Associate Professor, Office Occupations; Ed.D., North Texas State
University
Boyer Dale K : "'.'........•..... :: (1968)
Professor, English; Ph.D., University of Missouri
Bratt J Wallis (1970)
Associate Professor, Music; M.M., University of Utah
Brender Susan I (1969)
Professor, Computer Systems; Ph.D., University of Iowa
Brinton Alan P , (1975)
Professor, Philosophy; Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Brown. nm~th~ : : .................•........... (1977)
University Llbranan; ASSOCiate Professor; M.S., University of Illinois
Brownfield Theodore E '.: , (1979)
Advanced Instructor, Hvy-Duty Mechanics (Diesel);
Brudeneliingrid (1981)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.S., University of Colorado
Buhler Peter '.' " (1980)
Associate Professor, History; Ph.D., University of Calif, San Diego
Bullington Richard E. ' (1968)
Executive Vice President; Professor, Education; Ed.D., Unive~sity of
Alabama.,."
Burkey Ralph (1973)
Senior Instructor, Drafting Technology;
Burmaster Orvis ................................•........ (1968)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., U,niversity of Montana
Buss Stephen R (1979)
Chairperson, Theatre Arts Department; Associate Professor, Thea-
tre Arts; Ph.D., Washington State University
Butler Doris A (1980)
Standard Instructor, Business & Office Education; Diploma, Boise
State University ,
Butterfield Patricia , : ~ ; " (1983)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.S.N., University of Colorado,
Boulder '
Button Sherman G ...•................................. : (1976)
Professor, Physical Education; Ph.D., University of Utah
Capell Harvey J __ (1982)
Assistant Professor ,Decision Sciences, Computer Systems; M.B'.A.,
Northwestern University' '
A
Ackley Louise : .. (1969)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., University of Washington
Affleck Stephen B ' (1981)
Associate Professor, Engineering; Ph.D., Iowa State University
Allen Joh n W . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. ... (1971)
Professor, Physics; Ph.D., Harvard University
Allen Robert L (1976)
Advanced Instructor, Industrial Mechanics;
Anderson Jeffrey M (1986)
Director, Clinical Educ, Respiratory Therapy; Instructor, Respira-
tory Therapy; B.S., University of Wisconsin Madison
Anderson Robert. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1970)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Michigan State University
Arambarri Gary '.' (1976)
Manager, Technical Division; Senior Instructor, Welding; Diploma,
,Boise State University
Ashworth, Lonny J (1977)
Associate Professor, Respiratory Therapy; M.S., College of Idaho
Atlakson Philip (1985)
Assistant Professor, Theatre Arts; M.A., State University of New
fu~ '
Ayers ~athleen L , (1983)
ASSistant Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Idaho
B
Baichtal Melanie. ; " (1983)
Instructor, Practical Nursing; B.S.N., Cal State, Chico
Bain Craig E : (1986)
Assistant Professor;Accounting; Ph.D., Texas A & M
Baker Charles W (1968)
Professor, Biology; Ph.D., Oregon State University
Baker Elizabeth .' (1980)
Associate Professor, Nursing; M.S., University of Calif, San Francisco'
Baker Richard P , (1973)
Professor, Sociology; Ph.D., Washington State University
Baldassarre Joseph A ' , (1975)
Associate Professor, Music; D~M.A., Case Western Reserve
University
Baldner Ronald ......•................................... (1978)
Senior Instructor, Welding; M.S., University of Idaho
Baldwin John B (1971)
Professor, Music; Ph.D., Michigan State University
Ball Richard (1974)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin
Banks Richard C (1968)
Professor, Organic Chemistry; Ph.D., Oregon State University
Barney Lloyd Dwayne , (1986)
Assistant Professor, Economics; Ph.D., Texas A & M
Barrett Gwynn W , (1968)
Professor, History; Ph.D., Brigham Young University
Barsness Wylla D ~ (1968)
Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Barton Charles Rayburn , , (1981)
Acting Chief Academic Offi,cer, State Board of Education; Associate
Professor, Political Science; Ph.D., University of Alabama
Bauwens Jeanne : (1984)
ASSistant Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., University of Idaho
Bechard Marc Joseph ................•................... (1983)
Associate Professor, Biology; Ph.D., Washington State University'
Belfy Jeanne Marie (1983)
ASSistant Professor, Music; M.A.,.Ball State University
Benson Elmo B : , ' •.. (1975)
Associate Professor, Art; Ed,D" University of Idaho
Bentley Elton B........•................................. (1980)
Associate Professor, Geology, Geophysics; Ph.D., University of
Oregon ',' .,',
Benton Danny ",,' .. "", .: , .. ;"'..........•...... (1983)
Instructor, Drafting Technology; B.S., La Salle Extension University
Berg Lynn .. " . ' , " ;' (1984)
Assistant Professor, Music; D.M.A., University of Wisconsin', "
)V1dd,ISOI' . '.,;:
Bieter jPat.rick '....•............ (1969)'
" Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., University of Idaho, '
Bixby Michael .. :." " (1981)
Associate Professor, Management; J.D., University of Michigan
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Faculty
F
Fahleson Genger : (1974)
Assistant Professor, Physical Education; Ph.D., University of
Wyoming I
Ferguson David J (1970)
Associate Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Idaho
Fletcher Alia n W .-. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . (1970)
Professor, History; Ph.D., University of Washington
Foraker-Thompson Jane i ; " (1982)
Associate Professor, Criminal Justice Administration; Ph.D., Uni-
versity of Calif, Berkeley
Fountain Carol E (1967)
<;. Associate Professor, Nursing; M.N., Montana State University
Fox Roy F ;'. ' .' (1978)
Coordinator, Composition, English Department; Associate Profes-
sor, English; Ph.D., University of Missouri Columbia
FrarikleAlan ..... '.'.........•.......................•..... (1984)
Associate Professor, Finance; Ph.D., University of Arizona
Frederick ECoston (1971)
. Director, Reading Education Center; Professor, Teacher Education;
,- Ph.D., Syracuse University
French Judith (1976)
. Associate Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., Florida State
University
Friedli Robert L : (1972)
Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., University of Utah
Fritchman II H K (1954)
Professor, Biology; Ph.D., University of Calif, Berkeley .
Fuhiiman Jay R (1982)
Director, Office for Educational Opportunities; Assistant Professor,
Teacher Education; Ed.D., Texas A & I University
Fuller Eugene (j (1967)
Professor, Biology; Ph.D., Oregon State University
Elliott Catherine : (1986)
Assistant Professor, Music; (I0.S., Boise State University
Elliott Wilber D (19691
'Chairperson, Music Department; Professor, Music; M.E., Centra
Washington University
Ellis Robert W (1971)
Professor, Biochemistry; Ph.D., Oregon State University
Ericson Robert E (1970)
Associate Professor, Theatre Arts; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Evett Stuart D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1972)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., Vanderbilt University
G
G~bert Marvin C ..........•............................. (1979)
Associate Professor, Construction Management; M.A., Stanford
, -University
Gaines Marlin ' : : (1980)
" Instructor, Agricultural Equipment Tech;
Gallup V Lyman ;. (1977)
Associate Professor, Decision Sciences; Ph.D., Universityof Oregon
Gardner Norman D ; , ....•............ (1974)
Associate Professor, Finance; Ph.D., University of Utah
Gill Edward K :- (1982)
Associate Professor, Finance; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Gill Karen S ,.; ; (1985)
Catalog Librarian, Catalog Dept, Library; Assistant Professor;
Glassen Gustav B , (1979)
Instructor, Machine Shop; Certif, Mergenthaler Linotype Co
Glen Roy , (1982)
Associate Professor, Man~gement; Ph.D., Case Western Reserve
University
Gourley Margaret ' (1978)
Advanced Instructor, Child Services/Management; B.A., College
of Wooster
Grantham Stephen B (1982)
Assistant Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Colorado
Greenfield Robin ,., (1986)
Instructor, Special Education; M.S., University of Idaho
Griffin John , : •...................... '.. , (1983)
'Associate Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Washington State
University , ' ,
Groebner David F . , , , , , (1973)
Professor, Decision Sciences; Ph.D., University of Utah '
Guerin Michael ;' , c' .•• (1986)
Assistant Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., University of Idaho
Guilford Charles .....•.... .' '.. : (1981)
Associate Professor, English; Ph.D., Northern Illinois University
o
Dahlberg EJohn Jr (1970)
Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., University of Oregon
Dahm Norman ,' (1953)
Associate Chairperson, Physics & Engineering Department; Profes-
sor, Engineering; M.Ed., University of Colorado'
Dallas Mary : : (1976)
Program Head, Practical Nursing; Senior Instructor, Practical Nurs-
ing; M.S., University of Idaho
Dalton Jack '. . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . (1958)
Chairperson, Chemistry Department; Professor, Chemistry; M.S.,
Kansas State University' -
Davis Charles ' ' ::' (1963)
Chairperson, English Department; Professor, English; Ph.D., University
of North Carolina
Dayley Jon Philip (1982)
Assistant Professor, English; Ph.D., University of Calif, Berkeley
Denison Tom (1983)
. Associate Dean, School of Vocational.-Technical Educ; Assistant
Professor, Vocational-Technical Education; Ph.D., Washington State
University • '.,
Dodson Jerry '.. (1970)
Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., Purdue University
Dodson Robert B (1979)
Adva need Instructor, Electronics Technology; B.S.E.E., Seattle
University , ,
Donaldson Paul R (1975)
Professor, Geology, Geophysics; Ph.D., Colorado School of Mines
Donoghue Dennis ; .-. (1973)
Professor, Political Science; Ph.D., Miami University of Ohio
Dorman Pat : .. :.................... (1967)
Chairperson, Soc, Anthro, & CJA Department; Professor; Sociol-
ogy; Ph.D., University of Utah
Douglas Dorothy (1981)
Associate Professor, Biology; Ph.D., University of Calif, Berkeley
Douglass J D Jr ,., (1972)
Associate Professor, Art; M.F.A., Cranbrook Academy of Art
Downs Richard R : (1975)
Counseling Psychologist, Counseling & Testing Center; Associate
Professor, Psychology; Ed.D., Ball State University
Draayer Gerald F , , (1976)
Director, Center for Economic Education; Associate Professor,
Economics; Ph.D., Ohio University
Dykstra Dewey I, Jr (1981)
Assistant Professor, Physics; Ph.D., University of Texas Austin
1
Colby Conrad (1970)
. Chairperson, Respiratory Therapy/Med Record Sci; Associate
Professor, Respiratory Therapy, Medical Records; Director, Respira-
tory Therapy; Ph.D., University of Montana'
Connor Doran L (1966)
Assistant Professor, Physical Education; M.S., Utah State University
Corbin A Robert (1967)
Assistant Professor, Sociology; Th.M., Iliff School of Theology
Cornwell Robert (1969)
Professor, Business Communication; Ed.D., Arizona State University
Cox T Virginia " ; .. (1967)
Associate Professor, Anthropology; Ph.D.; University of Georgia
Cox Veri M : . _(1977)
Professor, Communication; Ph.D., University of Kansas
Crane David E (1969)
Head Catalog Librarian, Catalog Dept, Library; Associate Professor,
Library Science; M.A., San Jose St Univ
Craner G Dawn .. " " (1975)
Associate Professor, Communication; M.A., Purdue University
Craychee Gary A (1981)
Assistant Professor, Radiologic Sciences; Ph.D., University of Iowa
Curtis "Merle" (1971)
Program Head, Surgical Technology; Senior Instructor, Surgical
Technology;
E
Eastman Phillip (1977)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Texas .
Edmundson Eldon (1976)
Dean, College of Health Science; Professor, Public Health, Health
Science; Ph,D., Washington State University
Edmundson Phyllis , , , : (1974)
Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., University of Northern
Colorado '
Elison Patt ;' (1986)
Director, Medical Record Science; Instructor, Medical Records;
B.S" Texas Women's University
,.
Ir
H
Haacke Don P (1971)
Reference Librarian, Reference Dept, Library; Associate Professor,
Library Science; M.L.S., University of Washington '
Hadden James (1972)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., University of Washington
Haefer James A (1982)
Associate Professor, Engineering; M.S.E.E!; Montana State
. University J
Hall Lee Edward ; (1979)
Advanced Instructor, Auto Mechanics Technology;
Hambelton Benjamin E : ( .•.. :' (1975)
Di rector, Simplotl Micron Or for Tech nology; Assistant Professor,
Teacher Education; M.Ed., Utah State University ,
Hansen Ralph W , , : (1979)
Associate University Librarian; Professor, Library Science; M.L.S.,
University of Calif, Berkeley
Harbison Warren , , (1977)
Associate Professor, Philosophy; Ph.D., Syracuse University
Hart Richard L , , . / (1978)
Dean, College of Education; Professor, Education; Ed.D., University
of Nebraska Lincoln ~ . .
Hausrath Alan (1977)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Brown University
Heap Felix A , , (1978)
, Professor, Art; Ph.D., University of Minnesota
Heise Frank K .. : ,' (1971)
Director, Operations, Morrison Center; Associate Professor, rhea-
"tre Arts; M.A., University of South Dakota' ',- •
Heist Noreen (1984)
Instructor, Practical Nursing; B.S.N., University of Utah
Herrig Linda ',' (1982)
Assistant Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., University of Idaho
Hibbs Robert A : (1965)
Professor, Analytical Chemistry; Ph.D., Washington State University
Hill Kenneth L (1968)
Chairperson, Teacher Educati6'n Department; Professor, Teacher
Education; Ed.D., University of Idaho •
Hodge Albert L (1986)
Instructor, Wastewater Treatment;-
Hoeger Werner W K (1986)
Director, Human Performance Laboratory; Associate Professor,
Physical Education; Ed.D., Brigham Young University
Hogue Kenneth D _ (1985)
Instructor, Hvy-Duty Mechanics (Diesel);" -
Hollenbaugh Ken ',' (1968)
Associate Executive Vice President; Dean, Graduate College; Pro-
fessor, Geology; Ph.D., University of Idaho
Hoopes Gaye , (1978)
Associate Professor, Art; M.A., Boise State University
Hopfenbeck Ted H ; (1967)
Associate Professor, Criminal Justice Administration; M.Ed., Uni-
Hsuv~~:Ie~i::iZO~~ .' (1971)
Professor, Music; Ph.D., New York University
Huff Daniel D (1970)
Professor, Social Work; M.S.W., University of Kansas
Huff Howard L _.. ' (1965)
Professor, Art; M.F.A., University of Idaho
Hughes Robert B , (1971)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Calif, Riverside
Huskey Darryl L . : _ _.' (1968)
Head Librarian, Documents Department, Library; Associate Profes-
sor, Library Science; M.L., Emporia State University . \
Hyde Kenneth A _ ' (1979)
Instruction Product Dvlpmnt Spclst, Simplot/Micron Or for
Technology; Assistant Professor, Education; M.Ed., Utah State
University <
f-
Imbs Bonnie J : .' ....•............. (1986)
Program Head, Dental Assisting; Advanced Instructor, Dental Assisting;
Certif, State University of New York
Ison Gail _. _ .'_ - (1970)
Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., University of Oregon
J
Jacoby Edward G (1973),
Head Coach, Men's Track; Assistant Professor, Physical Education;
M.S .. University of Northern Colorado
Faculty
Jansson Paul R (1981)
Advanced Instructor, Business Machine Technology; Diploma,
Cleveland Institute of Electronics
Jensen Herbert ; (1985)
Professor, Accounting; Ph.D., Texas A & M
Jensen John H (1969)
. Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Jensen Margaret G ......•............................... (1982)
Associate Director. Bilingual Education; Associate Professor,
Teacher Education; Ph.D., Texas A & I University
Job Sharon D . ~ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. (1980)
Associate Professor, Nursing; M.Ed., Boise State University
Jocums George A (1973)
Professor, Foreign Languages; Ph.D., University of Michigan
Johnson David (1980)
Associate Professor, Social Work; M.S.W.,Rutgers State University
Jones Daryl E (1986)
Dean, College of Arts & Sciences; Professor, English; Ph.D., Michi-
gan State University .
Jones Donald 5 (1970)
Senior Instructor, Business Machine Technology;
Jones Errol D (1982)
Associate Professor, History; Ph.D., Texas Christian University
Juola Robert C " (1970)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Michigan State,University
K
Kaupins Gundars Egons (1986)
Assistant Professor, Management; Ph.D., University of Iowa
Keiser John H (1978)
President, Boise State University; Professor, History; Ph.D., North-
. western University "
Kelley Fenton C .' (1969)
Associate Professor, Biology; Ph.D., University of Calif, Berkeley
Kelly James M " (1985)
Professor, Management; D.B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder
Kenny G Otis (1976)
Associate Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Kansas
,Kerr Charles R (1969)
Chairperson, Mathematics Department; Professor, Mathematics;
Ph.D., University of British Columbia
Kettlewell Ursula I (1979)
Associate Professor, Management; J.D.,.University of Idaho
Killmaster John (1970)
Professor, Art; M.F.A., CralJbrookAcademy of Art
King]ay A (1975)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., New York University Ph.D., Uni-
versity of British Columbia
Kinney Richard (1976)
Associate Professor, Political Science; Ph.D., University of Notre
Dame
Kirtland William (1969)
Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., Arizona State University
Kober J Alfred (1968)
Professor; Art; M.S., Fort Hays State University
Kraker Thomas L (1977)
Associate Professor, Radiologic Sciences; M.Ed., College of Idaho
Kulm Julia Hosman (1984)
Instructor, Culinary Arts;
L
La Cava Cera Id . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1982)
Associate Dean, College of Business; Coordinator, Master of Busi-
ness Admin Program; Professor, Decision Sciences; Ph.D., Univer-
sityof Kansas
Lambert Carroll (1976)
Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., Utah State University
Lamborn Ellis W (1968)
Professor, Economics; Ph.D., Cornell University
Lamet Daniel G (1970)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Lane Richard C (1969)
Associate Professor, Marketing; M.S., Kansas State University
Lathen William ............•............. , (1984)
Chairperson, Accounting Department; Associate Professor, Account-
ing; D.B.A., Arizona State University
Lauterbach Charles E ' .' (1971)
Professor, Theatre Arts; Ph.D., Michigan State University
Leahy Margaret , (1982)
Instructor, Nursing; B.S., Univ of San Francisco
Leahy Richard ;'; " (1971)
Professor, English; Ph.D., University of Calif, Davis
r
Faculty
Leon Manuel (19~5)
Assistant Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., University of Calif, San
Diego
Lester Jody (1983)
Instructor" Respiratory Therapy; •
Lewis Ray.,; " " (1973)
Associate Professor, Physical Education; M.Ed., University of Idaho
Lichtenstein Peter M (1975)
Professor, Economics; Ph.D., University of Colorado
Lincoln Douglas J (1980)
Professor, Marketing; Ph.D., Virginia Poly Inst & State Univ
Lingenfelter Joan ; (1973)
Program Head, Child Services/Management; Senior Instructor,
Child Services/ Management;
Lojek Helen (1983)
, Assistant Professor, English; Ph.D., University of Denver
Long Elaine M .....................................•.... (1975)
Acting Chairperson, Community & Environmental Health; Asso-
ciate Professor, Nutrition; M.S., Iowa State University
Long James A , (1974)
Associate Chairperson, Biology Department; Associate Professor,
Biology; Ph.D., Iowa State University ,
Lovin Hugh T '.' (1965)
Professor, History; Ph.D., University of Washington
Luke Robert A (1968)
Chairperson, Physics & Engineering Department; Professor, Phys-
ics; Ph.D., Utah State University
Lundy Phoebe J " (1966)
Associate Professor, History; M.S., Drake University
Lynch Donna : (1979)
Associate Professor, Nursing; M.S., University of Colorado
Lyons Lamont S : (1977)
Associate Dean, College of Education; Associate Professor, Teacher
Education; Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
M
Macinnis Jean (1962)
Senior Instructor, Dental Assisting; .
Madden Terry Jo ..• ".; " (1983)
Reference Librarian, Reference Dept, Library; Instructor, Library
Science; M.L., University of Washington
Maguire James , (1970)
,Associate Professor, English; Ph.D., Indiana University'
Maloof Giles (1968)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Oregon State University
Manship Darwin (1970)
Acting Chairperson, Mkting & Finance; Professor, Business
Communication; Ed.D., Brigham Young University
Martin Carol A ......•................................... (1972)
Professor, English; Ph.D., Catholic University of America'
Mason Jon L (1983)
Assistant Professor, Construction Management; M.B.A., Univof Santa
Clara
Matjeka Anne L ...........•.............................. (1981)
Head Librarian, Curriculum Resource Ctr, Library; Assistant Professor,
Library Science; M.L.S., State University of New York Albany
MatjekaEdward R : f; : (1976)
Professor, Organic Chemistry; Ph.D., Iowa State University
Matson Constance : (1968)
Associate Professor, Nursing; M.Ed., University of Idaho
Maxson Emerson C (1968)
Chairperson, Computer Systems & Decision Sciences; Associate
Professor, Computer Systems; D.B.A., Texas Tech University
McCain Gary (1979)
Associate Professor, Marketing; Ph.D., University of Oregon
McCloskey Richard (1976)
Professor, Biology; Ph.D., Iowa State University
McCorkle Suzanne (1978)
Associate Professor, Communication; Ph.D., University of Colorado
McCrorie Duane ',' (1985)
Instructor, Radiologic Scienct:s; M,S., Whitworth College •
McCulloch Donna , (1985)
Instructor, Practical Nursing;
McGrath Neill Brian (1983)
Associate Professor, Economics; Ph.D., Brown University
McGuire Sherry .................• ; , " (1967)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., Washington State University
McKie Gerald .. , , (1983)
Instructor, Electrical Lineperson; Certif, Idaho Power Co
Mcluskie C Ed Jr '" , (1981)
Associate Professor, Communication; Ph.D., University of Iowa
i {
Mech William P (1970)
Director, Honors Program; Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University
of Illinois
Medlin John J (1970)
Associate Professor, Accounting; M.B.A., University of Denver
Mercer Gary D. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1975)
Professor, Inorganic Chemistry; Ph.D., Cornell University
Merz C Mike (1974)
Professor, Accounting; D.B.A., University of Southern California
Metzgar Wanda M •..................................... (1976)
Advanced Instructor, Business & Office Education;
Mikesell Charles (1976)
Senior Instructor, Auto Mechanics Technology;
Miller Beverly A (1968)
Reference Librarian, Refe"rence/lnterlibrary Loan, Library; Associate
Professor, Library Science; M.A., University of Denver
Miller Merlin (1982)
Associate Professor, Art; M.F.A., Brigham Young University
Miller Wayne R (1985)
Instructor, Physical Education; M.S.Ed.,
University of Southern California
Minch Robert P (1986)
Associate Professor, Computer Systems; D.B.A., Texas Tech
University
Moncrief Gary F ............•................•.......... (1976)
,Professor, Political Science; Ph.D., University of Kentucky
Morris Daniel N ..............................•.......... (1986)
Instructor, Communication; M.S., Northwestern University
Munk Bruce F (1978)
Assistant Professor, Radiologic Sciences; M.Ed., College of Idaho
N
Napier Nancy K ,' (~986)
Associate Professor, Management; Ph.D., OhiO State University
Nelson Anne M (1967)
Counseling Psychologist, Counseling & Testing Center; Associate
Professor, Education; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Nelson Karen (1985)
Assistant Professor, Nursing;
Newby Gary R (1966)
Professor, Physics; Ph.D., Arizona State University
Nicholson James (1986)
f\ Director, Counseling & Testing Center; Counseling Psychologist;
. "-., Associate Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., University of Misso~
'olumbia Assistant Professor, English; M.A., University of Utah
Nix David E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. (1975)
Associate Professor, Accounting; Ph.D., Oklahoma State University
Norman Frederick J .' (1969)
Executive Director, Morrison Center; Professor, Arts; M.A., University
of Northern Colorado
o
Oakes Donald R (1966)
Associate Chairperson, Music Department; Associate Professor, Music;
M.M., Northwestern University
Odahl Charles M ',' (1975)
Professor, History; Ph.D., University of Calif, San Diego.
Oliver Mamie , (1972)
Associate Professor, Social Work; Ph.D., Washington State Uni-
-versity
Olson Thomas (1975)
Standard Instructor, Applied Mathematics; B.S.Ed., University of
Idaho, .
Oravez David L (1964)
Associate Professor, Art; M;F.A., University of Wisconsin
Ostrander Gloria (1971)
Acquisitions. Librarian, Technical Services, Library; As.sociate
Professor, Library Science; M.L.S., University of Washington
Otterness Nancy (1984)
Instructor, Nursing; BS, So Dakota St Univ
Ourada Patricia K (1962)
Professor, History; Ph.D., University of Oklahoma
Overgaard Willard.,., '.' :: : (1972)
Chairperson, Political Science Dept; Professor, Political Science; Ph.D.,
University of Minnesota
Oyler Neldon D : ' (1966)
Program Head, Horticulture; Instructor, Horticulture; B.S., Brigham
Young University
p
Panitch Arnold (1974)
Associate Professor, Social Work; Ph.D.,
i
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Papenfuss Herbert. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... (1967)
Professor, Biology; Ph.D., Colorado State University
Papinchak Robert . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . •. (1979)
, Associate Professor, English; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin
Madison
Parke Charles R ... 00 •• 00 00 • 00 ••• " •• 00 00 • 00 00 • 00 ••• 00 00 •• (1980}
Standard Instructor, Auto Body; Certif, Idaho State University
Parker Ben l (1977)
Professor, Communication; Ph.D., Southern Illinois University .
Parkinson Del R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1985)
Associate Professor, Music; D.Mus., Indiana University at
Bloomington
Parks Donald J ... 00 •••••• 00 •• 00 00 00 00 • 00 • 00 00 • 00 00. 00 • 00 (1973)
Professor, Engineering; ph.D., University of Minnesota
Pavesic Max G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1973)
Professor, Anthropology; Ph.D., University of Colorado
Payne Richard D .....................................•.. (1970)
Professor, Economics; Ph.D., University of Southern California
Pearson Thel : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1982)
Associate Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., Universityof calif,San
Francisco . ,
Peck louis A 00 •• 00 •••••• 00 • 00 00 • •• • • ••• (1955)
Chairperson, Art Department; Professor, Art; Ed.D., University of
Idaho
Peek Margaret. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. (1969)
Associate Dean, College of Arts & Sciences; Associate Professor, English;
Ph.D., University. of Nebraska
Pelton John R 00 00 •• 00 •••• 00 •••• 00 • 00 • 00 • 00 • 00 • 00. (1981)
Associate Professor, Geology, Geophysics; Ph.D., University of
Utah
Penner June R (1974)
Associate Professor, Nursing; M.P.H., University of Calif, Berkeley
Peterson Ellis R ' ' (1964)
Professor, Physical Chemistry; Ph.D., Washington State University
Peterson Faith Young (1979)
Assistant Professor, Nursing; M.P.A., Boise State University
pfeiffer Ronald 00 •••••••••••••• 00 00 ••••••• 00 (1980)
Assistant Professor, Physical Education; Ed.D., Brigham Young
University
Phillips John l (1954)
Chairperson, Psychology Department; Professor, Psychology; Ph.D.,
University of Utah
Pirrong Gordon D : : (19~5)
Associate Professor; Accounting; D.B.A., Arizona State University
Pitman C Harvey (1966)
Associate Professor, Communication; M.Ed., Washington State
University.<
Plew Mark G ',' .. (1984)
Assistant Professor, Anthropology; Ph.D., Indiana University at
Bloomington
Porter Sidney C .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1985)
Assistant Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Yale University
Poshek Neila .. 00 •••••••••• 00 ••••••••• 00 • 00 • 00 •••••••••• (1984)
.' Chairperson, Nursing Department; Professor, Nursing; Director,
Baccalaureate Degree Nursing; D.Ed., University of Tulsa
Potter Glenn R (1985)
Chairperson, Physical Education Department; Professor, Physical
Education; Ed.D., Brigham Young University
Profit Rex E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1977)
Chairperson, Radiologic Sciences; Associate Professor, Radiologic
Sciences; B.S., Central Michigan University
R
Ra'y Nina Marie : (1986)
Assistant Professor, Marketing; D.B.A., Texas Tech University
Rayborn David W : .. : : . '. (1969)
Associate Professor, Communication; M.S., Southern illinOIs
University
Raymond Gregory (1974)
Professor, Political Science; Ph.D., University of South Carolina
Reimann Richard J (1975)
Professor, Physics; Ph.D., University of Washington
Reynolds R Larry '" (1979)
Professor, Economics; Ph.D., Washington State University
Rinnert Carol (1977)
Associate Professor, English; Ph.D., State Univof New York, Buffalo
Ritchie Karen E (1985)
, Supervisor, Student Teachers; Instructor, Teacher Education;
Roberts George F : (1970)
Professor, Art; M.F.A., University of Iowa
Robertson John B (1974)
Associate Professor, Foreign Languages; Ph.D., Univers\.!y of
Mro~ '
Faculty
Rozmajzl Michon 00 ••••••••••••••• 00 ••• (1986)
Associate Professor, Music; Ph.D., University of Michigan
Rudd Robert A ................................•......... (1985)
Assistant Professor, Communication; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Russell James K •.........•...........•...•......•....... (1969)
Professor, Art; M.F.A., University of Iowa
Ruyle Asa M •..•..•.•..........•.•........•.• '. : ..•... ,' .. (1976)
Vice President, Financial Affairs; Bursar; Professor, Education; Ed.D.,
University of Missouri
Rychert Robert C .......••...••..•..•......•.....•...... (1975)
Professor, Biology; Ph.D., Utah State University
S
Sadler Norma J " . .. (1973)
Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin
Sahni Chaman l (1975)
Professor, English; Ph.D., Wayne State University .
Sallie Steven S ..........•...•.••......................... (1981)
Associate Professor, Political.Science; Ph.D., University of Nebraska
Samball Michael ......•............•.................... (1976)
Associate Professor, Music; M.M., North Texas State University
Sanderson Richard (1971)
Associate Professor, English; Ph.D., New York University
Scheffer Martin .............................•............ (1964)
Professor, Sociology; Ph.D., University of Utah
Schoedinger Andrew B .. ,' .....•................ ',',"',"" (1972)
Associate Professor, Philosophy; Ph.D., Brown University
Scholes Mary A ..... " ...•••...•....•................... (1971)
Senior Instructor, Special Needs; B.A., College of Idaho
Schroeder Gerald H '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1978)
Associate Professor, Music; D:M.A., University of Colorado
Schroeder Jeff D ;' j1~76)
Standard Instructor, Small Engine Repair; A.A.S., Boise State
University
Scott Stanley V .........................•............. .-.. (1985)
Assistant Professor, Marketing; Ph.D., Ohio State University
Scudder Duston R ! (1964)
Professor, Marketing; Ed.D., Oregon State University
Seddon Carol. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1978)
Associate Professor, Medical Records; M.S., Oregon State
University ,
SelanderGlenn E. .............•......•.... ' (1966)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., Utah State University
Selland larry Goo oo oo oo'.' oo (1986)
l1ean School of Vocational-Technical Educ; Professor, Vocational-
Tech~ical Education; Ph.D., Colorado State University .
ShaliatTodd A .......................................•.. (1985)
.Assistant Professor, History; Ph.D., Carnegie-Mellon University
Shank weiler William E •.•....•........................... (1956)
Professor, Theatre Arts; Ph.D., University of Denver .
Shannon Patrick ....•...... : ..•............ .'. . . . . • . .. . ... (1985)
Associate Professor, Decision Sciences; Ph.D., University of Oregon
Shelton Melvin l ... 00 ••• '00 ••••••••• : ••••••••••••• 00 ••••• (1968)
Professor, Music; M~M., University of Idaho '.
Shin Borig (1979)
Chairperson, Management Department; Professor,Management; Ph.D.,
University of Georgia
Shurtleff-Young Cheryl : : (1978)
Assistant Professor, Art; M.A., BOIse State University
Sims Robert C ........................•....•............ (1970)
Dean, School of Soc Sci & Public Affairs; Professor, History; Ph.D.,
University of Colorado
Singh Ramlaykha ....................•.. ' •................. (1975)
Coordinator, Field Services, Teacher Education; Professor, Teacher
Education; Ed.D., University of Northern Colorado
Skillern William G ...............................•....... (1971)
Director, Interdisciplinary Humaniti~s; P~ofessor, Political Science;
Coordinator, Philosophy; Ph.D., University of Idaho
Skirmants Alexandra ": (19!0)
Advanced Instructor, Special Needs; M.A., Idaho State University
Skoro Charles l (19.82)
Chairperson, Economics Department; Associate Professor, Economics;
Sko~hA~~'y~ol.~~.~i~.~~.i~~~~i~~ (1967)
Professor, Art; M.F.A., University of Idaho •
Sluder Stan .........•.•.................................. (1984)
Advanced Instructor, Electronics Technology; Certif, Idaho State
University
Smith Brent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (1981)
Associate Professor, Art; M.F.A., Utah State University
Smith William S . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • •. . . . . . • . . . . . . .• (1973)
Professor, Physics; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin
"
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Faculty
Snow Mark E (1971)
Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., University of Utah
Snyder Walter S (1984)
Assistant Protessor, Geology; Ph.D., Stanford University.
Spinosa Claude : ',' (1970)
Professor, Geology; Ph.D. University of Iowa , .
Spitzer Terry-Ann (1981)
Assistant Professor, Physical Education; M.S., University of Illinois
Stack James : (1984)
)nstructor, Electronics Technology; ,
Stark Frank W (1957)
Professor, Chemistry, Physical Science; M.s.,Trinity College
Steger Harry L (1972)
Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., University of Kentucky
Stitzel Thomas E. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. (1975)
Dean, College of Business; Professor, Finance; Ph.D., University of
Oregon .•
Straub Hilary !.. (1984)
Instructor, Nursing; M.S.Ed., Indiana University at Bloomington
Strong Janet (1973)
0, ientation Librarian; Assistant to the Univ Librarian; Associate
Professor, Library Science; M.L.s., University of Washington
Suedmeyer Joan A : (1986)
Associate Professor, Teacher Education; Ed.D., Syracuse University
Sugiyama Masao : (1974)
Associate Chairperson, Mathematics Department; Associate Professor,
Mathematics; Ph.D., Washington State University
Sulanke Robert (1970)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Kansas
Sumter Bonnie J ' (1978)
Manager, Business '& Services Division; Instructor, Practical
Ny!sing ,
T
Takeda Yozo ................•......... : (1969)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., University of Idaho
Takehara John S ; .' ~ (1968)
Professor, Art; M.A., Los Angeles State College
Taye John A ; (1975)
Associate Professor, Art; M.F.A., Otis Art Institute
Taylor Adrien P Jr .: (1977)
Head Librarian, Reference Dept, Library; Professor, Library Science;
M.A., University of Denver
Taylor David S (1972)
Vice President, Student Affairs; Professor, Psychology; PhD., Michigan
State University
Taylor Patricia : ' (1975)
Associate Professor, Nursing; M.Ed., College of Idaho
Taylor Ronald S ; ' (1975)
Associate Professor, Art; M.F.A., Utah State University
Tho~:i~~;n~~~fe~s~;: M~~i~; 'M.A.:B~'i~~ 's't~i~ 'U~i'~~r~ity' . ',' (1975)
Thorngren Connie : '. (1970)
Assistant Professor, Physical Education; M.Ed., Central Washington
University • ,
Thurber Steven D (1986)
Assistant Professor, Psychology; Ph.D., University of Texas Austin
Tillman Charles .........................................• (1977)
Manager, Canyon County Division, Vo-Tech; Advanced Instructor,
Hvy-Duty Mechanics (Diesel); Diploma, University of Idaho
Towle Mary Ann (1976)
Senior Instructor, Practical Nursing; B.S., University of Idaho
Traynowicz Laurel (1981)
Associate Professor, Communication; Ph.D., University of Iowa
Trusky Tom ....•........................................ (1970)
Associate Professor, English; M.A., Northwestern University
Tucker Walter (1975)
Advanced Instructor, Air Conditioning; Certif, University of Idaho
Twight Charlotte (1986)
Assistant Professor, Economics; Ph.D., University of Washington
U
'Uehling Karen S : ~': ~' : (1981)
Assistant Professor, English; M.A., University of Calif, Davis
V
Vahey JoAnn T -.; '.\ (1973)
Associate Dean, College of Health Science; Professor, Nursing; Ed.D.,
Columbia University
Valverde Luis I (1965)
Professor, Foreign Languages; Ed.D., University of Calif, LosAngeles
,'Vaughn Ross E (1973)
Associate Professor, Physical Education; Ph.D., Washington State
University
Vinz Warren L (1968)
Chairperson, History Department; Professor, History; Ph.D., University
, of Utah .
W,
Waag Charles J ' (1981)
Professor, Geology; Ph.D., University of Arizona •
Wade Mildred R .. : ' : ; (1981)
Director, Associate Degree Nursing; Associate Professor, Nursing;
M.S.N., University of Colorado '
Waite Wenden W : : (1976)
Professor, Teacher Education; Ph.D., Utah State University
Waldorf Larry L : (1970)
Associate Professor, Management; Ph.D., Colorado State University
Wallace Steve R ': (1972)
Assistant ,Professor, Physical Education; M.S., University of Utah
Walsh Anthony (1984)
Assistant Professor, Criminal Justice Administration; Ph.D., Bowling
Green State University
Walsh Phillip F ': (1985)
Instructor, Culinary Arts;
Warberg William : (1977)
Director; Internships/Cooperative Education; Associate Professor,
Computer Systems; Ed.D., Oregon State University •
Ward Frederick : (1969)
Professor, Mathematics; Ph.D., Virginia Poly.lnst & State Univ
Warner Kathleen C (1966)
. Assistant Professor, English; Ph.D., Indiana University
Wells David A .: (1986)
Associate Professor, Music; M.M.E., VanderCook College of Music
Wertman Donald L ' ' (1979)
.Senior Instructor, Machine Shop; A.s., Pennsylvania State
University
White Craig , (1980)
Chairperson, Geology & Geophysics Department; Associate Professor,
Geology, Geophysics; Ph.D., University of Oregon
White Wayne E (1965)
Director, Aviation Management; Professor,Management; M.A.,Arizona
State University
Wicklow-Howard Marcia (1975)
Chairperson, Biology Department; Professor, Biology; Ph.D., Oregon
State University
Widmayer layne A (1981)
Associate Professor, English; Ph.D., University of Michigan
Wilcox Marguerite (1972)
Associate Professor, Nursing; M.N., University of Calif, Los Angeles
Wilkinson Edwin E (1958)
Dean; Student Special Services; Associate Professor, Psychology; M.S.,
Washington State University ,
Williamson Marjorie (1967)
Secretary, Faculty Senate; Associate Professor, Business & Office
Education; M.B.(Ed.), University of Idaho
, Willis Lonnie L (1970)
Professor, English; Ph.D., University of Colorado
Wilson Monte D ': (1969)
Professor, Geology; Ph.D., University of Idaho
Wilterding Jim : (1976)
Professor, Management; D.B.A., Texas Tech University
Wines William A (1984)
Associate Professor, Management; Ph.D.,
Winston Edmund W (1986)
Professor, Music; D.M.A., Louisiana State University
Wise Lowell C (1983)
.' Instructor, Nursing; B.S., Boise State University
Wojtkowski W Gregory (1982)
Assistant Professor, Computer Systems, Decision Sciences; Ph.D., Case
Western Reserve University
Wojtkowski Wita (1983)
Assistant Professor, Computer Systems, Decision Sciences; Ph.D., Case
Western Reserve University
Wood Spencer H., (1977)
" Associate Professor, Geology, Geophysics; Ph.D., California
Institute Of
Technology ,
Wyllie Gilbert A (1965)
Associate Professor, Biology; PhD., Purdue University
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Young Jerry ' (1964)
Professor, Mathematics; Ed.D., University of Northern Colorado
Young Mike ~ ; (1970)
Head Coach, Men's Wrestling; Head Coach, Golf; Assistant Professor,
Physical Education; M.A., 'Brigham Young University
Young Virgil M : (1967)
Professor, Teacher E~ucation; Ed.D., University of Idaho
Faculty
Yunker Douglas ' '" (1976)
Chairperson, Social Work Department; Associate Professor, Social
Work; M.A., Indiana University
z
, '--Zirinsky Driek ' / (1984)
• Associate Professor, English;'Ph.D., University of North Carolina
Zirinsky Michael P (1973)
Professor, History; Ph.D.~ Univ of North Carolina Chapel Hill
- ,
Boise State University Emeriti
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Faculty
Dorothy Albertson, Professor, Office Administration (1953-1977)
Thelma F. Allison, Associate Professor, Home Economics (1946-1973) •
John B.Ba'rnes, President, Boise State University (1967-1977)
John Beitia, Professor, Teacher Education (1970-1985)
John H. Best, Professor, Music (1947-1983)
Bill Bowman, Professor, Physical Education (1969-1985)
Phyllis Bowman, Assistant Professor, Physical Education (1969-1985)
Jean C. Boyles, Assistant Professor, Physical Education
(1949-1957,1962-1984)
C. Griffith Bratt, Professor, Music (1946-1976)
William Bronson, Professor, Psychology (1954-1970)
James R. Buchanan, Assistant Professor, Welding (1959-1978) ,
Clara Burtch, Associate Professor, Teacher Education, Library Science
(1969-1978)
Erma M. Callies Dept Head & Counselor, Vocational Student'
Services (1969-1985)
William Carson, Associate Professor, Accounting (1963-1982)
Eugene B. Chaffee, President, (1932-1967)
Acel H. Chatburn, Professor, Education (1944-1977)
R. Wayne Chatterton, Professor, English (1968-1983)
Robert deNeufville, Professor, Foreign languages (1949-1973) ,
James D. Doss, Associate Dean, College of Business Associate Profes7
' sor, Management (1970-1984)
Clisby Edlefsen, Professor, Business (1939-1969)
J. Calvin Emerson, Associate Professor, Chemistry,
(1933-1940,1960-1973)
Evelyn C. Everts, Associate Professor, Library Science (1957-1977)"
Marjorie Fairchild, Associate Professor, Library Science (1966-1975)
Milton Fleshman, Assistant Professor, Auto Mechanics Technology
(1959-1974)
Albert Fuehrer, Instructor, Auto Mechanics Technology (1965-1978)
John F. Hager, Associate Professor, Machine Shop (1954-1969)
Clayton Hahn, Associate Professor, Engineering (1963-1981)
Alice H. Hatton, Registrar (1959-1974)
Ken l. Hill, Professor, Education (1962-1970) l '.
lames W. Hopper, Associate Professor, Music (1970-1986)
Helen R. Johnson, Associate Professor, Business Education
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CONTACTS
CORRECT TELEPHONE NUMBER FOR DEAN OF STUDENT SPECIAL
SERVICES OFFICE. PAGE 2.
Telephone (20B) 3B5~15B3.
ACADEMIC ENRICHMENT AND SPECIAL PROGRAMS
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES IN AGING.
RELIGIOUS INTEREST COURSES.
PAGE 28 PRECEDING
Students have the opportunity to earn a Minor in Gerontology through a
structured, upper division, interdisciplinary studies program. Courses
provide students from any major an opportunity to become knowledgeable
about the biological, psychological, and sociological aspects of the ag-
ing process. Additionally, required course work provides students an
excellent understanding about health and aging as well as the social
utilities and personal services necessary for the older person.
Requirements for Minor in Gerontology
LOWER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS:
*Intro to Sociology SO 101 3
*Genera 1 Psychology P 101 ...................... 3
*Concepts of Biology
OR ................................................• 4
Concepts Human Anat &-Phys Z 107
OR ........••......•........•....•................. 8
*Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 111-112 B
TOTAL 10-14
UPPER DIVISION REQUIREMENTS:
Sociology of Aging SO 325 3
Psycho logy of Agi ng P 313 3
Biology of Aging B 300 3
**Hea 1th and Agi ng H 410 3
**Soc Util & Pers Serv for Elderly SW 433 3
Seminar and/or Practicum in Major Fld Study 6
TOTAL 21
* Lower Division requi red courses meet core requi rements. **Prerequi-
sites are SO 325, P 313, B 300 or PERM/INST.
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ART DEPARTMENT PAGES 39-42.
MISSING ART DEPARTMENT COURSE DESCRIPTIONS, PAGES 40, 41, 42.
AR 115 LANDSCAPE PAINTING (0-6-3-)(SU), Various styles and techniques
in landscape painting in oil, watercolor and related media. Field trips.
First Summer Session.
AR 231 SCULPTURE (0-4-2)(F). Work in a variety of three dimensional
material with emphasis on the techniques of carving, modeling.
AR 232 SCULPTURE (0-4-2)(S). Continued work in a variety of three di-
mensional materials with emphasis on the techniques of carving, modeling
and mold building.
AR 251 INTRODUCTION TO CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY (2-2-2)(F/S). An aesthetic
approach to the basic photographic skills of camera operation, film de-
velopment and enlargement of negatives. All work in black and white.
Adjustable camera required.
AR 252 HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY (3-0-3)(S). This course is designed to
provide a basic understanding of both the technical and visual history
of photography. Through slide presentations, important photographers of
the 19th and 20th centuries will be discussed in terms of their role in
the development of photography as an art form.
AR 319 PORTRAIT AND FIGURE PAINTING (0-6-3)(F/S). Painting from models
in realistic or semi-abstract styles based on individual interest. Model
fee. Maybe repeated for credit, PREREQ: AR 219 and Upper Division sta-
tus.
AR 321 ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ART METHODS (2-2-3)(F/S). For students expecting
to teach in the elementary schools. This course is especially designed
to help prospective teachers construct outlines of courses for creative
art activities in the elementary grades. Progressive methods and mate-
rials conducive to free and spontaneous expression are stressed.
AR 325 STUDIO IN CERAMICS (0-6-3)(F/S). Advanced study in the materials
of ceramics with emphasis on the exploration of clays, glazes, and firing
as it applies to the creative artist or teacher. Advisable to take AR
225 and 226 prior to AR 325. Individual instruction will be given. May
be repeated once for credit. ;
AR 441 STUDIO IN CREATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY (2-4-3)(F/S). Individual problems
in black and whi te photography. Advi sab 1e to take AR 251 and AR 341.
May be repeated for credit.
BIOLOGY DEPARTMENT PAGES 43-44.
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CREATION OF NEW COURSE B 300. PAGE 43.
B 300 BIOLOGY OF AGING (3-0-3)(S). Focus on biological aspects of aging
and the major types of anatomical and physiological processes which may
impair normal functioning during the aging process. This course is not
appropriate for Biology majors and may not be counted toward major re-
quirements. Offered alternate years. PREREQ: Upper division standing
and B 100 or Z 111-112.
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT PAGES 45-46.
CHANGE OF PREREQUISITE FOR C 321, 322, C 41lG, C 432G,
46.
PAGE
C 321,322 PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY LECTURE (3-0-3)(F/S). The fall semester
will cover gases, phase equilibria, electrochemistry, adsorption
spectroscopy, and the first, second and third laws of thermodynamics.
The spring semester covers reaction kinetics, point symmetry, molecular
structure and quantum theory (briefly). PREREQ: PH 102 or PH 213 and 214,
M 206 or equivalent, prior or concurrent enrollment in C 317 or
PERMIINSTR.
C 411G INSTRUMENTAL ANALYSIS (2-6-4)(5). Theory and practice of the more
common instrumental methods of analysis, laboratory experience with
commerical instruments. PREREQ: C 211 and C 322.
C 432G BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY (0-3-1)(S). Identification, isolation,
and reactions of biologically important compounds. PREREQ: C 431.
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT AND PRE-ENGINEERING PAGES 46-48.
COURSE CHANGES FOR EN 215, 216. PAGE 48.
EN 215 BASIC SURVEYING (1-3-2)(F). A basic course in surveying for non-
engineering majors. Course covers use of transit, level, plane table,
and computations related to elevation, traverse and stadia surveys.
PREREQ: M 11 or equivalent.
EN 216 ENGINEERING MEASUREMENTS (2-3-3)(S). Theory and practice; manip-
ulation of instruments for horizontal and vertical distance measurements
and angle measurements; types and distribution of errors; route and land
surveying; construction surveying; introduction to photogrammetry.
PREREQ: MIll or equivalent.
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MATHEMATICS PAGES 55-58.
NEW MAJOR PROGRAM - BACHELOR OF SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS,
COMPUTER SC IENCE OPTION. PAGE 56.
FRESHMEN YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
Calculus & Anal Geometry M 204-205 (Area III) .
College Chemistry C 131-134 (Area III)(elective) .
Pascal Programming CS 125 .
Intro Computer Sci ence CS 127 .
TOTAL
SOPHMORE YEAR
Calculus & Anal Geom M 206 (Area III) .
Assembler Language CS 226 .
Mechanics, Waves & Heat + Lab PH 211-212 (Area III)
Intro to Logic PY 121 (AREA 1) .
Electricity, Magnetism and Optics + Lab PH 213-214 (Area
III) .
Progam in 'C' in the Unix Environ CS 227 .
Linear Algebra M 301 .
Area I or II Core .
TOTAL
JUNIOR YEAR
Programmi ng Languages CS 354 .
Discrete Mathematical Structures M 356 .
Intro Computer Graphics CS 341 elective .
Prin of Economics EC 201-202 (Area II) .
Area I or II Core Elect iyes .
Fund of Statistics M 361 .
Data Structures CS 358 .
Numerical Analysis M 340 .
TOTAL
SENIOR YEAR
Systems Programmi ng CS 451 .
Operating Systems Principles CS 453 .
Fund of Speech Communication eM III (AREA II) .
Software Design & Implementation CS 471 .
Linear Programming M 456 (elective) .
Technical Writing E 202 (elective) .
Area I or II Elect ive .
Internship or Elective .
TOTAL
CHANGE OF PREREQUISTE FOR CS 358. PAGE 57.
CS 358 DATA STRUCTURES (4-9-4)(S). The representation of data, lists,
stacks, queues, storage mapping, tree structures, hierarchic data struc-
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tures, recursion, searching and sorting, codes, data structures in pro-
gramming languages. PREREQ: CS 127 or PERM/INST.
CREATION OF CS 453 OPERATING SYSTEMS PRINCIPLES. PAGE 57.
CS 453 OPERATING SYSTEMS PRINCIPLES (3-0-3). Resource management. I/O
programmi ng. Interrupts. Memory management. Process management. Dy-
namic allocations. PREREQ: M 361 and CS 451 or PERM/INST.
MUSIC PAGES 58-63
DELETE MAXIMUM CREDITS EARNED IN MUSIC ENSEMBLE COURSES.
PAGE 62.
Courses Affected:
ME 101, 301 University Singers
ME 105, 305 Meistersingers
ME 110, 310 Vocal Ensemble
ME 115, 315 Opera Theatre
ME 120, 320 Band
ME 125, 325 Brass Ensemble
ME 126, 326 Jazz Ensemble
ME 130, 330 Woodwind Ensemble
ME 140, 340 Percussion Ensemble
ME 141, 341 Keyboard Percussion Ensemble
ME 150, 350 Orchestra
ME 160, 360 String Ensemble
ME 167, 367 Guitar Ensemble
ME 180, 380 Accompanying
ME 185, 385 Duo-Piano Ensemble
CHANGE OF PREREQUISITE FOR MU 313-314. PAGE 62
(Only the preprequisite to be changed:) PREREQ: MU 120-122 and a grade
of Ie' or better in MU 213 Functional Piano, OR Piano Proficiency passed,
OR 2DD-level private piano study.
MILITARY SCIENCE PAGES 74-75.
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COURSE TITLE AND DESCRIPTION CHANGE FOR ML 202. PAGE 75.
ML 202 Applied Leadership (2-1-2). Prepares the student for the ROTC
advanced course. ML 202 concentrates on developing oral communication
skills, problem analysis, decision making and practical leadership exer-
cises as outlined by Military Qualification Skills (MQS 1) /Leadership
Assessment Program (LAP) guidelines. The student will acquire a general
knowledge and appreciation of the historical development of the American
Military System and its leaders. Laboratory consists of progressive
participation in leadership exercises, adventure training, military
skills orientation, and historical examples of these events. (By per-
mission of Instructor.)
SOCIAL WORK PAGES 79-80.
CREATION OF NEW COURSE SW 433. PAGE 79.
SW 433 SOCIAL UTILITIES AND PERSONAL SERVICES FOR THE ELDERLY (3-0-3) (S).
This course includes policy issues and services that are or should be
available to all aged, and special services that must be available for
the frail, impaired, and isolated aged. Content survey includes the So-
cial Security Act, the Older American Act and its amendments, the programs
and benefits including cash income support programs and non-cash income
support programs, housing, and occupational programs. Agencies and or-
ganizations will also be covered, as well as social services - eligibility
and utilization. PREREQ: SO 325, P 313, B 300 or PERM/INST.
SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE ADMINISTRATION
PAGES 80-85.
ADD SO 210 TO LIST OF CORE COURSES FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE
MAJORS. PAGES 80, 81, 83.
Core Courses
One of the following:
Computer Appl in Social Science SO 210 3
Intro to Financial Accounting AC 205 3
Intro to Information Science IS 210 3
ACCOUNTING PAGES 87-89.
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CHANGE COURSE NUMBER AND PREREQUISITE FOR AC 401. PAGE 88.
AC 302 PRINCIPLES OF INCOME TAXATION (3-0-3)(F/S). Theory and application
of Federal income taxes to individuals, including an introduction to
F.I.C.A., unemployment taxes, and state income taxes. Degree credit not
allowed for both AC 320 and AC 302. PREREQ: AC 206.
COMPUTER SYSTEMS & DECISION SCIENCES PAGE 89-90.
ADDITION OF OPTIONS FOR COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MAJOR. PAGE 89.
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree
Option I: PROGRAMMER ANALYST
FRESHMAN
F S
English Compositon E 101-102 3 3
Mathematics M 105-106 or M 111-204 (Area III) 4 4
Core Electives (Area I, II, III) 9 7
Non-Business Electives (Area I, II, III) 2
TOTAL 16. 16
SOPHMORE
Principles of Economics EC 201-202 (Area II) 3 3
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 3
Intro Managerial Accounting AC 206 3
Statistical Techniques I, lIDS 207-208 3 3
Intro Computer Information Systems IS 210 3
Intro Business Applications Program (COBOL) IS 221 3
Microcomputers Applications in Business IS 215 3
Legal Environment of Business GB 202 3
Non-Business Electives (Area I, II, III) 4
TOTAL 16 18
JUNIOR
Cost Accounting AC 351 .. ............................... 3
Management & Organ Theory MG 301 ................. ... 3
Pri n of Finance FI 303 .......... 3
Interm Business Appl Program (COBOL) IS 361 3
Quantitative Anal for Bus Decisions OS 366 3
Prin of Marketing MK 301 3
Business Communications AS 328 ........3
Prin of Production Management OS 345 3
Intermediate Microeconomics EC 303 3
Non-Business Electives (Area I, II, III) 4
Upper Division Economics Elective , 3
TOTAL', 16 18
SENIOR
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Organizational Behavior MG 401 .
Nonprocedural & 4th-Generation Lang IS 415 .
Data Files and Databases IS 367 .
Systems Analysis and Design IS 420 .
Systems Development Project IS 430 .
Business Policies GB 450 .
General Electives (Area I, II, III) .
*Opt ion Elect ives .
TOTAL
*Approved electives fo~ the Programmer Anaiyst Option are:
1. IS 370 Advanced Business Applications Programming (COBOL).
2. IS 455 Decision Support Systems.
3. One approved elective from Computer Science Curriculum:
a. CS 122 First Course in Programming (BASIC).
b. CS 125 PASCAL Programming.
c. CS 227 Programming in 'C' in the UNIX Environment.
d. Others decided by consultation with advisor.
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS MAJOR
Bachelor of Business Administration Degree
Option II: INFORMATION ANALYST
FRESHMAN
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Upper Divison Economics Elective 3
TOTAL 19 15
SENIOR
Organizational Behavior MG 401 ,. 3
Nonprocedural and 4th-Generation Lang IS 415 3
Data Files and Databases IS 367 3
Systems Analysis ~nd Design IS 420 3
Systems Development Project IS 430 .. 3
Business Po11cies GB,450 3
General Electives (Area I, II, III) 3 3
*Option Electives 3 3
TOTAL 15 15
*Approved elec,tives for the Information Analyst Option are:
1. IS 305 Advanced Office Systems.
2. AS 338 Technical Writing for Business.
3. IS 455 Decision Support Systems.
4. Others decided by consultation with advisor.
COURSE TITLE CHANGE FOR IS 210 INTRO TO INFORMATION SCIENCE.
PAGE 90. .
"-IS 210 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS (3-0-3)( F/S). Course
description remains the same.
CREATION OF NEW COURSE IS 215. PAGE 90.
IS 215 MICROCOMPUTER ApPLICATIONS IN BUSINESS (3-0-3)(F/S). The course
will survey the application of microcomputers to business information
needs. Significant hands-on use of microcomputers will be included. This
cours~ will be required of CIS majors. PREREQ: IS 210 or equivalent.
CHANGE OF COURSE NUMBER, TITLE AND CONTENT FOR IS 220 TO
IS 221. PAGE 90.
IS 221 INTRODUCTION TO BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMING (COBOL)
(3-0-3)(F/S). An introduction to computer programming in a business en-
vironment. Emphasis on the fundamentals of structured program design,
development, testing, implementation, and documentation of common
business-oriented applications using COBOL. Discussion and application
of top-down des'i'gn strategies and structured programming techniques.
PREREQ: IS 210 Intro to Computer Information Systems.
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CHANGE OF COURSE NUMBER, TITLE AND CONTENT OF AS 317 TO IS
305. PAGE 96, 90.
Delete AS 317. Page 96.
IS 305 ADVANCED OFFICE SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(F). Introduction to the area of
information management and functions of office management including areas
such as production, environmental analysis, systems analysis and person-
nel administration. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing or
PERM/INST.
CHANGE OF COURSE NUMBER, TITLE AND CONTENT OF IS 360 TO IS
361. PAGE 90.
Delete IS 360. Page 90.
IS 361 INTERMEDIATE BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMING (COBOL) (3-0-3)
(F/S). Intermediate COBOL programming in a business environment. Em-
phasis on structured methodology of program design, implementation, and
documentation of business-oriented applications. Includes table proc-
essing, sequential file creation and access, input editing, and random
access files. Processing techniques and development of programs and
systems of programs for batch and interactive environments using ftdvanced
features. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing, IS 221 Introduction
to Business Applications Programming (COBOL).
CHANGE OF COURSE TITLE AND DESCRIPTION OF IS 370. PAGE 90.
IS 370 ADVANCED BUSINESS APPLICATIONS PROGRAMMING (COBOL) (3-0-3) (S).
A continuation of IS 361. Emphasis on structured methodology of program
design, implementation, and documentation of business-oriented applica-
tions. Includes coverage of processing techniques and development of
programs and systems of programs for interactive environments using" ad-
vanced features. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing, IS 361
Intermediate Business Applications Programming (COBOL).
CHANGE OF COURSE NUMBER, TITLE AND PREREQUISITE OF IS 405
TO IS 367. PAGE SO.
Delete IS 405. Page 90 ..
IS 367 DATA FILES AND DATABASES (3-0-3)(F). PREREQ: Upper Division
Business standing, IS 361 Intermediate Business Applications Programming
(COBOL).
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CREATION OF A NEW COURSE IS 415. PAGE 90
IS 415 NONPROCEDURAL AND FOURTH-GENERATION LANGUAGES (3-0-3)( F). The
course exami nes the pri nci p1es of development of Computer Information
Systems through use of nonprocedural and fourth-generation languages.
It will explore.state-of-the-art design techniques appropriate to those
1anguages. Students wi 11 1earn to recogni ze the advantages' and di sad-
! vantages of each family of tools for the major CIS application areas.
Languages used in illustrationare respectively, RPGIII or SQL in ORACLE
as nonprocedural 1anguages, and POWERHOUSE as a fourth-generation 1an-
guage. PREREQ: Upper Division Business standing, IS 367 Data Files and
Databases. .
CHANGE OF PREREQUiSITE FOR IS 420. PAGE 90.
IS 420 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN (3-0-3)(F). PREREQ: Upper Division
Business standing, IS 361 Intermediate Business Applications Programming
(COBOL). . .
CHANGE OF COURSE TITLE FOR IS 430. PAGE 90.
IS 430 SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT PROJECT (3-0-3)(S).
CREATION OF A NEW COURSE IS 455. PAGE 90.
IS 455 DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(S). The course will survey tools
and techniques for applying state-of-the-art decision models and software
in computerfzed in"formation systems supporting managerial decision mak-
ing. This seni6r-level course will have a seminar format, with emphasis
on intensive individual or small group learning projects. PREREQ: Upper
Division Business standing, IS 361 Intermediate Business Applications
Programming (COBOL).
COMBINE "PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT" AND"QUANTITATIVE
MANAGEMENT" MAJORS INTO A "DECISION SCIENCES" MAJOR. PAGES
89, 90.
DECISION SCIENCE MAJOR* - MAJOR CODE NUMBER: 0530
FRESHMAN
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY CATALOG 1987-88 Edition Addendum 11
F
English Composition E 101-102 3
Fund of Speech Comm CM 111 (Area II) 3
Intro Computer Information Science IS 210 .
Intro to Logic PY 121 (Area 1) 3
"'*Mathematics M 105-106 or M 11-204 (Area III) 4
Elect ive (Area I Core) ............................ 3
Elective (Area II Core) .
Elective (Area III Core .
TOTAL 16
SOPHOMORE
Intro Financial Accounting AC 205 3
Intro Managerial Accounting AC 206 , .
Pri n of Economi cs EC 201-202 (Area II) ........•..... 3
Statistical Techniques I-II OS 207-208 3
Legal Environment of Business GB 202 .
Programming Techniques IS 220 3
"''''*Elect ives 3
TOTAL 15
JUNIOR
Prin of Marketing MK 301 .
Samp 1ing Techn iques OS 307 3
Pri n of Finance FI 303 .
Management & Organ Theory MG 301 3
Business Communication AS 328 3
Business Ethics & Social Respon GB 360 3
Prin of Production Management OS 345 .
Technical Writing for Business AS 338 .
*"'*Elect ives ..................................... 4
TOTAL 16
SENIOR
Multivariate Statistics OS 416 .
Or gani zationalB ehavi0r MG 40 1 ......................... 3
Operations Management OS 408 .
Quantitative Analysis OS 366 3
Decision Analysis OS 409 3
Business Policies GB 450 .
"''''*Elect ives 6
TOTAL 15
S
3
3 0
4
3
4
17
3
3
3
3
4
16
3
3
3
3
6 018
3
3
3
6
15
"'This is a suggested sequence of courses for the BBA degree only. Those
seeking the BA or BS will be required to take additional courses. Changes
in elective timing may have to be made to accommodate specific areas of
emphasis.
*"'If M 105-106 is taken students must get a 3.50 or they will have to
take M 111-204 also.
"'''''''Electivesselected from option areas and non-business courses. Be
aware that 16 credits must be taken outside the College of B~siness.
Suggested options:
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1. Computer Information Systems: IS 360-370, IS 405 and IS 420.
2 . Finance: FI 410-411, FI 420 and FI 450.
3. Economics: EC 303, EC 305 and EC 421-422.
4. Production: EN 205, EN 221, EN 223, and EN 306. M 205-206 and
PH 211, 212, 213, 214.
5. Mathematics: M 205-206, M 301, M 361, M 456, M 464.
Students 'will al so be strongly advised to sit for a least part of
either the APICS certification examination or the ASPM certification
examination while in their senior year. Receiving either certif-
ication would enhance a student's marketability.
CREATION OF NEW COURSE DS 307 SAMPLING TECHNIQUES. PAGE 90.
OS 307 SAMPLING TECHNIQUES (3-0-3) (F). The theory and app 1icat ion of
probability sampling techniques are presented. Typical topics include:
simple radom sampling, stratified sampling, cluster sampling, systematic
sampling, multistage sampling, double sampling, sampling errors, ratio
and regression estimators, and nonresponse problems. PREREQ: OS 208.
MANAGEMENT PAGES 93-95.
CREATION OF NEW COURSE GB 445. PAGE 95.
GB 445 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS {3-0-3)(F). An 'overview of (1) the inter-
national business environment; (2) country characteristics and conditions
affecting firms that conduct business overseas; and (3) firm level deci-
sions about marketing, finance and personnel, and other functions.
HEALTH, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND RECREATION PAGES 99-104.
DELETE 'G' DESIGNATION FOR PE 401G AND PE 402G. PAGES 102, 141.
Delete IG1 designation for: PE 401G PSYCHO/SOCIAL ASPECTS OF ACTIVITY.
PE 402G ADVANCED ATHLETIC TRAINING.
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PSYCHOLOGY PAGE 104-106.
MINIMUM GRADE REQUIREMENTS FOR PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS. PAGE
104, 105.
Point number 4 under Special Information for Students "(in Psychology)
should read:
"Every psychology course that is specifically required for the
baccalaureate degree in psychology must be passed with a grade of "C" or
better in order to qualify a student for that degree."
The present point number 4 should become point number 5.
CREATION OF NEW COURSE P 125. PAGE 105.
P 125 BRAIN, MIND AND BEHAVIOR (1-0-1)(F). An educational television
series with accompanying textbook, the eight one-hour programs focus on
the mysteries of consciousness, vision and movement, pain, anxiety and
behavior, memory, the relationship between thought and language,
schizophrenia, and implications of brain research for the future. Exam-
inations will be administered through the mail.
CREATION OF NEW COURSE P 313 PSYCHOLOGY OF AGING. PAGE 106.
P 313 PSYCHOLOGY OF AGING (3-0-3)(S). Course will examine functional
changes occurring during the aging process with respect to cognition and
sensory perception. There will also be presentations on the major current
mental health problems among the population over age 65.
CREATION OF COURSE DESCRIPTION FOR P 493 INTERNSHIP IN
PSYCHOLOGY. PAGE 106.
,"
P 493 INTERNSHIP IN PSYCHOLOGY (Variable Credit). Some internship ex-
periences are available through the department. Credit may be granted
for psychological activities in applied settings. PREREQ: upper-
division standing, psychology major, cumulative GPA above 3.00 and
PERMIINST.
o
o
()
,
i
I~
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CREATION OF COURSE DESCRIPTION FOR P 496 INDEPENDENT STUDY
IN PSCHOLOGY. PAGE 106.
P 496 INDEPENDENT STUDY IN PSYCHOLOGY (Variable Credit)'. Independent
Study is an opportunity to earn academic credit outside of the established
curriculum. It assumes the confluence of two streams of interest--that
of a student and that of a professor-. Thus, enrollment is contingent on
a voluntary commitment to the project by both parties .. PREREQ: upper-
division standing, psychology major, cumulative GPA above 3.00, and
PERMIINST.
COMMUNITY AND ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PAGE 120-123.
CHANGE.OF DEGREE REQUIREMENTS FOR ENVIRONM~NTAL HEALTH.
PAGE 121.
2. Professional Requirements:
Mathematics M 111 and M 120 ................................... 9
CREATION OF NEW COURSE H 410. PAGE 123.
H 410 HEALTH AND AGING (3-0-3)(F). Course will focus on major health
problems and issues of the elderly. If will include discussion of: 1)
the continuity of care for the older person; 2) the organizations and
personnel providing care; and 3) the agencies involved with licensure,
certification, or other types of regulations for care providers. The
course will also include some discussion of non-traditional health cen-
ters for the older persons, e.g., worksite, community social organiza-
tions, and senior centers. PREREQ: SO 325, P 313, B 300 or PERM/INST.
MEDICAL RECORD SCIENCE PAGE 123-124.
CHANGE IN CURRICULUM FOR MEDICAL RECORD SCIENCE. PAGE 123
Delete IS 210 Intro' Information Science and CS 122 First Course in Pro-
gramming from program and ADD H 120 Intro to Computers in Health Science
2 credits.
MEDICAL RECORD SCIENCE
ASSOCIATE OF SCIENCE DEGREE
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FIRST YEAR
English Composition E 101-102 .
Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 111-112 .
Intra to Allied Health H 100 ., .
Medical Terminology H 101 .
Area III Core Elect ive .
Intro to Medical Records MR 115 .
Area II Core Elect ive .
Intro Computers in Health Care H 120 .
TOTAL
SECOND YEAR
Medical Records I MR 201-202 .
Diagnostic & Operative Coding MR 207 .
Disease Conditions I H 211 , .
Health Delivery Systems H 202 .
Intro Health Law & Ethics H 213 .
Medical Records II MR 203-204 5
Health Record Transcription MR 209 2
Hea lth Data MR 205 3
Disease Conditions II H 212 3
Area I Core Elect ive 3
TOTAL 16 16
1
SUMMER
Clinical Practice MR 215
NURSING PAGE 125-126.
2
o
DIFFERENTIATE AND SEPARATE NURSING COURSES OFFERED BY EACH
OF THE NURSING PROGRAMS. PAGE 124, 125, 126.
NA Associate of Science in Nursing
NB Bachelor of Science in Nursing, Registered Nurses
NU Bachelor of Science in Nurisng, Generic
The following courses will be classified as NA:
NA 100 .Fundamentals of Nursing I
NA 102 Fundamentals of Nursing II
NA 114 Orientation to Associate degree Nursing for Advanced Placement.
NA 200 Nursing Interventions I
NA 202 Nursing Interventions II
The following courses will be classified as NB:
NB 302 Professional Nursing I
NB 308 Leadership and Professional Interactions
NB 309 Practicum: Leadership and Professional Interactions
NB 322 Nursing Roles in Promoting Group Health
NB 323 Practicum: Nursing Roles in Promoting Group Health
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NB 360 Health Illness I
NB 361 Practicum: Health Illness I
(\ NB 364 Family NursingNB 365 Practicum: Family Nursing
NB 392 Introduction to Nursing Research
NB 402 Professional Nursing II
NB 408 Families and Groups under Stress
NB 409 Practicum: Families and Groups under Stress
NB 410 Nursing in the Community
NB 411 Practicum: Nursing in the Community
NB 430 Health Illness III
NB 431 Practicum: Health Illness III
NB 432 Health Illness IV
NB 433 Practicum: Health Illness IV
The following courses will be classified as NU:
NU 204
NU 206
NU 207
NU 314
NU 315
NU 318
NU 319
NU 412
NU 413
NU 416
NU 417
NU 434
NU 436
NU 437
NU 456
NU 470
NU 472
NU 478
Introduction to Nursing Process
Foundations of Nursing
Foundations of Nursing .Lab
Concepts of Nursing I
Concepts of Nursing I Lab
Concepts of Nursing II
Concepts of Nursing II Lab
Community Health Nursing
Community Health Nursing Lab
Psychosocial Nursing
Psychosocial Nursing Lab
Legal/Ethical Issues and Trends
Nursing Leadership
Nursing Leadership Lab
Nursing Strategies in High Risk Childbearing Families
Principles and Practices of School Nursing
Nursing Care of the Adult in the Workplace
Nursing and Politics
CHANGE OF COURSE NUMBERS AND COURSE DESCRIPTIONS FOR N 100,
102, 200, 202. PAGE 125.
NA 100 FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSI NG (3-9-6)( F) . First of four sequent ia1
courses. Focuses on man1s growth and development level, well-being, en-
vironmentalinteraction and ability to cope with stress. Learning expe-
riences increase student knowledge of self and others. Nursing process
and psychomotor skills are introduced to assist individuals of all ages
to cope with change and to progress toward wellness. PREREQ: Admission
to AS program.
NA 102 FUNDAMENTALS OF NURSING II (3-12-7)(S). Builds upon concepts
presented in NA 100. Focuses on concepts and methods to assist individ-
uals and families adaptation to stressors of illness and surgery.
Learning experiences assist student to implement nursing process and
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further develop psychomotor skills to help individuals of all ages
progress toward wellness. PREREQ: NA 100.
NA 200 NURSING INTERVENTION I (4-15-9)(F). Develop concepts pres~nted
in first year courses. Focuses on coping with changes in biopsycholocial
health status of individuals and families from pre-natal through late
adulthood. Learning experiences utilize the nursing process to proVide
care for patients with complex health problems. PREREQ: NA 102, COREQ:
B 205.
NA 202 NURSING INTERVENTION II (4-18-10)(S). Continues development of
concepts acquired in previous courses. Focuses on development of self
directed, flexible and organized use of nursing process in providing care
for individuals of all ages. Learning exper~ences emphasiie patient ed-
ucation, psychodynamics and management of multiple patient with complex
problems. PREREQ: NA 100 and B 205.
DELETION OF N 328, N 329, N 362, N 363, CREATION OF NB 322, NB
323, NB 364, NB 365. PAGE 125, 126.
Delete N 328 Family and Group Interactions, N 329 Practicum: Family and
Group Interactions, N 362 Health Illness II and N 363 Practicum: Health
Illness II.
ADD NEW COURSES:
NB 322 NURSING ROLES IN PROMOTING GROUP HEALTH (2-0-2)(S). Analysis of
group hea 1th based on concepts from systems, deve 1opmenta 1, and
interactional frameworks in a variety of settings. Emphases on levels
of prevention and nursing roles in health promotion. PREREQ: NB 308.
PREREQ or COREQ: NB 392. COREQ: NB 323.
NB 323 PRACTICUM: NURSING ROLES IN PROMOTION GROUP HEALTH (0-3-1)(S).
Practicum for NB 322. COREQ: NB 322.
NB 364 FAMILY NUSING (2-0-2)(S). Analysis of individual and family health
based on concepts from systems and developmental frameworks. Emphasis
on application of the nursing process and development of a therapeutic
relationship with a childbearing and/or childrearing family. PREREQ: NB
308, NB 360. PREPREQ or COREQ: NB 392. COREQ: NB 322, NB 365.
o
NB 365 PRACTICUM: FAMILY NURSING (0-6-2)(S).
COREQ: NB 364.
RADIOLOGIC SCIENCES PAGE 130-132.
Pract icum for NB 364.
()
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CHANGES IN RADIOLOGIC SCIENCES CURRICULUM. PAGES 130, 131,
132.
1. Delete IS 210 from major and replace with H 120.
2. Delete H 405, 406 from major requirements.
3. Delete RD 401, RD 402, RD 436 from major requirements.
4. Change RD 226 to RD 226, 227.
5. Change of credit hours for RD 234.
6. Change of credit hours for RD 316.
7. Change of credit hours for RD 350.
8. Change of Credit hours and course description for RD 360.
9 .. Change of title and semester offered for RD 400.
10. Change of course #, descript. and prereq. for RD 408 to RD 340.
11. Add H 206 to major requirements. <
12. Add MG 305 to major requirements.
13. Add RD 338 to major requirements.
FRESHMAN YEAR
F S
English Composition E 101-102 3 3
Human Anatomy & Physiology Z 111-112 (Area III) 4 4
Essentials of Chemistry + Lab C 107-108 (Area III) 4
Intro to Allied Health H 100 1
Medical Terminology H 101 3
***Intro Computers in Health Science H 120 2
Intermediate Algebra M 108 4
General Psychology P 101 (Area II) 4
TOTAL 15 16
SOPHOMORE
***Nursing Skills H 206 1
Rad Positioning I RD 222 4
***Rad Tech and Control RD 226 3
***Rad Tech & Control Lab RD 227 1
Radiographic Physics PH 106 3
***Intro Rad Clinical Exper RD 234 2
Laboratory Practicum RD 211, 221 1 1
Rad Biology/Protection RD 230 .. 2
Rad Positioning II RD 242 4
Clinical Experience RD 285 4
Area I Core Elective 3
Area II Core Elect ive 3
TOTAL 18 14
SUMMER SEMESTER
Clinical Experience RD 375 5
JUNIOR
***Rad Positioning III RD 316 3
***Special Rad Procedures RS 360 2
***Medical and Surgical Disease RD 350 2
Laboratory Pract icum RD 311, 321 .............. 1
Clincial Experience RD 385, 395 6
***Rad Therapy & Imaging System RD 338 .
***Rad Quality Assurance RD 340 .
1
6
3
3
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Rad Positioning IV RD 320 .
***Area I Core Elect ive .
TOTAL
SUMMER
Clinical Experience RD 397
3
17
5
2
3
18
SENIOR
***Health Delivery Systems H 202 3
Mgmt & Organ Theory MG 301 ; 3
Area I Core Elect ive ................................... 3
Area II Core Elect ive 3
Organizational Behavior MG 401 3
***Personnel Administration MG 305 . 3
***Develop of Rad Depart RD "400 3
***Elective from list below * 3 3
TOTAL 15 15
* Suggested Electives
Business Ethics & Social Responsibilities GB 360 (3-0-3) (F).
Employee and Labor Relations MG 340 (3-0-3) (F/S).
Technical Writing E 202 (3-0-3) (F/S).
Interviewing CM 307 (3-0-3).
Statistics (Health Sciences, Education or Psychology).
***Areas of Change.
RD 226 RADIOGRAPHIC TEHNIQUE & CONTROL (3-0-3)(F). Principles of x-ray
machine operation, production of x-radiation and its interaction with
matter. Analysis and practical application of beam restricting devices,
grids, radiographic film, intensifying screens, radiographic quality, and
processing of the radiographic image. Includes factors affecting the
cohtrast and density of the radiograph. COREQ: RD 227.
RD 227 RADIOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE & CONTROL LABORATORY (0-2-1)(F). A labo-
ratory experience where students apply the principles of x-ray machine
operation and practical application of all image materials. COREQ: RD
226.
RD 234 INTRODUCTION TO RADIOGRAPHY CLINICAL EXPERIENCE (2-0-2)(F).
Change of credit hours only.
RD 316 RADIOGRAPHIC POSITIONING (3-0-3)(F). Change of credit hours only.
RD 350 MEDICAL AND SURGICAL DISEASES (2-0-2)(F). Change of credit hours
only.
RD 360 SPECIAL RADIOGRAPHIC PROCEDURES (2-0-2)(F). Fundamental concepts
of the more specialized radiographic examinations with emphasis on
studies of the cardiac and circulatory systems. Other special procedures
will be discussed. PREREQ: RD major or PERM/INST.
RD 400 DEVELOPMENT OF A RADIOLOGY DEPARTMENT (3-0-3)(S). Change of title
and semester offered.
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RD 340 RADIOGRAPHIC QUALITY ASSURANCE (3-0-3)(S). Theory ~nd application
of qual ity assurance techniques for radiographic equipment. Includes
demonstrations with various quality assurance instruments. Principles
and techniques of daily photographic quality assurance will be intro-
duces. PREREQ: RD 226.
RD 338 RADIOLOGIC THERAPY AND IMAGING SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(5). Analysis of
new radiologic imaging systems to include sonography, nuclear medicine,
computerized tomography, and magnetic resonance imaging. Therapeutic
uses of radi at ion and cross-sect iona 1 anatomy wi 11 also be cons idered.
PREREQ: Upper division majors only or permission of instructor.
RESPIRATORY THERAPY PAGES 132-133.
CHANGE DEPARTMENTAL DESIGNATION , COURSE NUMBER AND
DESCRIPTION FOR RT 207 TO H 206. PAGES 133, 122..,
H 206 NURSING SKILLS FOR HEALTH CARE PERSONNEL (1-0-1) (F). Nursing arts
as they pertain to individuals working in a health care setting, to in-
clude collecting patient vital signs, body positioning and mechanics,
medical and surgical asepisis, and medication preparation. PREREQ:
PERMIINST.
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION PAGES 137-138.
CREATION OF NEW MBA ELECTIVE COURSE GB 545. PAGE 137
GB 545 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS (3-0-3)(F). An overview of (1) the inter-
national business environment; (2) country characteristics and conditions
affecting firms that conduct business overseas; and (3) firm level deci-
sions about marketing, finance and personne1, and other functions.
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION PAGES 138-146.
CREATION OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION, INSTRUCTI.oNAL
TECHNOLOGY EMPHASIS. PAGE 140.
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN COMPONENT 15 CREDITS
Required of everyone.
1. TE 582 Instructional Theory
2. TE 537 Instructional Design
...................... ,. .
............. ,.,. ,. ,. ,. .
3
3
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3. TE 551 Fundamentals of Educational Research 3
4. TE 591 Project or TE 593 Thesis 6
TECHNICAL COMPONENT 12 CREDITS
5. Student must take one of the following two courses:
TE 538 Instructional Courseware Design
OR •......•........................... 3
TE 539 Artificial Intelligence Applications
6. TE 583 Selected Topics-Instructional Technology 3
7. TE 520 Video Del ivery Systems 3
8. TE 590 Pract icum 3
ENVIRONMENT COMPONENT 3 CREDITS
Students are to take at least one class in this component. Suggestions:
Organ Theory & Behavior MG 528 3
Accounting for Managers AC 511 3
Communication Tech for Managers AS 512 3
Human Resource Management MG 541 3
Public Policy Form & Implem PA 520 3
Conflict & Change in Socio-cult Systems SO 510 3
Curriculum Plan & Implementation TE 581 3
TE 520 VIDEO DELIVERY SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(Demand) Students will investigate
the video and audio applications of technology for instruction such as
Instructional Television Fixed Service (ITFS), teleconferences, and edu-
cational television.
Free Elective
TOTAL
3
33
u
TE 537 INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN (3-0-3)(F/S). This course will enable stu-
dents to identify instructional needs, determine and organize content,
select appropriate media, and devise evaluation and revision cycles.
TE 538 INSTRUCTIONAL COURSEWARE DESIGN (3-0-3)(F). Students will design
instruction with the assistance of a microcomputer and link the instruc-
tion with video technology. Students will investigate several authoring
languages to facilitate the development and delivery of instruction.
TE 539 ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE APPLICATION (3-0-3)(S). Students will
investigate instructional technology in the creation of knowledge based
systems as a method of instruction. Students will create instructional
programs using expert systems and artificial intelligence.
TE 551 FUNDAMENTALS OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH (3-0-3)( F/S/SU). Change of
semesers only.
TE 581 CURRICULUM PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION (3-0-3)( F/S/SU) . Change
semester offered.
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TE 582 INSTRUCTIONAL THEORY (3-0-3)( F/S/SU). Thi s course incl udes in-
vestigations of research and theory about educational contexts, moti-
vation, learning and development as they relate to models of instruction.
Students will develop skills in selecting appropriate instructional mod-
els to achieve specific purposes in a variety of educational settings.
TE 583 SELECTED TOPICS-INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY (3-0-3)(Demand) The stu-
dents will explore issues and applications of technologies of current
interest. Seminar content will be revised continually to reflect current
developoments in instructional technologies.
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EXERCISE AND SPORT STUDIES PAGE 146.
CREATION OF NEW MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EXERCISE AND SPORT
STUDIES. PAGE 146.
Proposed starting date of FALL 1988.
CORE REQUIREMENTS 15 CREDITS
Funct iona 1 Anatomy PE 500 ... .................................. 3
Physiology of Activity PE 510 3
Biomechanics PE 520 3
Psychology of Exercise & Sport PE 530 3
Applied Prin of Coriditioning PE 540 3
TOTAL 15
RESEARCH TOOLS 6 CREDITS
Advanced Statistical Methods P 405g
OR ........................•...•....•........... 3
Business Statistics DS 513
Fund of Educational Research TE 551 3
TOTAL 6
ELECTIVES 6-9 CREDITS
Exercise Physiology Lab PE 515 3
Mechanical Anal of Motor Act PE 515 3
Sociology of Exercise & Sport PE 535 3
Exercise Testing & Prescription PE 545 3
Philosophy of Exercise & Sport PE 550 3
Motor Learning PE 560 : 3
Hea 1th Promotion PE 570 3
Computers in Exercise and Sport PE 575 3
Pract icum PE 590 ........ 3
TOTAL 6-9
THESIS OPTION 6 CREDITS
Research & Thesis PE 593 ............... " " " . 6
NON-THESIS OPTION
Project PE 591
3 CREDITS
................................................................................................ 3
TOTAL 33
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PE 500 FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY (3-0-3). A study of gross human anatomy from
the descriptive approach with emphasis on the skeletal, muscular, nervous
and circulatory systems. Includes cadaver dissection. In addition, in-
depth study of joint structure and function, gross-motor-movement, and
skill/analysis will be included. Video analysis will be utilized.
PE 510 PSYCHOLOGY OF ACTIVITY (3-0-3). A study of the various factors
affecting human performance and subsequent adaptations of the body to
single and repeated bouts of exercise.
PE 520 BIOMECHANICS (3-0-3). A study of the internal and external forces
act ing on the human body and the effects produced by these forces.
Analysis of movement will focus on qualitative techniques. '
PE 530 PSYCHOLOGY OF EXERCISE AND SPORT (3-0-3). A study of psychological
factors as they relate to exercise, sport and performance. Content in-
cludes personality traits, motivation, anxiety/arousal, and
intervention/coping strategies.
PE 540 APPLIED PRINCIPLES OF CONDITIONING (2-2-3). Advanced study of the
conditioning process. Emphasis on application of the conceptual to
practical situations. Involves program planning, objectives, exercise
analysis for conditioning specificity, exercise prescription and other
conditioning variables affecting performance.
PE 515 EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY LAB (2-2-3). Practical applications of the
principles that govern response and adaptation of the human body to ex-
ercise, utilizing laboratory equipment to collect data and analyze re-
~?-\ sults.
\~ PE 525 MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF MOTOR ACTIVITIES (3-0-3). An introduction
to the analysis techniques used to study the mechanics of human motion.
Topics will include cinematography, videography, force transducers,
electromyography, and computer analysis techniques.
PE 535 SOCIOLOGY OF EXERCISE AND SPORT (3-0-3). A study of the re-
lationships between exercise, sport and other facets of society, includ-
ing social organization, group behavior and social interaction patterns.
PE 545 EXERCISE TESTING AND PRESCRIPTION (2-2-3-). A study of the current
methods and procedures used in coronary heart disease risk detection and
reduction, including the recommended guidelines by the American College
of Sports Medicine for exercise testing and prescription.
PE 550 PHILOSOPHY OF EXERCISE AND SPORT (3-0-3). A study of the philo-
sophical foundations underlying exercise and sport. Topics include the
six pillars of philosophy, values, development, design and evaluation of
individual and program philosophy, and goal structuring.
PE 560 MOTOR LEARNING (3-0-3). A study of the relevant empirical evidence
and research in the field of motor learning and performance, including
the learning process, feedback, timing, information processing, transfer,
perception, motivation, and practice conditions.
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PE 570 HEALTH PROMOTION (3-0-3). An introduction to health promotion in
the commercial/industrial sector, including planning, development, and
implementation of programs aimed at the achievement of total well-being.
PE 575 COMPUTERS IN EXERCISE AND SPORT (3-0-3). An introduction to com-
puter applications in the exercise and sport sciences, including methods
for collecting data using the computer. Processing of data will include
both microcomputer software and the Statistical Analysis System (SAS)
package.
PE 590 PRACTICUM (0-9-3). Avaible on a selective, limited basis. Cul-
minating experience designed to provide students with an opportunity to
apply skills learned in the classroom. PREREQ: PERM/INST ..
PE 591 PROJECT (3 credtis). Students select a project related to Exercise
and Sport Studies and pursue it to a logical conclusion. PREREQ:
PERM/INST.
PE 593 RESEARCH AND THESIS (6 credits). A scholarly paper containing the
results of original research. PREREQ: Admission to candidacy and approval
of the student's graduate committee.
!~~;t--PE 596 DIRECTED RESEARCH (variable credits). Opportunity for the student
to pursue a topic of interest on an individual basis.
DELETE PE 521 AND PE 594. PAGE 141.
Delete PE 521 Elementary Physical Education Activities and PE 594 Physical
Education in Special Education.
BUSINESS AND OFFICE EDUCATION PAGE 155-157.
REORGANIZATION OF BUSINESS AND OFFICE EDUCATION PROGRAM.
PAGE 155, 156, 157.
DELETION OF OF 205 ADVANCED SHORTHAND.
Delete OF 205 Advanced Shorthand from Secretary option.
The Business and Office Education Program is designed to meet the needs
of students as they prepare to enter employment in both private industry
and government. Upon enrollment in the program, the student will have
an opportunity to pursue a one-year Certificate of Completion in Business
and Office Education, or a two-year Associate of Applied Science degree
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in one of the following options: Secretary; Word Processing; or Book-
keeper.
The Business and Office Education Program is competency based which
specifies the student performance objectives and the necessary competen-
cies required for employment at entry level.
Approved cooperative education in an office and/or competency testing may
be substituted for coursework with special permission of the program head
and division manager.
A mi nimum grade of I C lis requi red ina 11 coursework to recei ve a Cer-
tificate of Completion or Associate of Applied Science degree.
o
CORE FRESHMAN CLASSES
F
Business Math OF 105 3
Business English OF 109 3
Proofreading and Spelling OF 119 3
Keyboarding OF 106
OR ....••....................................... 4
Intermediate Typing
Intro Information Processing OF 154 3
Basic Office Procedures OF 107 3
Business Writing OF 159 .
Word Processing I OF 203 .
Intermediate Typing
OR ...•........•.......•.....................
Advanced Typing OF 157
Record Keepi ng OF 155 .
Job Seeking Skills/Career Planning OF 153 .
TOTAL 19
BUSINESS AND OFFICE EDUCATION (BOOKKEEPER OPTION)
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE DEGREE
S
3
3
4
3
3
16
u
This option is designed for the student to obtain a basic knowledge of
the business world and to develop the necessary skills to competently
perform the duties required of a bookkeeper at an entry level.
Upon succe'ssfu1 comp 1et ion of thi s opti on, the 1ea rner wi 11 not on ly
possess the necessary skills and knowledge to enter the world of work as
a bookkeeper, but will also have developed basic skills in computerized
book.k.eeping, word process ing, . data base management, proofreadi ng and
spelling, business English, and the use of spreadsheets.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
F S
Bookkeepi ng I OF 108 . ................ ..... ....... 4
Office Skills Practicum/Bookkeeping OF 016 0
Spreadsheet I OF 201 .. ........ .......... ..... .......... 2
Intro Data Base Management OF 202 2
Applied Business Communication OF 252 3
Legal Environment of Business GB 202 3
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Elect ive 3
Bookkeepi ng II OF 152 .
Computerized Bookkeeping OF 204 .
Spreadsheet II OF 254 .
Fundamentals of Supervision OF 253 .
E1ective ..........
TOTAL 17
BUSINESS AND OFFICE EDUCATION (SECRETARY OPTION)
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE DEGREE
4
5
4
3
3
19
This option is designed for the student to obtain a basic' knowledge of
the business world and to develop the necessary skills to competently
perform the duties of an office secretary at an entry level.
Upon successful completion of this option, the learner will not only
possess the necessary skills and knowledge to enter the world of work as
a secretary, but will also have developed basic skills in proofreading
and spelling, English usage, shorthand, word processing, machine tran-
scription, record keeping, and computer literacy.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
F S
Basic Shorthand OF 125 5
Computer Business Applications OF 206 3
Machine Transcription OF 158 3
Applied Business Communication OF 252 3
Elective 3
Intermediate Shorthand OF 151 5
Records Management Procedures OF 251 3
Fundamentals of Supervision OF 253 3
Advanced Typing OF 157 4
Word Process ing II OF 255 3
TOTAL 17 18
BUSINESS AND OFFICE EDUCATION (WORD PROCESSING OPTION)
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE DEGREE
This option is designed for the student to obtain a basic knowledge of
the business world and to develop the necessary skills to competently
perform the duties required of an entry level word processing operator.
Upon successful completion of this option, the learner will not only
possess the necessary skills and knowledge to enter the world of work as
a word processing operator, but will also have developed basic skills in
proofreading and spelling, English usage, word processing, machine tran-
scription, record keeping, micro and mini computer literacy.
SOPHOMORE YEAR
F S
Machine Transcription OF 158 3
Advanced Typi ng OF 157 ............ 4
Applied Business Communication OF 252 3
Computer Business Applications OF 206 3
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Electives 6
Records Management Procedures OF 251 .
Word Processing II OF 255 .
Fundamentals of Supervision OF 253 .
Office Skills Practicum/Word Processing OF 015 .
Elect ives .
TOTAL 19
Approved Electives for Business and Office Education programs:
3
3
3
o
6
15
o
CM 111
CM 131
CM 221
P 161
P 101
GB 101
Fund of Speech Communication
Listening
Interpersonal Communication
Assertiveness Training
General Psychology
Intro to Business
3
3
3
3
3
3
CHILD CARE SERVICES/MANAGEMENT PAGE 157-158.
REVISION OF CHILD SERVICES/MANAGEMENT PROGRAM.
158.
DAY CARE ASSISTANT
PAGE 157,
F S
Intro to Child Development CC 101 3
Intro to Child Development CC 151 3
Communication Skills CC 111-112 3 3
Health & Care of Young Child CC 141 3
Intro Occupational Relations CC 161 2
Curriculum of Young Child CC 171-172 3 3
Child Care Laboratory CC 181-182 .: 3 3
Contract Fld Exper Early Chld Prog CC 125-126 1 1
Plan & Eval of Laboratory Exper CC 135-136 2 2
TOTAL 18 17
CREATION OF CC 161. PAGE 157, 158.
CC 161 INTRODUCTION TO OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-0-2)(S). Instruction
and practical application in resume writing, job applications, inter-
viewing techniques and job search. The course will include: Personal
money management, credit, and management of personal records and files.
One semester course.
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CHANGE OF PREREQUISITE FOR CC 261. PAGE 157, 158.
CC 261 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-0-2) (S). Course isdes igned to enable
a student to become skilled in dealing effectively with people and for
applying, getting, maintaining, and advancing in employment. One semes-
ter course. PREREQ: CC 161.
DELETION OF CC 231. PAGE 157.
Delete CC 231 Child Care Center Management from curric~lum;
DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY PAGE 160-161.
CHANGE IN MAJOR REQUIREMENTS FOR DRAFTING. PAGE 160, 161.
DRAFTING TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATE OF APPLI~D SCIENCE DEGREE
This curriculum is organized to provide engineering departments, govern-
ment agencies, consulting engineers and architectural firms with a tech-
nician well versed in the necessary basic skills and knowledge of
conventional and computer aided drafting'. The student is required to
develop and maintain the same standards and techniques used in firms or
agencies that employ drafters and technicitns.
FIRST SEMESTER
Drafting lab & Lecture DT 101 4
Fundamentals of Computer Drafting DT 109 1
Communication Skills DT 111 : 3
Ma thema tic s DT 131 ........................ 4
Applied Physics DT 141 3
Elective (General) 3
TOTAL 18
SECOND SEMESTEROra ft ing 1ab & Lecture DT 102 ................................. 4
Communication Skills DT 112 3
Introduction to Surveying DT 122 2
Mathemat iC$ DT 132 ............................................ 3
Applied Physics DT 142 3
Fundamentals of Computer Design DT 110 1
TOTAL . 16
THIRD SEMESTER
Drafting Lab & Lecture DT 201 4
Descriptive Geometry & Development DT 221 3
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Appl ied Mathematics DT 231 .
Statics DT 241 .
Graphics DT 261 .
Occupational Relationships DT 262 .
TOTAL
FOURTH SEMESTER
Drafting Lab & Lecture DT 202 .
Technical Report Writing DT 222 .
Applied Mathematics DT 232 .
Specialized Graphics DT 263 .
Strength of Materi a 1s DT 242 .
Elective (General) .
TOTAL
3 •4 ()1
2,
17
4
2
3
2
4
3
18
All courses require a minimum 'e. grade to receive the Associates Degree .
.Approved General Electives:
GB 101 Intro to Business 3
CM 111 Fund of Speech Communication 3
CM 131 Listening 3
SO 101 Intro to Sociology 3
EC 202 Prin of Economics-Micro 3
DELETION OF DT 153, 172. PAGE 160.
\
Delete DT 153 Manufacturing Processes.
Delete DT 172 Construction Codes.
DT 101 DRAFTING LABORATORY AND LECTURE (1-14-4)(F). Mechanical drafting
with basic drafting techniques, standards, methods, and basic block and
schematic diagrams for electronics and piping with introduction to com-
puter assisted drafting.
DT 102 DRAFTING LABORATORY AND LECTURE (1-14-1)(5). Architectural
drafting includes facility planning, remodeling and details for commer-
cial buidlings. PREREQ: DT 101.
DT 109, 110 FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER-AIDED DRAFTING AND DESIGN
(1-1-1)(F/S). This course is an introduction to Computer-Aided Drafting
and Design Systems. it will prepare students for keyboarding, to operate
the systems and understand the applications of computer graphics to in-
dustry standards. Students will learn to use an interactive c0mputer
graphics system to prepare drawings on a CRT. They wi 11 store and re-
trieve drawings and related information on a magnetic disc and produce
commercial quality copies using a computer-driven plotter. COREQ: Fa-
miliarity with basic drafting procedures and standards.
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ELECTRICAL L1NEWORKER PAGE 161.
(\ REVISION OF ELECTRICAL L1NEWORKER PROGRAM. PAGE 161.
ELECTRICAL LINEWORKER
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION
FALL SEMESTERElect Lineworker Lab EL 101 ................................... 5
Elect Lineworker Basics EL 151 5
Elect Lineworker Syst Des/Const EL 161 5
Occupational Ralationships EL 262 , 2
TOTAL 17
SPRING SEMESTERElect Lineworker Lab EL 102 5
Elect Lineworker Basics EL 152 5
Elect Lineworker Syst Des/Const EL 162 5
TOTAL . 15
EL 101-102 ELECTRICAL LINEWORKER LABORATORY (0-20-5)(F/S). The field
operation provides actual "job type" experience for the student. Course
content includes live cJimbing experiences using ropes and rigging, pole
setting and removal with suitable guys and anchors including installation
of transformers and street 1ight ing, construction and maintenance of
underground distribution networks, troubleshooting all systems including
hot stick care and use, plus preventative maintenance on associate systems
or equipment.
EL 151-152 ELECTRICALLINEWORKER BASICS (5-05-)(F/S). This course pro-
vides the student with the basics of electrical theory, power generation,
materials identification and application, overcurrent and protective de-
vices, related equipment application, and personal/occupational safety.
EL 161-162 ELECTRICAL LINEWORKER SYSTEMS DESIGN/CONSTRUCTION (5-0-5)
(F/S). This course emphasizes electrical power systems, power systems
designing and construction techniques,' transformer theory, design of
transformers and their construction, and transmission networks.
ELECTRONICS SERVICE TECHNOLOGY PAGE 163.
,
REVISION OF ELECTRONICS SERVICE TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM. PAGE
163.
ELECTRONICS SERVICE TECHNOLOGY
ASSOCIATE OF APPLIED SCIENCE DEGREE
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The graduate of this program is prepared to enter the electronics industry
with a broad-based general knowledge in electronic equipment repair and
maintenance. This technician will be capable of entry-level work on the
1atest equi pment that incorporates ana log and digita 1 ci rcuits. The
electronic technician from this program is able to specialize in any area
ot electronics that the employer desires.
FRESHMAN YEAR
Electronics lab ES 106 .
Communication Skills ES 114 .
Electronics Theory ES 122 .
Intro Digital Electronics ES 123 .
Electronics Math ES 133 .
Digital Systems I ES 163 .
linear Systems I ES 172 .
linear Systems I lab ES 173 .
Appl ied Math ES 182 .
Computer literacy ES 188 .
Communication Skills ES 191 .
TOTAL
SOPHOMORE YEAR
Electronics lab ES 206 .
Digi ta 1 Systems II ES 214 .
Occupational Relations ES 222 .
Telecom-Systems I ES 232 .
linear Systems II ES 237 .
Economics of Electronics Service Management ES 264
Electronic lab ES 288 ..............................•...
CET ES 274 .
Di gita 1 III ES 275 .
Microprocessor Systems ES 277 .
Electro~Mechanical Systems ES 281 .
Telecom-Systems II ES 285 .
TOTAL
TOTAL CREDITS
Course Offerings:
ES 106 ELECTRONICS LABORATORY I (0-15-3)(F/S). Experiments in direct and
alternating current, using passive components (resistors, capacitors, and
inductors). The use of standard test equipment used by an electronics
technician.
ES 114 COMMUNICATION SKILLS (3-0-3)(F/S). Industrial applications in-
cluding the organization and delivery 'of technical reports in written
form. learning skills necessary to continually update the individual
after leaving school.
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ES 122 ELECTRONIC THEORY (5-0-5)(F/S) .. Theory of direct and alternating
~ currents in passive circuits. Circuit analysis of RLC configurations inr-' both AC and DC applications.
ES 123 INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL ELECTRONICS (2-0-2)(F/S). Introduction
to binary number system, digital coding, basic logic gates and logic
families.
ES 133 ELECTRONICS MATHEMATICS (S-O-S)(F/S): The number system, algebra
and algebraic equiations, exponential and logarithmic equations, vectors,
and graphing. .
ES 163 DIGITAL SYSTEMS I (2-02-)(F/S). Basic TTL and MOS gate operations,
combinational logic circuits, Boolean Algebra, fan-out specifications,
propagation delay and operating speed. Basic sequential logic oper-
ations, R-S and J-K flip-flop fundamentals. PREREQ: ES 123.
ES 172 LINEAR SYSTEMS I (S-0-5)(F/S). AC and DC properties of diodes and
transistors. Bipolar junction transistors, junction field effect tran-
sistors, and MOS devices. Operational circuits employing diodes and
transistors. Transistor amplifier biasing, load line computations, and
gain determinations. PREREQ: ES 122. COREQ: 182.
ES 173 LINEAR SYSTEM LABORATORY I .(0-15-3)( F/S). Laboratory exerci ses
to complement ES 172 and ES 163. PREREQ: fS 106.
ES 182 APPLIED MATHEMATICS (3-0-3)(F/S). The mathematical analysis of
circuits introduced in ES 172. COREQ: ES 172.
ES 188 COMPUTER LITERACY FOR ELECTRONIC TECHNICIANS (2-0-2)( F/S). An
introductory computer course deal ing in the use of the computer as a
writing and computational tool. The student will be introduced to word
processing and the BASIC computer programming language. Includes program
writing and structuring techniques, software troubleshooting and doc-
umentation.
ES 191 COMMUNICATION SKILLS (3~0-3)(F/S). The delivery of technical re-
ports in oral form and business correspondence. PREREQ: ES 114. ES 206
ELECTRONICS LAB (0-15-3). Combined electronics lab covering circuits and
equi pment used in ES 237, ES 214, ES 281 and fS 232. lab wi 11 stress
hands-on exposure to circuits and equipment and will provide various
troubleshooting techniques to be used in equipment repair.
ES 214 DIGITAL SYSTEMS II (3-0-3)(F/S). Implementation of sequential
logic, flip-flops, converters, encoders, decoders, arithmetic logic sys-
tems and comparators, parity generators and checkers. PREREQ: ES 163.
ES 222 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-0-2)(F/S). Drafting and writing effec-
tive job-placement resumes. Completing an effective job interview. What
to prepare for in finding employment. Customer relations.
ES 232 TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS I (2-0-2)(F/S). Introduction to elec-
tronic communication systems. Types of information to be conveyed by a
communication channel. Role of receiver and transmitter. Generation and
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reception of radio waves. Use of radio waves and light waves as infor-
mation carriers.
i
ES 237 LINEAR SYSTEMS II (5-0-5)(F/S). Study of operational amplifiers
and other linear circuits. Operational amplifier theory and OP AMP cir-
cuits commonly found in electronic equipment. Amplifiers, oscillators,
comparators, integrators and differentiators, filters and precision
rectifiers. PREREQ: ES 172.
ES 264 ECONOMICS 'OF ELECTRONIC SERVICE MANAGEMENT (3-0-3)( F/S). Study
of electronic shop economics, practices and standards. Includes customer
and employee relations, management skills, and invoicing, warranty claims
and procedures.
ES 274 CET CERTIFICATION (1-0-1)(F/S). Study for and completion of re-
quirements for Certified Electronics Technician examination. Associate
L~vel exam preparation. '
ES 275 DIGITAL SYSTEMS III (3-0-3)(F/S). Study of various logic families.
Data conversion, analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog conversion,
digital data transmission and reception, memory devices and systems.
PREREQ: ES 264. '
ES 277 MI CROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS (4-0-4)( F/S) . Study of mi croprocessor
funct ions based on 6800 seri es mi croprocessor. Number systems, mi cro-
processor basics, computer arithmetic, programming, central processor
unit structure, and interfacing, Microcontrollers, 16 and 32 bit micro-
processor overvi ew. PREREQ: ES214.
ES 281 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL SYSTEMS (3-0-3)(F/S). Electronic measurement
and detection through the use of electronic transducer devices. Mechan-
ical control through the use of electro-mechanical actuators and devices.
Photoelectric sensors, thermal sensors, displacement sensors. Solenoids,
relays, stepper motors and servo actuators.
ES 285 TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS II (4-0-4)(F/S). Continuation of ES 232.
Noise in communication systems. Propagation, antennas and transmission
lines. Pulse modulation techniques, data communications and standards.
Digital signal communication methods, telephone and satellite communi-
cation. PREREQ: ES 232.
ES 288 ELECTRONICS LAB (0-15-3)(F/S). Combined electronics lab covering
ci rcui ts and equi pment used in ES 275, ES 277, ES 285 and ES 281. Hands-on
exposure with emphasis on troubleshooting approaches.
EXTENDED PROGRAMS OFFERINGS
The following Extended Programs offerings are not required in the Elec-
tronic Service Technology AASdegree program. These courses are designed
for upgrading of individuals employed in the Electronic Service Industry.
PREREQ: Minimum of two years employment as an Electronic Service Tech-
nician, or PERM/INST.
COURSE DESCRIPTION
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ES 293 FIBER OPTICS (2-0-2). Basic electronics overview including in-
troductory circuit concepts and schematic interpretation. General cir-
cuit construction, voltage, current, power and resistance concepts.
Components of fiber optic communication systems. Optical fiber proper-
ties and types, applications, advantages and limitations. Transformation
of voice information to digital form and applications of digital signal
multiplexing for use with optical fiber signal transmission and recep-
tion. System testing and standardized trouble-shooting procedures.
ES 295 DIGITAL CONCEPTS WITH INTRO MICROPROCESSORS (1-4-2). A laboratory
oriented digital electronics course covering the areas of combinational
logic, sequential logic, digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital conver-
sion and introductory microprocessors. Logic trouble-shooting will be
emphasized throughout the course and trouble-shooting instruments and
techniques will be introduced.
HEAVY DUTY MECHAN ICS-DIESEL PAGE 163.
REVISION OF HEAVY DUTY MECHANICS-DIESEL PROGRAM. PAGE 163.
HEAVY DUTY MECHANICS-DIESEL
CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION
This program is designed to prepare students for entry level employment
in the heavy mechanics field. Instruction will include the basics in
design and fundamentals of operation of gasoline and diesel engines, heavy
duty trucks, equipment and component parts and shop safety. Instruction
will be on mock-ups and actual working units.
SUBJECTS
First eight week block
Introduction to Engines OM 106 4
Engine Component Systmes OM 107 2
Diese 1 Fuei Systems OM 108 2
Second eight week blockBasic Heavy Equipment Welding OM 109 1
Clutches and Transmissions OM 110 3
Power Take-Off and Drive Lines OM III , 1
Differential, Power Dividers, Final
Drive and Planetary Systems OM 112 3
TOTAL 16
Third eight week blockBasic Electrical and Magnetism OM 113 2
Batteries, Switches, Relays and Solenoids OM 114 4
Basic Hydraulics OM 115 2
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Fourth eight week block
Ai r Systems OM 116 2
Hydraulic Brakes OM 117 2
Steeri ng and Suspen sion Systems OM 118 2
Engi ne Brakes OM 119 ,.................................... 2
Occupational Relations OM 262 2
TOTAL 18
Summer Session
Project Lab Lecture OM 120Lecture OM 120
OM 106 INTRODUCTION TO ENGINES (3-6-4(F). Theory and principles of op-
eration. Engine disassembly, assembly cdmponent identification and
function, use of measuring instruments and precision parts measuring.
OM 107 ENGINE COMPONENT SYSTEMS (2-2-2)(F). Cooling system, lube system,
air intake system, supercharges, exhaust systems, turbochargers, heads,
valves, reconditioning of seats and valves, valve train mechanisms.
OM 108 DIESEL FUEL SYSTEMS (2-2-2)(F). Cummins PT systems, Port and Helix
metering system, includes Robert-Bosch, United-Technology, Simms and
Caterpillar, sleeve metering systems, unit injectors, and distributor
pump includes, Stanadyne and CAV, fuel filters and injectors and nozzles
and holders.
Total 8 credits for this block - repeated in Fall Semester.
OM 109 BASIC HEAVY EQUIPMENT WELDING (l-l-l)(F). Includes basic theory
and lab of arc and gas welding, related to the maintenance and repair of
heavy equipment.
OM 110 CLUTCHES AND TRANSMISSIONS (2-5-3)(F). Covers complete disassem-
bly and assembly of heavy duty single and double disk clutches and theory
and operation of heavy duty manual transmission will complete complete
disassembly and assembly procedures to factory specifications.
OM 111 POWER TAKE-OFF AND DRIVE LINES (l-l-l)(F). Will cover power
take-off and drive line disassembly and assembly to factory specifica-
tions.
OM 112 DIFFERENTIAL, POWER DIVIDERS, FINAL DRIVE AND PLANETARY SYSTEMS
(2-5-3)(F). Includes complete disassembly and assembly differentials,
power dividers, basic final drive systems, and planetary systems in heavy
duty equipment. .
Total 8 crdits for this block - repeated in Fall Semester.
OM 113 BASIC ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETISM THEORY (2-2-2)(S). Includes basic
electricity and magnetism theory with electrical circuits and test
equipment procedures and circuit testing with multimeter.
OM 114 BATTERIES, SWITCHES, RELAYS AND SOLENOIDS (3-6-4)(S). Introduc-
tion to batteries, switches, relays and solenoids, starter and charging
systems used in electrical circuits of heavy duty equipment.
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OM 115 BASIC HYDRAULICS (2-2-2)(S). Introduction to basic hydraulic
theory and practices of hydraulic systems, lines, fittings, accumulators,
oil coolers, circuits, valves, pumps and motors.
Total 8 credits for this block - repeated in Spring Semester.
OM 116 AIR SYSTEM (2-2-2)(S). Air compressors, air brakes, parking
brakes, air cans, spring brake cans, slack adjustors, brake shoes, air
tanks and air piping.
OM 117 HYDRAULIC BRAKES (2-2-2)(S). System components and functiohs of
brake systems, including brake shoes, drums, wheel bearings, wheel spin-
dles, seals, brake adjustments.
OM 118 STEERING AND SUSPENSION SYSTEMS (2-2-2)(5). Suspension system
including torsion bars, springs, air suspensions, wheels, tires, frames.
OM 119 ENGINE BRAKES (2-2-2)(S). Jacobs and Cummins C brake components
and operation, retarders, construction and operation, shop skills, in-
cluding sharpening drill bits and chisels, drilling and tapping holes,
making copper and aeroquip lines, fittings and fasteners.
Total 8 credits for this block, repeated Spring Semester.
OM 262 OCCUPATIONAL RELATIONS (2-0-2)(S). Course is designed to enable
a student t~ become skilled in dealing effectively with people and for
applying, getting, maintaining and advancing in employment.
OM 120 PROJECT LAB/LECTURE (l0-25-8)(SU). Repairs of outside projects
in the heavy duty mechanical areas.
REFRIGERATION, HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING PAGE 167.
DELETION OF RH 123, 143, CHANGE TO 9 MONTH PROGRAM. PAGE
167.
Delete RH 123 Air Conditioning, Refrigeration and Heating Laboratory and
RH 143 Air Conditioning, Refrigeration and Heating Theory from curric-
ulum.
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